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TEN CENTS

Avert Technician Strike
ger-Magnuson Tiff

Thomas E. Dewey was recalled
when he and 37 other chief state
execs accompanied Mutual tenor
Frank Forest in the singing of the

WLB Orders Status Quo And Freezing
Of Pancake Turners In .Dispute
Between AFM and NABET

"Star Spangled Banner" at the annual Memorial Day ceremonies in
Gettysburg. Forest noted the outstanding vocal quality of Dewey,

AFM Representatives

Dewey's Baritone
The past of New York Governor

/ Lea Com. Hearing
ashinyton Bateau, RADIO DAILY

shington-Lea committee AttorSarry S. Barger came close to
Ling yesterday because Reprelive Warren G. Magnuson, D.,
proposed that in seeking the
of government agencies to

ice they receive from the
oreign Broadcast Intelligence
he seeks direct expression
ose agencies. Barge; was cross
ng Ellis Porter, FBIS wire
(Continued on Page 4)

e -Senate Committee
roves FBIS-RID Cuts
ington

Bureau, RADIO DAILY

who, in his youth, sang baritone
in church choirs and aspired to be
a professional singer.

Blue Announces Plan
For 'Creative Music'

Bolt WLB Hearing

form.
In announcing

the fund, Mark
Woods, president of the Blue, said it

NBC and Blue network owned

we walked out," said David Katz, afternoon when the War Labor
counsel for the Chicago Federation Board rendered a decision freezof Musicians (Local 10 of the AFM),

thus abruptly ending a War Labor
Board hearing on the WJJD strike
situation Monday at the Morrison
Hotel. The hearing was a continu-

Adopting a plan to offer inspira- ance of the case wherein the Chicago
tion to American composers, the Blue local had demanded a new contract
Music Fund" designed to foster creative writing of streamlined compositions in vest pocket, "Symphonette"

Engineers and Technicians at

stations and WOR in New York,
Chicago-"Let the record show that was averted late yesterday

ngton - The House -Senate Network has established a "Creative from station WJJD which would re nce Committee on the Inde-

Offices Appropriations Bill
de final the dropping of major
f FBIS and RID by the FCC,
tiled to raise the 1945 budget
tnmission war activities. The
figure for these special duties,

Threatened strike by the National Association of Broadcast

(Continued on Page 7)

Jack Mullen Leaving OWI;
New Appointments Planned

ing jurisdiction over the handling of musical recordings until
NLRB hearings have been held

to determine jurisdiction and
(Continued on Page 5)

FCC Asked To Okay

KECA Sale To Blue

of Jack Mullen, chief
less than that voted by the was a result of an intensive study ofResignation
the editorial and production divi(Continued on Page 6)

mpromise was reached on the
(Continued on Page 7)

er's Day" Gets Hypo;
For Best Radio Gags

To Texas Co.; Begins July 2
"Music ForAmerica," starring James
Melton which was heard last summer

Twenty -Two Stations

"Music For America" Sold

and fall for 23 weeks, under Texas
Get Honorable Awards
writers are advised that the company sponsorship, has been pur1 Father's Day Committee is chased
from Henry Souvaine, Inc., by
Identity of 22 stations who received
U. S. War Bonds as prizes the same
and will be heard honorable mention in the Keystone
script writers for the best on Sundaysponsor
nights at 9:30 p.m., over
System -General Foods
Day program or gag, or poem CBS beginning July 2nd. The deal Broadcasting
radio merchandising campaign were
ºtion, for 1944 Father's Day
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 2)

his year falls on Sunday, June

here will be two prizes-each
$50.000 bond. Father's Day
(Continued on Page 2)

E. tiro % n honored
E. Brown has been selected
National Fathers Day cornCtee as "1944's Father to All the
1the
rs

Overseas,"

Alvin Austin,
committee anrnced. Joe was the first enterler to go to the Aleutians, to
sident

of

the

na and to India. He has two

*a in the service and another son
*a killed in an airplane crash
5(942.

West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Hollywood-Papers covering sale of
sion of OWI domestic radio effective KECA,
Angeles to the Blue NetJune 23rd, was announced yesterday work forLos
were forwarded to
by George P. Ludlam, chief of OWI's the FCC,$800,000
May 31. The deal crowns
(Continued on Page 2)
17 years of effort on the part of Don

was accepted.

Kesten Talks On CBS Video
At Tele Newsmen Luncheon
Nebr. Supreme Court
Reaffirms Decision
Omaha-Nebraska's supreme court
Friday reaffirmed its decision that
WOW must be transferred back to
the Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society by the new corporation headed by John J. Gillin, which
leased the station January 15, 1943.

Major Wayne King Stars
In GI Show Over Blue Net
Chicago-"Twenty-One

Stars,"

headliners of the show world now in

GI attire, will have its first broad (Continued on Page 6)
1,1

M I 1. MI

Sweet Sinatra
Fred Allen, shopping for perfume for Portland Hoffa on his CBS

show, was told by the airwave

Kesten, the web's exec. vice-president, at a luncheon confab of the

In case you've decided that this
sort of gag needs a breather, this

high -frequency video standards, it
was indicated yesterday by Paul W.

salesgirl that the flacon he selected
was called "Breath of Sinatra."

Television Press Club of New York.
"We have no intention of building

ried: "I've heard that boy sing-

(Continued on Page 7)

a

new Army radio program featuring

More than one manufacturer will
build high-fidelity television sets to
demonstrate the CBS position on

the sets," he declared, "unless we
A majority of the court justices have to." In that case, he observed,
(Continued on Page 4)

E. Gilman, first for Blue -NBC and
now for the Blue Network, itself, to
acquire a Los Angeles outlet.

is what the rapier -edged wit par-

and I wondered what he had done
with his breath!"
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

.

:

:

Publisher

MILLER McCLINTOCK, president of Mutual,
Editor and FULTON LEWIS, JR., commentator on the
Business Manager network, are in Buffalo to participate in the
ceremonies attendant upon the affiliation of
WEBR with MBS.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
KINGSLEY HORTON, assistant manager-diand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, rector of programs and sales for WEEI, CBS President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- owned station in Boston, is visiting briefly in
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin New York.

FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

ALFRED H. MORTON, president of National
Concert and Artists Corp., is back from an extended

business

trip which kept him on

Time Buyin%

the

West Coast for several months. He stopped in
Chicago for three days on his way East.
JONAS WEILAND,
manager

of WFTC,

In Baltimore

station and commercial
Blue Network outlet in

Kinston, N. C., is spending a few days in New
York on station and network business.

Remember when it

Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Managing Editor;
Chester B.
Babas,
Vice -

JACK M. DRAUGHON, president and station
EDWARD W. WOOD, JR., sales manager of
manager of WSIX, is here from Nashville, Tenn., the Mutual network, has returned from a busifor
conferences at the headquarters of the Blue ness trip to Hollywood.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, Network. He plans to remain in the city through
KEN CHURCH, general manager of WKRC,
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. Saturday.
Cincinnati, a caller yesterday at the local ofAddress all communications to RADIO DAILY,
MRS.
HELEN
.MOBBERLEY
has
arrived
from
fices
of the station's national representatives.
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (IS), WWDC, Washington, D. C., for a short stay in
WILLIAM O'NEILL, president of WJW, CleveIII.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone New York.
land, to New York for a couple of weeks on
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
LOUIS 1. APPELL, president of the Susque- business.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
hanna Broadcasting Company of York, Pa., is
X607.
HARRY R. LUBCKE, director of television
Entered as second class matter, April 5, back at the home offices following an exten1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., sive tour of the East, where he made a study for the Don Lee Broadcasting Systems, will
of
post-war
possibilities
for
television
and
FM.
this week to Hollywood after having
return
under the act of March 3, 1879.
President;

Charles

A.

Alicoate,

a book and say with com

plete authority -"That':
it !"?

Things are different now
Power isn't the secret of a
good radio time buy.
Neither is popularity and ii
isn't cost alone.

been in Gotham for the meetings of the Radio

BETTY ROSE THOMAS, traffic manager of Technical Planning Board.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C., is spending two weeks at
Virginia Beach with her two children, ROBIN
BEATRICE KAY opens an engagement toand DONNIE.
morrow at the Riverside Theater in Milwaukee.

"Father's Day" Gets Hypo;
Prizes For Best Radio Gags Martin Codel Sells Interest
Twenty -Two Stations
(Continued from Page 1)
In Broadcasting Magazine
Get Honorable Awards
material included in any program
from June 4th to June 18th, is to be

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

made public yesterday. The stations,

each of whom received a $25 War
Bond, were: WMSL, Decatur, Ala.;

WLAY, Muscle Shoals, Ala.; WJRD,
material, as entries in the contests, the Mediterranean war theater, has Tuscaloosa, Ala.; KBTM, Jonesboro,

is to be sent to: Fathers Day Com- sold his interest in that radio trade Ark.; WGGA, Cedartown, Ga.; WLAG,

mittee, 9 East 41st Street, New York journal to Sol Taishoff, editor. Codel La Grange, Ga.; WAYX, Waycross,
17, N. Y. after it has appeared on the has resigned from the Red Cross but Ga.; KPLC, Lake Charles, La.; WJPR,
program.
has not yet disclosed his future plans. Greenville, Miss.; WSKB, McComb,
Miss.; WGNC, Gastonia, N. C.; WMFR,
Point, N. C.; WFTC, Kinston,
Jack Mullen Leaving OWI; High
N. C.; WRRF, Washington, N. C.;
NewAppointmentsPlanned KASA, Elk City, Okla.; KHBG, Ok-

?OVENS AGO TODAY

mulgee, Okla.; KAND, Corsicana,
Tex.; KGBS, Harlingen, Tex.; KRBA,

(Continued from Page 1)

(June 1, 1924)

According to trade news, a program manager no longer waits for

radio performers to come to the studio in search of work. If he knows

of a desirable feature for his audience which cannot be brought to
the studio in the normal course of
events, he goes after it. It is re.
ported that 50 per cent of the programs on 11?JZ and WJY are out -of the -studio features.

Domestic Radio bureau. Mullen, form- Lufkin, Tex.; KRLH, Midland, Tex.;
erly vice-president of Benton & KVWC, Vernon, Tex.; WCHV, CharBowles, came with OWI originally lottesville, Va.
as copy chief a year ago. Recently As previously reported the winners
he served as Deputy Chief in charge of the three grand prizes were KFRO,
of Domestic Radio's New York office, Longview, Texas, a $500 War Bond;
in addition to other duties. Ludlam WCBI, Columbus, Miss., second prize,

(Wednesday, May 31)

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
CBS B
Crosley Corp.

Send for WHO'S WHO on WEYD
WEVD- 117 West 46th Strut. New York,.N.

Farnsworth T. G R
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common

RCA First Pfd

Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse
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OVER THE COUNTER
Y.

.

.

power, popularity and cost
against any facts you have.

If you like cold steel facts
,

.. we'd be glad to show

you the W -I -T -H picture

cam and General Foods were the
Net

politan New York Market.

.

publicity, window displays and audience reaction. Representatives of
Keystone network, Young and Rubi-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

a "must" to cover the great Metro-

If you have a job to do in
the important city of Baltimore
we'd like to
stack our combination of

through dealer contacts, newspaper

FinAnant

5000 WATTS 1330 KC.

National Advertisers consider WEVD

ing today.

said that new appointments to the a $100 War Bond and KOTN, Pine
jobs of copy chief and New York Bluff, Ark., third prize, a $50 Bond.
deputy would shortly be announced. The contest was inaugurated to
stimulate activities on the local promotion of General Foods products
1

ENGLISH JEWISH ITALIAN

It's a combination of all
three that intelligent advertisers insist on know-

(Continued from Page 1)

judged. Writers are advised to feature
Washington-Martin Codel, founder
Father's Day ideas in their programs and publisher of Broadcasting Magaany time preceding Father's Day, and zine, who returned recently from sernot only on the day itself. Copy of vice with the American Red Cross in

wa:

easy to pick a station out o

Secretary.

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Bid
72
34

Asked

judges.

Molly Berg To Guest

Molly Berg, of the "Goldbergs" will

match wits with Peter Donald when
she guests on the Saturday, June 3rd
"Guess Who?" on WOR.

Secretary Wanted -$35 Salary
Assistant to president of established New
York transcription program firm. Knowledge of radio stations essential. Write-

WrIiTYH
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

Box, 839, RADIO DAILY
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REEI

O.1

9?tnee4
-F

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, NEWYORK

National Representatives: FREE & PETERS, INC.
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Nebr. Supreme Court

Barger -Magnuson

Reaffirms Decision

At Lea Com. Hearigi

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

overruled a rehearing motion for the
case. Attorneys for the society, its

directors and the new corporation

immediately indicated they will seek
to appeal the case to the United States
Supreme Court. They filed a motion

to stay the mandate until they try
to enter the case in high court.

In March, the Nebraska court reversed a district court decision here
and ruled the lease must be cancelled

because terms were unfavorable to

the society. Dr. E. Bradshaw, former

president and now board chairman

the society, favored the new
corporation, Radio Station WOW,
of

Inc., because of his "zeal to secure
the welfare of his close, personal

friend," Gillin, the court declared.
Friday's opinion charged that "constructive fraud" had been proven in

the case, and that attorneys for the

defendants had changed their position

on the question of whether the state
courts had jurisdiction of the matter.

Rehearing was asked by society direc-

tors on the grounds that the supreme

court had no authority to order the

transfer of the stations license, which
had been granted by the FCC.
"It is true," the opinion stated,
"that the FCC may refuse to approve

the reissuance of the license to the
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society. That is a hazard that
every radio station operator must
take.

It is a matter that does not

concern this court, and it is not involved in the case now before us."
Dr. Homer H. Johnson, Lincoln,
Neb., member of the society, brought

the suit in question, charging members of the society would lose heav-

ily because the society would not

receive adequate compensation under
terms of the lease.
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coordination in the Fifth War Loan Bond Drive.

Joe is assistant publicity

director of NBC -Western division.

*

Jack Williams, program director, KOY, Phoenix, has been

conferring with Fox Case, Columbia Pacific director of public relations, news and special events, regarding handling radio news on the
D -Day invasion. .
Perry Charles, Tom Fizdale's Coast Boswell,
does things on a grand scale. He has been bothered with molar
trouble, and t'other day dropped in on his dentist and ordered him
to extract 10 of his teeth... Martha Percilla, new M -G -M studio
director, who was formerly with the radio division of Associated
Press in New York, is writing "Hollywood This Week," a 15 -minute
news program, which is distributed to 300 stations. She is originally
from Georgia and has also been with CBS and Colliers... Matt
Weinstock, "Los Angeles Daily News" columnist, believes that if
enough fans write the Hollywood Bowl Association officials, that
dates could. be arranged for two name bands. He points out Frank
Sinatra's success at the Bowl last Summer.

it
There is no lack of voices in the Andy Devine show, "Melody
Roundup," which is sponsored by the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, "The Sons Of The Pioneers," which has live members, "The Rangers,"
a quartette, and the "Song Spinners.".. Speaking of voices, Ann Hogan
is the new singer on Ed "Archie" Gardner's
Tavern" show. "Finnegan" is also "Uncle Buckley," by which we mean Charles Cantor, who
plays the dim -wit on the "Tavern" program, is also enacting the new character on "Life With Riley," starring William Bendix. "Uncle Baxter" lost
his "life" with "Life." when Hans Conreid was ordered to take his physi-

On YOUR DIAL
For Availabilities:

WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. Mgr.
Station WBYN, Brooklyn, N. Y.

*

chief, on the value of the FBIS uk,
ly reviews.
These reviews had been the sul
of testimony Tuesday by Er

Harold N. Graves, former FBIS
sistant director. Graves was not q

tioned on their value, but Pt

was although he does not work
rectly with them. (Barger freque
attempts to question concerning v

with which they are not concer
rather than seeking expression f
those directly concerned with

work).
Magnuson was the only comm
member sitting yesterday when l
ger went off on this tack. He in.41

rupted Barger to point out that 4

FBIS officer Porter would naturllt

f7

manager of the Pacific Blue.

ra Sb,Ne °k,o°b "

Ra\eÉ

days off from his duties at KFWB and spent them at Palm Springs.
Joe Alvin will be away from his NBC desk, starting today, and will be
domiciled at the Los Angeles office of the Treasury department, to aid in

.
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For the first time in six years, Cecil Underwood, vice-president
of Needham, Louis and Brorby and director of the Fibber McGee and Molly
show, will be able to take a vacation. For the past six
Los Angeles Summers, he has also been handling the Fibber McGee
and Molly replacement shows. but this year's opus will
be "Words At War," which will emanate from the East. Speaking of vacations, Harry Maizlish, who has not had one for several years. took a few

*

Y:
N
`

West Coast Beninings!

cal for the armed services..
It was a happy family reunion for the
Tracy Moores when their sons, Tracy, Jr., and Jerry, both lieutenants in
the infantry, and who have married since donning uniforms, brought their
wives to Hollywood for the gathering of the Moore clan. Tracy is sales

B

111r:

1'Y

The first day that Bob Garred, the former announcer,
who is now a Lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy, landed on the British
Solomon Islands he was pressed into service on the officers' baseball team as an infielder. He got five hits, one over the center fielder's head with the bases densely populated. "From then on, the
island has been all mine," he writes "I'm hitting cleanup, and as
long as I can keep the batting average up, I'll be OK. Believe me,
this is the hottest league I've ever played in. The field is smooth,
dazzling white coral. It's close enough to the equator, you can prac-

believe that the reports put out/

FBIS are of value and to sug

that if Barger wanted valuable k
timony he should seek it from do
agencies which receive the FBIS

ports.
(Here FCC general Counsel Chai_

R. Denny reminded Barger that I
had submitted for the record a nt
ber of letters commending its serf
from other agencies). Barger b
up at this point. Insisting that he
allowed to continue in his own ub'
Magnuson did not scare, reminc111

Barger that he is working for r'
committee and advising him not t
engage in argument at this tit'
Barger replied that if he is not p
mitted to make suggestions he al
not be working 'for the commit/
very long.
Chief Committee

Counsel Jc,

Sirica, who has not yet taken al

active part in the proceedings, said

this point that he will write the 14
cipient government agencies for ce
ment on the FBIS service.

Blue To Sponsor Five
'Evangelical' Progran
National Association of Evange
cals will be sponsored by the BD
Network in a special series of
successive Friday programs w

will originate over WJZ starting J

2, 12:00 a.m., EWT. Dr. William W14
Ayer, pastor of Calvary Bapta

Church, New York, for the first prl
gram and the subsequent programsl

be aired June 9th and 30th.

OthE

participating speakers will be al
nounced later. In addition to thl

speakers, the serieswill featurli
music under the direction of J. Thurs1
ton Noe, organist and chorus -masts
of Calvary.

tically spit on it-and when there's no breeze blowing-Damn-it's
powerful warm. We took a thermometer out by the pitcher's box
yesterday and it turned up a neat 137 degrees.".
Al Pearce's

Fur SALES APPEAL 41
For VOICE APPEAL

"Fun Valley" is to continue through the Summer, and indications are
that "Life With Riley" will also remain on the air during the warm
Months. John Boylan is writing and producing "The Amazing Jennifer Logan," heard Mondays through Fridays over the Don Lee web.
Reshwnó.r Pearl Harbor

JOHN NEAL 41

CALL

.

Exclusive:
65

Central

Frances
Park

N. Y. C.

TR. 7-4092

Kaye,

I

West

1
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tike By NABET Averted
By War Labor Board Edict

ATTENTION Lever Brothers

(Continued from Page 1)

an and official decision is rend, that body.
is what the NABET sought,
;4uo which would prevent it=

wherein the International President

an Federation of Musicians
ed from taking over the panrners' jobs. The strike would
le affected CBS stations since
within the jurisdiction of

had neglected to quickly notify all

Procter & Gamble

Ed Brown, after he had made an
agreement with James C. Petrillo of
the AFM to turn over jurisdiction
nn going on strike, and the of the platter turners to the AFM,

lternational
:al

Brotherhood

in New York:

gives the president the right to exchange jurisdictions, etc. with an-

of other union.
Many Stick With IBEW

Workers who last week

ation and is headed by Allan by having complete backing of the
ley, Washington, D. C.

American Federation of Labor and
in the adage "in union there
while the AFM through the literally
strength."
locals were scheduled to take is At
the Columbia owned outlets in
iday the jurisdiction of the particular
where CBS approved the
ag handlers and just what AFM taking
over the platter turners,
armed to do today seemingly
AFM May Move Today

of the locals held meetings and
pluch a mystery to them as the some
the members would adhere to
:le trade. As far as the Co- stated
contracts, etc. As menitoned
Wned outlets are concerned their
all these cases have been ironed
probably take over as sched- above
ess James C. Petrillo as out.
of the AFM decides the Stand of the IBEW men is that they

as more or less the
buld have all of the stations regard NABET
union" type of organizag. IBEW members have been "company
tion and believe NABET should come
ty their president that AFM
the IBEW fold, but tact should
were not going to encroach into
used in handling them, although it
ltrisdiction of the organiza- be
said by an IBEW spokesman,
trtain phases of handling the was
in the past did not seem to obh as maintenance of equip- "tact
required result."
tcerned with the playing of tain theCBS
-Owned Stations Tense
CBS owned outlets such as WCCO
far as the International Minneapolis -St. Paul and WBT, Charclod of Electrical Workers is lotte, N. C. were particuarly coni, the IBEW had a little cerned regarding the IBEW members
n its ranks among the vari- since the latter at least all but went
s. This it was stated, was out on strike.
"unfortunate circumstance" IBEW has a reported 400 stations

fully organized and in and out of
radio, has some 340,000 members in
the brotherhood. There are a few CIO
stations in the country.

WAI HAS EYERYiRÍ

FM Advantages
Stressed By Speaker
IS FOR

PROGRAMMING
can be judges of
Imming, and listeners, according
listeners

its

to

es say WKY has most of the belt
Its

users of daytime radio

of the locals of his move. It is pointed
out that the constitution of the IBEW

to turn over jurisdiction of the
Before being officially notified,
turners to the AFM. This more many locals
that they would
seconds the pact set by CBS stick to their stated
written contracts with
e AFM.
the
stations
and
not
give up the
love by the WLB follows hear - IBEW jurisdiction of the pancake
Id in Washington Tuesday and turners to the AFM. This however,
ay and a closed session by the has been straightened out to the satis:stilted in the status quo deci- faction of all IBEW locals concerned.
ABET is a long established IBEW figures it gathers more strength

Its

...and all other large

morning,

afternoon

and

night.

WKY
OKLAHOMA CITY
The gil,

Stem).
el,e teelell,e

Indianapolis -Raymond F. Guy,
NBC Radio Facilities Engineer, addressed the Institute of Radio Engineers on the general subject of "FM
and Television." After relating the
history of both services, he showed
the superiority of FM over AM on
very high frequencies. Using records
made in the field, he showed the effects of different frequency signals
in FM as compared to standard AM,
and pointed out the ability of FM to
reject interf erring signals on the
same frequencies.
Guy pointed out the possibilities of
nation-wide networks, in post-war

years, and concluded his talk with
motion pictures pertaining to various
phases of radio.

THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY 1,000,000

WOMEN WHO PROBABLY NEVER HEAR
YOUR SHOWS!
QUITE RECENTLY WOR became more than normally nosey

about women who work. Said we to ourselves, said we:
What of the girls who punch the Underwoods, and pacify
bosses, and weld plane parts, and - well, just plain w -o -r -k
'in Greater -New York daytime? Do they hear what's on the
air from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm? Dear, dear...
No sooner was the thought encountered, than a question was posed, worded, placed in the hands of Crossley,
Inc.

Up to the doors of 3,792 homes in Greater -New York,
Westchester and
went Crossley's personal interviewers. And always the question asked was this:
"How many women above 18 years of age, now living

at home, are regularly employed away from home during
the day?"

Eventually WOR was told that

..

,

38.5% OF NEW YORK'S HOMES WITH RADIOS HAVE ONE
OR MORE WOMEN REGULARLY EMPLOYED AWAY FROM HOME
DURING THE DAY.

This, Gentlemen, we think, makes a point. 'And we
will not belabor the obvious by shouting too loudly. But... .
e 1,000,000 is rather a lot of women, and they buy
cereals and cosmetics and clothes and lots of other things.
that people live by, for, and with.

WOR would like to discuss this point further with
advertisers who are now using New York radio daytime.
WOR, in fact,' would like to show how easily and economically some of its early morning, evening, and Saturday and
Sunday plus -program buys could profitably introduce you
to this monied million.

Our address is 1440 Broadway, in New York. We
answer promptly when called at PE 6-8600.

... that power full station

WO R
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NEW I300Kf, Blue Web Announces Plan
SCRIPT-EASERS.

By Marynelle Wil-

AGEOCIE

For "Symphonette" Music

liams. The Dietz Printing Company; $5.00.

Marynelle Williams, executive in
(Continued from Page 1)
charge of the script department of made of musical patronage with mack later added to the public's apWRNL, has written a book called Phillips Carlin, vice-president in preciation of good music by sand "Script-easers" which should be the charge of programs and Paul White- wiching Handel, Mozart and Haydn in
answer to many commercial writers' man, director of music for the net- among such simple tunes as 'When
prayers. In Miss Williams' introduc- work.
Irish
Are Smiling.' Theater
tion to the book, she explains pre- First of the serious music corn- bands, Eyes
and dance orchestras similar

cisely why the book was written and posers who have accepted commis- to my own, have also done their share
how long it took her to accomplish sions are Roy Harris, Igor Stravinsky, in influencing the public trend toward
this monumental piece ....it is that as Aaron Copland, Leonard Bernstein the classics."
far as the commercial writers are and Paul Creston. Those noted in the The famous"Dean of Modern Amer concerned.
popular group include David Rose, ican Music" concluded with the state
The ideas put forth in this book Richard Rodgers, Morton Gould, Peter ment that the time is ripe for corn cover practically every advertisable De Rose, Eric Korngoid, Victor positions written with an ear forproduct from agricultural commodi- Young, Ferde Grofe.
radio, and an eye to its far-reaching
ties to items for the little woman. In "Ever since music has been writ- educational possibilities.

McCANN-ERICKSON, Sa p
cisco office, is once a,

donor of a gold trophy for

series of wartime ads prepare
by California daily papers w
culation under 5,000. The aa,
be made in conjunction with

annual convention of the C

Newspaper Advertising M
Association, which . will be
Los Angeles early in June.

S. A. CHALFIN, formerly
eral Advertising, has joined
staff of Rill Associates.

STEPHEN O. MACHCINS
our own words, practically everything ten," stated Woods, "composers have
Fund In Non-profit
from soup to nuts. No, Miss Williams been treated as step -children by a The Creative Music Fund is of a formerly with Headley Reed
the New York sales
does not write out the entire commer- world which was willing to dance to non-profit nature. Advances are given joined
+,
cial for you, but she does, wherever their tunes without being willing to to composers which it commissions, The Katz Agency, Inc.
possible, give you a good, sound dra- pay the piper or the composer. Today with the network retaining first
JOHN H. FORSHEW has
matic clue that will aid you commer- I believe it is the duty of industry broadcast rights, and exclusive per cial writers with your "lead line" to take up the cudgels of American formance rights, for the period of one Young & Rubicam, Inc., as a

problems. In skipping through the art, and it was with this motive in year. Accrued royalties will be as - of the research department
two hundred and twenty-seven pages, mind that the Blue ' Network had signed to the network until the a partner in the Forshew &
(after all, you couldn't expect us to commissioned the writing of Roy Har- original sum advanced is returned to research firm.
read all the lead lines, of which there ris' fifth and sixth symphonies, which the fund, so that the project can be
must be at least eighteen hundred...) were given their premieres over the carried on indefinitely.
HENRY B. HELM, formes

we noticed that Miss Williams man- Blue by the Boston Symphony.
Presentation of these original works
aged to avoid cliches. Considering the
"We also believe that the radio inbe made over the Blue beginning
fact that she had so many items tó dustry is especially indebted to the inwill
July, and will run for 13 consecudeal with, it can truly be said that men who write our music, because tive weeks on varying days during
this book is a miracle.
their efforts enable us to provide a each week. They will spark special
We shall let Miss Williams speak vast listening audience with programs programs which will be built around
for herself: "In all good faith, we of great educational value, as well as them by Blue Network musical di have compiled this book of lead lines, of infinite entertaining quality."
rectors, under the general supervision
adaptable strictly to the particular Elaborating on this viewpoint, of Whiteman, who will personally
and peculiar needs of radio writers. Whiteman pointed out that the Blue's conduct the opening broadcast of the
Over a period of five years, we care- project is a natural outcome of a long series.
fully kept note -books of lines which process of mass musical education.
Conducting from New York will be
seemed to appeal to the listener and "Sousa contributed greatly to the Whiteman,
Josef Stopak, Paul Lavalle
sponsor alike. You will find that none American people's appreciation of and Theodore
Weingand. Rex Maupin
of them is colloquial or otherwise un- symphonic music by the subtle éx- will conduct the
Chicago premiere,
suited for any particular time or pedient of including the masterworks and Al Sach the Hollywood
premiere.
place. The lines are general enough in his popular concerts.
Each orchestra will comprise 30 or
for any locale, yet specifically de- "By the same token, John McCor- more
musicians.
signed for definite accounts. Some of
them will prove interchangeable for NBC And Columbia Univ. Major Wayne King Stars
your purposes, as they have for ours.
So much the better!"
Sponsor Radio Courses In GI Show Over Blue Net
Enough said?

Columbia University, in coopera(Continued from Page 1)
tion with the National Broadcasting cast over the entire Blue Network,
will schedule 22 courses in beginning Saturday, June 17, 3-3:30
Lorraine To 'Screen Test' Company,
radio broadcasting and related fields p.m., EWT, under the direction of
Kay Lorraine, popular songstress, in the 1944-45 school year and later, Major Wayne King, Guests scheduled
has been chosen to be the first con- it was jointly announced by Niles for appearances on the opening protestant on the M -G -M "Screen Test" Trammell, president of NBC, and Dr. gram are Pvts. Bob Eberle and Buddy
series beginning over WOR-Mutual Nicholas Murray Butler, president of Clark, both noted singers before enfrom 9:15-9:30 p.m., EWT, June 12, Columbia.
tering the service.
on the stage of the Longacre TheaThe format of the program is deStudies
are
to
be
conducted
under
ter. Subsequent appearances sched- the sponsorship of University Exten- signed to acquaint the listening audiuled are: Art Tatum, Tuesday, June sion of Colurribia and of the NBC on ence, consisting mainly of civilians,
13; Lanny & Ginger, Wednesday, June the university's campus, where the with individual phases of service com14; Eddie Mayehoff, Thursday, June facilities of the small station of the mand duties throughout the country.
15; Sunny Skylar, Friday, June 16. Columbia's University Radio Club The first 10 shows will originate from
Music department of this series is will be utilized as a workshop, and Army service commands headed by
under the supervision of Henry Syl- also in the network studios of Radio major generals, and the eleventh will
vern. Frank Dunne will be master of City. NBC personnel will supervise originate from an outfit headed by a
ceremonies.
10 of the 22 courses. Of this series, brigadier general; hence the show
13 will deal specifically with sound title.
and television broadcasting. The balSwallow Resigns
Los Angeles-John W. Swallow, for ance, also concerning radio problems, lumbia, and Sterling Fisher, assistant
the past seven years program man- will be offered for credits in the uni- public service counselor of the NBC
ager for Western Division of the Na- versity's divisions of physics, elec- and director of its Inter -American Unitional Broadcasting Company, has re- trical engineering and sociology. In versity of the Air, will be in charge
signed that post effective today, it September, 11 of the 13 courses in of the program. Students who take
these courses will receive credit
was announced by Sidney N. Strotz, radio practice will commence.
vice-president of the Western Divi- Dr. Russell Potter, director of the toward the degrees conferred by the
Institute of Arts and Sciences at Co - university.
sion.

Paul Lefton Company, has b
to the creative staff of Fuller
& Ross.

SAM KERNER has

resig

vice-president of the Lou Irwb
by, Los Angeles, and has
Kline -Howard to set up a nea

ration to be known as Kline-:
Kerner. Inc., to represent radi
and programs.

"Music For America
To Texas Co.; Begins:
-(Continued from Page

1'

was concluded by Buchanan
pany.

Engaged to appear with M
"Music For America" are
man and his orchestra of 3
Wallington, and a chorus of

stars from the

field of ml

ta

comedy will make guest app
Due to the fact that Melton v
the Coast making a picture fe
Goldwyn -Mayer ("Ziegfeld

and will remain in Holly
least during July, early broad
emanate from the CBS s
Hollywood. Because previo
mitments make it imposslb
Goodman and James Wall

make the trip to Hollywoo

1

tionally known Hollywood c

and announcer will be en

all Hollywood programs.
Mr. Souvaine, under who

tion the program will be P

leaves for the Pacific Coast ea
June to get "Music For Amy;:

under way, and also to

look

several new Hollywood radio
hy
grams that have been offered
for production. Mr. Souvaine ik
seeking a satisfactory lead to plat

number one part in a new Co.
by Vincent McConnor which

offer on Broadway next

h8

seas'

casting problems can be solved.

yp, June 1, 1944

sin Talks Net Tele

Iwsmen Luncheon

*PROMOTION*
Livestock And KLZ

i

Continued from Page 1)
KLZ's promotional brochure, "Denerork will put together a few ver Delivers Livestock," has just been
demonstration purposes only. given a nationwide mailing to over a
,1 that the net may not be the 1,000 time -buyers and advertising
to demonstrate the high- agencies. Done in two colors, red and
c?.
;ype of receiver.
black, the folder contains photos of
Deb's recent sight -and -sound various phases of the livestock raising
asten noted, would have been industry in Colorado and gives intermisconception if there had esting data on Denver's dominant
edom to talk about certain
as a livestock shipping center.
:ial information and if sev- position
This is the third in the KLZ "Denver
s, now public, were known Delivers" series. Despite the fact that
mong these data were . the this brochure covers a lot of terrin of the Radio Technical tory, it remains concise.
Board, calling for a 20-mc.
idth on a 300-mc. frequency,
"Food Fair" Mag.
ared with the CBS position Spring number of WEEI's "Food

mc. band above 200 mc.; later
of responsible English engi-

similar standards, and a
Electric booklet asking for
elevision. The web added to
ly urgency and timing, em ir

the speaker.

tremendously important,

ted out by Kesten. The

dards are not essential to
sserted, adding that color
portant in the lower frean the high.
r. Goldmark Heard

of the tele scribes took the
video question bee, with
Goldmark, chief television
f CBS, and Worthington
gager of the net's tele de -
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WGAR All -Media Promotion

AFM Representatives

Bolt WLB Hearing
(Continued from Page 1)

Coincidental with its scheduled quire the station to "make work" for
switch from 1,480 to 1,220 kilocycles, double the number of men, 20 in all.

WGAR, Cleveland, is employing the The new jobs were to include phonomost extensive advertising and ex- graph record turners who might work

ploitation campaign local radio has but a few hours a week. The Union
attempted in many years. With the called a strike when the station redate of change set for June 4, a three- fused its demands. The station took
week teaser run broke in all mellia the dispute to the War Labor Board
on May 8 and a smash fact drive is in Washington. The WLB ordered the
scheduled for the final week. WGAR union to instruct its members to reis using newspapers, billboards, car turn to work. The union complied,
cards, cab signs, direct mail, window pending further negotiation of the
and dealer displays, novelties and an dispute before a regional WLB panel
extensive use of its own facilities.

in Chicago.

Keynote for the teaser campaign
The walkout before the regional
was the catch phrase "What's Hap- panel Monday occurred when Wilpening at 1220?" with the query liam J. Friedman, counsel for the
Fair" magazine replete with war- backed up by comic cartoons in the station, objected to the introduction
time food bulletins, recipes, and tips printed media and mystery drama- in evidence of previous testimony reto the housewives is about the niftiest tized spots on the air. Included in the garding negotiations for a settlement
printed piece designed for women radio campaign were WGAR spot of the controversy after the previous
readers any station has yet submitted. salutes from many Columbia network panel hearing. Friedman contended
Using a strawberry theme and straw- stars including Frank Sinatra, Kate that the introduction of such testiberry color the magazine is eye -com- Smith, Jean Hersholt, Groucho Marx, mony would violate fundamental
pelling and very much alive with at- Dinah Shore, Lionel Barrymore, Fred principles and accepted rights and
tractive art on personalities of WEEI, Allen and others. WGAR's changeover would make it impossible to settle
CBS's Boston outlet.
to 1,220 climaxes a lengthy effort by any controversy after jurisdiction had
the station, headed by John F. Patt, been assumed by the WLB, and would
vice-president and general manager, adversely affect the settlement of
Dan Dunn Transcribed
Kasper -Gordon, Inc., one of the to improve its radio coverage of the labor disputes prior to jurisdiction
country's largest producers of suc- Cleveland area and throughout North- being taken by WLB. Chairman J. K.
cessful radio programs, has come out ern Ohio.

Kyle and Arthur Lampland sustained

transcribed programs called "Present- are reproductions of pages from RADIO
"Shows of Tomorrow" pubalso taking part. Thomas R. ing Dan Dunn, Secret Operative No. DAILY'S
lication. Nine of these are programs
r., of the radio news de- 48."
by the Kasper -Gordon, Inc.
f "The New York Times," The brochure reveals some of the The brochure
is self-explanatory and
sponsors currently using this series,
airman.
should
do
a great deal to interest
-kilowatt transmitter at the prominent persons of the produc- stations in search
of programs of this
or 500 mc.," said Dr. Gold- tion staff and the tie-ups available
rring to the experimental for publicizing the transcriptions in format.
mitter recently ordered by
Oboler-Robson Series
om GE, "will give approx- House -Senate Committee

sented. After the ruling, Katz picked
up his books and walked out of the

e same signal as 11 times
on the present television

with a simple but informative brothe objection, while John Heil, labor
chure on their new 78 quarter-hour newspapers, etc. On the back page member of the panel, vigorously dis-

Starts With "Surrender"

Approves FBIS-RID Cuts
(Continued from Page 1)

g antennae at higher Ire - budget for the Commission's regular
ill turn the tide of ghosts, activities. The House had voted
web engineering exec., who $2,209,000 and the Senate only two
that reflections-or video million. Agreement was reached on

be more readily controlled $2,104,500, splitting the difference.
frequencies than the lower.
House members of the conference
gher frequencies, Kesten committee were Reps. Woodrum, Fitzthere is a steadily dimin- patrick, Starnes, Hendricks, Wiggles for power.
worth, Dirksen and Case, with Senadefinition upward of 500 tors Russell, Green, Bridges and
Goldmark indicated, does White representing the Senate.
ve in the same ratio as the
ber of lines. For example, seems to be reason to expect that
work's espousal of a 735- reflections can be cured, reiterated
e, the improvement will be Miner. Reflections do exist very serihalf times rather than twice ously now, he explained in justificaCoaxial cable, he replied tion of the net's better -image stand.

tary of Local 10, followed by Heil.
Friedman Expresses Surprise

Friedman, station counsel, said that
he was shocked and surprised at the
action by Katz and Benkert in flaunt-

ing the jurisdiction of the WLB. He
said it is a fundamental American
principle that the loser must accept
the decision of an administrative

body, but has the legally recognized
First of the transcribed radio pro- right of appeal.
grams to be written and produced The action of Katz and Benkert is
for the Treasury Department by Arch particularly astounding, said FriedOboler and Bill Robson, will be en- man, in view of the fact that Joseph
titled "Surrender," starring Robert Padway, general counsel for the AFM,
Young and with original music by had at a previous hearing in WashGordon Jenkins. This will be Oboler's ington promised the War Labor Board
show. The series, being done for the that the Chicago local would abide
Fifth War Loan Drive is entitled by the decision of the WLB and the
"Four for the Fifth" and as recently regional office of that agency. Friedstated in these columns, both the man said that he regretted that labor
above mentioned writers and pro- leaders should take such an unparalducers are pooling their talents.
leled attitude, thereby placing labor
Second program, a documentary in an unfavorable light, and particuscript will be called "High Command" larly that such action should be conby Robson; third is a dramatic show curred in by the labor representative
entitled, "I Want to Go Back," by on the panel.

Television will not take the place Oboler and the fourth is "E -Day," by
query, may carry 10-mc.of sound broadcasting, Kesten came Robson. Casts for the subsequent prole as well as radio relay.
6itive cost of films-produc- in again in answer to another ques- grams have not been fully set.
i raw stock-will limit the tion. In the long haul, he stated, we
"Surrender," the first program will
e celluloid medium in look - feel that the total amount of viewen broadcasting, according to ing must be smaller than the total
speaker, Worthington Miner. amount of listening. The visual mepill not be the backbone of dium will . grow, he indicated, but it
'ogramming, he pointed out. can never be wholly successful unless
earlier that films will be used It gives the viewer the same choice
nil networks are built up, he as radio.
iimented that programs on 16- Kesten asserted that the network

room with Edward Benkert, secre-

'Detective' Shirley Booth
Shirley Booth, radio and stage star,

a dramatic war show without currently appearing in the Broadway
sound effects of guns, etc. but written production of "Tomorrow the World."
around the important subject of how will be the guest detective in next
far the Allies should fight toward ob- Sunday's program of "The Advenbe

taining unconditional surrender or tures of the Thin Man." Miss Booth
should they wait and accept condi- is best known in radio for her origintional surrender by Germany. Ac- ation of Miss Duffy in "Duffy's
cording to Oboler the show will stress Tavern." Claudia Morgan, on leave

is working on definite video plans, Nazi brutality.
for the opening of her new play, "Ten
which may be disclosed in about a
Programs will not be sponsorable; Little Indians," will be back for the
e higher frequencies there month.
will be used for spot broadcasting. June 11th broadcast.
ersal stock were feasible for

about $75 the film.
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***COAST -TO -COAST**
- CONNECTICUT is W. L. Gleeson, president of the
NEW HAVEN-As another public panes
Broadcasting Corporation of America,

-OHIO -

- NEW YORK -

CINCINNATI - Jack Frye, presi- NEW YORK-On Friday, Erne,
service, WELI's manager, Dewey whose spare moments are spent painting dent of Transcontinental & Western
men, noted pianist, returns
Long, sent a copy of the new invasion KPRO's 374 -loot tower.
Air, recently guested on the WLW- Municipal Concert Hall for toa
map to each principal of the schools available," says the Texan, "AndoneI'melse
not NBC "World Front" program.... recital of outstanding piano claa.
in this area, stating that if they were
'above' it"... BAKERSFIELD-Leon Payne,

interested in putting a copy in each KERN's 25 -year -old "Blind Troubador,"
class room for reference, the station graduated from the State Institute for
would be glad to furnish them. The Blind in Austin, where he was hailed as

i

demand is now exceeding the supply
.NEW LONDON-Through its remote control facilities, WNLC recently aired the ceremonies of the Inter American Banquet held at the Coast

DAYTON-WHIO was the first to

grab Capt. Don Gentile for an interview when he arrived home at Piqua,
Ohio. Les Spencer, assistant manager,
one of the school's outstanding athletes. and Bill Hamilton, program director,
Payne is a daily item on this station.
were in the Gentile house with their
- NORTH CAROLINA mikes and equipment.... Vacation
CHARLOTTE-WBT producer Ver- skeds are already operating at WING
non Hyles is waiting patiently at his with postcards coming from Helen

Bob Hall, rhyming comedian
Rose' Diamond Horseshoe will b
guest of WHN's Adrienne Ames
show
To celebrate the fourth
sary of his "1280 Club"' program,

and to augment the sale of we
for the Fifth War Loan Drive. Alt

ney will be host at a huge svl

at the Palm Garden. lunstl
Guard Academy, honoring the 27 home for the local hospital waiting Dils, in New York, and Continuity sion
Paul Robeson, Canada Lee, the
South and Central American busi- list to slacken so he can have his Editor Ernestine Beebe in New Gate
and others will bWWI
nessmen and industrialists visiting badly needed appendectomy ... ASHE- Orleans...TOLEDO-Local 12, United in a Quartet
series of three exclusive p
Connecticut.

STAMFORD - Johnny VILLE-WWNC chief engineer, Cecil Automobile Workers, CIO,
now over WNEW to commemorate II
Reney and quartet are sponsored over Hoskins, and production manager, sponsoring a weekly program is
each anniversary of the founding of
WSRR by Airadio.
Bill Melia, were both stranded after Sunday over WTOL.
June 4 is first program.
- INDIANA a recent remote from Moore General
FORT WAYNE-WGL, which a month Hospital, many miles away from the
ago originated a coast to coast ""Here's station ....GREENSBORO - Eleanor
To Youth" broadcast, is now emanating Henry, first violinist with the WBIG
a weekly NBC program called "Indiana concert ensemble, is now heard twice
Indigo." The program is aired every Satur-

a week in a program of her own,

day and features popular music by Guy Eleanor and Her Violin ....RALEIGH
Fitzimmons

and

his

studio orchestra,

vocalizing by Gloria Aldrich.... As a special service feature to war workers,
WOWO is piping two five-minute daily
newscasts into the public address systems of the Farnsworth and Magnavox
plants. Fred Holt is at the mike. The
newscasts have the backing of the Navy

-WPTF's "Election Party" broadcast
was handled by Carl Goerch, special
events announcer; Gary
sports announcer.

Morrison.

- COLORADO -

DENVER-KOA music director, Milton
Shrednik, and the KOA orchestra. a daily
NBC network feature, were starred for a
Department.
day in the "Four Freedoms" show which
- MASSACHUSETTS presented in Denver recently by the
BOSTON-In celebration of its 101st was
U. 5, Treasury Dept, and the "Saturday

broadcast, "Youth On Parade" will Evening Post." In connection with the
revive the programs first aired on showing of the War Bond spectacle, KOA
this series, when it broadcasts over
ceremonies surrounding a 15
the CBS network.... Dick Coughlin, broadcast
WAC induction program during
WCOP spieler, dons khaki shortly.... minute
a large number of women were
WORCESTER-Herbert L. Krueger, which
sworn into that branch.. . The Mountain
-

WTAG commercial manager, has been States Tel, & Tel. Company recently
elected first vice-president of the Wor- placed a special sked of daily 50 -word
cester Advertising Club...."Songs of

days a week, on KOA.
Jerry Wayne" will entertain WAAB spots, seven
-NEW YORK audiences on Tuesdays and Thursdays
BUFFALO-When Jimmy Riddle
henceforth under the sponsorship of plays
"Bugle Call Rag" for Grand 01'
Gulf Oil Company, makers of Gulf - Opry
fans, WBEN next Saturday

spray.

- CALIFORNIA -

SAN FRANCISCO-Bob Phillips, form-

erly of KWKW, Pasadena, and KIRO,

Seattle, has joined KGO to take the allnight announcing chore....KGO's mike man, Herb Haley, has just become lather
of a bay girl, the family's second....

night, he won't be kidding. The Selective Service Riddle is over for Jimmy

-he reports in two weeks-SYRACUSE-Fred Johnstone is back at
WSYR after an absence of several
months during which time he at-

tended college at Kingston, Canada.
He has taken over the emceeing job
RIVERSIDE-Good bait for insurance com- of the daily WSYR matinee which is
as yet unnamed.. - . PLATTSBURGGlen Ellis, formerly on the announcerial staff of WMPS, Memphis. has
transferred to WMFF.
- PENNSLVANIA -

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Institute for Education by Radio

1940-1941-1942-1943
"Outstanding Public Discussion Program"

LABOR ARBITRATION'

PHILADELPHIA-James McMillin, form-

erly with WORC, has become a member
of the WIBG announcerial staff
Gimbels has joined the list of local depart-

ment stores turning more and more

as an advertising medium..
PITTSBURGH-Sam Sague, the WCAE
announcer, and his wife will vacation in
New York.... -Evensong," Sunday evening quarter-hour musicale on KDKA, goes
radio

JUNE 1

Ray Heatherton
Werner lannsen
Frank Morgan
Hugo Mariani
Erik Rolf
Marshall Pope
Milton Samuel
Edgar Fairchild
Knowles Entrikin

to

under the sponsorship of the Pittsburgh
Provision & Packing Company shortly
with a 26 -weeks contract, placed by the

Smith Taylor & Jenkins Agency.

Significant Sunday show (9:03 to
10:00 p. m.) that arbitrates actual
labor disputes...substitutes mediation for violence
. averts headstrong action by judicial reasoning.
.

,
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]Jew W -W Bill Abandoned
Yij.

Armstrong Cited

3y War Department
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

ashington-Award of the Chief

tai Officer's certificate of apprecia-

to Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong,
er of FM broadcasting, was an seed yesterday by the War Dement. Major Armstrong, profesof electrical engineering at Colds University, was honored for

standing contributions to the
141 Corps, Army Service Forces."
ie is the first certificate of its
;1

(Continued on Page 6)

etic Wire Recorder
Get Convention Tests
ago-What probably will be the
extensive series of tests yet
of the magnetic -wire recorder
broadcast field will be under -

exclusively by WGN in

co -

ion with the electronics depart -

of General Electric during the
oming political conventions in
o. This was announced ye5tery G. W. Land, chief engineer
N, who said that the station.
(Continued on Page 4)

or For Victory' Program

ancelled For Summer

"One Nighters"

Captain Glenn Miller and the
Army Air Force Training band start

a Fifth War Loan tour next week

and will broadcast their. "1 Sustain
With Wings" program on NBC from
Chicago on June 10. Band will also
visit Indianapolis, Detroit. Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. returning
to New York for a Madison Square
Garden rally, June 17.

Wheeler's Decision To Drop 'Headache'
Follows NA B Four -Point Objection
To Provisions Of The Measure
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

AFM Still Mulling
Platter Turner Issue

Washington-There will be no new

radio legislation this year, Senate
Interstate Commerce
Committee

Chairman Burton K. Wheeler told
RADIO- DAILY yesterday. "The indus-

try doesn't know what it wants,"
American Federation of Musicians Wheeler said, "and I'm not going to
5th War Loan Tour
failed yesterday to take over the try to figure it out in this session."
jurisdiction of the platter turners on The meeting scheduled for yesterday
network owned stations due to begin serious consideration of the
Scheduled By WOR various
to the decision of the War Labor revised version of S. 814-The White Board that such jobs ate frozen and Wheeler bill-was postponed indeAs part of its extensive campaign jurisdiction remains status quo until finitely.
Wheeler declared that the radio
to aid the Treasury Department in the hearings have been held and a final
(Continued on Page 5)
sale of Fifth War Loan bonds, WOR decision made by the NLRB. By
will tie up with six neighboring cities agreement with the AFM and IBEW,
in their local community drives. The
(Continued on Page 7)
cities are: Hempstead and Glen Cove,
Scan Video Images
Long Island; Staten Island; Bridge- 50 Net -Shows Saluting
port, Conn.; Newark and Trenton,
Centennial Of YMCA
New Jersey. This is apart from New
At REC's Seminar
York and additional cities and towns
will be added, according to A. J. Approximately 50 network programs will pay tribute to the Young Almost identical appearance of two
McCosker, president of the station.
Station will receive no credit for Men's Christian Association when it 7 x 10 in. photos of the same viewobserves its 100th anniversary June 6. one of an enlarged 35 mm. film and
(Continued on Page 7)
Although some programs have al- another of about 350 -line definition
ready presented special features, the taken off a pre-war television re(Continued on Page 5)
FCC Approves Transfer
ceiver-deceived the majority of
those noting the difference last night
Of Several Stations

weekly session of the
WOV Commentator Scores at the third
(Continued on Page 6)
Beat On Vatican Series
of NBC's "Labor for Victory Washington-The FCC yesterday
am, in which the CIO and AFL announced that it has approved the
What is hailed to be the first story Court Upholds Ascap
participated jointly since April, sale of WCOL, Columbus, O., from
means the end of that program, Kenneth B. Johnston to Lloyd A. and to come out of the Vatican since 1941,
In Edison Hotel Action
Martha B. Pixley (jointly) and Mil- and revealing the life there under
oshui urn Bureas, RADIO DAILY

hington-The summer cancella-

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

ared here yesterday. The June

ogram will be the last of the ton A. and Grace M. Pixley (jointly), German occupation, is being heard
y series in which the two labor
have alternated.
notified the union officials that
(Continued on Page 8)

Mast Be Exciting
Vancouver,
Wilson, High

B.

Commissioner

to

proceedings

are

boadcast to the populace, said in
in interview here that there would
ie "an awful kick" from the people
>f that area if the Parliamentary

iebates were eliminated from the
broadcasting schedule "even for a
few minutes,"

(Continued on Page 21

Tele Society Annual Citations
Awarded To WARD, WRGB

C.-Hon. Davis

:anada from New Zealand. where
tarliamentary

(Continued on Page 3)

Second annual awards of the AmerB. & W. Sets Hildegarde
ican Television Society fór 1943 to
As Skelton Replacement 1944 will be made to WABD, Du

Mont tele outlet in New York, and
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Com- WRGB, General Electric station in

pany, for its Raleigh Cigarettes, will
replace its Red Skelton show on NBC
with a new program starring Hildegarde, chanteuse, and entitled "Raleigh Room." Scheduled to be heard
Tuesdays from 10:30-11 p.m., EWT,

Schenectady, N. Y., it became known
yesterday.
Plaques have been "recommended

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

by the awards committee of ATS to
WABD for "the year's outstanding
contribution to the art of Commercial

Decision in the New York Supreme
Court by Justice Morris Eder, reveals

that in the opinion of the court now

and on past occasions, the New York
(Continued on Page 2)

Birthday Party
"Consumer Time." public service
show, will embark on Its 12th year

of broadcasting over NBC with a
special anniversary program on
June 10, 12:15 p.m., EWT. Since its

inception, "Consumer Time" has
presented top ranking government

officials and other experts to explain timely problems to the buying
public.
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The Most Importan

(

Publisher

Thing In Buying

B.

A. McDONALD, sales manager of WestingBERNHARD HERRMANN,
symphonic
conRadio Stations.
Inc.; CORDON HAWBusineaa Manager KINS, program supervisor of WRS, and HERBERT ductor of the CBS network, left yesterday for
Hollywood, where he will arrange and conduct

Editor

MARVIN KIRSCH

Coming and Going

Price 10 Cts.

house

MASSE,

salas

manager

of WBZ,

Boston,

were

Baltimore Radio

the music for the "Columbia Presents Corwin"

visitors yesterday at the spot sales department programs heard each Tuesday over CBS.
daily except Saturdays, Sundays of NBC.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),
FRANKIE MASTERS and the members of his
A. W. MARLIN, program director of WHAS,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
are is Detroit for the broadcasting of toPresident and Publiaher; Donald M. Milner - Columbia network outlet in Louisville, Ky., is in band
night's stanza of the "Spotlight Bands" proeau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin Gotham on station and network business.
gram over the Blue Network.
rirsch, Vice -President; M. 'H. Shapiro, Managing Editor;
J. W. WOODRUFF, JR., executive manager of
Cheater
B.
Baba,
Vise FRED DINERT, salesman for WPEN, PhiladelPresident Charles A. Allcsate, Secretary. WRBL, CBS affiliate in Columbus, Ga., is
phia, was a caller yesterday at the offices of the
Terms (Post free) United States outside
of visiting briefly in New York.
Atlantic Coast Network, with which the staGreater New York, one year, $10; foreign,
tion is affiliated.
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
CHARLES 'GREEN, of Consolidated Radio ArPablished

Is it Power?-The total

number of people who

Address all communications to RADIO DAILY, tists, off for - few days in Chicago.
E. J.
PRYOR is in town for confabs at the
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
local offices of his national representatives.
JOHN PARahlS, station manager of WBRK,
WIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7.6338. Chicago (15),
is commercial manager of WRRN, WarIll.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone has arrived Hem Pittsfield, Mass., for con- Pryor
ren, Ohio,
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif,-Ralph ferences with the national representatives of
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite the station.
R.
E.

4607.

Russel

JIMMY

relations director of
Company, Chicago, is exin the Windy City today from

HAGEN,

commercial

manager

of

WWNC, Asheville, N. C., and CECIL HOSKINS,

tomorrow they will broadcast the first in their chief engineer of the station
series of Bond selling programs.
on a business trip to Atlanta.

rINAlICIAL

leave

tomorrow

WOV Commentator Scores B. & W. Sets Hildegarde
Beat On Vatican Series As Skelton Replacement

(71,,,,,day, Jose 1)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

over WOV in a series of three com- over the full network, the debut will
mentaries by Tom Morgan. First was be broadcast June 11. Russel M. Seeds
yestej,}'day at 10-10:15 p.m.,
311/2 311/2 - 1/2 heard
agency controls the account.
CBS B,
317% 311/4 31% - 1/e EWT, the second is scheduled at the
in her femceeing of
Crosley Corp.
201/8
191/2
same time tonight and the third to- theHildegarde,
19% +
series, will stress informality. She
Farnsworth T. & R
121/2 121/4 12% -Imorrow
night.
Morgan
is
a
regular
1/8
have three guests each week, one
Gen. Electric
36% 36% 36%
WOV commentator who has a five will
whom will be a member of the
Philco
30% 30% 301/4
times weekly _series on the station at of
armed services. Bud Collyer will do
RCA Common
6 p.m.
1/4
the announcing,
RCA First Pfd
741/4 74
7414 +
By
special
arrangement
made
by
Stewart -Warner
14% 141/8 141/8
Room" is owned and will
Ralph N. Weil, manager of WOV, the be"Raleigh
Westinghouse
101
100% 1003%
produced by Anna Sosenko. It
Zenith Radio
383/e 38
381/2 + sift International News Service will carry will mark her entrance into the field
the series as written by Morgan and of radio production.
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
over his by-line. Morgan worked in
Nat. Union Radio.... 4
4
4
Rome and Paris for nearly 20 years
High

Am. Tel. G Tel

Low

Close

tion ... if they want to?

public

JEFFERS,
M. Seeds

Entered as second class matter, April 5,
JO LYONS, assistant producer for B B D & O, pected back
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., has returned fur Schenectady, where she par- the Pacific
Coast, where he conferred on the
ticipated in a Wlevision show.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Brown & Williamson "Overseas Plan."
RALPH EDVDA (DS and his "Truth or Consequences" trdupe are in Philadelphia, where

physically can hear a sta-

Chg.

Is it Popularity?-The percent of potential listeners
who are actual listeners?
Is

it Cost?-The rate a

station charges
facilities?

for its

1611/4 1603/4 1603% - 3/e

CBS A

313/4

1/2

Actually ... shrewd time
buyers say it isn't one or

the other! It's all three!

1/4

OVER THE COUNTER

Bid
22

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJ-R (Detroit)

35

Asked

1924)

WJZ and WEAE, New York,

among the stations maintaining program logs, keep four different

recgrds. They are the artists'

de-

tailed program, studio's detailed program, control room log and appara-

:'fits room log. These logs not only
-serve- as quick reference in answer_' ing' listeners' queries, but a daily
comparison serves to improve the
technique of operating the radiophone station.

ADVERTISING AGENCY RADIO CON-

NECTION wanted by Stage, Screen,
Star.
Thoroughly experienced
continuity, commercials, program
directing, acting. Guest Star Contacts.
Box 840, Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
Radio
in

i

Hollihan Leaves WMCA

Garrett Hollihan, program director
through contacts in the Vatican, ob.... tained his information. He is the of station WMCA, New York has reauthor of "A Reporter at the Papal signed to take up independent proCourt" and more recently. "The Lis- gram production.
tening Post"

20 YEARS flG0 TODDY
(June 2,

as AP and UP correspondent and

Court Upholds Ascap
In Edison Hotel Action
State Donnelly Act (anti -monopoly)

CKLW

organization does not claim to deal in

BEST

(Continued from Page 11

does not apply to Ascap since that

any commodity, but an intangible
thing called _copyright.

RADIO BUY

its owners claimed that "Ascap is en-

in the
DETROIT

Suit was . brought by the Edison
Hotel against Deems Taylor, president of Ascap. Hotel Edison through

gaged in a wrongful and unlawful
combination which has created a
monopoly in the performance of musical compositions, which has restrained
and prevented competition in the use

e

musical compositions of its members."

5,000 WATTS

politan Opera Co, vs. Hammerstein,

.

.

.

facts

.

,

. prove W -I -T -H is the

Baltimore buy.

AREA

of performing rights' to copyrighted

Court cited precedent for the decision which ..was a dismissal of the
complaint. Precedent of course pertained to similar issues in the State
of New York, one being the Metro-

On that basis

(and you can see them too)

DAY and NIGHT

800 Kc.
MUTUAL SYSTEM

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED
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Lys AGENCY NEWSCAST `c
POLLACK has been named

J

HARCO STEEL CONSTRUCTION

director of advertising and pro- CO., makers of radio masts and tow1pins
mcon for, United Artists Corp., it ers, has named Lewis Advertising
stated this week by Gradwell L. Agency to handle its account.
jses, vice-president of U.A. Pollack
su,.eds Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., now ROBERT F. KAUFMAN has joined
the motion picture radio department
wi the armed services.
of Donahue & Coe as a scirpt writer.
formerly
FRIEBERG,
I j,RDIE

JACK WYATT, radio chief of
pu icity director of the Arma Corpolain, has joined David O. Alber As- Buchanan & Co., has built a new 15 minute Sunday musical spot for the
Yoctes as an account executive.
Formfit Co., beginning July 9 over

11I'.EDERIC W. ZIV COMPANY, Mutual. Program will feature Dick
sac, productions, have occupied their Brown, vocalist, and Merle Pitt's
he quarters at 501 Madison Avenue. orchestra under the direction of Ernie
Ricca.

IIZABETH FORSLING has been
CHARLES MICHELSON, president
tinted "Newsweek" radio editor,
is been announced by Chet Shaw, of transcription firm bearing his name
Aging editor. Miss Forsling now returned to his desk Monday after
s the department in which she three months illness. A. Michelson,
erly wrote as assistant to Robert who acted in his place, now resumes
y, recently assigned to the pub- his duties as head of Michelson &
Sternberg, Inc., exporting company.
.on's "Transition" page.

ATS Annual Awards
FC Approves Transfer
Of Several Stations
Go To WABD, WRGB
(Continued from Page 1)

,000. WCOL is a Blue affiliate, programming achievement.
g on the 1,230 band with 250 Appreciation is expressed in the
nlimited.
committee's report of the work of
ommission approved also the W6XYZ, sight -and -sound station of
r of control of the Indiana Television Productions, Inc., Paraasting Corp licensee of WIBC, mount Pictures' subsidiary on the

polis, from H. G. Wall, Mar Wall and Thelma M. Lohnes
Indianapolis News Publishing
ice for 1,000 shares transferred
000, plus $2 per share for each

s between the date of agree (February 16, 1944) and the
actual transfer. WIBC, an MBS
operates on the 1,070 band,
000 watts days and 1,000 nights.
truction permit for 5,000 watts
is held.
al involving KLRA and KHGI,

studio lot in Hollywood, "for the ad-

vance in techniques, such as improved
lighting and shadowing, process

screen, and other advances contributed by the motion picture art."
No award has been recommended
for the use of television as a public
service, the committee states, "because of the comparatively little use
that has been made of this medium
in the war effort this year, as against
its tremendous potentialities." Last
year the public-service prize of the

253,6
AT I
Sc

WNJ
H
9USISN

... In a Planning Mood

They can plan to buy new electric re-

ck, Ark., was also approved Society went to NBC; programming,
é FCC. A. L. Chilton will trans - to GE.
400 shares, 64.5 per cent of the
Report of the ATS awards commit-

frigerators. New vacuum cleaners.
New cars. All Surveys indicate this
intention. The question is, WHOSE

Hutchinson, chairman of the judging
group and a founder of the Society,
to Norman D. Waters, whose term as

tee was submitted by J. Raymond

refrigerator, whose cleaner, what
make of car? Obviously they'll choose

president expired yesterday, when
e KGHI license to A. L. and Dan Halpin, of RCA, took over the

the one they know best. The one of

I and outstanding capital stock
:,RA, to the Gazette Publishing
for $275,000. Chilton's former
c 'any the Arkansas Broadcasting
vill be retired with the transfer

C

(Continued from Page 1)

ransfer of all the station stock television" and to WRGB for video

'e H. Chilton, a partnership do- presidential reins. In addition to Hutrusiness as KGHI Broadcasting chinson, members of the awards com-

which they have been reminded most

ce. At the same time, Chilton mittee were Miss Elizabeth Ayres,

surrender his remaining 348 Miss Evelyn Pierce, John Flory, Ted
s in the Arkansas Broadcasting Huston and Ken Whatmore.
Plaques will probably be given to
RA, a CBS affiliate, operates on the prize winners in televised cere1010 band with 10,000 watts day monies over their respective stations,
,000 watts night. KGHI a Blue as was the case last year.
te, operates with 250 watts on
,230 band.
McBeath has been serving as presiU another approval was of the dent of the station-a non -affiliate
er of KXOX, Sweetwater, with 250 watts on the 1,240 band. One
I, to Wendell Mayes and J. S. more
sale approved was that of
Igittie Agnes McBeath, for $27,- KORN, Fremont, Nebr., to Arthur
including all stock. Transfer - Baldwin through purchase of 139
ere George and Russell Bennitt, stock shares from Lloyd C. Thomas,
s H. Beall, Jr., Joe H. Boothe, Earl J. Lee, S. S. Sidner, A. C. Sidner
Simmons, H. M. Rogers, C. R. and H. A. Gunderson for $8,754.70.
ions, Harley Sadler and May- The station has a Nebraska wireless
Doscher-the last individually affiliation, and operates on 1,400 kilois executrix for J. H. Doscher; cycles with 250 watts.

frequently and most recently. Keep
reminding them of your brand name

TA
CLEVELAN D

over WTAM. The COST is only
.$.000073 per Housewife.

REPRESENTED BY

s,,,,,
::

NBC SPOT SALES

America's No. I Network

Millions stay tuned to the

National Broadcasting Company
It's a National Habit

C

Sef'`

of
°` 1lmeri°i'u
N'orpanlionCe
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LOS AIIGELES

[CHICAGO

By RALPH WILY

REPLICAS

of

By BILL mv1N

"Duffy's

Tavern"
are popping up all over the vari-

sus fighting fronts. It started in the

South Seas when a broken-down

palm -covered hut was photographed
by the Associated Prgss and distributed 'to

its member`s in' the daily

papers....Word has , been received
that now a dozen such institutions
exist on as many battle fronts, and
Ed "Archie" Gardner is sending auto-

graphed pictures to adorn the walls

of corrugated iron and discarded ammunition cases.

Robert Murray joins the staff

of

Hillman - Shane - Breyer, advertising
agency, as assistant art director; and,
Margaret Scanlon, also joins the agen-

cy's art department as fashion illustrator.
Marvin

Mueller,

announcer

on

NBC's "Star Playhouse," should be
back on the job this week. Mueller

has been ailing for several weeks

with a form of rheumatism that constricted his throat, but is well on the
mend now. Terry O'Sullivan has been
subbing for him.

SIXTEEN new members will be
sented with pins and scrolls '

Radio Vitamins for Friday ! 1
Looks like "Uncle Don," of WOR has solved the manpower
shortage for the Hunt Bros. Circus, even th'oúgh he is no Mr. Anthony
'1Jncle Don" is scheduled for a series of personal appearances with
the tent show, during which he'll be seen leading the customary parade
seated atop of an elephant: he'll play the portable organ (instead of the
old calliope); then he'll put on a tanbark show for the kiddies
and of
course he will do radio plugs along the route
outside of that he will
spend a quiet Summer, we presume... Blue web's plan for "Creative
Music" and a fund to carry it out, is Paul Whiteman 's "baby," an idea he
had been harboring for some time
the vest pocket symphony, an
in-between composition from five to seven minutes in length, making them
particularly suitable to broadcasting, is something "Pop," always thought
lacking ºyl radio programming
the encouragement to composers young
and old is still another important angle in the development of American

this Sunday Paul takes over completely on the Philco Hour
and a great musical treat is in store for all listeners... Novel feature
on Mutual's "Double or Nothing" show tonight, will be the famed "Stitch
Music

'n' Itch" girls from Todd Shipyards

girls will tell of their work and the
dangers involved and will wear their cumbersome, but protective working clothes
in addition to competing in the questions, they'll sing
their theme song, "The Todd Itch Blues."

Magnetic Wire Recorder
To Get Convention Tests
(Continued from Page

11

acting for itself and in the interests
of General Electric and the Mutual

Broadcasting System, will utilize
three magnetic -wire recorders to
make records of every news -worthy
broadcast made by WGN and Mutual

during the Republican convention,

starting on June 26, and, if materials
for experiment are available, during
the Democratic convention, scheduled

to begin on July 19. Arrangements
for the tests were made by Land and
W. R. David, sales manager of broadcast equipment- for General Electric,
Schenectady, New York. General
Electric manufactures the magnetic wire recorders under a license

,

*

*

*

"Piano Playhouse," the Marjorie Fisher three -piano
miniature musical, with the humid humming bird Judy Talbot, which
gives out over the Blue Wednesdays, is definitely hot
some day
fit,

soon, a live sponsor is going to buy himself a big -league little show
which is headed places... Lindsay Wellington, North American

Director for the BBC for two years, now back in London on im-

in design, operation and induction of
the recorder can be recommended to
While the
the manufacturer.

major portion of General Electric's
output of wire recorders is now intended for use by the armed services,
it

is expected that the new device

will see widespread use of post-war
commercial broadcasting. The three
recorders which General Electric is
lending to WGN are expected to arrive here a week before the opening of
Republican convention. Two of them
are to be used in the WGN studio re-

cording department, with the third

being reserved for probable use at the

Chicago Stadium and at the site of
any other sources of convention news.

of whom have spent 10 years l:
NBC, are Louis Roen, armour.
Leonard Anderson, assistant a ,
manager; William B. Ray, mans:
of the news and special events
partment; William J. Murphy, c ;.
tinuity

editor;

Jules

Herbuves

program manager; Frank Chin '

manager of radio recording divisi
Alan M. Elrod, building maintena'
supervisor; Martha Reinecker, st

department; John Wehrbeim, audi'_
Mike Eisenmenger, sound effects
partment, and George Maher, Wilf
Lahman and Frank Schnepper, all"
the engineering department. I"
record for being with the NBC cent
division for the longest period is h

by Howard C. Luttgens, chief en
neer, and Theodore E. Schrey
operations supervisor, both 18-yt
men. Four employees have been w

the central division 16 years, 10

:

15 years, -and 29 for 14 years. A to

of 15 club members are on milita'

leave.

Burridge D. Butler, president
WLS and editor and publisher

Francisco, Denver and Omaha.

Nebraska stations were commended for their work during the
recent flood, at the annual meeting of the Nebraska Broadcasters Assn. in
the resolution congratulated the managements
Hastings the other day
of stations WIAG, KOWH, KOIL, WOW and KFAB, "as an outstanding
example of the public service radio may render in emergencies . .
many lives were saved by the prompt and efficient work of these stations,

plained station engineers hope to
determine whether any improvements

forces.. Other new club members

He will stop in Missoula, Spokane an

testing the new recorder for its ser-

On the basis of these tests, he ex-

membership to 96, or one-third of

287 employees at the Central Ll
sion. Of the new members, three
on leave of absence with the an

army and navy camps. etc. and return to New York each Satdee
night for ,his regular "Thanks to' the Yanks" broadcast on CBS.

viceability and adaptability for
commercial broadcast use, Land said.

inductees .will bring the total

portant ,job, takes time out to drop us a line by way of appreciation
for contributing a mite toward cementing good relations
AngloAmerican friendships, says Wellington, "is a two-way street
and one of the most important things that
people to people
radio can do is contribute toward further understanding..." which
radio has done and for which he is most appreciative. . . Bob
Hawk and Lynn Gardner start on tour for the Treasury Dept. this
first stop is Cincinnati and they continue to Louisville,
Sunday
Greensboro N. C., Winston-Salem and AllenWashington, D. C
On this trip, Hawk will appear at veteran hospitals,
town, Penn

granted by the Armour Research

Foundation, Chicago. WGN, General
Electric and Mutual are interested in

they are inducted into the NBC
cago, 10 Year Club at the orgar`
tion's second annual cocktail part
the Tavern Club on -June 7. The

'Prairie-Farmer,"returned to Chica
last week from his home in Phoeni
Arizona, where he spent the wint
months.

George Jennings, acting director

the Radio Council of the Chica;
Public Schools, leaves for the We

Coast today. He will join the sta

of KOIN, Portland, for three weel
radio institute for Portland teacher

Seattle en route, returning via Sa,;

r

particularly, WAG, at Norfolk...

After last Sunday's sign -off of "Basin
Street," no less a personage than Andrew Jergens himself stepped on the
stage to congratulate Victor Borge
he advised the beaming comic
that Jergens might sponsor a show in the future with Borge as head man.
Lieut. Col. Edwin P. Curtin, V -Mails that he is now stationed in China,
doing some very interesting work but can't say lust what it is
that
Hdqrs. of the Z Force entails
the APO is 430, c/o P. M. New York
and Col. Ed can use a letter if his friends see fit to write. but can't expect
he will be too hot on the answering end
Col. Ed was formerly with
NBC press and from there went to the same dept at B B D & O
at any
WTOP, Washington, started
rate, he sends his regards to the "gang."..
a "super -service" of reading glass and invasion maps, some weeks ago.

* * *
- Remember Pearl Harbor -

WANTED
By 50,000 Watt station
two announcers. Write or
wire giving full details
regarding experience and
references as to character

and ability. Address
Richard H. Mason, WPTF
Radio Company, Raleigh,
N. C.

.Q, June a,1944
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piandonment Of White -Wheeler Bill 50 Net -Shows Saluting
Follows NA B's Four -Point Protest Centennial Of YMCA
(Continued from Page 1)

Continued from Page 1)

r as been a "headache" to him
p , and it was recalled that he
p>>lained several times that the

has shifted its ground.
siting him since he brought
i; revised version' of the bill
sk-network representatives
bribers of the NAB legislative
11

time." Quality and
apply to nets as well as to independamount of such service would "necesent broadcasters.
The danger here, NAB declared, is sarily deteriorate" if the Wheeler
that it opens the way to FCC review proposal were adopted, said -NAB:
of a station's program practices, with Revenue from these programs is in
the

these practices under consideration

when the station license is up for

present

11, the anniversary period. Bob
Hope has been appointed to sound
the keynote of, the centennial year L,
,many instances the major source of of the YMCA on his regular Tuesday s
night show, June 6, over the NBC
income for broadcasters.
"High standards, speed and com- network.
Highlights of the cavalcade of
pleteness of the news servióes furn-

renewal. The proposals themselves
are fair enough, said NAB, and
corf@ur heartily in the ished by American b'roadca3terg.dePe-want, he said, "super - "broadcasters
pends in large measure on, the
,o regulation on programming, objectives set forth in these sections." revenues received from sponsorship,"
Rnanent licenses." He said 99= (NAB adds that they are expressed
said. Loss of such revenu would
nses have been proposed to or implied in the NAB Code). But NAB
program standards cannot be dealt force curtailment of radio news ortin the past week.
with by statutory regulation, NAB ganizations and of other serves for
gtslative Group Disbands
which news sponsorship pays the bill,
meantime, the NAB legisla- feels. Opposes Wattage Limit
it was pointed out. In addition, said
mittee has disbanded after a
NAB, the loss of radio income%ould
NAB
objects
to
the
bill's
infringehere this week, delegating ment on clear channel rights and the force the news services either 'to into its president, J. Harold
to 50,000 watts, pointing to crease their subscription rates. to
td its legislative representa- limit
"hazards from the standpoint of newspapers or curtail the}r;,;,press
J.
Bartley.
Both
Ryan
ert
developments, of the protec- service.
ey will be on Capitol Hill future
tion from foreign encroachment of NAB suggested simplification of the
g.
American rights to channels, and of bill's requirements regarding Identifidid not say definitely what the avoidance of inconsistencies with cation of source for news andpolitical
mind, but it seems apparent existing treaties and executive agree- broadcasts.
ill not forget about the bill ments." The committee declared also
As to the inclusion of the FCC's
ublic last week. If he gets that the proposed bill would deprive network rules in the bill, NAB deradio legislation again in many rural listeners of program clared that if such regulations, are
session, it is likely that he choice.
to be imposed it is preferable'ho have
to retain some of the main
Congress do it, rather than the FCC.
NAB
recommended
a
five-year
lif the revised bill.
At the same time it would amend
term.
sion followed, although it cense
association strongly opposed Section Four in the propdSed bill,
direct result of, the report theThebill's
on multiple which reads now "prohibition of opised bill circulated among ownership, limitation
declaring that the pro- tions on unspecified hours, or on speof the Interstate Commerce posals in the revised bill are "unWednesday
necessary, unrealistic and undesirable."

Ryan, for the legislative
was pointed out that use of the
, sent a detailed report on It
term "financially interested in" withailing particularly for four in the bill would ban common ownership of single shares of stock in both
CBS and NBC, because both own stae should be no prohibitions in New York. Similarly, it
ponsorship of news.
would ban ownership of stock in both
ater restrictions are re General Electric and Westinghouse,
on the k'CC's power to
or CBS and NBC, etc., because toprograms and business
gether these organizations would own
more than six radio stations.
tical and public discus Apart from this language defect,
the air should not be re however, NAB declared that "in cerby burdensome and imtain broadcast services it is desirable
requirements.
that a single organization own more
ractical statutory right of
the best guaranty of fair the air.

epared its report to fol'
ll, appending its own comg with the sections in quescommittee approved the
new five -man Commission,

tha one station in a single city"-

heaviest representation is expected to
take place during the week of June 4,
to

salutes on other programs will in-

a BBC -CBS broadcast from
St. Paul's Cathedral in London Sunday afternoon, June 4, and the world
premiere of Morton Gould's "youth
symphony" which will be broadcast
by the New York Philharmonic from
Carnegie Hall over CBS, the same
afternoon.'
clude:

Canada Lee Narrator

On June 2, a special dramatization
entitled, "Unofficial Ambassadors"
will be heard over NBC, 11:30-12 p.m.,

EWT, and which will feature Canada
Lee as narrator. The Mutual network will sponsor a special Y.M.C.A.

program on June 8, 11:30-12,. p.m.,
EWT, with Victor Jory featured as
narrator.
In the lineup of commercial shows

paying tribute to the "Y" are Fred

Allen, June 4; Phil Spitalny, June 4;
Firestone, June 5; "Top of the Evening," June 5; "Information, Please,"
June 5; "Contented Hour," June 5;
Fred Waring, June 7; "Report to the
cified hours, totaling more than 50 Nation," June 7; Joan Davis, June 8,
per cent of the time the station is and Vox Pop, June 19.
licensed to operate, (or on more than
Religious tributes will be made by
two hours in any consecutive three- "Wings Over Jordan," CBS, June 4;
hour period, or options which are and "Hymns of All Churches," NBC,
exercisable on less than 56 , days June 6.
notice)," NAB would strike out that
Kate Smith Scheduled
part in parentheses.
Kate Smith, Bernardine Flynn,
In conclusion, NAB proposed a -new
Kitchell, Bessie Beatty and
section spelling out broadcast liabil- Alma
Adelaide Hawley are representing
ity under the anti-trust laws.
the women's angles of the "Y" on
their programs and the juveniles are
represented by such shows as "Hop
"G. I. Legal Aid"
San Francisco-A new public, ser- Harrigan," and "Dick Tracy." "Ma
vice program, entitled "G. I. Legal Perkins," "Vic and Sade," and
Aid," designed to render legal as- "Lighted Windows" also have arsistance to servicemen and their ranged special tributes during the

period.
mentioning non-profit, shortwave and families, is now heard over KQW centennial
Bill Stern, Stan Lomax and sustelevision stations (commercial and every Sunday at 11:15 a.m. Ira Blue, tainers "Cisco Kids," "Jack Bundy's
KQW special features director, acts
experimental) .
as moderator and producer of the Carnival," and "Blue Playhouse" will
Sees Operation Hindered
also participate.
Monopoly, said NAB, should be weekly broadcasts.
curbed by the anti-trust laws.
Broadcasters agree to the purposes

i felt that the bill's provi- of the bills provisions for equal time

fall short of attaining the in political broadcasts, NAB said, but
"through practical experience have
jectives."
strongly recommends the learned that fairness cannot always

iRE
V ORI E

of this section," it said in be achieved by a mathematical formula." The proposal would create
"operating problems of such magni-

1ROPICAI

clude that the only safe course to

AMERICA

e to the proviso that licensees
ncourage full discussion, with
ictions based on race or creed,
snsees should keep religious,
lnal and discussion programs

tude that many broadcasters will con-

follow is to refuse all political broadlining "so far as is consistent casting," NAB said, adding that alaeration of facilities in the though a broadcaster might be quite
interest," that broadcasting fair he could easily fail to comply
"'afford access to divergent strictly with all details of the proMs, try to improve program posed section.
9s" with particular reference
All-out opposition was recorded to
eercial shows, and should fos- the ban on sponsored news and comtr commercials and better pro - ment programs-"one of the greatest
and that these policies should public services rendered by radio at

CBS

AFFILIATE

Represented by John Blair & Co.

e
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Maj. Armstrong Cited.

By War Department

WORDS All*

lI sie *

Scan Video Ima
At REC's SE

By BEN KAUFMAN

(Continued from Page 1)

type to be awarded. The award will
be , given as a testimonial to individuals and companies who have per-

formed notable services beyond the
normal requirements of duty but who

are not under the direct control of

the. War. Department and are therefore not eligible for the Secretary of
War's civilian award or the Army -

Navy!E.`"

Award of the certificate to nine other
individuals or companies for outstanding services was also announced

today. The recipients are the American Telephone and Telegraph Com-

Variations

(Continued from Page

Sob ballads are making a comeback.... Caesar Petrillo, bandleader

brother of James C. Petrillo, Musicians' Union chief, has just written a
new song, titled "Thankful." It will be given its premiere soon-in time
perhaps for the WLB disk decree.... Mast music men are of the opinion

that the recording decision has been made but is being withheld for

psychological reasons.

Settlement of the pancake turners' jurisdictional
tiff may also be holding up the long-awaited platter -case judgment, which
is expected to come out with the employers' side on top. . . . Slicing

of the cabaret bite, now past the Senate, is due for a House okay to

hypo the fast -falling government take. Move will restore remotes from
night spots now shuttered by the tax blast.

pany, New York City; Ohio Inde-

pendent Telephone Association, Columbus; Research Council, Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood; American Racing Pigeon
Union, Washington, D. C.; Peter L.
Schauble, vice-president, Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia; Samuel Ruben, New

Rochelle, New York; Gail Feil, B. T.
Goodrich Company, Akron; Walter R.
Laudenslager, Municipal Airport,
Springfield, Ohio and Multigraph
Sales Agency, Newark, N. J.
Waived Royalties
In 1941, Dr. Armstrong made a not-

able contribution to the war effort,
saidthe War Department, when he
waived all royalties on the use of 17
of his patents covering FM apparatus
purchased by the War Department
for military purposes. At the same
time he offered to license on $1 a

year royalty basis any manufacturers
designated by the War Department to
produce such apparatus for military
purposes for "so long as the present
national and international emergency
shall exist." Secretary of War Stimson
accepted in a letter of appreciation.
Dr. Armstrong made his first contribution to Signal Corps radio communications during the World War

when, as a captain serving in the

division of research and inspection,
Signal Corps, American Expedition-

ary Force, he perfected the superheterodyne receiver. He announced
his FM discoveries in 1939 and this
advance has been reflected in the
several types of frequency modulated
sets produced by the Signal Corps
and now in successful use through
out the Army.
Inscribed on the certificate is the
following citation: "The Chief Signal
Officer, Army of the United States,
extends his appreciation to Edwin H.

Armstrong for loyal and patriotic

services rendered the Signal Corps of
the Army of the United States in the

accomplishment of its vital mission

during a period of national emergency.

"This acknowledgement of your distinguished contribution in further-

ance of a future world at peace will

be inscribed forever in the annals
of the Signal Corps."

WEBR Joins Mutual

WEBR, Buffalo, N. Y., became a
full-time affiliate of the Mutual network, yesterday.

Lack of a good copy seller is the latest groan from Tin Pan Alley.

In the Twenties, a year didn't pass without a publisher having at
least one or two million -copy tunes. . Today the whole music
business is lucky to have one. Of course, performing rights more
than makeup for it, but the loss is still being eyed. Excessive plugging is the major cause, say writers and publishers, with the radio
responsible for a good part of it. The record situation, being what

Television Seminar of the
ecutives Club of New York.
In an open vote, 55 s

picked the 35 -mm. enlargeme

television photo, with only Ff

ing the video image correc

ance of the nearly 400 sight -at

students weré either too

f;

to judge or too timid to vote.
Quality of picture definition,

tele topic scanned by the tv
cipal speakers-Allen B. Di
head of the laboratories bea
name and president of the Tt
Broadcasters Association, Ir
Ralph Beal, assistant to th
president in charge of RCA
tories. Murray B. Grabhorn

man of the tele committee

radio execs., presided. Folioµ
meeting, a half-hour open for,

conducted by Richard W. I

tele author.
During the course of the vid

fab, reproductions were dist

it is, also hinders a song campaign from being properly co-ordinated,
since the jukes often don't get a waxed tune until it has been performed off the air. Trouble isn't too many songs, either, because
there never have been too many good ones published.

for next Monday's editions

Cue music is informatively thumbnailed by Julius Mattfeld, CBS music
library director, in his introduction to Ralph Sandor's new book. "Incidental
Music," which has been published by Alpha Music. . . . Film music.
forerunner of the faster airwave scoring, will be explained by disk jockey

the last being a fine-grained
paper half -tone and indicat
of similar definition to the
video image of 525 lines, w.
was pointed out, from the
standpoint means about 47

'ír*

Art Ford in a series, named "The Sound Track," beginning Tuesday over
WNEW. Gotham. Ford is said to have the largest personal
collection of
sound -track recordings in the world and has been called the American
historian of movie melody.... An album of arrangements by bandleader
Carmen Cavallaro, titled "Film Favorites," is being brought out by Robbins
Music, which has specialized in publishing stylized music transcribed from
recordings.

of a 13 x 17 in. ad scheduled

Du Mont organization, it was 1.

"New York Herald Tribune." Is
showed three photos of a girl
with 130, 202 and 475 lines o

Major portion
text foil
"There have recently been e

to explain in published arti
effect of the number of lines
character

of

a

television

There have been several
printed purporting to show

sion images with the present
of lines and a hoped -for futuf

ber of lines. Three have bet
Song sharks are on the prowl again. These phonies, long the bane

of legitimate publishers, are circularizing sucker lists of amateur
composers and lyricists with a pitch of touching up and publishing
their songs for fees ranging from $50 to $100 per 250 professional
copies. Estimated that the copies cost seven bucks, with the rest
gravy for the music moochers. Promised also that the customers

will have their tunes sent to radio stations and will get Song

Writers Protective Association contracts. With a million potential
songwriters in the country, the public is being fleeced out of millions
by these leeches. Postal authorities and DAs are getting after them
with the aid of the SPA. It seems the `phonies made the mistake of
including a few top writers in their mailing lists.

ír

* r

Herb Gordon, radio exec. of the William Morris Agency, and Moe
Jaffe. Ascap writer, have sold a song, titled "OW. Ma Cherie," to the
Ryt-Voc Publishing Co.... Tommy Dorsey is making a 15 -city tour under
MCA management... With the breakup of Benny Goodma s combination due
to a dispute with MCA, four of his sidemen are now the backbone of a mixed
six -piece band at Cafe Society Uptown, New York.... Horace Heidt, also
feuding with that management group is said to be firm about getting a
release.-or else. . . . Dolly Dawn, thrush formerly with George Hall's
orchestra, is being considered for a network commercial.... Arrow Music

has acquired the publication rights

to the George Hamilton -Carl

Lampl

tune. "You Can ,Say That Again," which maestro Hamilton has already
aired several times from the Waldorf's Starlight Roof in Gotham.

fusing and inaccurate-part)
since .all such half -tone pictu
made up of rows of black dote

can never adequately repress
continuous shaded lines of a
sion image. .

Copy was apparently inte
rebut two poor illustrations of

ent-day tele, which recently apps)

in a two -installment piece in

Herald Tribune," and possibi

further rebuttal

of

the oven

booklet published by CBS in -

cause of better video images.

Booking Offices Pool
Talent In N. Y. And C,
Consolidated Radio Artists,
and the Central Booking Office
Chicago signed a three-year coot'

1

yesterday whereby the two tal
agencies will be able to pool th

artists, it was jointly announced

Robert Bunby, vice-president of Cl
and Al Borde, president of CBO.
Approximately 40 outstanding a

will be accessible to CRA, it

w

pointed out, naming Harry Sav'
Willie Shore, Jack Fulton, Joan It
rill, Danny O'Neill, Shaw & Lee, Ti
Hill and bis orcbestrá.

Tune 2, 1944
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By MILDRED O'NEILL

Tribute To A Lady!

continued from Page 1)

ttd sales, but is extending its
dtand resources to the neigh g wns to cooperate during the
w In
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instances, WOR is

Iola conjunction with the War
and localies
,ri:ommittees,
r s. The drive itself will be
e,by WOR on June 7, when

(B Brothers) Emery gets under
htiempstead, five days before
opens. He will emcee a two

half hour show to be prerith and from the Arnold

AFM Still Mulling
Platter Turner Issue
(Continued from Page 1)

the musician union was to take over

THIS week marked an event long to be remembered by Radio Row when
1 the 10th anniversary broadcast of NBC's Mary Margaret McBride took
place in Madison Square Garden, New York City. Many tributes were
paid at this recognition of a women's unprecedented success in radio, but
the greatest was an involuntary tribute to the personality of this woman
whose natural, unaffected warmth and sincerity pervaded to the very rafters

of the crowded arena and was the inspiration for the informal charm
of a great occasion. Just as Mary Margaret McBride steps daily into the
homes of her women listeners as counselor and friend, so she entered.Ahe

hearts of the thousands of women who came far and wide to see their

yesterday, especially at Columbia
owned outlets where the IBEW holds
forth. _

Although the IBEW and CBS both
agreed to the new jurisdiction recent-

ly, the fight put up by the National
Association of Broadcast Engineers
and Technicians, resulted in the dispute being brought before the War
Labor Board, who made a move on
Wednesday, resulting in the freeze.
This prevented both NABET from
calling a strike and the AFM from

department store. Bond
feature the "Rainbow
11
'uoir and cast of entertainers.
,paper, Theater Tieups

idol, to make them feel as "at home" as if they were really there.

*

New York said that they were not

the "Pick and Pat" program,
ay, June 13, when Jean Mer-'

Characteristic of the personality that has remained unchanged despite the adoration of a nation, when .Mary Margaret
learned of the proposed anniversary celebration, she requested that
part of the program be devoted to the recruitment of women's war
services and it was on this keynote that the program started. Heading an outstanding array of guests from stage, screen, radio, the
literary world and the services, there to acclaim the first lady of
radio was America's First Lady, Eleanor Roosevelt, who spoke
in connection with recruitment. Mrs. Roosevelt was followed by
Margaret Culkin Banning, Cesar Saerchinger, John Roy Carlson,
Fannie Hurst, Robert St. John, Madame Mero-Irion, Adela Rogers
St. John, Florence Smith, president of the New Jersey Women's

decision and the freeze would be

;lien Cove, the station will

13o.and Donald Dame, Metro -

)pera Assn. tenor, also take
cal tieups have been arc Bridgeport, the "Post" and
eater will tie up on Thurs-

t 15, when Bessie Beatty will
her program there and addilent is used. June 19, will

rk's day, with the Adam's
presenting several outstandi programs from its stage.
hows will go to Staten Island

June 27, including "Pick
ary Small, Vincent Lopez
1 of whom will appear at
Theater.
esday, July 5, in coopera e War Finance Commit -

*

**

will tie in with the RKO

e show are Stan Lomax,
scaster, who emcees the

Halloran" broadcasts, from
on housing wounded sol "Halloran" band of 31
wounded servicemen and

singers will also be on

ers are being featured by

cooperating in advance of
ows. Further program de announced later.

the plans for the show
Lane, with WOR's War

ittee, whose members in -

Driscoll, director of the

ar Services and News Divibramson, head of WOR's
ent division; "Tiny" Ruff r of daytime programs and
penheim, publicity head.

*

Perhaps never before has the Garden held so many thousands
of women at one time. Among them the gentlemen seemed few, but they
were there, though somewhat submerged by this cavalcade of womanpower.
On hand to do honor to the lady of the hour was Niles Trammell, president
of the National Broadcasting Company, who obviously enjoyed his turn

at the mike next to Mary Margaret and presented her with a shining,
silver "lazy susan"; Clarence E. Menser, NBC vice-president; Fred Waring.
as the fun -making emcee with his Pennsylvanians; Colonel R. V. C.
Bodley; John Golden, producer; Joseph Auslander, poet; Harry Hershfield.
humorist; Homer Croy, author, Eddie Dowling, actor, and many
others whose names, space will not permit here
All in all it was a
gala day, no less colorful than the thousand American Beauty roses banked
in front of the speakers' platform.

***
The gals are batting 1,000 in several spots right now.

in Spot Sked
cKesson & Robbins Corn-

onsoring a series of one-

ltrticipations for their "Bax"

in the 8 a.m. edition of the
'tetwork news over WNAC
Yankee network. J. D.
is the agency.

wave Devine Show
y Round -Up," starring Andy

and aired Saturdays at

Spokesman for Local 802 AFM in

Press Association in whose behalf she presented Mary Margaret with
a diamond microphone, and others. Estella Karn, Mary Margaret's
beloved manager, took a bow and Vincent Connolly, her announcer,
was in his usual genial form.

eater, Trenton and already

11

Pr; over the NBC network,
shortwaved to all fighting
)arcing June 3, it was anby the N. W. Ayer & Son

Studio A in NBC's Hollywood Radio City is the scene when "A Date
With Judy" goes into rehearsal under the capable direction of Helen
Mack, scripted by Aleen Leslie, with sound effects by Clara Groves
and starring 16 -year old Louise Erickson. Helen Mack, well-known

as a stage trouper, is the first woman production director of an
KYW's (Philadelphia) control room
is strictly on the distaff side with the addition of Joyce Avery who
NBC -Hollywood program

is the latest to join the staff of "regulars," making six out of six
who started their training on the home plate
They'ive
taken over at WCAE, Pittsburgh, too. Helen Obsharsky broke all
precedent and became the station's first girl engineer. Shortly after,
Phyllis Connell was engaged as femme engineer number two and

now they make a pretty pair seated in the glass -enclosed control
MOM.

taking over.

taking over because the stations
wanted to abide wholly by the WLB

abided by unless James C. Petrillo,
president of the AFM, ordered differently. At any rate, Petrillo who
is currently in Chicago where he arrived from the Coast yesterday, is
scheduled to make the next move, or,
also abide by the WLB decision.

Petrillo was not available yester-

day for comment.

Bricker, Broughton Sked
To Debate Campaign Issue
John W. Bricker, Governor of
Ohio and Republican aspirant to the
Presidency, and J. Melville Broughton, Democratic Governor of. North
Carolina, and supporter of President

Roosevelt, will hold an informal two man debate on the issues of the Presidential campaign on a coast -to -

coast "People's Platform" broadcast
over CBS tomorrow from 6:15-6:45
p.m., EWT. Lyman Bryson, CBS director of education, will preside as
chairman and moderator.

The informal debate titled "What
Are The Campaign Issues?," will

domestic and international
problems likely to affect the outcome
of the election. Among other topics,
the speakers will consider centralization of government versus states'

cover

rights, America's role in foreign af-

fairs, and the 4th ' term.
The program was arranged by Leon
Levine, CBS' Asst. Director of Education and the producer of the "People's
Platform."

New Parent At WBYN

Oscar and Mrs. Kronenberg are the

parents of a baby weighing seven
pounds three ounces, born May 28, at
the Beth El Hospital,, New - York.
Kronenberg is
WBYN staff.

a

member of the

Niesen On RCA Program

Gertrude Niesen, star of Dave Wolper's Broadway hit, "Follow The

Girls," will be guest -starred on the
RCA program "The Music America
Loves Best," with Richard Crooks and
Duke Ellington over WJZ-Blue Satur-

day, June 3, from 7:30 to 8:00 p.m.,
EWT between her matinee and evening performances at the
Theater.

Century
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***COAST -TO -COAST**
-NEW YORK-

NEW YORK-The WQXR "America's Artists" series for the month
of June features the outstanding pianist -composer Jeanne Behrend in a
group of four Saturdaj recitals June
3, 10, 17 and 24, from 5:30-6 p.m.....
'Harold L. Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, will be heard on an exclusive
WMCA broadcast Monday, June 5,
9:03 to 9:30 p.m., speaking from the
Waldorf-Astoria. ...The story of the
men who fashion our film music will

chief for N. C.....GREENI

PICTURE OF THE WEEK

is being starred in a series
zen Soldiers" programs wl
originate for civilians over
key CBStation. Dobkin, in hi

day¢, was cited for his ou
work with the 'tale School c
and Mark Twain Masquers.

- COI,QRADO -

DENVER-A series

of progt

duced by the Rocky Mounta

be told in an unusual series of programs entitled "The Sound Track"
over WNEW beginning Tuesday, June
6.
Art Ford will emcee.... Philip

Council under the title "Soldier'
is being aired every Saturday o
Each program will present a r
between a returned servicemar
authority in some vocational II,Ii
Robert Hudson of the Radio Coll.,
ing as moderator... .Major Allet4t
tini, famous for the activities of

Wold, merchant seaman, will be honored as WHN's "New Yorker of the
Week" tomorrow. This program is

written and produced by Cecil W.
Secrest.

Pfc. Larry Dobkin, noted stn

+,

Martini, HI. ' combat bomber, and . t

-OFIIO-

man to receive a direct challea
the Luftwaffe, recently appeared
over KOA.

CLEVELAND-Six weekly programs are

being arranged by WJW in cooperation

i.
M

-MASSACHUSETTS-.

with the Akron industries to be aired each
Sunday from the Summit Beach Ballroom
at Summit Beach Park. Akron. Todd Bran.
son will emcee the item. Frank Grosiean
will script ....DAYTON-WHIO sent engineers and program director, Bill Hamilton,
to Columbus recently for coverage of the
finals in the Ohio high school basketball
tournament. .. . Ed Hochhauser, WING an-

BOSTON-Robert Goilin,
jazz expert, was recently in

1

by WCOP's George Michael. I

fin discussed the future role
in world musical tastes...."R
Speaks," sponsored by the R
Manufacturing Company,

e

newed this week for a new s
be heard on WNAC every That

nouncer, is the proud lather of a new

daughter, Constance Mabelle. born May
17 and weighing five younds 15 ounces
....COLUMBUS-Philip Staley has be^n
appointed production manager of WCOL.
He was formerly with WALR, WOSU,

from 6:55-7 p.m. Agency is H
Garfield, Inc
WORCES
"Treasury Song for Today," fit

ute shows the Treasury Depth '
has prepared for the Fifth Wads
Drive, has been contracted b}tt
sponsors already for 27 broadcFi

WUAM and WING.

- PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA - William A.
Batiks, president of WHAT, has put

WTAG.

-NEW YORK -

the station on a 24 -hour sked, in anticipation of D Day...Announcer Mark
Gregory has resigned from the KYW

SYRACUSE-The Paul Delima d
Company of this city has taken orie

sorship of a series of debates bet

staff to join. WJR in Detroit, where

commentators H. R. Ekins and Vie

eoeur, both of the WSYR newsl.

Living proof of the authenticity of the old saying-

"Every dog has his day"-was the reception accorded

"Backus," three -year -old white collie pet of Carol Palmer,
daughter of Fred Palmer, manager of WCKY, Cincinnati.
"Harkus" was feted this week when he returned to Cincinnati from eight months service as a sentry with the Army.
He*has an honorable discharge as a volunteer WAG-"Dogs
for, Defense."
June 2
Betty Adams
Frank Arnold
Zillion Cornell
Tony Gilman
Sid Schwartz
Ben Grauer
Walter Tetley
Gladys Heen
Louis Shooke
June 3
Ruth Carhart
Joe Nash
Bob Hutton
Jan Peerce
Dave Rose
Herman Larson

Warren Sweeney
June 4
Jack Hollister

Jack Arnold
Betty Ito

Carlton E. Morse

Charley Urquhart
Ed Lindstrom

Marvin Kirsch
Erno Rapee
Cecil L. Sly
Sidney Breese

he expects to handle two 15 -minute
news shows daily,..David Toy, former WCAM engineer, has joined the
WIBG 'engineering department....
PITTSBURGH-Faris Feland, program director of Tap Time, is in 1-A.
- CALIFORNIA -

PLATTSBURG-Herb Harvey has It
the announcerial staff of WMFF.
formerly of WMRN, Ohio....KINIC

-Ernest Ward, Cobleskill, N. 1$

joined the announcerial staff of tt
where he replaces Bill Brophy wile,.
enlisted in the Navy. Ward is o I.
more at Syracuse University.

'Labor For Victory' Progp

Cancelled For Sung
tion of movies filmed in the Alaska War
Theater.... FRESNO-Keith Collins, KMJ's
(Continued from Page I)
manager, just returned from a conference
trip to Sacramento, where Beeline chiefs the press for time as a result 6b
military
situation and coming c
met, with Paul H. Raymer execs.
tions forced suspension, at the a
- NORTH CAROLINA -

CHARLOTTE-Roy

time NBC assured that time

Schulz, CBS be made available in the fall
SAN FRANCISCO-Larry Smith, NBC radio sales, here for a look at the
The cancellation came as a dP
commentator on the Pacific war, heard WBT programs and talent he plugs pointment
to both union groups!

on the NBC net from this city Monday daily but has never seen. Mrs. Schulz AFL has revealed that it hOptk
through Friday mornings, starts on a accompanied him on his trip.... obtain time for various special I
bond -stumping tour early this month.... RALEIGH-Ralph Heinzen, former grams and to go on the air in a IÑ
SANTA BARBARA-Father Hubbard, the UP director for France, and recently lar series after the election. "
famous Alaska glacier priest, was inter- repatriated after long internment at hoped that this new series will
viewed on KTMS by program director, Baden Baden, Germany, spoke over carried in turn by all four netw tt
Frank Weltmer, recently. Father Hubbard WPTF recently. Interview was con= said Philip Pearl, AFL publA
visited this city to show his prize collec- ducted by Chiles Coleman, UP bureau manager.
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!lAB-Ascap Still At Odds
omer Replacing
effects Fifty Shows
oximately 50 commercial and
Ing programs will be involved

tummer replacement shuffle on

jor networks with the major
of the schedule set, as far as

orders by agency to the web is
tad, but a number still remain

The Winnah:

Eddie Cantor will announce the
winner of his G. I. Joe contest on
his NBC program this Wednesday
night. Announcement will climax
a three-month search for the typi-

cal soldier who will have estab-

lished for himself a S5,000 bank

account as a personal gift from the

comedian. Three judges are Sgt.
Alvin York, Warren H. Atherton

and Cantor.

tecuted and oklayed by the net -

Although a number of ac -

have signified that their shows
take a hiatus, nothing' official
eplacement has been cleared
Continued on

Page

Lubcke Optimistic

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - Recent word from

general manager John Paine of Ascap
failed to close up the differences
Ascap and NAB on six imAbout Tele Outlook between
portant points, the NAB music committee reported last week. Ascap inTechnically, television is okay and terpretations on these matters appear

can be best brought to the point of to be in direct opposition to those
ultimate perfection while operating of NAB.

UJA Relief Program

6)

Broadcaster Music Committee Reports
Differences On Six Important Points
With Paine's Plea For Royalties

On Blue, June 8th

within a standard rather than an open
one, in the

opinion

The first point involves alleged

of Harry R. Ascap claims for royalties on spot an-

Lubcke, television director for the nouncements between or immediately
(Continued on Page 5)
Don Lee Network. Lubcke was in
the town Friday to attend a session of

w Scores Again
On Bomber Mission

Radio Artists Division of
United Jewish Appeal of Greater the Radio Technical Planning Board,
New
York, will have a one -hour having just arrived from Washington
R. Murrow, CBS European
d London
correspondent, Coast -to -Coast show on the Blue Net(Continued on Page 6)
first broadcast by an Amer- work, originating at WJZ, Thursday,
rter direct from a bomber on June 8, at 11:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

over the Continent on Fri row, from a B-17, was heard
ews of the World" program
twork. Plane he rode in was

it was announced by Carter Blake,

$s In Sixth Place
onsumers Buying List

Is Theme In St. Louis

of Columbia Pictures, chairman of the

division. Twenty-two star acts have

Ryan Opposes AFRA

In WMAL-Union Row
Wartime Adv. Citations
Announced By Federation
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Although War Labor
been set, with Eddie Cantor as emcee.
Annual awards for Advertising Board
rules permit no direct intereport to the Nation," after Program, entitled, "Stars for Human - Club
achievement in advertising, vention by NAB in the AFRA-WMAL
CBS program.
(Continued on Page 3)
publicizing and promoting the war dispute now before the board, Press jaunt brings to four the
effort were announced the past week- ident J. Harold Ryan last week wrote
(Continued on Page 2)
end by the Advertising Federation the board his opposition-and that of
"Who Scooped Who?"

NMoog Bureau, RADIO DAILY

tgton-Radios ranked sixth

(Continued on Page 3)

his board of directors-to the principle of fees being paid assigned

(Continued on Page 7)
British Film Industry
To Study Television WLB Decision On AFM-Disc
last Friday reached a high peak in

Telegraphic accounts of the radio

coverage of St. Louis' street car strike

1 appliances in greatest de - station rivalry with both KMOX, CBS London (By Cable)-Television will Dispute Due On Tuesday
consumers in their post-war outlet and KSD, NBC station, taking be the first subject to be explored by
lans, William Y. Elliott, new credit for the radio innovation.
the British film industry's National
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
ne Office of Civilian Require First to claim credit for the radio Council which became an actuality Washington - The War Labor
closed following a third na(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 3)
Board's scheduled to reach a final
survey of consumer re determination on the AFM-recording
Fits. Washing machines were
companies dispute Tuesday, with an (Continued on Page 2)

I!*

Bond Session
dI.lebrating

Alan

Courtney's

llnh anniersary at WOV, New
tt. his platter program will go
Mat a huge swing session June
4 Gotham's Palm Garden to sell
10s for the Filth War Loan Drive.
fir, which will be broadcast

0 the metropolitan outlet, will
hire Capt. Glenn Miller's AAF
dilation. Charlie Spivak's or-

tra and other top name bands.

THE WEEK
IN RADIO*
Radio Bill Discarded
By BEN KAUFMAN

BANDONENT
of the revised there would be no new radio legislaM
White -Wheeler bill to reorganize tion this year. He indicated that the

the FCC became known as the week
wore to a close. Indefinite postponement of the scheduled meeting of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee for serious consideration of the
legislation followed, although it was
not a direct result of, a detailed NAB
report circulated among ICC mem-

industry didn't know what it wanted,

that he didn't intend to figure it out

in this session.
The Montanan asserted that the ra-

dio matter had been a headache to
him all along. It was recalled, too,

that he had complained several times
that the industry had shifted its
bers.
ground. Web representatives and
Committee Chairman Burton K. members of the NAB legislative corn Wheeler, D., Mont., told RADIO DAILY

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 2)

Service Note
"Write a Servicemen While You
Wait" is the message written on a
small wooden box which is placed
in a conspicuous spot in the reception room of the J. Walter Thompson

Agency. In the box are stamped

postcards and well sharpened pen-

cils for the persons lacking the
civilian tools. Around the room

can be seen patient scribblers as

they wait for their appointments.
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:

Coming and Going

Price 10 Cts.

Publisher

,

CHARLES W. GODWIN, assistant director of
Editor station relations for the Mutual network,
spent
Business Manager the week - end at Owensboro, Ky., where he
participated in the ceremonies marking the affiliation of WOMI with MBS. He will follow
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays this with a swing through the South, visiting
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18), stations in Georgia and the Carolinas.

FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

NORMAN CORWIN arrived yesterday in Holly-

wood.

He will air a portion of his "Columbia

Presents Corwin" series from the CBS studios in

the film capital.

ELMER KETTELL, NBC representative in Bos-

ton, conferred

the home offices of
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
the network.
President and Publisher; Donald M. MerserHORACE
FITZPATRICK,
commercial
manager
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin of WSLS, Roanoke, Va., is
in New York for conJOHNSON and WARREN HULL are at
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- ferences at the headquarters
of the Blue Net- St. PARKS
Albans, L. I., for the broadcasting of toaging

Editor; Chester B. Bahn, Vice President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.

Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,

year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,

1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone

\VIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),

Friday at

work.

He plans to leave town next Thursday.
night's "Vox Pop" program over CBS from
the new Navy hospital.
ED YOKUM, station manager of KGHL, Billings, has arrived from Montana for a short
DON S. ELIAS, executive director of WWNC,
visit on station business. Paid a call Friday at is back at his
Asheville offices following a brief
the local offices of the station's national repre- trip to Washington, D. C.
sentatives.

I11.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
DORIS M. SCOTT, traffic supervisor of WBZ,
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
PEGGY BYRNE, former RADIO DAILY staffer left Boston yesterday for New York.
will
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite and now a publicity luminary for WBBM, Chi- spend a week here as guest of a fashionShe
maga1607.
cago, spent last week in Gotham greeting old zine for business girls.
friends and making new ones.

Entered as second class

matter, April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., for Chicago on Saturday night.
under the act of March 3, 1879.

She trained out

HELEN RHOADES, secretary to 011ie

KEN CHURCH, general manager of WKRC, who

was in town toFt week on another of his peri-

L.

Car- odic visits, left Friday for the home offices.

penter, sales manager of WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.,
vacationed in New York last week on a "busPHIL BAKER was in Chicago yesterday for the
man's holiday* renewing friendships at NBC
broadcasting of his "Take It or Leave It" from
and the station rep. offices.
that point.

EI11A11CIAL
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Murrow Scores Again
WLB Decision On AFM-Disc
On Bomber Mission Dispute Due On Tuesday Ian Ross MacFarlai

(June 2)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am.

High

Tel. b Tel

Low

Net
Close

160% 160% 31% 311/2 31% +
31% 31% 31% -{19% 19% 19t%

161

CBS A
CBS B

Crosley Corp.

Farnsworth T. G
Gen. Electric

R

P,hilco

12%

12

363/e

36i/e

-36í% -

9%

91/2 -

30t/e
9%

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse
Zenith -Radio

Chg.

12

29% 29% -

74% 74%
... 14% 14í/B
100% 100

1/n
3/e

t/4
t/4
3/a

t/4
4á

14% +

-

t/9
1/2

3811 371 38%

1/4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio
3%
3%
3%

t/9

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)

WJR (Detroit)

Asked

....

has taken part, and the National
Headliners Award, is the second
award he has received in the past
few month, Earlier this year he won
the George Foster Peabody Award

(Continued from Page 1)

nouncement either Tuesday night or
Wednesday of its decision, action tomorrow is not, however, assured since
it is recalled that several earlier dates

have been set but potsponed for of

for "outstanding reporting of the more pressing demands for immediate
action.
news."

tors, thrid. Others in order were cooking stoves, electric toasters, radios,

This week also should see some
recommendation from the WLB disputes section for board action on the
pancake -turner controversy. although
the status quo holds now, the 30 -day
strike notice of the NABET expires
June 9 and the organization can legally call a strike that date if the NBC
and Blue contracts with AFM have
not been called off. Thus far, no party
has asked the board for hearing.

heating sto' 'es, electric fans and water
heaters.

McCarthy Renewed

t/e

74t/4

100%

(C,yntinued from Page 1)

number .« missions in which Murrow

Radios In Sixth Place
On Consumers Buying List
(Continued from Page 1)

showil.to be in greatest demand; elec-

tric irons and mechanical refrigera-

sewing machines, vacuum cleaners,

M. J. Merkin Paint Company, Inc.

20 YENS RGO TODRY
(June 5, 1924)

President Calvin Coolidge will

Gets` Army Promotion
has renewed Newscaster Charles F.
Fort Benning, Ga.-Capt. Gordon McCarthy on WEAF Saturdays, 8:30Gray of Winston-Salem, N. C., has 8:45 a.m., effective June 3. The conbeen advanced to the post of Assist- tract, which runs for 52 weeks, was
ant Excutive Officer of The Infantry placed through Humbert and Jones
School at -Fort Benning.

radio show held recently

iRE

Plattsburg, N. Y.

CONSISTENTLY
SELLING THE

NORTH COUNTRY'S

RICHEST MARKET
Thomas F.

Clark Co., lac., Rep.

mandos raided Dieppe. He broac
cast to the U. S. the first thousan
English plane raid over German)
He said Turkey wouldn't join th
Allies

.

.

.

three months

befor

Churchill admitted failure in th

House of Commons. He had Franco'
Englani
. before
number, too

made its decision to favor Spain
During the past 20 years he ha
lived closer to the countries ant
the people of Europe, about whop

he talks, than probably any othe

commentator on the air

today

Ian Ross MacFarlane broadcasa
for W -I -T -H

ely.

1

/1

IROPICAI

at the

BLUE NETWORK

a landing barge when the Con

VOICE

WOR studio, Newark.

M

cause he's been in the war up to tt
hilt.
He lived in North Africa with tt
British 8th Army. He went out o

Agency.

make his last appearance before the
microphone tomorrow night at the
annual Congress of the Daughters of

the 'American Revolution prior to
the Republican National Convention. Chief Justice William H. Taft
will also be a speaker on this occasion....Miss Betty Carpenter publicly operated an amateur set at the

We'd like to have you meet ite

kind of news analyst ... Ian Ro
MacFarlane. He's quite a gi;;
His analysis of the war nev
packs a clarion -like authority b

AMERICA

CBS

AFFILIATE

Represented by John Blair & Co.

WIT -H
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEYREE8

to jay, June 5, 1944
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British Film Industry
Meltzer Opens Own Office
To Study Television Handling Radio Publicity UJA Relief Program

dd ertising Awards

,nnounced By AFA
(Continued from Page 1)

,Arica. First award to clubs in the
r cities went to the Birmingham

Using Club, Stanley M. Erd-

president; Edward H. Hunvald,
ivertising committee chairman.
1 place was won by the AdverClub of Springfield, Massa;, William R. Mason, president;

(Continued from Page 1)

Friday with the designation of seven
members each by the KRS (distributors), CEA (exhibitors) and the British Film Producers Association.
Decision of the new Council to immediately concern itself with television stirred considerable interest in
Wardour St. circles. The move was
accepted as not only mirroring industry desire to be fully informed as to
what might be expected of television
here, but on the situation in the U. S.

Allan Meltzer, opens his dtvn public
relations office today, having resigned

On Blue, June 8th

his post with Warner Bros. picture

(Continued from Page 1)
producers. Meltzer was form&kly with
the CBS press department and did the ity," will be written, produced and
publicity for the network program, directed by Norman Winter.

"This Is War," which was broadcast Among those to be heard are: Milton Berle, Jan Peerce, Jack Pepper,
on the four major webs.
His accounts include several net- Bidu Sayao, Bruna Castagna, Jackie
work programs, all of them evening Gleeson, Joan Brooks, John B. Kenshows.

nedy, Paul Robeson, Bert Gordon
and others.

UJA is engaged in a campaign to
`elevision interests-Baird' acid Sco- raise $32,000,000 for overseas relief
It was pointed out that theater tele- phony, notably-have well laid plans and rescue activities designed to asities of the larger population vision was an actuality in England to push it early in the post-war sure the survival of the bulk of the
ace was won by the Milwaukee before the war. Presumably, British period.
remaining Jews of Europe.
Using Club, Les Hafemeister,
N.

Fuller, war advertising

ttee chairman.

as well.

mt; Einar Gaustad, war adveYcommittee chairman. Second
went to the Advertising Assoof Houston, Thomas E. Haw )resident; Robert Dundas, war
ising committee chairman.
Philadelphia Club of Advertisomen received honorable men competition with clubs in the
cities. The president is Lillian
, the war advertising committee
Ian, Viola I. Schlacks.

awards were based upon rend exhibits of work done the

far by the war advertising comof the clubs with the
lon of the Federation's
a

co-

naWar Advertising Committee.

rd D. Egolf, assistant to the

¢nt of NAB, is chairman of the
ttion's national War Advertising
ttee. The following constituted
y of awards: Edwin S. Friend e -president and general man The Sun, New York, chairman;
ly Shaver, vice-president, Lord
pr, New York; Gardner Cowles,

resident, Register & Tribune
my, Des Moines; Don U. Bridge,
Ling director. The Gannett

tapers, Rochester, N. Y.; John
lg, This Week Magazine and
(an of the Sponsorship Comof the War Advertising Counria York, and David Frederick,
bffice of Program Coordination,

f War Information, Washing-

.

C.

JJ:Theater Chain Tieup;

/ill Exchange "Plugs"

;up between the Skouras Thea-

ad WJZ, New York, has been
d out whereby the station's pro Will be promoted in the chain's

Iters and in return Twentieth
ry-Fox films being shown in the

is will be exploited over WJZ.
il on a 52 -week basis and beeffective on June 15.

AacKinnon Returns
A. MacKinnon, CBC engi-

charge of transmission and
ment department, has re-

to his post in Montreal. He

n on loan to the National Re Council in Ottawa since 1940
(radio research work. During
fine his CBC position was held
G. Richardson.

es1.1'
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LOS RIIGELES

PROGRAM REVIE

By RALPH WILE

"63 CLUB"

P.

MacGregor pr e s e n t e d
"Lochinvar Planes out of the West,"
starring Anne Jeffreys, on his "HolC.

lywood Radio Theater" program, Sun-

day (28), over KFI. Connie Moore
has been signed for a forthcoming

Featuring RADIE HARRIS

Crawford Clothes
WMCA, Sun., May 28, 6-630 p.m,
Writer -Producer: Ruby Hunts

Chicago Commentary!

After listening this past

show.

The Four Williams brothers, who

will soon appear on Columbia's "Maxwell House Iced Coffee Program," are

within five pounds of each other in
weight and within one-half inch in
height. They dress alike, smile alike,

talk alike and, on first glance, appear to be quadruplets.
Ed Wood, general sales manager
of the Mutual Broadcasting System,
left for his New York headquarters
after a three-day conference with
Don Lee officials. While here Wood
was the guest of Lewis Allen Weiss,
and Sydney Gaynor.

When Cecil B. DeMille appeared on

the Amos 'n' Andy show recently he
compared notes on secretaries with
the famous blackface comedians. It
turned out that DeMille had the edge
on them-he's had the same secretary
for 18 years, while they've had theirs
only 12!

Wally Brown, comedy foil on the
Dinah Shore Radio Show, has one of
the most extensive collections of
vaudeville routines in existence. During his years on the stage and in the
movies he has assembled hundreds of
vaudeville skits and gag lines, most
of which he can reproduce at a
moment's notice.

Word has been received that Tim
Davis, 20 -year -old elder brother of
Dix, who plays in "One Man's Family"

and "Date With Judy"....has been
assigned as a Navy radio technician
2/C. A former radio and film actor
in his own right, Tim was employed
on NBC's page staff before his enlistment for submarine duty with the
United States Navy.
..Arthur Lake, radio's comic "Dag -

wood" of the CBS "Blondie" program,
becomes the unknown quantity of two

film cartoons this week. Lake will
record vocal parts of main characters
in animated comedy cartoons produced by Leon Schlesinger studios

That Spotlight Bands broadcast

with Tommy Dorsey's orchestra a week ago Saturday night at the Chicago Stadium attracted the
biggest flock of human beings that has ever lam -packed

C`JtCago

the huge west side arena -42,000 in all, 8,000 of whom were

wedged into a solid mass of humanity on the dance floor
throughout the evening
The occasion was a salute to Western Electric on its Diamond Jubilee, and most of those present were Western's

war workers, their families and friends

It

-if not THE biggest-indoor dances ever held

was one of the biggest
It was the biggest

crowd ever to pack the Stadium, exceeding by 10,000 the previous record set

by a circus
and it was by all odds the biggest Spotlight Bands audience in the program's 528 broadcasts
Presiding as host (in his
sponsorial capacity) to the press and other invited guests at the cocktail
party preceding the broadcast and at the buffet supper afterward was
John H. Carmichael. president of the Coca Cola Bottling Co. of Chicago,
along with Bill Felton, president of the Western Coca Cola Bottling Co.
Al Steele. head of the New York office of D'Arcy Advertising, and
Steve Mudge, his assistant, represented the agency end
Ed Borroff,
vice-president of the Blue's Central Division, and Ell Henry, publicity director, were there for the network
and if T. Dorsey and his 41 piece crew didn't set some kind of dance record by making with the
music from 7 in the evening until 2:30 the next morning, with only short
intermissions, we'll be surprised.

*

show, we can honestly say th

only feature on this item t

guaranteed to hold our inters

all subsequent occasions is the
ence of Radie Harris. Perhaps

getting a little ahead of nurse

we did like the orchestra an

soloist who raised our tempera
wee bit by injecting the proper

into her selections. But the r
the show, the too effervescent
with the too, too corny cant,''
E

contribute to a production appi
ing the amateur. One gets the in
sion that the whole idea is sup
to be a take off on the popular
of Fame" series. But it's just tht
one gets.

The format of this progran
nothing terribly unusual to offer
despite that, it has all the ingret
for making it wonderfully appe
As the foregoing paragraph indi
it has music. That is to say, it 111
orchestra with a most competent
ductor, Bill Wirges. The soloist,
St. John is a very good choice,
Radie Harris who knows wha

*

listeners want and is giving t
them. In brief, Radie is involvi

*

two specific operations here. Slit

Speaking of Dorsey, we hear that Mr. T.'s ex -drummer,
Buddy Rich, who has been discharged from the Marines, may rejoin his former boss when the Dorsey crew moves to the West Coast

and that Gene Krupa is planning to leave "the Sentimental
Gentleman to reorganize his own outfit
Producer Max Gordon
is supposed to have offered Harold "The Great Gildersleeve" Peary
a starring role in a revival of "The Showoff" in Chicago this Sum-

mer, an offer that Gildy turned down

He will tour Eastern

Army camps and Naval bases instead
Dan Thompson, director
of radio for the National Safety Council, in a note about the Council's

new series, "It's Murder," which started on the Blue June 1, re-

minds us that the NSC gets its safety messages across to the people
via a safety limerick contest
with a $50 War Bond and 10 $5 cash
awards as prizes.

for the U. S. Navy.

editorial items on goings on it

theatrical -cinematic world. The tle
-she guest -interviews a cele j

who happens to be prominently'

uated in her field. This particular 1
gram brought the delightful ,1"

Havoc to the mike. Between Be

and Miss Havoc, a very enjoy(

time was had by the listeners.
Incidentally, the Crawford
commercials were well done.

aforementioned weaknesse
brightened up with better m

the sponsor will be getting more I
his contract's worth.

Euyúuy %úrse
WGN and Mutual are joining with Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer today in giving a special luncheon party and preview for the press of
M -G -M's new radio program, bowing in shortly on Mutual
W. E.
Sanford. M -G -M's resident manager, assures us the program will mark a
departure in radio entertainment
You might say Pat Buttram, National
Barn Dance comic, is a dollar -a -year man. For the past six months, Pat
and announcer Jack Holden have been paying each other 25 cents every
time one muffed a line
so far, Pat is 50 cents ahead
It's a case
of turnabout on the CBS daytimer, "The Romance of Helen Trent"
Virginia Clark. who created the "Helen Trent" role on WBBM more than
a decade ago and who retired a year ago to devote herself to her family,
is back in the role while Betty Ruth Smith. her successor on the program,
keeps a date with the stork.

IS ONLY

4«

' But, Captain, the Green Hornet on

tLG T

The other, and most important
is buying time on the RIGHT
STATION ... the station that will do
the biggest job for you!
half,

In Baltimore, it's

W C B 1V1
BALTIMORE'S Blue Network Outlet
JOHN ELMER
Provident

WFDF Flint -"

wet

for the first time to the "63

GEORGE ROEDER

Gen. Mgr.

FREE & PETERS, Inc. Nat'l RepresentoRrN

-"- Remember Pearl Harbor -

,

i

i
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tAB-Ascap
sponsor, or participating.
A
II:ociation's Music one
broadcaster can decide to start and
end a program at any time, which he
4inllnittee Cites determines to be in the public inter-

Paine Letters
(Continued from Page 11

nt programs including Ascap
le states that Ascap will demand
y on all spot announcements
ling or following a program
ping Ascap music, with the

exception of time signal and

er type announcements at sta'reaks between completed pro-

5

ll At Odds

Of course, if a broadcaster should insert in a participating program an un- I
reasonable number of such Govern-

ment transcriptions we would na-

est and is not limited to even half or turally consider such a use as an evaquarter hours, says NAB and con- sion of the obligation of the agree-

Six Points -At -Issue

Treated In Reply
Item By Item

ment, unethical and, we also feel,
"An announcement which precedes detrimental to the best interests of
a program which uses Ascap music, broadcasting."
While NAB feels that Paine's
or which follows a program which
uses Ascap music: Neither is im- answer on this point is a partial conportant when the announcement of cession, it does not go far enough, and
station call letters is made. Similarly, that Ascap music in unsponsored Govif a program which contains no Ascap ernment announcements, broadcast in
music is preceded or followed, or the course of participating programs
both, by announcements which con- which contain no other Ascap music

tablished. Originally we agreed that

case of a participating program which participating program subject to tax.
contains Ascap music, the tax to
Next is point 3, Ascap position rewhich Ascap is entitled is based on garding the issuance of regional netthe appropriate percentage of the work licenses for occasional regional
revenue from commercial announce- networks.
ments which are given wholly within
"Not Much to Say"
the participating programs.
Paine, in his letter of May 5 stated:

necessary that the radio station and
the parent cmpany be the identical
corporate entity. But the understanding has always been that the exemption from percentage payments applied only to announcements and not

tinues:

where a radio station was directly

owned by a certain corporate entity.
that corporate entity could make announcements over the radio station of

its product or service and that such
announcements would not be amenable to percentage. This was subse-

quently modified and broadened to
cover a separate entity which wholly

tain Ascap music, the intervening should not be construed as making owned the corporation operating a
. NAB reports.
NAB music committee disagrees program is not subject to tax. In the the sponsored announcements in the radio station and it was no longer
his interpretation, which points
broadcasters that there is noththe per -program commercial
et which requires payment of
es on spot announcements be any programs or immediately
tit to any programs contain Sep music unless the spot anIment itself contains Ascap

"Musical Clocks" Discussed

"Claims have also been made with
NAB declares that the local respect to musical clock and similar
-program commercial license programs. In this connection the
In broadcasters and Ascap broadcaster is reminded of the staterovides that the station pay ments made by Ascap field represenpercentage only of its net tatives at district meetings of NAB
from sponsors on local corn- last spring. At that time it was
rograms which use the corn - pointed out that if a musical clock or
licensed by Ascap.
similar program is segregated into
No Tax on Spot Anna.
a number of separate programs, paynsent decree signed by Ascap ment must be paid only with respect
e government on March 4, to the revenue from that separate
pels the issuance by Ascap segment of the program which uses
-program commercial license Ascap music. It was stated by Ascap
lely to programs "in which field representatives that even if the
ical compositions licensed by newspaper listed the musical clock
ndant (Ascap) for perform - or timekeeper program under one
11 be performed."
name on their radio pages, if the prois not entitled to tax on any gram was in effect divided into separouncement, regardless of the ate program segments and station call
f announcement, which conannouncements made between
Ascap music and which is lettersegments,
that this would be red between programs using the
as an adequate division by
usic regardless of the length garded
of broadcast of the adjacent Ascap."
The second point of dispute is the
s, and without reference to
such programs are network, Ascap policy "regarding royalties on
commercial or sustaining, for commercial revenue in participating
programs because a non -sponsored
government transcription containing
Ascap music is spotted therein."
1
Paine's reply on this point is as follows:

Text of Reply

NECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

IT ALL ADDS

UP

..TO3!
simple-and coma
pletely dependable formula
for placing spot announceHere's

Get
Hartford.
ments
WDRC's winning combination of 11 coverage, 21 programs and 31 rate!
in

USE WDRC TO
CONNECT IN CONNECTICUT

"As to point 3, in which you ask

programs."

Sees "Step Forward"
Ascap to clarify its policy regarding
NAB comments that this represents
the issuance of regional network licenses for occasional regional net- a step forward from the contentions
works, there is not much that we can made by some Ascap auditors. In a

say about this because under our con- few cases such auditors have erronesent decree it is mandatory for us to ously indicated that the policy in

clear at the source all network pro- question was limited to a single corgrams whether they are regional or porate entity or even to newspapers.
occasional or national. The decree The music committee does not, howreads as follows: ' (4) defendant, ever, admit the limitations which
American Society of Composers, Paine imposes upon his statement.
Authors and Publishers, shall not li- For instance, there would appear to
cense the public performance for be no sound reason why a two -minute
profit of any musical composition or announcements should be exempt, as
compositions except on a basis where- it admittedly is, whereas a five-minby, insofar as network radio broad- ute program would be subject to
casting is concerned, the issuance of a charge, said NAB.
Paine wrote, finally:
single license authorizing and fixing a

single license fee for such performance by network radio broadcasting,
shall permit the simultaneous broadcasting of such performance by all
stations on the network which shall
broadcast such performance without
requiring separate licenses for such
several stations for such performance."
Cites Broadcaster Option Power
Without passing upon Paine's inter-

pretation of what constitutes a network, says NAB, the cases in which
the committee was interested were
not cases in which the broadcaster

refused to take out a network li-

cense but rather in which he sought
"In answer to point 2, which is to such a license. The only network li-

have Ascap clarify its position regard- cense which Ascap has so far agreed
ing royalties on commercial revenue to issue has been a joint license covin participating programs because a ering sustaining and commercial pronon -sponsored Government transcrip- grams. It is the contention of the
tion containing Ascap music is spotted music committee that broadcasters

Department which holds a license commercial programs at the option
from the society, and we advised them of the broadcaster.
that if the National Association of
NAB promises cooperation with

is involved, we understand that there

has been some objection raised by

radio broadcasting stations to Ascap\
(Continued on Page 6)
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and +he turf fans await
with excitement the out¿ome of
today's_ racing.

m ON
the air with instantaneous results, -

to 6;30 daily
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.- 1430

exclusively-

on the dial.

Broadcasters would assure us that our Ascap in its logging on transcriptions

agreement to consider such a non sponsored Government transcription
as not a part of the participating program, would not be used as a precedent against us later in our interpretation of what constituted a participating program, we would be quite
willing to agree to that arrangement.

and record numbers. Paine complained of difficulty in this operation.
"As to point 5," Paine wrote, "asking for a clarification of Ascap's

policy regarding royalties on pro-

grams and announcements in behalf
of controlling corporations, this
policy is one that has long been es-

the

ownership of a number in dispute

therein, I think I can do no better are entitled to commercial network

than to repeat here what I said to you licenses or to sustaining network lion your visit. This question first came censes or to a combination network
to our attention from the Treasury license covering both sustaining and

"As to

sixth and last point in which you ask
Ascap to clarify its policy where the

For ,l uailabiliiies:

WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. Mgr.
Sinaloa. WRYN, Brooklyn, N.

Y.
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Fifty Summer Replacements Listed
NAB-Ascap At Odi, í
For Sustaining, Commercial Shows On Royalties Ouesoi
(Continued from Page

Sunday; 7-7.30 p.m. Wm. L. Shirer, 14 broadcast. Time may be taken by continually writing to th,
;nany instances. In some instances sponsored by J. B. Williams, moves Ballantine beer and ale or a sustain- after month, calling their :r er
replacement shows have not been ap- from 7 p.m. spot, beginning June 4, ing comedy program will be put in. their use of a work claim
proved by the network, and a new to the former Welch time; Corliss Thursday: 9:30-10 p.m. "Dinah Shore and which they have failed
program is being sought by the agency Archer for Anchor -Hocking Glass Co. Program," begins hiatus after June 29, to us as belonging to Ascr,
and client, or, the wrangle continues. will be moved to the 7-7.30 p.m. time and beginning July 6 a new sustain- "This frankly is an inqu
Complicating some cases is the fact effective June 11 and Perry Como will ing with Perry Como starts, featuring we cannot quite understan
that a show going off shortly for the get a new slot when Archer takes up Burl Ives, Vera Brodsky and Paul be that the phraseology of
cculd be improved. That I di
summer has had a replacement an- the half hour. Texaco will use a sum- Baron.
nounced in the trade press as given mer musical featuring James Melton Friday 8-8.55 p.m. Kate Smith takes But certainly we would be
I should think, if we
out by the agency, yet to date no when Fred Allen leaves.
hiatus after June 9, and June 16 new miss,
radio stations know that
official word has been given the netMaxwell show takes first half hour the
Strips
Affected
claiming a number which
work. The web in such a case pawith Charles Ruggles, etc., and second
Monday through Friday strips: half hour goes to new Wrigley pro- as the continued use of that
tiently awaits the cleared order.
may be building up for the
9.45-10 a.m. "This Life Is Mine,"
Blue Seta Nine
grams (now setting up format) effecBlue Network has nine new or re- moved in last Monday and leaves the tive June 23; second half on June 16 substantial contingent liabil'
placement shows, or a revised setup 3.45 p.m. time; 3.45-4 p.m., "Jubi- only, will be filled by War Bond show. any businessman, it seems
would like to do that only
such as the Philco show. They are:' laires," negro quartet, moves in for Saturdays: 2-2.15 p.m. "Adventures eyes
wide open. Our failure
"Kieran's Corner," beginning June month only, beginning July 3, and a
19, sponsored by Sweets Co. of Amer- new script series comes in after that. in Science" starts June 10; 2.15-2.30 these things to his attention t
ica for Tootsie V -M; features Walter Script not decided on as yet: 3.30-3.45 p.m. Orville Prescott, literary critic, be the subject of criticism rathe
Kieran, commentator, Monday, p.m. "Now and Forever," off June 30, starts same day. "Of Men and Books" our calling them to his attentic
off. Other changes effective June
NAB feels here again that
Wednesday and Friday 2-2:15 p.m., and Bob Trout with news comes in goes
EWT.
July 3, changing his current time 3.15- 3 include, 4-4.25 p.m., "The Colonel" missed the real issue. NAB doi
is justified in n
"It's Murder," which .started yester- 3.30 p.m. which will be taken by the comes on, supplanting London news feel that Ascap
the claims without
day as substitute for "Out of the "Jubilaires" from July 3 to July 17, and races; to 5 p.m. news of various reiterating
ing
any
attempt
resolve them
Shadows," both presented in coopera- then Cudahy Packing show comes in, types will be heard; 5-5.30 p.m., be- incumbent upontoAscap
bri
tion with the National Safety Council show still to be set; 4.30-5 p.m., Ray- ginning June 10, "Casey, Press Pho- action to determine the to
own
tographer," replaces the Corliss
and is a 15 -minute murder mystery, mond Scott Show, now heard at 4.45 Archer
time. In the 8-8.30 p.m. time performing rights where the
Thursdays 10:15 p.m. and is a sus- to 5 p.m., will increase to half hour
of these rights is in
taining show.
on June 19, first 15 minutes will not Kenny Baker, band and chorus, re- torship
rather than to proceed by c
"Philco Hall of Fame" (among be heard over WABC; 5.45-6 p.m., place Groucho Marx, 8 weeks.
harassment of licensees who
NBC Has 22 Changes
those previously announced) will re- "American Women" (Wrigley) canof independently as
vise the show for the summer be- cels effective June 16; "Wilderness On NBC several programs are defi- means
the truth lies between
ginning June 4, an all musical pro- Road," effective June 19, moves in, a nitely set for changes or summer re- where
ties to the controversy, said
gram headed by Paul Whiteman and revival of historical drama formerly placements. These are (some preorchestra, chorus, Evelyn Knight and on the web, about the adventures of viously announced) : American To- Lubcke Optimistic
Bob Johnston, singers; Hi -Lo -Jack Daniel Boone.
bacco show into the Jack Benny spot
About Tele C
and the Dame. Sundays 6-7 p.m., Monday Programs: 7.15-7.30 p.m., Sunday 7-7.30 p.m. effective June 11,
EWT.
"Ed Sullivan Entertains," sponsored when the "All Time Hit Parade" takes
(Continued
from Page
Ransom Sherman starts a comedy by the Mennen Co., cancels effective over; "Those We Love" moves to the
series on July 4, Tuesdays 8:30-9 p.m. June 5, and "Dateline" goes in for Friday spot vacated by "Parade," Fri- and now in Chicago as pt
program entitled "Nit Wit Court," as Armour & Co Show, moves from Sat- day night June 6; Maxwell House swing around the country.
Lubcke, who has been ex
summer replacement for -Duffy's. urday night. 9-10 p.m. Lux Radio goes off June 15 and returns August
ing and operating regular tt
Tavern," sponsored by Bristol-Myers Theater, hiatus starts after July 3 31; "Aldrich Family" off July 13, ules
since 1931 at what is nc
Co.
broadcast; beginning July 7, "Mayor returns August 31; Fred Waring off,
Don Lee Hollywood o
"Aunt Jemima Show," starts June of the Town," for Lever Bros., moves back June 16, sees the new Chester_ the
19, for Quaker Oats Co., using a into the first half; new Lockheed Air- field show with Johnny Mercer; "Fib- lieves definitely that a mo
chorus of 11 voices, Monday through craft show goes in second half, show ber McGee and Molly," ends June 27. higher frequencies for telt
a doubtful one from a practi
Friday, 10:40-10:45 a.m.
not yet set. No replacement set for "Theater of War" starts July 4, in the
the higher frequencies,
Earl Godwin, news commentator, the vacated "Mayor" time 7 p.m. Sat- time, for 13 weeks; "Helpmates," ends In
tend to bend less ar
starts July 7 for Hastings Mfg. Co., urday.
its contract June 16, and Edgar Ber- waves
they move higher in the
Fridays, 10-10:15 p.m.
gen
takes
a
hiatus
starting
June
4,
and consequently subject t
Judy Canova Departing
Grove Laboratories starts a new
with Gracie Fields coming in for the obstructions as well as tall
show Sunday, July 2, at 1:55-2 p.m. Tuesday: 8.30-8.55 p.m. "Judy Ca - summer.
His own experimentation
Format not set.
nova Show" for Colgate, goes off in Eddie Cantor takes a powder June
frequencies such at
Welch Grape Juice Co. "Time Views July (depends on status of Miss Ca - 21 and Alan Young show replaces; higher
the Hollywood Bowl
the News," starts June 5, summary of nova's blessed event) and "Romance" Bob Hope goes off June 6 and Char- from
these waves did best c
news developments compiled from re- will take its place. Currently, "Ro- lotte Greenwood comes on for a mini- that
point-to-point pickup or
ports by "Time" correspondents, Mon., mance" is heard Tuesday nights 11.30 - mum of 13 weeks; "Information and the waves did not do
Wed. and Fri., 4:30-4:45 p.m. New Midnight and this vacated spot may Please," off July 3 for eight weeks, turning corners or leaping
program will be sustaining on Tues. be filled by either a new Mildred with Wilfred Pelletier and Rose tions.
and Thurs.
Bailey sustainer with guest instru- Bampton taking over.
Tele pictures at the post -w
Programs generally for the summer mentalists, or a remote band sus"Truth or Consequences" probably will be far better than the h
months will not include any impor- tainer; 9-9.30 p.m. Burns and Allen goes
July 1, or there may be a mm. movie projection outfit oa
tant sustaining switches.
for Lever Bros. start hiatus after June cut in off
stations for several weeks. At use, Lubcke said, and pointec iand
on
13
show
and
a
sustainer
will
be
chosen
Many CBS Revisions
any rate the show is scheduled to be the pictures now received
Program changes as to summer for the time, possibly a comedy show on the network as of Sept. 9; Bob sidered good by many specta tors W
schedule are many on CBS, some hav- with Jack Pepper or one being Burns goes off June 15 and "Charlie actually about 325 -line pict urea el
ing been previously announced and readied, starring Eddie Garr; 9:30-10 Chan" fills the spot effective June 22; the room for improvement curtes
others with effective date as currently p.m. "Cresta Blanca Carnival" for Kay Kyser moves off the network is at 525 lines.
Schenley did its last show last June 28, according to report, and Phil
known.
scheduled to go off July 2 and, if
Sundays: 2-2.30 p.m. "Bid for Vic- week and a new show for the Harris and orchestra in same style will
return Sept. 3.
tory," through June 25. New show same sponsor starring Raymond Mas- program fills in for eight weeks start- Mutual
has but one show tekl
for Vicks Chemical starts in this spot sey in "The Doctor Fights," takes the ing July 5. Ronald Colman may take time out which
is Conti program 'l
July 2, show to be determined. 5.45-6 time.
a vacation in July, in which case Dick Thursday nights, and "Double or N
p.m., "Women from Nowhere," sponWednesday: 9-9.30 p.m. Frank Si- Haymes may be considered. Not con- thing' becomes streamlined for to
sored by Welch Grape Juice, goes off natra starts his hiatus after the June firmed, however. "Great Gildersleeve" of camps on June 23.
(Continued from Page 1)
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THE WEEK
IN RADIO
Radio Bill Discarded
(Continued

mittee, who had visited him since he
brought forth his revised version of
(Continued From Page I i
;le of the strike negotiations the bill, he observed, wanted super13D with a wire to RADIO DAILY power, no regulation on programming

r om

Page 1)

-

of New York, which was also addressed by Dr. Peter Goldmark, the

Ryan Opposes AFRA

In WMAL-Union Row
(Continued from Page 1)

network's chief eye -and -ear engineer, commercial announcers. AFRA is de-

and Worthington Miner, manager of manding such fees, with WMAL,
(;read in part as follows:
and permanent licenses.
the net's tele department. Kesten de- Washington Blue outlet, contesting
somatic broadcast of á City
Four changes were urged particu- clared that the chain was working on the claim. The case is now before
,nterence called to try to end larly in the NAB report, which was definite tele plans, which might be WLB.
NAB said Ryan, "feels that despite
re paralyzing St. Louis street released for the association's legisla- disclosed in about a month.
tive committee by President J. Harold
A sight -and -sound station in every any efforts made by the board to
t rtation was originated Friday
lion KSD, with the mayor and Ryan. Substantially, they were: no major U. S. city was forecast by localize the effect of any decision it
rind company officials in out- prohibition of sponsored news, great- James H. Carmine, Philco vice-presi- may make in the case, it would have
s discussion before a KSD mi - er restrictions on the FCC's power to dent in charge of merchandising, once industry -wide implications."
Staff announcers are, of course, escontrol programs and business poli- standards were set by the FCC and
E te.
hour -and -a -half broadcast was cies, freedom from burdensome and transmitter deliveries were possible. sential to broadcast operation, Ryan
t in this city to give the radio impractical requirements on political Carmine's prediction was made in an pointed out, and are hired on the basis
.e an on -the -spot report of a and public radio discussion, and a address at the Poor Richard Club, of their availability for commercial
ibor discussion. When Mayor practical statutory right of reply to Philadelphia, celebrating the open- as well as sustaining shows. "Their
r, Kaufmann announced a spe- guarantee fairness on the air.
ing of a relay link to New York, ability to perform these services efternoon meeting with union A labor headache was eased when which carried the censored Eddie ficiently," he said, "is reflected in the
CSD arranged for a remote the threatened strike of the National Cantor look -and -listen program from base wage paid. In the conduct of
1st. and was the only station Association of Broadcast Engineers NBC. Clarence L. Menser, that net- the business of radio broadcasting
microphone on the conference and Technicians at NBC- and Blue - work's vice-president in charge of many sponsors are not concerned with
hen the discussion began. The owned outlets and WOR in New programs, later explained the dele- the particular announcers who are asist was exclusive until two York was averted by a War Labor tions in a Cantor song as in line with signed to read their commercials;
(cal stations (KMOX, KXOK) Board decision. The WLB ordered the web's policy against objection- leaving to station management the
d pick-up lines from City maintenance of the status quo and able material.
choice of the announcer."
Draws Differentiation
WGN and WBKB, both Chicago,
freezing of panlake turners in a jurKMOX Version
Ryan made a distinction between
isdictional tiff betwen the NABET and GE's electronics department were
announcers
assigned by the station
came a message from KMOX and the Musicians' Union until NLRB admitted to membership in the Telesir version of the radio coy - hearings were held to settle the dis- vision Broadcasters Association, Inc. management and those chosen or se(t the mayor's meeting. The pute.
From the northern part of this con- lected by the sponsor. In the latter
account read in part as folTele Views: Discussion of video tinent came word that the Canadian case the sponsor is usually willing to
definition bade fair to lend new life Broadcasting Corp. believed it wise pay an added fee or bonus for the
t is thought to be the first to the image controversy as the Du for the Dominion to await a crystalli- privilege of selecting his announcer.
adcast of its kind anywhere Mont organization scheduled a large zation of tele conditions in the United In the former case, that of assigned
in St. Louis here, June 1, ad for today's "New York Herald States before committing itself to a commercial announcers. the announcer is merely assigned to read tire
OX carried from Mayor Tribune," which illustrated the pres- definite video policy.
Ufmann's offices the actual ent 525 -line tele picture to advantage,
News Shorts: Invasion jitters were commercial as part of his regular
gs of the conference be - as compared with a smaller number experienced by sponsors, with duties as a member of the announcing
on officials, employers, city of lines in two other examples. Re- comedy broadcasters mainly con- staff. He added.
d War Labor Board mem- productions of the ad were distributed cerned as agencies studied program
"If the War Labor Board should
ttle the unauthorized street at the third weekly session of the substitutions for the inevitable ar- sustain the principle of requiring a
us strike which has par- radio execs' sight -and -sound seminar rival of D -Day.
station
to pay a special fee to an an. Major webs and
e city's transportation sys- in Gotham, where a voting audience independent outlets were set for an nouncer who is regularly employed
4 a.m., June 1. For more failed by a margin of about two to all-out campaign on the opening of upon the announcing staff and asour, hundreds of thousands one to distinguish between a photo the Fifth War Loan Drive June 13. signed as a part of his contractual
sians had their ears pinned taken off a tele set and an enlarged
Warning was given by the FCC duty to read a commercial it is obios intently listening to the 35 -mm. view of the same subject.
that
it had not yet relaxed its rules vious that it will have far-reaching
ons of the disputants and
Second annual awards of the Amer- to conform to the proposed cut in an- effects upon the employer -employee
. The first meeting between ican Television Society
an- nouncements that certain programs relationship. In many operations it
ed in a deadlock, with the nounced as going to WARD,were
will ultimately have the effect of deDu Mont were transcribed.
ing a statement that every- outlet in New York, and WRGB, Genstroying the control of station manible would be done to re- eral Electric station in Schenectady. Award of the Chief Signal Officer's agers over staff announcers.
lic transportation quickly. Plaques were slated to be awarded to certificate of appreciation to Maj.
"The endorsement by the War Labor
Edwin H. Armstrong, father of FM
of persons jammed the the former for
video broadcasting, was announced by the Board of the principle of fees for
ont of the exclusive down - achievement andcommercial
to the latter for War Department.
Walkout of assigned commercial announcers as
OX news window located programming, marking
up the second Musicians' Union representatives in distinguished from selected commers -Barr department store to such trophy for GE. Honorable
menannouncers would have the inthe proceedings carried on tion was made of the work of Chicago abruptly ended a WLB hear- cial
ing on the WJJD strike situation, evitable effect of removing control
udspeakers."
W6XYZ, sight -and -sound station of which was recently suspended pend- over announcers from the hands of
Television Productions, Inc., Para- ing negotiations of the Windy City station management to that of sponmount Pictures' subsidiary on the local union for a contract requiring sor. We want to make it clear, that
3SDfficials On Tour;
lot in Hollywood, for advances the station to double the number of there is no effort to resist the payTo Hold FM Clinics studio
in tele techniques contributed by the men to 20. Increase included phono- ment of fair wages to announcers
motion picture art.
graph record turners, who might based upon ability. The point here
Y
m Lodge. CBS acting direcinvolved is the question of method of
More than one manufacturer will work but a few hours a week.
agineering, and Howard Lane, build
payment."
tele sets to demonof the network's station rela- stratehigh-fidelity
CBS position on high -freSuggestion: This news digest
')artment, left New York yes - quencythe
standards, it was indimay interest someone front
for a tour of Columbia affili- cated byvideo
Foster Gets Sponsor
Paul W. Kesten, the web's
radio now in the armed forces.
Ctions and to attend district exec. vice-president,
at
a
luncheon
Effective June 26, Grove LaboraClip and send it along.
Lodge will conduct clinics confab of the Television Press Club
tories through Russel M. Seeds, Chie meetings to bring affiliates
ate on Frequency Modulation. New Orleans. directors respectively Lodge will also address the annual cago, sponsors news commentator
Cedric Foster over the Mutual netinerary. still to be completed, for the two districts.
meeting of the Pacific Advertising work Monday through Friday, 2 to
.

.

.

.

June 8, Dallas, Tex., southwest dis- Assn. on technical aspects of FM.
2:15 p.m., EWT, succeeding Ray Dady.
Atlanta, Ga., a joint session trict meeting called by W. Rembert
Additional FM clinics will be con- Dady. currently sponsored by Grove,
theastern and south-central of KRLD, Dallas.
ducted
as
Lodge
and
Lane
head
back
Monday through Friday, 1 to 1:15
representatives, called by
June 12, Fresno, Cal., Pacific coast
. Rivers of WCSC. Charleston, district meeting called by Clyde to New York, dates and places to be p.m., EWT, will continue in that time
$.

d W. H. Summerville of WWL, Coombs of KARM, Fresno, where announced. They are expected at net- slot and will continue to be sponwork headquarters the end of June.
sored in some localities by Grove.
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***COAST -TO -COAST**
- CALIFORNIA LOS ANGELES - Ona Munson,

- MINNESOTA -

romantic organ music over WINN, Mon-

MINNEAPOLIS-The staff of the days, entitled "Keepsake Melodies"....
hostess of the CBS "Open House" publicity department at WCCO
is New spot business at WINN includes 361
program, is using her spare time ad- keeping Chief
Sam Kaufman busy re- spots for Orange Crush, placed through
mirably these days. She's working on routing activities due to the usual the M. R. Kopmeyer Agency; lour anthe Rehabilitation Program at Fort
disruptions-plus a wedding nouncements per week for RCA Victor,
MacArthur and Birmingham Hospi- vacation
a furlough tossed in. Harriette placed through Ruthrauff and Ryan, New
tals, teaching therapy to our injured and
will wed CPO David Preston York: and two announcements per day
soldiers who are recuperating there Cliplef
Darling, USNR; Pauly Butler is fur- for Werx Soap, placed through Frederic
...Frances Scully salutes Uncle Sam's loughing with hubby "Red" Butler, W. Ziv, Cincinnati.
Women's Land Army during her former WCCO announcer, now in the
- MASSACHUSETTS KECA program this week.... BAK- public relations branch of the U. S.
ERSFIELD-Dean Banta, station man- Army. Elizabeth Plant Todd and husBOSTON-The Megowan-Educator
ager of KERN, attended the McClat- band leave shortly to vacation in New Food Company has renewed its series
chy station managers' meeting in York and
one -minute ET participations in
Boston.... MANKATO - of
Sacramento over the week-end.
the 8-8:15 a.m. edition of the Yankee
Recently
given
a
medical
discharge
news, Mondays through
- NORTH CAROLINA from the Army, Bob Gardner has re- network
CHARLOTTE-Tucker Wayne, president
Saturdays which originates from
of Tucker, Wayne 6 Company. Atlanta. turned to KYSM as an announcer.
WNAC ....

- NEW JERSEY -

visited WBT sales manager. Royal Penny.

last week to discuss fall radio plans....

RALEIGH-Something new has been
added to Harriet Pressley 's daily program
We. The Women. Instead of transcribed
theme music, Leo de Sola, WPTF music
director, and Kingham Scott. organist, pro-

vide a live theme of piano and console
....GREENSBORO - Margaret Lewis
Leonard, new to radio, has joined the

staff of WBIG as publicity director. Mar-

garet comes from the newsstaff of the

NEWARK-David Bank is the newest
addition to the WAAT announcerial staff.
Dave, formerly with Mutual in Chicago,
and commentator of various southern stations, spends his spare time working on
a book about lass, Dave was formerly
with "Down -Beat" and "Tune In' mags
. PATERSON-Janice Hansen. the "girl
with the most beautiful legs in the world,"
winning that title from more than 8.000
girls in a nation-wide contest sponsored

Recent guestings on
WCOP's "Girls About Town" program

- NEW' YORK -

NEW YORK-Fred Uttal,
emcee, has been booked fo
appearance on the "Action
Seas" program over WNEW

5....Ed East, emcee, fills
spot with Jack Shafer on
"Radio Beam" Saturday,

6:45-7 p.m. Shafer is the re
umnist on radio row news a
view series aired weekly at

hour....Hi Cooper, radio di
Consolidated Radio Artists,
the popular comedian, Willie
for a package show to be pr

the fall ....Senator James Jo
of Pa., will speak on "Amer

eign Policy" on WHN tonight

-OHIO-

brought Patricia Kirkland, John Barton and Vinnie Phillips of Jack Kirk land's "Tobacco Road," to the mike...
WORCESTER-New business sked at
WTAG includes a 52,week contract

CINCINNATI-WLW grocery
dieing plans will be discussed by

Reader's Digest for

Elijah." an oratorio presentation at B

M. Fanning, manager of the grog
partment of the station's grocery
relations, on the 10th anniversary

A. Goddard Company, whe
for Bliss Clothiers, local, for five one - Joseph
Rex Davis, stall and
minute spots weekly, and a renewal grocers....
of three weekly announcements for WCKY, sang the baritone role of
BBD&O agency.

13

weeks, via town .... TOLEDO --Civic and

indl

leaders of the city were named e

guest list at the 100th Navy Se.
- OKLAHOMA OKLAHOMA CITY-Oldest GI live breakfast, produced by WTOL and
guest star on the "Luncheon With Helen"
show in this city, KTOK's "Sing, Soldier. Bored by the Elec. Auto-Lite Cos
DENVER-Visiting in Denver to program over WPAT tomorrow.
Sing." goes into its 56th continuous broad- recently.
address a special War Department

"Evening Post" in Salisbury.

- COLORADO -

by the Venida League, will appear as

- MISSOURI cast this week. Borden Milk Company
report to industry meeting of the
Colorado Association of Manufactur- ST. LOUIS-Sales service man is no sponsors the show which stars visiting
Among those who have appeared
ers, Col. Warren J. Clear, famous U. empty title at KWIC, as Bill Edgar
S. Army expert on Japan and the can readily testify. Dropping in the on this program were: Tito Guisar. Jean
Orient, participated in special KOA other day to check copy with a cloth- Parker, George Olson, Jack Baker of
broadcast, along with Lt. Col. Keith ing store client, Edgar landed in the "Breakfast Club" fame. Proaram is emL. Morgan of the war department.... midst of a rush of customers and was ceed by Frank Lynch.... WRY adds three
GRAND JUNCTION-"In Memory's asked by the store manager if he'd new members to its expanding staff toGarden" is the title of a daily pro- be willing to help out the sales force day: Helen Rixey and Connie Cochran
gram of poetry and philosophy now by selling clothes for an hour. He loin the continuity department as writbeing aired by KFXJ at 11 a.m. Script did.... Vacation time has begun at ers; Ted Cramer reinforces the newsstaff.
is by Karl Zomar, and Rex Howell is KMOX. Dennis Volas and Bob Stet- now on a 24 -hour vigil for the impending
narrator ....The Korn Kobblers, a son are on theirs. Sked to take theirs invasion.
platter show produced by Harry next week are: Jerry Hoekstra, Har- PENNSYLVANIA Jacobs, has been sold to a regional old Gwillin and E. Dyess. Those who PHILADELPHIA-Back
seat drivautomotive service account for five - are back from theirs are: Catherine ers are being invited to slip
behind
times weekly participation.
Dietrich, Gordon Sherman, Earl the real wheel, as Yellow Cab ComSnooks
and
William
Sloat.
- NEW YORK pany contracts for a series of spots
SYRACUSE-R. J. Rowley, formerly on
to recruit female drivers. Spots will
- KENTUCKY
be aired six times a week for 13
the editorial staff of the "Cleveland Plain
LOUISVILLE-The
Rialto
Theater
has
weeks. E. L. Brown is the agency....
Dealer," and newscaster for the past 18
months on WSYR, has been appointed signed for four spots a day, Sunday Harvey Heller, Abington school teachthrough
Thursday.
on
WINN
for
the
18
news editor of this station.... Happy Jim
er, will again become summer relief
Parsons, WSYR timekeeper, is now do- consecutive weeks, to promote coming man in WIBG's engineering depart-

-

.

ing a 15 -minute program of song requests screen attractions ....William Kendrick, ment....Ensign 'Winetta Robertson.
every afternoon. Jimmy Vincent's six - Jewelers, now sponsors a quarter hour of former KYW employee, was married

piece ork provides musical accompani

meat.... PLATTSBURG-Laurel Gethin is
continuity writer with WMFF. Miss Gethin
hails from the Leighton 6 Nelson Advertising Agency where she wrote continuity
and WSNY where she conducted a women's program. In addition to being traffic
manager and copy writer.

t

'V

LICENSED OPERATOR
June 5

Apply for job now, in FM transmitting

Herbert Pettey

plant
WDRC

*

"Connecticut's Pioneer

WDRC-FM
Broadcasters"

Merle Pitt

Bernie Eisen
Paul Von Kunits

Charles A. Schenck. Ir.

to Lt. William Shee. also in the Navy,

at the Naval Air Chapel, Lakehurst,
New Jersey last week.
- CONNECTICUT HARTFORD-Governor

Baldwin

and

Mayor Mortensen are among a group of
public and civic officials who will be

notified by WDRC when the invasion
starts, no matter what the hour....Mrs.
Carlton Blanchard, chosen as the outstanding state mother of Connecticut for
1944, was honored by a citation from the
Golden Rule Foundation, which was read
on the Jan Miner program over WTIC
recently.... STAMFORD-WSHR will air
the Connecticut Forum of the Air every
Thursday henceforth.

-IDAHO -

BOISE-KIDO has added
Roberts to its announcerial st
was formerly with WCOS.

Carolina....KIDO is going t
listening audience regardles
time the invasion news is
If the flash arrives during

tion's off the air, a system
and fire sirens has been arr

go off with the station's signal.

Ralph Herbert has made

ments with mayors and fire e
all the principal cities in this
Idaho and eastern Oregon, an
maze of telephone wires, churl

fire sirens and city hall clad
set to announce the event.

RADIO WRITE
Prizes* for best
FATHER'S DAY
program, situation, gag,

etc. used on any progra
between June 4 and Fath
Day, Sunday, June 18

°2 prizes, each a $50 War Bor
Send copy of material used no

later than

1

week after dat

of broadcast

FATHER'S DAY COMMITTEi'
9 E. 41st Street, N. Y. 17. N.Y
MU 2-8235
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TEN CENTS

r) -Day Finds Radio Ready
aihall Field Buys

Some Start!

álISAI From Crosley
nnati-Second radio deal by
dl Field has resulted in his

Ralph Edwards, radio's gift to the
Treasury Department, started off
his latest bond -selling tour in a

blaze of glory at the Academy of
Music, Philadelphia, on Saturday
night. No less than 6,120 turned

his two shows and purchased-in Series E. mind you-

se here of the Crosley station
Blue Network affiliate. Dent store owner and newspaper
ter recently acquired WJJD,

out for

I add to his radio holdings in

quences" tour.

o, and it appears likely that

$2,504,475 in bonds. This is more
than half the five -million quota for

Edwards' entire 'Truth or Conse-

WSAI was necessitated by
ruling on dual

hip. Station is full time
(Continued on Page 2)

and

DL Denver, and Theaters

1

RKO Film Company

Enters Tele Field

By M. H. SHAPIRO

D -Day, bringing with it the
world's greatest military operation, brought with it this morn-

ing radio's acid test and the

First major motion picture com- networks and independent sta-

key cities,
let to the approval of the FCC,
ommission's

Webs ---Stations Act According to Plan
In All -Night Efficient Newscasts;
Millions Glued to Receivers

Webs Have Busy Time

As Allies Take Rome

pany to enter the television film pro- tions on the alert came through
duction field will be RKO with a new with flying colors. Smooth, effisubsidiary known as RKO Television cient handling of the news and
Productions, Inc., which will produce

news and entertainment shorts ex- all developments possible to di-

clusively for video use.
Heading the new television unit, acRadio had an exciting week-end cording to reports, will be Ralph

up For Invasion Cover between the erroneous flash on the

(Continued on Page 5)

For Abbott -Costello Spot

(Continued on Page 5)

vulge was given to the millions

of listeners without a hitch,
trace of hysteria or any of the

mixups potentially possible in
invasion and the occupation of Rome
der-In anticipation of the by the Fifth Army, one taking place
so important and responsible an
Head
Of
Radio
Mil
Guest
(t news story in history-the Saturday and the other Sunday afterundertaking.
invasion of Western Europe, noon, The flash sent out by a new
At MBS Luncheon Today As was expected, the first
tbsequent establishment of a teletype operator in AP's London
Front-station KOA and Fox- office was recalled within two minutes Jose Yturbi, president of Radio Mil, flash came from Berlin and this
, Theaters have initiated a but the damage had been done and Mexico City affiliate of the Mutual
(Continued on Page 5)
áe -up as a service to theater both radio and newspapers took it at network, will be guest of honor at a
f. News bulletins from the KOA
luncheon to be tendered him at the
(Continued on Page 6)
Room are recorded in KOA's
Waldorf-Astoria today by Miller Mc- KOIN Announces Plans
twice daily and sent to the
Clintock, Mutual president,
Paramount, Rialto and Tabor New Harry Savoy Program
Senor Yturbi's current trip to New
Í

(Continued on Page 2)

utiries For Farm Sets
I omised By OCR Head
Bureau, RADIO DAILY

New program in place of Abbott &
Costello for Camel cigarettes on NBC
Thursday, 10-10:30 p.m., EWT will

be "Camel Presents Harry Savoy,"

Elliott, beginning June 15, and will run for a
!appointed head of the Office of minimum of 16 weeks. Savoy has
b Requirements, WPB, has been heard on guest shots with well (Continued on Page 5)
ed special attention to the pro -

lington-William

Y.

nit of radio tubes and batteries
I,higton
1m sets. Elliott declared that
(Continued on Page 5)

Televise WACs
3cruiting for the Women's Army

C05 will get a video hypo when
th Charles M. Storm ad agency
dimes its half-hour tele slot to-

m row on WABD, Gotham outlet of

tiDu Mont organization, to a liveaiiflm WAC show- Induction cen-

ts personnel will share spectrum
hog with professional talent
tiler the direction of Raymond E.
Nson, the agency's tele chief.

For Teachers Institute

AFM-Recording Decision
Expected This Afternoon

Probably the most ambitious and
thorough undertaking of its kind by
any individual commercial broadcast
Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY
station, KOIN will launch its Radio
Washington-Decision on the AFM- Insitute For Teachers June 12, and
recording battle is expected to be run until June 30, inclusive. The
reached this afternoon by the War course, in cooperation with the Port(Continued on Page 5)

Radio Set Market In Mexico
Favors American -Built Units

land, Ore., public schools, will be given
at the Benson Polytechnic High

School, in that city. Purpose of the
.tContinued on Page 6)

Radio's Ameehes
Six -year -old Jim Ameche, Jr., Is

Lukas Will Be Starred
In Special Robson Show

Mexico City-Radio set manufacture for the Mexican public has not

following in the footsteps of his

Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

four small factories assembling and

yet proved profitable in Mexico, with

dad and his uncle, Don, as the

Washington-Paul Lukas, 1943 academy winner will be starred in William N. Robson's documentary show
"High Command," second in the radio

none actually engaged in manufacture.

youngest radio actor filling a regular serial role. Jim Is a member of
the cast of "Big Sister," heard on

few custom-made jobs is only about

WABC-CBS, Mondays through Fridays, 12:15 to 12:30 p.m., EWT.

Robson and Arch Oboler. Eric Von

U. S. sets wholesaling before the

Total output of these four, plus a

2,000 per year, according to Theodore
series "Four For The Fifth" being H. Meyer, of the American Embassy
written for the Fifth War Loan by in Mexico City.
(Continued on aSe 2)

(Continued on Page 6)

He's a member of AFRA and gets
$26.40 for each performance in
which he appears.
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

:

Coming and Going

Price 10 Ch.

Publisher

:

A.

FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

.

:

D. WILLARD, general manager of WBT,

Editor Charlotte, N. C., in Washington,
Business Manager week on official business.
J.

ROBERT GULICK,

sales

C.,

this

manager of

the

D.

ARTHUR SIMON, general manager of WPEN,
Philadelphia, is on an extended trip to Detroit
and Chicago.
He's expected back at the station on Thursday.

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays Mason-Dixon Radio Group, is spending a few
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18), days in New York.
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
R. E. BRADHAM, station manager of WTMA,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merger - NBC
affiliate in Charleston, S. C., in Gotham
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin on
station and network business.
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man.
aging Editor; Chester B. Bahn, Vice.
BROOKS, CBS singing star is back
President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary. in JOAN
town for her regular 11:15 programs after
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, having toured North and South Carolina to en-

year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.

is

W. C. BOCHMAN, general manager of WCOS,
here from Columbia, S. C. Paid a call yes-

terday at the offices of
tatives.

his national

represen-

GUY LOMBARDO and the members of his
are in Columbus, Ohio, where tomorrow
they open an engagement at the Palace Theaband

ter.

tertain at servicemen's camps and hospitals.

JONAS WEILAND, station and commercial
manager of WFTC, Blue
outlet in
JOHN A. TARPIN, director of grocery trade Kinston, N. C., is back atNetwork
the home offices
and RICHARD following a short trip to New York.
FANNING, manager of the grocery departI11.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone M.
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph ment for the station, are in Chicago to attend
ARCH SHAWD, vice-president and general
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite the convention of the National Assn. of Retail manager of WTOL, Toledo, is in town on
Grocers.

Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,

1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone

Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15), relations for WLW, Cincinnati,
6607.

Entered as

second class matter, April 5,
BENAY
singing femcee on the
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., "Money Co VENUTA,
Round" program heard over the
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Blue, is in French Lick, Ind., where she

entertain

at

the

annual

convention

National Assn. of Chain Druggists.

of

Crosley Corp.

Farnsworth T. tr R.

Cen. Electric
Philco

RCA Common

First Pfd
Stewart-Warner
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio
RCA

operates on a frequency of 1,360 kc.
and 5,000 watts power. For the time
High Low Close Chg. being the WSAI studios will remain
in Crosley Square until such time as
1607/8 1603/4 160%
1/8
317/8 313/4 313/4
broadcasting equipment is made
311/2
311/
31/2
1/8
available generally at which time
193/8 19
19
12
11% 115/8 - 1/8 WSAI and WLW will be separated
365/8 36
36
completely.
1/4
301/8 297/8 30
No changes in personnel are con91/2
91/8
9r/8 - 1/4
743/4 74% 74% -J- 1/4 templated according to Field and it is
141/4 137/8 14
presumed suitable arrangements will
1/4
991/2 991/4
991/4 - 3/4 be made to those doing work for
381/2 373/4
373/4 - 1 both WLW and WSAI.

--

.... 28

Nat. Union Radio....

28

37/e

28

37/8

/

-1-

37/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)

Asked

22
35

WJR (Detroit)

service

KDKA, Pittsburgh, announces that

it has transmitted signals to points
as far distant as South Africa, and
on occasions has supplied KFKX at
Hastings and the British stations at
KGO, San Francisco, with the same
program simultaneously.... Mail ar-

Stroheim, actor, will also be featured.

The first show in the series "Sur-

worn out time buyii
the "tradition."

Here are the facts

US/

W -I -T -H's 312 one -mini

night time rate as a bal
Station A costs 21/2
more to reach fewer pe

Station B costs 3 tin

Young, forced by illness to withdraw.

people.

by Arch Oboler, Franchot Tone and
Hans Conreid co-star, with Robert

Wedding Bells

Peggy Stone, Sales Representative

for Spot Sales, Inc. and Leon S. Goldberg, Director of Advertising for

Adam Hats, will join in matrimony

on Wednesday, Tune 7th at City Hall.

been added to the staff of NBC commentators assigned to the coming
political

conventions,

it

became

known yesterday. Gross will limit
his program to color facts and non-

PICTURE MAS CHANGED!
4'1 NEazea

BUS/

people.

Station D costs 61/2 t
more to reach 7.7% 1
people.

Proof: W -I -T -H is
buy in Baltimore.

Room are supplied the theaters for Service will be held this afternoon.
placement prominently on these out- Robert Leigh, FBIS chief, will be
side displays.
heard.

No wonder WDAS audiences say
"Thank you !" In addition to other
musical programs, WDAS features
classical music for two hours every

time

more to reach 5% mol

Lea Committee Session Today

of Classical Music EVERY DAY

THE SAN FRANCISCO RADIO

Station C costs 41/2

Washington-Another session of the
above -mentioned theaters. Up-to-the- Lea committee's investigation of the
minute reports from the KOA News FCC's Foreign Broadcast Intelligence

Only Philadelphia Station Featuring 3 HOURS

Australia, brings hundreds of letters

more to reach 2% mo

to theater patrons, further political comment.

vided by large bulletin boards placed

from radio fans there commenting
on the fine quality of reception.

O

CI

render" is being written and produced

riving at WOR, New York, from

Ele'dKG

slide rule basis. No
tion ... no guesses .

coverage of news headlines is pro-

outside the entrance to each of the
6, 1924)

(Continued from Page 1)

KOA, Denver, and Theaters Gross To Cover Conventions
Gross, veteran radio editor of
Tieup For Invasion Cover theBen
New York "Daily News," has

....
(Continued from Page 1)
.... Theaters (all Fox)
for playback in
each of the theaters. To complete this
KOA Fox -Denver cooperative news

20 VEflRS flG0 TONY
(June

to
of

You can buy Balti m
radio time on a st Ill

1

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE

Hazeltine Corp.

PRYOR, who was conferring here last

(Continued from Page 1)

Net

CBS B

J.

will week with his national reps, has returned
the his headquarters at WRRN, Warren, Ohio,
which he is commercial manager.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. & Tel

E.

Station

Marshall Field Buys
Lukas Will Be Starred
WSAI From Crosley
In Special Robson Show

f F111A11CIAL
(Monday, June 5)
CBS A

another of his periodic business trips.
is an outlet of the Blue Network.

Simple
Arithmeti' I
In Radio
Time Buyie

WIIfT>
IN BALTIMO

morning from 10 to 12 A.M. and again

for another hour from 11 to 12 P.M.
REPRESENTED BY HEAD(

The Fighting Invasion Insignia of General Eisenhower's Fighting Invasion Army

]yin the

A Bond for

'fighting Fifth!

Every Buddy!
kanrn nArrv

of
THIS comes to you with the compliments
chosen
The
Invasion
insignia,
RADIO DAILY.

by General Dwight Eisenhower, is a purposeful
reminder that World War II is being fought on two

fronts-the battle front and the home front-and

that there can not be Victory on the former without
equally all-out effort on the latter. You are serving
resolutely
on the HOME front. Let your contribution
fighting
men
and
women.
match that of America's
And count such contribution your precious American
display
privilege. Do that, moreover, and you may
this poster as proudly as it is worn by the gallant
men of General Eisenhower's command.

Publisher.

Baltimoreans Like Us I"
They sure do! All indications prove it!

Baltimoreans like to visit us. They like to visit the
finest studios south of the Mason-Dixon line. Week
after week, year after year, they come in great crowds

to see the shows that go on the air from our big
studio "A." The actual count is well over 75,000
people yearly. No other Baltimore station can equal this
studio audience record!

Of course, the mail comes in, too-plenty of it .. .

All types of surveys have told a consistent history of

WFBR audience leadership .. a top position with
loyal listeners during the past 22 years-regardless
of the changes that have taken place in the Baltimore
radio picture. And don't forget
there are over a

...

million people living in Baltimore and vicinity.

Yes, Baltimoreans have liked us for a long time.
You make the most of this long-time friendship when
you buy WFBR in Baltimore.

and WFBR does not use "shot -in -the -arm" stimulants

to build up mail pull. Just mail-thousands of letters
from people interested in WFBR's programs.

* ANOTHER GOOD REASON WHY

RADIO CENTRE, BALTIMORE -2, MARYLAND
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: JOHN BLAIR & CO.

IS YOUR BEST BALTIMORE BUY!
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By RALPH WILK
By BILL IRVIN

THREE motion picture companies
are interested in J. Donald Wil-

"HOT

son's "The Adventures of Bill Lance,"

currently appearing on Columbia's
air lanes under the sponsorship of
Planters Nut and Chocolate Company. Inquiries began coming in after

the third broadcast of the series of

mystery thrillers.
Henry Sylvern, organist on Mutual Don Lee's "Cisco Kid" and in charge
of music for the network's forthcom-

ing "Screen Test" has for a hobby

writing accompanying music to sound

He's currently engaged in
composing a "Sound Effects" symeffects.

phony.

Marking for the first time that a

singer has been used on his program,

Orson Welles had for his guest star
(May 31st) Martha Tilton.

Dustin Rhodes just released from

the Medical Corps of the U. S. Army,
has been added to the KGFJ announcing staff. "Dusty" was formerly with

W1L, St. Louis, Mo. Also added to
the announcing staff is Renee M.
Bozarth, formerly from KMAC, San
Antonio, Texas, where he was assistant program director and announcer.

Of the eighty-five "Showtime" recorded sessions which the U. S. Gov-

ernment has had made in the last
two years for the Armed Forces Overseas, CBS songstress Dinah. Shore has

starred in 75. The short transcribed
programs are personalized chatter to
the men on the fighting fronts, -put
together with favorite theatrical tunes

of the past and present.
Anita Ellis' appearance on Columbia's' -"Hollywood Showcase" the 2nd,

marked the beginning and the end of

an era for her. Anita who got her

first Hollywood "break" on' the' same
show, will leave soon for New, York
City and a program of her own.

'Staff Sgt. Larry Krasner, former
member of RADIO DAILY staff, is here

on a furlough from Alaska, where he

has been stationed for past three
years. He is a member of the Coast
Artillery.

Xavier Cugat ánd his orchestra
have made a recording of "Amor" for
Columbia records, released May 29th.

The tune is published by Ralph S.

COPY," Sunday Blue.

11 work dramatic serial shift;
on June 25, moving from its 2::
3:00 period to the 4:30 to 5:00
which Musical Steelmakers is tn;

-

Memos of an Innocent Bystander..

.

Jack Pepper. formerly heard on the Connee Boswell Blue
Network program, will CBStart a new program of his own June 20, with
the Murphy Sisters' close harmonies, the lilting voice of Jeri Sullavan and
a house orchestra batoned by Mitch Ayres
Larry Berns will produce. . . Milton Kaye, who leaves "Piano Playhouseprogram this
week to accompany Jascha Heifetz on a Camp entertainment tour, will be
replaced by Inez Carillio. . . WHNews commentator William S. Gail
mor completes three years of ace -high reporting for the Stuhmer Bakers
this newscaster's "savvy" on world affairs rates more than a "once.
a -week" airing. . . Ray Bloch's orchestra will succeed Jacques Renard's crew on -Take It Or Leave It" (when that program originates in
Gotham) and the Milton Berle -Blue Net series, -Let Yourself Go,- late
this month
both are sponsored thru the Biow Agency for Eversharp
Alter three months at Rogers Corner in New York, Adrian Rollini s
Trio will open a three-month stay, July 1, at the Knickerbocker Hotel, Atlantic City with 4 MBShots weekly...
Look for the old minstrel man,
Benny Fields. to star in his own radio variety show for a beverage sponsor
in the Fall
should have been on the networks long before this.
-

His name is Charles Bell and you'll soon be hearing
him a great deal
this 22 -year -old baritone, awarded the Purple
Heart after downing 16 Nips as waist -gunner on a U. S.' Bomber,
will audition for Bill Brennan at CBS, Thursday
definitely a
starter in the "bobby -socks" derby..
After 11 years featuring
.

"News Through A Woman's Eyes," the latter three years via WNEW,

Kathryn Cravens, will leave the airways June 23 to spend the

Summer at her ranch in West Texas
Morton Gould, composer conductor will head for the Universal lot early in August to appear
in. and write several original numbers which Jane Powell will sing
in the 'forthcoming. Charles Rogers production, "Reaching For the Stars.".. ' The fabulous career of Morton Downey, will be profiled
in a July issue of Colliers, authored by Dan Parker, sports editor
and columnist of the Mirror... Thru a special tie-up with John
McNeil, general manager of WJZ, sustaining programs will plug
"Swing Shift Frolics," which in turn will boost the Kent -Johnson
all-nite show. .
Mickey Alpert, whose orchestra has been
.

shattering Belmont -Plaza's Glass Hat Room records, opens Thursday
at the Hurricane
the Boston maestro, has augmented his band
and will feature Grace Reilly as vocalovely... We'd say "perfect
casting"
referring, of course to Phil Clarke's having been
chosen to be the "Doctor" in a new series titled, "The Doctor Fights,"
which Summer -replaces "Cresta Blancapades" -tonight on CBS.

ing when present contract

ex%

Aubrey, Moore and Wallace
agency.

i

Robert Ray Miller, associate
ducer for the Radio Council -Al,.
Chicago Public Schools, has é
awarded a Rockefeller Fellowst{t
Radio which will permit three m Jh
study in network headquartetgh
New York this summer. Miller hi
also enroll in the New York Un rsity 'Summer Radio Workshop
goes East on June 12.
NBC Chicago vacationers intk
Howard C. Luttgens, chief engirt;
John F. Ryan, manager of the :s
department, and Frances Clark, c.
ture editor. Luttgens is in New t

on business, following which he u
vacation at Elizabeth, N. J., his file
home.
Arthur C. Page, WLS farm prole
director, has announced that the 1S

"Dinner Bell" program will on

ate from the annual Indiana 4-H lb
roundup at Purdue Universityn
Lafayette on Tuesday, June 13.
following day, June 14, the progt

will come from Harvard,

Illitt

when this Northern Illinois comn
ity holds its annual "Milk Day" c
bration,

'Tootsie V -W Sked

Sweets Company of America
aim at the adult market for its TT
sie V -M, -vitamin-mineral chocó
drink, in a new campaign to
launched on the Blue Network Ji

which will sponsor "Kiernt
Corner" featuring Walter Kiern
19,

Monday, Wednesday and Friday fr
2-2:15

p.m., EWT, on 47

static

Duane Jones Company is the agen

Phil's voice has been heard by students at Universities, in several
Medical Educational Films.

Peer's Southern. Music Company.

Radio director - writing, directing, producing musical,
dramatic, "soap," comedies
since

1921;

now directing

major network night-time
show; draft exempt. Write
Box 841, Radio Daily, 1501
Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y.

Mildred Bailey may be heard soon. as emcee -songstress of
a CBShow, with Paul Baron's Orchestra and various guest -artists. . .
Arthur Henley is scripting a comedy show with Lew Lehr the head
man
Paul Gardner, formerly with the New York Journal -American,
has been named by Earl Mullin, to succeed Warren Gerz in the Blue Net's
press department
Gerz moved to Young & Rubicam where he'll
handle the -Duffy's Tavern" and "Dinah Shore" programs with headquarters in Hollywood. . . Perry Como returns to Gotham early in
July
William E. Steers, after 14 years with Pedlar & Ryan, becomes
Executive Secretary and Director of Media at Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield.
Acme Paints are seriously considering MBSponsoring the "Nick Carter"
programs. .
Ward Charles Glenn, newly -appointed program director
at WKMO, Kokomo, Ind., was formerly with WISH, Indianapolis
The
Senior Class at CONY has voted Don Douglas' mystery thriller, "The Black
.

Castle." its favorite daytimer.

- Remember Pearl Harbor

Idward Petry & Co., National RepresentlAM

-

ue lay, June 6, 1944

iusiry Fully Alert
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RKO Film Company

tk AGENCY NEWSCAST

Enters Tele Field
JOHN L. COBBS, JR., is joining
FRANK P. BUCK, formerly with
Ruthrauff & Ryan and more re- Benton and Bowles, Inc., as account
on the Can Manufacturers
(Continued from Page 1)
autiously presented on the cently with Atherton & currier, has executive
the copy staff of Dancer -Fitz- Institute, Clarence Goshorn, agency Austrian who went to RKO from RCA
12:37 a.m. yet in a way joined
president, has announced. Cobbs has last year to develop a video program
gerald -Sample, New York, N. Y.
1. allowed for the listener
served several Association Advertis- for the film company. Associated with
how that the flash was HARVARD GRADUATE SCHOOL ers at Arthur Kudner, Inc., for the him will be Thomas H. Hutchinson.
six years, and previously was former NBC and agency executive.
ht with the real thing. OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION last
and Fred Ullman, Jr., RKO producer.
been awarded a research grant with Shen Oil Company.
after the news staffs of has
NBC, according to reports, will be
from the Boston Herald -Traveler
,rks and stations, along Corp. for a study of the
WLAG,
La
Grange,
Ga.,
has
named
the first client of the new company.
problems of
all of their D -Day plans media selection by national adver- Thomas F. Clark Company, Inc., as The radio network has entered into
its exclusive national representative. a contract with RKO Television Prointo action. When the tisers.
ductions, Inc., to sent special RKO1 news came at 3:32 a.m., ELIZABETH FORSLING has been Appointment took effect on June 1, Pathe
cameramen to Chicago to film
radio was fully prepared named radio editor of Newsweek.
LLOYD W. DUNN, associated in the the sessions of the Republican and
past with McGraw-Hill, has jornea Democratic national conventions. The
ras going great guns.
& Co., industrial adverclsing special television films will be rushed
lay special circuit SHEAF, CHARLES PURDY has joined Rickard
by plane to New York for televising
ng Supreme Headquar- Ferry-Hanly Company as copy and agency, as vice-president.
on WNBT, NBC television station,
radio executive. He formerly was

,S) -Day News Breaks

Allied Expeditionary
s was open to the four

with Bermingham,
Pierce.

Castleman

&

EUGENE W. CASTLE, president 01 who in turn will feed the pictorial conCastle Films, will be guest on vention coverage to WRGB, Schenec-

Wednesday at the regular luncheon tady. and WPTZ, Philadelphia.
networks and the mil ºf listeners glued to their HUTCHINS ADVERTISING COM- of the Advertising Club of New York.
ers heard General Eisen - PANY has been appointed to handle DOHERTY, CLIFFORD AND Analyst -Licensing Bill
the account of Philco Corp. and Philco
's Order of the Day, Gen- International
Readied By Legislator
SHENFIELD, INC., has announces
Corp.
the appointment of William E. Steers
dontgomery's official, the
Washington
Bureau-RADIO DAILY
casts to the people of Eu- RUTHRAUFF & RYAN announces as director of all media at the newly Washington-Sen.
Edwin C. Johnformed agency. He will also be Secre-

King Haakon of Norway's
'rime Minister of Holland
g to his people; eye -wit accounts by corresponwho went along with the
tue troops who landed on
st of Normandy; pooled
pondents such as John W.

cook, giving his up to

the appointment of Steve Hannagan
to handle the promotional activities
of Jack Benny's radio program.
Benny returns to the air in October
under the sponsorship of Pall Mall
Cigarettes.

Batteries For Farm Sets
Promised By OCR Head

(Continued from Page 1)
ute version of what was "essential
civilian production that supng and so on through ports the war
effort must be kept goly hours here which ing." Production to keep the nation's
the words of Churchill, radio listeners tuned in, he implied,
is a vital part of furthering the war
orge and others.
effort.

al prayers were heard

Tubes and batteries for farm sets

her risers or those who

cern," Elliott said, explaining that

of the webs by the time are now a matter of "particular con-

d up

all

shortages have been due to heavy
night were military
demands. "OCR recognizes

or breakfast.

that batteries and tubes are of the

hich had put on a Priest, highest essentiality to the farm popud a Minister to offer prayers, lation particularly in the isolated
elled all commercials sched- areas," Elliott continued, "and at the
y this morning until such present time is working with the inthe news eases up. CBS at dustry divisions to expand civilian
of going to press, stated they production of these items, even if it
ontinue regular skeds and is necessary to adjust competing civiat will whenever the news lian requirements to make this possible."

tary of the company. Steers was wits, son (D., Colo.), has declared his inPedlar and Ryan, where he served for tention of offering an amendment to
14 years and was director of all media the Communications Act requiring
licensing of radio news commenfor that agency when he left to join the
the executive staff of Doherty, Clif- tators. He would have a "code of
ethics," with license revocation for
ford and Shenfield.
violation of the code.
such a bill would get very far
New Harry Savoy Program in That
Congress is extremely unlikely.
For Abbott -Costello Spot despite the open desire of many members to curb many commentators.
Constitutionality of Johnson's pro-

(Continued from Page 1)

known artists such as Eddie Cantor, posal is doubtful.
Rudy Vallee, etc. and more recently
has been the comedy relief on the Dolph Fetes M -G -M Officials
Kate Smith hour on CBS. He was in Washington - William B. Dolph,
vaudeville before making his appear- manager of WOL, Mutual affiliate in
ance in radio.
Nation's Capital, was host here yesWith Savoy, whose comedy is of terday afternoon to radio editors and
the zany type, will be an orchestra, M -G -M officials at a cocktail party and
a girl soloist and a male quartet. a special closed-circuit broadcast preThis part of the cast along with ro- view of the stew M -G -M -Mutual nettated series of stooges, is yet to be work program, "Screen Test."
chosen. Arrangements for the Savoy
show are being made by Tom Lucken-

bill, head of the radio department of
the William Esty agency. Ken MacGregor, will produce.

Head Of Radio Mil Guest
At MBS Luncheon Today

Question of radio tubes and batfrom Page 1)
teries was the subject of some def- York is (Continued
made as a return for the visit
erence last summer between OCR and which McClintock
paid to Mexico
the WPB radio and Radar divisibn- City recently. The exchange
of ideas

ION
Di-VOICE

EATER KANSAS CITY
24 /1
A Doty
BASIC MUTUAS

Atto

vm

the latter taking exception to a stateLatin-American music and
ment in RADIO DAILY that the newly- regarding
inter - nation entertainment which
formed OCR would attain some was
started in the Mexican capital
authority in this field.
will be continued during the Radio
Mil prexy's stay in New York.

AFM-Recording Decision
Expected This Afternoon
(Continued from Page 1)

EX -SOLDIER
25,

alert,

ambitious, seriously

interested

Indications are the
board will accept the recommendation

in learning program production and direction.
Would appreciate position with an
active agency, station or independent producer. Write Box 842.

Arthur S. Meyer, voting to order the

RADIO DAILY
155T -BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Labor Board.

of the three-man panel headed by
musicians back to work.

18.

N.

Y.

is

CD

for

QUALITY
You can see it, feel it, hear
it
.
in its facilities, its programs, and its staff.
WRY
insists on it . . . listeners
recognize it
.

.

WKY
OKLAHOMA CITY
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American -Made Sets

Preferred In Mexico

U. S. Webs Have Busy Time KOIN Announces
As Allied Army Takes Rome For Teachers Ins

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

war at about $22 seem to be greatly
preferred to the best domestically assembled product, although the prewar price of the latter was about 30
per cent below that of the imported

face value for the time being. Official
kill came through almost immediately
the wire was spotted by other London
teletypers who knew no such news
had been authorized. Later AP made
sets.
A definite upswing was indicated known the circumstances of the gal
between 1939 and 1941 in the number fooling around with an open circuit.
of radios imported into Mexico. In At the networks plenty of pre -ar1939 a total of 72,473 sets came in to ranged efficiency got the bulletin out
the country. Of these 65,792 were fast, however.
Sunday afternoon the Blue Netfrom the United States. By 1941 imports had risen to 123,639, sets and work claimed a scoop when the newsparts, of which 123,580 were of United room was apprised that something hot
was coming up in 15 seconds, from
States origin.
Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, the Anzio beachhead station. At 4:54
Sweden, Argentina, and France were p.m. or to be axact 30 seconds later
among the countries supplementing than that, the Blue cut in on the
the United States shipments of radios "World Of Song" program with the
bulletin, "The battle of Rome is now
and radio parts for Mexico.
completed." Web did not do any reWant Selective Receivers
In use today throughout Mexico are writing or elaborate at the time.
Understood that press associations
between 650,000 and 700,000 receivers.
Twenty per cent are radio -phono- and others sent the news out about
43
minutes later. Blue subsequently
graph combinations, and fully 70 per
cent of all receivers are equipped to picked up official broadcast on the
receive shortwave broadcasts. (Deal- Rome occupation, but in the meaners' inventories, especially of com- time webs and outlets sought to find
how come the Blue had it exclusive
binations, are extremely low.) .
Public acceptance by the Mexican at the time.
What appears to have happened is
market is based on: (1) selectivity,
(2) tone quality, (3) ability to obtain that none of the networks had time
distance, and (4) stability on short- in which to realize that Rome actually
wave. If manufacturers in the post- was taken even though their corwar period were to incorporate in respondents had been broadcasting
their circuit features high sensitivity, from the outskirts. The toss for the
a high fidelity audio -system, an im- first broadcast had been taken several
proved signal-to-noise ratio, and an
automatic volume control of im- Nebraska Stations
proved design that would keep shortDoing All -Out War Job

wave, long-distance signals at uniform level a tremendous demand in
tfils market for new receivers would
result, Meyer reported.

Prefer Local Shows

Mexicans have shown a decided
preference to programs using local

Omaha-Probably no state is better
informed on how its people can help
the war effort than Nebraska.
One reason is a pioneering stunt
in radio by 13 stations who weekly
form the Nebraska network and who
shortly after Pearl Harbor began the

script over those using script originating in the United States or other foreign country; up to now transcriptions first of a "Nebraska at War" series
of programs of United States origin of programs aired every Sunday.
Through the country this voluntary
have met with only limited success.
Direct reception from the United teamwork of the Nebraska stations

States is popular with the well-to-do
Mexicans insofar as following of the
news, progress of the war, and special transcriptions of classical music
are concerned. In the border states a
number of long -wave transmitters are

heard and enjoy some popularity,
public -square broadcasts by means
of. fixed or mobile public-address systems are seldom utilized.

Will Change Format Of
"Treasure Hour Of Song"

is being watched with keen interest
for it probably accounts for the only
regular co-operative network in the
United States, functioning entirely
without commercial ties of any kind.

(Continued from Page 1:

days ago and Mutual's man drew the course is to "aid teachers of

lot to be first; then CBS, NBC, the lic schools in the classroor
Blue fourth and CBC last, as per lot.
Mutual's man actually went on and
was picked up by those monitoring
around but was missed -by Mutual itself, after having finally won a toss.
Meanwhile the Blue happened to
pick up the "neutral" flash, an uniden-

radio by offering a concentro

cialized summer course it
methods of utilization, wri

production. There will be nc
the course."
Hundreds Expected to En

Between 200 and 300 teac

tified spokesman who believed he was expected to attend from
giving it out to everyone, as the tip- schools, also some of Vancot
off. Blue copied it down and shot it nearby areas. A select group
out.
ested persons may also be

Arrangements had been made by
the War Department that the broadcast on Rome would' be pooled and
each correspondent have the same

limited time on the air. RCA which
handled the facilities of the Rome
flash is said to have notified all networks that something special was
upcoming and tó monitor off quickly.
The Rome flash then came through
the beachhead station at Anzio.
Some of the webs claim however,
it makes a difference as to what part

from government agencies,
tional, civic organizations and

clubs. Faculty will be coral

three outstanding radio autht

national reputation in the

radio and education; selected.

personalities who will hold

one -day sessions such as Dr
Bryson of CBS, and staff mei
KOIN.

of Rome was referred to'in the flashes,
as Rome is a big city and they waited

Daily classes will be held
out the morning of the Insti
afternoon sectional work on
using the KBPS studios as a
tory; day and evening sessio.
least one day a week with
personalities. Other provisio

Booking Group Expands;
Squires Heads Concert Div,

tone control; cutting a disk; fe
and remedy; television; P. A.tion and One mike vs. severe

until the center of the city was occupied. NBC broke in on the Catholic
Hour shortly after 6 p.m. with a story been arranged such as panel
by one of their correspondents.
sions.
Yesterday webs and stations had
Faculty Speakers Listed
special coverage of the occupation of
Rome, plus .,the .abdication of King "Demonstration In Use of
ment," for instance will cover
Victor Emmanuel.
phone demonstration-variou

ment.

-

Visiting radio names and
Dick Dorso, announces a subsidiary, include: Dr. Lyman Bryson,
"Century Concerts, Ltd.,1' of which Corwin, Frances Wilder, John
Milton Bacon, Donald W
Harry D. Squires, formerly of the Daly,
William Morris agency, will be pres- burgh, Harriet Hester, Geor,
Century Artists, Ltd., headed by

ident. Ralph Singer, who handled the
Sigmund Romberg concert tour under
Squires for the Morris agency, is also
joining the new organization. Another
staff addition is Marty Melcher, personal representative for the Andrews
Sisters.

nings, Kathleen Lardie, Bob

Keith Tyler, Major Harold K
John Becker, CBS director of
Atlantic Call." Various rad

grams will originate at the

I:

All are well known as eith.

cators or CBS network official

L Roberts is education dirt

grams are carried around the net- KOIN.
work. Participants frequently are in
different pities, requiring split tim- Producers To Stream]
ing and a great amount of ground
Committee Meets -Weekly
Music For War We
Another equally important brand work; and even stations in neighof co-operation is found in the com- boring states frequently join the netGeorge Scheck and Lou Di
mittee that plans the programs. Com- work in spreading information on
producers of the Blue Ne
posed of representatives of the gov- war activities.

Recognition came to the "Nebraska "Swing Shift Frolics," have bi
ernmental agencies and of every
branch of the armed forces, it meets at War" program series this month gaged by WJZ Station Mana
each Monday with Hugh Feltis of when Ohio State University gave. H. McNeil as industrial mo

KOIL who is the co-ordinator be- them second place in the war ser- visers to slant the all-night

tween the committee and the radio vices division of its eighth American
Exhibition of Educational Radio ProA list of typical topics-Red Cross, gress. Maj. Howard Peterson of the
state guard, ATS, Navy, USO, chap- Seventh Service Command public
lains, food, air cadets, salvage, WACs, relations' office wrote 'the winning
OPA, war loan drive and discharged script.
service men-gives an idea of the Member stations include: KOIL,
diversity of the programs and the KWOH, KBON and WOW, Omaha;
, co-operation necessary in allotting KORN, Fremont; KFAB and KFOR,

"Treasure Hour of Song" sponsored industry.

by Conti Products Corp., on Mutual
will be replaced with a lighter musical series on Thursday, June 22.
Musical comedy singers will substitute for Francesco Valentino and
Licia Albanese, Metropolitan Opera
stars. Alfredo Antonini will continue
to conduct the orchestra on the sum- time among themselves by the armed
mer series. Bermingham, Castleman forces and government agencies.
By telephone, by radio pickup and
and Pierce of New York is the agency
even by phonograph relay the pror
for Conti.

With Music" program at war
tion plants everywhere, it
announced by Frances E. K
lic relations manager. This

WJZ music program will f

for "morale system"
where since music is conced
a definite aid to increased pr
It is estimated, said Miss
Lincoln; KMMJ,Grand Island; KODY, when the Scheck-Dahlman
North Platte; KGFW, Kearney; placed in operation, close to
WJAG, Norfolk; KHAS, Hastings, and war workers can be guarante
teners to a prospective spo
KGKY, Scottsbluff.
basis

HANKS
for the many kind letters, wires, and phone calls

complimenting us on the first issue of

TELEVISION DAILY
LIIOR
the duration of the war, TELEVISION DAILY

will be published regularly on the fifteenth of
each month.

EVERYTHING
the radio industry has contributed to the successful launching of RADIO DAILY'S new service to its readers.
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***COAST-TO-COAST**9
-NEW YORK -

York, is currently visiting

Hollywood
NEW YORK-Walt Disney will for conferences with D. W. inThornburgh,
guest on Paula Stone's "Holly- vice-president in charge of the Pacific
wood Digest" program over WNEW, Coast division of CBS....OAKLANDThursday, June 8, 4:45-5 p.m..... KROW carried a special three-quarter

I

were formerly with WKAR, Michigan;

- MINNESOTA WLS, Chicago; WHO, Iowa....The MINNEAPOLIS-When Min;
paralyzing strike of street cars and lis and St. Paul Mobile Blood
bus operators in St, Louis on June Units surveyed Minnesota to set
1 and 2 led to one of the most unsual
are most effective
Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn hour broadcast from the combined Cham- broadcasts in the history of KXOK, programs
people when the units
will be heard on an exclusive WMCA ber of Commerce -Advertising Club lun- when Mayor Aloys P. Kaufmann per- forming
their towns, KSTP's
broadcast June 12. His talk will be cheon featuring Warwick S. Carpenter, mitted microphones to be installed visit
"Midday News," handled
"Congress and Foreign Relations"... Pacific Coast manager of Sales Manage- at a meeting of union representatives Karnstedt,
and the 5:45 p.m.
Edward Ludlum's "Unusual People" ment magazine as principal speaker.... and Public Service Company officials. lights In Headlines,"
announo
has been invited by the Music Box INGLEWOOD-Feminine workers at the
Brooks Henderson, were two
- NEW JERSEY Canteen to give a series of perform- Universal Microphone Company have

NEWARK-Henry A. Hutchins, National
Union i#adio Corporation sales exec who
took a leave of absence to serve with the
U. S. Navy, has returned to civilian life
after 20 months of service, it has been announced by S. W. Muldowny. president
of NURC.... Gov. John W. Bricker of Ohio
spoke over WAAT last week in a broadCINCINNATI-At the recent annual using lion manure for fertilizer! cast that originated from the War
meeting of the Ohio State Pharmaceutical Seems that Bill lives near the fair- Memorial Hall in Trenton....PATERSON
Association in Columbus, the organiza- grounds where Clyde Beatty's famous -A dramatic series of programs is being
tion awarded a plaque for distinguished lions were quartered three years ago broadcast over WPAT this week as a
..RALEIGH - Wayne Thompson,
service to Ohio druggists to Ralph E. Visjoint tribute by the 68 YMCA's in New
conti, director of Drug Trade Relations WPTF's six footer, who has been rais- Jersey, commemorating the organization's
ing
"mike" to his height for nearly
for WLW ....DAYTON-WHIO recently
100th anniversary,
presented a special program by the Senior a year, has resigned his position effec-.NEW YORK High School Choir of Richmond, Inc..... tive June 10. He will report for V
SYRACUSE - Don Lyon, WSYR
COLUMBUS-James H. Cooper, the genial 12-A, Naval Reserve Air Corps Training
June
29...
GREENSBORO-Kirby
news
cbmmentator,
is now being
news voice of WBNS, was gravely injured

ances for servicemen. Ludlum's pro- formed a softball team and joined the
gram is aired weekly over WEVD... Southern California League.
The eighth in WBYN's "Dramatic
-NORTH CAROLINA Encore" series, produced by Betty
CHARLOTTE - WBT promotion Ulius, will be Arch Oboler's "Memo publicity director, Bill Carley, lays
To Berchtesgaden."
claim to being the only victory gardener this side of the Belgian Congo
-OHIO-

in an automobile accident recently. Al- Mullis, control operator, has returned sponsorci by Air -Nu, a product of
though his condition is reported improved, to his duties after receiving a medi-

Sterling Drug....Ralph Wallace

motes on WIBG....The Melville Shoe
Corporation of New York, makers of
Thom McAn shoes, has renewed its

three times weekly 15 -minute portions of Leroy Miller's KYW Musical

Clock program.... PITTSBURGH The "Polly Entertains" program,

Mountain Radio Council... Charles Burke,
formerly associated with KFXJ, has joined
the ROA spieling staff.... GRAND JUNCTION-The addition of the Tom Mix show
for Purina Ralston gives juvenile listeners
to KM a complete block of uninterrupted
afternoon programs, including Superman
and Adventures of Chick Carter.

heard over WCAE Monday through
- MISSOURI Friday, and starring Polly Malone, ST. LOUIS-The latest addition to
home economics expert, will also be the entertainment personnel of KMOX
heard on Saturday ayem to accom- is the singing and yodeling team of
modate the many sponsors desiring to Johnson Sisters. Full use is being
"get on."
made of their talents as they appear
- CALIFORNIA on the two early morning shows daily
LOS ANGELES-Douglas Coulter, CBS as well as the Saturday night "Pappy
vice-president in charge of programs, New Cheshire Barn Dance." These girls

- CONNECTICUT -

Minneapolis Symphony orchest .
several years as librarian -violin '

- MICHIGAN -

DETROIT - The Detroit Inter;Ie,.
Bowling League has completed illty
season with WJR bowlers emerging k
first championship team. WXYZ ca r
second, followed by WWI and W
that order. William Jacoby of WJR .r

ized the league and was its

- FLORIDA MIAMI-Program records of VD

have revealed the names and a:

appearances of many famous

To that list has been added
Maria Blanca de Cardenas,
Dr. Raul de Cardenas, newl
vice-president of Cuba.
her accompanist when she

to hear the introductory au
the Robert St. John news p
WBYN

WBYN

on

is the "Baseball Digest" each
week -day afternoon.... Program Manager
Walter Haase and commercial manager,
William F. Malo, are attending all the
television seminars in New York.

WBYN

WDRC

"1
i ;.Y-w
`-ly

/
F'

1

to his
sponsor list

0

Mr

Available for cooperative sponsorship on MUTUAL.
Call, wire or write WM.

B.

DOLPH, WOL, WASH., D. C.

June 6
Tony Cabooch
Dick Barrie
Zac Freedman
Jimmie Lunceford
R. G. Pratt
Mario Messina
William Rogow
R. Earlton Rae
Charles Vanda
Loraine Scott
Bill Schroeder
Peter Donald
Julius P. Witmark, Jr.

il

Hanson, WIOD musical dire

Garden program which is designed to aid
in the victory gardening and food preservation campaigns in southern New Eng.

add

CKCL

for Ihir'

Company has signed with WTIC for a sentatives and salesmen met

land....Jack Stevens' new show

'tad

Show during its two-week stay.

WBYN

y

¡\

WALTER COMPTON

first

dent. Charles Park, WIR announce)
secretary, and Douglas Wright of
treasurer. .. Victory Varieties,
noon -time one -hour show, is movff

on this station....WIOD
HARTFORD-The Hartford Electric Light officials and American Baker

year-round radio promotion. Effective May
30, the Company took over a twice -a -week
sponsorship of "Uncle" Jim Platt's Victory

'

I

has been associated with the

is to the Detroit City Airport

conduct hg a new WSYR program
he is still in serious condition as a result cal discharge from the Navy.
called t e "Swappers' Club." Listen- COLORADO of a skull fracture.
DENVER - The American Women's ers are hvited to use the program as
- PENNSYLVANIA for exchanging unused
Voluntary Services, the American Asso- a medi
PHILADELPHIA-Roger W.
or things they may want or
president of WFIL, was elected first ciation of University Women and the Colo- articles
.... GLOVERSVILLE - Arthur
vice-president in the recent election rado Council of Defense are co -sponsor- need
stage and radio veteran
of officers held by the Poor Richard ing a series of radio broadcasts called McCracken,
ClulS, oldest advertising club in Amer- "Soldiers Return" over KOA at 6:45 p.m. now in the sales department of WJEJ,
Hagerstown,
joins the new WENT,
ica.:..Weber's Hof Brau, nightspot at on Saturday for 15 weeks. The program
Central Airport, Camden, N. J., has series is produced on KOA by the Rocky June 12th as commercial manager.

inaugurated a series of nightly re-

top three shows cited,..A. E. Ja
general manager of WCCO, ht
pounced the appointment of
Bregman to music librarian. Brt

Station Call - letters
becoming more important
Because at any
minute.
when big news breaks, Wt.,
"MINUTE PROGRAMMING"
news, racing rf
"natural" ,
every few minutes -1430 on th,
These

.

.

For Availabilities:
WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. Mgr.
Station WBYN, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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TEN CENTS

radio's D -Day Coverage
)-Doy" Tribute

Our American Systf Of Broadcasting
Keeps A Free Peon 3 Fully Informed
Throughout The Night And Day

Thoughtful

John McKay. manager of the
press department of NBC, took time

tadio rose to new wartime

out during his early morning "D -

hghts of public service yester-

newspapermen about the invasion
developments. McKay sandwiched

(I,

with its dramatic, factual

c' !rage of "D -Day" invasion
nee.

tutting into action months of
s,ious planning and rehearsals
t broadcasters with clock -like
pcision gave the nation a com-

phensive word picture of
liasion Day developments here
al abroad.

t was inspired radio at work

the time the first rumor

h

ai ouncement came from Ber-

k until the day's last comn pique from the Supreme
Aed Expeditionary Force

kidquarters in London.
;redit for radio's epochal
a. amplishment belongs to the

I

Ile broadcasting industry.
rking unselfishly with Goy-

s' ied forces, the broadcasters
g,e freely of their talents and

Fi lities during many months
oi)re-Invasion planning.
ADIO DAILY joins in ex -

'ding congratulations to the
btidcasting industry for their
t' - Day" achievements. We
kiw that the men and women
illadio will follotly through with

1ited patriotic service until
final Victory is won.
-BURKE.

"D -Day" Absentee
new high in absentee excuses
hit yesterday when Elsa Dora of Young & Rubicam's Radio
dicity department in New York
ned the office shortly after nine
ock and said, "1 can't come in
fry because my blood pressure
s

It

up

when

the

invasion

led!" Her colleagues are fearof what will happen when the

!tietice is announced!

Day" duties, to telephone New York

in 15 such calls while setting up

With the long -heralded invasion of the Continent a reality,
the American people continued to receive, the full benefit of the
American Way of broadcasting which lived up to and discharged
its grave obligation of, bringing to the públic as full account of
the great military move as security would permit. Without regard to monetary consideration, much less personal comfort, the

the "D -Dap" work schedule of the
web's press department.

GOP's Convention

management and personnel of the broadcasting industry

once
Sets 4 -Web Schedule again went all-out in seeing that no news, sidelight or spiritual

need was overlooked ; sponsors, agencies, network and station

What is believed to be the first co- vied to practice the businesd:of public service and all else was
ordinated schedule worked out with of secondary importance.
the four major networks, has been set
by the Republican National ConvenBringing to the millions of listeners full and up-to-the-minute
tion which starts Monday, June 26, account of the invasion, day and night, the achievement was a
in Chicago Stadium. Details were ar- master -piece of both cooperation and coordination between the

ranged by Chairman Harrison

E.

Spangler of the GOP committee and radio industry of the United States, the Army and
the networks, Blue, CBS, NBC and BBC and of course the Supreme Allied Command.
Mutual.

Opening session will get on the air
(Continued on Page 4)

Petrillo Takes Verbal Slap
At Pres. William Green
Chicago-James C. Petrillo, presi-

dent of the American Federation
Musicians, in opening the Union's 48th

convention Monday at the Stevens
Hotel, charged that William Green,
president of the AFL, had repudiated
as violations of labor's no -strike
pledge, recent walkouts of AFM musi-

Navy, the

At no time in the history of the World War II, were so many
people so well informed, typical of a Free People and that for
which the very invasion is on.
Network schedules reveal an amazing and indefatigable effort
in serving the public. None the less was the effort of stations
throughout the country. Web logs of CBS, NBC, Mutual and the
Blue Network follow.
Invasion news took precedence over all other Blue Network
programs yesterday following a dramatic night of broadcasting
starting with the first AP bulletin quoting a German news agency
which was put on the air at 12:40 a.m., EWT. The network re-

mained on the air throughout the night last night under in-

cians at radio stations WJJD in Chi - structions from Edgar Kobak, executive vice president.
(Continued on Page 2)

Early yesterday morning Mr. Kobak issued this statement
"Invasion news will take pre :

6113 -Day" News Gets Full Sked
In Nation's Leading Cities
A survey of "D -Day" news coverage in Washington, Chicago and Los
Angeles conducted by RADIO DAILY yesterday indicated that invasion

coverage took precedence over all other programs and full schedules of news
were handled by network affiliates and independent stations.
In each city, sponsors of commercial programs gladly relinquished time

and credits in order that the nation's radio listeners might get all the
bulletins. On the west coast the motion picture industry virtually suspended
operations to gather around radio receivers and in Chicago thousands of
people got their war news from public address systems on the streets which
relayed radio news programs. The same atmosphere of dependence on
(Continued on Page 6)

cedente over all regular Blue
(Continued on Page 5)

D -Day Orchids
Co-operation of network clients

was perfect and in excellent taste.
On NBC no commercials or credits
were heard yesterday and on such
shows as Duffy's on the Blue and
Burns & Allen on CBS. foreword
mentioned that a few laughs would
not be amiss. Bob Hope had a
fine twist, and Ginny Simms' show
should be studied as an example
of how to operate on D -Day.
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Coming and Going
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JOHN W. ALICOATE
FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

:

:

BENEDICT CIMBEL, JR., president of WIP,
CARL M. WATSON, of the NBC station relaEditor Philadelphia, and JAMES TISDALE, acting chief tions department, will return tomorrow from a
Business Manager engineer of the station, are spending this week« swing around the circuit of NBC affiliates
at the General Electric television station in in New England.
Schenectady4ws an

Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- visit
Editor; Chester
President; Charles A.

aid

in

the

preparation

B.

Babas,

Alicoate,

Vice -

Secretary.

in New --York.

CLAY MORGAN,

Station.

assistant

to

Niles

Tram-

I11.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.

Entered as second class matter, April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

"This

Thing

Called

HORACE FITZPATRICK, commercial manager

of WSLS, Roanoke, Va., who has been conferring at the Blue Network since Monday,

plans

the

ington, has arrived from Kentucky for a few
days on station and network business. He plans

to leave on the return trip Friday.

BEATRICE KAY, vocalist,

opens an engage-

ment Friday at the Oriental Theater in Chi-

cago.

Petrillo Takes Verbal Slap Canada Gets D -Day News
At Pres. William Green Via Dominion Broadcasts

IFrIflANCIAL
(Tuesday, fuse 6)

(Continued from Page 1)

Montreal-Radio gave Canada its

KSTP in St. Paul- The sta- first news of the invasion. Early risers
tions, Petrillo said, were insignificant were thrilled by the official announceHigh Low Close Chg. and neither played any particular ment, which was followed by reports
161
1601/2 160% -1from correspondents on the scene and
part in winning the war.
31
31
31
- % "Did Green repudiate any strikes by expert commentaries in most
303/4 30% 30% - 11/2 of machinists on the West Coast when homes. Many stores and officers' ra20
181/2 193/4 + % they tied up munitions and supplies dios were tuned in all day as a stream
121/2
111/2 117, + t/a necessary for our soldiers?" Petrillo of news from the front poured in.
361/2 36
Late afternoon found thousands lis36% -1- % asked.
we have á labor leader
301/4 291/
301/4 + 1/4 raising the flag and waving it in our tening avidly to the broadcast given
9s/e
91/ + 3rú faces and telling us that we will lose by King George, which was carried
91/8
741/2 7411 741/2 - 1/4 the war because of a strike against on all stations. Theater managements
141/2
137/2 14% + % two little radio stations, but doing expressed the view that a consider100% 991/2 100
+ % nothing about big strikes in war able portion of the usual neighbor381/4 371/2 381/e + %
hood audiences would be missing as
plants."
cago and

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Nothing to it. Pick

C

some important call lettt

to leave for home tomorrow.
HAROLDHUTCHINS, advertising director of
Hillman Women's Group of magazines, is
WILL OSBORNE and the members of his in French Lick, Ind., to attend the convention
band are at Ft. Myers, Fla., for the broad- of the National Assn. of Retail Chain Stores.
casting of tonight's stanza of the "Spotlight
CHARLES A. ROEDER, program and producBands" program over the Blue Network. Show
tion manager of WCBM,Baltimore, who conwill originate at Buckingham Field.
ferred yesterday at the headquarters of the
J. E. WILLIS, station director of WLAP, Lex- Blue Network, leaves today for Maryland.

subject

Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone Radio."
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),

In Baltimore!

of

president of NBC, last night went down
Terms (Post free) United States outside of mell,
lower Jersey City, where he addressed the
'Greater New York one year, $10; foreign, to
Men's Club of the Claremont Presbyterian
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. Church
on 'the

Net

Am, Tel. Cs Tel

Cinch To Buy Tim

Publisher

:

THELMA
HAIGLER,
to
secretary
Charles
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays future plans relating to the video medium.
Crutchfield, program director of WBT, Charand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),
HUGH
R.
NORMAN,
lotte,
station
manager
N. C., is leaving for Chicago. where she
of
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, WNBH, Blue affiliate in
spend two weeks with her husband, who
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merger - today for the home officesNew Bedford, leaves will
following a short is stationed at the Great Lakes Naval Training
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin

aging

It Used To Be A

Price 10 Cts.

-point to the power w.
pride. And look at the
shows they carry.

But not any more!
Today shrewd buyers
time want to know fund
mental facts. Answers
questions like, not ht
many homes do you coy
. but how many liste
,

,

ers? And not alone hi
many listeners, but w
does each listener co

1Ye

OBS A
CBS B

Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. G
Gen.
Philco
RCA Common

RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner
'Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
28
28
28
4
3% 4

Hazeltine Corp.
Nat. Union Radio

+

1/e

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)
W)R ('Detroit)

-

Asked

21
34

20 YEDRS DGO TODDY
(June 7, 1924)
Following successful initial experi-

ments, the Board of Education of
New York City has given recogni.
tion to radio as an educational aid
-..Newspapers are predicting the
general use throughout the United
States of education by radio....In
addition to his announcing chores,
Harvey W. Whitby is a member of

Asserting that charges that there
were racketeers and crooks in the
ranks of labor must be true because
nobody had refuted them, Petrillo
called upon Green to "use all the
power and money of the American
Federation of Labor to see that the

GREATEST STATE

Petrillo didn't indicate whom he
had in mind when he said "if you
do away with the crooked employers,
then they will not be able to deal

OVER STATION

ROCHESTER
N. Y.

If you'd like to get
listeners for the dollar

spend in Baltimore
then get facts on W -I... the independent sta

otoginigirr
Few Stations in the

with thé crooked labor leaders."
Declaring that no labor leader could

Nation Can Equal
KOA's Dominance in.
DEALER PREFERENCE 168.8%)

00

LISTENER LOYALTY (69%)

d

IN WASHINGTON

o

o

I

1

to

PROGRAMS (9 out attopl0t

THERESA BILLION
pOL1AK MARKET?

/i
WSAY

deliver union votes to any political

cash figures !

of the AFL."

COVER THE 3rd
IN THE COUNTRY'S

flashes.

when you get to

party, Petrillo said, "nobody is going
to deliver the vote of the American
employers also are convicted when Federation of Musicians but the AFM
they connive with the labor leaders itself."

lack Poppele's operating staff.

LARGEST MARKET

they would be likely to remain at
home tonight to listen to the news

Yes, radio time buying

be done with a slide
these days ... particu

011

AT YOUR

FITIPS

Sell Them on

states)

FIRST IN DENVER

OL

Represented Nationally

Affiliated with Mutual

Nat'l Reps. SPOT SALES, INC.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco

1.11

POWER (50,000 Watts'
COVERAGE (parts at 1

6y

v

Wh Y
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

Spat Sales

REPRESCNTED BY HEADLEY-El

1 734 DOLLAR BILLS

PROVE STRENGTH OF WJZ ' S

NEW,

S TROrTGEx

SIGNAL

On a recent daytime participation program over WJZ, two announcements
pulled 1,734 letters, each containing a nice, green,

(2) Our program policy has no truck with staid
or stodgy program formulae. To quote Harriet

Van Horne, radio editor of the New York

one -dollar bill.

World -Telegram, "The Blue is light -handed
with traditions." Yes, we're light -handed but
not light-hearted. We're getting hard-headed
business results.

And the cost per letter was less than one-third
what the sponsor had expected.

It surprised the sponsor. Yes, it even surprised 'us.
But here is the answer:

(1) WJZ's newly -located transmitter brings all of
WJZ's programs to greater New York with a
new, more powerful, clearer signal.

And besides, it's easy to do business with WJZ,
which means that good programs and good sales
follow with a minimum of fuss and feathers. Maybe

it's time you took another look at all the details
we're ready to furnish on request.

in the
NOW! Your Strongest Voíce
Key Station of The

WORLD'S RICHEST MARKET...

BLUE NETWORK
770 on your dial

4
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GOP's Convention

LOS MIELE!

Sets 4 -Web Schedule

By RALPH WILK

(Continued from Page 1)

at 12:30 p.m., EWT when Spangler
calls the delegates to order and introduces Gov. Dwight H. Green, of
Illinois, who will extend greetings
from the city and state delegates. On
the same night (June 26) at 10 p.m.,
EWT, ,,Spangler will introduce the

temporary chairman, Gov. Earl Warren of Calif. who is also the keynoter.
Listeners will hear Gov. Warren
broadcast the keynote speech to the

nation.

Tuesday, June 27, at 1 p.m., EWT
the permanent chairman, Rep. Joseph

Martin of Mass. takes over and at
night, starting 10 p.m., EWT, the
broadcast time will be given to expresident Herbert Hoover and Rep.
Claire Booth Luce of Conn. for their
discussion of national and interna-

MUNSON, hostess of the

ONA
,"Open House" program, is us

Notes Front a Ringside Seat... !
As expected it was RADIO which brought the electrifying news

of the arrival of D -Day
thei blaring loud -speakers' stream of bulletins, with the cheering news of successful landings on the coast of France.
proved a striking antonym to the silent prayers of a thrilled and aroused
Nation

all NBCommercial

programs

were

cancelled

in

order

to

bring the momentary news flashes to the people as soon as expedient
OVER THERE, they are doing more than what was expected of them
OVER HERE, let us do likewise
BUY THOSE WAR BONDS.

* * *
After several years as Program Director, announcer,
Sports Commentator and producer at KSD, St. Louis, Frank Eschen,

tional issues. Wed., June 28, at,1 p.m.,

began to wonder if there were other places where a fellow could
go and do things
but ere he could do more than "wonder,"

to be read to the delegates. That

Fate took a hand when he received one of those "Presidential Greetings," donned khaki and was sent to Camp Ellis, near Peoria, Ill.

EWT the GOP platform is expected
night at 10 p.m. nominations for the
presidency will begin and possibly
the ballotting will be concluded. This.
of course is subject to whatever delay
may take place.
May Air V. -P. Nomination

The broadcast schedule for Thurs-

day, June 29, is not definitely arranged, but it is believed that the
afternoon session will again be on
the air at 1 p.m., EWT. If the Presidential nomination has already been
effected, this time will be given over

to nomination and naming of the
It is pointed out that all times of
broadcasts will have to be flexible
candidate for vice-president.

because of unscheduled delays bound
to occur. However, broadcasts normally will begin at 1 p.m., EWT and
10 p.m., EWT on all days except the
first when the opening broadcast will

start at 12:30 p.m., EWT. Each pro-

gram is scheduled to run about 60
minutes, but all are subject to change

one ,way or the other, either cut or
lengthened.
All of the networks as well as many

independent stations will have full
staffs of reports and commentators
covering the event. These listings and
the special coverage planned have appeared in the columns of RADIO DAILY

recently.

some time later, Eschen visited his home town and friends greeted
him with "Hey, Frank, thought you were in Kiska, Africa or New
Guinea?"
this decided him so when the KSDoughboy got back
to Camp, he asked the C. O. for a transfer to a combat Zone
the C. O. liked the spirit, recommended his prómotion to Corporal
and promised a transfer
Corp. Eschen was thus transferred to
Scott Field, Ill, which is on the outskirts of St. Louis
and is
now in charge óf the Scott Field twice weekly radio shows aired via

-you guessed it-KSD.

.

.

Bob Hamilton, for the past four

years staff organist at NBC's Gotham studios, will leave for Hollywood next week
the doctor prescribed California climate to
restore his ailing wife's health. . . . In the past, while out in
Chicago, vocalist Eddy Howard was credited with having written
and sung numerous song hits
currently at Frank Dailey's Terrace
Room in Newark, as Maestro of his own band, Eddy should find it a
springboard'to musical heights.... Scripter Mort Lewis has been
appointed Expert Consultant to the Secretary of War and will be
assigried ,to the Special Services Division of the Joint Army and
Navy Committee
to help develop dramatic and comedy shows
at hospitals and utilizing the talents of the patients themselves... .
Eddie Garr will be a CBSummer-replacement with a program of
his own.... Long-range booking department:-Ezio Pinza will
appear .on the NBC "Telephone Hour" January 15, 1945 and Marian
Anderson will guestrill on that same program April 9.... Larry
Fitzgerald at NCAC is quite proud (and justifiably so) these days....
his son Sgt. Larry, Jr., was awarded the Purple Heart in the Anzio
Beach action.... Hazel Scott will have a double opening June
21
she returns to Barney Josephson's Cafe Society Uptown and
doubles into the Roxy theater. . . . Fred Waring goes off the
NBChesterfield program tomorrow which is also the Maestro's birth-

rf

her spare time very admirably th
days. She's working on the Rehab
tation Program at Fort MacArtl
and Birmingham Hospitals teach
Occupational Therapy to our injul
soldiers who are recuperating

hospital.
"Say It With Music," hea
KMPC, Monday through Friday,

program of fine music from must4
comedies and light opera. It runs c(
tinuously for 55 minutes without ca
mercials, and features different so.
ists each day.

Latest addition to the Blue Ni

work's production staff is Bob Lig:
who comes to the network from W:
ner Brothers, where he was an assi'
ant director. Light also has been co
nected with M -G -M and Gaumor

British, and has written scripts f
radio shows both in this country,

Canada, and for the BBC.
Proof that Georgia Gibbs, featurt
singer on the Moore -Durante "Car
van" broadcast, has become a favori
of the service men was evidenced th
week when she was booked for a fu
month in advance by the Army Sp(
cial Services for overseas broadcast
She will be heard in two "Comman
Performances," a "Mail Call' broac
cast and a "Personal Album" prograr
she'll do every Thursday. Stars chc
sen for these shows are picked
basis of mail received from ov

troops.

Merchants Study Te1e
Irwin Shane, executive director
the Television Workshop, has b
requested by Arkwright, Inc., Nett
York syndicate representing 200 large

department and specialty

New York on June 13th. Shane has
been television consultant to the
Awkright Member Stores for some

time.

.

CHATfiAÑO

four current

.

-

ELTATIVE

*

Irn Phillips, for the past 14 years a successful radio scripter
across the board daytimers on NBC, "The Guiding Light," "Today's Children." "Road Of Life," and "Women In White."(
was formerly a school teacher in Dayton. Ohio, tried her hand as a
radio actress in Chicago and was given her start as a writer, when a
local station manager asked her to write a special Memorial Day program
for May 30, 1930.
Allan Jones and Universal Pix have kissed and
made up so Jones will move his radio show to the coast this Fall when he
(writes

ENVER MAR i

*

.

resumes his cinemactivities.

* *

Remember Pearl Harbor -

Á
Iá

IN THE

day

*

storess,,,''' to

arrange a television "seminar" 16@'a
group of store executives, meeting in

HEART OF

TVA
POWER

EMPIRE

WDOD
CBS
5,000 WATTS
DAY AND,

NIGHT'

PAUL N:: RAYMER CO.
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adiós D -Day Coverage
Clients Co -Op

bandoning All
mercial Anns.
:ontinued from Page 1)

The regheduled programs may be
programs today.

or rebuilt to fit the news
he hour so that all the lat-

Francis J. Spellman, Archbishop of Dupuy read announcement from
New York. and Military. Vicar of the SHAEF in London; 3:34, Eliot on
U.

S. armed forces; by Dr. Israel again; From this time on London was

Goldstein, and by the Right Reverend on and .off. Eisenhower on at 3:47;.
William T. Manning; and of a special 4:07, Prime Minister of Nethe$Íands
message to the women of America by speech,;
Mrs. Eleanor Mosévelt. These were 5:14, Richard C. Hottelet, CBS man
broadcast during the morning hours! L_flew-ovér with first forces-went in
At 7 a.m., when the network usually Marauder -bomber-told his story at
opens, it was announced that one this time; Charles Collingwood of
minute out of each program begin- CBS went over with invasion forces
ning at 11 a.m., would be given over in a LCT (landing craft tank). He
to invasion news.
made a' record while going over_

on news and invasion fea be presented to the listen; without delay.
CBS Invasion Log
fetwork newsmen here and
12:37 a.m., An AP report of invasion
e on constant duty to pre- from
German sources put on air by
serious interpretation of Calmer,
CBS news analyst, followed
reaking events. Many fea - by Announcer Erwin Darlington. Both
being prepared hourly, pointed out report was unconfirmed;
to be either worked into,
of report on 1:00 a.m., 1:30,
lace the regular programs. Repeat
and 2:30 news; 3:00 a.m., Bob
and war messages will be 2:00
Trout
took
portable mike into news
i for the regular commer- room, reading'
teletype dispatches
uncements."
air from tickers; 3:17 a.m., Maj.
ttely on receiving the news. over
Fielding Eliot, CBS military
of mobilizing an "invasion George
went on air with discussion
m" at the network head - analyst
probably invasion tactics.
was started under the di - ofAround
3:30, Paul White (who had
John Madigan, manager of been monitoring
communications
newsroom in New York.
facilities from overseas) told Trout
deously, a bulletin was warning had come of important anevery station on the net main on the air indefinitely nouncement at 3:42; 3:32, Colonel
g that the network, which
closes at 3 a.m., EWT,
itinue in operation.
Vellotta, assistant director
end special features, arrived
:e one before 2 a.m. and took
i. °,diately. Close on his heels
r. Johnstone, news and speºe res director, who assumed

Clergy On Networks

Offer Up Prayers
Throughout Day

Gaulle in 11:30 to 11:41. Went back
commercial until 12:41:05 when all
commercials went off; At 5:45-6:00
Wrigley scheduled program; 6:15-6:30,

Edwin C. Hill program; 7:15-7:30,
Nesbitt program; 7:30 to 7:55, Bayer
aspirin program-American Melody

sent it back to London where it was Hour.
7:55, News; 8-8:30, Corwin show;
broadcast; Bill Downs is with'513r'itish

forces; Larry. Lesueur with American 8:30-9, news; 9-9:30 Burns and Allen;
ground forces, Williard Shadel, some- 9:30, Cresta Blanca; 10:00 p.m., Preswhere at sea, and Edward R. Murnow, ident Roosevelt then special CBS
Charles Shaw and Hottelet are in news program; no more commercials.
London.

NBC Invasion Log

From between 4 and 8 the mike 12:41 a.m., Flash Bulletin from Gershuttled back and forth ... heard in man Transocean News Agency that
New York were Eliot, Quentin, Rey- the invasion had begun from the west
nolds, Bob Trout; Bill Henry from and that the French port of Le Havre
Washington. From first announcement
on news filled everything. WABC had
a commercial news show before 9:15
which cut announcement to bone.
At 10:00 the network went on with

was being shelled. No allied confirmation; 1:00 a.m., Flash-War Department
had no report on invasion beginning;

1:37 a.m., Robert St. John. No allied
confirmation yet; 3:00 a.m., London

first commercial show-Valiant'Lady, Overseas Radio, in Dutch, asked Eurocontinued commercial till 11:30 then pean people to keep away from military
cut them off to bring London and De
(Continued on Page 7)

:arlin Checks News
I

e

1

t:

Carlin, vice-president in
programs, was seated in his
ning to the announcements
adio, his main object to see
the developments were be-

d in an orderly manner.
trry, Eastern program mana vantage point in the

s

coordinated activities and

Also on duty
supervisor of an and James Bixler and Edrens, manager and assistJer of night programs, and
corps of commentators.
schedules.
Diaz,

n

t >me staff members in New
h their ears glued to monitor

1g up every available bit
trom Berlin and London,

).

e covering the latest news
nts in Washington. Ray

the Blue staff in the natal, was giving a running
1
nappenings direct from the
s entagon Building.
had been made of special
n yers by the Most Reverend

unouncer Needed
ET and DETAILS

C*
**cut's

Pioneer

WDRC
Broadcasters"

The American Composers AIliance
announces the appointment of

Broadcast Music, Inc.
as exclusive radio and television licensing agent

Officers and directors of ACA: Aaron, Copland, Marion
Bauer, Harrison Kerr, Otto Luening, Nicolai Berezowslcy,
Elliott Carter, Henry Cowell, Miriam Gideon, Goddard
Lieberson, Wallingford Riegger, Carlos Salzedo, Elie Siegmeister, Virgil Thomson.
e
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Key Cities' Invasion COVE
Washington Listens
To Web Outlets
Through Night

during his musical clock show. While you through the courtesy of so-andhe read) the engineer on the program so." WBBM also is shortening all

called staff members at home and broadcasts by two to two and a half
called an all-nite restaurant to send minutes to bring its listeners the lat-

over a dozen hamburgers, half a gallon of coffee and four fried chickens.
(Continued from Page 1)
WOL staffers immediately went to
radio for the up-to-the-minute cov- work on an invasion advertisement,
erage of "D -Day" developments pre- and were the only station to feature
vailed in Washington with receivers their invasion coverage in the early
in use everywhere.
editions of the afternoon papers.

est invasion news bulletins. This is in
addition to the station's regular news

Chicago And Co

Hear War Nei
First Over Al

periods.
confirmed invasion news,
WMAQ has cancelled all local com- eles stations have been giv'

mercials in favor of direct network intensive -coverage to D news coverage of the invasion, A eliminated all commercial
roundup broadcast of local reaction
day and confl
All the nets had been at the Pen- to the invasion as conducted by Alex the entire
to news and mus
Capital Relies on Radio
tagon Building, broadcasting directly Dreier, NBC news analyst from 11:45 grams
were offered by leading r
Washington-Government officials- from the War Department. NBC and to 12 noon.
tives of Catholic, Protestant
military and civilian-received their
Blue Program Revamped
ish faiths.
first news of the invasion yesterday
"D -Day" Prayers
WENR, claimed a scoop on the inDuring the night, John

from radio, with the city's broad-

casters having an eight -hour stretch
through the night during which they
had practically no competition from
the morning newspapers. Home deliv-

ery editions of the morning papers
carried only the Nazi reports, without allied confirmation.

The city's four network stations
were on all night without a break,

Philadelphia - Anticipating listener reaction once the invasion
news broke, WFIL some weeks

ago recorded prayers in the words
of religious leaders of all denominations. Starting at dawn yesterday these transcribed prayers were

interspersed with news bulletins

and were an essential part of

WFIL's early invasion coverage.
and will be on 24 -hour schedules indefinitely now. The two independent CBS arranged special remotes from
stations-WWDC and WINX-both the Capitol, the former at the Senate

vasion announcement in the Chicago Sam Baiter, Lou Marcelle,

WENR, whose normal sign off time Tuesday afternoon. For fir
is 1:00 a.m., CWT, remained on the its history, KMPC at mid

air until 3:08 a.m. CWT, at which time on a 24 -hour basis, so as to
WLS took over. A steady stream of coverage to invasion news,
invasion bulletins was aired by continue to offer 24 -hour
WENR-WLS during the remaining long as possible. It formerly
hours of the day.
off the air from midnight t
The major change which Blue has sold six five-minute ne
officials in Chicago had to undertake to Sparkletts to be devot
as far as programming was concerned, sion news.
was a complete revamping of the netStation Phones N
work's one -hour "Breakfast Club"
show. Merrit R. Schoenfeld, vice-pres- As per its promise to
ident; James Stirton, assistant general friends, KMTR made 1,000
manager, and Gene Rouse, news edi- calls to give the news. Lou
tor, working with Don McNeill, the who had lived on a strip of

expedite plans for the Fifth War
Band Drive starting June 12th,
Robert J. Smith, chief of the radio division of the War Finance
committee of the Treasury, an-

they called and asked that their copy reel showings. They have been going
be killed in favor of OWI bond mes- in for several weeks now, but the
sages, blood plasma appeals, etc., a schedule was stepped up yesterday.
few commercial announcements were

News Takes Precedence

day, the station announc

services at various churche
At 7:45 a.m. Nelson Prin
bia Pacific commentator, w
air to analyze report. Up to
Columbia Pacific eli
jingles in spot announce
also cancelled announcemen
shows.

and Mort Millman, formerly of

NBC and more recently connected

with the Treasury Dept., will be
in charge of the New York radio
information service. Street will

have charge of agency relations
and Millman will handle production assignments.

The historic D-day come

Luke's Evangelical Lutheran
wide prayers for the success of "D - Church, Chicago. The broadcasts,
Day." WGN is following the policy seven minutes in length and heard
of cancelling all programs in favor from 3:00 to 3:15 p.m., CWT, consisted of short addresses, prayers and
of invasion news.
WBBM is carrying its regular choir numbers.

WBYIV

WBYN's "MINUTE PROOflA',
The central division of the Blue MING" is geared for momenta,
made two special religious pickups
during D -Day. One came from the A. P. and I. N. S. reports eVe
broadcast at 11:17 a.m. Tuesday in Methodist Camp Ground Tabernacle few minutes. Get set todaydu
which the Mayor delivered a message in Des Plaines and the second from 1430-your "Minute" News
to the city and clergy, calling for city- St.
June 7

Glen Gray
Mann Holiner
Reed Snyder
Alois Havrilla

Hyla Kiczales
Hope Summers
Leonard Kapner
Torn Slater

schedule of commercial programs,

minus the commercials. The broadcasts merely carry the announcement

Full Coverage In Los Angeles

Los Angeles-In addition to scoop-

that "this program was brought to ing local dailies by a wide margin on

rlr

early analysis of invasion.

government messages were given
throughout the broadcast.

Hale Court between the WGN studio
building and Tribune Tower to relay
invasion news to Michigan Avenue
crowds. The station also brought
Mayor Kelly to its studios for a

if

sion coast, and Robert

nounced yesterday the opening of
e New York office to service advertising agencies and radio stations and networks. Julian Street

during the morning, with more schedChicago-Invasion news took preuled to go on again in the evening.
over everything else on ChiAside from the actual news cover- cedence
cago stations yesterday, the first day
age, music was the broadcast material of full-scale "D -Day" operations.
on all stations-with very little time WGN, the Chicago Tribune station,
even for music. Washington stations was on the air at 11:46 Monday night
all reported nearly full staffs on hand. with the first flash from the German
At WOL for instance, only station Radio announcing the invasion. WGN
regularly on a 24 -hour schedule, interrupted a Mutual network proFrank Young was handed the bulle- gram to feed the news to the network.
tin carrying the Nazi announcement Tuesday morning WGN installed two

huge loudspeaker horns in Nathan

Ei

area, pointing out that it gave its mont and Bill Pennell
listeners the D -Day news two minutes news, while John Burton,
before any other Chicago station. with KNX made a spec

signed off at one a.m. and returned Radio Gallery and the latter at the
to the air later-the former at 3:40 House Radio Gallery. Senators Barkand the latter at 2:30.
ley, White, Bennett Clark and Lister
Station reports of the time of the Hill and Representative Clare Booth
first announcement of the Nazi re- Luce were on the NBC show.
ports indicate that WRC, NBC outIn addition, NBC had a morning
let was firsts on the air with the an- special featuring the wives of four of
nouncemenfl-at 12:39. WMAL (Blue) our military leaders in the European programs emcee, worked out a satisreported its first announcement at theater, plus a statement from Mrs. factory show, switching it from the
12:40:20, with WOL (MBS) and Dwight Eisenhower, who was out of
-making format to a serious and
WTOP (CBS) a few minutes behind. town. The four were the wives of mirth
sedate 60 -minute production. All
Generals Spaatz and Doolittle and commercial
Commercial Shows Ditched
aspects of the program
Commercial programs were killed all Admirals Kirk and Stark.
were dropped and news bulletins and
day yesterday, with credit for time WMAL put on a special series of
announced on some stations and not on news broadcasts from the studios,
New Treasury Office
others. Sponsors did not complain, feeding into all down town theaters,
As a sequel to "D.Day" and to
with program directors reporting that these bulletins following the news-

heard on the independent stations

(

For Auoitabilitie,:

WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. Mgr.
St.tion WBYN, Brooklyn, N. V.

,l.

i.
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/ítadio's D -Day Coverage
1de Taste Shown
4 Commercials
'JJDay Adjusted

order of the day was read; 3:50 a.m.,
Gen. Eisenhower spoke from invasion
headquarters; 3:55 a.m., BBC announced that Gen. de Gaulle had arrived in England; 3:56 a.m., King
Haakon of Norway spoke, warning
his people on premature uprisings.
(Continued from Page 5)
4:00 a.m., Herbert Clark, speaking
ions and underground lead sport to "your trusted leaders. from London described invasion
for
armada;
4:05 a.m., DNB announced
th speed. Be prepared
ng. There is bombardment that allied troops are fighting ten
miles inland from the coast of Norort of Le Havre."
,m., BBC quoted Berlin radio mandy; 4:10 a.m., DNB announced
g, "There is a Bombardment that allied troops were reinforced at
tort of Le Havre"; 3:12 a.m., dawn at the mouth of the Seine; 4:24
News Agency announced that a.m., Berlin radio switched from invabomber formations attacked sion news to hymns and marches;
ass and Dunkirk areas; 3:16 4:29 a.m., German bulletin says allies
radon radio, in German, said landed 13 miles north of Le Havre;
nmander of the allied :armies 4:35 a.m., Wright Byran, NBC reation will notify the popula- porter gave first eye witness report
the west by means of pam- of invasion landings after returning
ne hour before the attacks"; from a flight over the area in a
:, NBC announced that a most Maurauder.

at bulletin would be broad 1:30 to 3:32.

BBC Sends News

5:08 a.m., BBC revealed points of

.m., Communique from allied landing and announced that heavy
headquarters announcing cruisers had aided by bombarding
.

of allied armies on Nor - the invasion coast; 5:09 a.m., DNB
coast of France.
reported that the first British para-

1.m., Gen. Eisenhower's first troops had been wiped out; 5:12 am.,
Berlin says that the entire coast from
Le Havre to Cherbourg was covered
by landings; 5:16 a.m., Berlin quoted
Tele Coverage
Dr. Otto Dietrich, Nazi press chief,
th the Allied Expeditionary
as saying that "we will give the allies
rs smashing inland from the
th coast, two New York tele g

stations went on the air

t

night with special events

ng the historic thrusts into

uropean continent.
V. Kaltenborn, veteran NBC
st, explained the D -Day hap-

gs with maps and charts in

a
a

p
h

cial one -hour video program
10 p.m., over WNBT, the net -

outlet. An official film sere from releases by photo.

ic units of the armed forces
ded an invasion background.
)R scrapped its weekly half tele program, "Video Varie-

for an invasion show at 9

EWT, over WARD, the Du
station. Featured were Bob
9, emcee -producer of the

r or
a

r
a

o

sight -and -sound

stanza,

supplied biographical

lies

of the Allied leaders,

Paul Killiam, assistant di of WOR's war services and
division, summarized the D -

news, which was televised
st a montage of newspaper
lines.

General Eisenhower's

of the day to the invasion
Is was read by Lee Wallace

nusical accompaniment.
Mont's program for tonight
is keduled to use specially pre.
invasion maps for the first
p
t in Sam Cuff's video commen.
L

I'The Face of the War," for
r Brothers. By that time Al.
troops are expected to have
teased far enough inland to
lde

sufficient

geographical

Hal for televised illustration.

ially confirmed in an Allied Communique at 3:32 a.m.
Alfred J. McCosker, president of
WOR and chairman of the board of
Mutual, announced that effective 12
noon, yesterday, news bulletins were

broadcast every half hour on the broadcasts carried by WMCA were:

hour' and half-hour throughout the Harold Butler, the British minister,
day and evening.
Heading up the news operations for
WOR was Dave Driscoll, director of
the WOR war services and news division.

from Washington at 3:30 p.m.; Richard

Eaton, Washington political analyst,
and Henri Hoppenot, chief representative of the French National Com-

First news analyst to reach a mittee

WOR microphone was Sydney Moseley, who supplied commentaries during the early hours. He was followed
by Charles Hodges, Royal Arch Gunnison and Paul Schubert.
Independents Alert

of Liberation, at 6:15-6:30
p.m.; various intervals featured Louis
Dolivet, head of Free World Association in analyses of the French Underground activities.

WINS on 24 -Hour Shed

WINS' first step in its D -Day pro-

New York's independent stations gramming was to order deletion of
were on the beam with invasion re- all commercials for the entire day.
ports being made almost as soon as This was ordered by Clarence C.

they were received shortly after mid- Cosby, the station's general manager,
night, yesterday.
in order to make way for all news
WNEW Goes "All -Out"

bulletins and feature analyses pro-

for its listeners. Music was
Art Ford, emcee of the "Milkman's gramsvery
little throughout the day.
Matinee," aired WNEW's first an- used
and rabbis broadcast
nouncement of the invasion, while the Clergymen
prayers at various intervals. Stephen
first Allied report was announced by Garrett,
newscaster, is credited with
Bill Williams at 3:34 a.m. Jo Ranson,
the first report for the
public relations manager, announced announcing
station at 2 a.m., from a German

that this station dispensed with all
commercials for the entire day. All
public service features were aimed
to arouse more interest in the purchase of War Bonds and donations
a hot reception"; 5:17 a.m., Berlin says for the Red Cross Blood Bank. Martin

"six heavy Allied battleships and 20 Block, emcee of station's "Make Bedestroyers are shelling the French lieve Ballroom," led his listeners in
coast from Le Havre to Boulogne"; prayer at 10 a.m. Other recorded "In5:19 a.m., Berlin reported that strong vasion Prayers" made by Army and
enemy air attacks have been launched Navy chaplains were presented at inin Dieppe area.
tervals throughout the day. Among
5:23 a.m., NBC president, Niles the news analysts were Jacqueline
Trammell, announced that until Hanamard of the French Press, and
further notice, NBC would cancel all Horace L. Sewell, noted British comsponsored broadcasts other than regu- mentator. Bruno Shaw, newscaster,
larly scheduled newscasts; 5:26 a.m., announced the special news bulletins
BBC reported that ABSIE station is throughout the day with Jo Ranson
being jammed by enemy, as it broad- relieving him at various intervals
casts. Eisenhower's order of the day; throughout the afternoon and even5:30 a.m., David Anderson, NBC re- ing. Among the station's personnel
porter in London says midget sub- who went on the air were Ted Cott,
marines have been working secretly program producer, and Max Weiner,
for the past three days establishing chief engineer. WNEW also presented
water markers to guide the invasion eye -witness reports from the liscraft to their beachheads.
tening room of the OWI's shortwave
5:59 a.m., Berlin says four Anglo- receivers. Besides the regular news
American paratroop units which bulletins, the station scheduled more
landed in the River Orne area (near than 100 special news programs, with
Le Havre) have been almost entirely the news channeled from the PA,
wiped out; 6:12 a.m., Berlin says an Daily News wires and the BBC.
Allied warship was afire in the ChanDispenses With Commercials
nel and said a number of Americans
had been taken prisoner near Cher- WMCA's announcer credited with
bourg; 6:27 a.m., BBC says 15 Allied making the first announcement was

bombers have been lost in the first John McKnight, with Johannes Steele,
phase of the invasion; 6:45 a.m., BBC the station's special news analyst of
says Tivoli, 30 miles northeast of European affairs, carrying on from
1:30 to 8:30 a.m. At 3:40 a.m., this
Rome has been taken by Allies.
WOR's Impressive Coverage

News Staff Groggy
From Lack Of Old Fashioned Sleep

station projected a transcribed prayer
which was made by Dr. Frank King -

WOR, New York, dropped its regu- don, and at 4:45 a.m., Dr. Kingdon
larly scheduled programs yesterday presented the day's first analysis of
in order to give its listeners complete the news from Washington.
All commercials were dispensed
news coverage of D -Day events. The
first broadcast aired from the WOR with for the entire day by WMCA,
newsroom was made at 12:45 a.m., with news bulletins and news anaEWT, as reported by the German lyses replacing the majority of feanews agency, Transocean, and offic- ture programs. Among the exclusive

source. The first Allied report was
announced by Joseph Tobin at 3:32
a.m. Among the other WINS staffers
who were occupied at the micro (Continued on Page 8)

Ryan's Tribute

Drawing upon the kno 'how acquired through months o preparation, radio is keeping t e Ameri-

can people informed of the pro.

gress of the fight for liberation of
Europe, NAB President I. Harold
Ryan said yesterday. American,
are instinctively rushing to their

radio to keep up with the near,
from the fighting fronts, Ryan
said, with radio coverage far transcending the job done by radio in

reporting the Pearl Harbor disaster.

The Ryan "D -Day" message to
the industry in part follows:

"As we listen today we knon

how essential were the weeks and
months of preparation by stations

and networks to bring this story
home to America without inter-

ruption or delay. The responsibility which weighed so heavily upon
the broadcasters, the numerous
assurances which were given our
listeners, are now more than justified by the reliance which
fathers, mothers, wives, sisters

and brothers are placing on this

vast system of communication for
minute to minute news, for word,
of cheer and comfort from leader.,
the world around. In its vigilance
and preparedness for the recounting of this momentous event.
American radio has distinguished
itself as a great heart which never
stops beating."
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Complete D -Day I

`President's 'Prayer

Alert On Invasion
(Continued from Page 7)

The following is the text of the prayer by President

phone to relieve announcers were:

Robert Eastman, night program direc-

Franklin D. Roosevelt which was read by him during his
broadcast to the nation on all networks at 10 p.m., last

continued to broadcast news bulletins

night:

tor, and Miss Mary Daly, the daytime program director. The station
throughout last night. The last an-

nouncement from the press room in-

formed RADIO DAILY that it would

tf

next 24 hours.
WOV Varies Programs

suffering humanity.

not close down its facilities for the
The multiple language broadcaster,

LMIGHTY GOD: Our sons, pride of our nation, this day
have set upon a mighty endeavor, a struggle to preserve our
republic, our religion, and our civilization, and to set free a

WOV, went on the air at 6:45 a.m.
with Hans Jacob, its English news

"Lead them straight and true; give strength to their arms, stoutnessi
to {¢eir hearts, steadfastness to their faith.

Lloyd, femcee of "Wake Up, New
York," gave two newscasts, plus the
many extra early news bulletins. At
8 a.m., Italian language broadcasts

"They will need Thy blessings. Their road will be long and hard.
The enemy is strong. He may hurl back our forces. Success may not
come with rushing speed, but we shall return again and again; and we
know that by Thy grace, and by the righteousness of our cause, our

commentator, making an unscheduled
news analysis. At 7-8 a.m., Peggy

began with announcements carried by

Giuliano Gerbi, news commentator.
During the 10 -hour Italian period,
there were 16 regularly scheduled

news periods, which were augmented
with special newscasts, news features
and frequent bulletins, plus four special unscheduled programs. At 6 p.m.,

WOV resumed its English language

broadcasting with news reports.
Among those participating: Tom
Morgan, news commentator, Hans
Jacob, and Alan Courtney.
WHN's Comprehensive Cover

With the first flash from German

sources shortly after midnight, WHN's

news staff alerted immediately with
Newscaster Al Godwin on duty. This
flash was placed on the air and calls
were made to News Director Sidney
Walton and Station Director Herbert
L. Pettey, who arrived at the station
shortly afterwards. The transmitter
was placed on 24 -hour duty and a few
seconds after the official Allied -Communique announcing the French land-

ing hit the WHN news tickers, the
bulletin was on the air and D -Day
plans went into effect. Godwin and
Taylor Grant announced the Invasion
'news as quickly as it came in over
AP, UP and Reuters news wires.
All commercial and sustaining programs were interrupted, and in many

cases cancelled, as the news war-

ranted, and the news staff remained
on a 24 -hour duty, and will continue
this schedule during the coming critical weeks, Pettey announced.
WEVD opened its broadcasting
facilities at 7 a.m. with the first news

report announced by Oscar Goren,

shortly after which Rabbi Israel
Goldstein followed with a prayer. The

remainder of the day's schedule was
devoted to news bulletins and analyses

by C. Tauber and Dr. Louis Hendin,
with Goren interspersed. Practically
all commercials were ordered off the

air to make way for public service
features for the Red Cross and War
Bonds.
WQXR's Varied Schedule

WQXR's entire Invasion day schedule was also devoted to news broad-

casts, religious programs of prayer

and special shortwave broadcasts from

the BBC in England, ear since the

station opened at 7 a.m.

Wednesday, June

sons will triumph.

;;They will be sorely tried, by night and by day, without rest-till the
victory is won. The darkness will be rent by noise and flame. Men's
souls will be shaken with the violences of war.

"These are men lately drawn from the ways of peace. They fight
not for the lust of conquest. They fight to end conquest. They fight
to liberate. They fight to let justice arise, and tolerance and goodwill
among all Thy people. They yearn but for the end of battle, for their
return to the haven of home.
"Some will never return. Embrace these, Father, and receive them,
Thy heroic servants, into Thy kingdom.
"And for us at home-fathers,, mothers, children, wives, sisters and
brothers of brave men overseas, whose thoughts and prayers are ever
with them-help us, Almighty God, to rededicate ourselves in renewed
faith in Thee in this hour of great sacrifice.

Many people have urged that' I call the nation into a single day
of special prayer. But because the road is long and the desire is great,
{ask that our people devote themselves in continuance of prayer. As
we rise to each new day, and again when each day is spent, let words
of prayer be on our lips, invoking Thy help to our efforts.
"Give us strength, too-strength in our daily tasks, to redouble the
contributions we make in the physical and material support of our

armed forces.

And let our hearts be stout, to wait out the long travail, to bear
sorrows that may come, to impart our courage unto our sons wheresoever they may be..

"And, O Lord, give us faith. Give us faith in Thee; faith in our sons;

Carried By
Steady stream of flash
mentary was handled th

terday and last night as
early hours of D -Day. All
cials and sustainings on Mut
interrupted thereafter and
further notice. MBS time follows:

First invasion flash fro
man radio and news ag

ocean was carried by Mu
a.m. yesterday morning.
EWT the network ran
that Allied paratroops w

at the mouth of the Sein
1:25 a.m. BBC broadcast

asking Hollanders to k

roads; 1:33 a.m. German
agency " DNB, confirms

o

flash; 1:44 a.m. War Dep
Washington said it had no
tion; 2:30 a.m. War Dept. s

for duty in Capital; 2 a.
no information and web
mary; 3 a.m, another su

a.m. London reports bomb
port of LeHavre, and war
ground to report; 3.32
Headquarters announces i
Rest of early morning sch
3:38 a.m. Sydney Moseley
York; 3:38 a.m. Order of Th
Murrow from London. (M
of broadcast pool). 3:39 a.
Moseley and Herbert Clark

don. Description of start o

from England. 3:45 a.m. Syd
ley; 3:54 to 4:15 a.m. Lon

of Norway and translation.
Communique No. 1. Prime
of Netherlands and translat
Minister of Belgium and
Repeat of Communique
a.m. Dave Driscoll and Sy
ley; 4:17 a.m. from Londo

named Bryan described
troops in France; 4:31 a.

Moseley with message fro
4:39 a.m. John Vandercook
don (pooled); 4:43 a.m. Da
with resume.

At 4:48 a.m. James Will

London; 4:51 am. Dave Dris

a.m. announcement that late
day King George and FDR Sri
5:07 a.m. Charles Hodges resu

N. Y.; 5:08' a.m. London, de
of our paratroop landing.
At 5:15 a.m. Driscoll anno
rival of DeGaulle in Lon

faith in each other; faith in our united crusade. Let not the keenness
of our spirit ever be dulled. Let not the impacts of temporary events,
of temporal matters of but fleeting moment-let not these deter us in

a.m. London summary, Rich

"With Thy blessing, we shall prevail over the unholy forces of our
enemy. Help us to conquer the apostles of greed and racial arrogances.
Lead us to the saving of our country, and with our sister nations into
a world unity that will spell a sure peace-a peace invulnerable to the
schemings of unworthy men. And a peace that will let all men live in
freedom, reaping the just rewards of their honest toil.

a.m. Charles Hodges from N.
This coverage continued

our unconquerable purpose.

"Thy will be done, Almighty God.
"Amen."

ett in interview with som
took part in D -Day opera

Germans were caught nap
a.m. Dave Driscoll from N
a.m. Arthur Mann from Lon
a.m. when WOR-Mutual

that news from then on

heard on the hour and half
urgent bulletins being brou
mediately, during course of

gram then on the air.

Chase Agency Joins

San Diego-The Barnes
pany has been elected to m
in the American Associatio
vertising Agencies.
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TEN CENTS

Webs On Normal Skeds
NIC-Northwestern 'U'

"Superman"

WOR has been taking a little

PI 125 For 'Institute'

kidding about using its show -star
"Superman" to help out on the
invasion trials and tribulations fall-

.icago-From the hundreds of ap,nts who sought admission to the
i t annual NBC -Northwestern Unity Summer Radio Institute, 125
been selected to attend the 1944
on, which will be held from June
August 26. Deadline for enroll -

ing on the hard-working news staff.

However a candidate for the title
also appears to be the station's
Dave Driscoll who has to his credit
at least one straight 24 -hour stretch
of duty, then got six hours of shuteye.

i was June 2. The student body
represent 32 states with 25 stu-

1

s coming from Illinois, eight each
t Wisconsin and Indiana, and five

from New York, Kansas and
tessee. Others will come from
l as far as Washington, on the
(Continued on Page 7)

UAW Petitions FCC

On WHKC Matter

On Four Major Networks; Hot News

Will Break In As Warranted
and stations sought to return to nor-

For Axis Radio Agents

if

1

b
e

a bond rally at Hempstead, L. I., in
the first of a series of tie-ups in aiding the Treasury Department's sale

CBS' Post -War Tele Aims
In a talk before the Kiwanis Club

of bonds. Yeste>iday's rally was held
(évision in hone and theater will in cooperation with the Arnold Con- of New York, held yesterday at the
Iscussed tonight by Edgar Kobak, stable department store. Pre -Fifth Hotel McAlpin, Gilbert Seldes, director of television programs for CBS,
ative vice-president of the Blue

)ork, and Ralph B. Austrian, exec.

president of the newly formed

I Television Corp., respectively, at
(Continued on Page 2)

Just In Time
Owensboro, Ky.-WOMW, 250 utter of this town, joined the Mu -

al network just in time to give
e home folks the full-but early

story of the invasion of Fortress
trope. About 24 hours after Mu.
isl service started, General Eisen-

twer gave the word, and the

sidents got the details through
rdney Moseley, James Willard,
id other MBS commentators.

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Pan, 6)

AP Covers Prem ature Flash
With 'Scoop' On Real News
Army Air Force Shows
Get New Time On Mutual

In a special teletyped message to
station managers and news editors,
Oliver

Gramling, assistant general

manager of Press Association, Inc.,
Ft. Worth, Tex.-A new broadcast admitted a bit of embarassment over
time for "The Army -Air Forces," the premature Invasion flash of last
official radio program of the AAF, week and then took occasion to credit
was announced last week by the the AP tickers with the first Invasion
Army Air Forces Training Command flash on Tuesday at 12:37 a.m.
and the Mutual Broadoasting System.
The message to the broadcasters
Beginning with this evening, June read in part as follows:
8th, the show will be aired from 9:30 "Yes, our face was slightly red over
(Continued on Page 2)

mal

schedules, with the general
scheme being to'break in on programs

the editorial value of the news

warranted such breaks. NBC returned
to commercial skeds yesterday mornWashington Bureau-RADIO DAILY
ing, and other webs had already held
Washington-The FCC has alerted pretty
much to their commercial
its network of monitoring stations to
keep constant and renewed vigil for commitments. CBS maintained its
and broke in as the news arespionage, or other clan estine trans- skeds
missions during the in, sion period, rived.
Chairman James Law ce Fly has Obligation to the regular pre-inva(Continued on Page 6)
announced. Special instructions -have

;tors Guild at a general member- union petition for intervention in the
s
meeting Tuesday in New York. matter last fall was denied by the
Special Bond Show
:ter officers chosen until June, FCC. WHKC had censored a portion
Mutual Broadcasting System will
were: William N. Robson, CBS
(Continued on Page 7)
d tor, vice-president; Harry Acker launch the Fifth War Loan Drive,
June 12, by presenting a star-studded
associate director of radio for
show over the entire network 10 to
ig & Rubicam, treasurer, and Wil- Opening Bond Rally
l' N. Sweets, free-lance director
11 p.m., EWT, which will feature the
Staged
By
WOR
Troupe
o Gang Busters," secretary. This
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 5)
Opening gun in the WOR Fifth War
Loan Drive was fired yesterday with Seldes Tells Kiwanis Club

ictak And Austrian Talks
For REC Tele Seminar

As D -Day Plus 2 arrived, networks

RID Placed On Alert

Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY
been issued by George E. Sterling
Wáshington-Still carrying on the chief of the Radio Intelligence Divifight it initiated last September, the sion.
United Automobile Workers (CIO)
"We are going on the theory that
Try Devine, free-lance writer - has petitioned the FCC for a rehear(Continued on Page 6)
tor of "Mr. District Attorney," ing on its May 16 grant of a license
elected president of the Radio renewal to WHKC, Columbus, O. The MBS Will Produce

a,y Devine Heads
Radio Directors Guild
d

Regular Commercial Schedules Held

(Continued on Page 5(

FCC Gives Rulings

On Station Matters
The FCC has set for hearing the
application of CBS and the KFAB

Broadcasting Co., of Lincoln, Nebraska, for approval of a stock deal

whereby CBS would transfer its license for WBT, Charlotte, N. C., to
the KFAB Broadcasting Co., at the
same time acquiring an interest in
KFAB. Details of this proposal were
(Continued on Page 61

Blue Creates New Post
Of Web Night Editor
Due to increase of week-end and
evening hour commercials on the
Blue, the position of night editor has
been created in the network's continuity acceptance department. As
(Continued on Page 5)

Token
Clarence Francis, president

o!

General Foods Corp. will appear
on the final Kate Smith program
of the season tomorrow night on
CBS and will present Miss Smith
with a check for $1.000.000 for the
purchase of War Bonds. This will

he one of several purchases of
bonds by General Foods during
course of the Filth War Loan drive
officially starting June 12.

Thursday, June 8,
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

Coming and Going

Price 10 Cts.

WALLACE A. WALKER, station

of
Editor WJHP, Jacksonville, affiliate of the manager
Blue NetBusiness Manager work, has arrived from Florida for conferences
at Rockefellet Center.
He plans to remain
until June 17.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),
LEE WILLIAMS, radio director of Fuller G

FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

manager of
Lawrence, Mass.

Listener Cos

ARTHUR SIMON, general manager of WPEN,

In Baltimore

GEORGE H.
is in

WLAW,

JASPERT,

town

station

from

Looked in yesterday at the offices of the station's

national

representatives.

expected back today at the home offices in
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, Smith & Ross, Inc., returned yesterday from is
after having been in Detroit and
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- Connecticut, where she vacationed the past Philadelphia
Chicago
since May 27.
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin two weeks with her husband, Cpl. John H.
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- Baker.
aginc Editor;
GEORGE V. DENNY, JR., moderator of "AmeriChester B.
Bahn, Vice.
Town Meeting of the Air" on the Blue
President- Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
DEWEY LONG, general manager of WELT, New ca's
is in Minneapolis for the broadcasting
Terms ('ost free) United States outside of Haven
outlet of the Blue Network, spent yes- Network,
of tonight's program, which will originate at
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, terday in Gotham.
year,

$15. Subscriber should remit with order.

WCTN under sponsorship of Minnesota Federa-

ALEXANDER T. GRIFFIN, Mutual network tion of Women's Clubs and the University of
Address ell communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone commentator originating at WIP, Philadelphia, Minnesota.
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7.6338. Chicago (15), will broadcast his Saturday night program from
JOE KELLY and his "Quiz Kids" program enI11.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone Atlantic City, where he will be guest of the
tourage are en route to New Orleans for the
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph Headliners Club.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
airing
of Sunday night's show at the Municipal
M. B. WOLENS, commercial manager
1607.
and Auditorium as the first stop in a Bond -selling
director of WCFL, Chicago, is on a short tour that will take them also to Baton
Rouge
Entered as second class matter, April 5, sales
business
to New York. Visited yesterday and Memphis.
1937, at the postoffrce at New York, N. Y., at the reptrip
offices here.
under the act of March 3, 1879.

FIIlAl1CIAL
-(Wednesday, June 7)

Am. Tel. & Tel

Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common

RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

High Low Close Chg.
1607/ 1601/2 160% - Vs
303/4

1934
12

3611

111/4
361/4

301/4

30

911
75
1S1/2

91/4
743/4

1001/4

9911
38

14%

(Continued from Page 1)

Loan Drive in Hempstead marked the the regular weekly video seminar of
contribution by Arnold Constable of the Radio Executives Club of New

schools will share in the $500,000 according to percentages in war bonds
91/2
they sell.
75
+
Considerable talent was brought
15
+ 1/4
991/ - 1/2 out to Hempstead by WOR including
301/4 - 1/4

1/2

-

OVER THE COUNTER

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Bid
22
34

(June 8, 1924)
A new and heretofore untried type

of program will be presented by
WJY, New York, in the near future.

Called the omni-oral program, it

will give a radio performance which
is a unified whole, yet each act will

be complete in itself. The airing

elected president.

their own acts and some from the

Army Air Force Shows
Get New Time On Mutual

the Board, announced that a dividend
of 87% cents per share has been declared on the outstanding shares of
$3.50 Cumulative First Preferred
(Continued from Page 1)
stock, for the period from April 1,
to 10:00 p.m., CWT, over MBS outlets. 1944 to June 30, 1944. The dividend
It was formerly heard from 6:30 to is payable July 1, 1944 to holders of
7:00 p.m., CWT, on Monday evenings, record at the close of business June
"The Army Air Forces" is produced 12, 1944.

station. You know h
Then you divide the nu
ber of listeners by the c
of the program.

It's as simple as that.

Down here in Baltimo
we know how many liste
ers you get for your doll.

And we know, too, th
station that delivers th
most listeners for yo
dollar. It's the independ
ent radio station W -I -T -H

by the Army Air Forces Training
Command and is directed by Capt. G.
Jennings, former Kastor Advertising
Agency radio director.

AUDIENCES HAVE

BEEN .41red
FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS
PHILADELPHIA knows that
this loyalty makes WDAS

the REC will meet

earlier in the day to consider future
plans of the club under the administration of Warren Jennings, recently

legitimate stage. Prominent Nassau RCA Announces Dividend
County residents also took part in
On First Preferred Stock
Asked the rally. Additional surburban ci.. ties will be visited by WOR's Bond
....
the meeting of the Board
group throughout the course of the ofFollowing
Directors of the Radio Corporation
Fifth War Loan drive.
of America held Friday in New York,
General J. G. Harbord, Chairman of

20 YEARS R60 TONY

will last for two hours.

1/a

Then you find out h
that's done.

117/a
363/4

Z, nitn Radio
38
38
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio
4
4
4

coverage maps.

Opening Bond Rally
Kobak And Austrian Talks
Staged By WOR Troupe
For REC Tele Seminar

303/4 - Vs $500,000 to the Nassau. County high York in studio 6-A, NBC.
191/ 191 - 1/4
Directors of
school bond drive. Participating high

301/4

coverage. All stations havc

many people listen to t

(Continued from Page 1)
Net

It's very easy to find out
First, you take a station';

JAMES G. RIDDELL, commercial manager of
SAMMY KAYE, who has been appearing this
Detroit affiliate of the Blue Network, arweek at the Circle Theater in Indianapolis, opens WXYZ,
rived in town Tuesday for a few days on staFriday at the Palace in Akron.
tion and network business.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

CBS A
Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. Cr 'R

What's A

Publisher

:

:

Lieut. O'Neil Memorial
Boston-The employees of the General Tire Company, the General Tire
& Rubber Company, and the Yankee
network will attend a memorial mass
for Lieutenant Hugh Francis O'Neil,
son of William M. O'Neil, president
of the General Tire & Rubber Com-

pany and of the Yankee network in

/\\

New England, on Monday, June 12, at
9 a.m. at St. Ignatius Church, Boston
College, Chestnut Hill.

Kenny Baker's New Show

the best dollar buy
in this area. That's why
78% of its sponsors

Kenny Baker, the tenor who rose
to fame on the Fred Allen and Jack

renew regularly.

while Groucho Marx and his actors
take an eight weeks' vacation, start-

Benny programs, becomes the leading
citizen of CBS' "Blue Ribbon Town,"

ing Saturday, June 24.

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-RE

TO GENERAL FOODS

and
YOUNG AND RUBICAM
Sunday, June 4, was our final broadcast with you as sponsor and
advertising agency.

It rounded out what for me has been a glorious

ten years' working relationship.

Ten years is a long time-a tenth of a century, when you stop to
figure.

As far as I am concerned, those years have been so pleasant,

so full, that the time went all too quickly.

So, on signing off commercially, l thank you for all you have done to

make that short decade joyous and productive.

And, signing off

commercially is not signing away a friendship.

lac4 Beim"
Me Tea ! !

Maim/ 21~:0-94.1afrie
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San Antonio Air Service Com-

salute in a broadcast originating from

the stage of the Municipal Auditor-

The broadcast was part of the
ASC Varieties aired each week, at
which time a different ASC station is
saluted. Programs are written and
ly.

produced by Lt. Will Dougherty.
KGKO, Fort Worth, is airing an ex-

tensive series of one -minute transcribed announcements for Bee Brand

Insecticide, made by the McCormick
Sales Company of Baltimore. The

business was placed through Jones &
Brakeley Advertising Agency of New
York.

Members of the Women's Army
Corps were saluted on their second
anniversary last month with a special program dedicated to them over
the Mutual network by the "Army
Air Forces" program. The "Army Air
Forces" is produced each week from
Fort Worth by the Army Air Forces
Training Command.

The San Antonio Breakfast Club
has been organized with 75 chapter
members as an affiliate of the Don
McNeill Blue. Network Breakfast
Club.

Austin Interstate Theaters are currently airing a series of 15 -minute
programs Monday through Friday
titled "This Is Our Country." Pertinent topics of the day are discussed

in a matter of fact way so that all

.may understand. Current airings are
devoted to the work of the Red Cross.

Bob Lyons is the announcer of the
broadcasts, heard over KTBC, in Austin, State capital.
Program department of KABC, San

Antonio, has introduced something

novel in its nightly resume of the

following day's program schedule. In-'

stead of telling of the highlights and

stars to be heard, recordings of the
introduction or theme of several programs are played. This idea of ear -

sales -talk applies to both commer-

cial and sustaining network and local
shows.

The radio monitoring station at

Kingsville, Texas, is one of the principal monitoring points of the FCC.
Opened in 1941, this station has moni-

tored all Latin-American broadcasts.

Decca Dividend

At a meeting held Tuesday, the

board of directors of Decca Records,
Inc., declared a regular quarterly
dividend of 30 cents per share, pay-

able on June 30, 1944 to stockholders

of record at the close of business on
June 17, 1944.

THE SAN FRANCISCO RADIO

PICTURE 114$ CHANGED!

K G 0area

l

I

to the compreheusj
PURSUANT
expansion program recent
adopted by the Advertising Resear

mand was honored by a special

ium, San Antonio, over WLW recent-

1S

Foundation, William G. Palmer, cha,

West Coast Whatnots!
With Red Skelton army -bound, the Tuesday night Brown Der-

by sessions, which were presided over by Ed "Archie" Gardner and the
comedian, will be minus one of its most colorful members. Others who have been regulars at the gatherings which Ivollowed the Skelton and Gardner broadcasts have been Pat McGeehan. Joe Frisco, Charley Foy and Edna Skelton.

Los Angeles

Speaking of Gardner, he was so happy with the way Mr. and Mrs. Marty
Gosch treated his Bel -Air manse last Summer that he presented them with
scrolls describing them as "perfect tenants" and to make his appreciation
more concrete he insisted on paying a $45 water bill that had been charged
to Marty.
One of our old tradepaper colleagues. Gus McCarthy, is
now the drum -beater for the Hollywood Palladium-and we don't mean
.

.

music.

*

*

*

Ole Olsen of Olsen and Johnson, Art Linkletter, Joe
Alvin, John Guedel, John Laing, Irvin Atkins, Homer Canfield, Les
Raddetz, Harold Carlock and Hubbard Keavey strolled over from
NBC to Brittingham's for the "People Are Funny" dinner. At the
broadcast, which preceded the eats, Linkletter really had to "take

Olsen and Johnson splashing pies on his face, tearing his
clothes and using a seltzer bottle on him. Art would not like that
as a steady diet, but said, "I dish it out on so many programs, that
I had to show I could take it, too.".
George Fisher may not be
the greatest announcer in the world, but his voice sounded like a
million dollars to the writer. Our Chevrolet had hooked on to an
unoccupied parked car. It was 11:30 p.m., we had been waiting for
45, minutes when George drove by, stopped, and with the aid of a
trusty iron bar extricated our car from its difficulties.
it,"

.

*

*

*

Major Charles Vanda, who is with the Army Information Special Service and who was long an important production figure in Hollywood,
took special courses at the university in Tel Aviv. Palestine. He writes,
"In one week I saw an opera. symphony, a play, a movie and three people
who never heard of 'pistol packin' mama.' I taught the song to one gal
and she kept singing it, 'pistol packin' mamzer.' Do not use this word
in polite society lit there is any left).".
Hal Styles, who defeated Congressman John Costello for the Democratic nomination, tossed a "thank
you"
with John B. Hughes, Mel Shauer, Dave Ormont, Lou Marcelle, Edwin Blum, Joseph I. "Hank The Night Watchman" Anthony. Chef
Milani, Michael Shore and Don Ross among those in attendance.

man of the Foundation's Board of I'
rectors, has announced the appoir
ment of an Executive Committee, tl
members of which are: Richa
Compton, Compton Advertising, In,
Otis Allen Kenyon, Kenyon & Eel
hardt, Inc.; Stuart Peabody, The BB
den Company, and Harold B. Thorne
Sterling Drug Inc. Palmer, who is'.
vice-president of the J. Waltl
Thompson Company and chairman
the Board of Directors of the Advei
tising Research Foundation, will al
serve as chairman of the Foundatio
Executive Committee.
.

ir

RICHARD MANVILLE, resear,
and promotion specialist, today
address the annual convention of Th
Council of Insured Savings Associa
Lions of New York State now in ses
sion at the Sagamore Hotel in Roch
ester, N. Y. Manville's subject wil

.

be "Getting the Most For Your A
vertising Dollar." Sylvia Porter,
ancial editor of the New York "Po
is also on the program.,
CARIBE

MOTORS

_

z.

CORPORA

TION, San Juan, Puerto Rico, distributor of General Motors motor

cars and trucks and

of Fruehauf

Trailers, has appointed the San Juan
office of McCann-Erickson to place its

advertising in newspapers and radio.
EDNA ZIMMERMAN, who has
with Raymond Spector Company,

for over a year, has been appo

radio talent buyer. Before joining
Spector Organization, Miss Zim
man was for years with Music Co
ration of America and Col
Broadcasting System.

.

aa

* `r7 i7
Lt. (j.g.) Gaylord Carter, veteran radio organist is now
serving as entertainment and radio officer at a naval operating base
in Alaska. "There isn't a Hammond Organ in this area-and only a
few old tired pianos-but there's a lot of talent scattered around and
I'm doing everything I can to encourage it," he writes. Lt. Clark

Andrews, well known in Hollywood is in charge of the base.
Private William Dorais, who was a member of the KNX publicity
department, is serving in Trinidad. He is busy at the GI radio station there, which is in charge of Doug Hatton, who was an announcer for Don Lee in Hollywood. Bill writes, "I've been doing
some program writing, am cutting my teeth as an announcer, go
out on remotes, picking up bands' and the like, and will probably
soon do my share of newswriting also." He reports that George
Raft passed through Trinidad on his way back from an overseas
tour and stopped to hear Trinidad's famous calypso singers. Each
.

singer improvised a verse to sing for him and about him.

"THE MINUTE STATION"

gets you by the ear
Opce you know of WBYN's
"a I I.d a y" program service you'll want to keep
the DIAL on 1430 always.
Nowhere
else will you 1430
find a more frequent
schedule

of

war

news,

on

sports reports, racing your
dial

results,
For AoailabilUies:

WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. Mgr.

- R.sea.bar Pearl Harbor -

Station WBYN, Brooklyn, N. Y.

une 8. 1944
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rovers Premature Flash
Vith 'Scoop' On Real News
(Continued born Page

li

are invasion flash of last pean invasion had begun successfully.
-vet.

as

the allies

were

"Saturday's

inadvertence

spot-

t-rn.nute preparations for lighted one of AP's great exclusive
on And poor little Joan ' news facilities. The young operator's
eletype operator who ln- premature flash was transmitted via
sent the flash over AP's a 60 -word -a -minute cable direct from
y York cable circuit, is AP London to AP New York.
to in nervous collapse as
"AP had this direct cable-an ops !
r error.
teletype circuit between its Neva
York and London offices-long before
lay (Tuesday, June 8) AP the outbreak of the European war.
Inutos ahead of one news It is the only cable used exclusively
I ten minutes ahead of for transmitting news to the United
first word that the Euro - States by any news service."

THREE REASONS
uuhg Wff (ll belongs on our

fall schedule...

Blue Creates New Post
vine Heads
Of Web Night Editor
to Directors Guild
tinued from Page

(Continued from Page 1

I

for the organization's 1 night editor, Helen Heagerty will take l
r, succeeds in the same over the duties of script routing and
actively. Earle L. McGill, continuity acceptance week -day
td

se. Robert Lewis Shayon nights and week-ends, effective June
8, according to Dorothy Kemble head
. Macdonell.
and alternates picked for of the department. Miss Heagerty is
of the RDG consisted of: currently secretary to G. W. Johntefe, of J. Walter Thomp- stone, director of special events.
Gertrude Tipper of the network's
bomas L. Riley, William
Lindsay MacHarrie, Blue secretarial staff of the sales departMon M. Leader, NBC, and ment becomes Johnstone's secretary
ibanan and William S. June 19. Patricia Bell will hold down
the fort meanwhile.
! -Ianee rilrectors

Day.to.n.

.J/

Wisconsin has eagerly accepted the advantage of
static -free, crystal-clear FM broadcasting. In Milwaukee,
and much of Wisconsin, FM means WMFM. The appealing WMFM combination of crystal-clear, static -free FM,
plus outstanding programming strikes a responsive note.

PRESTIGE
Your programs become an integral part of the
WMFM schedule of distinctive, quality programs keyed
to the wants and needs of the community. Your product
.
your program are associated with a station that has
won the respect and gratitude of its listeners.

PROGRAM SERVICE
47

Stati-opir
1t: is still the 2 to 1 choice ill
:on in local commercial programs.

N onal time buyers may well be
ed by local preference.

LISTENERSHIP

BASIC BLUE

NETWORK
5000 WATTS

µZ ,a
,'.

WMFM has learned FM programming.

It

has

pioneered some of the outstanding FM programs in the
country. You can benefit by the experience that WMFM
has gained since it took to the air in September of 1940,
as the first FM station west of the Alleghenies.
Perhaps one of the many outstanding live sustaining pro-

grams of WMFM will exactly fit your requirement. If
not, we welcome the chance of working with you in the
development of the right program.

Add WMFM to your fall radio plans. Join the fast
growing list of pioneers who know that WMFM programs
build audiences and promote sales. Write, wire, or phone
for availabilities.

WMFM

RONALD B. WOODYARD, Executive Vice -President
WEED 8 COMPANY, National Representatives

THE mlLlUflUifff JOURnHL fifi STfli1011
Member

The American Network
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FCC Gives Rulings

Thursday, Jup

Commercial Radio Programs RID Placed On
Now Back To Normalcy For Axis Radio i

1

On Station Mailers
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
announced in RADIO DAILY several
sion news sponsors is another angle 24 -hour vigil in view of the many
months ago.
there has been plenty of developments on tap.
At the same time the Commission and while
for these periods, the continuous
Mutual Statistics
announced that it has approved-with news
A total of 120 news breaks and
Walker and Durr dissenting-the habit of taking off the edge when it
was only a short time before the

grant of unlimited time to KFAB and
CBS' Chicago station, WBBM. The
two stations now are limited by each
other, operating simultaneously days.
Both are on the 780 band. The Commission has reassigned KFAB to 1,110
kilocycles At the same time, WJAG,
Norfolk, Nebr., has been moved from
1,090 to 780 kilocycles.
Rules on Burke Case

The FCC has refused the petition
of J. Frank Burke for postponement
of the effective date of the multiple
ownership rule in regard to KFVD,
Los Angeles, and KPAS, Pasadena,

sponsor was scheduled to go on the
air, is gradually being arranged satisfactorily. However, as all webs have
stated in the past, whenever something of importance breaks, the announcements whether flash or bulletin will be put on the air immedi-

ately.

enough to risk the dang.
special features were carried by Mu- briefest transmission,"

tual during the first 24 hours of the explained.
invasion. From 12:45 midnight on
Espionage Practl
Tuesday until 1.30 a.m on Wednes- "The speed with which
day the web brought its listeners 30 pounced upon clandes
broadcasts from overseas, 78 from its during the war has bee.
New York affiliate WOR, three from deterrent to would-be
WOL, Washington, three from WNAC RID monitoring officers

in Boston. three from KWK in St. stations and in mobile
Surveys now being taken by re- Louis and three from WIP, Philadelthe ether around -the-cl. search organizations such as C.
phia.
E.

Hooper, indicate that invasion listeners will reveal an inflationary use of
receivers the early part of this week
and possibly for some time to come.
Hooper survey of listeners to Presiin both of which Burke is a stock- dent Roosevelt on Monday night, gave
holder. Renewal applications of the FDR a rating of 45.2 which is contwo stations have been set for hearing. sidered good, taking into account the
The Commission has also approved time at which he was heard and the
the sale of KID, Idaho Falls, Idaho, time of year when less sets are in
for $100,000 from Jack W. Duckworth use.
to Walter Bauchman, H. F. Laub and
The FDR prayer of five minutes
L A. Herdti. Another sale approved duration Tuesday night was not surwas that of KLCN, Blytheville, Ark., veyed by Hooper, as a matter of
from Fred O. Grimwood to Harold L. courtesy.
Sudbury, for $15,865.12.
Meanwhile the news staffs of net-

espionage transmissions

Blue on Regular Sked
try almost to zero. The
With all programs still subject to to do everything in i
interruption and many shortened for maintain that record dui'
news bulletins on the latest develop- sion." During the past
ments in the invasion of Europe, the the RID has located 3

Blue Network has resumed its normal transmitters within the U
schedule of operations at 11:30 a.m., has assisted South Amer

EWT, Tuesday. There were several in rounding up more th
major exceptions to this rule when spies, has uncovered other
scheduled programs were dropped for circuits throughout the w
special news broadcasts and the network again remained open instead of
closing at 3 a.m. in the morning. For Seldes Tells Kiwa

the most part, Blue Network advertisers either eliminated commercials

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

completely of condensed
works and stations continued on a order to air war messages. them in

Washington-The FCC has set for
hearing the renewal applications of
KGKO and WBAP, Fort Worth, and

MBS Will Produce
Cantor's Typical G. I. Joe
Special Bond Show
Gets $5,000 As Prize

WFAA, Dallas, Tex. The question involved is one of compliance with the.
(Continued from Page 1)
The typical G. I. Joe of the U. S.
Commission's multiple ownership following: the Mexico Symphony Or- armed forces, was announced last
policy. WBAP and WFAA both oper- chestra, Secretary Morgenthau, Paul night on the Eddie Cantor program on
ate on a clear channel, with 50 kilo- Muni, Franchot Tone, Thomas Mit- NBC as Pvt. Charles W. Peers, 22
watts. They share time and trans- chell, Joe E. Brown, Charles Laugh - years old and on duty for the past
mitter, with seaprate studios. WFAA, ton, Agnes Moorehead, Joseph Cotton two years in the European theater
in Dallas, is licensed to the A. H. and Orson Welles. This program is of operations. Check for $5,000 was
Belo Corp., with WBAP licensed to in addition to MBS' "War Bond Day" given by Cantor to Peers' wife who
Carter Publications-officers of which which is scheduled for June 17.
was present with their child, also C.
are Amon Carter and Harold V.
W. Peers, Sr., G. I. Joe's father.

Hough. KGKO, which although located in Fort Worth serves Dallas as

well, is licensed to the KGKO Broadcasting Co., principal owners of which
are Carter, Hough and the A. H. Belo
Corp.

The Commission here is faced with

a problem not so much of multiple
ownership as of multiple half -ownership.

In the Northwest, the Commission
granted an extension to August 1 for
compliance

with

the

multiple of

onwership rule in the case of KOIN
and KALE, Portland, Ore., but denied

extension in the case of KHQ and

KGA, Spokane, Wash. Renewal applications of these stations were set
for hearing.
It was revealed at the Commission
that the principal stockholders in the
Elm City Broadcasting Co., applicant
for a new 250-watter in New Haven,
Conn., are Patrick J. Goode, postmaster of New Haven, and Aldo De
Dominics, time salesman for WELI,
New Haven. Both hold 40 per cent

of the stock, with 10 per cent each
held by Perlie H. Vining and Garo
W. Ray, who are listed as president
and vice-president respectively of the
corporation.

(Continued from P

any Axis spies who ha
off the air heretofore
veillance may now bee'

Mentholatum Co., Buys
'What's Doin' Ladies' Show

CBS' Post -War T
(Continued from Page

made a plea that a "reaso
of time be allowed after
adapt new electronics di
television," before the new
is launched on a full scale.

that he wished to make
CBS sought only a short
intensive research and n

plete suspension of activity
"At the moment," sa
"everything depends on

after the war, a little

solidate the enormous t

vances in electronics unde
pressure of necessity. Ra.

Pvt. Peers lives in a small town are told, other inventions
near Louisville, Kentucky. He was spectacular, embody some

chosen as the most typical doughboy principles and variants of
by nationwide contest.
mechanisms as those used
sion. If we take the time to
"What's Doin' Ladies?", an audience
participation show with Art Link - D -Day In Many Tongues together, we will know with
how good a television pi
letter as emcee, will be sponsored on
New Jersey-WHOM covered D - that
a network of 14 Pacific coast stations Day
means how good a tele
in five different languagesbeginning June 12th by the Mentho- Polish, Italian, Jewish, German and gram-we will be able to
latum Co. J. Walter Thompson is English-when it went on the air at the immediate future.
the agency. Mentholatum sponsorship 7 a.m. Tuesday morning. Among the
Warns of "Wrong F.
will be for three quarter hours on persons who participated in airing "If we rush in, witho
advantage of all the new
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at bulletins and analyses were: Gaetano
2:15 p.m., for 42 weeks.
Ferri, Pasquale Cajano, Adrianne we may for the third time
off on the wrong
Carpi, Boleslaw Rosalak and Charles vision
strikes-as you kno
Boltin, the station's program director. three
WNEW's "Crime Quiz" Others
included: Martha Ley, Ladeusz "Let me make it clear
Station WNEW has decided to con- Sztybel, Michael Kesky, Giuseppi seeks only a brief period
tinue its new Crime Quiz program at Lupis, Gulio Scotti, Gulio Ascerelli, sive cooperative research
7:45 p.m., Wednesday evenings. Ted Mario Papelloni and Gino Pagliari.
tell us which television st'
Cott is quiz master and participants
best. We do not ask for
are Hugh Layne, Bill Manners, and
of activity-either in man
Joins Joan Davis
Dick Roffman, editors of Hillman
or programming-we have
Robert L. Redd will take over pro- turned to the air with liv
Periodicals, and Joe Ranson, of
WNEW.
duction chores of the Joan Davis show and have ordered from Ge'
with the broadcast of June 9. One of tic new equipment for
the West Coast's outstanding writers transmissions in the very
Howard Is Mary Small Guest and
producers, Redd also will con- quencies. But we oppose
Willie Howard will be the guest tribute the story line for the Sealtest ing of standards-any check
star on the Mary Small -D. L. Clark program which features Jack Haley. imentation-any rejection
Candy Show, Sunday, June 11 at 5 Redd replaces Tom McAvity who re- of the improvements we
p.m. over WJZ.
signed.
yet seen."

la June 8, 1944

)etitions FCC
n

Just

how well radio

"scooped" the press on suburban Long
Island was gained from commuters' newst by UAW Vice -President papers on the Tuesday early morning L. I.
Frankensteen.
trains. Most of the editions carwas filed by the Union, Railroad
ried by the Manhattan bound commuters
President Philip Murray carried
headlines about President Roosesent a personal letter to velt's radio
speech and King Victor relinman James Lawrence Fly quishing his throne. One N. Y. morning
'tinned from Page 1)

full airing be given the paper had a story about the Berlin rumors

;

NBC -Northwestern 'U'

D -Day Dots andiDashes

WHKC Matter

',e Union is obviously in making a test case on the
oadcasters to censor non Ueda' because of political

7
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of French coast invasion. Conversation,

among the commuters was
about the radio bulletins on invasion they
had heard before leaving home.

however.

S.

*

President R. J. Thomas
insteen, in announcing the

*

*

_ _ An impressive aspect of the
eclared that "though the _
bought time over station network handling of the invasion
paid the full rates charged news program was the fine selection
were forbidden to seek of fill-in music heard at intervals
ers over the air. We were during the early morning hours. Oro discuss any controvefsial chestras were heard playing either
were forbidden to discuss concert music or martial airs.

*

xi, or politics.
m Denial of License

*

*

Making listening surveys of

that station WHKC be

cense, and to that end we the Invasion News cover presented a
and fair hearing, at which field day for the statistical experts Tuestw the extent to which this day. While figures were not available
a others pursuing identical last night it is believed that radio net1s to meet the 'public inter - works and stations had the greatest dayrd which the Congress of time audience Tuesday in the history of
States has established as broadcasting.

stone of a free radio under

*

anications Act of 1934."

*

*

_ WEVD, New York, sponhas asked NBC President _
Pkell for a clarifying state- sored a special presentation of the
ning the network policy classic work, "Dear Adolph" by
ersial issues, labor union Stephen Vincent Benet as an "Invaand the use of dramatic sion Day" feature Tuesday. The proCo point up issues of the gram, produced by Edward Ludlum,
as never had a clear state - was carried a half hour before the
hese matters. It was ex - President's talk to the nation.
m broadcasters, and has
d the NAB code sufñciMative nor authoritative.

Pick 125 For 'Institute'

WCAE, Pittsburgh's Mutual station claims a first in exploiting invasion news service. Secret arrangements completed month ago by
station publicity director Mitchell
DeGroot and W. Earl Bothwell advertising agency for advance printing
special invasion car card release
granted for posting Pittsburgh street
cars, buses and trains.
* * *

chusetts.

About 75 per cent of this year's at-

tendance will be women students.
Though enrollment at the Institute
originally was limited to 100, the
number was increased to 125 with
the offering for the first time this
H. V. Kaltenborn, dean of year of a sequence of two courses for
the radio commentators, was among the high school and college teachers of
first of the experts to take the air after radio. The courses are Teaching of
the first official communique from SHEAF, Radio, with Armand Hunter of North-

London, was broadcast at 3:25 a.m. He western University and an Institute
still sounded fresh and very interesting director as instructors, and the Funcat 6 a.m., after having broadcast several tion and Utilization of Radio with
news periods.
David Hefferman, assistant Cook

-

*
*
*
County superintendent of schools in
_ The staff of WCKY, Cincin- charge of radio, as instructor.

nati, geared for the invasion, broke The Institute will open June 26
the news by telephone to more than with the traditional dinner at the
500 families in Ohio, Kentucky and Orrington Hotel in Evanston, Ill., it

Indiana the minute CBS correspond- was announced by Judith Waller, dients gave the initial flash from the rector of public service for the NBC
scene of action. In addition, invasion central division.
news is being broadcast in five RKO
theaters in downtown Cincinnati by
Joins Blue Overseas
direct wire from WCKY so that patrons are informed of the latest pro- Harold Peters, veteian reporter for
the United Press, has joined the Longress made by the Allies.
don news staff of the Blue Network
*
* *
The first eye -witness account as a war correspondent and commenAllied invasion of the continent
was given over the NBC network Tuesday by Wright Bryan, also representing
the Atlanta "Journal" and station WSB in
Atlanta. He was in one of the leading
planes which dropped 17 paratroops on
of the

Axis -held soil.

*

tator, it was announced by G. W.

Johnstone, director of news and special features,
detailed plan set up in advance by E. E.
Hill, managing director, and David H.

Harris, program -production manager, sta-

*
tion provided rapid-fire coverage through
_ From 2:32 a.m. June 6, when small hours of the night.
first allied invasion communique was
* * *
released until 5 a.m. June 7 KSTP, St.
When
D -Day dawned in
Paul, Minneapolis, carried not a single

*

*
*
*
Radio station WJW, Cleveword of commercial copy. KSTP only
Philip Murray has written land, Blue Network station was first sta- twin cities station carrying no comfor a statement from NBC. tion to feed an Invasion program to net- mercials on D -Day, according to -S. E.
work. Yesterday morning at 8:45 a 15 -

ner Joins Muzak

(Continued from Page 1)

West Coast, Texas, Colorado, Louisiana, Florida, Rhode Island and Massa-

Boston, WBZ and WBZA supplemented the NBC network coverage
with several shows of special inter-

to New England listeners. Within
president and general man- est
a matter of minutes, and repeated
several times throughout the day, the
*
*
*
Westinghouse stations aired special
Within seconds after first D -Day prayers by the Rev. Michael J.
flash that the allies had invaded Europe, Ahern, S.J., of Weston College; Rev.
WTAG, Worcester. Mass., had lumped Harold F. Ockenga, pastor of the Park
into action to bring listeners a running St. Congregational Church; Rev. Dana
account of the historic undertaking. It McLean Greeley, pastor of Boston's
was only central New England station famed Arlington St. Church; and

minute program of prayer and choir Hubbard,
music originating from Chagrin Falls, ager.

Werner, assistant produc- Ohio, a community of 2.500 people was
ager of Robbins Music carried Coast to Coast to illustrate a small
n, has resigned to join midwestem town observing the morning

rporation as program re- of "D -Day."
*
*
*
istant in connection with
le and industry program.
_
Police
reserves
were called
Tps formerly in charge of out in Toledo, Ohio, yesterday
to providing all-night coverage. Plunging Rabbi Joshua Loth Liebman of the
Iearch for the Columbia handle the crowds which gathered in
Corporation where he un- front of the Baker store to listen to into instant action according to carefully Temple Israel.
merous surveys on the lis - news broadcasts from WTOL, Blue
s in American homes.
outlet, which were relayed through a
public address system, according to
Arch Shawd, general manager of the

111E

The public address system
had been installed for plugs for the
station.

VOICE

Fifth War Loan and was pressed into

Of

News broadcasts at noon and 6 p.m.,
are broadcast over the street ampli-

1ROPICAI

service when the "D -Day" news came.

ers.
June 8
iley
IV, Lavin
viCarr
'tltvalden
ii

Don Gordoni
Neville Fleeson
June Meredith
Wayne Van Kyne

James F. Nutt

*

*

AMERICA

*

Representatives of the Protestant, Catholic and Jewish faiths were
heard over WTIC, Hartford. Conn in a
special Invasion day religious service.

The prayer written for "D -Day" by President Franklin D. Roosevelt was read by
Bernard Mullins. A selection of Hymns
were sung by a mixed quartet.

CBS
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)isc Companies In Protest
Explains 'Bursts'

deporting FM Study
uhington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

hington-Bursts causing inter e in FM reception have emanfrom the higher powered FM
is only, the FCC reported this
The Commission released a de -

report on its study of bursts-

been recording FM reception
February of 1943 in efforts to
more information on these
mena.

/Alludes of the bursts, according

C engineers, have varied from
west levels which can be meas -

up to levels well in excess of
(Continued on Page 7)

Lee Stations Added
ro "Screen Test" Web

Auction
Original radio script about the
"Star Spangled Banner," which is

to be heard as one of the "American Scriptures" on the N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony Concert this
Sunday, will be auctioned off by
Clifton Fadiman in Wilmington.
Delaware, on Flag Day, June 14.
The N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony

Urge National War Labor Board Action
In Settling Long Dispute Between

AFM And Recording Firms
Present (BC Policy

Concerts are heard each Sunday
over the CBS network and sponsored by the U. S. Rubber Com-

To Be Continued

comprehensive telegram was sent yes-

terday to the National War Labor

pany.

Continuation of the present set up Board by RCA Victor Division of Rawhereby the Canadian Broadcasting dio Corp. of America; Columbia ReCorporation operates nationally owned cording Corp. and the Radio Recordradio stations, will be recommended ing Division of NBC. Copies were
NBC Units Revamped; by a majority of the Radio committee sent to committeemen in Congress.
The joint wire was sent to the at of the House, it is learned.
(Continued on Page 3)
This majority, comprising liberals
Other Staff Changes and CCF members, is opposed . to.
granting the request of the Canadian
Association of Broadcasters for their Home Tele Outlook"
Departmental re -organization and
(Continued on Page 6)
a number of staff changes were an-

nounced at NBC yesterday.
sty -six Don Lee stations have Establishment of a business office Chicago Radio Executives
added to the Mutual network in the program department to be diwill carry M -G -M's new rected by Grace Sniffin and a book- Plan For NAB Convention
4
t en Test" program beginning ing office in the same department in
Chicago-Seventeen Chicago radio
0 Sty from 9:15 to 9:30 p.m., EWT.
charge of Winifred Murphy was anstation representaii Lorraine, singer, will be the nounced by C. L. Menser, vice-presi- executives and
rusts "screen tested" on the new dent in charge of programs. Miss tives met with C. E. Arney, secretary
which will be heard Mondays Sniffin will report to Menser and the of the National Association of- Broadcasters, at a luncheon Wednesday in
;h Fridays.
(Continued on Page 7)
the Palmer House to discuss general
(Continued on Page 6)

:icewball Show" Today Keynote Program Monday
Cies NBC And Overseas
In 5th War Loan Drive 'Thin Man' Show Lists
Time And Network Change
esponse to many requests from
Keynote broadcast of the Fifth War

y

After months of patient waiting
exhausting every legitimate
source of persuasion for a decision
in the dispute with the American Federation of Musicians, a strong and
plus

Explored At Semiña,
The television home of the next

decade was defined last night by Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president

of the Blue Network, as taking in

from 23 to 25 million homes, being
served by some 1,000 television stations connected into three or perhaps
four national networks and several
regional webs.

With characteristic Kobak faceti(Continued on Page 6)

omen overseas for a real "screw - Loan Drive will be an hour-long ra"Adventures Of the Thin Man" will Several New Sponsors
how," NBC tonight will do its dio program produced by Orson have
both a network and time change
For NBC News Programs
It in this direction by broad - Welles and originating at KCMC,
June 16, the Benton &
g over the network and via Texarkana. Secretary Morgenthau, effective
Bowles
Agency
announced
yesterday;
Sharp increase of listener interest
pave abroad a half-hour pro (Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
in radio news programs has been reIn which several prominent per flected in increased sales of NBC proes will throw pride to the winds

Ping their all in fields of enter (Continued on Page 2)

kortwaved Overseas
:very flash, bulletin, communi-

1 and special feature pertaining
the invasion, which was broad it over the NBC and Blue net Irks on Tuesday, between 3:32
o.,. and 9:30 a.m., was recorded
the OWI by NBC's Radio Re ding Division, Willis B. Parsons,
Blatant sales manager of the divi.
n, announced yesterday. Record Pi transmitted via shortwave.

Cosgrove Elected RMA Head;
Manufacturers Confab Ends

Raymond C. Cosgrove, vice-presiBond Show From Capital dent
and general manager of the
Set By CBS For Tune 14 manufacturing division of the Cros
ley

Corporation,

Cincinnati,

was

CBS has set a special Fifth War elected president of the Radio ManuLoan show to come from Washington, faeturers' Association by the organWed., June 14, at 5-5:30 p.m., EWT. ization's board of directors at the
This will include Bob Hawk of "Thanks RMA's annual membership luncheon
to the Yanks"; Burl Ives, troubador, Wednesday in the Stevens Hotel, Chiand Lynn Gardner, vocalist and cago, which concluded the Associaothers. Also a 100 -piece army band tion's Third War Production confer (Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

grams available for local sponsorship,
(Continued on Page 6)

WMCA Award
WMCA, New York will receive a

Page One award from the Newspaper Guild of New York on Saturday night, at the Hotel Commodore
for its outstanding record among
independent stations for Its alert
and constructive public service.
Nathan Straus. former U. S. Housing Administrator and now owner
of radio station WMCA, will accept
the award for the station.
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JOHN W. ALICOATE
FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

Publisher
MILTON

.

:

L.

GREENEBAUM,

president of
T. S. "SHERM" MARSHALL, president and
Editor WSAM, Saginaw, Michigan, arrived
in town commercial manager of WOLF,
netyesterday for conferences at the local offices of work affiliate in Syracuse, N. Y.. isMutual
a
the station's national representatives. The out- few days in New York City on stationspending
and netlet is an affiliate of NBC.
work business.

ED EAST and POLLY, nationally known for

ALEX L. HILLMAN, publisher of Movieland
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- on the Blue Network, will leave following to- and other magazines, left yesterday on a one eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin night's program for a two -weeks tour of Army week business trip to Washington, D. C.
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man. bases in the southern states.
TOMMY DORSEY and the members of his oraging Editor;
Chester B.
Bahn, Vice chestra are at Camp Roberts,
for the
President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
FRANCES W. VALENTINE, of the U. S. De- broadcasting of tonight's stanza Cal.,
of the "SpotTerms (Post free) United States outside of partment
of Labor, is back in Chicago follow- light Bands" program over
the Blue NetGreater New York, one year, $10; foreign, ing extended studies of town women as farm work.
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. workers. She spoke Wednesday on the Blue
Address p11 communications to RADIO DAILY, Network's "National Farm and Home Hour."
LEX HERRON,
station manager of WTSP,
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
St. Petersburg outlet of the Florida Mutual
WIsconsin 7.6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),
RALPH EDWARDS and the members of his Network, is in New York.
III.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone "Truth or Consequences" program company,
Called yesterday
are at the headquarters of the station's reps.
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph in Chicago for the broadcasting of tomorrow's
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite show
on
NBC
as
the
second
appearance
in
the
1607.
MARGARET GARDNER, of Mutual's publicity
current Bond -selling tour.
The first session, department who has been sojourning afield on
a
Entered as second class matter, April 5, last Saturday, netted more than $2,500,000
in two -weeks vacation, is expected back at her
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., 'fonds.
desk on Monday.

N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alienate, their
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( Continued from Page 1)

repair shops governors of five
states
and civilian owners of radios find and 20 stage, screensouthwest
and radio stars

167/8

34

ewball Show" Today
_Toes NBC And Overseas
(Continued from Page 1)

difficulty in obtaining radio tubes and will pool their talents for the opening
repair parts because of increased program.

military demands for these items, The program will start at 9 p.m.,
WPB has pointed out, adding that CWT, Monday. Welles notified Treas-

every one of our thousands of planes ury officials that it will parallel develis radio -equipped, some having as opments in the second -front invasion.
much as $100,000 worth of radio
in the program will be
equipment. Ships, tanks and other Participating
Walter Huston, Danny Kaye, Agnes
forms of mobile equipment add to the Moorehead, Joseph Cotten, Joe E.
demands for radio tubes and acces- Brown, Keenan Wynn, all of whom
sories, the agency declared.
are scheduled to be in Texarkana for
Manufacturing output is now over the occasion, and Susan Hayward,
10 times what it was before the war, Gloria Jean, Ray Collins, Walter
and a certain portion of this is for Pidgeon, Martha O'Driscoll, Jane
civilian tubes and repair parts. While Randolph, Lionel Barrymore, FranWPB has prohibited manufacture of chot Tone, Edward Arnold, Thomas
any new civilian sets, it is fully aware Mitchell, Charles Laughton Laird
of the need for keeping in operation Cregar and Paul Muni, broadcasting
the sets in homes, insofar as this is from Hollywood. The Texarkana part
possible and consistent with the needs of the show will be broadcast from
of our combat services, WPB said.
the local Paramount Theater.
Repair shop operators have difficulty in obtaining certain essential
repair parts, such as capacitors, trans- 'Thin Man' Show Lists
formers and resistors, because most Time And Network Change

tainment extremely strange to them.
Ben Grauer will sing; Leo Durocher, of the Brooklyn Dodgers, will
do a take -off on Bob Hope; Vic and
Sade will essay a scene from Shakes- of these are made in critical labor
peare's "Macbeth"; Clem McCarthy areas by plants that are loaded to
and Lew Lehr are down for an "Amos capacity with war orders, the agency
'n' Andy" routine.
said. As many as possible of such
There will be others, but the above products are diverted for repairing
is sufficient to give a rough idea. civilian radios, but not enough can
Time, 8:30-9 p.m., EWT.
be made to fill both war and civilian needs.

20 VERBS AGO TODAY
(June 9, 1924)
Quin Ryan, popular personality on
WLS, Chicago, has a busy schedule

of interviews planned for the next
couple of weeks. Some of the head-

liners he will present over the air

are Peggy Hopkins Joyce, the Dolly

Lew Fields, William A.
Brady, Ernest Truex and 1. Warren
Kerrigan.... WLS is testing the use
of sound effects on programs, particularly in dramatizations.
Sisters,

What Statil,

maintain all civilian radio sets in
operation. Nothing much can be done

In Baltimore
Take any day

.

.. a

time ... and you'll fe

that W -I -T -H is

station that prod
more Baltimore pe
for less cost.

For the skeptics
have the facts. Glad

show them any tim
They'll make you kno
something unusual ha

happened in Baltim
radio !

(Continued from Page 1)

the weekly half-hour show will move
from CBS, to NBC in the Friday slot
8:20-9 p.m., EWT, with rebroadcast
to the Coast scheduled for 11:30-12
p.m., EWT. "Adventures Of the Thin

Man" bowed in originally over the

Some repair shops ask for a high
preference rating, such as AA -1, to NBC network in 1941, and shifted
obtain these hard -to -get repair parts, over to the Columbia network the
part of 1943, where it has rebecause some wholesalers ask them early
for such a rating, but such ratings mained until the present time. The
are reserved primarily for military show is sponsored by General Foods
uses and are not available to civilian for Post Toasties, written by Dashiell
Hammett, produced by Hi Brown and
repair shops, WPB said.
WPB added, that while production features Claudia Morgan and David
of "MR" tubes is at the rate of about Gothard. While on CBS, the program
18,000,000 annually "this is consid- held the Sunday, 10:30-11 p.m., EWT,
erably below the number needed to spot.

New WBYN News Editor

about this until the demands of our Louis Fehr, veteran writer and edicombat services fall off considerably tor, one-time president of the New
as the factories simply cannot turn York Newspaper Club, has been apout enough."
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Firms Ask NWLB For Action
wge
To Settle Long Dispute With AFM KSD Comments

Concerning your June 5 story, "Who

(Continued from Page 1)

of George W. Taylor, vice -

n of the NWLB

(Chairman

with the Board's recent utterance that unilateral licenses without regard to
it would no longer even consider ap- the obligations of collective bargainpeals from panel or local district ing.
"The Board's delay in deciding this
decisions in 90 per cent of the cases
because of the serious consequences case is putting a premium on Mr.

Scooped Who?" and for the record

ance of your authority and of making
unique and far reaching demands as
a means of procuring substantial delay in the terminating of his strike.
"The case has been before you for

and get the mayor to broadcast a

out of the country) and outto status of the case to the
lent agency whose primary of any delay in finally disposing of
labor controversies and of permitting
is to put striking laborites
work, but which has failed the continuance of suspension of
a the recording dispute seven work. On that day Chairman Davis
promised that our matter would be
after "protracted hearings
liideration" by a WLB panel. considered by the full Board on May
Unless of the situation from 15th, the date to which it had been
time Messrs.
;;angles, was presented in the adjourned, at' which
luding the viewpoint 'of plac- Meaney and Woll, the labor members,
sts under an unfair compe- had promised to be present.
"On Monday May 15th the Board
Isadvantage";; and the fact
has been letting the AFM was met with the emergent situation
ly with its strike although it of the Foremen's strike and the conof our case was underin the organization is noted sideration
nting "the ordinary require - standably subordinated to the needs
if collective bargaining." At - of that emergent situation. But while
is also called to the fact that the Foremen's case was disposed of
B panel which heard the dis- on that same day May 15th it is now
New York, held hearings over 24 days later, and we still have no

d of weeks and then took

tore weeks to form an opinion,
;finite recommendations to the

decision.
History of Case Outlined
"The injustice of the protracted

early this year, but nothing delay since the panel's recommendappened toward ordering the tion was filed with you takes on added
making significance in the light of the earlier
its back to work
Joint Telegram

history of the case. That recommendation was contained in a 48 -page

sent to the NWLB follows in opinion of an unusually able panel
selected by you. The panel had taken
r seven months of protracted three months to prepare its report
6 and consideration by a panel, after the closing of the hearings be-

Petrillo's tactics of threatened defi-

t:,

air first with the three major radio
broadcasts concerning the transportation strike.

1. KSD was the first station to ask

statement following the outbreak of
the strike. It was not until after the

mayor was heard on KSD that he was
heard on any other St. Louis station.

2. KSD was the first to negotiate
other case in which the Board has with the Mayor, the Public Service
permitted the suspension of work for Co. and the union president for perso long. We insist that on the record mission to broadcast the strike conin this case we are entitled to a deci- ference, and further, was the first
sion without further delay, which- station to go on the air with this
broadcast. Two other stations' folever way the Board decides it.

over ten months. We know of no

"Postponement in rendering a deci- lowed after the conference was called

sion is working an unjustified hard- to order. Incidentally, no war labor
ship not only on us but on many out- board members were present at the
standing 'musical artists under con- broadcast.
tract with our companies. Delay is 3. KSD was the first station to start
placing those artists under a compe- broadcasting the count of return -to titive disadvantage as against those work ballots at a hall where union
who record for other companies. We men had balloted. KSD was the only
have repeatedly directed your atten- station to keep up with ballot counts
tion to the seriousness of the situa- as they were announced. KSD was
tion and it is only after we have first with the news that the men had
failed to get action for these many voted to end the strike; as Paul
months that we felt obliged to send Jachtmaj, regional WLB director,
this telegram. Because we under- broadcast the official final count of the
stand that Chairman Davis is out of ballots through a KSD microphone.
the country we are directing this to Broadcasts on other stations followed.
All St. Louis stations did an impresthe attention of the Vice -Chairman.
"We are sending copies of this tele- sive job in covering the strike but in
gram to Senator D. Worth Clark, these instances KSD set the pace.

rillo recording case has now fore it and the submission of briefs Chairman of the Senate Sub -Committfore your Board for decision last December. The proceedings be- tee and to Representatives Robert
weeks since March 9th when fore the panel had been conducted Ramspeck of Georgia and C. S. Dewey
Biel filed with you its 48 -page over a period of four months from of Illinois, the Chairman and moving
recommending that the Board August to December 1943 in the member respectively of the Select Int its power to terminate the course of which over nineteen hun- vestigating Committee of the House
i' o the end that the conditions dred pages of testimony and hundreds of Representatives. We are releasing
stg on July 31, 1942 be re - of exhibits were submitted.
copies of the telegram to the press."
"The Board's reference of the matIn all the case has been before
over 10 months.
ter to the panel itself occurred under
nine weeks since the parties most extraordinary circumstances in Vadeboncoeur Back
the case before you on April that contrary to your usual procedure
From So. Pacific Trip

a

and sake of accuracy, KSD was on the

is seven weeks since Chairman although you took jurisdiction you

H. Davis first indicated to made the refrence without first order- Syracuse - E. R. Vadeboncoeur,
icutives that the Board would ing the Union back to work. The
y the case within a week. It Board adopted that procedure despite news analyst for WSYR, has returned
Weeks since April 27th when the fact that in August 1943, as al- to his post after completing a 26,650
an Davis promised company ready stated the Board unanimously mile news gathering trip to the South

that the matter would be con - accepted jurisdiction of the case, and Pacific battle area, where he flew 17
on the following Monday May again at the argument before you on hours of combat missions over enemy
disposed of. On May 1st the the panel's report in April 1944 and territory and interviewed General
a,
was adjourned by the Board many times since, various members MacArthur. The WSYR commentator
nesday, May 3rd. On that date of your Board have stated that there left Syracuse April 21, and returned
re told that the matter had is no question as to your jurisdiction. to the United States, May 21st, in a
seen adjourned to Friday May
a
"Your opinion in that regard is en- plane that also brought back Colonel
I h May 5th we were informed tirely consistent with the opinions ex- Diller and Frazier, war correspondent
ar.d author, the former a native Syrae matter had come up for con - pressed by the Board in the Donnelley
cusan.
son but because of the at - case and in many subsequent cases
During his absence, Vadeboncoeur
1
Ce
of two labor members, in which it asserted its jurisdiction
cabled daily dispatches to his colMeaney and Woll, at the ILO to act against employers.
league, H. R. Ekins, himself a former
ttion and their insistence on
Points to Petrillo Defiance
UP war correspondent, who presented
i present when our matter was
"Finally your delay is beyond un- them to WSYR listeners each weekthe Board had again adjourned
nsideration of our case, this derstanding in view of the fact that day at 12: 1 the time usually filled by
n rr 10 days to May 15th. On May the Union here involved, the Amer- Vadeboncoeur on his P. Lorillard iompany counsel met with ican Federation of Musicians, and its sponsored news program.
Vadeboncoeur disclosed that there
tan Davis in Washington once President James Caesar Petrillo, are
o impress him with the serious notable examples of labor represen- are now at least three radio stations
uences of the Board's continued tatives who openly violate, and pride operating on New Guinea which prothemselves on violating, the ordinary vide miscellaneous programs for the
requirements of collective bargaining community receiving sets. While in
"Inconsistency" Cited
y also pointed out how the in - and who boast of their consistent this area, he was invited to broadcast
in this case was inconsistent practice of laying down the terms for over the "New Guinea Network."

Station KSD,
St. Louis, Mo.

Tele Compliment
"Your Television issue of May 18
undoubtedly contained a great deal
of television information of interest
to everyone in the industry and I am
looking forward to the continuation

of this monthly supplement to the
RADIO DAILY."

Klaus Landsberg,
Director of Television,

W6XYZ, Hollywood, Calif.

Correction
Would

appreciate

RADIO DAILY

correction

on

story June 7, Page Six

in which it was stated WMAL fed
D -Day news into all downtown Washington theaters. WTOP bulletins were

heard in 21 Warner Bros. theaters.
Many thanks.
Howard Stanley,
Program Promotion Mgr.,
WTOP, Washington.

Wesson Oil On WCAU
WCAU,

Philadelphia,

has

been

added to the station list carrying the
one -minute musical spot announcements for Wesson Oil. Station which
has been added to those in New York

running the campaign, starts June
12, at the rate of eight announcements

per week. Irene Beasley, currently
heading the Wesson show on a group

of Southern Network stations, sings
the commercials.

Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt.

MARY MARGARET MBRf
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When WEAF and the National Broadcasting Company told listeners of plans to honor Miss McBride
last week on her 10th anniversary in radio with a

recruitment drive for more women in America's
armed services, here's what happened:
Just 3 brief announcements on the Mary Margaret
McBride program brought in over 30,000 requests

Garden was filled to capacity with a crowd of 18,500,
including celebrities from all walks of life .. .
Newspapers throughout the country devoted thousands of lines to this news -worthy event .. .

for tickets .. .
Within a week requests mounted to more than

And one more example was added to the already
overwhelming evidence of the draw and influence
of Mary Margaret McBride and WEAF . . . key
station of NBC.
Advertisers are invited to check with NBC SPOT

42,000... then Miss McBride asked listeners to send
in no more requests. New York's Madison Square

SALES on future availabilities on the Mary Margaret
McBride program.
Service of Radio

;atr
A

Corporation of America

NEW YORK-NBC's Key Station

pr,

660 on your dial -50,000 watts
NBC WEAf HONORS
ARV MARGARET Mc BRIDES

.M1%A

n',

i;n
.

"w-f\A1y-r,
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Home Tele Outlook

Present CBC Policy

Explored At Seminar

To Be Contint

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1

own network. Progressive cony
tives and social credit reprey
tives on the committee have in

ousness, the Blue executive prefaced

his remarks with the statement that

his talk was prepared for him by

Jesse Thompson. Following the applause which greeted this self-effacing
frankness, Kobak asked Thompson to

stand up and take a bow for what
was admitted by all to be an excellent
presentation.
Speaking on the commercial development of television in the next

decade, Kobak shared the featured
platform billing with Ralph B. Austrian, exec. vice-president of the new-

ly formed RKO Television Corp., at
the fourth weekly sight -and -sound

seminar of the Radio Executives Club

of New York. An audience of well
over 350 also heard Austrian speak
on the commercial aspects of theater
tele within the next ten years.

"On the subject of quality of re-

ception," said Kobak, "one thing
seems certain: post-war television
will give a far clearer black -and -

white picture than anything avail-

able now.

Within a year or two after home

television becomes entrenched, perhaps even sooner, Austrian indicated,
equipment will be available for large -

screen television in motion picture
theaters. He went on: "All that theater television needs to become a reality, other than the theater equipment
itself, is a means of interconnecting
a chain of theaters with a camera or
cameras located at the scene of the
subject desired to be exhibited upon
the theater screen."

by the RKO video exec. in support
of his contention that the motion pic-

ture theater owner will become one

of television's favored beneficaries.
"There will undoubtedly come into

being," he declared, "one or more
companies,

booking

offices, agencies-call them what you
i

will-which will have a dual purpose:

As the Fall Guy (guest of honor) of the Circus Saints and Sinners' monthly luncheon meeting, FCC Chairman James L. Fly proved that
he could take it
before some 1,200 members and guests Fly took an
unmercifully ribbing and for that matter, so did the broadcasting industry

all taking place yesterday in the Grand Ballroom of the WaldorfAstoria
Chief Barker, Jimmy Walker held down the spot comparable
to the toastmaster at other affairs
blackouts, tableaus, special parodies intermittently went to work on Chairman Fly

that of making arrangements

with the owners or promoters of such
events as prizefights, football games,
baseball games, horse -racing, etc., and

selling these events to the motion

picture theaters of America on either
a 'per theater' or a 'per seat' basis."
Exclusive rights for the telecasting
of top -caliber fights, Austrian stated,

could be bought by the theaters of
America at a price far beyond the
capability or willingness of any
"good -will" sponsor. In fact, he added,
if necessary, the theater owners

themselves could promote fights and

any other events which they figure
would be good box office.
"Television must not be thought of

as the exclusive instrument of the
broadcasting industry," the speaker
summed up. "The original concept of
television was that it would enable
millions to see, from their homes,
events taking place at far distant
points. I am inclined to believe that
many have forgotten this so-called
closed-circuit use of television..
.

colorfully and ably

presented by well known names in radio and legitimate stage

re-

corded takeoff on spot announcements plus George Shelton (It Pays to be
Ignorant) in the flesh
this was written by Joe Laurie. Jr. (Can You
Top This) and we suspect, recorded at WOR studios
blackouts recording "man's progress in communications, started in the stone age and

was gradually brought up to date"....Les Kramer did a clever job of
giving Chairman Fly's background from Texas to Washington, with "insults" interspersed but it must have surprised not a few of Fly's actual
career
at the conclusion, the FCC Chairman showed he could not
cnly take it, but also give it
making it brief, but ending on a gpod
note
quoting a bit from Matthew and, "Judge Not
Lest We
Forget"
quite a few radio personages were present along with the
usual number of servicemen and dignitaries in various walks of life.

*

!ti

Unless a new and important development comes, more

or less probable at any time though, network and station news
staffs will get a chance to grab a little sleep
outwardly things

might have seemed smooth to the average listeners, but there was
plenty of drama heartaches, disappointments and cues gone wrong
backstage
but the newsmen, commentators et al. did their best
at all times and of course are doing it now
apprehensive
situation exists at the Blue Network

Sees Film Theater Favored

Syndicated stage shows and sporting Events via theater tele were cited

programming

Radio Vitamins for Friday

one of their correspondents,

Thomas Grandin, is the only Blue reporter not heard from at all
since he went in with the paratroops, but this may be due to a number of reasons
Grandin, incidentally, is the only radio correspondent who went to the paratroop school and learned the business of leaping out
speaking of the Blue, its own George Hicks

is credited by all authorities here and abroad as coming through
with the best recording of action in the war
as a pooled correspondent representing the Combined Networks, his wire recordings made of an attack on an Allied warship by German planes, will

remain a classic piece of reporting and recording for sometime
as a pooled man his affiliation was not mentioned of course on
the four network broadcast at 11:15 p.m., EWT, Wednesday night
and repeated by various webs and stations subsequently.

*

*

r

"Report to the Nation" did a nice job Wed, night with Quentin Reynolds at the helm, and bringing interviews first-hand with pilots
who took part in the invasion
we wondered however if it was okay
to pull the "man -in -the -street" stuff, a pickup from St. Louis, which we presume was carefully guarded as to who was interviewed
personally

we got a kick out of one of the St. Louisians, we didn't get his name
but he was an officer in the 89th Division in World War 1
we're
glad this fine outfit of Nebraska and Kansas boys got a mention
did
great work at St. Mihiel and in the Meuse -Argonne
we, no less, were
attached to the 254th Infantry of the 89th for several days during the St.
Mihiel drive
5th U. S. Division (Regulars) on the right and the
42nd (Rainbow Div.) on the left if we can still remember that far back
(stop in sometime and we'll also tell you about the second battle
of Bull Run)
M -G -M's "Screen Test." Wed. eve drew a sizeable audience of radio folk and other writers from the press at large.
it

{`

S,,

-- Remember Pearl Harbor

they are disposed to favor
quest.

The committee, it is indic

find that the CBC has gone 1

in the commercial broadcas

and should not seek, by a
action, to make any move
its revenues.

A special subsidy of $5
enable CBC to carry on mo
sive research and developm
concerning television is be
sidered. The corporation wo
vide $100,000.

The committee is also
recommend that CBC and
ernors should consult more
ly with designated represen

1

private broadcasters.

Several New Sponsors
For NBC News Progral
(Continued from Page

11

u;cording to E. B. Lyford of NBC
tion relations department. Stat
have reported sales of the

News Roundup at 9-9:15 a.m.
as follows: WSJS, N. C., to tl
bitt Stores; WIBA, Wisco
Cities Service; WBOW, India
the Terre Haute Brewing Cutnp
WHIZ, Ohio, to the White Che
Company; WGKV, W. Va., to

City Brewing Company; WO
to the York -Shipley Co.;
Tenn., to Parker Esso; WHA
to the New York Savings Ba
ciation; WMBG, Va., to the
Electric and Power Co.

The Morgan Beatty pro

1:45-2 p.m., EWT, has been
WSB, Atlanta, to Sinclair Oil;
WS1VIB, New Orleans, to Kra
Store. The Richard Harkn
gram, 11:15-11:30 p.m., EWT,

sold by WDAF, Kansas City
:felzberg Diamond Shop; by
Norfolk, to the Kline Chevrol
Corp.;, and by WTMA, Charl
tce Uniform Shop.

Chicago Radio Executives'
Plan For NAB Conventi0;
(Continued from Page 1)

plans for the NAB's radio ex

wartime conference tentatively

uled to be held at the Palmer
from August 28 to 30 inclusive,

Attending the meeting were
Chizzini, NBC; Glenn Synder

Oliver Morton, WMAQ; Jac

Volkenburg, WBBM; W. E. H
son, WAAF; Gil Berry, WE
Hansen, WIND; Milt Blink, St

Radio; Neal Weed, Stanley

Spot Sales; Lowell Jackson,

Agency; Tim Timothy, Paul
John Blair and Co.; Harry

Graybar; A. H. Hopkins, RCA;
Porter, General Electric; Gera
lis, Columbia Recording Co.

dc, June 9. 1944

)1, Confab Ends;

ale Cosgrove Head
(Continued from Page 1)
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'.Bursts" Explained By FCC NBC Units Revamped;
In Reporting Survey On FM Other Staff Changes
(Continued from Page 1)

nd 20th annual membership that required to render satisfactory
Mr. Cosgrove succeeds Paul FM service. During periods of maxivin. president of the Galvin mum activity they may occur at the
cturing Corporation of Chi - rate of several hundred per hour.
rho has headed the RMA for However, the amplitudes of but few
of the bursts are sufficient to cause
three years.
business session, the board serious interference to a receiver
tors authorized the appropria- operating within the protected area
a $5,000 fund for a series of of an FM station under present
t the problems arising from standards.
"Burst" Defined
bile interference with televiA "burst" is defined as a sharp
d frequency modulation re The tests will be conducted increase of signal strength of very
by the RMA and the Society short duration-seldom covering more
emotive Engineers, which will than the time consumed by a single
.

t

Commend ways of eliminating spoken word or a note or two of band.
Report to RTPB
terference. The directors also music-from an FM station located at
In accordance with a commitment
tended appointment of a com- a considerable distance from the obet five to study the problems server. Bursts were observed from made when the FCC met last NovemInversion of radio industry the higher powered FM stations only. ber with representatives of the IRAC
from war to peace production They are not normally observed from and the BWC to discuss organization
develop a plan for submission nearby FM stations, since the steady and procedure to be followed in postaadio and Radar industry ad- groundwave signal is of sufficient war planning, the Commission has
iommittee of the war produc- strength to obscure them, but they made a preliminary report on bursts
ard. Committee members are may be observed in such instances by in the FM band to the Radio Technian A. S. Wells, E. A. Nicholas, a system of pulsing or by a direc- cal Planning Board.
In addition to the burst signal inBalcom, P. L. Schoenen and tional antenna which discriminates
against the groundwave. At greater terference described above, there is
Williams.
distances,
where
the
steady
signal
is
another
distinctly different kind of
raises Wartime Electronics
employment and personnel absent or of low intensity, the bursts interference to very high frequency
tee. under the chairmanship may be heard through the loudspeak- reception which has been recognized
1. Gardner, offered a program, er or may be recorded by a suitable for some years. It happens occasionally that a normally unheard station
was approved by the direc- recorder.
Bursts have been observed by both will come in with sufficient signal
)vering questions of re -em et of veterans, layoffs and methods at distances up to 1,400 miles strength to operate a receiver satisy, job classifications, labor from certain FM stations, but are factorily for a considerable length of

neither so intense nor so numerous time-many minutes or even hours.
at the longer distances. as they are
This effect, easily distinguishable
from the burst phenomenon by its
also authorized a $25.000 sub - at distances of 300 to 700 miles.
duration, can be produced by transVariation in Number Noted
It to the Fifth War Loan.
opal speaker at the RMA lunCommission engineers observed a mitters of low power and has been
fleeting Wednesday was Major systematic variation in the relative known to produce a signal sufficiently
( William H. Harrison, chief,
numbers of bursts which occur from strong to take control of a receiver
anent and distribution service, hour to hour during the day, the tuned to a local station on the same
of the Chief Signal Officer, highest number occurring near sun- frequency. The cause of this phenomenon has been traced to abnormal
gton, D. C. General Harrison rise and the fewest near sunset.
that, thanks to the genius
It was pointed out these bursts may "patchy" ionic densities in the lowlaboratories and engineers of be related in some way to bursts of est of the ionospheric layers-the "E"
etronic industry, the armies somewhat longer duration and greater layer, and is known as "sporadic E
United States posses signal frequency of occurrence which have transmission." While much data on
ent that outstrips that of the been reported by other engineers on this effect has been accumulated at
an all counts.
frequencies below 20 megacycles. The lower frequencies, more are needed
raised the membership of the distances over which the FM bursts for the very high frequency region
)r a production job well done. are received, as well as certain meas- of the spectrum and it is hoped that
the over-all program has lev- urements of signal -path length, indi- the present recording program of the
ff," General Harrison said, cate they are ionospheric in origin, Commission will help to supply the
Ion, sick benefits, pensions, re -

and incentive pay. The di -

e

a marked shift within the just as are the bursts at the lower need.
of equipment, cer
'borne types rapidly expand- is aware of its responsibility to the increase of 50 per cent over 1943 and
;

classes

n

;
H

lh sharp contraction in other country on the perplexing problems production is now approaching capaof reconversion and is approaching city, according to, the War Production
ground requirements."
them in a constructive, forward -look- Board, the RMA's new president
ame Items Not Yet Started
pointed out. The over-all production
ld it was significant that rough- ing way.
s billion dollars of the year's The RMA's retiring president and rate of the industry is now more than

for signal its newly elected president also were 2,000 per cent of its peace time operations, he added.
n' ent was involved in items not speakers at the luncheon meeting.
Cautioning the public not to expect
The radio industry has been a
Initial production. For 1945,
a pattern anything but clear. splendid example of the free enter- radical innovations in civilian radio
Jocurement plans based of prise system at work, and a return equipment as soon as the war is
y on a continuation of the to the American competitive economy ended, Mr. Cosgrove concluded:
"I believe the radio industry is
Ir all theaters. a basis in itself should be made at the earliest possible moment. Mr. Galvin told the about to enter into a new era of
t in.
B
development and expansion such as
ng the blessing of an early association in his annual report.
the best picture of the first Mr. Cosgrove, in his inaugural re- never before had been imagined. It
1945 in a level of production marks, stressed that every member has proved that it can handle a tre6 to 20 per cent under the of RMA is playing a vital part in mendous war production job magnificently. It will prove that it can
rate. General Harrison told the invasion.
N. He assured the radio menuMilitary radio and Radar require- handle a difficult post-war production
is that the War Department ments in 1944 probably will reach an job equally well."
requirements

I

=

(Continued from Page 11

There is also substan- booking office will operate under Tom
tial agreement between the daily McCray, Eastern program manager.
Arch Robb, assistant to the NBC
variations in the FM bursts and the
lower frequency bursts which is Eastern program manager for the
further evidence that they are re- past two years, has been named adlated any may perhaps be due to a ministrative assistant to Menser.
Dwight B. Herrick, formerly acting
common cause.
Bursts were also observed by Com- manager of NBC's guest relationshas
mission engineers on certain televi- been appointed War program mansion stations at 72 megacycles, but ager and acting manager of the pubinsufficient data have been collected lic service department, Frank E. Mulon these to make any determination len, executive vice-president and genof the relative amplitudes, frequen- eral manager, announced. Succeedcies of occurrence, and durations as ing Herrick will be Lathrop C. Mack.
compared with the bursts in the FM formerly assistant manager of spefrequencies.

cial events in the NBC News and Spe-

cial Events department.
Other staff changes include personnel assignments in the web's Radio -Recording Division announced by
Robert W. Friedheim, sales manager
of the division. They are:

Walter B. Davison has been ap-

pointed assistant sales manager to co-

ordinate all activities of the staff in
their dealings with government agencies; Willis B. Parsons will follow
special assignments in connection

with radio stations, in addition to his
work as assistant sales manager;
Claude Barrere has been made manager of Syndicated Sales.

Bond Show From Capital
Set By CBS For June 14
(Continued from Page 1)

plus glee club consisting of 18 men.
Program is the Army Air Force
bond presentation and will originate
on the grounds of the Washington
Monument. This show will follow the
four -network program to be heard

Monday night, June 12, which will
originate at Texarkana, with Sec.

Henry M. Morgenthau and consider-

able talent picked up from Holly-

wood as well and also a Mexican pickup with Stokowski conducting a symphony orchestra.

¡

"0"01-55.513P1/4);

Rs\,17--Yow
June 9
Cole Porter
Ralph Rose
Sylvan Taplinger Charles Webster
Paul W. White
Fred Waring
George Bryan
June 10
Mario Bragiotti Charles O'Connor
Norman Brokenshire
Stan Carey
Elmore Vincent

Al Dubin

Judy Garland
Gertrude Forster
June 11
Douglas Craig
Dorothy Haas
Robert Parman
Florence Folsom
Fred Gropper
Gene Stafford
Bill Sutherland
Hazel Scott

Clock -watching. 1
on compány time

... and paid to do it!
At NBC, keeping a constant eye
on the time isn't an,office weakness.

Far from it! It's an exacting joba job to be done as conscientiously

as any other, because in no other
business is split-second accuracy
more important.
At NBC there are men who have the
task of traveling from studio to studio.
in and out of control rooms, faithfully
making all the rounds, to look clocks in
the face and check their behavior.

Some might think that unnecessary
because the hundreds of NBC clocks are
electrically synchronized with a master -

control system that does not vary more
than one-third of a second a day.
But the clock -watcher with his master
timepiece is a double check against possible mechanical failure...just one more
precaution in avoiding error... just another example of the attention NBC gives

to the "little things" that make the big
things possible.

The accomplishments that have earned
NBC its recognition as America's Number
One Network are the sums of a multitude

of small tasks that get great attention...
small tasks which are combined with the
efforts of the advertisers and agencies who
use its services with the result that NBC is
"the Network Most People Listen to Most."

They all tune to the

írationai

roadcasting Company
It's a National Habit
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America

The National Daily Newspaper of Commercial Radio and Television
, NO. 50
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Our Invasion!

lore War Bonds!
is

the time

of

the

The Time

is

NOWT

casting industry once again in
double harness, ready to strain
every effort in putting the
greatest campaign of all over
the top. Kick-off program will

be heard tonight on all networks and many independent
stations at 10-11 p.m., EWT
and originating partly in Texarkana, headed by President

aratys are doing THEIR part
bibs, bullets, bravery
.

hldl.

ust do YOUR part

.

Roosevelt from the Capital with
Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau and a long list of radio
stars ; second portion of the
program will come from Holly-

.

ols!

'ar Bonds you buy pay for
of war. They help block

o

r

wood

array of talent will appear before the microphone ; still another portion of the show will

tr

originate in Mexico City.

i=:

Following the initial, four -

network program tonight, other

Irhaps most of all, they tell

network shows will be heard
in cooperation with the War

,ling men that we at home
.. and DO share!
tern that message.
Make it clear.

,1

()ill

Finance Division of the Treasury Dept. The specific date for

each of the networks to de-

Make

vote a day to selling bonds is
as follows: NBC, June 13, (tomorrow) ; Mutual, June 17;
CBS June 20 and the Blue 24.
Independent Stations' Day is

the heard around the world.
\W, :

June 22.
Meanwhile

many

stations

have already put their bond

fur of decision is at hand.
na h of triumph is on.

skeds into action and the first
of their tie-ups and sales have
already been accomplished.
Additional network shows

IME IS NOW!

.1

For 5th Bond Drive
$16,000,000,000 finds the broad-

13Uis the time to drive on to

.

IRadio's All -Out Plans
Fifth War Loan Drive for

Big

.

TEN CENTS

(Continued on Page 5)

No Personal Plugs

Web Bond Efforts

Theigh War Loan Drive will be

Various War Bond campaigns
devised by the networks are the
result of many meetings between

nrw,rixed by as much hard

i individual radio artists as
he3ast, but there will be no

e'm,-all-day

y

.

drives.

This

is

every quarter since the

ma purpose is to sell War
ndsmd personal publicity and
atlydant evils has not been
,reby the stars who are in the
u amuch as the next fellow.

Make YOUR Attack
with War Bonds!

the officials, department heads and
others who submitted ideas. Many
were rejected for sound reasons

and others were approved. Probably in no other bond drive have
the webs and stations gone all-out
on extra expenditures for pickups
from many parts of the country.

Monday, June 12,

RADIO DAILY

Coming and Going
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JOHN W. ALICOATE
FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

:

I

Price 10 Cts.

Publisher

:

A. E. LEARY, station and commercial manaWILLIAM F. MALO, commercial manager and
Editor ger of CKCL, Toronto, arrived in New York late sales promotion director of WDRC, Hartford,
Business Manager last week on general business.
Visited Friday and WALTER B. HAASE, promotion director of
at the headquarters of the Mutual network.
the CBS affiliate, were in Gotham late last

:

They left for the home offices on Fri-

week.

daily except Saturdays, Sundays
LOUIS PRIMA and the members of his band day, Haase by plane and Malo by train.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18), were at Groton, Conn., on Saturday, for the
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, broadcasting of the Blue Network's "Spotlight
A. L. BILLINGSLEY, president of Fuller Cr
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mercer - Band" program from the Groton Air Base.
Smith G Ross, Inc.: LEE WILLIAMS, F -S -R
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
radio director, and E. N. ANDREW, vice-presiARCH SHAWD, vice-president and general dent of the agency, off on a business trip to
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Managing Editor; Chester B. Bahn, Vice. manager of WTOL, Toledo, is back at his Pittsburgh.
President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary. Ohio headquarters after having spent the major
Terms (Post free) United States outside of portion of last week in New York.
JOE KELLY and his "Quiz Kids," who have
Published

Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,

been In New Orleans on a Bond -selling tour,
LT. JACK WILLIAMS, formerly of the staff leave the Louisiana metropolis today for Baton
Address ell communications to RADIO DAILY, of WBT, Charlotte, N. C., and now of the Rouge, state capital, where they will appear
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone Army Air Forces, visited at the station last tomorrow.
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7.6337, 7.6338. Chicago (15), week while up from Texas on furlough.

year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.

III. -Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
DOROTHEA HASSLER, formerly of WKNE,
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
WEST M. WILLCOX, assistant general manager Keene, N. H., has arrived in Philadelphia to
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite of WHOM, is spending several days in Chi- take over her duties as promotion director of
4607.
cago and. Rockford, III.

Entered as second class matter, April 5,

1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
111

Announcement of the appointment

(June 9)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High Low Close
1607/8 1603% 160%
30
30
30

CBS A

Farnsworth T. Cr R
Gen. Electric
Philco

117/a

115/8

115/8

36%
30%

361/8

36%
30%

RCA Common
Stewart -Warner

15%

991

30
9t/8
15i/8
983/4

377/8

377/e

93/8

Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

9/4
15 /_

99/2
377/e

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

WCAO I Baltimore)

2

WJR (Detroit)

Chg.

live talent experimental shows on the
Don Lee television station, Hollywood
starting June 26, was made Friday by
Ralph B. Austrian, executive vice-

abandon radio legislation for this session of Congress. Disappointed by
Wheeler's statement that the bill was
dead, NAB pointed out that frequent

testimony by industry members beSmith, when he assumes his new fore the Senate Interstate Commerce
television duties, will continue to Committee indicated that the indusfunction as radio contact man for try desired new legislation.
3/a
Wheeler had remarked that the inRKO radio studios.
- i/8
dustry wants "no regulation." NAB
-l- 3/4
issued a statement calling for "legis-i3/4
lation," but more or less failing to
+ %
meet Wheeler's claim that "regulaAsked
tion" is not wanted by the industry.
20 YEARS RGO TODAY
president.

1

The association expressed amazement
at Wheeler's statement.

33%

Westminister Spots

Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc., agency

for Westminister Limited, men's hosiery account, has produced a series
of one -minute spot announcements
for the client entitled "What Names
Mean To You." The ET commercial
contains a singing trio and character
actors, and is designed to credit local
dealers.

Acknowledgement
RADIO

Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

of Charles B. Smith as West Coast Washington-NAB on Friday called
representative of RKO Television upon Senator Burton K. Wheeler for
Corporation and the inauguration of reconsideration of his decision to

F111A11CIAL
Am. Tel. Cr Tel

WPEN.

Smith Will Represent
NAB Petitions Wheeler
RKO Tele On Coast
To Revive Radio Bill

DAILY gratefully

(June 12, 1924)

A special remote broadcast will
take place today over WOR from
Market and Washington Streets in
Newark when a memorial tablet is
unveiled in commemoration of a
Revolutionary War skirmish at the
spot...Secret of the increased transmission of WEAF, New York, is said
to lie in a new water cooled vacuum
tube, being used in broadcasting for
the first time.

acknowledges the courtesy of

MacFarlane
knew him whe
In 1933 Ian Ross

MacFarla

was the official guest of the N.
regime in Germany. He lived in t
"little Brown House," headquarti

of the National Socialist Party.]
interviewed members of all ranks

Kaufman's New Tele Role
Ben Kaufman, television columnist
on the staff of RADIO DAILY, has resigned to accept the post of managing
editor of "Television," quarterly
magazine published by Frederick
Kugel Co. New duties begin today.

on the record ... off the record. l
sifted their propaganda, too.

That's just another way le
plaining why Ian Ross MacFarlai
is a new kind of news analyst. lie

lived on the spot ... through net
in the making I He knows the peo

he talks about.

It is with great satisfacti
W -I -T -H presents his
elusively.

vie

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

PARK & TILFORD IMPORT CORP.,
New York, N. Y., and the
CHARLES M. STORM CO., INC., ad-

VOTE for

vi;rtising agency, in allowing republication of "The Time Is

HARTFORD!

Now" illustration and editorial

the post-war area most
for
likely to succeed, vote
Hartford! Send for market

As

on Page 1 of today's paper.

study showing Hartford's position

THE SAN FRANCISCO RADIO
PICTURE

HAS

in

relation

to

the

Write Wm. Malo,
Commercial Mgr., WDRC,
Hartford 4, Conn.

U.

CHANGED I

S.

A.

B

USE WDRC TO

CONNECT IN CONNECTICUT

'Oh, dear! No u'dnder 1I/FDF Flint
says we're

getting short of manpower!"

WEE 1 -Tag H;
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEYREE'

M1

may, June 12,

1
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VLB Replies To Telegram
nent Disc-AFM Settlement
yed, apparently, by the sharp wire from the recording companies
oat Thursday took to task the War Labor Board for "delay" in settling
tracted dispute between the major recording firms and the American
Ion of Musicians, George L. Taylor, vice-chairman of the WLB, on
wrote NBC, RCA and Columbia Recording a letter making it plain
board feels it has had insufficient co-operation from these companies.
Taylor's message follows:

Me board has received your telegram of June 8, in which you
plain about the delay of the board in disposing of the dispute

lving your companies and the American Federation of Musicians.
We are quite sympathetic with your desire for an early decision,
are unable to understand your attitude with reference to recent

ys in this case. You are fully aware of the complexities of the
s involved and of the board's efforts to arrive at a solution of
e issues, which will be fair and equitable to the parties and will
serve the public interest.
['his case had been before the courts and before a sub -committee
he Committee on Interstate Commerce of the United States Senate

a considerable time before your companies turned to the War

sr Board for relief. The sub -committee of the Senate recommended

active bargaining between the parties as the most practical soluof the controversy. Such bargaining was attempted and failed.
Ile board then assumed jurisdiction over this case at the urging
he companies and over the objections of the union.
Vevertheless, two of the three companies which signed your tele n refrained from entering the case until after the other companies
entered into contracts with the union, thereby settling their dispute.

You know that the signatories to your telegram are the only

ponies in the case which have thus far failed to settle their differ-

s with the union by collective bargaining. You also know that
board, like the Senate sub -committee, has throughout this case
t of the opinion that collective bargaining was the method best
sd to disposing of this controversy and that the recent delays of
ch you complain have resulted simply from an effort by the board
rrovide the parties with a fair and equitable basis for collective

mining, which would preserve the principles for both sides for
ch they have vigorously contended.

rot: knew when you sent your telegram that the decision in this
would be rendered very shortly.

Fulton Lewis, jr.

With the knowledge of all the facts and circumstances outlined
ve, your action in sending a telegram of this nature can only be
trued as an attempt to exert pressure on the board of the most
rarranted sort.

... because Fulton Lewis reports the news as he

the board wishes to make it plain that it will not yield to pressure
cs by either employers or unions."

sees it. He's there when it happens
from Butte
to Brooklyn
from Dallas to Duluth
Lewis
.

.

KEX, Portland, Sale
Awaits FCC Sanction
Portland-Portland Oregonian's ra-

dio station KEX has been sold

to

Westinghouse Radio Stations, according to announcement of Palmer Hoyt,

publisher and Walter Evans, vice-

president of Westinghouse, subject to
FCC.
ster,

Eng.,

calling

t." "London calling."
ted

features

received

Worcester,
These are
direct

on

t own short wave equipment. More
that WTAG's a big station.

The sale of the station by the paper
is in compliance with the recent FCC
order limiting ownership by a single
operator to one standard radio station
in the community.
The station, which is an affiliate of
the Blue Network, transmits on 1,190
kilocycles. Purchase price was given
as $400,000.

When the sale is approved Lee B.

Wailes, manager of Westinghouse will

be the station director.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

is on the spot.
That's why he's America's most listened to news
reporter with over 130 sponsors. Lewis is heard
nitely over 160 stations.
A few stations still available for sponsorship.
Call, wire or write
WM. B. DOLPH, WOL, WASHINGTON, D. C.

ORIGINATING FROM

Affiliated with the

WOL

WASHINGTON, D.

C.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Survey Shows Trend
In News Preferences
Survey on the likes and dislikes of

listeners as to how they want their
war news, was carried out by the
CBS Research Dept. in cooperation

with C. E. Hooper both in New York
and Minneapolis, with the result that
the majority of those interviewed preferred regular programming, with
war news to be broken in as soon as
received. This survey does not apply
to Monday or Tuesday morning, but
is effective in the afternoon of Tues.,
June 6.

Question asked was: "Should we
take off our regular programs and

give nothing but war news, or carry
regular programs with news bulletins from time to time?"
On Tuesday, a little more than half
the calls produced a vote for "War
news only." The following day's calls

found fewer than a third in favor
of war news only to the exclusion
of regular programs. Following is a
tabulation of the response to the inquiry in the name of WABC: "War

WWNC Sets Policy

Familiar Voice

On Religious Shc

Friday morning a pooled network correspondent, Charles Collingwood (CBS) gave a dramatic story of the landing of airborne troops
with whom he arrived in France. He told of the 50 -mile long train
of towed gliders, and noticing a "Captain" eyeing his recording
equipment, Collingwood said hello to him and asked if he would

Asheville-WWNC, has establt

a new and specific policy

religious broadcasts, particu
cerning the sale of time for
grams, it is announced by
Elias, executive director of th

say a few words. The "Captain" said he was in the Navy and the
two bars signified the rank of lieutenant, but he could not mention
his name or talk; besides he was with a "rival radio"' organization
before the war and did not want to mess up the broadcast.
All this time the listening staff of WOR-Mutual carrying the
broadcast was dying to have the lieutenant say something about

Pointing out that the ma

demands for time for religio
casts endangered proper prof
ance and therefore require

trol, Mr. Elias said the ne
is being placed in effect at on
it covers both sustaining at

his former radio post. They had immediately recognized the unmistakable voice of Jerry Danzig who was head of the WOR press
department before joining the Navy. Danzig, when last heard from

mercial religious broadcasts,
not include airings in which
music is included solely as
gram vehicle if advertising
commercial product or servi
the program is unsponsored.

was skipper of a landing barge in the Italian invasion and now
apparently is plying his job on the Coast of France. At any rate
WOR folks rushed to phone Jerry's father, telling him how well
he sounded on the air.

Predominant Faiths Fay

WLB Advises AFRA
Allen To Coast For CBS;
On NAB-WMAL Matter Swift In New WABC Post

news only," 30 per cent on June 7 American
of Radio
George W. Allen, program director
and 51 per cent on June 6; Regular Artists whichFederation
protested to the War
WABC, New York City outlet of
programs with bulletins, 70 per cent Labor Board the intrusion of J. of
CBS has been named manager of
on June 7 and 49 "per cent on June 6.
Harold Ryan, NAB president into the
Similar check in Minneapolis, June ,AFRA-WMAL dispute in Washing(Wed.) found fewer than one in ton, has received an answer to the
eight who wanted only war news on protest from the WLB.
7,

their radios. The vote there was: The WLB stated to AFRA that:
"War news only," 12 per cent and "The NAB requested the WLB to

"Regular programs with bulletins," 88 grant permission to file comments.
per cent.
The request was denied on the ground

Pulse Of N. Y. Expands
To Philadelphia Area
The Pulse of New York, Inc. announces the extension of its radio
research and measurement to the

that the Board does not permit persons other than parties to the case
to comment."

Pepperidge On WQXR
During Concert Hour

Philadelphia area. Its method will be Pepperidge Farms has taken the
the personal interview -roster techhour 12:15-12:30 p.m. on
nique. The first report will be re- quarter
luncheon concert, Monday
leased at the end of August and will WQXR's
Saturday. The program featcover the months of July and August. through
salon music and is on the air 12
Thereafter, a report will be issued ures
to 12:55 p.m. Previous to its
evél'y two months. Each report will noon
participation in the musical program

include a total

of 6,700 completed
personal interviews yielding measurement equivalent to a total of 129,600
coincidental personal interviews. The

Pepperidge Farms was featured on
the "Run of the House" show over
the same station. Kenyon & Eckhardt

ratings will be shown by quarter is the agency.

,

hours with a base of 400 homes inter-

viewed for each quarter hour of the
New Texas Station
separate nights and of Saturday and
Houston-The Texas Star BroadcastSunday and a base of 500 for each ing Company will be the name of the
daytime quarter hour of Monday to new and fourth radio station that will
Friday combined.

4159155

-r-

June 12

Al Donahue
Priscilla Lane
Glenn Snyder

Frank Burke
Donald Weeks
Roger Forster

be broadcasting in this city within
60 days, it has been announced. The
FCC has granted a permit for this
station to operate on 250 watts and

Under the new policy W
continue to give first call fo
ous time to the best known o:
churches with large members]

representing the predominan

in its listening area. As in the

time and engineering costs fur
programs will continue to be a
tribution of the station withou
Pacific network programs under Hal or
charges to the churches.
Hudson, program director of the Co- currently
is broadcasting on this
lumbia Pacific network with head- from the First
Baptist, First Pret:t
quarters in Hollywood, it was an- terian, Trinity Episcopal
and Celt]
nounced Friday by D. W. Thorn- Methodist churches. Seasonal
burgh, CBS vice-president in charge grams are given to the ChrisI.,
of the Western Division and general Science Committee and Syuago
manager of KNX.
and the Negro ci
The promotion is effective July 1, Beth-Ha-tephila,
Hopkins -Chapel has a refit
and Allen expects to leave for the of
weekly period in which the
Coast on June 23.
religious community is reprt
He will be succeeded at WABC by Local
not selected
G. Richard Swift, account executive stationchurches
for the above reasons
in the WABC sales department. Swift,

second choice of a
one of the original staff of WABC, fered
at a nominal charge, p:
was assistant program director prior periods
and contents of their p
to his transfer to the sales depart- talent
are acceptable. Such organ
ment. He has been with CBS since are
limited to no particular t1
1932, was formerly in charge of popu- the station's schedule, althou
lar music programs for the network.

of time devoted
As a CBS producer, Swift built total amountand
commercial r
and directed the programs which in- sustaining
features will not be increased
troduced Barry Wood, Nan Wynn and
Transcriptions Permitted
Ray Bloch as stars in their own right.
National religious organ:
While Bloch was a pianist and vocal
coach, Swift originated and produced whose transcriptions meet r
"The Ray Bloch Varieties," the show ments of the WWNC program
which featured Bloch for the first ment, and local evangelists
time as an orchestra leader.
reputation who are known
Allen has been in radio since 1925. area, meet the station's progr
Prior to joining CBS in 1938 he had quirements, and desired live
been director of WOK, Chicago; in casts are offered the remaining
charge of radio production, talent, and able periods for religious time
station relations with the Chicago rates. In connection with p
office of J. Walter Thompson, Inc.; requirements, the station's rigid
producer for Benton & Bowles, and against direct solicitation or ac

1,230 kilocycles. Principal stockholder radio director of J. Stirling Getchell edgment of funds-long in e
was restated.
of the new company is Roy Hofheinz, agency.
Time periods when commercial
who indicated that the station may
programs will be accepts
be affiliated with the Mutual Broad"History Of Communications" gious
casting System. If so, this will give Inglewood, Calif.-Universal Micro- when available, are prior to 7:00 ail I
each nation-wide network one out- phone Co., has fashioned a set of salon Monday through Friday, prior to
a.m. Saturday and prior to 11:00
let in this city.
pictures of its "History of Communi- on Sundays.

1+E

New C. A. B. Rating

Beginning with the June Program
Report, the Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting will rate all five-minute

cations" advertising series at the request of the Chicago Army Signal
Corps Depot for display in their permanent exhibit of electronics sources
of supply, and the possible inclusion
of the series in their projected travel-

network programs brpadcast throughout the week on a national scale.
ing educational exhibit.

Mr. Elias also noted that the
policy applies only to locally
sented regilious features and
WWNC will continue to carry
majority of CBS religious prog

none of which is on a comm
basis.

7
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Broadcasters "D -Day" Triumph
By CHARLES MANN

The Press & WOV
found radio prepared. All
not throwing any bouquets n -DAY
the preliminary planning and rewrong direction when we say
of the past few months bore
OV's new brochure is as at- hearsals
in precision like factual covas any we've seen produced fruits
When Invasion reports were
one of the major networks. erage.
flashed early Tuesday the nablack and white are the first
broadcasters were wide awake
colors, and anybody can see tion'sthe
result that a flow of bulle(at combination, when appro- with
tins,
commentaries
and overseas pickused, will catch the mental ups dramatically brought
the story to
well as the physical.
radio -minded millions.
cover of the promotion piece America's
key outlined in yellow-vig- Particularly noticeable was the ad-

airbrush technique-with the mirable manner in which sponsors,
"to two great markets" sur- agencies, networks and stations coeffectively on the key. Upon operated by dispensing with all pre:ng the first fold, the words ".. . viously scheduled programs so that
ge reflected in radio audience! listeners could have the full benefit
f

tcclaim! advertisers!" greet the of bulletins and analyses of the Day's
reader. The next page, the events.
NAB President J. Harold Ryan said
f the brochure, tells the adverwhat they want to know about radio coverage far transcended the
and how it has grown to be the job done by radio in reporting the
independent station in New Pearl Harbor disaster. "In its vigiThis promotion piece, easy on lance and preparedness for the re-

es, should do a lot in the way counting of this momentous event,
:ing up some advertisers' minds American radio has distinguished itDI

A Slice Of Coverage
tied "How Big a Slice Would
Itike?" a new promotion piece
rAG, Worcester's coverage, is
the mails for agencies and

11EU! BUSIDESS
i

WNEW, New York: Admiracion
with the major portion of the sched- Laboratories, Newark, N. J. (Admiraule set.
Shampoo), 20 announcements
Three hundred teachers are ex- cion
weekly, 13 weeks, through Charles
pected to take the special course in Dallas Reach Co., Newark; Fougera
radio that is being launched today by Distributed Products, Philadedphia,
KOIN and its Radio Institute For Pa. (Rigaud's Un Air Embaume PerTeachers.
fume), three announcements weekly,
Second radio deal by Marshall Field 35 weeks, through J. M. Korn & Co.,
has resulted in his purchase of the Philadelphia; A & P Tea Company,
Crosley station WSAI, a Blue affili- New York, nine announcements
ate in Cincinnati. Department store weekly, 13 weeks, through Paris &
owner and newspaper publisher re- Peart Advertising, New York; Comic
cently purchased WJJD, Chicago.
Corporation of America, New York
Tele Views: Gilbert Seldes, direc- (Band Leaders Magazine), six antor of television programs for CBS, nouncements weekly on "Make -Beinformed Kiwanis Club members, at lieve Ballroom," seven weeks, through
a luncheon, that a reasonable period Ralph H. Jones Co., New York; R. C.
of time will have to be allowed after Williams & Co., Inc. (OD -30) renewal
the war to adapt new electronics dis- of six announcements weekly, nine
coveries to television before the new weeks, through Alley & Richards Co.,
video medium is launched on a full New York; Adler Shoes for Men, New
scale.... The eye -et -ear medium will York, renewal of 13 announcements,
be the first to be studied by the Bri- weekly, 52 weeks, through Consolitish film industry's National Council dated Advertising Agency, Inc., New
which became an actuality this past York; Beech-Nut Packing Co., New
week with the designation of seven York (Beech-Nut Chewing Gum),
menibers each by the KRS (distribu- renewal of six announcements weektors), CEA (exhibitors) and the Bri- ly, 13 weeks, through Newell -Emmett

self as a great heart which never stops
beating," Ryan said.
Co., New York.
Spokesmen for the disc companies tish Film Producers Association.
sent a strong telegram of protest to Harry R. Lubcke, television direc-

for the Don Lee network, spoke
the National War Labor Board for tor
the Radio Technical Planning
delays incident to rendering a deci- before
Board session. RKO will be the first

sion in the AFM-Recording dispute. major motion picture company to en-

Message came from the RCA Victor
risers. A four -page presentation Division of Radio Corporation of ter the television film production
gray, it gives America; Columbia Recording Corp., field with that subsidiary to be known
A, black and
I's day and night coverage in and the Radio Recording Division of as RKO Television Productions, Inc.
News Briefs: J. Harold Ryan, presi to that of other Worcester NBC. Copies were also sent to comsurvey mitteemen in Congress.
Figures from
ident of NAB, wrote to both his board
IS.

d the percentage of radio sets NAB and Ascap were still unable
in to all Worcester stations to erase the discrepancies that exist
January and February are also between these two organizations conI Last page itemizes the relative cerning
interpretations of rulings for
tor 30 -word, one -minute and royalties on spot announcements.
lute day and night periods on
The four major networks have colocal stations compared to that

ordinated a plan to broadcast the

rAG.

VGAR's Double Decker
of the cleverest promotion
comes from WGAR in the form
ying cards. Two decks are being
d to

each person in Greater

land with 1,220 telephone numsr 1,220 addresses. Why the 1,220?

tse the station has switched from
to 1,220 kilocycles. With every playing Gin Rummy, "your
fly station in Cleveland" should

listeners a'plenty tuning in to

WANTED!
PROMOTION AND
AERCHANDISING MAN
BY 50 KW
Malt exempt, under 35, must
n e ideas and initiative. Famman preferred.
located metroU KW outlet
olitan Middle West. Send com-

)ete data to Box 844, Radio
ally, 1501 Broadway, New York

N. Y.

was elected president of the Radio
Directors Guild at a general mem-

of 41.1 per cent over the figure for

)0/1

R04/14
in the

PHILADELPHIA
MARKET

. .United Autobership meeting.
mobile Workers (CIO) has petitioned

the FCC for a rehearing on its May

16 grant of a license renewal to
Annual awards for Advertising WHKC, Columbus, O.
. James C.
Club achievements in publicizing, ad- Petrillo, president 'of AFM, charged

vertising and promoting the war ef- that William Green, president of the
fort were announced by the Adver- AFL, had repudiated as violations of
tising Federation of America. First labor's no -strike pledge, recent walkaward to clubs in the larger cities outs of AFM musicians at radio stawent to the Milwaukee Advertising tions WJJD in Chicago and KSTP in
Club, Les Hafemeister, president; first St. Paul.
award to clubs in smaller cities went
to the Birmingham Advertising Club,
Stanley M._ Erdreich, president.
Almost 50 commercial and sustaining shows are involved in the summer
replacement shuffle on the networks

Mutual gross billings for the month

of May reached $1,525,000, an increase

May, 1943 when the billings totalled
$1,080,797. Cumulative gross billings
and the War Labor Board his opposi- for Jan., Feb., March, April and May,
tion to the principle of fees being paid 1944 totalled $8,373,778, an increase of
assigned commercial announcers.... 74.4 per cent over the first five
AFRA is demanding such fees, with months of 1943.
WMAL, Washington, contesting the
claim. WLB has the case ... Edward
R. Murrow, CBS European chief and
London correspondent, made the first

Republican N a ti o n al Convention broadcast by an American reporter
which begins Monday, June 26, in direct from a bomber on a mission
Chicago Stadium.
over the Continent. . . . Due to inMexican manufactured radio sets, crease of week-end and evening hour
for the Mexican public, has not yet commercials on the Blue, a night ediproved profitable in that country, torship has been created in the netwith four small factories assembling work's continuity acceptance departand none actually engaged in manu- ment.
facture. Total figure of these four, The third annual NBC -Northwestplus a few custom-made jobs, is ap- ern University Summer Radio Instiproximately 2,000 per annum, accord- tute granted admittance to 125 to ating to Theodore H. Meyer, of the tend the 1944 session. .
Jerry
American Embassy in Mexico City. Devine, free-lancer, writer -director,

FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly has ordered the Commission to
keep its network of monitoring stations on the alert for espionage or
other clandestine transmissions during the invasion period.

Mutual's Gross Billings
Showed Increase In May

Suggestion: This weekly news

digest may interest someone
from radio now in the armed
forces. Clip and mail it along.

WDAS
PHILADELPHIA'S
OUTSTANDING
INDEPENDENT

NEWS
EVERY HOU

ON THE
HOUR

Starting Tonight...
Johnny Mercer's Music Shop
with

Jo Stafford
The Piec_ Pipers
Paul Weston's Orchestra

This Week's Guests:

Andy Russell
Shirley Temple
8 PM Monday Through Friday for Chesterfield

i
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adio Pushes Bond Drive
4 Will Pass Radio
as Philco President
letter to stockholders yesterohn Ballantyne, president of
ilco Corp. said that the groundtas been laid for the television
y that over a period of years
parallel and even surpass the
i and progress of radio. Letter

accompanied dividend checks,
that when standards have been
Shed for television by the FCC,
aterials are made available for
upiment, rapid growth in pub !em and popularity will follow.
to planning calls for participa (Continued on Page 12)

I1

siin And Barger Heard
,hort Lea Corn. Session
r

irhington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

bington-Dull session of the
Committee with testimony by
;:Leigh, FBIS chief, committee
Harry Barger was characleyby sharp exchange of banter
en the two. Leigh discussed the

igating methods of Barger and
r committee Attorney Eugene
arey. Leigh referred to the

PIice of taking isolated facts and
'Continued on Page 11)

Jumping The Gun

Networks And Stations Roll Up Sleeves

San Francisco - Employees of
KGO, Blue Network outlet here, did

And Plunge Into Greatest Effort

the Fifth War Loan drive to purchase additional bonds. News of

Ever Requested By Government

not wait for the official opening of
the invasion started the employees,

led by Don Searle, general manager, in a move which resulted in
$2,200 worth of bonds being bought
by the end of D -Day. Listeners
were urged to follow suit.

FCC Revises Forms;

Seeks Added Data
Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

D -Day Radio Audience

82% Above Normal

and authorized two new forms for Henry Morgenthau, Jr.
information

concerning

tional and directional antennas. The
Recapitulation on invasion radio Commission explained that since ablisteners, while it was expected to breviating the renewal form more
be high, has exceeded the most sanContinued on Page 11)

at the Du Mont tele studios

which represents the group.

Cuff, general manager of the

tont studios in New York, Irvin
(Continued on Page 11)

r

'"Duffy's" Phoning
Warren Gerz, of Young & Rubi.

m but formerly of "Duffy's" on
e Blue. still MUST hear the elite
h

time they eat

on the air.

ht week the set at his home in
e suburbs went dead lust as the
pow started. Calling Blue public r, he had Johnny Larson stuff the

f

,t

r
`

lone transmitter into the speaker
Earl Mullin's

receiver and so

rand his favorite program.

Many

(Continued on Page 12)

non -direc-

Blue Employes To Buy

guine estimates, with at least two
different surveys revealing an ex$100,000 In War Bonds
tremely high average of listening Okla. Gov. Pays Tribute
audience. This is apart from surveys To Radio's War Coverage
which sought to learn listener preAt a mass meeting held in Radio
ferences on the handling of news.
City-Governor Robert City yesterday, employes of the Blue
According to part of the original S.Oklahoma
Kerr, in his weekly broadcast with Network launched the Fifth War Loan
D -Day coverage, one network com(Continued on Page 6)

Ozzie Nelson -Hilliard

Set For Own Show, Oct. 1

Ken Miller, KVOO news editor, on Drive with a pledge to buy $100,000
the program "Confidentially, Gov- in additional war bonds for the purernor-Why?" paid high tribute to chase and equipment of 3,000 hospital
networks, individual stations and the beds. The meeting was addressed by
(Continued on Page 2)

Keith

Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard Whiteman On Bond Tour;
have been signed to head a new proReplaces Glenn Miller
gram which will start Sunday, Oct.
on CBS, 6-6:30 p.m., EWT. for InPaul Whiteman, musical director of
!vision seminar for 48 depart - 1,
Silver Co. which replaces the Blue Network, is conducting the
store executives from various ternational
seven -year -old show "Silver Thea- Treasury Department Orchestra in a
+ will be held this afternoon at its
ter," with the new series. Comedy
r the aegis of Television Work -

carried the strong one -hour spe-

Washington-The FCC has revised cial program, backed by the apits Form 303, application form for li- peals of President Roosevelt
cense renewal, calling for additional and Secretary of the Treasury
program and business information,

.el Seminar Today
For Dept. Store Execs

1.

Radio's giant effort in the

Fifth War Loan Drive took the
first step officially last night as
the four major networks along
with many independent stations

War Bond tour, and started yester-

(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 2)

Church Radio Fellowships
Go To Five Active Ministers
"The Great Gildersleeve"
Leads In Listeners Survey

Recipients of the 1944 Fellowship
Awards by NBC and the Congregational -Christian Churches were five

Five top ranking programs listed in
terms of the number of listeners per
listening set, finds "The Great Gildersleeve" on NBC first with a total of

representing the Methodist, Presby-

ministers in the active

pastorate,

Inc. Rest of the shows

(Continued on Page 2)

vice-president

Bern And Levy To Coast
As CBS Staff Additions
Al Levy, formerly with the James
Saphier Agency and now manager of

Frank Sinatra, has joined the CBS

staff in Hollywood, and Larry Berns.
(Continued on Page 2)

Home Work
The "necessity is the mother of

invention" gag is used by Henry
Sylvern. With addition of his new
chores as music director of M -G -M's

"Screen Test" on Mutual which debuted last night, Sylvern is one of
busiest leaders in business. so he

among more than 100 nominees, ac-

now records arrangements at home,

nations. These were selected from

The five are Dr. Bernard
(Continued on Page 11)

Mont -

in

(Continued on Page 11)

terian and Disciples of Christ denomi-

3.16 which is broken down as follows: cording to Dr. James Rowland Angell,
women, 1.48; men, 0.97 and children, NBC public service counselor and
0.71. ,Figures are those compiled by chairman of the award committee.
C. E. Hooper,

Kiggins,

charge of stations; Ivor Kenway, of
the station relations department, who

passes disc over to an arranger,
who notes the music copy 1n time
for his five -times -a -week show.
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network producer in New York City, industry for its invasion coverage. In
will move to CBS' West Coast offices commenting on splendid achievement

Editor
Business Manager

within the next few weeks, it was of allied troops and his urging for a
announced by P. W. Thornburgh, further all-out effort on the home
Columbia vice-president in charge of front, the Governor said:
the western division and general
"I think our radio networks, indi-

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),

As members of a newly formed all out program of patritotic service

JOHN W. ALICOATE
FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

:

:

:

Publisher

manager of KNX, CBS owned station vidual stations and other news agenin Los Angeles.
cies also achieved a new high in an

N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, division of the CBS Hollywood pro- and effectiveness. I know that the
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersey - gram department, Levy and Berns, American people are fully aware that
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- will work on the building and audi- for the better part of 24 hours every
Editor; Chester B. Bann, Vice.
President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
aging

tioning of new shows and ideas, and network and every station plunged

out into a program of providing
Terms (Post free) United States outside of on the development of new talent for all
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, network programs. Decision to estab- us with the most comprehensive 'On
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. lish the new division was reached the Spot Picture' ever given of such
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY, after a series of conferences at an undertaking.
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
WIsconsin 7-6336. 7-6337. 7-6338. Chicago (15),

"I do not know what these radio
in stations and networks lost in dollars
and cents by reason of cancelling
commercial contracts during those
hours, nor what it cost them to
Tour; long
pay for the reporters and commenMiller tators all the way from our own land
to the invasion beaches themselves,

KNX between Thornburgh and Doug-

111.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone las Coulter, CBS vice-president
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph charge of programs.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
5607.

Entered as second class matter, April

5,

1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,

under the act of March 3, 1879.

Whiteman On Bond
Replaces Glenn

and in the airplanes over the invaded
areas; for the: expensive mechanical
elements involved -in bringing the
words to us- through our individual
radio sets, but I know their loss and
The troupe which is traveling in their costs were terrific; and for their
the War Bond Caravan includes all out effort. I know we are all grate(Continued from Page 1)

day from Indianapolis. At the request
of the Treasury Department, Whiteman has replaced Glenn Miler, who
has been summoned to other duties.

FltlnnClAl
(Monday, June

12)
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New York each week-end to rehearse
and conduct the Philco Corp. "Summer Hour" on the Blue.

"The Great Gildersleeve"
Leads In Listeners Survey

'Dr. Christian' Award

(Continued from Page 1)

1/s

11/8

Asked

36

20 YEARS NO TODDY
(June 13, 1924)
Experimental trans -Atlantic broadsasts from Chelmsford, England,

have been heard in New York City
and simultaneously rebroadcast to
points in Great Britain, Vienna and
Barcelona with amazing clarity....
Every owner of a radio receiving set
in Great Britain pays ten shillings a
year for the privilege of listening in.

.

Wednesday, June

4I

Dhe

WABC-CBS, largest number of women listeners
Chesebrough per set, is "Life of Riley," with 1.60;
Mfg. Company sponsors the program. largest number of men Iisteners per
14,

set is, Walter Winchell, 1.07; largest
of children listeners per set
Armstrong Bout On MBS number
Al Davis -Henry Armstrong 10 - is "Terry and the Pirates, with 1.40.
Highest
identification acround welterweight match at Madi- cording tosponsor
Hooper is "Lux Radio
son Square Garden will be heard over Theater," with
-90.B per cent; correct
WOR-Mutual Thursday night at 10

p.m., EWT. Don Dunphy and Bill product, 90.2 per cent. --Corum will do the announcing.

-.

rc

"Smoothies" Move

toss

out the

buying time. You stick to fac

And that's easy to do todc

Let's look at power. Pow
alone is no basis for buyi!
time. What good are a lot
people if they don't liste
Popularity alone is no bas
Suppose it costs you 5 tim.
as much to get twice as mat
listeners?

Cost alone

is

no

yardsti(

either. If nobody listens it's
waste of money.
Intelligent advertisers
at all three.

loo

We've got the facts for Balt
more on all three of thes
vital factors. They prove the
W -I -T -H delivers more listen

ers-per-dollar-spent!

First Guesting

appearance on the Telephone Hour
on 'Monday, June 19, Isn' the NBC
network, 9-9:30 p.m., EWT, it has
been announced. N. W. Ayer is the
program's agency.

1RE

VOICE

K.
KANSAS

013"A

you

sleight - of - hand method

Bidu Sayao will make her first guest

"The Smoothies," vocal rhythm trio
formerly heard on Mutual 8:15-8:30
p.m., EWT have moved to the 3-3:15
p.m spot Mondays through Fridays.

the job of

oD JXan3a3

First,

8:30-8:55 p.m., EWT.

OE

at low
for YOU
cost just hire:

Best
Id*
GEM'L. MGR

are, in order: "Crime Doctor," "Blue

Judges of the "Dr. Christian Award" Ribbon Town," Charlie McCarthy and
script contest will announce the grand tied for fifth place is "The Life of
prize winner of $2,000 during the "Dr. Riley and "Radio Reader's Digest."
Christian"' broadcast over CBS
The Subscriber Program with the

log WANTED
SELLING

More For Ycí
Baltimore
Radio Dollci

1

1003/4 1001/4 10011
391/2

movie stars Paul Lukas and Ingrid ful, indeed."
Bergman. Whiteman will return to

How To Gck

IROPICAI
AMERICA

CBS

AFFILIATE

MIAMI

Represented by John Blair & Co.

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REI

M AY S V I L L E,

KENTUCKY... Stalwart Symbol

Here live the memories of vanished days
Beside the works of man's inventive mind.
Beyond the streets of Maysville lie rich farms,
And in the town are buildings proud with age
As some are bright with youth. The Court House

standsSymbol of justice-here the Library,
And Wilson Hospital, where mercy dwells.
Wheels turn in factories, and things men need
To carry on the battle for the right
Flow out, a mighty stream, on shining tracks
To either coast, and then across the seas.
This is what ancient Maysville means to us;
A strongly -knit community of lives

Devoted to the building of great wealth
Of mind and body; of the heart and soul.
What do we mean to Maysville? This, we hope;
A channel for the music of the world,
And for swift news of those beloved ones.
Whose names burn brightly in a whispered prayer
As on an Honor Roll. We have a bond
Between us, woven with the silken threads
Of memory, of progress, and of time.
by Norine Freeman

WLW

The Nation's Most Merchandise -able Station
DIVISION OF THE CR05IDY CORPORATION

We Sell Programs
In these days of saturating demand for announcement avail abilities we are particularly pleased to point out that by far

the largest part of our sales are programs of five minutes
and longer.

Every modern means of selling and presenting programs is
used. Letters, direct mail, transcriptions and hundreds of
presentations similar to the one shown here are employed
for this purpose.
But most important of all, these presentations are made in
person by men highly specialized and devoted exclusively
to the sale of radio.
-.1

Time buyers find successful program selling of this kind is

constructive and the results are gratifying to the radio
stations we represent.

PAUL N. RAYMER COMPANY
NEW YORK

DETROIT

CHICAGO
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D -Day Radio Audience

82% Above Normal
(Continued from Page 1)

missioned a research organization tai
begin measuring audiences to war -

news programs as soon as possible

Chicago -land ('cnnauularJ:
D -Day Echoes: John Bryson. Blue announcer on midwest-origi-

21 years of continu

on June 6 were for most hours of

nated Spotlight Band airings, did a Dunninger on Invasion forecasting
A serious and sincere gent. Bryson participated in
Chicago an Invasion bull -session held among fellow announcers

public service, alert

following the invasion. Results of the
survey carried out for CBS by C. E.
Hooper, Inc. showed that audiences
the day more than double their normal

size and for the 14 hours studied,
per cent above
audience.

-

the normal day's

some five weeks ago

100 Per Cent Boost Noted

All six spielers lotted down their
predictions as to time and place and filed them away
Bryson's guess:
June 6. with Allied forces taking off from England and landing on the
coast of France,
Jules Herbuveaux, NBC Central Division program di-

Hooper, a 100 per cent audience boost
was noted. The greatest increase (138

rector, had a "hunch" Tuesday night and stuck around the studios
Sgt. Alexander Hahn of Chicago was one of the two soldiers Charles Col
lingwood, CBS correspondent, interviewed on an LST boat during the Invasion channel crossing
A recording of the interview was heard over

Although June 6 audience would
normally show a decline from the
comparative date selected (May 2)
in 10 of the 14 hours studied by
per cent) was found in the two-hour
period between 4 and 6 p.m. Against
the usually strong Tuesday night
audience, gains and 56 per cent and

29 per cent were registered, for an
over-all evening increase of 40 per

cent.
Coincidental

personal interviews
carried out by The Pulse of New York

WBBM in a CBS pickup from London at 8:25 a.m. on D -Day

The average quarter-hour figure for
sets -in -use was computed at 53.2 per
cent of radio homes in the New York
Metropolitan area.

Magee To OWI
been granted a leave of absence by
WEEU-WRAW to become a field
representative in the over -seas branch
of the OWI, assigned to the London,

England office. Magee reported for
duty recently at the N. Y. office of
the-OWI. He has been associated. with

WEEU-WRAW for the past thirteen

years.

Sgt. Hahn's

were made to have her come to the studios and appear on Newscaster
John Harrington's 5:30 airing that afternoon, giving her reactions to her
husband's interview.

from his North Side apartment to the Merchandise Mart studios
in a bit under six minutes.
. From 1:00 a.m, until 11:00 p.m.
.

he was so engulfed in the network's Invasion coverage that he had to

delegate to his secretary the job of blowing out the candles on a
birthday cake presented to him by fellow employes.
Florence
.

.

.

Warner, WBBM-CBS educational director, and her staff toiled
until the wee hours Tuesday morning getting out a special Invasion
edition for the Chicago schools in connection with the Invasion maps
which WBBM recently distributed to the school system.

*

*

*

Ed Horstman. Blue Central Division chief engineer, installed
a loudspeaker in the network's reception lobby on the 19th floor of the
Merchandise Mart
with the result that when word spread through the
"world"s largest building" that the latest news was pouring out of the
aforementioned loudspeaker. hundreds of people flocked to the 19th floor
Horstman was praised for his thoughtfulness by everybody but the
Mart's elevator operators
For them, shuttling hundreds of news -hungry
citizens up and down was nothing but a big headache.

When Danny O'Neil, WBBM-CBS singing star, featured
Brahms' Cradle Song on his broadcast with the Bluejacket Choir
over CBS last Sunday, he intended the lullaby for the ears of a
seven and a half pound bundle named William Michael O'Neil at
St. John's Hospital in Los Angeles.
. Danny revised his list of
broadcast numbers to include the Cradle Song as soon as he heard
the news, via long distance, of William Michael's arrival.
Joe
.

.

.

.

.

"Curley" Bradley, who rose to radio fame as a member of the Ranch
Boys trio, is playing the colorful role of cowboy Tom Mix in the
new. WGN-Mutual adventure serial of that name. . . . Paul Faust,
Michell -Faust ad agency prexy, addressed a recent monthly meeting

of WLS executives on the results of a survey the agency and the
WLS sales department made of midwest farm homes in connection
with the Prairie Farmer-WLS combination ad series.

Edward Petry & Co., National Representative

--

Jib

leads morning, aft.
noon and night.

*

.7

All stirveys agree W

Merritt R. (Matt) Schoenfeld, assistant general manager of the Blue's Central Division, in the rush and excitement all but
forgot that D -Day was also his birthday.... He drove the 36 blocks
.

Reading, Pa.-Robert G. Magee, assistant station manager of WEEU, has

and of course
advertiser's preferee

wife, a war plant worker, was listening
When she phoned WBBM to
find out whether she could get a recording of the broadcast, arrangements

between 9 a.m. and 12 noon on June

6, indicated a high in mid -week morning listening not previously obtained.

leadership. Progra

Nvm rnLr. /'-nrl Ifrho, -

Washington will hl
the first NBC televis
station to be
after the war.

twenty-four hours.

H HOUR AT NB

All commercial progr,
24 hours of radio's gm'

TASK FORCES OF NEWS
Here's how some of NBC's newsmen moved about
the face of Europe to strategic positions prior to D
Day and took their posts for the biggest news story
in history. For 24 hours without interruption, NBC
broadcast news flashes, bulletins, analytical comment and special programs, expert opinion, cancel-

ing all sponsored shows, to devote its complete

services to the American public's interest.

H. V. KALTENBORN

Expert NBC newi',

caster, preparing or
of his penetrating analyses of bulletins which he broaden

intermittently throughout the day and night.

AS D DAY DAWNED

The desk man monitors the short-

wave radio from Allied head-

quarters and Adolph Schneider, manager of operations of the NBC
news and special events department, makes hurried notes. William
F. Brooks, chief of the department (with cigarette holder), looks on,

In the center (in dark suit) is Niles Trammell, NBC president

lef

for
EYE -WITNESS

voting

ACCOUNT
Within a few hours of the first
flash, NBC was on the air with

eye -witness stories. Here, foreign

news monitor Croswell Bowen,

plays a recording of such a report in the early morning.

FEEDING THE
MIKE
William F. Brooks (standing),
manager of NBC news and
special events department, and

copy desk editor Raymond

Brown hustling a portion of the
hundreds of thousands of words
toward the NBC mike. Brooks'
long and careful planning was

evidenced by the smooth performance throughout the day.

IFNCN
INV

ROBERT
ST. JOHN
Checking maps to assure

accuracy of teletype

news flashes was just
one of the hundreds of

tasks undertaken by
NBC to guard its high
standards of news re-

porting. Here Robert

St. John, ace NBC commentator, verifies a war
zone location.

the tightly
FILLS A BOOK! Even
condensed version

of the rapid developments in NBC coverage of

the invasion story, already in book form, required 36 full pages! Titled "H HOUR, 1944,"

the book is an amazing thumbnail record of
NBC's historic invasion reporting.

AMERICA'S
NO. 1 NETWORK
FOR NEWS
Six hours of continuous NBC broadcasting at this point
and the strain is beginning to show in their faces. But on
By this time hundreds of congratulating telegrams from affiliated NBC
were arriving in New York.

L AT IT I

Once more NBC justified the

public's confidence in its leadership as "The Network Most People Listen to Most."
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FCC Revises Renewal Forms Blue Employes To Buy
Also Asks Data Re Antennas $100,000 In War Bonds
To Five Ministers
Fellowships

ado

o

(Continued from Page 1I

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued fr om Page 1)

is in charge of the bond drive on the

to the ownership, operation, interests
than two years ago, it has required therein,
etc., of all licensees. Current
engineering data. The extension of information
on program service is
the license term to three years, how- likewise sought
and applicants will
ever makes it important that up-to- be required to attach
to the original
3, Conn., and the Rev. Harley date engineering information be filed.
m, Buffalo, N. Y. Each will Licensees will be requested to submit application only the program and
port]and, Ore.; the Rev.
M. Crowe, St. Louis, Mo.; the
Twin T. Randall, Minneapolis,
the Rev. Robert S. Steele,

one of the three NBC Summer by August 1 such current engineering
as at Stanford University, Palo information. A supply of the newly

Blue; H. C. Dayche, of the U. S. Treas-

ury Department; and Private First
Class Mitchell, who was wounded in
the African campaign and received
the Purple Heart award.
Among highlights of the drive on
operating logs or one exact copy the Blue is the news that every memthereof required to be kept under ber of the staff of station WJZ, key
section 3.404 of the rules for the seven station of the network in New York.
consecutive days.
Immediately preceding the date of with one exception, was pledged to
bonds before the drive began yesexecution of the application form, if buy
and that in the Los Angeles
the original log is submitted and so terday,
on D -Day, employes pledged
marked, it will be returned to ap- office
themselves
to buy nine times as much
plicant.
in bonds as was bought during the
Text .of Revision
"The requirement in the revised entire month of May.

lorthwestern University, Chi- approved forms will be mailed to
: the University of California each standard broadcast station.
Angeles.
One significant change in the forms
Angell also announced the covering the engineering data is that
o of Frank Elliott, of the Chi- in addition to being executed by the
ieological Seminary, as win - applicant, the chief engineer and
.the $1,000 fellowship to the technical director of the station will
ding graduate of a seminary. be required to swear or affirm that
Will attend one of the three he had read the same, knows the cont Institutes and then will com- tents thereof, and that the matters form for submission of program and
b fellowship year working on and facts set forth in the form are operating logs is in lieu of the proof an NBC station.
true of his own knowledge. "Past vision in Form 303 prior to revision.

experience has indicated that many
Committee Membership
3ers of the fellowship award licensees filed their renewal applicatee, in addition to Dr. Angell, tions with gross errors which are rer. Truman Douglass, vice-pres- peated time and time again, thus inf the Board of Home Missions dicating that the data had been copied
Congregational - Christian from a previous renewal application
e
es; the Rev. James Flint, chair the Congregational -Christian

ttee on Radio, and the Rev.
C. Parker, acting assistant

Penn College For Women
Prepares Course In Radio

which sought a breakdown of program content giving percentages of

Pittsburgh-WCAE Program Direc-

total monthly hours (commercial and
sustaining) divided into types of programs such as entertainment, educational, religious, agricultural, frawithout re-examination by anyone ternal news, etc., it is believed
having knowledge or information of will result in eliciting more accurate
the facts" FCC said. In addition to up- information on the subject of proto-date engineering data, the revised gram service the station renders with

tor R. Clifton Daniel has been appointed to teach the radio course at

Pennsylvania College for Women next

fall. Daniel plans to make the course
at PCW a pre -professional one, giv-

ing students training for a radio
career.

of NBC's Public Service De- application form and renewal of li- less effort on the part of the appliWABC's Renewals
representing the churches. cense seeks to elicit information as cant."
Max Jordan, NBC Director
WABC, CBS' New York outlet, anLeigh And Barger Heard nounced a new radio campaign by
ous Broadcasts, and Sterling Tele Seminar Today
ssistant NBC Public Service
In Short Lea Corn. Session Curtis Publishing Company; renewal
,

r and director of the NBC
erican University of the Air,
ting the network. Dr. Fred

For Dept. Store Execs
(Continued from Page

of the Chicago Theological Shane of the "Workshop" and several
represented the seminary local agency men will also be in
attendance.
e -year award to Elliott.
,

Up for discussion will be televi-

sion's role in the post-war world.

Nelson -Hilliard

or Own Show, Oct.

1

UBC Admitted To AFA
Toledo - United

Broadcasting
Company, which operates WHK and
with an orchestra will be used WCLE in Cleveland and WHKC, Coman -and -wife theme, entitled, lumbus, Ohio, has been admitted to
adventures of Ozzie and Har- membership in the Advertising Fedand will revolve around a eration of America.
of troupers who inherit a small
rug store, seek to settle down
Time Change
with their
get acquainted
"Those We Love," the dramatic
tn.
Nelson and Miss Hilliard (the series currently aired Sunday afterhalf) have been appearing the noons over NBC, will shift to Thursiw seasons with Red Skelton. day nights at 8:00 p.m., EWT, effective
& Rubicam is the agency for June 22, on the same network.
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

of its current contract by Studebaker
Corporation, and increases in the
opinions and building them up into broadcast schedules of Dif Corporaconclusions" which he said, com- tion and Paramount Pictures, Inc.
pletely ignored the evidence.
Curtis, for the "Saturday Evening
Post," is participating in the "Arthur
Godfrey" program. Agency, MacFarGet AP Service
Aveyard & Company. StudeThe following broadcast stations land,
have recently acquired the special AP baker, effective July 3, renews sponradio wire service through Press As- sorship of the Bill Costello news prosociation, Inc., the radio subsidiary gram, with Monday, Wednesday and
of The Associated Press: WAVE, Sunday schedule. Roche, Williams &
Louisville, Ky.; WBTM, Danville, Va.; Cunnyngham, Inc., is the agency fcr
(Continued from Page 11

1)

WSLS, Roanoke, Va.; WLVA, Lynch- Studebaker.

burg, Va.; WSOO, Sault Ste. Marie, Dif increases its sponsorship of the
Mich.; W45BR, Baton Rouge, La.; "Have You Forgotten?" from five to
WIBA, Madison, Wis.; WHIG, Dayton, six days a week. Grey Advertising is
O.; KTAR, Phoenix, Ariz.; KTTS, the agency. Paramount, for forthcomSpringfield, Mo., WOLF, Syracuse, N. ing motion pictures, is increasing its
Y.; KADA, Ada, Okla.; WSPR, Springfield, Mass.; WLEU, Erie, Pa.; KPAS,
Pasadena, Calif.; WMAZ, Macon, Ga.;
KRLH, Midland, Tex.

participations in the Godfrey program to six a week, Mondays through
Saturdays. Buchanan & Company,
Inc. is the agency.

ltional Silver Co.

WALTER COMPTON
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A COPY OF
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I
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Radio Pushes Greatest Bond Drive Tele Will Pass Rat,
As Nation's Fifth War Loan Opens Says Philco Pre
(Continued from Page 11
Hurst are making special Bond Day
stars of stage, screen and radio took appearances on various NBC shows.
part in the show starting the indus- In addition, many servicemen are betry on its way to help achieve the ing heard throughout the day.
$16,000,000,000.
During the 91 -minute show from
Today, NBC, is making its round- Hollywood, the combined writing
the-clock contribution to the Fifth staffs of the stars join forces to preWar Loan Drive under the banner sent a gala program which includes
"It's Twenty-one to Five," signifying
that 21 continuous broadcast hours
"E" Record
on NBC are being dedicated to the
St. Louis-Ralph Edwards, with
5,000,000 volunteer war bond sellers
his "Truth or Consequences" proringing doorbells across the nation.
gram company, sold $5,700,100 in
It is the web's assigned day. Details
"E" Bonds here on Saturday at his
of special programs designed to protwo shows which were broadcast
mote the Drive were also released
from Kiel Auditorium before a
yesterday by the Blue Network. As
total assemblage of 35,239 people.

the drive got under way, the Blue

presented "The Awakening of Sleepy
Sam," starring Sidney Blackmer, the
screen actor, at 4 p.m., EWT. The half-

This figure represents a record for

this type of bonds for any indiri
dual.

(Coatiaaed from Page

networks are scheduled to participate tion in and contribution
individually are: the Mutual Broad- developments, he said.
casting System, June 17; Columbia A new television relay,
Broadcasting System, June 20; and by Philco engineers, the
the Blue Network, June 24. Independ- kind and capable of pro
ent stations' Bond Day is June 22.
pendable, high quality se
times, made its debut with
As a feature of the Fifth War Loan dedication of a transmitte
Drive, which started yesterday, Jerry tween New York and
Lawrence on WMCA is presenting in- connecting the two cities

terviews twice daily at 12:30 p.m. broadcasts, Ballantyne disci
and 8:30 p.m. with decorated combat
veterans from all 11 Air Forces overseas. These heroes include gunners,
pilots, bombardiers and navigators,
many from Metropolitan New York,

message.

dith College, J. Melville
Governor of N. C. and
Josephus Daniels, Secreta
who are now at the Pawling, New Navy during World War I,
York branch of Mitchel Field AAF er U. S. Ambassador to the
convalescent center and regional sta- of Mexico.
tion hospital.

They will tell of their battle exhour sketch outlined the 20 years the following: Ronald Colman, Major periences
in using the equipment purPhiladelphia-With 100
preceding Pearl Harbor.
Meredith Willson, Jack Benny, Ginny chased with
War Loan funds.
operation from local and na
Simms, Jack Haley and Joan Davis,
Eight Programs Start Today
vertisers alike, all comme
Scheduled to begin today are eight Frances Langford, Abbott and Coson WFIL yesterday which o
five-minute programs entitled "Amer- tello, Bob Hope, John Charles Thomas,
Raleigh, N. C.-WPTF will 'schedule Fifth War Loan Drive, w
ica Marches," which will be presented Fibber McGee and Molly, the King's a daily series of five-minute studio toward the sale of War Bon
in cooperation with the U. S. Treasury Men, Frank Morgan, Kay Kyser, Bing broadcast on Fifth War Loan today
Local program and spot a
and the New York "Journal -Ameri- Crosby, Amos and Andy, Bob Burns (NBC Bond Day) through July 8, substituted
bond copy in pla
can." To be aired Tuesday and Thurs- and the Great Gildersleeve.
close of drive. Prominent local, state
plugs; national spot
day from June 13 through July 6 at Shrines to be visited in round -the - and national speakers will include regular
either provided bond co
6:35 p.m., EWT, the series will dra- nation pickups include the Statue of Mayor Graham H. Andrews, Dr. ers
linquished their time for 1
matize famous highlights in American Liberty; Plymouth Rock; U. S. Treas- Carlyle Campbell, president of Mere - sages to be inserted.
history and will star Raymond Green- ury Building on the New York site
leaf, Jessie Royce Landis, Santos where George Washington took the
Ortega, Annabella, Eddie Dowling oath of office as first president; tomb
of the Unknown Soldier, Arlington,
and other noted actors.
A galaxy of the NBC network stars Va.; Independence Hall, Philadelphia;
and commentators, as well as a host headquarters of Washington in Morof distinguished guest speakers, are ristown, N. J.; tomb of Abraham Linpaying tribute to the victory bond coln, Springfield, Ill.; Betsy Ross
workers throughout the day, which is home, Philadelphia; the Flag House,
to be climaxed by an hour and a half Baltimore, Md.; Jefferson Memorial,

of continuous entertainment from Hol- and Capitol Building, Washington, D.
lywood, NBC, 11:30 p,m.-1:00 a.m., C.; Fort Pitt, Pittsburgh, Pa., and
EWT. "It's Twenty-one to Five" also still others on the West Coast.

includes hourly pickups from the

country's great national shrines.
Such personalities as Jane Cowl,
Clifton Fadiman, Cpl. Frank Loesser,

Other "one -day stands" in which

Hayes, Justice Owen D.
Roberts, Janet Beecher, Cornelia Otis
Skinner, Alfred Lunt and Fannie

Helen

74 SCHOOL a
RADIO TECHNIQUE
(America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio Broadrotting)

SPECIAL SUMMER
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8
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I ,u,ght

b, \ rruort. Pro les

nnia.
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CIRCLE 7-0193
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NRESULTS SERVICE IM

}r
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nvasion Pool Extended
Bond Drive Tempo

Kosty-Pons Tour

Ipped Up By Radio

Immediately upon his arrival in
Teheran, Andre Kostelanetz, famed
orchestra conductor who is accom-

npo of radio's participation in
'ifth War Bond Drive quickened

rday with spirited rivalry be-

n networks and stations in plan special programs, exploitation
spot announcements designed to
pore bonds.

flying to the Fifth War Loan en or, Arturo Toscanini is interrupt lis vacation to conduct the NBC
phony orchestra in two Treasury
:rtment concerts on the "General
(Continued on Page 7)

IN)R Commended For Aid

panied by his wife, Lily Pons, organized, under the direction of the

Major Webs In Agreement To Continue
Operation Indefinitely, Or Until The
Broadcasts Start From France

Commanding General, a 50 -man GI

orchestra which, with Kostelanetz
conducting, will play in the various
camps in the Iraq -Iran area. Most
of the men are amateurs who were
given special furloughs to play.

Radio 1943 Income Up;

Fly Lauds Web Rules
Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

BMI Directorship
Adds Three Members

[n Recapturing Prisoner

I r, Emmanual Kalytka, was dis-

red missing Sunday night and
police and FBI started a wide
:h for him. On Monday WOR
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 2)

Contract Renewals
And New Shows On NBC

Following renewals and replacet3;xrm-Hour Girls Select
ments were announced yesterday by
¿3 Song Contest Finalists NBC: General Foods Corp. has renewed two of its contracts over en.neral Electric "Hour of Charm" tire net, effective July 6. Maxwell

ie Rogndahl of Portland, Ore
I

tica Mais of Jamaica, B. W. I and
:la Halliday of Baltimore, Md.

FM Feeds AM

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 2)

New CBC Program Series
To Stress Canada's Status
Montreal-Canada's growing inter-

(Continued on Page 2)

Trio Of Network Quiz Shows
Will Aid CBS 'War Bond Day'
Bob Hawk, quiz master of "Thanks
to the Yanks," Phil Baker, emcee of

:hat city and interviews with leadng citizens. This marks the first
Ime that an FM station will feed
r program to a full AM major netvork. The program is scheduled

Boston-The first combined mili- Pop," will participate in "The Land
tary service show of the country Is Bright" special full hour show

WT.

to 6:30

p.m.,

It Or Leave It," and Parks
Attracts Record Crowd "Take
Johnson and Warren Hull of "Vox

opened the mass Fifth War Loan highlighting CBS "War Bond Day,"

Monday, playing to a capacity audi- Tuesday, June 20, 10:30 to 11:30 p.m.
ence of 13,500 people in Boston Gar- "The Land Is Bright," joint producden, Stars of the show now in uni- tion by William N. Robson and
form were Commander Jack Demp- Robert Lewis Shayon, will originate
sey, USCG and Sgt. Gene Autry, AAF; in several sections of the country to
(Continued on Page 3)

At Lea Com. Hearing
Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

and Hollywood offices. Barton, whose tion by FBIS Chief Dr. Robert D.
new appointment becomes effective Leigh referring yesterday to his

Boston War Bond Rally

o take place 6:01

Leigh Flays Garey

Frank Barton has been appointed Washington -"The most disgracebusiness manager of The Biow Co. ful proceedings I have ever seen in
radio division for both the New York Legislative history" was the descrip-

The Mutual network will broad last a bond rally which will originate from WBCA, Schenectady, and

eature the A Cappella Choir of

every possible advantage accruing
from the combined effort. Voluntary

per cent higher than that for the pre- sidered more important to radio as a
vious year, the FCC revealed yester- whole and it was not desirable to
day. Total broadcast income for 796 have one network pick up a particustations was $46,481,397, with these
(Continued on Page 8)
same stations having reported only

tion finalists have just been House Coffee Time, Thursday, 8-8:30
importance is the keynote of
,ted by Phil Spitalny's all -girl p.m., IWT, *'ill be replaced for ten national
series of broadcasts arranged
estra. Their names will be an- weeks, by "Those We Love" starting abynew
the CBC under the title, "The
:tced 'on the "Hour of Charm" pro - June 22. Young & Rubigam placed

h June 18th. They will all sing
program of June 25, They are

bringing to the American listeners

Washington-The nation's broad- extension was agreed upon for one
casters ended 1943 with an income 50 thing because the move was con-

Members of the board of directors $30,673,542 for 1942, (The figures inof Broadcast Music, Inc., at a meet- clude all broadcast revenues less
uhjor George A. Vassos, executive ing yesterday increased the number
(Continued on Page 81
far of Halloran Hospital, Staten of directors from seven to 10 as a
,t) d, has commended WOR for its sequel to authority conferred upon
Biow Co. Appoints 1;urton
.Isn helping to capture an escaped the board by the stockholders.
lonan prisoner who was working Newly elected directors are C. W.
Radio Div. Business Mgr.
J.
al e hospital which houses wounded Myers, KOIN, Portland, Ore.;
ill convalescent soldiers. The pri- Leonard Reinsch, WSB, Atlanta, Ga.,

Although the newspaper -press association pool is officially ended, major
networks of the country have mutually agreed to continue the pooling of
radio correspondents indefinitely thus

(Continued on Page 2)

locked -doors questioning 13 months
ago by Eugene L. Garey, Garey was

t

then chief counsel for the House
Select Committee investigating the
(Continued on Page 7)

Blue Appoints Don Rich
To Handle WJZ Publicity
Don Rich has been appointed director of publicity for WJZ, key outlet rr,
in New York for the Blue Network
Rich for the time being will commute
(Continued on Page 3)

Harbinger
Summer is not only in the offing
but vacation season as well according to the usual sign: press agents
offering guest columns to the "harassed, short-handed radio editors,"
absolutely free. All are guaranteed

tailor made for ye editor's needs

and this year however, editors are

warned to note their needs-stars

are away on the nation's war bond
rallies.
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Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),

EDGAR KOBAK, executive

vice-president of

NATHAN FRANK, general and commercial manBlue Network, who was in Buffalo yester- ager
of WCBT, Blue outlet
Roanoke Rapids,
day for a visit at WGR, new Blue affiliate, and N. C. is here for confabs in
to address the advertising club of the upstate representatives of the station. with the national
city, is expected back at network headquarters
today.
JOHN T. MURPHY, of the NBC station relations department, leaves today for a visit to
E.
the

N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
H. SHOMO, of CBS Radio Sales, with ofHarrisburg; WORK, York, and WGAL,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mercer - fices in Chicago, is visiting briefly in New York. WKBO,
Lancaster. He'll return next Monday.
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
,Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, ManWILLIAM T. LANE, station manager of WAGE,
LEONARD KAPNER, general manager of WCAE,
aging . Editor;
Chester
B.
Bahn,
Vice - Blue outlet in Syracuse, is
President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary. ences at Rockefeller Center. in town for confer- Pittsburgh, is in Gotham to attend a meeting
of the BMI board of directors.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,

MARGARET GARDNER, vacationing luminary
J. LINDSAY NUNN, vice-president of WLAP,
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. of the Mutual network's publicity division,
re- Lexington, Ky., is in New York on his
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY, turned yesterday to resume her literary chores.
first
business
trip since the station joined the Blue
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
WIsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),
H. I. SCHOTT, president of WHIS, Bluefield, Network as an affiliate.
I11.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone West Va., is in Gotham on station business.
FRED A. PALMER, station and commercial
1, Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph Looked in at the offices
of the national reps.
,

Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite

1 E607.

MILTON BACON. narrator on the CBS -BBC exchange program, "Transatlantic Call: People to

Entered as second class matter, April 5,
1937, at the postofRce at New York, N. Y., People," who was
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Sunday
broadcast,
operation

instead.

comfortably.

manager of WCKY, is in town from Cincinnati for
a few days on station and network business.

T. FRANK SMITH, manager of KXYZ, Houston,
KRIS, Corpus Christi, has arrived from
underwent an emergency Texas for conferences at the
New York ofHe is reported as resting fices of his national representatives.

in

Spokane, Wash., for the and

EARL E. MAY, president of KMA, ShenanJOHN ANTHONY, of the Mutual network's
"Good -Will Court," off to Atlantic Cty for a doah outlet of the Blue Network, is expected
today for a very brief visit on station and netshort rest.
work business.

(Tuesday, June

13)
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New CBC Program Series BMI Directorship
To Stress Canada's Status
Adds Three Members
(Continued from Page

1

)

give Canadian listeners an the resignation of Walter J. Damm,
idea of the responsibilities that go WTMJ,
one
with expanding foreign relations.
of the original directors of the comFeaturing Gerald Noxon as author pany felt impelled to resign because
and commentator, the series will pro- of the pressure of additional work
vide descriptions of the nations with
upon him.

Canada is now developing
The directors elected at yesterday's
closer relations, giving a review of meeting will serve until the next
Canada's past and present dealings meeting of the BMI stockholders
with the countries in question.
which takes place on Oct. 17.

The series will commence over the

Trans -Canada network of the CBC on
Wednesday, June 21 at 10:15 p.m.

,Biow Co. Appoints Barton
(Continued from Page
Radio Div. Business Mgr. show how
the people of the U.
1

Coverage

Popularity
Cost -per -listener
.

,

and buying radl

time in Baltimore to mall
your radio dollar woe
more efficiently is easy !

j

No matter how you slit

it ... W -I -T -H the ind
pendent ... is the Ball
more buy in radio.

And we have the fac
to prove it. Glad to sho
them to you any time.

)

S.

for a great deal of discussion since

angles will be discussed on the air
by Emerson Parvin, secretary of the
International Merchant Marine,

ON TARGET!

The Merchant Marine has come in

of :

Web Quiz Shows To Aid
'War Bond Day' Of CBS

are contributing to the war effort.
(Continued from Page I
Hawk broadcasts from Washington.
June 19, has tendered his resignation Baker will be heard from a machine
to CBS where he has been associated tool factory on Long Island, N. Y.
in an executive capacity for the past and the "Vox Pop" show will originsix years.
ate in a Detroit tank factory.

(June 14, 1924)

yourself the standard

(Continued from Page 1)

World and Ourselves." The programs and Robert Sweezey, Blue Network,
are designed to underline the fact New York.
that nations throughout the World are Carl Haverlin, director of station
indicating their desire to be on closer relations at MBS, was elected to fill
diplomatic terms with Canada and the vacancy on the board created by
also to

which

There are 5 radio stations in Baltimore. You
can choose any one. Set

the war and one of its most important

this week. Parvin's topic "Asset

Value of the Ocean Liner to a Port"

will be enlightening, especially to
those lii ing far inland.

"PATTERN BROADCASTING"
OVER STATION WDAS

c

COVERS PHILADELPHIA

THE SAN FRANCISCO RADIO

Cover your market with
a package of spots that

PICTURE HAS CHANGED!

cover the day.
To assure intensive coverage, ask Philadelphia's
Outstanding Full -Time In-

dependent Station about
"Pattern Broadcasting."

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY -REED

3
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AGENCY NEWSCAST

i

BERNARD J. PROCKTER and
B. SACKHEIM, formerly
L. Lewis who resigned from
president of Sackheim & Scher- Richard
Co., will open their own
Inc., and in recent years presi- the Biow
Wire radio production and consultation
p: of The Brown Fence &
was executive radio
is returning to the agency busi- offices. Prockter
of the agency, and Lewis
He has been elected vice-presi- director
It Or
of Franklin Bruck Advertising was the producer of -the "Take
(poration, New York, and will be Leave It" and "Crime Doctor" shows.
ember of the Bruck agency plans
HIRSHON-GARFIELD, INC., has
rd.
appointed Jerry Law as radio direcof the agency. Law formerly was
LACKHAWK BREWING COM- tor
program director of WINS.

AX
,

.

.

Davenport, Iowa, has ened H. W. Kastor & Sons AdvertisSUPERBA CRAVATS (Rochester,
Company, Chicago, to handle its N. Y.) has retained Geyer, Cornell &
,unt. This company, which dis- Newell, Inc., as its advertising agency.
utes in Iowa, Oklahoma, Missouri
Illinois, is making plans for terriJOHN C. SCHRIEVER has been
al expansion. Blackhawk Topping named an art director of the New
he brand that will be advertised. York office of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
lio. newspapers and painted boards He has been with the agency for 10
l be used.
years.
ARFIELD AND GUILD, San LENORE FERBER has joined the
cisco advertising agency, has
Qy,

ned Los Angeles offices in Corecial Exchange Bldg., with Frank
Cirart, newly elected vice-president
o the company, in charge. Oxarart,
account exessD was with CBS as an
c ive, will handle the agency's Hunt

staff of the Hillman Women's Group
of magazines as an editorial assistant.
She was formerly with the editorial
dept. of N. Y. "Journal American."

KIRCHER, LYTLE, HELTON &

COLLETT, Dayton, Ohio, has been
Etthers Packing Company campaign elected to membership in the Amerthe
West
Coast,
with
eventual
o
etansion of the account nationally ican Association of Advertising Agencies.

p nned.

Blue Appoints Don Rich
bston War Bond Rally
Attracts Record Crowd To Handle WJZ Publicity
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

and will also con guest stars were Joan Ed- from Philadelphia,
his syndicated column. WJZ
irds of the "Hit Parade" and Walter tinue
had been filled part time b>
1,eefe with Veronica Lake appear- post
Schreier who handled som.
to do the War Bond spot. The George
Blue web accounts at the same time.
I service show entitled "Direct Hit" since John McTigue who formerly
Ctures G. I. talent of the Army, held down the job went overseas for
ivy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard
OWI nearly two years ago.
ll will tour Massachusetts and the the
Paul Gardner, for many years a
ier New England states during the member of the "Journal -American"
sr weeks of the Fifth War Loan. It staff, has joined the Blue web press

s acclaimed by Boston critics as department to succeed Warren Gerz
best service show yet seen. All
went to Young & Rubicam reMissions were by War Bond pur- who
cently.

LUhg gour LUiff program mill be received with

'OPEN ARMS'...
You'll meet an intensely loyal audience, when you add WMFM
to your fall radio list ... a family audience that extends "open

arms" to a well -planned program.

You'll meet families that prefer WMFM because it gives them
the appealing combination of crystal clear, static free FM, plus
distinctive quality programs, keyed to the wants and needs of
the community. These listeners stay tuned to WMFM, the
station that gives them the programs they want.

Your WMFM program will be listened to and enjoyed by men
women ... children who are eager and receptive. They will

...

make your program a prestige building, sales promoting success.

WMFM is anxious to work with you in developing your WMFM
program. Perhaps one of the outstanding WMFM sustaining
programs would be ideal for your purpose. Or together, we can

ases ranging from $25 to $5,000 No

develop a program that will guarantee you a large share of the

rden performance but it greatly
ceeded two and a half million dol-

FM families in Wisconsin.

ire was announced for the Boston
's.

An official overall figure will be an-

.unced at the end' of the New Engnd tour.

v4

High In

in Milwaukee and most of Wisconsin. Write, wire or phone

WMFM can give your products added prestige and added sales,

,

`D

.

Sell Them on

t"E..
Affiliated with Mutual

4405-19101911(4110%"O

HIGH IN FAVOR WITH

CBS

EOFRSN OA*ÑS ONIi

WDOD
TIME BUYERS

R EAWO1$UTE

*

Plan now to include WMFM in your fall schedules. Learn how

1

,SH(NGtoN
ORKS ik "
DAY-

CHATTANOOGA
Scenic Grandeur

1

Nat'l Reps.
SPOT SALES. INC.

ew York, Chicago, San Francisco

WMFM

5,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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Member -- The American Network
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Laughter-to give you strength
.TAUGHTER for enjoyment? For
LL merriment and just plain fun?
Certainly. But with the shadows of
war ever present over the worldover your land-in your street and
in your home-laughter can bring

funny men and women, its witty,
well-turned phrases ... its puns
its comical songs and situations.

You are the one that makes th
and all the rest of radio's corn

...

possible. You in your home ... y
in your job ... you on your ship .

Laughter is a pretty important part

you in barracks, and tents and o

of life.

the battlefields of the world.

you much more.

Laughter is a pretty important part

It brings to your life release from
tension-a respite from wondering

of radio.

You-and your chuckles and laughs
that can't be ordered or ordained or

and worrying-refreshment and

It's a pretty important part of the
Blue Network.

dictated-no, and sometimes not

courage and strength to tackle to-

morrow's job with new zest and

;vigor -new hope and courage.
Laughter-to give you strength.

Laughter-from the jesters of a
nation-over your radio, with its

There's wit in plenty, too, on many

Your tired nerves need the balm of
humor. When your spirits need the

Blue programs-though wit is but
one of the ingredients of this roundup of the great of the entertainment

lift of sly wit ... when you want
to laugh freely, wholeheartedly, joy.

world.

ously-listen to your radio.

THIS IS THE
RUA SCA S

i

even predicted.

NETWORK
r

/

N

O

s

r

s

r

r
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In Ads No. 4 and 5 of The BLUE'S National Campaign, we continue the fundamental theme-ALL broadcasting's service to the
people. But we also highlight two of The BLUE'S own contributions-"Laughter" which is sorely needed these days, and The
BLUE'S daytime programming philosophy.

N

2

Who are you in the Daytime?
ARE your emotions influenced

like he, are swayed more by its

by the hands of the clockor by the ticking of your heart?

needs, day and night, than by the

The Blue Network and its affiliated stations are inclined to believe that your hopes and desires

through the evening listening for
news of some specific theater of

-your tastes and your preferences don'/ change with the passing hours.

radio programs upon them. Furthermore, we bring you a whole
wealth of such programs, not once
or twice a week but every day!

hour or minute. That if you go

For in this important phase of
our operations, as in all others,
the Blue, and its affiliated sta-

war-that's where your thoughts
may be while you're waiting for
the kids to come home from

tions know that their function in

school.

life is 5o furnish a bridge between

the world and you-to express

joy mirth and wit while you're

These are more than beliefs on
our part. They are convictionsconvictions so firm and deep-

washing the dishes. That if there's

rooted that we have built the

In fact ... this is the Blue Net-

a small baby in the house, you,

entire structure of our daytime

work!

That if you enjoy a good, hearty
laugh of an evening, you also en-

7. II IS I S 7'/I !i
6

R

!

C

A

N

BROADCASTING

the world to you and you to the

world...

NETWORK
S

Y STEM.

I

Both advertisements are being run by The BLUE in national
publications and in newspapers in BLUE -owned station cities;
and by BLUE affiliates in their city newspapers. In addition, the
ads form the basis for dramatized recorded spots which all BLUE

stations are broadcasting so as to expand the audiences for
these messages.

N

C .
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LOS ROGUES

PROGRAm REY

By RALPH WILR

"SCREEN TES:

AFTER Johnny Mercer's "Music

Shop" settles down this week
the show's policy will be to visit

the hospitals and camps of our
armed forces on Friday nights. Leading off June 23, Mercer and his crew

of song star Jo Stafford, the Pied
Pipers with June Hutton, Wendell
Niles and Paul Weston's orchestra
will visit U. S. Army's Birmingham
Hospital, Van Nuys, for its NBC
broadcast at 4:00 for the East, and
its repeat show for westerners at
8:00 p.m. Between airings, Mercer
and Lis troupe will tour from ward
to ward staging entertainment sessions.
Wayne Steffner, manager of the
CBS San Francisco offices, is spending
a few days here conferring with D.
W. Thornburgh and Charles E. Morin.
Norma Young and Stu Wilson, two
longtime favorites of KHJ, have

started together in a new program to
be broadcast over the KHJ-Don Lee
network, "The Merry Moons of San
Fernando Valley," heard Mondays
through Fridays. Wilson produces the
show and also takes part in it.
Peter de Lima, Southern California news commentator, is heard on a
new program over KFI which started
June 11, entitled "Highlights of the
Week's News." De Lima will give can-

did comments in making his review
of the news for each preceding week.
The end of historic D -Day found
Slapsy Maxie's Cafe prepared to give
customers all the vital news developments. They had on hand radio announcer Ira Cook, who maintained
phone contact with the KMPC news
room and at 20 -minute intervals re-

ported resumes and important war
bulletins to Slapsy patrons. Same
plan was followed on subsequent

nights, with Cook carefully avoiding
"sensationalizing" news but keeping
the bulletins straight information
basis.

Metro -Goldwyn -Maya

Notes From a Ringside Seat...
Two weeks ago, we itemed the fact that we spied Anna
Sosenko (Hildegardé s manager) in a tete-a-tete with Herb Moss and predicted that Herb "might be named to direct the forthcoming Hildegarde
NBCiggie show for Raleigh"
last nice saw this new Skelton -replacement musical make its debut with a confirmation of our original item.
Comic Eddie Garr will CBStart a new series titled, "Eddie Garr Revue," Sunday at 7:30 p.m. . . Katherine Anderson, stage actress recently seen on Broadway in "Connecticut Yankee" and who played the part
of "Sheppy" opposite Edmund Gwenn, has taken her talents before the
microphones, appearing as "Bettina Foster" in the CBShow, "Amanda
of Hcneymóon Lane" and as "Constance Wakefield'" in the NBCommercial,
"Right To Happiness.".. Two sponsors are angling for "Easy Money."
Biggie Levin's dramatic series of programs which exposes "Racketeers
and their methods of fleecing the public"
program was heard last
year over WGN. .
Harry Wismer, Blue Net's ace sportscaster, will
air a "vote -by -vote" description of both the Republican and Democratic
Conventions
only other sportscaster to have been similarly honored
was the late Graham McNamee.
.

*

*

*

From where we sit, it looks like there may be an early
settlement of the recording ban
in the works right now, ,
Jackson "Cisco Kid," Beck has been selected to do the narration in the Coast Guard's forthcoming full-length motion picture
titled, "Coast Guard Academy"
Beck's work in the Navy's
picture, "Task Force," was cited by film critics.
Can't
understand why Henry Sylvern wasn't used as Maestro on the
first of the MBScreen Tests?
we know Sylvern put lots of ef.

fort into .the creation of the music, had personally hired the musicians, and is one of the ablest of current Musical Directors?

perhaps he is a poor business man
like the artist he is, he
neglected to ask for a contract
we don't like to see things
like this happen in Radio
there is but one way to do business
the RIGHT way.
With their up-to-the-minute methods
of national exploitation of their services, it's no wonder their use
of the phrase "We Sell Programs," is proving more than a slogan
.

for the Paul H. Raymer Co.

*

Decca Records will shortly release a "Peg O' My Heart"
musical album, starring the former film star and creator of the role, Laurette
Taylor with Radiolite Jim Boles, her leading man. . . Frank Borden,

who recently guest-baritoned on the CBSquibb program, is easily one
of the best of the newer radio voices.
Basch Radio Productions
has just sold for Canadian and New Zealand markets, its syndicated
series of delightfully -different "Fact and Fantasy," narrated by Frances
.

Few Stations in the Nation
Can Equal KOA's Dominance:

who, in our estimation, is one of radio's brightest lemcees.
.
Seven -year -old Bobby White, heard frequently on Madge Tucker's
.

50,000 WATT POWER

.

i STATE COVERAGE

KOA

11EPRESENTCiJtkILB.NALLY

50,000 WATTS
850 KC

BY

Sfoi

.

.

9 OUT OF 10 TOP PROGRAMS

FIRST IN
DENVER

.

To Coast on a Bus," Sundays via the Blue Net, is the son of Joe
White of "Silver Mask Tenor" lame.
Adding to his chores on WINS,
Johnny Kane now is a WEVDisc-jockey, featuring interviews with the
Batoneers whose platters he etherizes.
Morton Downey and Jane
Pickens will appear at a "Spotlight Band" Bond Rally Saturday down in
Atlanta, Ga. (Jane's home town).
When Gertrude Lawrence returns in the Fall from duty overseas, she'll star in Jacques Duval's Broadway production, -Errand For Bernice" and double in forthcoming television programs
it will be remembered La Lawrence, buck in 1939,
starred in the first telecast of a full-length play, "Susan and God."
t1
i7
O

69% LISTENER LOYALTY

f

SAL

name of

Metro -Goldwyn -I

picture producers,
Test," the cinema company'/
dio show got off to a medic
on Mutual-WOR and will fit
a five -a -week institutional
receives a healthy produc
writing hypo.
motion

The format is just what

implies. It is radio applicati.
Hollywood technique in di

talent and stars with Kay

radio and band songtress, fi
to appear before the mikes
plicant for a movieland car

After much ado, an

intl

phrase, a few bars of music

fanfare of a Grauman's Chin(

ter premiere, Miss Lorrain(
sented singing a rather it
song. The next scene, true t
wood's new tradition, they

the boy "lost" girl theme. Bu'
renders her song so tenderly
suitor is back in his sweethea
after a breach of two years.

listeners, as the jury and tb
are asked to write in if they

the aspirant has potentialitie
If that's what Hollywood
to do on the coast -to -coast
network, 15 minutes every ni

nights a week, "Leo the Lit

not be adding to his stature I
fiting the good trade name of
The Culver City cinema cr(
do much better than the 'nit)
show.

WE Dividend

At a meeting of the diret

the Western Electric Compal
Tuesday, June 13, a divid
cents per share on its com
was declared. The divide

able on June 30, 1944 to
record at the close of bu
June 23, 1944.

.

Scott,

68.8 i DEALER PREFERENCE

After receiving all the fat
bespeaks the showmanship

,

*
1

.

Mutual. WOR, Monday, June 1
p.m., EWT
Writers -Producers: Robert Mo
Latham Ovens.

.

.

-- Remember Pearl Harbor

SPORT
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Bond Drive Gains Momentum Leigh Flays Garey
Radio's Campaign Is Stepped Up At Lea Cori. Hearing
(Continued from Page 1)

FCC, before which Leigh was appearing yesterday.
The transcript was handed him
Monday for the first time, he said,
that he had been refused
coordinated the script; and Howard toric religious edifices over the Na- adding
of counsel and all opportunity
Wiley, NBC Hollywood production tional Broadcasting Company net- advice
to
correct
the transcript. (Full details
work 12:15 p.m., EWT. Speakers
head,' directed.
this grilling were carried excluDuring the day listeners heard Phil. were: Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, on
1943).
Regan, motion picture star, Jane Cowl, pastor Hof one of the oldest churches sively in RADIO DAILY in May,
Cites 20 Obvious Errors
Helen Hayes, Clifton Fadiman, Cor- in America, the Marble Collegiate

sion of the U. S. Army Special Service sentatives of the three major faiths
ontinued from Page 1)
Division, conducted the orchestra and told their followers of their respond .mphony on the Air," Sun- the Ken Darby chorus. Don Quinn, sibilities in the Fifth War Loan Drive
1ut 25 and Sunday, July 2,
ilE1BC coast -to -coast network. Fibber McGee and Molly scriptwriter, in a special broadcast from three his-

atro has donated hiss series
r.al Motors has allocated the

Ihour periods for the War
itdcasts which will originate
City's Studio 8-H.

tames of stage and radio,
ghting men, high-ranking nelia Otis Skinner, Eddie Cantor,
nt officials, farm experts, Hildegarde, Milton Berle, Major Allen
leaders, correspondents and V. Martini, Brig. -Gen. Royal B. Lord,
tors joined hands yesterday, deputy chief of staff for Gen. Eisenonal Broadcasting Company hower, Governors John C. Vivian
work paid tribute in 21 con- and Lester C. Hunt of Colorado and

tours of broadcasting to the Wyoming; Edward R. Stettinius, Alive-million volunteer bond fred Lunt, Bobby Permane, famous

jockey; as well as many servicemen

Church in N. Y.; Rabbi David De Sola Dr. Leigh said more than 20 errors
Pool, from the Spanish -Portuguese were immediately apparent in the 80
Synagogue, in N. Y.; and Rev. Thomas pages of transcript. He said he had
J. McDonough, pastor of the Cathe- not given the material detailed study,
dral of St. Augustine, Florida.
and could not be certain how many
more errors there were. He tried
WOR Participating
to introduce the first porDespite the one -day stands, each strenuously
tion
of this record in the public
network is dedicating special pro- record, but unsuccessfully. This porgrams throughout for the Drive. tion contained the record of his proAmong these are Mutual's Bessie tests against Garey's methods, condiBeatty, popular women's commenta- tions of the questioning, and Garey's
tor, who will journey to Bridgeport,

and bond workers.
Burns & Allen On CBS
its day -long contribution to
The Columbia Broadcasting SysWar Loan Drive, "It's Twentem's
Burns
& Allen show, last night Connecticut, on Thursday, June 15, to
Five," in honor of the hours
to the salesmen, NBC swung devoted the major part of its broad- participate in the third of a series of
)hones across the nation to casting time to a dedication program rallies during the Drive in ' which
teners pickups from the which emanated from Kansas City. WOR 'is participating to aid and engreat national shrines. On this program was heard Dinah courage the sale of war bonds in local
ogram on the network Be- Shore who sounded the goal for Kan- communities.
rt of its time to the War sans, which is seventy-nine million.
ve during the day. And to Although CBS' day is June 20th, this
ay's proceedings, the great - network is presenting an exclusive Contract Renewals
in radio pooled their talents Bond program at 11:30-12 p.m., EWT,
And New Shows On NBC
t a 90 -minute program of tonight which will originate from Holnent from Hollywood from lywood. Among those scheduled to
(Continued from Page 1)
appear on the show are: Secretary of
:00 a.m., EWT.
the most imposing programs the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr., the show. Benton & Bowles handles
rk history was heard from Fredric March in a dramatic pre- the Maxwell House account.
sentation entitled "Where the Money The 8:30-9 p.m., EWT, period occut. to 1:00 a.m., from Holly dio luminaries presented in- Comes From and How It's Spent." An- pied since October, 1940, by the
onald Colman, Jack Benny, other CBS presentation will originate "Aldrich Family," which takes an 11 :mms, Amos 'n' Andy with from Washington at 5-5:30 p.m., EWT, week interval beginning July 13, is
anymore, Abbott and Cos - and dedicated to the Army Air Force. to be filled in the fall by another
g Crosby, the Great Gilder - The scene of this broadcast will be program to be announced.
y Minutes from Hollywood

refusal to permit him a transcript.
At one point Garey was revealed to
have asked that former committee
Chairman E. E. Cox remain on hand
for questioning because "some one
seems to have informed Dr. Leigh
as to his legal rights."

WOR Commended For Aid
In Recapturing Prisoner
(Continued from Page 1)

was requested to make announcements regarding the escaped prisoner
of war. Phone calls began to come
in from people who believed they had
seen Kalytka. Yesterday afternoon

Major Vassos informed WOR that

the prisoner had been retaken.
Station incidentally, has a program
J. Reynolds Tobacco Company which originates at Halloran with

Burns, Frank Morgan the Washington Monument, and will R.
trumpet player Wingy Man- feature Bob Hawk, Lynn Gardner, has renewed its NBC period on Thurs- Stan Lomax, sports announcer, as
i Hope, Frances Langford, Berl Ives, Cpt. Glenn Darwin and the
days, 10-10:30 p.m., EWT, for 52 emcee.
weeks, effective July 6. William Esty
McGee and Molly, John Air Force band and glee club.
lob

Thomas,

and Kay Kyser.

eredith Willson, by permis-

is

"Quiz Kids" to Mephis
and Company handles the account
Although the Blue Network's day for Camel cigarettes. Abbott & Cos-

is set for June 24, one of its most tello, who have been appearing in
popular programs, the Quiz Kids, will this lot since Jan., 1943, will take a
dedicate its broadcast to war bond summer hiatus from June 15 to Sept.
purchasers, Sunday, June 18, at 7:30 28. During this period, the sponsor
p.m., EWT, in Memphis, Tennessee. will substitute a summer show,
Having chalked up $5,740,000 in sales "Camel Presents Harry Savoy."
during their New Orleans appearance
last week, raising their total to $41,-

for

740,000,

1,erybody talks about 'em, but
,Y delivers 'em. The reason:
to listeners than any other
ahoma City station morning,

man and Richard Williams.

Miles

Laboratories is the sponsor.

"Victory Auction" on MBS

George Jessel, Leo Durocher and

N

OKLAHOMA CITY
The kill Agency

Q

YTNING

Paul Waner of the Brooklyn Dodgers
will be on hand to take part in Dave "Worcester, Eng., calling Worcester,
Elman's "Victory Auction," popular U. S. A." "London calling." These are
war bond selling radio program, when established features received direct on
it returns to WOR-Mutual, Saturday, WTAG's own short wave equipment. More
June 17, 10:15-10:45 p.m., EWT, for evidence that WTAG's a big station.
five special

eer,eeeewive

news item ...

keep

an

'immediate race re-

IRE

perman, Ruthie Duskin, Harve Fisch-

moon, and night.

can't miss a single

the precocious youngsters

hope to better that record in Memphis. Appearing at the Ellis Auditorium will be Quiz Kids Joel Kup-

RESULTS

Just dial your radio

How to Io 1430 and you

broadcasts during the

Fifth War Loan Drive. Jessel will be
heard on the broadcast from Hollywood and he will offer for war bond
auction the telephone which has
brought him to fame.
During NBC's day yesterday, repre-

WT
AG
WORCESTER

port ... a great

of

swirls flash . . every
,

goings

few minutes, news
between music-that
is the Minute Serv-

ice of

on- WBYN
For Avotiablittles:

WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. Mgr.
Station WBYN, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Four Major Networks
Extend Invasion Pool

1,

Radio 1943 Incon

COAST -TO -COAST

- CANADA
- COLORADO (Continued from Page 11
FORT WILLIAM-CKPR regretfully DENVER-Recent "I Am An Amerlarly good broadcast which would be
announces the resignation of man- ican Day" ceremonies held at Camp
heard by limited number of listeners. ager Ralph H. Parker who has been Hale, ski -troopers' headquarters at
Thus it was held, the public would associated with the station since its Pando, were recorded by KOA for
suffer as a result.
opening in 1931 and a few years prior delayed broadcast. Programs printed
when CKPR was located in Midland. especially for the occasion were folded
18 Web Men on Duty
is going into the broadcasting by Nazi war prisoners interned at the
Pool especially applies to various Parker
isolated camp.... Beginning June 19,
correspondents still to report on their business for himself.
- PENNSYLVANIA the Gates Rubber Co. of Denver will
"first mission," some of whose copy
a five-minute series on KOA
has been delayed by censors and PHILADELPHIA - WPEN has a new sponsor
others due to inability to travel back promotion director. Her name is Dorathea titled "Treasury Song for Today."
formerly at WKNE, Keene. New Programs produced by the Treasury
or desirability of remaining in the Hassler,
in the same capacity and Dept. are in connection with the Fifth
same spot. One of the most recent Hampshire
also
editor
of the Listener's Guide....ln- War Loan drive.
pooled correspondents heard was Dick
Hottelet last night at 6:30 p.m., EWT. teresting feature of the new "Crosstown
- CONNECTICUT Hottelet was on a landing mission on Quiz" on WFIL is the recording service HARTFORD-WDRC recently scooped

Fly Lauds Web

i

(Continued from Page 1

broadcast expenses, not inclu
eral income taxes).

Average per station

inct

from $38,534 to $58,393-appr
ly $20,000 per broadcaster

were reported by only 73=

10 per cent of the 796 reportit
In 1942, 171 had reported k

166 the year before.

912 Stations in Operatit

A total of 912 standard t

stations were operating dun
The above figures do not in
non-commercial standard stt
stations operating outside tb
the new air strip built on the coast offered to participating teams. War plants the town when Jack Stevens. outlet rov- nental United States and the
furnishing
contestants
are
able
to
buy
a
of France. For that matter, the newsing commentator, got a tip that Mayor stations owned by the ma;
record of the complete show.

paper pool still had to hear from a

- UTAH UP man at General Eisenhower's AdSALT LAKE CITY-S. S. Fox, presvance Command Base. This material ident
of KDYL, announces reorganwhen it comes in will be subject to ization
plan as follows: George A.
the pool.
Provol appointed director of national
In all there are about 18 network sales;
Alvin G. Pack, program direccorrespondents shuttling between tor; George
D. Snell, prodúction manEngland and France and this will pre- ager; Ken Regard, chief announcer;
vail until an Allied radio station is John Baldwin, technical director;
erected on the Continent. No network Charles Stockdale, chief engineer....
wants to miss out on this first broad- Some 300 local business men attended

cast even though the first man will a special breakfast and presentation
probably have to win the toss. With of NAB's "Air Force and the Rethe pool still operative, no network tailer," at the Hotel Utah recently.
need fear of being beat on the broad- Commercial manager, Harry Burke,
cast.
of WOW, acted as chairman at the
Network Heads Znthusiastic
morning meeting.
While the pool is still in effect,
- CALIFORNIA these broadcasts are growing fewer LOS ANGELES-William
B. Ryan, genand the networks are working more eral manager of KFI-KECA has
announced
on their respective initiative. News the appointment of Bob Hiestand
to the
heads of the networks have already position of production manager to replace

Mortensen and Police Board Chairman works. Twenty-six other
Connor had been enjoined by court order have not yet submitted their
from voting at a Police Board meeting. ancial statements.
The 11 p.m. Esso news gave Hartford the
Commenting upon the first
first word of the unusual proceeding.... the network rules, FCC C.
A press agent's dream is the new WDRC James Lawrence Fly yesten
show "What Is It?", a take -off on the scribed June 15 as "radio's en
oldie, "Animal, Vegetable or Mineral?" tion day." He pointed to the in
Letters are either rapturous.or threatening excellent 1943 business.
and station officials are calling on the "Thursday, June 15, marks t
public to take a stand.
anniversary of radio's eman
day. On June 15, 1943 the FC
- LOUISIANA NEW ORLEANS-WWL celebrated broadcasting regulations, as
the 300,000th Esso news broadcast by by the U. S. Supreme Cour
presenting a dramatized flash -back into effect, and I am glad to t

program on the headlines of yester- never before in its history
year. News dramatization began with industry been so prosperous.
Sees Networks As Gainen
1935, the year in which the Esso Reporter program made its initial ap- "Despite predictions of do

pearance on the air ....Terry Brick
and. Jill Jackson of the WWL staff,
are proud of the success their progone on record as praising the manner Don McNamara, recently raised to pro- gram "Buddy's Book Corner" has
in which the pool worked out and gram director. For the past eight years made. Listeners young and old are
enthusiastic about their adaptations of
the cooperation received from SHAEF. Hiestand
has been sound effects chief and such stories as "Hans Brinker" and
Plan now is for the network whose

network officials if the rep
became effective,

other webs and they take it or leave
it. At present Merle Muller an NBC
correspondent is the only radio man
at the Allied advance command post
and the pool is definitely operative

cent on the value of its prope
1943 earned a return, before
tax of 190 per cent; CBS wt
from a 97 per cent return in

SAN FRANCISCO-Some 30 - "Heidi."
man has a story offers it to all the producer....
odd KPO-NBC Ten -Year Club members
-KANSAS -

and guests attended a garden party given
SALINA-A program receiving favorin honor of the members by general man- able
comment from KSAL listeners is the
ager John W. Elwood at his home in Palo Salina
High School band series, heard
Alto. Chief feature of the gathering was each Thursday
evening. The band now
the initiation of the one new member,
regarding him.
transcribes
its music and offers it in prosales
manager
Alfred
W.
Crapsey,
who
gram form.... When "Let's Be Charming."
Setup allows the pool to be discontinued whenever three of the four started at KOA, Denver, lust 10 years ago. Mutual show, terminated May 25, two
-OHIOmajor webs vote to halt.
local accounts on KSAL bought the extra

\5,5*
I*7-0*,150x1.11,11-_
June 14
George Hall
Elaine Carrington
Major Edward Bowes Loretta Lee
Rhea Diamond
Ken Lyons
Benny Fields
Robert A. Litzberg
Hilton Lamare
Joe Forte
Mort Lewis
Dorothea Ramsey
Cliff Edwards
Marcella Shields
Jerry Stone
Rowena Williams
John Scott Trotter Sam Wanamaker
Christopher Cross

are higher now than ever
Broadcasting stations as

a

earned 50 per cent more, bef

come taxes, in 1943 than in 19
the networks similarly profitet
NBC, which in 1942 earned 1

a 158 per cent return in

:

1941

Blue Network went up from ail

cent to 149 per cent, and the
holders in the Mutual network
combined basis, earned a rett

DAYTON-In recognition of five time to air their programs seven times 84 per cent in 1943 as against
weekly. They are: Banfield Sweetheart cent in 1942. Experience hat
Chorus for Banfield Packing Company and shown that the prophets of d
the Anderson -Swan show for Anderson - were mistaken, and that the 1

years'. service at WING, Paul Braden,
Jack Zeigin, Chester Hinkle, George
Lenning, Arthur Martin, Charlie
Reeder and Elizabeth Kern were presented with monogrammed cuff links

Swan furniture.

casting industry can prosper as
before under our regulations;

- MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON-Bob Martineau, former
Stork News
of WING, made a transcription of his sales mgr. for WAAB, WEAN and Inglewood, Calif.-Universal)
sensations during a blood donation to WICC for the Yankee network, vis- phone Co. has its own invasion
the Red Cross. Reason for the tran- ited Cedric Foster, coast -to -coast Boy was born 2 a.m. June 6 1
scription, said the six-foot Lin, was news analyst, and all his old friends Stork Nest, Inglewood maternil
because "the big guys are always the at WNAC while home on leave after pital to James L. and Julia P
ones to keel over."
his boot training as a gob at Sampson, Mr. Fouch is president of the
N. Y.
pany. Youngster is their first bt
- NORTH CAROLINA COLUMBIA-The pictures of correspond- SOUTH CAROLINA ents who are reporting invasion news COLUMBIA-A. L. M. Wiggins. presi-

at the recent fifth anniversary celebration....Lin Mason, program chief

over NBC to WIS listeners will comprise dent of the American Bankers Association.
the chief window display at the station was in town, and WIS inveigled him to
during this first week of invasion.... do a broadcast.... WCOS had its face

CHARLOTTE-"Pat" Stoyle of the WHT lifted this week. The interior of the statranscription department bid farewell to tion has been painted blue. Autographed

her co-workers the other day and en- pictures of the Blue's stars have been

trained for San Diego to become the bride hung in the main studio, adding attracof her lieutenant in' the Army Air Corps. tiveness to the busiest room in the house,

Experienced Anomie

WANTED
Apply WWRL-Woodside, New
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3ond Drive Impressive
I Renews 9 Shows

Classify Singers
Washington-Musicians,

and dancers are among those for
whom the War Manpower Commission has figured out suitable
war jobs, it was revealed yester-

Fr Full Year On NBC
and Gamble Co.
five advertising agencies, has

day. The WMC reported that singers might well serve as telephone
or radio operators, and instrumen-

d its two evening shows and
daytime programs on NBC
52 -week

contracts,

artists

talists "might be referred to war

starting

production employers in need of
welders, assemblers or aircraft

Igo_Procter

evening programs are "Abie's
:ose," placed by H. W. Kastor
,ns for Drene Shampoo, aired

skin-men-jobs in which a steady
hand is needed."

(Continued on Page 22)

Annual Father's Day

Pille Pessimistic

Radio Awards Made

Ault Tele Development

Canadian Network's
Increased Revenue

Annual awards of the National
'wood-Predicting that patent Father's Day committee, awarded
ay delay the development of their Eisenhower Medals to Joe
on, Cecil B. De Mille, pioneer E. Brown, Eddie Cantor and Ralph
picture producer, in an inter - Edwards, it was revealed yesterday.
aid he believed that litigation Cantor was named Radio Father, partaw up video development for ly in tribute to his five daughters
ars following the war. De Mille and partly for his philanthropic and
I the early day legal skirm- war -bond selling activities and partly
(Continued on Page 3)
er motion picture patents and
t that television may have the
t Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Iliss

Edwards off the "Hit

this week-end. She is cons her summer home at Long
L. I. Bea Wain will substitute.

"Lile Marlene"
.rt Monmouth, N. J.-"Lile Marley" the No. 1 soldier song of
w.d War II which American

lots "captured" from the Nazis
on adopted as their own, will be

Brniered on the "Music From Monmt;h" program
over WART,

?hark, on Sunday, 1:30 to 2 p.m.,

h. Song had been banned until
(week.

THIS ISSUE

selling as a part of the Fifth War

for commercial broadcasting amounted New York, WGN in Chicago and with
to $1,421,598, an increase of $178,045
(Continued on Page 21)
over last year.
Total net operating surplus
(Continued on Page 3)

Boat Rides For Bonds!
Slogan Of WSM Tieup

REC Membership Com.

Named By Jennings

Carthage, Tenn.-Unique War Bond
sale gimmick here conceived by Harry

Warren Jennings, president of the
Stone, general manager of WSM in Radio Executives Club of New York,
Nashville is stimulating sale of $100 announces the appointment of the
bonds in Fifth War Loan Drive 1944-45 REC Membership Committee,
as follows: Ninette Joseph, of J. D.
(Continued on Page 23)
Tarcher agency, chairman; Arthur

NBC, will have James D.
Plans to shortwave all of the New
Edwards, singing star of the studios ofvice-president
in charge of York Yankees and New York Giants
arado," was stricken with a Shouse,
the
Crosby
Corp.
for
"home" games to the Armed Forces
hemorrhage following a Fifth broadcasting
and Gene Buck, of Ascap; in the European theater of war have
and rally in Boston Tuesday and WLW;
(Continued on Page 2)
Índ returned to New York by
e early yesterday. Illness will

artists, radio stations and networks
will climax the first week of bond

financial

Shouse And Buck To Speak
On Tonight's Tele Seminar Armed Forces Will Hear
at Edwards Taken Ill;
Television Seminar tonight Yankee And Giants Games
>ff "Hit Parade" Show toREC
be held in one of the sixth floor
roblems.

With an impressive series of special
programs and continuation of the spot
announcement appeals by "name"

Loan Drive on next Saturday.
Highlight of the week -end's war
statement of the CBC for the last bond broadcasting will be Mutual's
fiscal year, Treasurer Harry Bramah special "War Bond Day" scheduled for
said before the Parliamentary radio Saturday. The network will originate
committee yesterday that revenue several special programs at WOR in
Montreal - Tabling the

mays 7:00 to 7:30 p.m., CWT, and
or Consequences," (Duz) ,
u

e by Compton Advertising, Inc.,

Strong Participation By Radio In "5th"
Excels That Of Any Other Campaign
In Extent Of Creative Sales Effort

(Continued on Page 2)

Hull Hayes, general

manager

of

WABC; Peggy Stone, of Spot Sales
(Continued on Page 23)

Don Lee Station Execs.
Hold West Coast Meeting
Thirty-five representatives of the
36 Don Lee stations met at KFRC.

Francisco, past week-end to discuss current radio problems, post-war
Press Wireless Will Operate San
development of FM and television,
War Front "Invasion Station"
(Continued on Page 22)

Announcement that the Press Wireless, Inc., "Invasion unit" under Stanley F. Grammer, the company's western European manager. is behind the
A new map issued recently by European invasion front ready to
the FM Broadcasters Association re- speed by radio telegraph, radio tele-

Map Dramatizes FM
Expansion This Year

veals that there are 44 frequency phone, radio pictures and facsimile,
modulation stations now on the air in news of the Allied advances, was
38 states and that 163 FM applica- made yesterday,
tions are now pending at FCC in Thecompany's special radio staWashington. These applicants may tion, perfected in co-operation with
spend $10,000,000 for equipment.

.

TEL

(Continued on Page 2)

Bond Buyer
Washington - Mrs.

Dwight

D.

Eisenhower, wife of the Commandor

of Allied forces purchased through
WTOP the first War Bond from Bob
Hawk when

he

took

his

CBS

"Thanks to the Yanks" show to
Washington to put on a special
show at the
From the Sky"
air forces exhibit on the Washington monument grounds.
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JOHN W. ALICOATE
FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

GENE CARR,

assistant

to

the

president

of

Editor WGAR, Columbia network outlet in Cleveland,
Business Manager and CARL GEORGE, director of operations at
the station, leave today for the home offices
following a brief visit at network headquarters
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays in New York.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),
JAMES E. GORDON, vice-president and genN. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald 11. Merser- eral manager of WNOE, New Orleans outlet of
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin Mutual, is spending a few days in Gotham on
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- station and network business.
aging
Editor; Chester B. Bohn, Vice.
President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
PETER DONALD, of "Can You Top This,"
Terms (Post free) United States outside of is expected back today from Rochester, where
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, he emceed a War Bond show for the Eastman
.

Things Ail
Different
Today In
Baltimor(
Radio

Publisher

.

:

TED ALLEN, commercial manager of WFCI,
Pawtucket, has arrived from Rhode Island for
short stay in town.
The station is an outlet of the Blue Network.

a

ELMORE B. LYFORD, of the NBC station rela-

tions

department, leaves today on

a

business

trip to affiliates in North and South Carolina,
West Virginia and Pennsylvania.
FLORENCE

RUSSACK,

formerly

at

CBS

in

New York, and now with WKRC, Cincinnati, as

secretary to the sales
back in New York on

promotion manager, is
a five-day stay to visit
has returned from overseas

her brother, who
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. Kodak Company.
duty in Sicily.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
GEORGE McELRATH, NBC operating engineer,
NANCY MARTIN, singing
Wlsconsin 7.6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15), leaves tonight for Chicago, where he will Network "Breakfast Club" instar of the Blue
Chicago, spendI11.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone supervise installation of the network's tech- ing the week in New York. Returning
to the
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph nical facilities for two political conventions. Windy City Friday night.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
X607.

H.

Entered as second class matter, April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,

under the act of March 3, 1879.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Am. Tel. G Tel

Low

BRENNAN,

general

manager,

Chg.

Close

1587/8 1583/4 158% + 1/
1/2
311/8
311/4 311/4 +
21% 21
211/4 - 1/2
1314 121/8 131/8 +
1/e

RALÍ H EDWARDS and his "Truth or Conse-

(Continued from Page 11

Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. Cr R.

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Asked

22
36

...
...

time want two more f's
today. They want to kw

next Saturday.

"How many people living./
the coverage actually li,1'
to the station?"

(Continued from Page 1)

3/a

WCAO (Baltimore)
WIR )Detroit)

enough. But shrewd buyer¢

now head for Cleveland, where they will appear

the Board of War Communications, both will speak on the general topic
the Signal Corps and other radio which will be divided into a series,
communications agencies, is heralded and titled, The Effect of Television
as the most efficient facilities for ra- on Established Industry.
Gen. Electric
3774 371/8 373/4 - 1/8
dio transmission of news ever em- Shouse will talk on the effect of
Philco
343/4 33% 341/4 - 11
ployed in war or any other activity.
RCA Common
103/4 101/2
1034 + 1/4 Facilities operated by Press Wire- tele on radio and Buck on the effect
RCA First Pfd
7511 741 751/2 + 7/8 less will be available night and day the new art will have on the legititheater. Each will break down
161/8
Stewart -Warner
153/4 16
- 14 to the more than 450 war correspond- mate
all phases of radio and the theater.
Westinghouse
1011% 1003/4 101% -F 11/8
Zenith Radio
40% 391/2 397/e + 1 ents, representing over 115 organiza- It is expected that printed resumes
tions, reporting the European war.
of seminars three and four will be
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
ready by tonight for distribution to
29
Hazeltine Corp.
29
29
+1
41/2
4%
Nat,'Union Radio
41/2 +
Bill Downs Heard In U. S. the attendees.
CBS A

lion and feel you couldn' 0
wrong. The old standby:tfl:
power and coverage vee

quences" program company having finished
their Bond -selling appearance in St. Louis on
Saturday in a blaze of record -breaking glory,

Press Wireless Ready
Shouse And Buck To Speak
With "Invasion Station" On Tonight's Tele Seminar

sir

stuff to pick out a radio

BUNTY KEYSER, publicity director of KFRC,
"PETE" WASSER, sales promotion, are visiting San Francisco, is
in Hollywood conferring with
CBS from WIAS, the network's affiliated sta- executives of the Don
Lee Network.
tion in Pittsburgh.
and

SGT. LARRY KRASNER, former member of
the RADIO DAILY staff, is spending a furlough
in New York after 26 months in the Aleutians.
The sergeant has been re -assigned to a Coast
Artillery post in Virginia.

mown
High

J.

G,

used to be pretty

It

From Point In Battle Area Armed Forces Will Hear
From a station located at an undis- Yankee And Giants Games
closed point on the European con-

Then

a

smart

time

bur

says, "Now what does el
listener cost me?"

When you get the answet
that in Baltimore it's an odd:
choice that you'll pick W -l=

the station that ptodu
more listeners for the dol
.

-

.

you

spend.

The

facts
let )

c

available. Glad to

look them over ... any tin

tinent, but obviously from a position

20 YENS NO TONY
(June 15, 1924)

The psychological effect of radio
broadcasting is strikingly illustrated
by a letter addressed to a local station from a tiny town in the Green
Mountains: "After hectic months of
wartime France, it has been difficult

fa me to settle down to rural life

here. But since I was given a radio,
dancing to Broadway bands is a
nightly event in our little group and
the little village looks entirely different to me."

Experienced Announcer

WANTED
Apply

WWRL-Woodside, New York

(Continued from Page 1)
close to the actual battle lines, Bill been worked
out by Clarence C.
Downs, CBS correspondent, was
Cosby, general manager of WINS,
heard in America at 6:30 p.m. yester- New
York, and Lt. Col. Torn Lewis,
day broadcasting under the current commanding
officer
the Armed
arrangement of "pooled" newscasters, Forces Radio Service.ofThe
play-byWhile reception was not particularly play descriptions of the games
good, the event was significant in that be given by Don Dunphy and will
Bill
it was the first broadcast of its kind Slater. Commercial credits are being
heard on this side of the water. omitted.
Downs' resume of the war situation

was heard on CBS, NBC and probably
on other webs to which it was offered.

Ed Murrow, on his later CBS program, offered a complete reading of
the talk broadcast by Downs.

Mrs. John Kieran

Private funeral services will be

5000 WATTS 1330 NC.

VD

held for Mrs. John Kieran, 51 years
old, wife of the sports columnist and ENGLISH JEWISH ITALIAN
radio personality, who died Tuesday,
from St. Margaret's Roman Catholic National Advertisers consider WEVD
Church, Riverside Avenue and 260th
Street, Bronx, at 10 a.m., today. Burial a "must" to cover the great Metro-

will take place in Gate of Heaven politan New York Market.
Cemetery, Westchester county. BeSend for WHO'S WHO on WEVD
sides her husband, Mrs. Kieran, is
survived by two ,sons, a daughter, WEVD- 117 West 46th Street,
two sisters and a half-brother.

New

York,.N. Y.

IRV1>T>Hl
IN BALTIAAORE'1
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-BM

may, June 15, 1944

cual Father's Day

idio Awards Made

I

.
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RADIO DAILY
Canadian Network's

AGENCY NEWSCAST

WILLIAM J. MOLL, of Geyer, Cor- WILLIAM R. BOYD, formerly
VT nell & Newell, has been elected western manager for the Curtis Puba director of the National Publicity lishing Company, has joined the staff
(Continued from Page 1)
the War Advertising Council as
contributions in starting the Council for Health and Welfare Ser- of
associate coordinator on sponsoring
Heart hospital circuit to en - vices.
activities. He will serve on a volunother men's sons.
ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL teer basis, with John Sterling, of This
or
Conseof
"Truth
trds
has made Charles C. Week magazine, who is chairman of
e," paid the consequences of ADVERTISERS
Carr chairman of its public relations the Council's Sponsoring Committee.
committee. Also serving on the com- Until recently Mr. Boyd was with the
dither's Day Award
mittee are: Marshall Adams, Vernon Air Transport Command, flying the
D. Beatty, S. A. Boyer, Allan Brown, North and South Atlantic routes for
a Angeles-Joe E. Brown will
warded the Eisenhower Medal
Charles B. Brown, W. Howard Chase, two years. Previously he was in the
Northrop Clarey, Gordon E. Cole, H. citrus and beef cattle business in Florharing been named "1944
er To All Men Overseas" on
W. Forster, Clark R. Gamble, Paul ida. He was with Curtis from 1919
coast -to -coast

radio

show,

p or Go," on Thursday, June

heard over the Blue Net, from 10:30 to 11:00 p.m.,
,

r and 9:00 to 9:30 p.m., PWT.
Eisenhower award in honor of
:er's Day has been given with
permission of the man who is
sting the invasion of Europe.

W. Garrett,' William A. Hart, J. C.
Long, Allyn B. McIntire, G. S. McMillan, J. P. Miller, Robert S. Peare,
G. Edward Pendray, Wilmot P.

Rogers, H. M. Shackelford, F. J. Solon,

P. L. Thomson, E. A. Throckmorton
and W. G. Werner. Carr, chairman
of the committee, is director of public
relations and advertising

for the

HARRY E. "RED" FOSTER presi-

dent of Harry E. Foster Agencies,

Limited, Toronto, Ont., announces
that this company, one of the pioneers

in radio advertising in the Dominion,
has recently been granted a franchise
from the Canadian Daily Newspapers

(Continued from Page 1)

amounted to

From KYW's Studios
rogram on June 16 of "The
res of the Thin Man" series
NBC,
to Friday
.. EWT, under sponsorship

eral advertising agency field in addition to its radio work.

MAJ. LOUIS W. BLESER, U.

figure of $4,328,763,

License fees brought in a total of

$3,787,886, an increase of $86,196 over

last year. Fixed assets amounted to
$2,749,806, an increase of $133,169.

Participation Renewal

Boston-McKesson & Robbins, proWALLACE H. GOLDSMITH, JR., ducer of "Bax" vitamins, has renewed
formerly with the National Associa- its series of one -minute participations
tion of Manufacutrers, has rejoined in the 8 a.m., EWT, edition of the
McCann-Erickson, Inc., as a member Yankee Network News, Mondays
of the foreign department, Harrison through Fridays over WNAC and its
web. Agency is J. D. Tarcher.
Atwood; vice-president revealed.

/!i e _.

lass

f10/balci
FRIENDLY

S.

Army Air Corps, for the past year

mmemorate Anniversary and will be supervising director of
emorating the third anniver- all the agency's radio shows includhe Russian War, Igor Gorin, ing "A Song Is Born" and "Red
born baritone, will tell the Ryder," which is sponsored by Lanthe Soviet Front in song, gendorf Bread.

1
ice..

..

McCANN-ERICKSON office in Sao

Paulo, Brazil, has been engaged to

Mond. :~00
RUBBER
RODUCTS
N.

Ze

,

STATION

CLEVELAND'S

commandant of the Farmingdale, L. I.
Air base, will join the national adverstaff of Hillman Periodicals,
al Foods, Inc., will be broad - tising
Inc. on July 1st shortly after his rethe studios of KYW, Phila- tirement
from active duty, it has been
Reason is Claudia Morgan's announced.
'role in "Ten Little Injuns"
based on the mystery by
Christie, "And Then There GRANVILLE TOOGOOD has
one." Claudia and David joined the J. Walter Thompson Complay Nick and Nora Charles. pany. He was formerly with the Philst will journey to Philadel- adelphia Public Ledger and after that
irtow,
this broadcast only as the with N. W. Ayer & Son.
day is expected to open in New
IRVIN ATKINS' was made Hollytext week.
wood radio director of Pacific Coast
Advertising Company, San Francisco,

S on June 22, from 11:15 to

compared to

$4,925,658 compared with last year's

Association and will enter the gen-

1, Man" NBC Debut

$88,851

last year "but depreciation
was cut in half" Mr. Bramah said.
Total expenditures were given as

$230,261

to 1940.

a top radio bond selling job Aluminum Company of America.
oming Bond Salesman Father.
annual awards are named for
1 Eisenhower for the first time
ar since he was named Amer ether of 1943. They will con to bear his name in future

Increased Revenue

handle the advertising of Organizacao
Financeira Amaral Ltda. of that city.
The firm is described as an organization of financial advisers, being composed of a group of business men who

control numerous industries in the

A BETTER

SPOT ON THE DIAL

A BIGGER AUDIENCE

THAN EVER
A BETTER BUY

South American country.

C. H. BILLIPP joins the copy
staff of Benton & Bowles, Inc., effective immediately, it has been aniU'C/CQ,1/f,(ri

ENVER MARKET

nounced by Clarence B. Goshorn,
president of the agency.

HERNINA LUKACSY is resigning

UATZ AGENCY-REPRESENTATIVE

from the Biow Company, effective
July 10, to become chief time buyer
for Grey Advertising Agency.

BASIC STATION ... COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

G. A. Richards, Pres., John F. Patt, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Edward Petry & Co., Notional Representative
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CHICAGO

ANEW departure among western
radio commentators is Major Gen.

Paul B. Malone's Friday night program over KGO and the Blue Network, when the show is given before
a studio audience, which participates
in a post -broadcast symposium on
current war progress. Studio visitors
are handed cards, that they may
write out questions for the General

to answer. Gen. Malone will illustrate
both the broadcast and the discussion
afterwards with late -minute War Department maps. Tickets are free, with
universities invited to send classroom
units. Sponsorship of the program is
under Blue Cross Plan of the Hospital
Service of California.
New longterm sponsorships signed

at KPO recently include a 52 -week
renewal for Larry Smith's Monday
through Friday commentaries, which
will be heard over Coast and Moun-

tain networks for Groves Laboratories. Dwight Newton's "Fighting

Front Facts," after 39 weeks as a sustainer, has been sold on a participating basis to various sponsors. Newton
is historian of the San Francisco
"Examiner," Hearst daily widely
known on the Coast.
Columbia web's local outlet, KQW,
has developed an effective device for
checking audience listening to a special program and, at same time, publicizing all other programs broadcast
by the station. To check audience on
the 6:45 a.m. newscast, listeners were
offered a free copy of the KQW program schedule, described as a "Program Calendar." More than 2,000 listeners wrote in during the first week

of the offer. In addition, the station
has inaugurated a regular mailing
service, mailing 2,000 different listeners each month a copy of the program

sked.,..An enclosure of radio gossip
items calls attention to new shows,
changes in time, and news about radio
personalities who are heard over
KQW.

Regal Amber Brewing Company has

signed 52 -week renewals for its two
KPO shows, "Light and Mellow,"
half-hour musical variety program;
and Eyewitness News, quarter-hour
live news show. Agency is M. E.
Harlan. "Light and Mellow," featuring baritone Armand Girard, starts
its third year next month.

Joins Coast Company
Los Angeles-Donald M. Campbell

has joined the staff of senior engineers
with the plants of the Hoffman Radio

Corp. He was formerly with the Bell
Aircraft Corp., Niagara Falls, as an
electronics engineer and also with the
Wurlitzer Co.

Gets Los Angeles Post
Los Angeles-Karl Schlichter has
cation for the Los Angeles County
Tuberculosis & Health Association,
been appointed director of Radio Edu-

following the association's recent formation of a Division of Radio Education.

by BILL IRVIN

('nlii'oroeiu ('ontuuntury!
Many members of the radio colony are showing their faith
in the Southland by buying real estate. Don E. Gilman, head man of the
Pacific Blue, bought a home in Westwood and was
Los Angeles immediately offered a $5,000 profit on his invest-

ment, but decided to keep his new purchase. . .
Larry Keating, emcee and announcer, who is a transplanted San Franciscan, bought an 11 -room home in the Fairfax -Hollywood Blvd. district,

while Billy Gould- who handles sound effects on the Garry Moore -Jimmy
Durante show and other major programs, is the new owner of a house
in the Western -Beverly section.

Noel Corbett, of the Pacific Blue
press department, has an attractive cottage at Lake Tahoe, near Reno,
.

.

and although he has been vacationing in San Francisco. was unable to get
up to the lake country.

*

CONSOLIDATED Products
pany of Danville, Ill., ha
chased time for a 10 -minute r
show on WLS, to be heard eaci
day, Wednesday and Friday, f
6:30, starting June 19, This pt
will be in addition to the corn
regular Monday, Wednesday an
day broadcast at 7:15 a.m., fea

the WLS "Prairie Ramblers'

Lloyd

authority.

Burlingham,
agrie
Business was place

Burt S. Gittins Advertising

A,

Milwaukee, Wisc.
Angelina Orris substituting for
tioning Johnny Neblett ("So the

Goes") on WBBM, with her

"This I Believe," stories of

known facts about famous worn.
"Draft Star Playhouse" moves
the 10:45 to 11:00 a.m. period to
11:45 a.m. slot on NBC effective

1

Thelma Kirchner, major domo at KGFJ, has made some

additions to her staff. Jack Evans, who was with KAVE, Carlsbad,
New Mexico, for three years before coming to Hollywood to do
"bits" in films, has been made an announcer, while Renee Bozarth,
former KGFJ announcer, has been made news editor and will assist Carolyn Caro with her duties as program director. Virginia
Morton, recently with Willman Broadcasters and a former elementary school teacher, has been appointed traffic manager... Lloyd
del Castillo, Columbia Pacific staff producer, is one of the most
versatile chaps on the Coast. In addition to producing four shows,
he is musical director of "Stars Over Hollywood," for which he
writes the original music. He is also an organist on one show and
conducts weekly CBS dramatic auditions. . . . Loraine Burton
and Dorothy Rae, two of the Seven Sweet Swingsters on the Horace
Heidt show, had operations on their noses, and now look so attractive they are ready for screen tests. Speaking of pulchritude,
Joline Westbrook, who had a screen test, is handling the sound effects on "Orson Welles' Alamanac."
Milt Samuel. Pacific Blue's Boswell, lost his hat and his secretary the same week, but this is not to infer that his ex -aide is now wearing the chapeau. The hat-a green Borsaiino-was a wedding anniversary
gift from Mrs. Samuel. . . Ruth Burdick has become
on associate of
Ruth Arnold, manager of C. E. Hooper's Los Angeles office... Larry
Bruit has opened offices in the Otto K. Olesen building for Newell -Emmett,
New York, which is the agency on the "Chesterfield Music Shop," starring
Johnny Mercer. Paul Mosher, one of Edgar Bergen's writers, is writing the
new show. Reed Kilpatrick is the NBC producer on the
program. . .
Sybil Chism, organist on the Lum 'ñ Abner show, has written the theme
song for "Youth Of The Americas," a dramatic strip show recorded by
NBC recording division for distribution in the Latin Americas by the CoOrdinator Of Inter -American Affairs. The show is done in Spanish, with
Misa Chism and Floyd Caton, sound effects man, the only non -Spanish

3.

At the same time the show

expand to a 75 -station network.
matic vehicle will be "Dark Viet

running for six weeks. Dance,,
gerald-Sample is the agency.
Nikki Kaye, writer, producer

commentator on the weekly "Va
Show" at 10:15 p.m. Wednesdays
WCFL, is the author of "Writing

Radio," appearing in the June

July issues of "Writer's Digest."
The Libertyville, Ill., Chambe
Commerce recently gave a testim(
dinner for the staff of the WLS "
of the Farm" program. The prof
is sponsored by the Quaker Oats C
pany on Saturdays, 12-12:30 p.m.
show will complete its seventh;;
on WLS in February, 1945.
Frank Oakley has been added to
sales promotion and research dep
ment in charge of the Blue Netw
central division's graphic and art-:
partment.

George Ferguson and Earl
directors of the WLS Artist B
report 145 state and county
booked for 1944 against 112 at
time last year. The fair season
on July 4, for the WLS booking

at the North Dakota State Fat

Minot. Lulu Belle and Scotty wi!
the headline act.

Recent NBC vacationeers ha
been Vera Fitzsimmions, secretary
Jules Herbuveaux, program manage
announcer Don Elder, William B. R(
manager of the news and special d
partment; John H. Ryan, manager
the press department, and direct

speaking persons connected with it.

Harry Bubeck.
Wedding bells rang June 3 for Ru

The regular cast members of "Stars Over Hollywood"
recently celebrated the third anniversary of their Saturday morning breakfasts. Mary Brown, secretary to Les Mitchel,
producer
of the show, who has played roles in the broadcasts, has resigned
to devote full time to acting... Lyn Randle, of the C B.S press
department, and Mr. Lloyd Brownfield, wife of the head of the de-

hart, chief of announcers of the NB
central division, and Warren Patter
son, both of Chicago.
Jack Brickhouse, WGN specie

*

partment, have been vacationing at a Victorville dude ranch. The
ranch is rather popular with CBS publicity writers, with Bernice
Barrett also having spent her vacation time there.

*

*

*

-- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Carlson, secretary to William Kel

events announcer, and Tom Moon
emcee, will take over Johnnie Net
lett's WGN programs when the tat
ter goes on a two-week vacatioi
Brickhouse will be heard on "Ge
Acquainted, Neighbor" Mond a)

through Friday, 10-10:15 a.m., CWT
and Moore will sub on "Open House,
heard weekdays from 3:15-3:30 p.m
CWT.

(on

BEL
Copyright, 19 IS, by Rodio Daily Corp.

*

*
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OVIES NOW ACTIVE IN TELE FIELD
Completes Plan

3

For Chicago Cover
;hree-city tele network will

up the video signals of

IT, New York, and the picproceedings of the Re -

I

can National Convention
nicago opening June 26th
be made available to apimately

television

7,000

in the Eastern area, C. L.

ier, vice-president of NBC,
announced.
nission to retelecast pictorial
made during both the Repuband Democratic conventions,
been granted to WRGB, opera), the General Electric Co. at
ectady, and WPTZ, television
of the Philco Radio and Tele Corp., Philadelphia.
Menser Comments

NBC's extensive plans
)levision coverage of the con ms, Mr. Menser disclosed that

ie first time in the history of
tmications, radio and television

eing co-ordinated to provide a
and sound report of a nation-

He continued:
pioneering co-ordination of the
Cervices at Chicago may set a
mportant event.

In for the treatment of similar
ides in post-war years when
sion will have become an essen-

and important complement to
and sound broadcasts."

"Video for Victory"
Using a slogan "Video for Victory." Television Broadcasters Association is urging all members
to give all-out support to the Fifth

Warner Brothers File FCC Application
For New Hollywood Tele StationRKO

War Loan drive in their current

Stations in New York.
Chicago, Hollywood. Philadelphia
and Schenectady are participating
in staging special bond programs.

Video Developments

programs.

Plan Elaborate Show

With reports from Washington yesterday indicating that
Warner Brothers Pictures Corp., has filed an application for
a television station at KFWB, Hollywood, and an announcement elaborating on plans for the new RKO Television Corp.,
the motion picture industry's interest in video gained
momentum.

The Warner interests, according to reports, plan to erect

For WABD on July 13 television studios at the Burbank, Calif., picture production
lot and will have added studios at KFWB in Hollywood.

Staging a two-hour musical com-

"The Boys From Boise" on
Thursday, July 13, will mark the
edy,

launching of Du Mont's new WABD

studios and incidentally will represent television's most ambitious program planning to date in the New

Harry Maizlish, veteran radio and motion picture showman,
who is general manager of KFWB,

"Breakfast Club" Show
Slated for Television

will probably head up the new west coast video development.
RKO President Comments

N. Peter Rathvon, president of the

Chicago - Don McNeill and the
Corporation, in
"Breakfast Club" are rated by Blue Radio-Keith-Orpheum
a statement clarified the RKO televiNetwork officials as the web's number sion plans and outlined the future of
one television attraction in the mid- the company's new subsidiary, RKO
dle West and video production of the Television 'Corporation. The Rathvon
show is in the network's postwar statement follows:
plans. McNeill, beau brummel of
"While television is generally rethe emcees, has already been tele- garded
as primarily the concern of
vised over the Balaban and Katz radio broadcasting
companies, it is
station on the Marshall Field commer- most definitely a field which cannot
cial program and is rated as a good be ignored by the motion picture
subject. Informality of the
Already signed for leading roles television
show lends itself admirably to tele- industry.
"Anything which bids for the
are Gwen Davies, Blue Network song- vision.
leisure time of the public-4rom basestress and vocalist, with Jan Garber
ball to magazines-is in competition
and Bobbie Sherwood; Nord Cornell,
Stoopnagle on Tele
with the movies, but television, which
who has just returned from a tour
with "Blossom Time," and was seen Schenectady-On Thursday, June has the appearance of 'motion pictures
on Broadway in that show, "Rosa - 29, radio's Col. Stoopnagle will be in in the home' may seem to many thea-

York area.
"The Boys From Boise," already in
rehearsal is being produced under the
direction of Raymond E. Nelson, director of radio and television for the
Charles M. Storm Co., and a veteran
television producer. Show will feature an original musical score by Sam
Medoff, musical director of the
Storm agency, with book by Nelson.

Video Schedule
and "The Merry Widow"; our studios to preside over a program ter owners to be a potent threat to
C's convention coverage will be- linda"
Dolores
Wilson, who's been hailed as based on the Photoquiz in Look theater exhibition.
th a television program over the possessor
of the most promising magazine. This show is the second of "Motion picture exhibitors are the
scheduled one hour before
customers and the only customers of
three programs sponsored by Look.
(Continued on Page 17)
twork goes on the air from
the major distributing companies. Ex-

dium on the opening night,
At that time, WNBT will

8.

t a special film sequence, the
its kind produced in connecth a national political conven(Continued on

Page

7)

ostwar Planning
henectady-Discussion of the
l wartime role of radio and
-,tablishment of widespread poster

communications

Survey Indicates Public's Views
On Postwar Tele -FM Developments

networks

lu,roughout Europe highlighted in o 'sion week here as 11 broadcast" g authorities from seven United
ations attended the International
eneral Electric Company's two ay broadcasting conference.

A survey to ascertain the public's interest in television and
FM in various sections of the country and Canada was conducted this week by Television Daily correspondents with
revealing results on the consumer's knowledge of the two
services.

Results indicated that John Q. Public is better informed
on television and its potentialities than he is on frequency
modulation. However, in Chicago, FM devotees were many

and the man -on -the -street seemed to be conversant with the
selective qualities of FM.

9#t Thi.s 9d4ise

(Continued on Page 8)

hibitor interests come first and must
be protected in every way possible,

but this cannot be done simply by
ignoring this new medium of enter (Continued on Page 7)

"Tele" vs. "Video"
Chicago-Consensus of opinion
here among press and television
experts

is

that

the

expression

'Tale' better Sts "television" than
the word "video" which is used a
great deal in formal reports and in
speeches. "Tele" has already captured the public's fancy is heard
often today in referring to "television."

Tale Nori. .1) p4a~ti.

THE BEST SHOW WINDOW IN THE WORLD
There is going to be a brand-new window in millions
of homes ... the most exciting window ever known
the television screen! Through it people will see the
whole wide world in vivid, vibrant panorama. Most
important to you, Mr. Advertiser, is the fact it will be
the best show -window in the world.
Your product or your service can be demonstrated
with ease and artistry in television's show -window. It
will be friendly selling-personal, intimate visits with
small family groups in their own living rooms.
Leading advertisers and their agencies have developed new and effective commercial television techniques through experimental programs over DuMont's

-

New York City station during the past 18 months.
These programs provide eloquent proof that adding
sight to sound has multiplied air -borne salespower ..

tion and programming techniques will help you realize
the greatest return from every penny of your television
time -buying dollar.
You'll want your product featured well down front
in the best show -window in the world!
Copyright, 1944, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.

DuMont Television Studios and Telecasting Equipment Div. of Allen
B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., Station W2XWV, 515 Madison Ave.,
New York 22, N.Y. General Offices
iices and Plant, 2 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J.

.

has opened a new highroad of magnificent promise
direct to America's best postwar markets.
DuMont was first, to give television really clear reception by creating the DuMont Cathode-ray Tube.
And DuMont pioneering in television station opera-

al Mat
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NBC Completes Plan

Interest in Tele

UJHO'9 UJHO

tiering Momentum

it,

TELEVISIOfl

(Continued from Page 5)

(Continued from Page 5)

RALPH B. AUSTRIAN

tion. Beginning with a succession of

Back in 1914 Ralph B. Austrian built a cat -whisker radio set for dot and -dash reception. Today, 30 years later, he has become executive vicepresident of the newly formed RKO Television C"rp.
He was
It all started with Austrian's early interest in electricity.
sixteen, a student at De Witt Clinton High
School in his native New York City, when he
put together his first receiving set. A high

rite convention city of other years,

nt. To turn our backs upon

ion would be a disservice to the
or.

believe that the most suitable
>f television programs, as they
alved through experience, will
different in character from the

motion pictures created in

ood for theater exhibition. In
olving of such program, how notion picture techniques may
a even greater part than exist ilia techniques and the use of
(ll probably be more important
tvision broadcasting than the
al transcription disc is today
a.
her than

school student by day, he was an instructor
in Morse and continental code at night in the

o'd New York School of Telegraphy. During
this period he also operated 2NY, an amateur
In 1916 he received his
outlet in Gotham.
first -grade commercial radio operator's license,
which qualified him to be a ship's "sparks."
Along about this time Ralph, as a junior
member of the Institute of Radio Engineers,
made the acquaintance of Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, one of its officers, who became a friendly
When World War I
adviser to the youth.
"Radio -Films -T ele"
broke out, Dr. Goldsmith organized the Signal
Corps School of Communications at the College of the City of New York,
where young Ralph Austrian was engaged as a radio instructor for the

stand aside while

preempt the field it would
o be in the best interests of the
motion picture industry that
.er-distributor

companies,

participate in television, not
o protect themselves but the
tors as well, by directing tele programming into fields which

duration.

After the peace came Austrian's first job in the commercial radio
field, which was the managership of the radio department in the New

be far removed from feature
is created for the theater. Un -

York store of Gimbel Brothers. Successful in the merchandising of radios.

is is done, there will be a ten -

he went out on his own as operator of a nation-wide chain of leased radio
units in leading department stores.
When the former Paramount Publix-Lasky film organization offered

for television to become de-

ft upon the showing of feature

is made primarily for theater

him the post of assistant sound director at its Eastern studio in Astoria,
N. Y., Ralph Austrian was quick to accept the opportunity to pioneer in
talking pictures. With the transfer of the company's movie production
to the West Coast, he decided to stay in the East and shifted to West-

lion."
Elect Officers Last Week

announcement of RKO's new
setup came last week following
ling of the
directors. The

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co. as manager of retail distribution.

In the following years Austrian was general sales manager of the

Kolster Radio Division of the International Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
sales chief of Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp., and assistant vicepresident for seven years of the RCA Manufacturing Co.'s Photo -Phone Re-

board, in announcing the

televine
sion company,
N.
elected

cording Division.

Rath v o n , chair-

man.

Frederic

Ullman, Jr.,
president o f
Pathe News,

Inc., who
have been
making a n

intensive

of the new video developments,
en named president.
B. Austrian, former assistant
resident of RCA Manufacturing
My, will be executive vice-pres-

Two years ago he was called to Washington as a

member of the Planning Committee of the War Production Board, which
he left last October to become television and radio consultant to RKO
Corp. Within the past two weeks he became executive v. -p. of the company's television subsidiary.
A family man, Ralph Austrian is married to the former Alene Lowe.
a successful interior decorator in her own right. They have a 20 -year -old
daughter, Gail. a junior at Vassar. Austrian is an active member and
sub -committee chairman of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers. His
hobbies are photography and music, when he is not on the golf links.

Peter

fQIiRIC ULLMAN, JR.

scenes showing Chicago as the favothe film

will

then present brief

glimpses of previous conventions as
far back as the 1860 gathering when
Lincoln was nominated. Then coming rapidly to the present, television

set owners will be taken on a pictorial journey to the home towns of
the leading candidates and other important figures in political life. Spe-

cial emphasis will be placed on highlights from the careers of Governors
Dewey, Bricker, and Warren, and former Governor, now Lt. Commander
Stassen.

Immediately following the televi-

sion showing, tele -viewers will be di-

rected to tune to local NBC outlets
for pick-ups direct from NBC's reporters and commentators in the stadium.
Chicago to Participate

Similar television procedure will
be followed nightly during the progress of political activities in Chicago,
with one exception. After opening
night, television set owners who listened to the sound broadcast of the
previous day's sessions will be able,
24 hours later, to see an exclusive film

sequence of the same activities and
personalities on WNBT. These films

will be made by camera men and
crews specially assigned to that purpose by NBC. Negatives will be
rushed by plane to New York for the
television presentation. Arrangements for filming the convention in
this manner have been worked out
in co-operation with RKO.

Radio -Relay Prospects
Automatic radio -relay outlets were

described as the key to network tele
by Ralph R. Beal, research director

of RCA Laboratories. in a speech
June 2nd before the Institute of Finance at the New York Stock Exchange.

the

new RKO company goes to
Thomas H.
Hutchinson,

Patent Outlook
Government control over some of

Uruguayans Visit WRGB

Interest in post-war television that
the pioneer more valuable tele patents, which had has swept this country has spread to
resulted
from
wartime
experimentatelevision tion, was predicted by FCC chief, Latin America, as indicated by a reproducer who
cent visit of Dr. Jose A. Mora, diplowas formerly James L. Fly in April of last year.
matic minister of Uruguay, and Mrs.
tele program
Mora, who paid a visit to station
manager o f
WRGB, General Electric's television

Mr. Austrian announced the

reek -end that Charles B. Smith

the company's West Coast
bntative and that experimental
Ion programs will begin on the
bee station in Hollywood on
to

NBC and
more recent-

English Development

station in Schenectady, N. Y. Miss

According to John E. Baird, inven- Helen Rhodes, announcer -producer at
ly television tor, tele images in color and three WRGB, describes details of television
director o f dimensions were reported to have program production to the guests.
Ruthrauff & been produced in England since the

t6.

(president of the new television
Cation is Malcolm Kingsberg,

Ryan,

Inc. war.

The talent

er of Radio Keith Orpheum
ation.
Hutchinson a Veteran

For Chicago Cover

THOMAS H. HUTCHINSON

Wants Audience Reaction

casting matic entertainment through the meSchenectady-WRGB would like to
director will dium of talking motion pictures, RKO hear from its audience as to whether
and

Arthur Willi, present talent direc- believes that with its broad back- they would enjoy seeing some of the
etting up the new television be
ground, wide experience, unlimited old-time motion picture serials telefor RICO officials sought sea- tor of RKO Pictures, Inc.
Commenting on the new organiza- facilities and vast resources, it is prexecutives who have pioneered
eminently qualified to develop the
-ideo field and were qualified tion, Mr. Austrian said:
e up production assignments "Since the entire activity of RKO new art form that is television prois the regular business of making, gramming. It is in this field that RKO
'ately.
post of television producer for distributing, and the showing of dra- makes its initial television bow."

vised-those starring Pearl White and
others of that era. Music by the wellknown moving picture pianist, Walter
C. Simon, would accompany the pictures.

f
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One conclusion reached was that
the public is eagerly awaiting the
post-war development of tele and
FM and that a tremendous market
for receivers awaits the merchandisers.

The survey follows:

LLos Angeles
( By RALPH WILK)

Los Angeles-A survey just com-

la

pleted indicates that the Los Angeles

area will be a very fertile field for
the sale of tele and FM sets following
the war. In fact, several residents
questioned said they had deferred

purchases of radio receivers in 1941,

believing combination tele and FM
sets would soon be available. These,

of course, will be among the early

purchasers of receivers after the war.
Every person queried said he or she
would be a prospective purchaser of
sets if the prices were not too exorbitant.

Owners of FM receivers are very

enthusiastic, one of them, Mrs. Raph-

I

Ohio Sector
(By JOE OLSON)

WOSU people believe they can do a There is also 'a belief that

better coverage job with AM than
with FM but in the event the State
Department of Education decrees a
state FM set up, Ohio State naturally
will go along. Installation of an FM
station was estimated to cost in ex-

Columbus-Ohioans know very lit- cess of $100,000.
tle about either FM or television and The reason why Ohio State faculty
they'll be conservative about buying folks generally would like to see a
sets in the postwar period, particu- jump to tele is because all of the
larly if the new sets are priced from factors needed for telecasting are on
$350 up.
campus: There are pretty and talented
Rather than investing savings in co-eds galore, several campus players'
new FM or tele sets, Ohioans will buy organizations, and seven vocal and
things they know and things they instrumental groups.
have gone without several years such
as autos, refrigerators, washers and
other electrical appliances.
Only a small fraction of Ohio's
seven millions has heard FM; an even
smaller number has seen and heard
tele demonstrated. But tele seems
(By BILL IRVIN)
to have the greater attraction to the
average Buckeye probably because it Chicago-While frequency moduhas been forecast and talked about lation broadcasting and television are
more widely and because tele is more still pretty much unknown quantidramatic to the average citizen than ties to the public, there is nonetheFM which can only be publicized as less considerable interest on the part
of the average person in both FM
"static free" radio.
Nearly one-half of the Ohioans and video transmission, particularly
with whom I talked did not know the former. This is indicated by the
what FM is. In fact, seven Columbus results of a survey made among a
residents did not even know the only score or more individuals in this

ael Koff, wife of an eye specialist, commercial FM station in the state
declaring there is no comparison be- is in operation in their city.
tween the reception of it and that Characteristic conservatism cropon standard radio. Dr. and Mrs. Koff ped out time and again during the
have owned their set since 1942.
interviews when the Ohioans were
Less than 25 per cent of persons asked if they would buy tele sets
questioned were familiar with FM, "as soon as they are put on the marindicating there will be much need ket." Invariably the answer was:
for publicizing and advertising of "Yes, if the sets work well and if
frequency modulation in this terri- the sets are low-priced enough. But
tory _after the war. Representatives they probably will be very expenof KHJFM, which is the only FM sta- sive at the start-like the early radios
tion on the Coast, said the outlet has were. I'll probably wait a couple of
not been trying to oversell FM, as it years until the price comes down."
is eager to use a 50-killowatt trans- Ohio's only commercial FM stamitter, which would give it 100 times tion, WELD, Columbus, had just gotmore power than at present and en- ten nicely started in the Fall of '41
able it to satisfactorily serve its sec- when came the war. It is estimated
ondary area. At present it is heard there are 3,500 FM receiving sets in
well at points as distant as San Diego the central Ohio area and WELD
and Santa Barbara, but trouble is broadcasts from 3 p.m. until midnight.
encountered in remote rural districts. Its log is carried in the daily newsKHJFM ordered a 50-killowatts papers but the station is holding its

Chicago

1

area.

sl

antennas are needed for both Flt
television reception.

Individuals questioned agreed
"seems to have Memel

Memeltelevision

possibilities" although it is "still

perimental." As for purchasiy
tele set, none of those intervi

indicated any unqualified inte
of buying one. Some said it e
depend upon the cost of such re
ers. One individual remarked
he might buy one "if they're no
complicated." Another said,
I've bought a lot of other thin'
One focal point of interest in
vision and its possibilities is the I

Council of Chicago Public

Sc)

which reflects the interest of the
perintendent of schools, Dr. WI
H. Johnson. At one time the co

had planned to install a

telex

receiver in the superintendent's e
but the technical difficulties invI

in bringing a lead-in from the
tenna, twenty-two stories above

office, caused the plan to be a
doped.

The Balaban & Katz televisio

tion, WBBK, has offered the
Council time for the televi
educational programs, as well
ceiving sets for installation in

for experimental purpos
They were asked what they schools
Council was unable to acce .'

thought of television and FM and
whether they planned to buy a tele
or FM set after the war.
Most of those questioned were more

familiar with frequency modulation
than with television. And there were
more affirmative answers for FM regarding set purchases after the war.
The average listener seems to think
of FM primarily as a different kind
of broadcasting. Most of those questioned, while not yet having heard
frequency modulation on home receivers, were nevertheless familiar
with its high fidelity as a sound medium. Typical answers on this point
were, "it seems clearer," "there's no
static," `music sounds more real."
Another comment was, "it's the answer to the radio listener's prayer."
One person thought it was "swell but
the programs are too limited."

offers because of the shor

writers, producers and studio
ties.

"Television will play an irn
part in the radio -education tie

lowing the war," said George
pings, acting director of the
Council. t`We're not certain, an

not know without a period

perimentation, just what can be
with television in the classroom.
tainly the educator should ap'
the medium of television witho
pre -conceived

ideas

(as

he

proached radio), and the tele
industry must permit the edu

to experiment, rather than accept!,
medium as it is used comercially
"Television should provide new

wonderful opportunities to

den.

strate safe practices to farm,
drivers, housewives and work(

transmitter in 1941, but the manufac- advertising at a minimum for the
Despite the fact that they were said Paul Jones, director of jau
turer was not able to complete deliv- duration since FM receiving sets are not sure just what to expect in FM information of the National 11111
ery, because of the advent of war. not being manufactured for sale to programming, most of those ques- Council. "The Council, which knc
The outlet representatives point out the public.
tioned indicated that they would be the power of the visual approach
that other stations in this territory Attention of educators has been in the market for a post-war FM set. education, expects television to s
directed
will also be furnishing FM shows
to the Cleveland public While the average person expects many lives and to prevent many al
after,jhe war, giving listeners a choice schools in which a direct teaching definitely better reception in fre- dents as soon as it is available
of many programs, with result that program by means of FM is being quency modulation than in AM broad- great multitudes of people. Pere
interest in FM is certain to show a carried on over WBOE. The State casting, it is evident that he does ally, I want one of the very f
big increase. At present KHJFM is Department of Education is studying not necessarily expect similar im- sets."
on the air from 6 p.m. to midnight plans for a possible state network of provement in programs. The condaily and has been operating since FM stations with one of the larger sensus seems to be, "We don't have
August, 1941. Its broadcasts are con- and more powerful outlets to be lo- much to say about the programs on
fined chiefly to music, although it airs cated at Ohio State University.
the air now; why should we expect
the Jack Benny program, 8:30-9 p.m.
Meanwhile, the majority of mem- any more say in FM programming."
Sundays and "A Date With Xavier bers of the Ohio State radio station, One of the stumbling blocks to
Cugat." On its schedules, too, are WOSU, and many faculty members public acceptance of television seems
(By BILL ROMBERG)
"The Treasury Hour of Song" and the directly interested in radio expressed to be the opinion in the minds of
"Army Air Force" show, heard once more interest in tele than in FM. Sev- most people that, for one thing, it is Omaha-To the average layman
eral said they would like to see the rot yet perfected, and that its instal- this area, television is still a prom
weekly.
It is estimated there are between next large investment made in tele lation involves considerable technical of the distant future, not the m
12,000 and 15,000 FM receivers in the at the university.
difficulty. "Can we just plug it in?" future, and FM is a greater inyste
From all available information, was a question frequently asked.
Los Angeles area.
(Continued on Page 16)

Omaha Area

I

'

"wpols
Television's engineers are doing a superb job in steadily bettering their miraculous
invention. But television's biggest problem today is not one of engineering. It's one of
intelligent programming. It is at this point - or rather just ahead of this point - that

RKO, the showmanship company in motion pictures, enters the television arena.
No telecasting company, no single individual advertiser, no single adver-

tising agency, nor any group of advertising agencies could possibly
operate such enormous facilities as RKO and its subsidiary, Pathe News,
Inc., now offer the potential television users of this country. These facili-

ties are available to both reputable advertisers and recognized advertising agencies through RKO Television Corporation. The same facilities
make it possible for RKO Television Corporation to offer not only filmed
television programs but live -talent package productions as well.

I
RKO Television Corporation will welcome inquiries from advertisers, advertising agencies and
all those commercially interested in television, as to how we may be of specific service at this time.

RKO TELEVISION CORPORATION
EXECUTIVE OFFICES RKO BUILDING, 1270 SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 20, N.Y.

Thursday, June
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Problems of Television
Producers

FACES of the FUTURE
for

15,

TELEVISION

By IRWIN A. SHANE
(Executive Director, Television Workshop of New York City)
á

1m~4 d Eviliacie 7eson Sax Stan

Today's television pr o d u c e r, sitive cameras and shading
whether he works for an advertising ment. (But come the war's end
agency or operates as an independent, watch the vastly improved lig
whether he works in New York, Chi- scanning, transmission, and s1
cago or Los Angeles, is faced by the ing of television programs!)
same . problems of (1) budget; (2)
The third problem confrontiq
equipment; (3) facilities; (4) talent. television producer today is to
Because of television's very limited inadequate studio facilities. Q

audiences i n
each of the
country's five

nine stations in operation, only
approach the ideal of truly large, e.
modious, self-contained studios,
plenty of rehearsal and perforq
room, revolving stages for
changes, properly controlled li

audio - video
areas, today's

television
producer

is

etc. . With 50 licenses now p

operating on

the producer can look forw

a shoe -string

GEORGIE AULD and his orchestra
Booked exclusively by WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Eaíiden oj Saucdd -Peet

budget,

ting the most

he can from
produ ctions
which cost an
average $250
per broadcast
-often a good

/10:444«,eu

(In

post-war video studios of truly
tic size, with hoist cameras,
controlled mercury-vapor ligh
ters and special effect device

get-

lacking in most studios in
operation.
IRWIN A. SHANE

Booked exclusively by FREDERICK BROS.

S4cafiria o6 iatúc ->ditoieniea

good writers and directors, of

deal less! Compare this with radio, cal assistants, of people wi
stage or motion pictures.
creative spark and drive neces
As a result, no producer dares un- building a new art. With an i
dertake any really elaborate produc- ment in the economic aspects
tion, any of which involves elabor- vision, this too will improve.

ate scenery, props, costumes, special
effects, original scores, studio musicians or other accoutrements of good
showmanship and good television.
Only after the war, when television
budgets reach their natural financial
level, probably two to four times pres-

ent radio budgets (or about 10 per
cent of Hollywood film budgets),
will audiences get the kind of pro-

GEORGE PAXTON and hi s orchestra

The fourth limitation confr
the producer today is the de

grams they deserve-and will demand! Until then, the television producer must make the most of his
writing, producing and directing ability, using and re -using what few

In the meantime, advertisi
cies, studios and independent
ers should do all they can to s
creative talent, giving interes

sons an opportunity to gain
studio experience.

Raises Tele Questi
Montreal-Paul Martin, Patti

assistant to Hon. Humphrey Mi
Minister of Labor, raised a ques
the Canadian House of Commo

dio Committee session on w

big film companies, with inter
props, set pieces and costumes he has radio, were not deliberately di
at hand. Because of limited budgets, aging development of televisio
the average producer is unable to pay suggested they might be withh
big salaries to actors and he conse- support through fear that tel
quently can't obtain big -name talent might some day succeed movi
as a rule.
Augustin Frigon, acting general is
When television goes commercial, ager of the Canadian Broadcasi
and is utilized by advertisers to the Corporation, said he did not liktl
same extent as radio, producers will comment on Mr. Martin's quest,

have sufficient monies for the best but he did know that films wol
talent, scripts, directors, settings and play a big part in television tra
other requirements of good television. mission.
The so-called problem of programming, of which one sometimes hears
Scophony Associates
in television circles, will evaporate

CHUCHO MARTINEZ
Personal Rep resenfoflve: MILTON BENDER

into thin air.

Listing of stockholders of Scopht

The second problem faced by the Corp. of America revealed that I,

television producer is one which can't
be solved by fat checkbooks. It's the
problem resulting from obsolete, but
irreplaceable, transmitter and receiv-

major film companies had bought

to the new equipment firm-Pa

mount, through its subsidiary, Te
vision Productions, Inc., and Tws
ing equipment. To begin with, the tieth Century -Fox, through Gene
cameras in most studios-as most en- Precision Equipment Corp.

gineers will quickly point out-are

M

ROBE NS ARTIST BUREAU, Ltd.
1819 Broadway, N.Y. 23

WALLACE DOWNEY, Gets. Mgr.

outdated. This is no one's fault. Most
studio equipment was constructed as

Levey's Contract

long ago as 1937-a very, very long Arthur Levey, founder, direct
time ago by present-day electronic major stockholder in Scophony,
standards. Until the war's end, little was signed to a five-year contr

prospect exists of obtaining the new, president of Scophony Corp. of
improved, plastic -lensed, more sen- ica.

u

nstory__

SPEcia _by NBC TELEVISION
DELIVERY
The great National Republican and
Democratic conventions, birthplaces of
American political trends, will become
visual experiences in four television terri-

tories ... thanks to extensive plans and
arrangements made by NBC.
For, in addition to the complete sound

radio coverage by the National Broadcasting Company, the stirring, colorful
events on the floors of the conventions
will be filmed and rushed to New York by
fast plane for broadcasting over WNBT,

the pioneer NBC television transmitter
atop the Empire State Building.
Thus thousands of people in or near
New York, Philadelphia, Schenectady

and Albany who own television receivers

will witness the unfolding of historic
scenes only a few hours old.
NBC televised political conventions for

the first time in 1940 - the Republican
Convention at Philadelphia direct and
the Democratic Convention at Chicago
through films.

*
*
*
News today, television broadcasts like these
will be commonplace after victory. Millions
will become accustomed to "eyewitnessing"
daily events and entertainment in the comfort of their own living rooms ... events and
entertainment broadcast by the same organization which has won recognition as America's
Number 1 Network in sound radio.
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America

111%,11111 1i/

National

roadcasting

ompany

America's No. 1 Network

\.,
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Tele Transmission

Over Phone Cables!
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Sees Bright Future
For Post -War Rah

Investment of a sum approaching a

hundred million dollars within the

HY SPECTRU`M,=
CONSISTENTLY good attendance at the weekly lectures of the Radio

and also of transmitting television
images, is seen as a definite possibility
by Keith S. McHugh, vice-president

Executives Club "Television Seminar" in New York City is indicative
of the interest in video. Conduct of the lectures. however, has leaned a
bit too much to the scholarly side with the gatherings lacking the spontaneity and informality of the REC luncheon meetings.

the radio industry. No empl
the radio industry should

Agency executives, television's experts, and other interested professional
people have varied opinions concerning the effectiveness of the seminar
in its educational mission.
Some think that showmanship with finesse
must be injected into the sessions if sustained interest is to continue

we will be gradually implemetj
into more and more civilian proc.
tion as the war production reg. .

telephone conversations simultaneously over a single pair of conductors

of American Telephone and Telegraph

Company, and George L. Best, as-

sistant vice-president of the company,
whose article, "The Bell System's Interest in Program Television," ap-

pears in the Spring issue of the Bell
Telephone Magazine, published last
week-end.

When and where this cable con-

struction will be undertaken depends,

the authors point out, on many factors. These include such things as the
requirements of our armed forces,
general business conditions, the vol-

ume and distribution of long distance calls, and the availability of
manufactured cable and equipment.
Cable Described

A coaxial cable contains several
copper tubes, slightly larger in diameter than a lead pencil, in each of
which a single wire is centered by
insulators. These tubes are customarily used in pairs, one to transmit in
trial of coaxial cable for telephone
use was made between New York
and Philadelphia in 1936. Its use for
transmitting visual images for television broadcasts was demonstrated

throughout the summer months.

One agency executive observes that the question and answer periods
haven't been as bright, informative, and informal as they might be. Maybe
there's need for the Murray Grabhorn personality of REC luncheons as
the questioner, a traveling mike for the convenience of the persons asking
the questions, and a more practical approach of the whole subject of
television.

Another feature of some of the lectures which has proved to be laugh
provoking rather than enlightening is the projection of illegible slides on a
screen. These slides, designed to illustrate points being made by
speakers,
have been, in most instances, scaled so smal that they are only readable
from the first few rows.

LTelevision Authorities

future look so good and the gt
looks so green on our side of the fe
that very likely people in other

dustrial fields with excess product
facility will become interested in
dio. I'm afraid that some people

will wander into our field will
with bitter experience that it '
an easy one to crash.
The public has been mystifie
lot of what they have heard an
about the radio industry war
Many of the mysterious thing
by the radio industry had to d

munications, and because of m
reasons, we are refraining fro
lic discussion of these devices.
We in the radio industry kno
when we resume civilian product
of radio sets we are not going to p

out any fantastic gadgets-we ,a
going to have a radio set with%t

talk in terms of "improved radio."
It will be impossible for us to mall

use of all the knowledge gained j

our war effort in our first models, fc
the application of things learne

must be an evolutionary affair.
think we are all conscious of ou

responsibility to the public-and let
all be sensitive to this responsibilit,

and see that they are not misl
to what they should expect.
*

a
I

*

The application of most of the
coveries made in connection with
secret devices will be related to
dustry, transportation, and med

for television facilities will justify the
added investment.
Considering Trial In New York

These electronic discoveries will r

Messrs. McHugh and Best also dis-

along the route.

will keep our plants busy for ye.
In fact, the prospects of our indut

ing public expects. Let's think at

stalled, it is wholly possible to provide additional conductors to handle
television, and this is contemplated
if it appears at the time that demand

tions spaced about 30 miles apart

There is a tremendous backlog
consumer requirement in radio wt

be very sure that this is what the bu:

phone cables will be those where the
need for substantial numbers of additional long distance channels is likely
to be greatest and where this type of
cable seems best adapted to meet the
need. When the cables are being in-

directions, and will be relayed at sta-

ments decrease.

circuit modification-but the fund.
mentals will be the same. We mu

under .construction.
The routes selected for coaxial tele-

will operate simultaneously in both

another industry, because we
very busily engaged right up.
conclusion of the Japanese war-.

proved tubes, improved. componen'

Since then, coaxial cable has been
installed between Minneapolis and
Steven's Point, Wis., and between
Philadelphia and Washington; and a
coaxial route between Atlanta and
Jacksonville, in the South, is now

Laboratories before the war, directed
radio beams at very high frequencies

can see which offers a greater
time employment opportuni

radar devices and not radio

in 1937.

cuss the Bell System's plans for a
trial installation between New York
and Boston of a radio relay system
which will be suitable for transmission of television as well as telephone messages. In this system, under
development at the Bell Telephone

(Retiring President of the Radio Man
Association)

There is no other industr

each direction.
The Bell System's first commercial

0.

By PAUL V. GALVIN

next few years in the construction of
six or seven thousand route miles of
coaxial telephone cables, which are
capable of transmitting hundreds of

lutionize navigation and contro
land, air and sea travel.
Navigation of vessels, both on
high seas and into harbors wil
made more safe. Aviation travel

be made safe under

Niles Trammell, president of NBC; James Lawrence
Fly, chairman of the FCC, and Dr. Alfred Goldsmith, distinguished radio engineer, were caught by the Radio Exe-

cutives Club cameraman at the opening session of the
REC Television Seminar in Radio City. This famed tele
trio were the panel speakers at the first session.

all types

weather conditions. The railroads

make broad application in the in
est of train control, speed and saf
Industrial plants will use electr
devices and tools which will
lutionize their methods and proce

The field of medicine will tray
(Continued on Page 17)
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ATTENTIOR,
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COERCIAL CARTOODS

and
CARTOOD SERIALS

ty
A Leading Hollywood
Cartoon Producer...

Address All Communications to
Box C,

Radio Daily, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, California
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Canada

I Continued from Page 81
(By ROY CARMICHAEL)
han LSMFT ever was.
John Q. Public seems to feel tele- Montreal-Television is being eagvision will come, but it does not grasp erly looked forward to by Canadian
the nearness. The average midwest- radio receiving set owners, few of
ern feels that he will have a televi- whom possess a new set and practision set when that day comes, if his cally all of whom express the view
neighbor has one and if the price is '.nat they will not purchase another
within his reach.
set until after the war, when it must
However, few of those interviewed include frequency modulation and as
in a survey here, are thinking in soon as practicable television. At
terms of television now. Most per- present radio fans are confronted
sons are thinking of using their war with the practical difficulties of obbonds and other savings for concrete taining new tubes, of getting defects
items that were available before the repaired, and, in the case of battery

war and are not available now. Ex-

amples are new autos, new radio and
combination radio -phonograph sets of

the pre-war variety, new washing
machines, refrigerators and homes.
At least one-fourth of those inter-

viewed had never heard of FM de-

spite the increasing advertising cam-

paigns in that direction during re-

cent months. Of those that had heard
of FM, at least half of them had vir-

tually no idea of what FM would
mean.

Only one could explain FM.
A vice-president of one of the city's

largest banks commented that there
(Continued on Page 191

demand a lot more
than a stop -watch.
You now have lighting,

scenery, make-up ... and

directions - en-

trances, exits, crosses and
crisscrosses . . . playing
up -stage, down -stage, offstage . . . and, camera
angles.

The movie people learned
all this, long ago.
ten

Cable to the public, and I believe we s.

receiving

set owners

are

L

Southern

anxious to have it included in their

shows for Television

My

Pacific

years

in

the

"Theatre" and my seven
years in Motion Pictures,

supplementing a good
Radio Background, gives
me an inside knowledge

of Television program
fundamentals . . and, I

know the men and women
who are equipped and
available to immediately
serve Television.

FRANK McGRANN
Radio Sprrialist

POSITION SECURING BUREAU,

Inc.

(Agency,

331 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

MU. 2-6494

have it as soon as possible.

T.

mind, it is even more wonderful
the radio, and I am certainly goi
have one as soon as available."

,.

States.

The production of

stage

Robinson,

One of the women interview
isfactorily. Of curse, I should not housewife, in response to the ti
expect to make such a purchase until sion questions, said, "If television
the world is at peace again."
formers look anything like those
A. D. Carmichael, Aluminum, Ltd.: on the radio, I don't think I v
"I imagine there will be a big rush care much for it. I have seen R'
for television after the war and I radio artists in person, and the;'
shall certainly want a set. I hope, a big disappointment. Howev.'j
though, toe new sets will not neces- suppose when television is outl
sarily be large and clumsy. I should husband will buy a set."
like a radio set of neat appearance Responses to the questions st
with a good tone and all the improve- FM were harder to get, due tc,t
ments which we read about. In my fact that there are at present no(
opinion, everyone who can gfford to stations which can be heard inia).
a set will want television."
area. Most of those interrogated d,
set owners, hunting around in the buy
modulation was a puzzle they had never heard of Frequy
hope of getting new batteries, which to Frequency
many set owners interviewed. They Modulation receivers, etc. Wherr
are unprocurable in the ordinary way had
heard of it, but did not know explanation was made that frequ5
of trade except by persons possessed exactly
what it is, and several thought modulation provides virtually st
of the highest priorities. Most bat- that radio
manufacturers should de- free local broadcasts and higher f[.
tery sets in cities are now dismantled fine it in their
advertising and that ity of reproduction, most of lc
and put aside, although in the Arctic explanation should
be given in the quizzed said that they would Mc
and in rural areas where there is no radio columns of newspapers.
for be interested, and would wanly,
electricity, batteries are still legally television, many expected to As
see at FM receiver when they are avail,
obtainable, even if difficult to find.
first only stage plays specially ar- for purchase.
Progress of television as recorded ranged for the new sets, but younger Permission to build a 1,000 -watt
in RADIO DAILY and in Canadian news- people expressed the hope that it perimental frequency module,
papers is being closely studied, and would be possible to witness ball broadcasting station adjacent to
the wish is often expressed that sets games, football and hoc!zey matches WHAS transmitter at Eastwood,
were obtainable now, in which case, and other outdoor spectacles, and said was received May 25 from the FC(+
as one fan put it, "we would not be these would attract them more than the Courier -Journal and Louis' going to the movies so often."
plays such as they could see in the
¡Continued on Page 18)
Frequency modulation is only read movies.

about here as it does not exist in
Canadian sets but from what has been
learned of its progress in the United

TELEVISION
TIPS'

T.

Board: "I think all sets should have
frequency modulation. It is wonderful. Certainly I shall want a television set as soon as I know that television in the home is operating sat-

next sets and to have all facilities for
the installation of television.
Typical expressions of opinion are
the following: Jules Larochelle, an
editor of the Financial News Bureau:
"I shall certainly buy a new set after

(By GEORGE WIEDERHOLD)

Louisville-A wealth of interesting

observations regarding television, FM,

and new developments generally in
the field of radio, has been the result

of a cross-section of opinion gathered

the war, and it will require to have during the past week among resiall the latest improvements, includ- dents of Louisville. The subject must
ing frequency modulation, and I hope, be a fascinating one, for not a single
television. As soon as I know from person interviewed expressed indifobservation that television is satis- ference to the possibilities of postfactory on household sets, I shall cer- war television, FM, and other develtainly go in for it."
opments in the period following cesAndre Treich, technical expert with sation of hostilities.
Anglo-American Telegraph Co., who
To the question, "Are you interis a well-known radio artist engaged ested in television?" the answer was

French language programs: "I invariably 'Yes, very much." This
shall retain my present set until after was in practically every instance the
the war. Then, I plan to buy a new male reaction. Men were very reone with frequency modulation, and sponsive to questions about television,
adaptable for the installation of tele- and were almost unanimous that but

NOW
and in the
FUTURE
The requirements of musi
in television will be as abl

supplied by BMI as

ar

those of broadcasting to
day.

in

vision.

I shall not purchase a tele- for the war, we would have televi-

vision set until I have been convinced sion as a practical thing now. Some
by observation that it can be suc- of the men questioned expressed the
cessfully operated here. I imagine opinion that television is ready now,

the first television sets will be ex- and just waiting for the war to end,
pensive."
befcre it is released to the public.
George Sellars, cable operator: "I One man questioned, proprietor of a
purchased a large set recently, so music store, expressed himself stronganal' not be getting another until ly on the subject. He said, emphatithe war is over. I favor frequency cally, "We should have television
modulation, but understand it is not now. We should have had it some
available in Canada yet. 1 shall want time ago, and I think it is a scheme
to have a television set or attachment that the higherups are holding it
after the war, but, with me, the first back. I think it is one of the most
thing is a new car."
wonderful things ever to be offered

Broadcast Music, Inc.,
of the broadcasters, b
broadcasters, and for

((I

broadcasters.

BMI
New York

Chicago HolH.00d

day, June 15, 1944
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Elaborate Show

i

radio manufacturing business to assume that we will be the ones who
will develop, produce and merchandise television sets. There is some
variance of opinion as to just when

Is Network Television The Answer ?

WABD on July 13

and how television will take hold
after the war. This is no time to

By DR. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH

(Consulting Engineer, Past President of the /RE)

pre -judge the situation.
orderly effort is in process
(Continued from Page 5)
The main purpose of all broadcasting is to send the best avail- forAavery
voice since Patrice Munsell;
thorough technical appraisal of
number
of
persons.
This
television. A study is in progress by
Kenney, Broadway veteran; able program to the greatest possible
Robbins, last seen at Paris purpose can usually be best achieved by nation-wide distribution the Radio Technical Planning Board
Thant and La Vie Parisienne, of the program.
to develop facts as to if, to what
$8,800 and is received degree, and to when any alterations
thers. Thirty of Harry Con As
an
example,
suppose
a
program
costs
cover girls are at work prac- by only 2,000 people in a single small town. Whether paid for should be made in the television syschorus routines under the distandard and/or television frefeature tems
quency allocation we now have. I
of Bobbie Jean Bernhardt, as a sustaining feature by the station or as a sponsored
$8,800
divided
believe proper technical appraisals
:,incidentally, a grand -daughter by an advertiser, it will cost the responsible group
"Divine Sarah." Fred Wid- by 2,000, or $4.40 per member of the audience. This amounts to will be made in due time, and sober
art director of the Storm Agend Fowler Scenic Studios are at
on scenic effects and Veronica
who has costumed every Zieg'ollies since 1918, has been re-

But suppose instead that the program is sent over
work.

reaches 4,400,000
homes of families.
The program now

show.

VOR Experimenting
New York,

it

for which has been pending

I

costs only $2.00

inaugurated a

per 1,000 families,
or a fraction of

one -hour weekly tele pro -

over W2XWV, the Du Mont out lieu of its own facilities, appli-

the FCC since August, 1939.
IR,

Beauty Experiment
ierta Hollywood, Lifebuoy's
r songstress and the holder of
i sion's

first commercial contract
?erimenting with shades of lip -

r and in the studio. She's getting each listener.
of the hideous purple and black
The economics of sound broadcasting is largely controlled by such considerations. But television broadcasting will necessarily be even more
controlled by these same factors.
Television programs are more expen-

?

7/01?

sive to produce, transmit, and distribute than are sound programs. To
reduce their cost of delivery to the

individual family it is necessary that
one form or another of network operation be adopted. All this is quite
apart from the unavailability of sufficient live talent in some smaller
towns to meet the television broad-

munnications Commission.

I personally think that we have to
underwrite our success in the Pacific
War before we, as set manufacturers,
(Continued from Page 14)
will be producing television sets. In
long way in the adaptation of elec- the meantime, the matter of systems
standards and frequency allocation
tronics.
The engineering, manufacturing will have been resolved. When we do
and merchandising of these special get post-war television, it will be the
devices in navigation, industry and advent of a great business.
medicine is of a very special nature, FM is going to be in the picture
and it does not necessarily follow that in post-war radio. FM has a lot of
all of us belong in the manufacture merit, and will play a very important

one cent per family! If station and
network connection costs are add- of these electronic devices, even
ed, the cost per though we are in the radio business.
family still re- Television, of course, is in the back
mains extremely of the minds of all of us, and some
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith
low. Clearly,
we will have another industry as
broadcasting must be operated on a day
bigger than the radio industry.
wholesale distribution basis if good bigIt or
is quite reasonable for us in the

that will look good both over programs are to cost very little for

E L E V I 310

entire problem by the Federal Com-

Sees Bright Future
a national netFor Post -War Radio
Assume it

to handle the wardrobe end

t

consideration will be given to this

handing each listener a free ticket for a Broadway hit show!

part as a factor in post-war radio
merchandising. FM was coming along
before the war, but now, with the
new policy of the broadcast chains
to put their chain programs out

,.

through FM channels, greater impetus,

will be put on FM in the future.

The
TE LEVISION
SCREEN
Is A

LIVING BILLBOARD

casting schedules.

JOAN BROOKS

DEEP RIVER BOYS
LO, JACK and the DAME

THE IRRESISTIBLES
VI and VILMA
and

BOB KERR

Use Still a Question

We cannot yet be certain as to the
extent to which various types of television networks will be used. One
system involves sending live -talent
performances over radio -relay connections or coaxial cables. Another
method of syndication involves the
local transmission of film transcriptions (sound pictures), which are sent
to the local stations. Whether by these
or other methods, television programs

TEUYISIOM

TO THE ADVERTISING AGENCIES
OUR TELEPRODUCTION STAFF HAS SPENT MANY YEARS-A FEW

can be sent to large audiences. The TEARS, AND A LOT OF ASPIRIN IN REACHING THE CONCLUSION THAT
size of the audience justifies the pro- THIS "FLAT.CHESTED LITTLE BILLBOARD," IS, UNDER ANY ORDINARY
gram, transmission, and distribution PRODUCTION PROCEDURE, A "VERY DEAD MACKEREL" BUT, ON THE
costs.

OTHER HAND, WHEN CAREFULLY FED ITS OWN ESPECIALLY PREPARED

In the motion picture field the fact
that a feature film can play to many PRODUCTION DIET, IT COMES GAILY POPPING TO LIFE WITH A
millions in thousands of theaters per- SHOWMANLIKE VITAL PICTURE.
mits the large initial production ex- PATRICK MICHAEL CUNNING TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS ARE NOW
penditure.

Similarly in television, FULLY PREPARED TO PACKAGE AND MARKET THIS DIET-MAY WE

syndication opens the door to com- ONE DAY, HAVE THE PLEASURE OF FEEDING YOUR LITTLE GLASS
mercial success, expansion of television activities, and the delivery of BILLBOARDS?
the best possible programs to the STAGE 8 - 6530 SUNSET BLVD. - IN HOLLYWOOD
American public.

lo &In
INDIANA

Television sees Democracy in Action
AMERICANS have always been eager to share
in the political life of our Democracy. This year,
the two great political conventions will be filmed
in Chicago and the reels will be rushed to New
York for broadcasting over WNBT, NBC's pioneer television station.
Four years ago, in 1940, WNBT made television

history, by directly telecasting the Republican
Convention at Philadelphia and by broadcasting
films of the Democratic conclave in Chicago.
When Peace comes, a greater and more widespread television audience-expanding into mil-

lions of homes equipped with RCA televisionwill see as well as hear Democracy in action ..

thanks to the new super -sensitive television camera, and other radio -electronic devices developed
in RCA Laboratories.
Today, RCA research and engineering facilities
are devoted to creating the best possible fighting

equipment for the United Nations. Tomorrow,

RCA-Pioneer in Progress-looks forward to
supplying American broadcasters, and the American public, with still finer radio, television, and
electronic instruments.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

RCA LABORATORIES PRINCETON NEW JERSEY

RCA

leads the way in

radio-televisionphonographs-records
tubes electronics

Listen to RCA's "The Music America Loves Best"-Saturdays, 7:30 P.M., E.W.T., over the Blue Network * BUY WAR BONDS EVERY PAY DAY *
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111 BUSIIIESS
Philadelphia: Block Drug
sey City, N. J. (Stera-Kleen),
,

Radio 5th Loan Drive Effort
Strongest Of Any Campaign UPROGRRIn
(Continued from Page 1)

ouncements weekly, 52 weeks, their Don Lee affiliates on the Pacific
Redfield -Johnstone Co., New coast.

loodall Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Beach Suits) , 13 announce weekly, four weeks, through
tff & Ryan, Inc., Chicago, Ill.;
Palmolive Peet Co., Jersey
J. (Dental Cream), five an-

The line-up of Mutual personalities

who will participate in the day's

broadcasting will include: Bobby
Hookey, Jimmy Scribner, Royal Arch
Gunnison, Colleen Moore, Walter

Compton, Mary Small, Frank Forest,
Jackson Beck --"The
Ted Bates, Inc., New York; Cisco Kid," Walter Hampden, Mrs.
rigley, Jr., Co., Chicago, Ill. Raymond Clapper, Cecil Brown, and
ng Gum), 16 announcements, Don Dunphy, will each make a pereeks, through Ruthrauff & sonal appeal once during the day. The
[nc., New York City; Zonite stars will be heard every hour on
s Corp., New York; N. Y. the hour, during the day, beginning
:), eight announcements week - at 10 a.m. through 12 midnight.
peeks, through McCann -Erick Special programs scheduled to be
New York; Yellow Cab Co., presented during the day include:
1phia, Pa. (Help Wanted), six Program from Seymour Johnson
cements weekly, 13 weeks, Field in Goldsboro, North Carolina,
E. L. Brown Agency, Phila- 1:15 to 1:30 p.m.
"Human Bomb" Scheduled
Gulf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh,
ulfspray), two quarter hour "Human Bomb" will dramatize the
bed programs weekly, 15 story of Allen Lee Gordon, who carthrough Young & Rubicam, ried a live shell on his side during
nents

)rk.

weekly,

39

weeks, "Superman,"

include: Plough, Inc.,
is, Tenn. (St. Joseph Aspirin),
nnouncements weekly, eight
through Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
emphis; Winfield Donat Co.,
wals
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5th Series Popular

Washington-Just about every
station in the country will play

Treasury's "Star Parade"
series "Four for the Fifth," it was
reported yesterday. About 760
stations had requested the series
when it was announced last month
that the four half-hour shows
the

would be done by Arch Oboler

and William Robson, with Fredric
March, Franchot Tone, Paul
Lukas, Fred MacMurray and other
bib stars appearing. After this an-

nouncement, the Treasury said,
the additionl requests' came in by
the dozens.

Allen, Frank Sinatra, Danny O'Neil,
Irene Beasley, Sgt. Mel Allen, former
sports announcer now in the Army,
and several cowboys from a Texas

REVIEWS

GRACIE FIELDS
Standard Brands, Inc.
WEAF-NBC, Sunday, 8-8:30 p.m., EWT
I. Walter Thompson Co.
ENGLISH COMEDIENNE AS REPLACEMENT FOR EDGAR BERGEN IN SUBDUED
BUT ENTERTAINING DEBUT.

Subdued is used advisedly, probably

because Gracie is usually associated

with comedy songs and "a bit

of

story," also on the comedy side.
However, on her opening show

as summer replacement for Bergen
and McCarthy, she took into consideration the gravity of the war
status and the script was handled accordingly. Thus instead of the expected cockney and other English
dialect songs and stories she did a
job of reminding the listeners that all

parts of the British Empire are as
apprehensive about the invasion as
we are.

As guest star Bob Burns the Arkanranch. This program will be aired
10:30-11:30 p.m., EWT. Accompanying sas traveler did some old and new
the foregoing will be the Columbia stuff, and of course managed to sell
the 1942 campaign; 2:15 to 2:30 p.m.
"This Is Halloran" will have as Concerts orchestra and a 16 -voice it to good advantage and balance the

special guests Major General Thomas chorus, under the direction of Alex- other part of the program. Miss Fields
A. Terry, Commanding Officer, Second ander Semmler. The program, featur- did a number or two out of her realm,
Service Command, and Brig. Gen. ing pick-ups to show how various sec- such as "It's Love, Love, Love," but
Ralph DeVoe, Commanding Officer of tions of the country are contributing this did not detract from the program
to the war effort, is being produced as a whole. There was a somewhat
11phia (Hearing Aid), seven Halloran Hospital; 3 to 3:30 p.m.
"Liberty Bridge" will originate jointly by William N. Robson and far-fetched skit about a Yank from
ements weekly, 13 weeks,
Brooklyn and a conservative housei Julian G. Pollock Co., Phil - from the immense bond -bridge struc- Robert Lewis Shayon.
wife who knows the Yanks only
Blue's Highpoints
a; Gruen Watch Company, ture over Rochester's Main Street.
lab, Ohio (Watches), 20 an- Samuel C. Dicker, Mayor of Roches- Highpoint of the drive for the Blue through the movies, yet they wind
scheduled for
hour up great friends.
Bring's orchesnents weekly, 52 weeks, ter; Raymond Ball, chairman of the
McCann-Erickson, Inc., New War Finance Committee of Roches- 2-3 p.m., EWT, on the 24th of June, tra did an excellent job and Bill
thiladelphia Electric Company, ter; Ted Gamble, head of the War which will be in cooperation with the Goodwin on the announcing end,
)articipations in Anice Ives Finance Division, Treasury Depart- Treasury and the Hearst newspapers really taking himself seriously at
n each week for 26 weeks, ment; and the Sampson Naval Train- throughout the country. Pick-ups will times as one for whose voice the great
Al Paul Lefton Co., Phila- ing Center Band will be heard; 4:45 to feature Ted Malone and Bill Ewing, American public is pining, handled
Blue war correspondents, from Lon- the commercials for Chase & Sanborn
Blaner's Inc., Philadelphia 5 p.m.
n's Apparel), five announce - "Down To Posterity," a musical his- don and Pearl Harbor, respectively; coffee as an iced beverage and later
weekly, 13 weeks, through tory of racial and religious tolerance, Ted R. Gamble, director of the War the credits went to Stamms, vitamin
:Jordan Co., Philadelphia; will be presented on "The Chicago Loan Drive, from Washington; and product.
s, Philadelphia (Department Theater of the Air." Bruce Foote, two Marine Corps fliers, recently reseven announcements weekly, baritone, Virginia Haskins, soprano, turned from action in the Pacific, from of the statues of historic figures, with
and Angelo Raffaelli, tenor, will be George Washington's headquarters at Louis Calhern and Barbara O'Neill
cs, direct.
in dramatized programs.
the guest soloists. Henry Weber con- Valley Forge.
On June 16, 23, 30 and July 7, 15 On July 7, from 11:30 to 11:55 p.m.,
ducts the orchestra; 9 to 10 p.m.
, Philadelphia: Lambert PharDave Elman's "Victory Auction" minute programs titled "A Nation's EWT, a cantata, "American Holiday,"
renews
company (St. Louis) ,
returns to the air for five special Monuments" will be heard on the with words by Ira Marion and music
!dule of three station breaks broadcasts during the Fifth War Loan Blue at 1:45 p.m., EWT, and on WJZ by Van Cleeve, will be aired. The cast
for Listerine Toothpowder for Drive; 10:15 to 10:45 p.m.
at 4:15 p.m., EWT. The programs will will include a chorus, soloists, dramacs through Lambert & Feasley
be staged, hypothetically, at the bases tic star and singing star.
Special FM Show on Mutual
Vew York; Plough Inc., (MemThree prominent figures in war
;hrough Lake-Spiro-Shurman, production
will be heard as guests
ill again use seven station on the war bond
program to originate
A Groovy New Rhythm Tune
weekly for 52 weeks. Products on Saturday at WBCA,
Joseph Aspirin, Mexsana and FM station, and whichSchenectady
will be fed
S Nose Drops; Paramount Piethe Mutual network.
r hc. of New York, 10 station toThe
program, which will be broadover a three-day period for cast from
6:01-6:30 p.m., will feature
I in "And the Angels Sing." talks by W. W. Prench, General Elecan & Company, Inc., New tric executive in charge of "Bazooka".
By "TRUMMIE" YOUNG
candled the account; Republic manufacturing; William L. Lentz, proD^ 6 Corporation of New York,
ducer of the M-7 tank for the AmerComposer of
1f e -minute announcements and
ican Locomotive Company, and
"'Taint Whatcha Do," "Whatcha Know Joe" and "Travelin' Light"
Cation breaks to promote the Katherine
Blodgett, also of G. E.,
an from Frisco." Donahue &
Featured by LES BROWN and His Orchestra
e. is in charge. Strawbridge & inventor of "invisible glass."
CBS Addition
1t! F,
Philadelphia department
Professional Material Available
even station breaks to pro - In addition to the schedule planned
lar bond sales, no agency in- for the "CBS -War Bond Day," June
Ringling Bros., Barnum & 20, the network will produce the show
direct, will use six one -minute called "The Land Is Bright." Persons
156 West 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y.
111t} ant 9-1337
{cements over an eight -day to participate in this particular program will be: Dinah Shore, Fred
for the circus performances.

I'M LIVIN' FOR TODAY

BELLTONE MUSIC PUBLISHER;S, Inc.
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P -G Renews 9 Shows

For Full Year On NBC
(Continued from Page 1)

and heard Saturdays, 7:30-8:00 p.m.

Both shows are carried by the full

network.
Lineup for

the

seven

daytime

serials, with agencies, products and

time period, follows:
"Road of Life," Compton Advertising, Duz, 10:00-10:15 a.m., full net-

work; "Vic and Sade," with three

agencies, Compton Advertising for
Ivory Flakes, Benton and Bowles, Inc.,

for White Laundry Soap and Pedlar,
Ryan and Lusk, Inc., for Dash, 10:1510:30 a.m. on 94 stations; "Star Playhouse," with two agencies, Dancer -

Fitzgerald -Sample, for Dreft, and
Compton for Crisco, moves from 9:4510 a.m. to 10:30-10:45 a.m., CWT, on
78 stations.
Additional Renewals

Also "A Woman of America," Benton and Bowles, for Ivory, 2:00-2:15

* WOE

Don Lee Station Mehl

All

Hold Coast Meetigo

BY HERMAN PINCUS-

A Mule And A Song ..

(Continued from Page 11

.

The music business is a funny racket . . . the word FUNNY, isn't
the term used by many of those in it (not being the kind of a paper that
would ever print some of the definitions of this precarious trade voiced
by some of its journeymen) we'll change the term from "funny" to "queer"
or "unpredictable". . . now that we've got that straightened out, perhaps
we'll stop interrupting ourselves and get on with the story . . . about 10
years ago, Bob Miller. (he used to call his firm the "biggest little publisher
In the world," but that was before he scooped the country with the sensational "There's A Star-Spangled Banner Waving Somewhere"). wrote an
unusual song, titled, "Conversation With A Mule." which if you'll pardon the
pun, contains a lot of horse -sense ... the lyrics struck a responsive chord
in the person of Alice Cornell, NBC songster, who recited the lyrics on
one of her early morning programs . . . the result was hundreds of requests for copies, so Miller published new "regulars" of the song, adorned
the title -page with a photograph of Miss Cornell and is sending them to
her fans.

*

*

p.m., full network; "Pepper Young's
Family," Pedlar, Ryan and Lusk, for

America's role in the world of music will be graphically highlighted by outstanding artists, writers and musicians in an unusual

"Right to Happiness," Compton Ad-

WNEW starting Sunday, June 18, 2-2:30 p.m., EWT. . Consultant for the series is John Tasker Howard, noted authority, who will
also participate as commentator.
. Howard is well qualified for
the job as the following indicates.... He authored: "Our American
Music," "Stephen Foster, America's Troubadour," "A Program Outline of American Music," and "The Music of George Washington's

Camay, 2:30-2:45 p.m., 79. stations, and

vertising, for Ivory Bar, 2:45-3:00 p.m.

full network.

series of programs called "America and Music" to bow in over
.

.

Gilman Heading East;
To Confer With Blue Execs.

15_§

.

.

meeting having been called by L.
Allen Weiss, vice-president and

eral manager, of the
group.

Pacific

Among those attending were:
Calif ornia-KPMC, Bakersfielc
A. Schamblin, manager; KHSL, C
Russel Pope; KIEM, Eureka, Wil,

B. Smullin, manager, and Paul
bin; KHJ, Hollywood, Lewis ?.
Weiss, manager, Sydney Gaynor

Campbell, Fair Taylor; KMYC, Ma.
ville, Joe D. Carroll, manager; K1

Merced, Mel Marshall; KDON,

terey, Howard V. Walters; KF

San Bernardino, Clifford Lee, ow

Maury A. Vroman, manager; K
San Diego, Fran Ide, manager; KF

San Francisco, Dan Donelly, n
ager; KVOE, Santa Ana, Ernest
Spencer, owner, Wallace W
KDB, Santa Barbara, Fin H
manager; KFRE, Fresno, Je
man, owner, Paul Bartlett, m
Oregon, Washington Repres
Albany,

Oregon - KWIL,

Wheeler, manager; KAST, Ast
Parson, manager; KBND, Bend,
H. Loggan, manager; KORE,
Frank L. Hill, owner; KUIN,
Pass, Ralph Hanson, manager;

Klamath Falls, Jack Keating

He's a native of Brooklyn.... Others sked to take part

ager; KALE, Portland, Harry
dahl; KRNR, Roseburg, Mars

in the series are: George Marek, music editor of Good Housekeeping
mag; Merle Pitt and the WNEW orchestra; Lt. Charles L. Todd, for-

Pengra.

work's western division, will leave

to be gone for two weeks. He will
take up personnel problems and

merly associated with the music division of the Library of Congress; Charles Courboin, organist of St. Patrick's Cathedral.... All

Washington - KXRO, Ab
Fred G. Goddard, manager;

Centralia -Chehalis, Joe Chytil
ager; KWLK, Longview,

programs will be scripted by Milton Robertson and produced by Ted
Cott, program director of the station.

Spokane, Richard G. McBroom

Los Angeles-Don E. Gilman, vicepresident in charge of the Blue Net-

Time.". .

Hollywood tomorrow, for New York,

operations involving KECA, the Los
Angeles outlet recently purchased by

the Blue, as well as other network

.

**

matters, with eastern executives. He

will stop off at Chicago on his return trip.

Stevens Leaving BBC
To Open Own Pub. Office
Larry Stevens, public relations director for the BBC out of New York,
has resigned effective tomorrow. He

will open his own radio publicity
office in Radio City on July 5, starting with a number of well-known
accounts.
Stevens was with the BBC for

more than a year. Successor to Ste vents may be announced early next
week.

ager; KMO, Tacoma, Carl E.

Pfc. Lester Lewis told us of some of the songs contained in the score of

mond, owner, Jack Clark; KIT,
ma, Carl E. Haymond, owner.

the current "Camp Shanks Musical," supervised by Major Harry Salter.
One of the tunes, "First Class Private Mary Brown." written by Pvt.
Frank (Praise The Lord and Pass The Ammunition) L
, boasts one of
the cleverest set of lyrics we've beard and with Paramount Music solidly
behind it for a number one plug, you're going to hear a lot about that
WAC ... you'll get a few snickers, too, when you hear the answers to

Jane Tiffany Wagner, direct

***

the musical query, "Why Do They Call A Private A Private?"

RADIOLOGY: We hear Lt. Rudy Vallee, now on the Coast
Guard retired list, will head a new program on NBC, starting Aug.
15..
Last Tuesday, just an hour before the program was to go
on the air from the St. Albans Naval Hospital, the War Dep't.
notified the producer of the "Pick & Pat" MBShow, that all references to the Armed Forces "must be deleted
the long experience in show business of the two black -face comics, Maestro Vincent Lopez and Director Jack Rubin enabled them to discard the
,

.

.

script and AD-LIB the entire performance.
. Lawrence Welk will
take his "Champagne Music" back to the Trianon Ballroom in Chicago, July first.

.

***

will be married July 1 in a

ceremony in the bride's New+
apartment. The only bridal att

be her

11 -year -old daU

Diana, and the best man will
Perkins' 14 -year -old son. A
tion will follow the ceremony.

Lou Martin, newly appointed director of popular music for the Victor
Recording Co., holds the unique distinction of having played, during the
past 17 years, in orchestras which included Rudy Vallee, Tommy Dorsey,

Corporation also has been cancelled.
There was no comment immediately
from spokesmen for the War Finance
Committee in Ottawa.

Charlie Spivak, Artie Shaw, Glenn Miller and Freddie Martin
they became band leaders.

Be A Rational National-

Venuta's New Show
Benay Venuta, has been signed`
the featured vocalist on the a
Harry Savoy NBC 10 to 10:30 )t'
show, which replaces Abbott and Ct

tello starting this week. The sill
sponsored by Camels also featul
Peter Van Steedam and his orchesd

the Modernaires, and Jimmy Wa
ington, announcer.

ending her five -days -a -week series of
15 -minute programs. The counterpart

of the programs on the French network of' the Canadian Broadcasting

NBC's War Activities for Woma
Albert R. Perkins of "Look Mag

,

,

Montreal-The War Finance Broadcasting Committee has cancelled the
contract of Claire Wallace, Toronto
radio commentator, effective June 23,

Wedding Bells

will

.

Claire Wallace, Analyst,
Cancelled On CBC Web

Chatterton, manager; KOL,
Oliver A. Runchey, Manager;

BEFORE

New AP Affiliates
Three stations have contracted

the special AP radio wire thro

Press Association, Inc., it has b
announced. They are: KOOS, Mat
field, Oregon; KELD, El Dorado,
kansas; WAVE, Louisville, Ky.
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Membership Com.
3med By Jennings i
(Continued from Page 11
rally Duncan, national sales

*PROMOTION*
D -Day Brochurized

to do until the fall luncheon of thrilling events as they were re-

ported minute -by -minute by NBC's
gs open.
committee not heretofore ap- expert staff of correspondents at
I will be set up as an Em- Supreme Allied Headquarters in Lon-

tnt Committee. In the past all don and with the sea and air -borne
rrs of the executive committee troops, the advertising and promotion
d such matters without a co- department, under the supervision of
Charles P. Hammond, director, and
ed effort.
his assistant, James M. Gaines, was
Time Starts Sunday able to prepare the comprehensive

For "We, The People"

record of the historic day and distribute it less than a week after the
invading forces had landed on the

the People," now in its third Normandy beaches.
s a war service program, will The individual news flashes, buland at a new hour over the letins, and reports as they went out
network, beginning Sunday, over the NBC web, together with the
.8. Formerly broadcast at 7:30 name of the official or reporter who
i;WT, the program will hence - spoke and a direct quotation from the
be heard from 10:30 to 11:00 broadcast or a digest of remarks are
WT, under the continuing sponi

::

) of the Gulf Oil Company, and
le same network of stations.
Boulton will continue to pre s master -of -ceremonies, with
teed King conducting the inter-

dent Roosevelt and the solemn ex-

Increase Al WMAO
Chicago-A 12 per cent increase in

pression of the nation's confidence in local and spot sales billings at WMAQ
"H -Hour -1944" is the title of NBC's its soldiers, as read by Bob Hope on for the first five months of 1944 over

new brochure detailing the network's
ings said that the membership uninterrupted 27 -hour coverage of
was chosen first for the ob- the invasion from the first unsubstanreason that its work can go tiated flash given by Berlin soon after
ing the summer, whereas the midnight on June 6, to daybreak on
:ommittees may not have any - June 7. By following the succession
rr of WNEW.

Local -Spot Billings

the evening of D -Day, are included the same period a year ago, was anin the text of the brochure.
nounced this week by Oliver Morton,
A colored map showing the Euro- manager of the NBC central division
pean locations of NBC's principal re- local and spot sales department. Headporters is the brochure's center ing the WMAQ business list was
spread and photographs of the 33 NBC placement of a 13 -week contract by
correspondents and directing execu- Peter Fox Brewing Co., through
tives of the Invasion Staff are pre- Schwimmer and Scott, for the fivesented in a two -page layout.
minute news analysis periods by Alex
Because of its historical significance Dreier, NBC commentator, Monday
as a permanent tribute to the initia- through Fridays, from 5:00-5:05 p.m.,
tive of radio broadcasting, "H -Hour - CWT. Contract was effective June 12.
1944" is being distributed to govern(True
MacFadden Publications
ment officials, libraries, study groups, Story Magazine), through Raymond
advertisers, advertising agencies and Spector (New York), ordered a series
the 146 stations affiliated with the of three five-minute transcribed proNBC web.
grams for June 14, 15, and 16 from

Commentary Promotion

12:55-1:00 p.m., CWT.
renewal business
WMAQ

was

Twenty-five hundred display cards,
placed throughout the Des Moines Cedar Rapids -Yankton territory, are
advising listeners of the time and

topped by an order from Henry C.
Lytton and Sons through Ivan Hill

listed chronologically in "H -Hour - MBS commentator, is sponsored on a
three -Cowles -station hook-up (KRNT,
1944."
Gen. Eisenhower's Order of the WMT and WNAX) by Nabisco for
Day; Gen. Montgomery's message to Premium Crackers.

Boat Rides For Bonds!
Slogan Of WSM Tieup

Advertising Agency, renewing for 13
weeks starting June 25 its weekly five-

nearest station for Stanley Dixon's minute news period heard Sundays
afternoon commentary, "Plain Talk from 3:55-4:00 p.m.
for Plain People." Dixon, also an

(Continued from Page 1)
The cards, distributed to grocery
throughout community to all time
stores
through
the
sponsors'
district
tive
nationals
by
Gen.
de
Gaulle
and
on outside pickups and Oscar
says C. S. Baker, campaign
King George VI; the prayer by Presi- salesmen, are imprinted in large red highs
ry as musical director.
type with the call letters of the sta- chairman. Stone gives each purchaser

his troops; address to their respec-

tion serving the particular area in of $100 bond a 40 -minute ride on picwhich they are placed. Other art work turesque Cumberland River aboard

i TELE VIXIO1 SERVICE
offering a wealth of unique and valuable material and
services for present and future telecast programming.

on the 11 x 17 -inch cards is in black. his cruiser "Grand Ole Opry," named
Display piece also carries 5 by 7 for station's NBC hillbilly show.
photo of Dixon at the microphone.

Book Marks
Fifteen words and a picture tell the
whole story on the bookmark promotion piece recently released by KRNT

Promotion Manager John Drake in

Grandpa Grabhorn

Murray B. Grabhorn, manager of
Blue Spot Sales, this week became a
grandfather for the second time. His
daughter Mary, wife of Lt. Robert J.
Stewart of Glen Ridge, N. J., gave

connection with the return of the birth to a second boy, Robert DeWald.
Betty Wells Book program to the Des
Moines air.
"Mark 9:30 Each Morning for Betty
Wells Books on KRNT, Sponsored by

the New Utica" is the copy decorat-

Write for

ing the attractive 21/2 x 8 -inch marker.
There is also a small circle cut of Miss

Catalogue Number 2

Wells, one of the Middle West's foremost readers of best sellers. Type is
bold black on light green cardboard.

Just off the Press

The markers are being distributed

from the sponsor's downtown place of
business, and also from the Des
Moines city library.

AI)VIItCE TELEVISION
Tele.-BRyant 9-5600-1-2-3-4
29

Seventh Ave.

Saturday morning June 17, on Servel's
radio program, "Fashions In Rations"
at 11:30 a.m., EWT. The offer will be

repeated on the program June 24, at
New York 19, N. Y.

passes.

thing

which time Miss Myrna Johnston, as-

sociate editor of Better Homes and
Gardens, will be the guest speaker
talking on foods and home canning.

Some-

.

important

As it
does,it's over the
happens..

Evansville, Indiana, will be made

offer. The radio offer will be made

minute

Ø1Arth

Homes and Gardens for Servel Inc.,
utility compariies and by a free radio

,,,q?

.lov

Canning Guide Promotion
A victory home canning guide, prepared by the food editors of Better

available to the public through gas

I'IVi'IJRE SElL VICE, FtC.

1: ...........

0

.

.

air on "1430."

War news, sports
news, exclusive race

THE
MINUTE

news 12 to 6. min -

utely spotted be -

STATION tween music.
For Availobilitiea:

WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. Mgr.
Station WBYN, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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***COAST -TO -COAST**
-CALIFORNIA -

SAN FRANCISCO-The KPO con-

cert orchestra conducted by Carl

Kalash and a group of the station's

stars including Peggy Lane, Armand

Girard and John Schuler, provided
entertainment for the San Francisco
Advertising Club's

gala

program

honoring Florence Gardner, its executive secretary, last Wednesday.

- LOUISIANA NEW ORLEANS-Tom Holbrook, early
bird announcer on WWL, is now vacation-

ing at his home in Beeville, Texas.

, , ,

Frank Allan, staff announcer, was married
last week to Irene Schaefer, a home town

sweetheart from Topeka. Kansas....At-

tending the CBS -FMB conference in Atlanta,

Georgia, last week were WWL

manager, W. H. Summerville. commercial
manager Larry Baird. and chief engineer
J. D. Bloom.

- NORTH CAROLIN4 -

- COLORADO -

to sponsorship over the Westinghouse

DENVER-Immediately after receiving
the official announcement of the Invasion,
KLZ telephoned the flash to more than a
hundred of Denver's leading citizens upon
request...KOA is broadcasting the music
of Lou Morgan and his orchestra from the
Emerald Room of the Brown Pa:ace Hotel
three evenings a week.... COLORADO
SPRINGS-KVOR jumped the gun of the
Fifth War Loan Drive by inaugurating its
own drive on D -Dap. $15.000 worth of
bonds were sold. ...GRAND JUNCTIONRex Howell. station manager of KFXJ, was
recently promoted to the rank of captain
in the CAP.

- TENNESSEE MEMPHIS-Black & White Dry Goods

has signed for a sked of six spots to be

heard daily over WHBQ.... NASHVILLE

-Lonnie "Pap" Wilson, who formerly

COLUMBIA-The high schools of S. C.
have yielded a variety of personnel help
for WIS....C. P. MacGinnis, director of
public relations for the Columbia schools.
will join WIS' announcerial staff shortly
....Miss Christie Zimmerman. English
teacher, will be another member of the

played the guitar for Roy Acuff's Smoky
Mountain Boys, and led Pap's Jug Band program department. .. Also, Casper
on the Grand Ole Opry Saturday Night Wiggins, former member of WAIM In
programs, has completed his boot train- Anderson, and now a teacher of science,
ing in the Navy and visited the Opry comes as another WIS announcer
while on leave last week... .KNOXVILLE This station's technical staff adds
-A public spirited citizen of this city, Francis Smith, instructor in engineering
known only under the nom -de -plume of ....And Don Mader, of a local radio
"Mister Civic Pride," is a weekly sustainer shop. ...This is in anticipation of what
on ' WBIR.
will happen to Jimmie McFarland, Marion
King. Charlie Bell and Clyde MacLean,
- CANADA ONTARIO-In keeping with its member of the technical staff.

slogan "The Ontario Farm Station,"
CKNX has allotted a 15 -minute pro-

- MASSACHUSETTS -

BOSTQN-Featured on WORL's
gram "Home and Country" to the Coast
Guard show recently was Dave
Canadian Farm Women's Institute...

Rubinoff, the violinist ....General
John Gordon, CKLW program direc- manager C. S. Young
sales mantor, who has been on the sick list ager C. Herbert Masseand
WBZ and
for the past six weeks, is now doing WBZA are in Chicago of
this week to
business at his regular post....CKAC, make a presentation to the
NBC sales
pioneer French-speaking station, department of local programs
open
operated 24 hours on D -Day to give
full coverage to the Invasion...Ralph
Binge of CKLW's emceeing staff has

been absent for the past few weeks
with a throat ailment. Bruce Chick
of the continuity department subbed

the WNAX area apprising operate%
that "Now is the time to sound bell

tlI

- INDIANA -

sirens," and as a consequence,

of 48 five-minute "Treasury Song for Today" programs over WAOV. The Squibb
Distillery Company has assumed 50 per
cent sponsorship in the series of "Treasury
Salute" programs.

churches on Invasion Day.
these of particular interest
sented from 4-4:30 p.m. fr
Druid Hills Baptist Church

by direct wire to WMAZ, Mac
WTOC, Savannah.

WPAT
i

proudly announces the appointment
of the
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.

as National Sales Representatives
For Program or Rate Information please
communicate with one of the following
Howard H. Wilson branch offices
CHICAGO OFFICE -75 E Wacker Drive-Central 8744
Howard H Wilson
HOLLYWOOD OFFICE -6362 Hollywood Blvd.-Granite 6113
Homer O Griffith
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE -681 Market Street-Douglas 4475
R S. Bidwell
SEATTLE OFFICE-Lloyd Bldg.-Elliott 7417
Robert Nichols

station in the metropolitan area.

search,

June 15

Jacques Renard
Herbert Eckstein

Stella Roth
Max Stuart

Vg

was able to report 100 per cent coop
FORT WAYNE-At the WOWO broad- of
this entire area.
cast of "Breakfast With Uncle Sam,"

Sell Your Clients WPAT ... the fastest growing

TELEVISION DIRECTOR

adway, New York 11 N. Y.

to him.

were on hand and each
the owner of a small paper cover casters,
between 50 and 75 small towns
book "How to Sail," which was gifted

.

for him.

Now employed producing top radio program and
tele shows. 5 years with this 4-A agency on rewriting, production and direction. Now
seeks position as tele director for progressive
agency whose full time can be spent on building
and producing top flight tele shows for wide-awake
clients.
Will consider free lance assignments.
n raft exempt. Write-Box 843, Radio Daily. 1501

RAPID CITY-Ruth Elizabeth re
been newly appointed promotion mi
of KOBH.... YANKTON-WNAX t
for D -Day, and when report arrl,g
Smith, program director. Al Constay'
Russ Van Dyke and Whitey Larson, iv

a
- GEORGIA rally held in connection with the Fifth
ATLANTA-In reply to a
War Loan opening brought in a total of
radios for woun
- CONNECTICUT $3,500,000.... Rosemary Stanger, WOWO for portable
at Lawson General
HARTFORD-Connecticut was the announcer, was mistress of ceremonies vicemen
of WSB responded b
first state to begin the Bond Drive. at the annual employees party of Bowser, listeners
Eugene Wilson, state chairman, re- Inc., which during peacetime was one of ing in far more than the
leased the announcement over WTIC the largest manufacturers of filing cabi- asked. Although the request
on D -Day morning....Mrs. Ralph nets.... VINCENNES-In support of the extra sets, one woman sent
Rice, wife of WNBC's assistant chief Fifth War Loan Drive, the Vincennes family's only radio.... WGS
engineer, gave birth to a baby girl Steel Corporation is sponsoring the series sented special broadcasts

CHARLOTTE-Audrey Summers,
WBT continuity department, bedded in the Hartford Hospital. The count
with a severe case of bronchitis.... now is two boys and one girl.... With
Lt. Jack Williams of the AAF, and the Invasion going full blast, WDRC
former staff member of WBT, dropped has virtually dedicated its entire
in from Texas on furlough.... early morning period to news coverGREENSBORO-John Bosman, com- age.... NEW LONDON-Bill Fitler,
mentator, gives an interpretation of former WNLC announcer, has joined
the news as it affects the town and the staff of NBC, New York.
people in "Your News Courier" every
- SOUTH CAROLINA Wednesday.

- SOUTH DAKOTA -

stations....Louise Morgan, WNAC's
commentator for women, will interview Madge Evans on her show today
.. HOLYOKE - Friendly Freddie
Lavigne has come a cropper-his sailboat tipped over last week-and today the popular WHYN announcer is
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A.FM Loser In WLB Test
h use Predicts Battle

Policy
That NBC plans to adhere strong-

or Tele Supremacy
uching on the possibilities
three way battle between
)resent broadcasting indus-

the newspapers and the

picture industry for
emacy in the postwar tele on

n field, James D. Shouse,

president and general man of WLW, Cincinnati, ad sed the Television seminar
(Continued on Page 3)

Tele and Standard

11,

kpplications Of Record

ly to its policy of keeping effeminate male characterizations off its
network, broke out anew Wednesday afternoon at the rehearsal of
the Eddie Cantor show. Comedian
who has worked on various net-

Members Of Union Ordered To Resume
Disk Making For Recording Firms;
Edict Okays 'Royalty' Confab
Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

Washington-Although musicians were ordered to resume
recording for the three major recording companies, the deciappear with Cantor but material
did not meet the approval of Clarsion in the AFM recording dispute announced this morning by
ence Menser, web vice-president in
the War Labor Board was anything but total defeat for the
charge of programs.
musicians union, led by James Caesar Petrillo. AFM was
ordered to "withdraw its ban on the making of phonograph
records and transcriptions," but at the same time the board
Tele Forum Planned ordered negotiation toward establishment of a fund such as
AFM has asked. The board decided also that since individual
it has no reason to rule on
On Post -War Buying wage increases are not involved
the legality of the contracts
signed with AFM by other reA television forum revealing a FCC Hearing Held
work shows in the past was to

cording companies.
bank's plans to aid post-war employIn case AFM fails to reach
ment through stimulation of tele set
'V'shington-Applications for four sales will be presented over WNBT,
On
Press
Station
agreement
on the setting up of
one television and two standard the NBC station, on Monday at 8 p.m.,
the fund which is to be made
o
least stations have been received with Lowell Thomas acting as modWashington Bureau --RADIO DAILY
up "through payments by the
3. '.e FCC in the past three days, as erator.
Washington - Interest in radio companies," the question will
as an amendment to earlier apThe forum will follow a dinner circles
in
Washington
yesterday
cen:ion for a standard station. Ap- under the auspices of the Franklin tered on an FCC hearing of a news- go to arbitration. The como
its for the FM licenses are the Square National Bank at Franklin paper ownership application, decision
panies involved are NBC's RaP
de Broadcasting Co., Uniontown, Square, L. I., at which Thomas F.
on which promises to set a strong dio Recording Division, ColumP WRAK, Inc., Williamsport, Pa.,
(Continued on Page 3)
precedent for future Commission acK D, Radio Corp., Dallas, and the
(Continued on Page 7)
tion. The case is that of WSAR, MBS
(Continued on Page 6)
Bulova Station Deals
Yankee affiliate in Fall River, Mass.
a lhington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

is the only broadcast staOn Record With FCC WSAR(Continued
News Of Jap Bombing
on Page 7)
Motor Co. Renews
Projected sale of two standard sta;even Blue Web Shows tions
and one FM affiliate by the Souvaine Signs Finston
Bulova
interests was revealed in apTo Conduct Melton Show Flashed By Networks
icago-The Ford Motor Co., De plications reaching the FCC this week.

has renewed its seven Blue Net programs for another 52 weeks, Bulova is listed as the owner of the Henry Souvaine has signed Nat News of the bombing of Japan by
Is announced this week by E. K. William Penn Broadcasting Co., li- Finston, musical director for Metro - the Army's new B-29 super -bomber,
enbower, sales manager of the censee of WPEN and WPEN-FM. He Goldwyn -Mayer to conduct the or - was flashed on all networks and stations shortly after 1:30 p.m., EWT
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
fork's central division. The show's
yesterday, the press associations pickl de .the Monday through Friday
ing it up from Washington. NBC fol';cast (7:00-7:15 p.m., CWT),
tt

n

I

(Continued on Page 2)

Farmer's Skit
"What the Farmer Thinks of Busilss." a skit produced by WLS

las presented before more than

60 Chicago executives and adver-

king men at a luncheon meeting
f the Association of National Ad.
ertisers at the La Salle Hotel. A.
Seyfarth, chairman of the agrialtural committee of the ANA,
eiginated the idea of dramatizing
to story.

Over 800 War Bond Appeals
Aired Daily By N. Y. Stations

(Continued on Page 6)

2 More Tele Meets
Two television meetings have

More than 800 Fifth War Bond
WTAG War -Loan Show
Drive appeals are being voiced daily
Sells $2,156,000 In Bonds by both key network stations and

been announced for next week. On
Monday at 8:30 p.m., producers

Worcester, Mass. - Ringing up tions, it was learned yesterday by
$2,156,000 in bond sales, the all -service RADIO DAILY in its effort to determine

elect officers of the new Television
Producers Association. On Tuesday
night members of the American

New York's leading independent sta-

revue, "Direct Hit," brought to Wor- an approximate participation figure.
cester by WTAG to open the Fifth This figure includes announcements
War Loan, broke all seated attend- that have been prepared by the Office
ance records at the Municipal Audi- of War Information, and regular aptorium. With thousands turned' away peals aired on commercially spon(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

will gather at 1425 Broadway to

Television Society will gather at
the Capitol Hotel, 50th Street and

Eighth Avenue, New York, at 7:30
for a special "G.E. Night" meeting,
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of
MARY BENNETT, publicity director of WAPI,
Editor Mutual and general managervice-president
of the Don Lee CBS affiliate
Ala., a visitor
Business Manager Broadcasting System, is expected in New York this week at inthe Birmingham,
New York offices of the
Monday

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),

for executive committee

the headquarters of the network.

meetings

at network.

GERALD HASTINGS, designing engineer for
NBC; ARTHUR POPPELE, construction
engineer, J. A. WEISS, field engineer, and ANN
the 'home offices following a trip to GILLIS,
of the network's news and special
New York on station and network business.
W.

BOCHMAN,

C.

general

manager

of

N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, WCOS, Blue Network outlet in Columbia, S. C.,
back at
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser.
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Managing Editor; Chester B.
Bahn,
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A.

Charles

Alicoate,

Secretary.

Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,
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High Low Close Chg.
1591/4 1587/e 1591/8 4- 1/4
32

Crosley Corp.
Gen. Electric

317/4 -1-

311/2

317/e
311/2

213

20%

213/4 -1-

383/e
347/e
107/e
757/e
161/8

373/e
333/4
1011

s/s
s/e

311/2 -I-

1/e

381A +
347/4 -1-

s/e
s/e

107/8

1/8

will go on to the Windy City next week.

WTAG War -Loan Show
Ford Motor Co. Renews
Sells $2,156,000 In Bonds
Seven Blue Web Shows
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page I)

after 4,000 had jammed the hall for "Greenfield Village Chapel Service"
each of two performances (June 13
75% 753/4 + 1/4 and 14), and hundreds of calls re- (Sundays 7:00-7:15 p.m., CWT) and
the half-hour "Early American Dance
Stewart -Warner
153/4 16
lh questing a return engagement, WTAG Music" program (Saturdays 7:00-7:30
Westinghouse
1021/2 101
1013/4 -1Zenith Radio
401/4 397/8 397/8
officials immediately began negotia- p.m., CWT). Renewals are effective
NEW YORK CUkB EXCHANGE
41/4 - 1/4 tions to have smash hit play the city July 9. J. Walter Thompson is the
Nat. Union Radio
43/8
41/2
Philco
RCA Common

RCA First Pfd

.

again soon. Tickets were all by bond- agency.

OVER THE COUNTER

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Bid
22

Asked

....

351/2

20 YERRS AG0 T00RY
(June 16, 1924)
Luella Gear, comedienne in the

"Poppy," was heard in a talk on

fashions over station WJZ, Aeolian
Hall, New York....WLS, Chicago,
will present a series of famous

plays including a few of Shakes-

peare's most liked works which will
be read by Anthony "Tony" Wons.

Goes Farthei

In Baltimore

KENDRICK,

opened

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

CBS A
CBS B

R.

UPTON CLOSE, commentator on international
affairs who has been engaged by Mutual to reWOODY HERMAN and the members of his band port the national conventions to
held at
an
engagement
yesterday at the Chicago, has arrived in Washington, be
D. C., and

7Ynursday, June 15)

Am. Tel. G Tel

events department, are in Chicago setting the
station -commercial stage for NBC's coverage of the national conmanager of WJLS, Columbia's outlet in Beck- ventions.
ley, West Va.,
is visiting briefly in New
York.
BENAY VENUTA,
vocalist, is back from
Rochester, where she participated in a War
HERMAN FAST, general manager of WKRC, Bond rally for employes of the Eastman Kodak
Cincinnati, is spending this week in Chicago Company.
on station business.
CEDRIC FOSTER, commentator on Mutual
JOHN SHEPARD, 3rd, chairman of the board and the Yankee Network,
left Boston yesterday
and general manager of WNAC, Boston,
is for
Pittsburgh, where he will dedicate a
here from Massachusetts for confabs at
the bomber donated by the Creek
relief organizaheadquarters of the American Network.
tion.
CARL J. BURKLAND, general .manager of
WTOP,
STANLEY H. MANSON, Stromberg-Carlson's
CBS -owned
outlet in Washington,
D. C., a visitor yesterday at the headquarters manager of public relations, was in
Chicago
during the past week to attend the annual
of the network.
meeting of the National Federation of Sales
CHARLES L. HARRIS, station manager of Executives which was held at the
Edgewater
WGRC, Louisville, Ky., arrived here Sunday on Beach Hotel.
HERBERT

a business trip that will keep him in Gotham for
the remainder of the week.

F1I1Al1CIAL
i

A Radio Dollt

Publisher
LEWIS

PRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

Friday, June 16, 1

purchase.

Headed by Sgt. Gene Autry, AAF;
Comdr. Jack Dempsey, USCG, and
Walter O'Keefe, radio and stage star,
the show is the first all -service one
in history, utilizing male and female
talent from all four service branches.
Only radio station sponsoring the
chow, WTAG handled the entire promotional activities for the Worcester
showing and underwrote all expenses

Stern's New Sponsor
Bill Stern and his sportscasts have

been signed by Loew's Inc., for 52
weeks on a Monday through Friday
basis (WEAF, 6:40-6:45 p.m.). Donohue and Coe, Inc., placed the account
for M -G -M Pictures.

What does a listener cost
in

the country's

market?

It's

6th largest

pretty easy

to

find the answer to that.

First, you take a

station's

coverage. All stations have
coverage maps.
Then you find out how many

people listen to that station.
You know how that's done.
Then you divide the number

of listeners by the cost of the
program. It's as simple as that.

Down here in Baltimore we
know how many listeners you

get for your dollar. And we
know, too, the station that
delivers the most listeners for
yr r dollar. It's the independent radio station W -I -T -H.

for the two-day visit of almost 15))
troupe members. Arrangements wen

under direction of David H. Harris,
program -production manager. Several

additional bond rallies and broadcasts with the stars and cast were
arranged by WTAG.

CKLW
BEST

IRE
VOICE

Of

1ROPICAI
AMERICA

CBS

AFFILIATE

MIAMI

Represented by John Blair & Co.

RADIO BUY

in the
DETROIT

AREA

WIfTH

5,000 WATTS

IN BALTIMORE

DAY and NIGHT

800 Kc.
MUTUAL SYSTEM

TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED

S
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Tele Forum Planned
douse Sees Post -War Controversy
For SuPremac In Television Field On Post -War Buying
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

radio Executives Club at Radio
last night. Mr. Shouse was one
,to speakers appearing before the

video devotees. The other 'was

Buck, Ascap official, who dwelt
levision's influence in the theater.

think it will be an interesting
d I do not consider it to be at
unlikely-that we encounter a
.tion, indeed, if it ever develops

e -way battle for top position in
field," Shouse said. "The present
dcasting industry, the motion piclindustry, the newspapers of the
ftry, with the set manufacturers
$g on the sidelines, and the whole
ggle being referred to the FCC."
Meeting of Minds Needed

Louse forecast that in the battle for
vision

supremacy that compro -

e and alliances will be formed. He
td

that in the working out of

e alliances, the establishment of
ual relations between the film inry, the newspapers and radio stas, that industries face a tremendproblem.

s a matter of fact," Shouse de-

ad, "the advent of television will
probably turn

general manager, radio, phoabout television development earlier paid a tribute to the video medium as Joyce,
"a happy wedding of sight and sound" nograph and television department
in his talk when he said:
"At the risk of touching upon an and expressed the opinion that the of the Radio Corporation of America,
extremely controversial point, I new form of entertainment, now prac- will speak.
Will View Forum Program
would like to say first of all that it tical in all respects, will not work to
Following the dinner the gathering
is my personal opinion, and not neces- the disadvantage of the theater.
sarily an opinion which is shared by The former producer for Florenz will view the television forum proour manufacturing division (Crosley) Ziegfeld stressed television's oppor- gram through receivers placed in the
that television may be expected to tunity, as well as the necessity, for the bank. Participating in the forum will
develop much more rapidly than was development of new talent, a neces- be Arthur T. Roth, executive vicegenerally thought up to a few months sity arising from the fact that the president of the Franklin Square Natheater and the film companies have tional Bank; John Kurie, director of
ago.
present entertainers pretty tied up.
research, Look Magazine; Leroy R.
Comments on FM
Grumman and L. A. Swirbul, presiSees Present Broadcasting Useful
"For the past two or three years frequency modulation appeared to be Broadcasting in its present form dent and vice-president, respectively,
attracting much more attention than will continue to have its place in the Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.;
television. This I could never fully life of the nation, regardless of video R. E. Gillmer, and P. R. Bassett, president and vice-president, respectively,
understand. We have an experirrlental progress, Buck declared.
FM station, and I cannot help but The speaker, one of the most pol- Sperry Gyroscope Co.; Alfred Marfeel that a great deal of the impetus ished orators in the entertainment chev and C. Hart Miller, president and
and the preferential consideration field of the nation, pointed out to tele vice-president, respectively, Republic
which has been given to FM arises actors the added difficulty of memor- Aviation Corp. and Scott Fletcher,
out of the general problem of alloca- izing an entire script as compared field director, Committee for Econo tion as distinguished from any need with the present broadcasting method mic Development,
Plan Revealed in Detail
of reading and reminded them that
for FM on the part of the public.
The event will serve to reveal to
"Television, on the other hand, does in their presentations they will be
the
general
public, to bankers, and to
not represent a new way of doing the playing to an audience of millions
same thing that has been done before. where the artist in the theater is industrial leaders details of a unique
plan developed by the bank through
It adds an increment and a dimension heard by only 1,200 or so.
that is constructive and creative. It Buck closed his talk by pointing which wage and salary earners can
does not supplant a coupe with a to television's opportunity to develop accummulate savings earmarked for
a new and intriguing method of song specific post-war products such as
sedan."
television receivers.
Indicating that the broadcaster presentation.
alone may not be able to control the

to have
been an excellent thing
for all three development of television, Mr. Shouse,
out

of us. In re- enumerated several other forces that

cent years, may influence the post-war develop-

"THE

the press, the ments.
moving

pic-

ayto4.1

Sees Manufacturers Influence

ture and ra- "The broadcasting industry may
dio have well find that it will not have the
tended pro - power of ultimate determination, in
gressively in
the case of television. Other powerful

IAMES

D.

period

SHOUSE

the direction and effective forces also find in teleof a static vision both a threat and an opporcondition. It tunity. The receiving set manufacwillnot be an turers represent, in the aggregate, a

for any of us

to go tremendously

important power to
sugh. The only consoling factor is either accelerate or to impede públic
eventually the public will bene- demand or public acceptance. The set
and there still, I hope, is a need manufacturer will have a great deal
sufficiently naive thinking that if to say as to how rapidly or how slowpublic does benefit, it will all ly home television equipment is ine been worthwhile."
troduced. The aggregate power and
house sounded a note of optimism influence of RCA, Philco, Westing-

Statioft."

BASIC BLUE

The responsive, war -active Metropoli-

NETWORK

tan Dayton market - a market of

half a million - can be reached

5000 WATTS

economically over WING. Ask for
proof.

house, Zenith, our own Company
(Crosley), Stremberg-Carlson and

others cannot be overlooked.

The speaker then charged that FM
devotees have done a great deal to

influence the newspapers in believing

that television will be a disturbing
factor in the maintenance of their
position in the advertising field.
Referring to the motion picture industry, he declared: "A third, and
Worcester,
These are
ablished features received direct on
,11AG's own short wave equipment. More
dence that WTAG's a big station.
orcester,
S.

Eng.,

calling

A." "London calling."

WTAG
WORCESTER

perhaps even more dynamic and posi-

tive threat to the present day broadcasters ultimate domination of television, is, of course, the moving picture
interests. I don't think anyone can

seriously question the proper con-

cern that the motion picture industry
has indicated it is beginning to feel
about this matter."
Gene Buck, formerly president of
Ascap and now a member of its board
of directors in an advisory capicity,

5

RONALD B. WOODYARD, Executive Vice -President
WEED & COMPANY, National Representatives
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Friday, June

RADIO DAILY
News Of Jap Bombing

Bulova Station De

Flashed By Networks

On Record With

(Continued from Page 1)

lowed up with a fill-in thereafter;

(Continued from Page 1)

has applied to sell all stock

WOR-Mutual carried a recording held

for release and made on one of the
bombers a short time ago at the factory test flight; CBS at 3:15 p.m., dur-

ing the regular news period at the
time put on James Stewart from the
Capital.

Stewart is the network's

Chungking correspondent but cur-

rently in this country. At 4:00 p.m. all
webs carried a special broadcast from

Honolulu, which originated at Admiral Nimitz's headquarters and this
told of new bombings in the Marianas.

Broadcast on WOR-Mutual was a
recording made during the first flight
of a B-29 just off the run at the Boe-

ing Wichita, Kansas, factory. This
was made about a month ago and at
the time it was known the big super Fortress would be taking part in an
attack on the main Japanese island,
and was released for broadcast after
the news was out. Driscoll described
the bomber as much as was permitted

at the time by the War Department
and Pilot Jack Peacock also was
heard. Driscoll paid tribute to the
men and women from the Midwest
farms who comprised the greater part
of

the Boeing factory

employees.

WOR-Mutual rebroadcast the recording at 8:15 p.m., last night.
At the time Driscoll and other radio
newsmen went to Wichita a recording
was also made_.by a CBS representative and it was_ expected this would
be heard possibly on "Report to the
Nation"or some, other CBS program,

or a separate spot on at least a key

station.

FM, Tele and Standard
Applications Of Record
(Continued from Page 1)

newspaper St. Louis "Globe -Democrat."

The tele applicant was the Bremer

Broadcasting Co., Newark, N. J., seek-

ing permission to operate commercially

on the Number 5

Channel.

Standard applicants were Ronald B.
Woodyard, Utica,

N.

Y.,

and the

Northeastern Radio and Television
Corp., Portland, Maine, both seeking
operation on 1,450 kilocycles, with 250
watts unlimited.
James F. Hopkins, Ann Arbor,

Mich., who is seeking a license to
operate on 1,050 kilocycles, amended
his power request from one kilowatt
daytime to 250 watts. E. D. Rivers,
Valdosta, Ga.,- licensee of WGOV,
changed his application for a power
boost to one kilowatt with directional
antenna for night use and a frequency
shift from 1,450 to 950 kilocyles to
ask only 250 watts night, one kilowatt
daytime, omitting his request for installation of directional antenna.

The FCC yesterday announced its
decision to grant the application of
KSJB,

Jamestown,

No.

Dak.,

to

change its assignment from 1,440 to
600

kilocycles, and to change its

power from 250 watts unlimited to
100 watts night and 250 watts day,
conditionally.

company to the Philadelphia
for not more than $670,000.
calls for a minimum of $62

Radio Vitamins for Friday ! !
That radio can combine for the public interest and at the
same time maintain competitive advantages, actively demonstrated during the first days of the invasion and currently via the agreement to
continue the pooling

of

correspondent broadcasts, was further brought

out the other day
when CBS on behalf of its key outlet in N. Y.,
WABC, took ads in the daily papers in which thanks were extended tc
the other networks and key stations in the city for joining in the "radio
pool for invasion"
the ad was a good move for the industry and approved by the other networks whose management wired CBS their appreciation and gratitude for the sentiment expressed in the full page
Sunday ads. . William Pine and William Thomas have purchased
the screen rights to the NBC program, "People Are Funny"
looks
like Paramount will soon assign writers and production set to start in
October.
Benay Venuta will entertain at the first anniversary party
tonight of the U. S. Army News Service at the N. Y. headquarters.
Helena Rubinstein is making a bid for the video makeup biz.
Raleigh cigarettes sort of laid two eggs this week, one with Hilde.

.

.

.

garde as the Red Skelton replacement and the Eddie Mayehoff "Beat the
Band" spot formerly headed by Hildegarde
they may get better in
time, but what was what with that "Beat the Band" script and production
is difficult to straighten out as to heads or tails
the listener must
have had a hard time of it
and again, Raleigh is riding that slogan
"Does your cigarette taste different lately" a little too much.

*

*

*

It used to be politics credited with making strange bed-

fellows but now the war is taking a goodly portion of the credit
such as, two Zanesville, Ohio lads who worked within 10
blocks of each other at one time and after not meeting up for 10
years, meet again via the medium of an overseas network
Floyd Mack, Mutual night manager and Jerry Bowman of the Blue
network were talking on the same circuit to London and Bowman

suddenly asked, "Hey, aren't you the Floyd Mack from Zanesville?",
and of course old acquaintances were on the way to be renewed.
Rocco Padulo, CBS photographer has a layout coming in the
June 27 issue of "Look" magazine, on the subject of children helping their mothers do the housework
model for papa photographer was three -year -old daughter Barbara Ann.
Once
again the hungry public got a glimpse of glamour -boy Michael
Roy, announcer for the Coca-Cola Spotlight Band show, when the
program held forth from Madison Square Garden the other night
Roy, more rotund than ever, did his stuff as would a precocious lad and when not actually announcing, pranced around the
platform (between slugs of Coca-Cola) in all his glory, forgetting
the many people there were really interested in the Bond Drive
and-Harry James and his orchestra.
.

*

.

*

NBC Athletic Assn. has cancelled

its

annual outing what

with the invasion on, and instead will seek to squeeze in a little soft
ball
thus the web's athletes will meet in mortal combat the WOR
"50,000 Swatts" tomorrow,
p.m., EWT in Central Park
the WOR
nines, composed mostly of engineers, is undefeated so far this season
and don't forget the major baseball event of the season
NBC
has taken on a Job (and ringers probably) of playing the combined trade
1

paper press
various factions are holding out for favorite umpires.
one wants FCC Chairman J. L. Fly and NBC wants Niles Trammell
but the umpire will be a man steeped in baseball lore from the days
of the Baltimore Orioles
he'll surprise everybody.

*

'

- Remember Pearl' Harbor -

the amount by which the
assets exceed its liabiliti

limit of $670,000 in all.
The Yankee Network wi
WNBC, Hartford, Conn. fr
and Harold LaFount for $2

the amount by which ass
liabilities. The top price i
Meanwhile, the Commis
week approved the transfe
trol of KWAL, Wallace, Id
Clarence Berger to J. R.

Half the station stock w
over, for $500.
With Commissioner Wa
senting, the Commission co
the relinquishment of c

WWPG, Palm Beach, Fla. b

E. Davis. Davis has sold 1
of common stock to the Aj
ration, for $12,500 in cash a
plus accrued interest from
of the agreement to the date

fer for a half interest in

mortgage secured by the ph
sets of the licensee.
With Commissioner Crave
ticipating, the Commission d
petition of WORL and WCO
for suspension of the multip
ship order, designating th

renewal for hearing.

Souvaine Signs Finsto
To Conduct Melton 9
(Continued from Page 1)

chestra for the summer replace!t
on the Fred Allen Texaco progr
CBS which starts Sunday, Jul
9:30-10 p.m., EWT. Souvaine
ducing the show which will
"Music For America" and in
to the orchestra, stars Jame

(

tenor and a chorus of 12 voic
Souvaine who arrives in H

tomorrow, also plans to si
tional talent for radio and

his headquarters at Chapma

Los Angeles, with Ruth L'
office manager.

Renew "March Of Time'
Over 51 NBC Static,.
Time,

Inc.

has

March of Time" on

renewed
NBC effec',

July 6, over 51 stations and will t

a hiatus on that date for four wet'
Program sought to wait for the in
sion before going off the air and
sponsor stated some time ago tha4
decision would be forthcoming al
the big push.

'

Agency is Young & Rubicam. Ti

remains the same, Thursdays, 10:'
11 p.m., EWT.

Director Resigns
Garrett Hollihan, program direr
of WMCA, has resigned to do 10
lance production.

7
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A F M Loses WLB Decision;

To Confer On 'Royalty Plan'

ed Daily In N. Y.
Continued from Page 1)

r.

(Continued from Page 1)

well as on sustaining pro- bia Recording and RCA -Victor divi-

WNEW, which operates 24
say, makes 180 references to
War Bond Drive every day,
nan for the station disclosed.
on to these appeals, the sta-

FCC Hearing Held

sion.

The four labor members of the
board dissented-John Brophy and

Van A. Bittner, CIO; George Meany
and Matthew Woll, AFL. There was
unanimity among public and indusducts a "War Bond Block try members, however-Chairman
n which the program emcee William H. Davis, vice-chairman
different "man of the street" George W. Taylor, Lloyd K. Garrison,
at to make appeals to neigh- and Frank V. Morley, for the public,
ns street to purchase Bonds. and J. Holmes Davis, Vincent P.
is designedto cover the en- Ahearn, Frederick S. Fales and WalYork city area.
ter T. Margetts, for industry.
i WQXR, which operates 17
Prior to the War Labor Board's
day, produces seven spon- assumption of jurisdiction over the
rograms and 11 sustaining case, a sub -committee of the Senate
ch day, the majority of which Committee on Interstate Commerce
g dedicated to the Drive, its had found that the dispi4te should be
an announced. In addition to settled by collective bargaining and
sr schedule, WQXR produces the Supreme Court had ruled that the
ttury Salute program, a 15- controversy was a labor dispute.

Petrillo Defiant

Chicago-James C. Petrillo,
president of the AFM, comment-

ing here on the WLB edict di-

recting union members to resume
recording, declared that his organization will not comply with the

board's order. "We're not going
back to work," said Petrillo, and
added, "The next move is up to
the Government."

me. In addition, Alan 'Court bee of the popular "1280 Club,"

approximately 15 minutes
Y of the show's two and a half

Bond appeals. This station

17 hours a day.
York city's own station,
a non-commercial enterprise,

it schedule for 40 appeals to
l daily in behalf of War Bonds.

lion operates 15 hours a day.

k, one of New York's most
ervice minded stations, airs
gals for War Bonds daily, Leon

(Continued from Page 1)

tion in Fall River, and application is
pending to transfer its license to the
Fall River Broadcasting Co., wholly
owned subsidiary of the Fall River
"Herald News." The latter is the only
newspaper in Fall River.
This puts before the Commission
just such a problem as Chairman
James Lawrence Fly and Commissioner Clifford J. Durr have referred
to more than once in discussing concentration of control over the media

of public information. Fly told the
board of arbitration and outline the Senate Interstate Commerce Comspecific points to be settled by the mittee last year he opposes joint conarbitrators.
trol when there is no competition in
the city-either on the radio or the

Stoppage of all recording by AFM
musicians went into effect on Aug. 1,
1942, following a mandate given the
AFM executive board by the union's
convention held . the year previous.
troduction.
Following the "strike" various nego7 -Point Settlement Program
wattage Appeals Included
The board majority voted for this tiations were carried on, all of which
ultiple language station WOV seven point program for settlement fell through when James C. Petrillo,
AFM president, proposed a system of
et number of announcements of the case.
d for each day, station
1. The so-called "four employer" fees to be paid direct to the union
an revealed. However, WOV contracts do not require board ap- over and above the regular wage
scale paid musicians for recording.
the two Treasury program proval.
Eventually, the dispute was certified
le Treasury Song, a five -minits
2.
The
union
is
ordered
to
lift
t; and the Treasury Salute ban on the making of records or by the NLRB and a panel was selected
to hear the case in New York. This
a 15 -minute production. The transcriptions.
panel was headed by Arthur S. Meyer
also has an arrangement
3.
The
parties
are
given
15
days
Ltwo Italian programs are
as chairman, Gilbert E. Fuller and Max

each day around the War

On Press Station

press end.
The application for transfer was
filed in 1939, with the newspaper having arranged a deal to buy out Dowdy
and Welch, Fall River, electrical appliance merchants. It came to a brief

hearing a year later, but has been

the Commission's pending file
since 1941, when the FCC decided to
hold up newspaper applications.
Important question to be deterin

mined by the FCC is whether Fall
River will be without radio service
if it denies approval of the pending

deal. Commission Attorney Sam Miller yesterday asked Mr. Welch of the
present licensee corporation if he
in which to bargain for the amount Zaritsky. Hearings started. early in would continue to operate the station
of payments to a fund to be held
September, 1943 and lasted for several should the transfer be denied. Welch
escrow pending final settlement. If weeks.
replied that he would not turn in
no agreement is reached on the Meanwhile, during the early part the license, but would continue to
amount, the parties are to report back
the hearing, Decca Records, which operate the station. Attorney Charles
to the board as to their respective of
had
recently purchased World Broad- V. Wayland appeared for the Fall
proposals.
casting
and was not a party to the River Broadcasting Co., and Howard
4. The board then will fix the WLB hearing, signed an agreement S. Leroy for Welch.
amount of escrow payments and order with the AFM calling for a system
payment to begin.
of fees on phonograph records to
5. The parties have 30 days to bar- scale upward according to the retail London -Detroit Talks Set
gain on the method of distribution price of the disk. No fees were asked
Over WJR This Sunday
(by whom, to whom, for what pur- for commercial transcriptions. Therepose and for how long).
after, a number of smaller companies,
6. If they fail to agree, the parties mostly transcription firms, signed Detroit-Listeners to WJR's "In Our

n, vice-president of the sta- then will have 10 days to bargain with the -AFM on similar terms. A Opinion" program Sunday at 12:30
p.m., EWT, will hear a two-way conversation between the WJR studios

b' announced. In addition to on the composition of an arbitration few were recording studios also makbuncements, WMCA presents board and the specific points on which ing home phonograph records.
shows written around the the arbitration board may rule. If
Recording Firms Enter Case
'erne. Also, station produces there is no agreement the parties will

aily an interview -slant pro- report back to the board on their
ich originates from the Mitald Hospital. Interviews are respective position.
th veterans of the air forces 7. The board then will appoint a
I convalescing at the hospital. as Ethan Allen, Lefty Gomez, Judith
tion operates 18 hours a day.

Allan and others on their regular

daily programs. Besides announceopular personalities heard on ments, WINS produces special proanounce approximately 50 War grams that bring current war veterans
Personalities a Factor

At this point, Victor Division of part Detroit -made equipment and
RCA, Radio Recording Division of materiel played in the invasion of

NBC and Columbia Recording Corp. France.
Speaking from WJR will be George
became parties to the hearing before
the WLB panel and hearings con- Romney, director of the automotive
tinued with these three petitioners. council for war production, and Brig.
Robert P. Myers was counsel for Gen. John K. Christmans, Deputy
RCA and Ralph Colin for CRC. Argu- Commanding General of Ordnance
ment was presented for the union by Office in Detroit.

and Henry A
its microphone. WINS also pro- James C. Padway
Friedman. Hearings were dull at
times and on other days full of fireworks, with Petrillo, himself, being
heard now and then.
Panel finally closed the hearings
and asked for briefs later. However,
instead of the eight weeks expected
to elapse before decision was made
by the panel, it was mid -winter be' participation in Bond ap- works involved for the Fifth War fore findings were announced and

ippeals every day, a station

to

Pan revealed. However, this duces the 15 -minute Treasury Salute
I, include the 20 one -minute program nightly.
The networks' key stations, WABC,
bouncements prepared by the
Nor does it include feature WEAF, WOR and WJZ, disclosed that
s that include War Bond the average figure of War Bond apWHN also presents the peals amounted to 18 full one -minute
fry Star Parade," a 15 -minute announcements. This does not inghtly. This station operates 20 clude the multiple -hour shows each
key station is originating for the netday.
I

in Detroit's Fisher Building and Lon-

don, England. The topic will be the

fludes 10 one -minute spot an- Loan Drive, several times each week. recommended to the NLRB in Washtnents that are scheduled at Nor does this figure include the ap- ington. These recommendations favintervals throughout the day. peals voiced by various emcees and ored the recording companies to a
iion, 42 announcements, or ap- femcees without script aid but volun- great extent.
Another hearing subsequently was
lre made by such personalities tarily.

held by the NLRB, briefs were filed
and then an additional three months
elapsed, which caused the three recording companies to file a wire of
protest to the NLRB protesting the
delay. This was done on the grounds
of the "unfair advantage" enjoyed by
the companies which signed with the
union. The board answered the wire
in rather angry terms.
No official statement was issued yes-

terday by the recording compani^s.
whose

representatives

said

wished to study the decision
commenting on it.

t' ^-,

8
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COAST -TO -COAST

- NORTH CAROLINA 3:15 a.m., EWT, just in time for the
flHARLOTTE-WBT's general man- official invasion flash ....NEW LONager A. D. "Jess" Willard returned DON-Milton Warren, formerly of
from a business trip that took him to WLIB, Brooklyn, has joined WNLC's
announcerial staff ...Clayton Howard,
New York and Washington
of WNLC's technical staff,
RALEIGH-Johnny New, first tenor ais member
a two months' summer leave
with WPTF's "Four Tones," is at his of taking
absence.
home in Lindale, Georgia, where he
underwent a tonsilectomy. He will
- COLORADO -be away from the mike for two weeks
DENVER-Fred Mueller. KLZ sales
. GOLDSBORO-New York and manager
and Frank Jamison, advertising
Vermont both contributed additions
manager of the Public Service Company,
to the announcerial staff of WGBR journeyed
to Cheyenne, Wyoming to
last week: Harold Wimett of Vt., and
Alvin George of N. Y. Wimett, inci- gather material for a special "Cheyenne
Days" broadcast on the Public
dentally, has changed his name to Frontier
Service Company's "High -Lights

Harold Bryan for the ether
GREENSBORO - Margie Dunaway,
director of women's activities at
WBIG.. is vacationing in Florida. During her absence, Peggie Leonard, publicity chief, is heard on Women Today.

of the

Rockies" program over KLZ....The Denver Dairy Council has placed a sked of
daytime announcements on KOA, effective last week. Copy is live and furnished

by the Bob Betts Adv. Agency, which

secured contract.... GRAND JUNCTIONNew shows on KFXJ are: Boake Carter,
FORT WAYNE-Popular WOWO news- Fulton Lewis, Jr., and Jimmy Scribner's
caster Fred Holt recently addressed a one-man comic "The Johnson Family."
meeting of the councils of the Fifth Con- ILLINOIS -

- INDIANA -

gressional District of Ohio, held in Van

CHICAGO-WIND did a creditable
Wert, Ohio. His subject was "We See
Tomorrow".... VINCENNES - Elson G. job D -Day in collaboration with ManBrothers department store, sponSims Company, Ford dealer, has pur- del
of news on -the -hour -every -hour chased seven daily 15 -minute newscasts sor
over WAOV for 26 weeks.... MUNCIE- 24 -hours -a -day show. Rog Underhill,
WLBC received a check in the amount of special WIND announcer, aired the

programs from the window of
$5 from a listener as an expression of news
store, while an APA system carappreciation for broadcasting the Central the
High School Commencement services and ried the broadcasts to the crowds on
Madison Streets, "world's
the talk by a Mr. Clark. WLBC returned State andcorner"
ROCKFORD the check with a complimentary note busiest
"'America's Town Meeting of the Air"
enclosed.
will be the highlight of the Fifth War
- CONNECTICUT Loan Drive in this city when WROK
HARTFORD-The staff of WNBC is sponsors the origination of the Blue
program from this city on
wishing Ed Begley well as he moves Network
June 22.

up -into the "big time." Begley is a

former announcer and actor at WÑBC
and is slated to take the Charlie Chan
role on the networks during the sum-

- CALIFORNIA SAN FRANCISCO-Langendorl Bakeries

the sponsor of the new KQW news
mer months.... WDRC, just for the is
record, went on the air D -Day: at program. Agency is the Pacific Coast
Advertising Company...Maior Gen. Paul
B. Malone, distinguished military news
analyst for EGO and the Blue, has lust
sold a second article to "Skyways," new
aviation mag. It will appear in the
August issue.... On June 6th, in keeping

with the Day, KSFO devoted the first hour
of the regular two-hour. show, "Music In

the Air," to a special:.musical salute of
United Nation's songs. ,'. Yehudi Menuhin,
violinist, and Brock Pemberton, theatrical

producer. headed thelist of guests at the
June 16

Stuart Allen
Grace Albert
Al Llewelyn
Tom Howard
Cliff Melloh
H. L. McClinton
Amy Sedell
Joan Winters
Ona Munson
John Paul Weber
Bertha Brainard
June 17
Irving Black
Joan Benny
Red Foley
Sammy Fain
Igor Stravinsky
Joe Haigh
Grace Gibson
June 18
Alma Grael
Clayton Collyer
Russ Hodges
Ray Bauduc
Kay Kyse:
Della Grattan
William R. Goodhart

recent broadcast from the Stage Door
Canteen in this city, over KPO.

- KANSAS SALINA-It looked like KSAL had
reached second childhood when two
members of the staff went home with
mumps.

Although

both

declared

they had the disease in childhood,
there was no explanation for puffed
neck glands. The victims were traffic
manager Holcyon Meyer and continu-

ity writer Irene Strotkamp. Also on
the sick list is secretary Janice Meredith. During her absence, Mrs. Paul
Taff is subbing....KSAL listeners
now hear a variety show that originates from Walker Army Air Field in
western Kansas every Monday.

1\

why WOR can tell you

things nobody else can
QUIETLY IN AUGUST 1941 WOR rang the curtain up on

a

new and revolutionary kind of local audience report, "A
Continuing Study of Radio Listening in Greater -New
York."
It was - and is - the most scientifically accurate, complete and informative study ever launched by any' station
anywhere.
Why?

Because - planned and developed by WOR, it is conducted by unbiased, authoritative Crossley, Inc., nationally
known samplers of public opinion from coast to coast.

Because - its personal interviewers talk to all kinds

of people in all kinds of homes, not just telephone owners.
Thus, WOR knows holy your program, and all other pro-

grams, rank in the minds of a good cross-section of about

6.000,000 people who are not talked to by telephone interviewers.

Because - its interviewers personally talk to listeners
in Greater -New York no later than 2 hours after they've
heard your broadcast. They speak to listeners while the
impression you've made is fresh; before they've had a
chance to forget, or substitute a new impression for the
one you and your program made.

The three points mentioned above give you only a
sample of the scope and depth of WOR's "A Continuing
Study of Radio Listening in Greater -New York." For this
study uncovers the ages of listeners, too. Also their sex,
and many other important elements that take the guesswork out of timebuying; bring you a greater per -penny
profit on every penny you invest.

stationlit

that power -full
at 1440 Broadway, N. Y.
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B0 G. I. Stations Operating
B Asks Good Taste

medical Radio Adv.
B last week released its presen-

i before the Proprietary AssociaAdvertising Clinic, in the Hotel
lore, New York. Featured in the

ntation, which includes much
rial of value in selling time, were
dent J. Harold Ryan and Dietrich
t,

chairman of the NAB sales

tigers committee.

presentation made very strong e point that radio has nothing to
tut audience, and that the audi(Continued on Page 5)

13 Executive Committee
1:eets In N. Y. Tomorrow
committee of MBS will
in New York tomorrow to discurrent problems of the network
its post-war planning on FM and
ision.

The meeting has been

d by W. E. Macfarlane, WGN,

ago, who will serve as chairman.
tnittee members scheduled to atltecutive
are H. K. Carpenter, WHK,
eland; Miller McClintock, MBS
(Continued on Page 2)

"American Style Programs" Preferred

"Guest"

Paul Whiteman will appear as
guest star on Mildred Bailey's open.
ing program of her CBS series
which starts Wednesday 9:30-10
Miss Bailey was
p.m., EWT.
brought East by Whiteman several
years ago when he discovered her

on the Coast and she sang with

his band for some seasons. "The
Rockin Chair Lady" like all who

To Other Brands By Our Soldiers,
Osborn Tells House Committee
Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

Await NWLB Opinion

Washington-A circuit of more than
80 G. I. Radio stations is now operating for American troops, Army Morale,

Chief Major General Frederick Osborn told the House Appropriations
Committee in hearings made public
Osborn said soldiers
Straddled order handed down last Friday. General
told him of their great
week by the NWLB in the dispute frequently
be able once again to hear,
the AFM and three record- pleasure to -style
Propose Association between
programs" and radio
ing companies in which each side "American
wins and loses a, point, will apparently news. In England last summer, for
now on the written opinion by instance, he said "Every unit I visited,
To Protect Radio Ads wait
the board which is expected to back- every officer and man I talked to, told'
(Continued on Page 6)
stop the order of last Thursday. This
An organization to be called Adver- opinion which may qualify certain
tising Radio Protective Association points to the advantage or disadvan(Continued on Page 5)
CAB To Follow FM
will be formed shortly and probably
fully consummated during course of
the NAB convention in Chicago late Spot Sales Stock Sold
Listening Trends
in August, according to D. M. GratBy Crosley To Watson
tan, head of the advertising agency
which bears her name and other
In line with its new expansion proagencies associated with her in the Stock held in Spot Sales, Inc. by gram,
CAB will begin a continuing
the Crosley Corp. has been sold to
proposed project.
of FM listening. A.
Purpose of the new organization is Loren Watson, executive vice-presi- historical record
Lehman, president, announced
to avoid duplication, plagiarized or dent of the company, according to W.
announcement on Friday by James Friday.
(Continued on Page 7)
All listening to FM programs and
(Continued on Page 2)
stations in 81 cities will be segrehave worked for Pops, gets the cooperating hand of an old friend.

In AFM-Disc Case

.n,rnational Group
gated for future reference and for
Speeds Tele Cover
the maintenance of a continuing his Plan European Web NBC
New
Station
Deals
Of The GOP Convention
(Continued on Page 6)
Revealed In FCC Records
By MICHAEL YULE
If flying conditions are favorable
of RADIO DAILY)
Bill
Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY
New Discounts Listed
ndon-Radio's role in post-war television set owners in New York,
ipe was discussed by A. Hubert, Schenectady and Philadelphia will Washington - FEA Administrator In CBS Station Rate Card
rman of the Radio International witness scenes of the opening of Re- Leo T. Crowley and Alien Property

itime Committee, Brussels, Bel - publican National Convention 10 or Custodian James E. Markham were
New CBS Rate Card (No. 30) is
1, in an address at a United Na- 12 hours after delegates are called to revealed to have sold their interest in being
sent to the trade by William C.
of the Radio Indus (Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 2)
Gittinger, vice-president in charge of
Club of Scotland, recently in
sales.
The new rate structure, accord gow. Attending the luncheon
I

t'Britishh
; luncheon

IN R A WIi*
* THE WEEK
WLB Acts On AFM-Disc Dispute

(Continued on Page 7)

l'fopiato Fan Mail

By CHARLES MANN

Royal Arch Gunnison, Mutual's
ommentator on international afrirs, got a nice request last week
'om a Ian who believes in giving
s well as taking. This lady, from
-

.

t. Louis, sent Gunnison a note con -

51.50 and asking a copy of
Its

recent

iabilitation

script proposing a
plan

for

re.

returning

Pounded veterans. The money, she
aid, would pay for the typing.

AS the week came to a close, War
Labor Board ordered that American Federation of Musicians withdraw its ban on the making of phonograph recordings and transcriptions
for the three major recording companies. The WLB at the same time
ordered negotiation toward establishment of a fund such as AFM had re-

reason to rule on the legality of the
contracts signed with AFM by other

creases are not involved it has no

(Continued on Page 6)

recording companies. The matter will
go to arbitration if AFM cannot reach
an agreement on the setting up of the
fund which is to be made up "through

payments by the companies." From

Chicago, James C. Petrillo, president
of the AFM, declared that his organiquested. The board's decision also de- zation will not adhere to the board's
clared that since individual wage in- order. "We're not going back to

(Continued on Page 6)

President Adams
Lotte Stavinsky, character actress
familiar, Blue Network listeners,

must surely value her AFRA membership. When she applied for
American citizenship recently, one
question asked her was. "Who was
the second President of the United
States"? She thought of great
names, and answered, William
Adams." Bill Adams is president

of New York's AFRA local.
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BURKLAND,
general
manager
of
GEORGE SUTHERLAND, program director of
CBS - owned outlet in Washington, WFCI, Blue Network outlet in
Pawtucket, who
back at the station after having was in town for
conferences at Rockefeller
the latter portion of last week in New Center last week, has
returned to his Rhode
Island headquarters.
is

CHARLES GODWIN,

assistant

director

of

J. PORTER SMITH, president and commercial
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, station relations for the Mutual network, is manager
of WGRC, Louisville, made a flying
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merger- back from a business trip through the South trip to Cincinnati
late this week.
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin which kept him away about two weeks.

Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, ManJOHN T. MURPHY, of the NBC station reaging Editor; Cheater
ED BROWNE, National Concert and Artists lations
B.
Bahn, Vice.
department, is expected back today
President;
Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary. publicist, and GEORGE WIEST, producer of the from Lancaster,
Pa. He also visited York and
Terms (Post free) United States outside of "Dunninger" show, are in Chicago setting Harrisburg.

Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, the stage for

the mentalist's personal appear-

year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. ance there Wednesday.
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sales,

has re-

CARL BRISSON currently is filling a two weeks engagement at the Mount 'Royal Hotel in

Montreal.
turned to his Chicago headquarters following
a short trip
to the network's New York ofHAROLD HUTCHINS, advertising director of
fices.
the Hillman Women's Group of magazines, is
back in Gotham after a swing through the
BERNARD
DUDLEY,
announcer, who has Midwest.
He also attended the drug conbeen spending a few days at East Hampton, vention at French Lick,
Ind.
is

expected back in town today.

JOE

KELLY and

his

precocious aggregation

MAJ.

GEN. WILLIAM

C.

LEE,

U.

S.

A.,

last Thursday at WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.,
of "Quiz Kids" heard on the Blue Network, spent
making two transcriptions addressed to the
were in Memphis yesterday for another stop people of

minima

France.
They will be released
through the overseas branch of the OWI.

on their current Bond -selling tour.

Spot Sales Stock Sold
NBC Speeds Tele Cover
By Crosley To Watson Of The GOP Convention

.Iii ,r 1e)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

(Continued from Page 1)

Net
High

Am. Tel. Er Tel
CBS A

Low

Close

Chg.

CBS B

Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T.
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common

fr

(Continued from Page 1)

D. Shouse, vice-president in charge order in the Chicago Stadium, June
311/2 311/8 31% - 5 of broadcasting for Crosley. Shouse 26, NBC officials announced Friday.
313/e
31
313/8 - 1/s is president of Spot Sales and it is In addition WNBT, the NBC station,
21 V2
211/4 21%
presumed he will continue for the plans to telecast the keynote adR ..13% 13
13
time being. Short time ago Watson dress of Governor Earl Warren at
387/8
381 381/e
purchased the holdings in Spot Sales approximately the hour it is deliv353/8 34% 35% +
3/9
1034 107/8
of Bill Dolph of Washington and with ered at the stadium. This will be
753/4
741/2 75
- 3/4 the Crosley purchase, he now owns done by filming the keynoter
several
16% 16% 16% +
100 per cent of the company's stock. days before the convention opens.
104
1027/8 1033% + 2
4111 393/4 41
+ 11 /s Dolph however is still an officer of
1595/8 159% 1591/2 +

3/8

11

RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

was at Dieppe

1/4

the company.
Statement by Shouse follows: "Ar41/8 - 1/e rangements made today (Friday)

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp.
283/4
28% 283% - 1/4

Nat. Union Radio

MacFarlane

43/e

41/t

OVER THE COUNTER

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Bid

Eight More Join NAB;
Membership Now At 577
have been completed under which

owned in Spot Sales, Inc. by the
.... stock
.... Crosley Corp. was sold to Loren Watson, executive vice-president of Spot

Asked

211/2

36

Wasl,inyton Bureau-RADIO DAILY

Washington-Eight additional mem-

berships in NAB, bringing the total
Sales." No additional comment was all-time
high of 577 stations, two netmade.

20 YEDRS DGO TODDY
(June 19, 1924)

One of the most extensive radio
bookings ever accorded an orchestra
is announced by the management of
America's twin broadcasting stations,

WJY and WJZ, New York. Two

MBS Executive Committee
Meets In N. Y. Tomorrow
(Continued from Page 1)

works and 22 associates, were reported
last week by President J. Harold
Ryan. All stations not already mem-

bers were invited to join two weeks
ago by personal letter from Ryan.

Ryan revealed also that the 22nd
annual membership meeting, to be

president;. John Shepard, III, Yankee known this year as the NAB Execunetwork, Boston; Theodore C. Strei- tives War Conference, will be held at
bert, WOR, New York and Lewis the Palmer House, in Chicago, August
Allen Weiss, Don Lee, Hollywood.
28-31.

Ian Ross MacFarlane was oh
board a British landing barge al
the commando raid on Dieppe,
He lived through the Germaq

bombing, the máchine gunning, and
the heavy stuff from the shore bat{

teries. Invasion to this newscastel
has overtones, as a word, that asq;
known to few men who are on thq

air analyzing the news. When inval
sion came . . . MacFarlane gavn

his newscasts an authenticity aprf
understanding that will be shared
by few other news analysts.
Exclusive programming like this

has made W -I -T -H the station
that's listened to in Baltimore.
Helps it produce greatest results
at Inwest co

hundred concerts by Bernhard Levitow's Hotel Commodore orchestra

will be aired between the two stations during the 1924 and 1925 sea -

IRE

con. Remote control apparatus, including permanent microphone in.
ctallation in the hotel foyer will be

VOICE

Of

used.
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LOS enGELEs
By RALPH WILE

CHICAGO

i

GINNY SIMMS returned to Holly-

wood from a week's trip to San
Francisco, during which she visited
three military hospitals: Oak Knoll
and Letterman General hospitals and
Mare Island Naval Hospital. Making
informal visits, Miss Simms sang to
patients in all wards of the three institutions.

Appearances

were

ar-

ranged by USO Camp Shows and

Hollywood Victory Committee.
Rupert Hughes leaves here June 21

for Chicago for political conclaves.

He will report for International News
Service as well as continue his NBC
Saturday series.
"Duffy's Tavern" is actually drop-

ping bombs, along with other invasion planes, on Europe. The Flying
Fortress, named after the Blue Net-

work's Tuesday comedy broadcast, is
piloted by Major Walter Fulkerson.
Bill Goodwin, announcer -actor on
the new Gracie Fields program, and
Al Levy, manager of Frank Sinatra,
are buying a vacation ranch in Tus con, Arizona. Goodwin and Levy will
meet in Tuscon for a shopping junket

for the purchase on the latter's return trip from Kansas City, Mo.,
where he handled the Burns and

Allen bond campaign show on June
13.

It's never been told before: that

before taking up a radio career,
Sharon Douglas, who plays the role of

Penny Cartwright on the Joan Davis

Show with Jack Haley, was one of
or, that Dave Street, featured singer
on the program, is an accomplished
Hollywood's most successful models,

dancer as well as singer, and has
held dancing roles in Hollywood productions of "They Can't Get You
Down," and "Rally 'Round the Girls,"

or, that although their arrangements
of popular melodies, The Fountain -

Aires, quartet heard on the Joan
are all enthusiastic
classical record collectors.
Davis

Show,

By BILL IRVIN

refurnishing,

The Paramount picture "The
al Barn Dance," featuring stars
WLS program recently was p
for WLS executives at the
office of Paramount.

tainers and "help"
there are seven canteens, modeled on this
original "morale -club," stretched across the country and this is as good

William Drips, NBC dire
agriculture, has been named
board of trustees, radio mem
the Farm Foundation, nation

Memos of an Innocent Bystander... !
Just

thinking

out

loud

closed

down

for

the American Theater Wing Stage Door Canteen will reopen tomorrow
nits with many top-flight radio personalities among the scheduled entera time as any to toss a RADIOKAY to the hundreds who have given so
generously of their time and talents to this great work
on the opening bill, are listed such radiolites as
Gertrude Niessen, Frank Parker.
Cab Calloway. Dean Hudson, Bert Wheeler. Eddie Cantor, Mildred Bailey.
Hazel Scott. Barry Wood and Jerry Wayne. .
A most unusual musical
aggregation is that of Harry Lefcourt, whose six -piece band,
is heard
twice weekly via Mutual from Rogers Corner
of the sextette, four,
namely Frank Little, guitarist, Harold Richards, saxophone. Stretch
Marks,
.

bass and accordionist Jeanne Claire, are also featured
vocalists.
Norman Winter. independent producer, has acquired the radio
rights
.

.

Paramount's character "Kockenlacher," from its sensational "Miracle
of Morgan's Creek." Bill Demarest will head East to assume the leading
to

role.

.

Walter "Crime Doctor" Greaza, currently doubling

.

in the

Broadway production, "Wallflower," will be seen in Warner's film version
of the play.

'

*

*

Staff Sgt. Billy Walter, formerly contact man for Wit mark's Chicago office, is recuperating from wounds sustained when
his plane was shot down over the jungles of India. . . Retired
from the Army last April due to a training injury, Lt. Col. James
Stevenson's brilliant five-minute NBCommentary on .D -Day, re-

sulted in an offer to take his talents to Hollywood
however,
he plans to stay in Gotham. . When Joan Davis and
Jack
Haley leave the Sealtest Store, July 6 for eight weeks, Edward
.

Everett Horton, who guested on this NBC show several times, will
assume the managerial duties
Chester Gierlach, producer at
B B D & O's CBSquibb program and a composer in his own right,
is completing the score of a musical titled, "Speak of the Devil,"
with lyrics by Bob Johnston
M -G -Moguls may "angel" its
Broadway opening early this Fall
Sotto voce to John McKay
for that ball -game
we've just obtained the services of one of
the best umpires money
can buy. . . Dorothy Jeffers, wife of
former radio commentator Cpl. Jack Eigen, replaces Sherri Phil-

lips in Dave Wolper's "Follow the Girls" currently at the 44th
St. Theater.
Constance Bennett wings from Hollywood next
week to MBStar July 2 on "Green Valley, U. S. A.".
Johnny
Thompson, singing -emcee at Leon & Eddie's, gave up a job as program director and chief announcer at WTTM to enter the "BobbySocks Derby"
good looks and a voice to match.
Coast
Guard Seaman Third Class, Giles O'Connor, who has been doing
a fine job of promoting and producing morale programs for Servicemen, and who started the currently successful "Tars & Spars"
unit, is making good use of his training as a CBStaffer... Eddy
.

1

profit organization devoted t

betterment of rural life, with

quarters in Chicago.

WKRC Returning To C
As Affiliate June
Effective June 1, 1945, WKRC

cinnati, will become the lac

affiliate, H. V. Akerberg, vice -i

dent in charge of station rel

announced Friday. This means
WCKY the present Cincinnati aft

ate will join another network ni
year. WKRC was owned and opt
ated by CBS for eight years and sI

the Cincinnati "Times -Star"
November, 1939. The station was
original CBS affiliate and one of t
16 outlets comprising the origin
CBS network. WKRC was an affilia
from 1927 to 1931 when CBS boug
to

it and it continued on the web
it was sold.

WCKY 50,000 watter affiliated
CBS in September 1939, and is o
by L.
WKRC operat
a frequency of 550 kc. with 5,000
power daytime and 1,000 night.

neth Church is general manage

Seeks Savannah Stati
Savannah-A.

C.

Neff, press

Neal -Blum Company, has filed

plication with FCC for author'
construct and operate a new 1,

station in Savannah. The pro

station would quarter in the S
nah hotel and would become an
ate of the Blue.

.

.

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER/

.

ONE STOP or 26?
You con make 26
trips to cover the
in the Hartford
Areo. Or you can

separate
26 towns
Trading
eliminate

non -essential traveling!
entire
WDRC covers the
area at one low cost!

,ág5
USE WDRC TO
CONNECT IN CONNECTICUT

i

.

Howard's ear -arresting vocals and dance -compelling rhythms,
is
packing them in at Frank Dailey's Terrace Room in Newark.

*

*

*

Next month's issue of the mag. Read. will profile Radiolite
Mary Margaret McBride, whose celebration of her 10th anniversary
in
Kilocycle Lane jammed Madison Square Garden recently. . .

The

CBScholars??? of "It Pays To Be Ignorant.- have been
renewed through
September. . .
Mary Jane Higby, star of NBC's -When A Girl Marries,- is spending the Summer on her house -boat

this makes her the
only leading player in a soapera that floats (and should stamp this item.
99 and 44 100 per cent pure).
Remember Pearl Harbor

IS ONLY

'a4 t`e Actune
The other, and most important
is buying time on the RIGHT
STATION ... the station that will do
the biggest job for you!
half,

In Baltimore, it's

WCBM

BALTIMORE'S Blue Network Outlet
JOHN ELMER
President

GEORGE ROEDER

Gen. Mgr.

FREE & PETERS, Inc. Nat'l Representatives

ut

ls,lsaa

d,r, June
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Few

tBIsks Good Taste

I;dical Radio Adv.

II yk AGENCY NEWSCAST
WILLIAM J. HEGGEN, formerly an

advertising and public relations
executive for the Ethyl Corporation,
insist the rule of proprie- is joining Compton Advertising, Inc.,
>.rtisin gbe clamped down as in an executive capacity.
vontinued from Page 1)

ch action is needed. Concludsresentation, NAB made the
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY has
statement:
and beyond the 'party' each named Richard C. Carr as manager of

s putting on the air, the sta- institutional advertising.
so the host. As host, every
nd network fels a natural ALLAN W. KERR, has joined the
3
to all its guests not to sales staff of WABC, New York key
things that are pretty sure station of the Columbia network. He
a lot of the guests. Things formerly was engaged in magazine
e internal workings of the and radio advertising work.

ody in some of its less at-

Await NWLB Opinion
r

THE SOUTHERN DISPLAY ASSOCIATION, meeting in Chicago at
the Hotel Morrison, June 20-21, will
have Irwin A. Shane, director of The
Television Workshop of New York
City, as principal speaker at its television session on June 214, During
the meetings, which will be. attended
by several hundred display managers

In AFM-Disc Case
(Continued from Page 1)

tage of either side, will probably be
made available the early part of this
week. However the NWLB in Wash-

ington has given no intimation of
just when the opinion will be made

from stores throughout the 'middle public.
NWLB's order which told the musiwest, south and west, Shane will survey the history of television, its, most cians union to go back to work and
recent developments and its probable a limited time given in which to get
use as a department store promotional together on a method of direct fee
payments to be held in escrow, has
medium.
been received in non -committal man-

R1GISTER ner by the RCA Victor Division, the
NATIONAL CASH
Dayton, Ohio, has named Radio Recording Division of NBC and
WILLIAM S. JACK, president of COMPANY,
McCann-Erickson, Inc. to handle all the Columbia Recording Corp. No

3oments. Things about decay
odors, for instance. Sour Jack & Heintz, will be the principal

will be made on behalf of
11 a party. No use denying speaker at the luncheon meeting of advertising for their cash 'registers comment
companies until the written
e are plenty of sour notes in the Sales Executives Club which will and accounting machine lines, begin- these
opinion
of
the NWLB is handed down.
Ife-but the place to talk
held tomorrow at the Hotel ning October 1.
See "No Work" Continued
:m is not in front of all the be
Roosevelt.
As stated in these columns on FriSAM BLAKE, radio publicity man,
he place is in a doctor's office
is joining the Sobol, Hartman and day, James C. Petrillo, president of
Biology class.
FRANK
J.
G.
DUCK,
formerly
asa
the AFM immediately went on record
sponsor who thinks he can sociated with N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., Faggen office.
as defying the board and its right to
!uit the doctors by going on has been added to the public relaNATIONAL MATTRESS COM- take jurisdiction in the dispute. Peis going against common
the
Bituminous
Coal
staff
of
tions
PANY has engaged W. Earl Bothwell trillo who was in Chicago last week,
d against the overwhelming
Advertising Agency, Pittsburgh, to is now expected to issue an order to
nation of public taste. Radio Institute.
twerful to tamper with-no FRANCIS BARTON, who has been handle its account. Howard D: Mor- the various AFM locals informing
ris, advertising director of Namaco, them of what procedure to take. It
nd no sponsor, has the right
:he pants off the audience, or personnel manager of CBS, has re- stated that a trade paper campaign is expected that the "no work" order
signed to join the Biow Company, ad- would be followed by a consumer will be strictly adhered to until
to it feel sick.
vertising agency. He will be suc- campaign using newspapers, national further move is made by the' War
lake Caution In Copy
ceeded in his post at Columbia by magazines and possibly radio.
Labor Board.
has to keep a close eye on Joseph S. Jackson.
it accepts. Not because of
ietary houses who know that
IVEY & ELLINGTON, INC,, anheerful honesty is the most nounces
that Fred Schmidt, formerly
t, but for the lonesome few in Government
service as an analyst,
'ode who think it's foxy to has joined the agency's
plans and rerules of common sense and search department
taste. Radio keeps blue
IN RECORDED RADIO PROGRAMS
s the air-or tries to. There if not our actual lives. As an industry
tys be some guy who thinks we have the choice of the closest, unif he can get away with derstanding co-operation with our

LOOK TO NBC FOR THE BEST

g off color. There will always best customers, or of separate and

station that thinks it's cute conflicting ways. To differ is a bad
money for sour -note broad - way to fight a war or serve a public.
too. The 'sharp' guy on the "This meeting of our industries to-

rA Dozen to Choose From

w try to write a sour note into day is proof that we are both detert, or he'll ad-lib it, or he'll mined not to differ. Radio welcomes
script a false inflection-the the instant and strong protest of the
p
y in the radio station who public against sour notes on the air
s
ck money too well will try because radio doesn't propose to see
k
on thin ice in the stuff he this superb 'host -guest relationship,'
he air. But both of them are firmly set up between business and
your business and our busi- the American people, destroyed by
y time they pull a fast one. carelessness or greed within our ranks
s more, reaction from radio or your own."
o
ong, and so swift, that that
t
can do a lot of damage in a
r 'here are more than 32 mililies depending on radio for

=a Here are twelve NBC Recorded Programs

that have proved their audience appeal. Note
the number of stations in U. S. and Canada

where they have run or are now running:

101 stations
Betty and Bob (390 quarter-hours)
82 stations
The Weird Circle (52 half-hours)
71 stations
Modern Pomances (156 quarter-hours)
48 stations
Stand By for Adventure (52 quarter-hours)
The Name You Will Remember (260 5 -min. prog.)
75 stations
22 stations
Through the Sport Glass (52 quarter-hours)
Hollywood Headliners (156 5 -min. prog.)
112 stations
Let's Take a Look in Your Mirror (156 5 -min. prog.)
53 stations
Carson Robison & His Buckaroos (117 quarter-hours)
50 stations
Time Out-Series I With Allen Prescott (26 quarter-hours) 142 stations
-Series II With Ted Steele and Grace Albert
(26 quarter-hours)
57 stations
Getting the Most Out of Life Today (117 5 -min. prog.)
63 stations
Five -Minute Mysteries (66 5 -min. prog.)
103 stations

tBV

s

it
P
t

e

:heir boys in camp and at the

over the world. Radio is
the news-tough as it iskdio and wise sponsors are
nagnificently of expressive
talent to help those boysI

de

E

VISION DIRECTOR

IA

Wed producing top radio program and
5 years with this 4-A agency on re 'Ulna, production and direction. Now

aea

e
taf
N a

CLASS

Many markets are still available. Check this list and

I

sick up the war that is going
g the future of our country,

an

FIRST AID

Lion

as

tole

director

for

progressive

are full time can be spent on building

Trig top flight tele shows for wide-awake
Will consider

free lance

assignments.

Opt. Write-Boo 843. Radio Daily, 1501
Now York

18,

N. Y.

write for availability, rates, and audition records.

¡
Nmionul Broodroshng (o

_1

NBC

_I-

' It was you who said WFDP Flint

r rged us to enroll!"

RADIO-RECORDING DIVISION
AMERICA'S NUMBER

I

SOURCE OF RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Bldg., Rodio City, N. Y.. . Morchondi,a Marl, Chicago, 111
A SaIMw N gage

twguwbaefaa.ka

Tron,dos Bldg., Washington, O. C... Signal and Vine, Hollywood, Cal.

i-
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CARL
BURKLAND,
general
manager of
WTOP,
CBS - owned outlet
in
Washington,
D. C., is
back at the station after having

spent the latter portion
York.

CHARLES

GODWIN,

GEORGE SUTHERLAND, program director of

WFCI, Blue Network outlet in Pawtucket, who

in
town for conferences at Rockefeller
of last week in New Center last week, has returned to his Rhode
Island headquarters.

assistant

director

was

of

J. PORTER SMITH, president and commercial
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, station relations for the Mutual network, is manager
of WGRC, Louisville, made a flying
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mercer - back from a business trip through the South trip to Cincinnati
late this week.
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin which kept him away about two weeks.
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, ManJOHN T. MURPHY, of the NBC station reaging Editor; Chester B. Balm, Vice ED BROWNE, National Concert and Artists
department,
President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary. publicist, and GEORGE WIEST, producer of the lations
from Lancaster, Pa.

is

expected

back

1

today

He also visited York and
"Dunninger" show, are in Chicago setting Harrisburg.
the stage for the mentalist's personal appearyear, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. ance there Wednesday.
CARL BRISSON currently is filling a two Address p11 communications to RADIO DAILY,
weeks engagement at the Mount 'Royal Hotel in
E.
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone

Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,

H. SHOMO, of CBS radio sales, has reWlsconsin 7-6336, 7.6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15), turned to his Chicago headquarters following Montreal.
III.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone a short trip to the network's New York ofHAROLD HUTCHINS, advertising director of
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph fices.
the Hillman Women's Croup of magazines, is
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.

Entered as second class matter, April

5.

1937, at the postoflice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

FlnAncuL

BERNARD
DUDLEY, announcer,
who has
spending a few days at East Hampton,

been
is

expected back in town today.

in Gotham after a swing through the
Midwest.
He also attended the drug convention at French Lick, Ind.
back

MAJ. GEN. WILLIAM C. LEE, U. S. A.,
KELLY and his precocious aggregation spent last Thursday at WPTF, Raleigh,
N. C.,
of "Quiz Kids" heard on the Blue Network, making two
transcriptions addressed to the
were in Memphis yesterday for another stop people of
France.
They will be released
on their current Bond -selling tour.
through the overseas branch of the OWI.
JOE

Spot Sales Stock Sold
NBC Speeds Tele Cover
By Crosley To Watson Of The GOP Convention

(luric 16)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

Am. Tel. G Tel
CBS A

Low

1595/3 1593/3
311/2 3113

OBS B

21 V2

Farnsworth T. b R...13í/4
Gen. ,Electric

Philco
RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

15912 +

3114 -

3/e
5/e

31

211

13
381/8

31% -

(Continued from Page 1)

1a

21%
13

11

..

the company.
2834 - t/4
Statement by Shouse follows: "Ar41/8 - í/v rangements made today (Friday)

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE

Hazeltine Corp.
Nat. Union Radio

(Continued from Page 1)

D. Shouse, vice-president in charge order in the Chicago Stadium, June
of broadcasting for Crosley. Shouse 26, NBC officials announced Friday.

is president of Spot Sales and it is In addition WNBT, 'the NBC station,
presumed he will continue for the plans to telecast the keynote adtime being. Short time ago Watson dress of Governor Earl Warren at
387/e
3813
35% 34% 351 + 3/s purchased the holdings in Spot Sales approximately the hour it is deliv103/4
10%
753/4
7412 75
- 3A of Bill Dolph of Washington and with ered at the stadium. This will be
16% 16% 161 + í/4 the Crosley purchase, he now owns done by filming the keynoter several
100 per cent of the company's stock. days before the convention opens.
104
1027/3 1033A -f- 2
4112 393/4 41
+ 1% Dolph however is still an officer of
31%

Crosley Corp.

Net
Chg.

Close

2834

283/4

43/3

41/e

Eight More Join NAB;
Membership Now At 577
have been completed under which

OVER THE COUNTER

WCAO (Baltimore)
WiR ,Detroit)

Bid

212
36

owned in Spot Sales, Inc. by the
.... stock
.... Crosley Corp. was sold to Loren Watson, executive vice-president of Spot

Asked

Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

20 YES RGO TODRY
(June 19, 1924)

One of the most extensile radio
bookings ever accorded an orchestra
is announced by the management of
America's twin broadcasting stations,

WJY and WJZ, New York. Two

MBS Executive Committee
Meets In N. Y. Tomorrow

Ian Ross MacFarlane was
board a British landing barge

the commando raid on Diep
He lived through the Germ

bombing, the máchine gunning,
the heavy stuff from the shore ba

teries. Invasion to this newscas
has overtones, as a word, that
known to few men who are on

works and 22 associates, were reported
last week by President J. Harold
Ryan. All stations not already mem-

sion came . . . MacFarlane ga
his newscasts an authenticity
understanding that will be shar

bers were invited to join two weeks
ago by personal letter from Ryan.

Ryan revealed also that the 22nd
(Continued from Page 1)
annual membership meeting, to be
president; John Shepard, III, Yankee known this year as the NAB Execunetwork, Boston; Theodore C. Strei- tives War Conference, will be held at
bert, WOR, New York and Lewis the Palmer House, in Chicago, August
Allen Weiss, Don Lee, Hollywood.

was at Diepp

Washington-Eight additional mem-

in NAB, bringing the total
Sales." No additional comment was berships
all-time high of 577 stations, two netmade.

MacFarlane

air analyzing the news. When inv

by few other news analysts.
Exclusive programming like this

has made W -I -T -H the station
that's listened to in Baltimore.
Helps it produce greatest results
at lnwest co

28-31.

hundred concerts by Bernhard Levi -

tow's Hotel Commodore orchestra
will be aired between the two stations during the 1924 and 1925 season. Remote control apparatus, including permanent microphone installation in the hotel foyer will be

lilt
VOICt
OF

used.

11

THE SAN FRANCISCO RADIO

PICTURE HAS CHANGED!

CBS

IROPICA1
AMERICA

MIAMI WiITH

AFFILIATE
Represented by John Blair & Co.

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED

BY

HEADLEY - REED

network stations
hours
broadcast
combined
shows.
of locally Produced
KWK alone broadcasts
th total.

All St. Louis

48.Ete
i hours or

48

ST. LOUIS

\>00;% PolUTUQL
ST. LOUIS
HOTEL CHASE

Hooper
ratingforn all
shows
The average
produced
locally
Loutsnetwork 3.5.
St.
KWW 1z
Hooper rating on is
(except
s
The locally produced showsa
verage
better than the
4.2 or 20°10 St. Louis network
for all other
combined.
stations

much as
91% as
produces
KWK St. Louts network
all other
stations combined.
(tom
to
B:UUMM. 01

t of

1

.

Friday,
oop egS
* MI ratings,
through
C. E. HoofContinunMe0suremen
FebruarY
Listeners,"Monday
1943 through
Radio
October

IN ST. LOUIS THE TREND IS TO KWK
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representative
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LOS anGELEs

CHICgGO

By RALPH WILL

GINNY SIMMS returned to Hollywood from a week's trip to San
Francisco, during which she visited

three military hospitals: Oak Knoll

and Letterman General hospitals and
Mare Island Naval Hospital. Making
informal visits, Miss Simms sang to
patients in all wards of the three institutions. Appearances were ar-

ranged by USO Camp Shows and
Hollywood Victory Committee.
Rupert Hughes leaves here June 21

for Chicago for political conclaves.

He will report for International News
Service as well as continue his NBC
Saturday series.
"Duffy's Tavern" is actually drop-

ping bombs, along with other invasion planes, on Europe. The Flying
Fortres3, named after the Blue Net-

work's Tuesday comedy broadcast, is
` piloted by Major Walter Fulkerson.
Bill Goodwin, announcer -actor on
the new Gracie Fields program, and
Al Levy, manager of Frank Sinatra,
are buying a vacation ranch in Tus con, Arizona. Goodwin and Levy will
meet in Tuscon for a shopping junket

for the purchase on the latter's return trip from Kansas City, Mo.,
where he handled the Burns and
Allen bond campaign show on June
13.

It's never been told before: that
before taking up a radio career,
Sharon Douglas, who plays the role of
Penny Cartwright on the Joan Davis

Show with Jack Haley, was one of
Hollywood's most successful models,

t:

or, that Dave Street, featured singer
on the program, is an accomplished

dancer as well as singer, and has
held dancing roles in Hollywood prof ductions of "They Can't Get You
r:

r
'

Down," and "Rally 'Round the Girls,"

or, that although their arrangements
of popular melodies, The Fountain-

Aires, quartet heard on the Joan
I

are all enthusiastic
classical record collectors.
Davis

Show,

1

By BILL IRVIN

Memos of an Innocent Bystander... I

Just thinking out loud
closed down for refurnishing,
the American Theater Wing Stage Door Canteen will reopen tomorrow
nice with many top-flight radio personalities among the scheduled entertainers and "help"
there are seven canteens, modeled on this
original "morale -club." stretched across the country and this is as good
a time as any to toss a RADIOKAY to the hundreds who have given so
generously of their time and talents to this great work
on the opening bill, are listed such radiolites
as Gertrude Niessen, Frank Parker.

Cab Calloway. Dean Hudson, Bert Wheeler, Eddie Cantor, Mildred Bailey,
Hazel Scott, Barry Wood and Jerry Wayne. .
A most unusual musical
aggregation is that of Harry Lefcourt, whose six -piece
band, is heard
twice weekly via Mutual from Rogers Corner
of the sextette. four,
namely Frank Little. guitarist, Harold Richards, saxophone, Stretch
Marks,
.

bass and accordionist Jeanne Claire, are also featured
vocalists.

.

.

Norman Winter, independent producer, has acquired the radio rights
Paramount's character -Kackenlacher,- from its sensational -Miracle
of Morgan's Creek.- Bill Demurest will head East to assume the leading
to

role.

Walter -Crime Doctor- Greaza. currently doubling in the
Broadway production. "'Wallflower,- will be seen in Warner's film version
of the play.
.

.

* ,* *
Staff Sgt. Billy Walter, formerly contact man for Wit mark's Chicago office, is recuperating from wounds sustained when
his plane was shot down over the jungles of India. .. Retired
from the Army last April due to a training injury, Lt. Col. James
Stevenson's brilliant five-minute NBCommentary on D -Day, re-

sulted in an offer to take his talents to Hollywood
however,
he plans to stay in Gotham.
When Joan Davis and Jack
Haley leave the Sealtest Store, July 6 for eight weeks, Edward
.

.

Everett Horton, who guested on this NBC show several times, will

assume the managerial duties

Chester Gierlach, producer at

B B D & O's CBSquibb program and a composer in his own right,
is completing the score of a musical titled, "Speak of the Devil,"
with lyrics by Bob Johnston
M -G -Moguls may "angel" its
Broadway opening early this Fall
Sotto voce to John McKay
for that ball -game
we've just obtained the services of one of

the best umpires money can buy.
Dorothy Jeffers, wife of
former radio commentator Cpl. Jack Eigen, replaces Sherri Phillips in Dave Wolper's "Follow the Girls" currently at the 44th
St. Theater... Constance Bennett wings from Hollywood next
week to MBStar July 2 on "Green Valley, U. S. A.".
Johnny
Thompson, singing -emcee at Leon & Eddie's, gave up a job as program director and chief announcer at WTTM to enter the "Bobby Socks Derby"
good looks and a voice to match.
Coast
Guard Seaman Third Class, Giles O'Connor, who has been doing
a fine job of promoting and producing morale programs for Servicemen, and who started the currently successful "Tars & Spars"
unit, is making good use of his training as a C :IStaffer... Eddy
Howard's ear -arresting vocals and dance -compelling rhythms, is
.

.

The Paramount picture "The Nat,
al Barn Dance," featuring stars of
WLS program recently was prey
for WLS executives at the Chic
office of Paramount.

William Drips, NBC director
agriculture, has been named to 'I
board of trustees, radio member, '
the Farm Foundation, national rD,
profit organization devoted t

betterment of rural life, with

quarters in Chicago.

WKRC Returning To CBS:
As Affiliate June 19t 1

Effective June 1, 1945, WKRC,

cinnati, will become the local
affiliate, H. V. Akerberg, vice -

dent in charge of station rel

announced Friday. This means
WCKY the present Cincinnati
ate will join another network
year. WKRC was owned and op
ated by CBS for eight years and s

the Cincinnati "Times -Star"
November, 1939. The station was
original CBS affiliate and one of
16 outlets comprising the orig'
CBS network. WKRC was an attn.
from 1927 to 1931 when CBS bou
to

it and it continued on the web
it was sold.

by L. B. Wilson. WKRC operat
a frequency of 550 kc. with 5,000

power daytime and 1,000 night.
neth Church is general manager.

Seeks Savannah Station'
Savannah-A. C. Neff, presider t
Neal -Blum 'Company, has filed an a

plication with FCC for authority

.

,

ONE STOP or 26?
You con make 26 separate
trips to cover the 26 towns
in the Hartford Trading
Area. Or you can eliminate
non -essential

traveling!

entire
oreo at one low cost!

WDRC covers the

USE WDRC TO

CONNECT IN CONNECTICUT

packing them in at Frank Dailey's Terrace Room in Newark.

Next month's issue of the mag. Read, will profile Radiolite
Mary Margaret McBride" whose celebration of her 10th anniversary
in
Kilocycle

Lane lammed Madison Square Garden recently.
The
CBScholars??? of "It Pays To Be Ignorant,- have been
renewed through
September. . . Mary Jane Higby. star of NBC's
A Girl Marries,- is spending the Summer on her house -boat
this makes her the
only leading player in a soapera that floats land should stamp this item,
99 and 44 100 per cent pure).
.

-

Remember Pearl Harbor

.

N
N

construct and operate a new 1,400
station in Savannah. The proposed'

N

station would quarter in the Savannah hotel and would become an affiliate of the Blue.

.

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTEI1

ug

WCKY 50,000 watter affiliated w'
CBS in September 1939, and is o

Vuy5.19 %úáe
IS ONLY

j/O_
y?'Q elkk
Píctwte
The other, and most important
is buying time on the RIGHT
STATION ... the station that will do
the biggest job for you!
half,

In Baltimore, it's

WCBM

BALTIMORE'S Blue Network Outlet
JOHN ELMER
President

GEORGE ROEDER

Gen. Mgr.

FREE & PETERS, Inc. Nell Representatives

y, June 19, 1944
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,IFAsks Good Taste

II tk AGENCY NEWSCAST

,q;dical Radio Adv.

I

THE SOUTHERN DISPLAY ASSOCIATION, meeting in Chicago at
the Hotel Morrison, June 20-21, will
have Irwin A. Shane, director of The
Television Workshop of New York
City, as principal speaker at its teleIch action is needed. Concludpresentation, NAB made the
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND vision session on June 214 During
MANUFACTURING COMPANY has the meetings, which will be. attended
g statement:
end beyond the 'party' each named Richard C. Carr as manager of by several hundred display managers
from stores throughout the 'middle
is putting on the air, the sta- institutional advertising.
west, south and west, Shane will surIso the host. As host, every
and network fels a natural
ALLAN W. KERR, has joined the vey the history of television, its, most
T to all its guests not to sales staff of WABC, New York key recent developments and its probable
it things that are pretty sure station of the Columbia network. He use as a department store prdmotional
a lot of the guests. Things formerly was engaged in magazine medium.
me internal workings of the and radio advertising work.
RGISTER
NATIONAL CASH
oody in some of its less at Dayton, Ohio, has named
moments. Things about decay
WILLIAM S. JACK, president of COMPANY,
odors, for instance. Sour Jack & Heintz, will be the principal McCann-Erickson, Inc. to handle all
I
oil a party. No use denying speaker at the luncheon meeting of advertising for their cash registers
e are plenty of sour notes in the Sales Executives Club which will and accounting machine lines, beginlife-but the place to talk be held tomorrow at the Hotel ning October 1.
,em is not in front of all the Roosevelt.
SAM BLAKE, radio publicity man,
the place is in a doctor's office
is joining the Sobol, Hartman and
'etiology class.
FRANK
J.
G.
DUCK,
formerly
asFaggen office.
sponsor who thinks he can
cuit the doctors by going on sociated with N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.,
has
been
added
to
the
public
relaNATIONAL MATTRESS COMis going against common
id against the overwhelming tions staff of the Bituminous Coal PANY has engaged W. Earl Bothwell
Advertising Agency, Pittsburgh, to
mation of public taste, Radio Institute.
handle its account. Howard D. Morowerful to tamper with-no
FRANCIS BARTON, who has been ris, advertising director of Namaco,
and no sponsor, has the right
the pants off the audience, or personnel manager of CBS, has re- stated that a trade paper campaign
signed to join the Biow Company, ad- would be followed by a consumer
ike it feel sick.
vertising agency. He will be suc- campaign using newspapers, national
Asks Caution In Copy
ceeded in his post at Columbia by magazines and possibly radio.
has to keep a close eye on Joseph S. Jackson.
y it accepts. Not because of
WILLIAM J. HEGGEN, formerly an
advertising and public relations
executive for the Ethyl Corporation,
Continued from Page 1)
the
rule
of
proprieis joining Compton Advertising, Inc.,
I insist
ertisin gbe clamped down as in an executive capacity.

II

Await NWLB Opinion
In AFM-Disc Case
(Continued from Page 1)

tage of either side, will probably be
made available the early part of this
week. However the NWLB in Wash-

ington has given no intimation of

just when the opinion will be made
public.
NWLB's order which told the musi-

cians union to go back to work and
a limited time given in which to get
together on a method of direct fee
payments to be held in escrow, has
been received in non -committal man-

ner by the RCA Victor Division, the
Radio Recording Division of NBC and

the Columbia Recording Corp. No
comment will be made on behalf of
these companies until the written
opinion of the NWLB is handed down.
See "No Work" Continued

As stated in these columns on Friday, James C. Petrillo, president of
the AFM immediately went on record
as defying the board and its right to
take jurisdiction in the dispute. Petrillo who was in Chicago last week,
is now expected to issue an order to

the various AFM locals informing
them of what procedure to take. It
is expected that the "no work" order
will be strictly adhered to until

further move is made by the War
Labor Board.

I

rietary houses who know that
IVEY & ELLINGTON, INC,, ancheerful honesty is the most nounces that Fred Schmidt, formerly
le, but for the lonesome few in Government service as an analyst,
:rode who think it's foxy to has joined the agency's plans and rele rules of common sense and search department.
taste. Radio keeps blue
f the air-or tries to. There if not our actual lives. As an industry
Pays be some guy who thinks we have the choice of the closest, une if he can get away with derstanding co-operation with our
rig off color. There will always best customers, or of separate and

e

LOOK TO NBC FOR THE BEST
IN RECORDED RADIO PROGRAMS

t station that thinks it's cute conflicting ways. To differ is a bad
money for sour -note broad - way to fight a war or serve a public.
too. The 'sharp' guy on the
"This meeting of our industries totry to write a sour note into day is proof that we are both deterpt, or he'll ad-lib it, or he'll mined not to differ. Radio welcomes
script a false inflection-the the instant and strong protest of the
uy in the radio station who public against sour notes on the air
tick money too well will try because radio doesn't propose to see
on thin ice in the stuff he this superb 'host -guest relationship,'
the air. But both of them are firmly set up between business and
g your business and our busi- the American people, destroyed by
try time they pull a fast one. carelessness or greed within our ranks
Vs more, reaction from radio or your own."
rong, and so swift, that that
can do a lot of damage in a

Dozen to Choose From
Here are twelve NBC Recorded Programs
that have proved their audience appeal. Note

the number of stations in U. S. and Canada
where they have run or are now running:
101 stations
Betty and Bob (390 quarter-hours)
82 stations
The Weird Circle (52 half-hours)
Modern Pomances (156 quarter-hours)
71 stations
48 stations
Stand By for Adventure (52 quarter-hours)
75 stations
The Name You Will Remember (260 5 -min. prog.)
Through the Sport Glass (52 quarter-hours)
22 stations
Hollywood Headliners (1565 -min. prog.)
112 stations
Let's Take a Look in Your Mirror (156 5 -min. prog.)
53 stations
Carson Robison & His Buckaroos (117 quarter-hours)
50 stations
Time Out-Series I With Allen Prescott (26 quarter-hours) .142 stations
-Series II With Ted Steele and Grace Albert
126 quarter-hours)
57 stations
Getting the Most Out of Life Today (117 5 -min. prog.)
63 stations
Five -Minute Mysteries (66 5 -min. prog.)
103 stations

I

-5
a

IC

There are more than 32 mil allies depending on radio for
their boys in camp and at the
11

over the world. Radio is
the news-tough as it is-

Radio and wise sponsors are
magnificently of expressive
d talent to help those boysDeck up the war that is going

FIRST AID

CLASS

Many markets are still available. Check this list and
write for availability, rates, and audition records.

le the future of our country,

VISION DIRECTOR
1r

cloyed
o. 5 yearn

entine, production and direction.

titles

as

Notional Iroodro,ling (o

no top radio program and
with this 4-A alano, en ro -

tele director

for

tiN g C

Now

progressive

'hero full time can be spent en building
Wing top Olsht tale shows for wideawake

Will confider free lane* aeet n,eeate.
mot. Write-Bee 543, Rattle Dell,, 1501
F. New Verb le. N. Y.

'Is was you who said WFDF Flip l
urged us to enroll!"

e Lnb N be/4
(erreaee ,l Rmwka

RADIO-RECORDING DIVISION
AMERICA S NUMBER 150URCE Of RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Bldg., Rodio City, N. Y.

, Merchandl,e Marl, Chicago, Ill.

Trom.lua Bldg., Worhinglon, O. C. ,. Svneel and Vine, Hollywood, Col.
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Over 80 G. I. Stations

Operating, House Told
(Continued from Page

1)

me how much it means to them to get

American radio instead of the British news and the British entertainment they had been getting on BBC."

THE WLB
WEEK
IN RADIO
Acts On A

CBS -Outlet Rate Ct

FM -Disc Dispute

Lists New Disco"

(Continued tom Page 1)

work," he said, adding, "The next
move is up to the Government."
Earlier in the week, George L.
Taylor, vice-chairman of the WLB,
sharply criticized NBC, RCA and
Columbia Recording to the effect that
the board has not had sufficient cooperation from these companies in

General Osborn spoke even more
enthusiastically of the G. I. reception
of American radio in the South Paci- trying to settle the prolonged dispute
fic area.
the major recording firms
"In January, when I was in the between
the American Federation of MusiPacific, a number of Army radio sta- and
Taylor's criticism was in reply
tions had just begun to operate. My cians.
a sharp wire from the recording
English experience was repeated, but to
which took WLB to task.
with far greater force. These men companies
Suggesting the likelihood of a
had been hearing Tokyo radio, or three-way
battle among the present
nothing, and their delight at hearing

Ralph Edwards were the recipients

of the Eisenhower Medals, an annual

(Continued from Page 1)

award of the National Father's Day ing to Gittinger, continuing
crease in station rates not
committee.
Financial statement of the CBC for announced, but advantage

the last fiscal year showed that the advertisers not now usi
revenue for commercial broadcast- network plan. For many
ing amounted to $1,421,598, an increase Gittinger's letter accom
of $178,045 over the previous year, new card, states that the
the Canadian Parliamentary Radio counts "will provide su
larger networks at little o
Committee was informed.
The Press Wireless, Inc., "Invasion cost."
Unit," under Stanley F. Grammer, A new and additional 1

company's western European discount is provided on all
manager, is behind the European in- using stations whose card r
vasion front ready to speed by radio gate 90 per cent of the full
broadcasting industry, the newspapers telegraph, radio telephone, radio pic- a new and additional 121/2
good American radio and news broad- and
the motion picture industry for tures and facsimile, news of the Al- discount on all programs
casts was unbounded. Our station at supremacy
the post-war television lied advances.
tions whose card rates ag
New Caledonia was just going on the field, Jamesin
Shouse, vice-president
FM Broadcasters Association issued per cent of the full networ
air and was a source of continuous and general D.
manager of WLW, Cin- a new map which discloses that there per cent full network d
interest to all the soldiers there. The cinnati, addressed
the Television are 44 frequency modulation stations maintained but will be gr
stations we had ordered for New seminar of the Radio Executives
now on the air in 38 states and that on programs using the a
Guinea had not yet arrived, but the The broadcasting industry mayClub.
find 163 FM applications are now pending network of 125 paid statio
boys at Dobudura airfields had rigged that it will not have the power
tisers using the 108 outl
of
FCC approval.
up their own radio transmitter, and
determination in the case of
FBIS Chief Dr. Robert D. Leigh, comprised the full netwo
in the evening walking through the ultimate
Shouse said, pointing out referring to his locked -doors ques- time the discount went
camps there you could hear radios in television,
other powerful and effective tioning 13 months ago by Eugene L. will be protected for a
their tents with entertainment from that
also find in television both a Garey, declared that it was the most through the third year of
our transcribed programs, with news forces
and an opportunity. He disgraceful proceedings he had ever The discounts are expecte
picked up from our news service by threat
vide a greater range of fle
that FM devotees have done seen in Legislative history.
signal corps reception, and voiced by charged
great deal to influence the news- Broadcast Music, Inc., during last advertisers in the use of
a soldier commentator. This little sta- apapers
believing that television week's meeting, voted to increase the facilities.
tion was the pride of the area. It is will beina disturbing
factor in the number of directors from seven to 10. Number of bonus stations
hard to describe how much it meant maintenance of their position
in the Newly elected directors are: C. W. mentioned in Gittinger's let
to those men, how much it seemed to advertising field.
KOIN, Portland, Ore.; J. ocncludes with the effecti
tie them in with the distant outside Neville Miller, former president of Myers,
Leonard Reinsch, WSB, Atlanta, Ga.; July 15, 1944, when new
world. Same of the other camps
will apply as well as thos
along the New Guinea coast entirely the NAB, was named senior deputy and Robert Sweezey, Blue Network.
would be benefitte
Tele Tales: The motion picture in- which
lacked radio reception during my chief of the UNRRA Balkan mission
new discounts.
in
Cairo,
Egypt,
by
Herbert
H.
Lehdustry's
role
in
video
increased
with
visit, and this was a much expressed man, director general.
word from Washington disclosing that
source of regret. The stations are
there now and we have had enthusi- FCC disclosed that the nation's Warner Brothers Pictures Corp., had New Station Deals
broadcasters closed the 1943 fiscal applied for a television station, and
astic letters about them."
year with an increase 50 per cent RKO Television Corporation's revela- Revealed In FCC R
Transmitters Inexpensive
Discussing later the expense of greater than that of the previous fis- tion to expand its tele plans.
(Continued from Page 1)
these stations,. General Osborn re- cal year. Total broadcast income for
Approximately 7,000 television sets
stations was $46,481,397, for 1943. in the Eastern area will be able to WEMP, Milwaukee, when ipp
marked that Tokyo and Berlin had 796
was filed at the FCC, Friday for
prepared enormously expensive trans- The major networks of the coun- see and hear the goings on of the fer
of that interest to Rachel
decided to continue the pooling Republican National Convention in
mitters for their troops and facilities try
wife of the Senator
which could not be duplicated today. of radio correspondents indefinitely Chicago June 26, as the result of the LaFollette,
The cash involved
We are getting equally good service, thus bringing to the American listen- three -city -tele network which will Wisconsin.
$12,500.
public every possible advantage cooperate with WNBT, New York.
he said, from a greater number of ing
Senator LaFollette, Mrs. LaP
accruing from the combined effort.
small, low -powered stations.
Results of a survey conducted to William B. Dolph (owner of
"We already have 80 stations, and The Fifth War Loan Drive for learn the public's interest in television Washington)
Mrs. Dolp
the cost of our stations is a relatively $16,000,000,000 found the broadcasting and FM in various areas of the coun- Petty (general and
manager of W
cooperating with the U. S. try and Canada last week by Televismall amount, so that the budget industry
York),
and
Mrs.
Petty,
Dr.
which calls for a total of $3,400,000 Treasury Department in an all-out sion Daily correspondents disclosed Nesbitt and Melva K. Rober
for radio equipment for use overseas, manner to put over the greatest cam- that John Q. Public is better informed be one -eighth -owners of th
includes both receiving sets and trans- paign of all over the top. The kick- on television and its potentialities if the FCC approves the pu
program included President Roosemitting sets. The purpose is to keep off
Mrs. LaFollette.
Secretary of the Treasury Henry than he is on frequency modulation.
the men informed of the news of velt,
Jr., and a star-studded Forty-eight department store exe- The Commission received
world and of the war, the strategy of Morgenthau,
major portion of which cutives from various cities attended Friday an application from
the campaigns they are taking part program, the
from Hollywood. The pro- the television seminar which was held Network for an FM station.
in, and the things they should know originated
Tuesday at the Du Mont tele studios Angeles to operate on 43,100
as soldiers, and that purpose can only gram was carried by all networks and under the aegis of Television Work- ering 21,024 square miles.
independent stations throughbe accomplished by giving entertain- leading
shop. The discussion concerned tele's also has an FM application
the country.
ment as all radio programs do, and outProcter
cago.
and Gamble Company, via role in the post-war era.
then putting news and informational five advertising
agencies, renewed its
material in between the entertain- two evening shows
Suggestion: This weekly news
and seven dayCAB To Follow FM
digest may interest someone
ment."

Two Join Coast Web
Los Angeles-Bob Hall, San Francisco newspaperman and RADIO DAILY
correspondent, and Chet Brouwer,

the

time programs on NBC under 52 -week
contracts, effective July 3.

from radio now in the armed
forces. Clip and mail it along.

Two AP Affiliates

WLAP Blue Affiliate

Joe E. Brown, Eddie Cantor and
Through Press Association, Inc.,

former radio and dramatic editor of stations WCSH, Portland, Maine, and
the Fort Wayne "Journal -Gazette," WAAT, Newark, New Jersey, conhave joined Milt Samuel's Pacific Blue tracted for the special AP radio wire,
it has been announced.
press department.

Listening Tren

(Continued from Page 11

Station WLAP, Lexington, Ky., will

become affiliated with the Blue Network as a basic supplementary station effective July 1. Blue affiliates
now total 193.

tory on the total volume of lis
to FM stations individually
lectively, Mr. Lehman expla
John Shephard, III, pre
the American Network, I
statement commended CAB
progressive innovation."

'#
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rational Group
n European Web
Continued from Page 1)
)utch, Polish, Norwegian,
ovakian and Yugoslavian
ters.

tow for European broadcast -

in fact been drawn up, Mr.,
leclared. In each stage in the
normal life on the Continent
ting would play an important
2h problem could be at least

ted, by a service of broad programs framed with the

f making listeners more con their membership of a larger

ity than the nation to which

)pened to belong.
heme for a European Broad Alliance has been completely
p. It could be put into opera-

nediately using existing stabile additional developments
added as these became neces-

d conditions more stabilized.

in essence, plan the

tposals,

network of long wave Euro,ations, on an international
Id to link these by telephone
specified places where pro)uld originate. Brussels, Berne
nna suggested themselves as
stations for such telephonic

i

elevision could be incorporated

network at a later date.
Europe of tomorrow Inter -

broadcasting would take the
ace over national broadcasts does not mean that national

is would be suppressed but

i3

y would be coordinated. One
tonal authority of control was

t

:ntial

in any such scheme.

the voice of broadcasting,
cents should be able to keep
h with their respective count comment on events and to
le national culture.

r

h

W

t
rs
l

ie Hurst Begins Series
Blue Starting July 8
e Hurst, novelist, will be pre -

in a new program sponsored
Borden Company on the Blue
k beginning July 8. Program
iture Miss Hurst as . narrator
a series of dramatizations of
ter's novels and short stories.

will be heard over 189 stations
to 10:30 a.m., EWT, Saturdays.
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WOMEN

IRAIDI10

By MILDRED O'NEILL

SIGNIFICANT to radio was the invitation extended Dorothy Lewis, NAB
co-ordinator of listener activity, by Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, to

confer with other women leaders called to the White House last week.
The meeting was keyed to the development and preparation of all women
for the roles open to them in the present and postwar period, and the in-

clusion of broadcasting in this important conference indeed affords women
of radio their golden opportunity through the educational and inspirational
power of the industry.

*

*

When the news broke recently that the Continent had been
invaded, many of us were momentarily shocked. But not so was
a little group of gals at the Mutual news division in New York.
Speculation had been running high among them for weeks, until
one day during the lunch hour they decided to settle the question.
Lunch was hurried through and the remaining time devoted to an
old standby-a Ouiji board. Says Anita Brown, one of the group:
"It came through as it always has in the past; forecast was June
5th or 6th." Oracle now being consulted on the march to Berlin.

*

*

*

In radio, as elsewhere in the business world, a woman usually has
to work twice as hard as a man to gain recognition. One gal who knows
this to be true is Winifred Pike, producer of the "Quiz of Two Cities,"
heard over WNAC and WEAN, Boston and Providence. "Winnie." our
choice for woman of the week in radio, came to WNAC in 1941 to produce
musical ETs. Many weeks she built as many as 125 shows, including
those for FM stations WGTR and WMTW. Later on she became supervisor
of the electrical transcription department and when Ken Wheeler donned
Part of her
the Khaki was appointed to replace him on the quiz show
interesting job is to contact organizations in the recruitment of teams for
the quiz. Winnie keeps score for the teams, directs the entire show and
supervises the switching of controls from Providence to Boston, and reverse
A resident of Everett, this busy young woman started out as an actress
in local shows. Soon she was directing plays produced by the Malden
Auditorium Stock Company. She is a member of the Boston Stage Door
Canteen and has done volunteer work for the Red Cross and Boston Information Center for two years. She loves people and work-and in her
"spare" time collects symphony records.

*

*

*

One of those "why can't I fall through the floor" moments happened to Paula Carr, femcee on WPAR's (Parkersburg) "Information Booth" program recently. A group of musicians in the adjoining studio blew the circuit that was feeding the turntables set for
Paula's selections. Mistaking the control operator's signals to mean
her mike was "dead," she exploded: "Why doesn't somebody tell
me these things?" Too late she realized the truth but continued
on with the program. The audience was brought in on the joke
during Paula's next program and from comment that followed enjoyed it immensely.... Harriet Pressley, WPTF's (Raleigh) femme
commentator, tells this one on her "fool -proof" recipe for sponge
cake given on "We the Women" recently. Among hundreds of

Propose Association
To Protect Radio Ads
(Continued from Page 1)

otherwise of radio advertising copy,
prevalent to great extent in spot advertising as well as in various commercials. Miss Grattan stated, that

"in many instances a commercial used
in selling a particular product is very

promptly rewritten to sell a similar

and definitely competitive product

without any qualms." As a means
toward inducing more original ideas
for copy and at the same time protect them from plagiarism, directly
or indirectly, Miss Grattan said the
she and other agency people with
whom she has conferred, believed a
protective guild of some sort would
be of help. However, it was pointed

out that the proposers of the new
org. are open to both pros and cons in
the matter.

Plan includes the creation of an
ters to service radio programs and
spot announcements and a staff
equipped to handle it with a clear

agency exclusively for copyright mat-

conception of copyright regulations,
all set up with the cooperation of the
radio -advertising industry. All material would be registered and protected

against infringement. Service would
be handled at a fixed minimum an-

nual fee basis.
While the copyright protective service is not expected to prove 100 -per

cent fool -proof, it is expected to at
least "engender a germ of fear and
hesitancy in the minds of those who

would take the line of least resistance

and copy the answers from the next
fellow."

Organizational meeting will prob-

ably be held in New York shortly
wherein preliminary details will be
lined up. Completion will probably

be made in Chicago at a meeting to
be called at a time when attendees at
the NAB convention can be present
if they so desire.

RIDING AllHIGH
!
the excitement
of watching racing
7su lts
fhre e

races are

...over your radio
via

1430.

letters that arrived was a request to "please send me fool proof
your recipe for sponge cake. Twice lately I have sent for samples

\

}yM

.

-

=1íi
yow/
June 19

Alden Edkins
Charlotte Harriman
Mildred Murray
Lombardo
Ed Thorgersen
ds Moore
Maurice Zimm
nia Payne
Pat Buttram
Coleman

in Gabel

and nothing came but empty envelopes."

*

*

*

Heard and Overheard
The Brandts of Brooklyn. Mae and Ruth,
have done it again. The newest brain -child of this irrepressible pair
is "Innocence Threadleaf," spinster -detective, whose amusing comedy mystery antics are the answer to some sponsor's prayer (they hope)
Mildred Russell, former assistant to producer Charles Martin. is following
in the boss' footsteps. Her own radio program, originating from a New
York department store, will have its airing over WIZ. Title will be revealed prior to premiere
Lorraine Hall who conducts the "War Clinic
of the Air" daily on WJJD (Chicago) is a proud mother. Her 20 -year -old
son, Ray Hallbauer, a marine aerial gunner in the South West Pacific. has
been promoted to sergeant.

on

l2afo6:30..

exclusively, daily

For Aroilabilittea:

WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. Mgr.
Station WBYN, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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***COAST -TO -COAST**
- NEW YORK -

SYRACUSE-Mrs. Richard Borden
Covel, the former Brett Howard,
promotion director at WSAI, Cincinnati, is now sales -promotion director
at W SYR ....WHITE PLAINS-Acting on the belief that many listeners
would prefer "D" day news handled
on a strictly factual basis, based on
communiques, and official bulletins,
WFAS set up a policy of broadcasting a summary of invasion data five
minutes before each hour, and supplemented these with a two -minute bulletin each half hour....JAMESTOWN

-WJTN ushered in the Fifth War
Loan Drive here with a special halfhour program featuring an oratorical
contest among four Jamestown high

school students.... GLOVERSVILLE

-W. L. "Bill" Murtough, formerly of
WOV and the U. S. Signal Corps, has
joined WENT as chief engineer.

- MISSOURI -

ST. LOUIS-"This is KMOX reporting
D -Day," was the announcement on all

station breaks by the CBS affiliate all

day and night on the first day of the

invasion of France. It was station manager Merle S. Jones' idea....KANSAS
CITY-KCMO is combatting that old gram
lin of radio-the loss of listeners between
programs

during

commercial

station

breaks-by plugging up -coming shows

before commercials .... Sidney C. Walker,
- GEORGIA own more than one station
banking exec. was named KMBC's new
ATLANTA-Careful planning months in
treasurer. Arthur B. Church, president and advance paid big dividends to WSB when the same primary area,
general manager, announced.
the first invasion flash broke at 12:24
- FLORIDA - KENTUCKY a.m.. EWT, June 6. For approximately MIAMI-The French undergrour

LOUISVILLE-G. Frederick "Red" eight months a station engineer had reMarch o Ithe Partisans" a
Bauer, WINN commercial manager, mained on duty for the four hours and 15 "The
Song of Resistance," were heart
will address the Sales Managers minutes each day that WSB was not
on first time by the public in this
Council of this city at today's lun- the air. Add Penfield, WSB night news
Martial Singher, Met Opt
cheon on the subject of television and editor, was summoned to announce the when
gave an impromptu reel
frequency modulation.... New busi- flash. Ironically enough, he was study- tone,
WIOD, June 7. Singher was c
ness at WINN includes a three times ing for his army placement when he was guest at a friend's home in Miau
a week, 10 -minute "Mothers of Vic- called.... Bob Umbach, recently medically he met Barney Kent of the W.
tory" program for Baynham's, qual- discharged from the Army Air Corps, McCarthy Chapter, Military Orde
ity Louisville shoe shop. Local credited with 37 missions,
is now a mem. Purple Heart. Kent suggested
WAVES and their mothers are inter- ber of the announcerial staff of WGST.
appear in a broadcast dedicated tc
viewed by recruiting officials....
and its fighting men. Singher o
- NEBRASKA "Dorsa" junior frocks are now aired OMAHA-Gordon
of Kansas with enthusiasm and a broadcc
twice daily for Fleischer's over WINN. City has been namedGray
general man- quickly arranged on WIOD tl
- NEW JERSEY ager of KOIL and KFOR, Lincoln, it morning.
NEWARK-New program heard night- was announced by Charles T. Stuart,
- MINNESOTA -14.
ly, Tuesday through Saturday. at 10:45 president of the Central States BroadMINNEAPOLIS-Recent di
p.m. over WAAT stars Kirby Walker, casting Company and Corn
Belt
of the late Major Eric K
swing pianist and singer. He is new to Broadcasting Corporation, owners of zation
Above All" on Arch 0
eastern airlanes. However, he has toured the stations. Gray has been division "This
extensively throughout the British Isles manager of the Katz agency, radio NBC show had one particularly
listener who heard the pl
and Australia. Present time he is a popu- station representative, for 13 years at ested
the KSTP studios. She w
lar guest at the Stage Door Canteen in Kansas City. , .. Hugh Feltis, who has in
poral Betty Knight of the Ai
New York...PATERSON-Fifth war work- been general manager for KOIL, daughter
of the story's au
ers with the best war bond purchasing KFAB and KFOR, will devote full Hugh McCarthy,
chief eng
records in their plant will be invited each time as general manager of KFAB. WCCO, was elected
Friday to attend a part in the studios of KOIL and KFOR were separated from Twin City Section ofchairman
Insti
WPAT. Each party will have has its KFAB following the ruling of the Radio Engineers at athe
recent
honored quest a returning war hero.
FCC that no radio station owner may meeting held in the studios of

Universal Stroboscope
PHONOGRAPH AND RECORDER AID

11::
UNIVERSAL

This handy phonograph turntable speed indicator,
complete with instructive folder, is now available

gratis to all phonograph and recorder owners

through their local dealers and jobbers. As a recorder
aid the Universal Stroboscope will assist in maintain-

ing pre-war quality of recording and reproducing
equipment in true pitch and tempo.

Universal Microphone Co., pioneer manufacturers of
microphones and home recording components as well

k
Available from local dealers

or by writing factory direct.

as Professional Recording Studio Equipment, takes
this means of rendering a service to the owners of
phonograph and recording equipment. After victory
is ours-dealer shelves will again stock the many new

Universal recording components you have been
waiting for.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Court Enjoins Musicians
A's War Bond oaf
Is Impressive Lineup

Bearded
Lana Turner, the video -as -well as -photogenic actress, was in Go -

than over the weekend for War
rallies.
completed, a
Bond

'day is "CBS War Bond Day," and
y regularly scheduled program on
Columbia network is being dedi-

to the all-out round-the-clock
t of the Fifth War Loan Drive.
network's day will be climaxed
i

special full -hour broadcast titled

Land Is Bright," joint effort of
producer -directors William N.

her mission
retinue of friends
With

joined her for breakfast yesterday

and saw her off as she took the
plane

from

La

Guardia

Field.

Among those present was Mortie
Gottlieb, free lance tele writer, with

a two days' growth of his beard.
Says he was too excited to shave
when he got the invite.

ton and Robert Lewis Shayon,

It will be broadcast from 10:30 to
1 p.m., EWT.

nong those to appear on the spe(Continued on Page 7)

Of United Artists Corp.
:win
.ed

Claude

Mills,

has

Actors' Equity Study

Television Outlook

ivlls Elected To Board

Judge In Minneapolis Restrains A FM
Local From Meeting For Purpose
Of Fomenting Strike At KSTP

Report by executive secretary and

treasurer Paul Dullzell of Actors'
been Equity Assn. at the organization's 31st

a member of the board of annual meeting held at the Hotel
Astor, included a resume of the television situation as it may concern

;tors of United Artists, film prong organization. Mills, formerly
of Ascap's executive committee
many years, was more recently
ral manager of the Song Writers

Minneapolis-A court order enjoining the Minneapolis Musicians Union,

Dr. Leigh Quits FBIS

from meeting to discuss' withdrawal
of musicians from KSTP's studios was

issued the past week-end by Judge
Paul W. Guilford, of the Hennepin?
County district court. The order is,

For 'Free Press' Unit

effective until 9:30 a.m., next Friday;
when union representatives must appear before Judge Guilford to show

Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

Washington-Dr. Robert Leigh, first
chief of the FCC's Foreign Broadcast
Intelligence Service, has resigned that
post to assume direction of the newly formed Commission of Inquiry on a
Free Press. This new committee,

which will study news presentation
by press and radio to determine the
influences behind such presentation,
(Continued on Page 7)

cause why the order should not be

continued in force until the Regional

War Labor Board hands down its
(Continued on Page 6)

Canada Radio Hearing

Blue In Exchange Deal
With Brazilian Outlets

May Finish This Week

AEA membership, Dullzell reiterating
Montreal-The Parliamentary comArrangements whereby the Blue mittee
that they were watching the develop- Network
investigating radio which fot
will
enter
the
international
ments very carefully. Also that the radio field, was announced over the the past month has been trying to
ective Association.
Joint Committee would eventually set week-end by Edward J. Noble, chair- conclude its public sittings and gel
tlls becomes active on the UA scales.
man of the board, who stated that down to the business of drawing up a
t

d effective today when the new
^.tors hold their first meeting in
York.

ARA Discharges Debt
Owed To Actors' Equity

Al th

Stating that television was begin - the deal for exchange of programs report for Parliament, hopes to gain
(Continued on Page 6)
its objective this week.
(Continued on Page 2)
A representative of the Canadian

CBS Renews Husing Pact
For Additional 2 Years Joan Edwards Returning

To "Hit Parade" Saturday

Ted Husing's contract with CBS has

been renewed for another two years, Joan Edwards will return to the
icanFederationEquity ofssn. Radiorevea Artistss beginning August 9, according to "Hit Parade" on CBS this Saturday
a check in the amount Douglas Coulter, vice-president in night, having recovered somewhat
000 which clears up a total of charge of programs. Sportscaster. has from a severe throat hemorrhage

0 loaned to AFRA in 1937 when
rganization was first formed.
orming AFRA, Equity arranged

Iors' (Continued on Page 2)
Blockheads

t

A new high in plaque presenta -

will be reached when the

of "It Pays To Be Ignorant"
ves the Look magazine award

Friday evening June 30. The
iption will read "To the Out-

sanding Blockheads of the Net it' 'orks" and the plaque will be
(

t4 ishioned from a solid block
'i

and oak wood.

of

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

Banker Forecasts Big Market
irdFor Post -War Tele Receivers i
Basing his assertion on a survey
Donley Will Direct Sales
made by the Franklin Square NaWestinghouse Receivers tional Bank, Long Island, Arthur T.
Harold B. Donley has been named
manager of the Westinghouse Radio
Receiver division which will manufacture and market home radio sets,
FM receivers and television receiv-

Roth, the bank's executive vice-pres-

ident, last night declared that television home receivers head the list
of products which the American fam-

ily expects to buy as soon as peacetime manufacturing resumes.

ers in the post-war period, Walter Twenty-two per cent of depositors
Evans, vice-president in charge of participating in a savings plan for
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

Association of Broadcasters, probably
(Continued on Page 5)

Dr. Beverage, RCA, Cited
By Signal Corps Of Army
In recognition of "a great contribution," the United States Army Signal
Corps has awarded its coveted Certificate of Appreciation to Dr. Harold
(Continued on Page 6)

Crusader
Michael Carlo Fusco, news editor of WIBX, Utica, N. Y., filed a
long night letter to the New York
press yesterday in which he took
issue with a syndicated news article
written by Grove Patterson, editor
of the Toledo Blade. In the article
Patterson gives high praise to the
press for their war news coverage
and treats radio's role lightly.

2
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PRANK B
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

Publisher

:

H. K. CARPENTER, vice-president and station

:

:

GENE L. CAGLE, general manager of the
Editor manager of WHK, Cleveland, is in town for the Texas
State Network, has arrived from Fort
Business Manager meetings of the Mutual network's executive Worth on a short business trip.
Paid a call
committee.

Published daily except Saturday', Sundays
IRENE BEASLEY, whose
song program
is
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18), heard Monday through Friday on a network of
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, Columbia stations, is in Alabama today to inPresident and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- terview coal miners as a feature of "The Land
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin Is Bright" broadcast on "CBS War Bond Day."
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- Lois January is subbing in the interim on the
aging Editor; Cheater B. Baba, Vice. Beasley show.
President , Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.

Terms (Post free) United States outside of
CEDRIC FOSTER, commentator on Mutual
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, and the Yankee Network, who was in Chicago
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.

Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,

1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone

6607.

the

LARRY ADLER,
Chicago,

made

in

of

the

Blue

business.

A. W. GREBE, general manager of WBAX,
affiliate in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., arrived

Mutual

few days on station and net-

TOM SLATER, director of special events and

sports for Mutual, leaves today for Chicago,
where he will cover the political conventions
for the network.

Columbia's "Visiting Hour" program from GarEntered as second class matter, April 5, diner General Hospital.
PAUL MILLS, sales manager of WOWO, has
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
returned to the home offices in Fort Wayne
under the act of March 3, 1879.
JUDITH EVELYN has left the cast of "Angel after having conferred at the New York headStreet" to vacation in California.
quarters of the Blue Network.

FinAñcin
19) J
(Monday, .1:,,,e

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net

Am. Tel. G Tel
CBS A
CBS

High Low Close Chg
1601/8 1597/e 160
+ 1/e
313/4

B

Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. G
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common
RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

311/4
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133/4

318 313/4 +
31 1 s

i1

31 1/4

loan Edwards Returning Blue In Exchange Deal
To "Hit Parade" Saturday
With Brazilian Outlets
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
when a blood clot on her vocal chords
burst during her appearance at a Bos- and time is "unattained by any other
S. network," in so far as Brazil
ton Bond Rally. Upon advice of her U.
is concerned.
physician
who
said
overwork
Agreement signed is between the
caused the illness, Miss Edwards will

confine her work for the next two Blue and A.

21% 21% - 1/e months to the one radio show.
131/8
131/8 - 3rÉ
She is credited with appearing at
391/8
38% 39 + 11
35% 343/8 341/2 - sié over 200 camp benefits and bond ral111
11% 11%
1/a
751/= 7511
751/: + 1h lies during the past few months, in
16% 15% 157/8 - 3/e various parts of the country.
10811 105
107
+ 21/

OVER THE COUNTER

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Bid

Asked

211/=

36

....
....

AFRA Discharges Debt
Owed To Actors' Equity

J.

Byington, Jr., who

owns a group of stations in the South

American country. Fine productions
of classical and popular musical features are part of the proposed program

exchange which will include shows
of mutual appeal.

After the inaugural period of ex-

change with Brazil, the Blue will

work out plans for expansion to other
Latin American countries.

(Continued from Page 1)

20 YEHRS NO TONY
(June 20, 1924)
Letters from listeners are still

coming in to WEAF, New York,
approving the greater power transmission which enables outlying districts to get the station's programs.
Previous power of 1/2 a kilowatt
was stepped up to 4 kilowatts....
It is estimated that the "University

of the Air" has the largest class.
room in the world with a "home
attendance" of 120,000.

an elaborate survey of the radio field
about two years prior to the organization becoming a reality. Loan was
subsequently put through until such

CBS Renews Husing Pact
For Additional 2 Years

time as AFRA membership and its
(Continued from Page 1)
fees were sufficient to pay back the been with the network since Christmoney advanced.
mas Day, 1927 when he won an an-

Korn Kobbler Creations

What's a listener
cost you ?

of the advertising club of that city, a visitor to
Fresno for the conference of the Pacific Adve,tising Assn., and to San Francisco on station

the Windy City.

harmonica virtuoso now in
an
appearance
Saturday on

headquarters

FIN HOLLINGER, general manager of KDB,
Santa Barbara, Cal., and newly elected president

yesterday to address the annual convention yesterday for
of the International Kiwanis Club, will broad- work business.a
cast his coast -to -coast program today from

Wlsconsin 7.6336, 7-6337, 7.6338. Chicago (15), WGN, Mutual outlet

III.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite

yesterday at
Network.

Radio In
Baltimore

It's very easy to find ou

First, you take a station.
coverage. All stations
coverage maps.

have

Then you find out
many people listen to

station. You know
that's done.

Then you divide
number of listeners by
cost of the program.

It's as simple as that.
Down here in Baltimo
we know how many liste
ers you get for your doll.

And we know, too, t
station that delivers t
most listeners for yo
dollar. It's the indepen
ent radio station W-I-T-

nouncing audition over 619 applicants.

His present schedule brings him to

Credit for the musical production the CBS mike Thursdays 6:15 p.m.,
of the Korn Kobblers latest series of EWT in the "On Your Mark" program

transcriptions goes to Frederic W. Ziv and Saturdays when he covers track
Company. Featured with the novelty meets.
musical group are Alan Courtney as
emcee, Rodd . Evans and Charlie

Wayne as comedians and Kay Lorraine as femme vocalist.

Only Philadelphia Station Featuring 3 HOURS
of Classical Music EVERY DAY
No wonder WDAS audiences say
"Thank you!" In addition to other
musical programs, WDAS features
classical music for two hours every
morning from 10 to 12 A.M. and again

for another hour from

11

to 12 P.M.

"Worcester,

Eng.,
calling
Worcester,
A. "London calling." These are
established features received direct on
U.

S.

WTAG's own short wave equipment. More
evidence that WTAG's a big station.

WTAG
WORCESTER

WIT-H
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED

BY

HEADLEY - REED

ul

to

Between 8 A.M. and 6 P.M.
WART delivers
more listeners per dollar
in America's 4' Largest Market

than any other station
including all 50,000 watters:*
*See Latest Surveys! Cheek Availabilities!
National Representatives (Outside N. Y. Area) Spot Sales, Inc.

SMART BUYERS

use

Do you realize this market contains over 31/2 million people; more than these 14
cities combined:-Kansas City, Indianapolis, Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Dallas,
Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hartford, Des Móines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.

"DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR NEW JERSEY'S BEST RADIO BUY"
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AGEIICIES

By RALPH WILK

CARLOS RAMIREZ, M -G -M singing star, will be the regular featured soloist on the new Cass Daley Charlie Ruggles airer.
"Parade of the States" program on
KHJ Sunday at 12:15 p.m. will salute
Minnesota, home of the Merry Macs
and Andrews Sisters, this week. Show

t

scripted by Georgina Small and

is

announced by Norman Rogers.
Helen Forrest, former vocalist with
Harry James and winner of numerous
popularity polls, will be Kenny
Baker's first guest when he takes over
Groucho Marx's "Blue Ribbon Town"
for its CBS summer season on June
24.

Harry W. Flannery, CBS war commentator, won the radio's newsmen's
"Invasion Date" pool at CBS. Harry

picked June

7

date.

as

the most likely

Victor Arno, violinist in many big

network airers and who has given

recitals at famed Carnegie Hall, this
week joined the string section of
Billy Mills' "Fibber McGee" orchestra. Arno spent years in Europe as
a concert violinist and is a former

conductor of the Buffalo Theater, New
York.

Here is another new novelty song
that is going to go places on The Hit
Parade. It's another butcher boy song

entitled "Ma -Per Che" written by
Jack Kenney and Jimmie Franklin.

The song was introduced with
tremendous success by Freddie
(Schnickelfritz) Fisher and his orchestra. "Ma -Per -Che" is to be
Fisher's next recording for Decca
Records.
Santa Barbara designated last

Saturday "Tom Breneman Day" in
honor of the Blue Network `Breakfast

at

Sardi's"

host,

who

pre-

sented his popular morning program

from that city that day in support

of the Fifth War Loan Drive. Mayor
Patrick Maher of Santa Barbara was
a

special

guest on the Blue Net-

work broadcast.

The Bill Goodwins gave

a

wild

duck dinner for his associates on the

JEROME S. MEYER, tormetly

pt

dent of the Zinn & Meyer ad
tising agency, has joined the star
Norman D. Waters & Associates, l

Windy City Wordage!!
The WLS National Barn Dance believes it has the all-time cham
peen in the fan department
She is 14 -year -old Rosemary Patton
Arnett, who has attended more than 600 performances by

Chicago

the

of hayloft gang at

the Eighth Street Theater
Rosemary paid her first visit to the Barn Dance with

her
mother when she was two years old and can count on her lingers the
times she has missed in 12 years. For the past seven years Rosemary
and her mother have occupied the same two front row seats every Satur
day night
Such loyalty must be rewarded, of course, and so it was
on Saturday night's broadcast when Rosemary was the guest of the Barn
Dancers.
Last week was "Baby Week at WBBM" with three stork
visits
First arrival was Adrienne Frances Zech, born to Betty Ruth
Smith, WBBM-CBS actress and the wile of Lt. Robert Zech of the Navy
Same day Robert Blake Hurleigh bowed in at St. Joseph's Hospital.
His dad is WBBM's news analyst Robert Hurleigh
Third newcomer
was William Michael O'Neil" born in St. John's hospital in Los Angeles to
.

.

Mrs. Danny O'Neil, wile of WBBM's singing star.
í7

í7

r

Ruthie Duskin of the Quiz Kids and Paul Schulze, chair-

man of the board of the Schulze and Burch Biscuit Company in
Chicago, have the same birthdate-June 13-a fact Schulze discovered while listening to the June 11 Quiz Kid broadcast
So
when Ruthie returns from the Bond -selling tour through the South
she and some of the other Kids are making, she will find waiting
for her a big box of Mr. Schulze's favorite cookies
The difference in their ages, incidentally, is exactly 70 years. Ruthie has
just turned 10, while Mr. Schulze is the oldest baking executive in
the United States... WBBM has come up with something new
in educational features-the "Young People's Platform," devoted to
discussions of the problem of juvenile delinquency by teen-agers,
who certainly should have some ideas on the matter if anybody
has
Kids from four different high schools will take part in
the weekly discussions. Student actors will dramatize the immediate problem under consideration, followed by a brief talk by each
of the four students, discussion among the speakers and questions
from the studio audience
Russ Davis, WBBM staffer, is moderator; Gordon Van Dover producer, and Paul Brentson handles
the roving mike
It's a 13 -week series in which the Radio

York agency, to assist in hand
accounts as well as to
vision and radio programs.
HOWARD D. STEER, Detroit
vertising agency, has taken new
larger quarters on the 28th stool
Detroit's Book Tower.
GEO. S. JONES, JR., vice-presid
in charge of sales at Server, Inc.,
elected president of the National lI
eration of Sales Executives recer

in their second wartime confers
at the Edgewater Beach Hotel in

cago. Jones, who has served S
board of the Federation for
years, succeeds Harry C. Andersá

the A. B. Dick Company of Chief,

who became chairman of the

BOSTON OFFICE of Batten,

ton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., will

on Thursday of this week to its
quarters in the Statler Office Bu
on Providence Street.

ERWIN, WASEY & CO., INC
been named by Zonite Products

to handle the advertising of
and Zonitors. Edward H. He
will be executive on the accou
WALTER WICKER has joine
Chicago office of Compton Adv

ing as a member of the radio
He will do supery

partment.

work on the agency program. "
co's Radio Newspaper."

HIRSHON-GARFIELD, INC.,

been engaged to place the adv

ing of Eggnog Shampoo, produce

M. Louis Products Co. Radio is
eluded among the media to be us

Council of the Chicago Public Schools and the Chicago Youth Conference are co-operating.

Burns and Allen program at his

Toluca Lake residence. The 16 ducks
were killed by the announcer -actor at
his Dos Palos, Calif., ranch last November and kept in a freezer until the
party.

The "Mr. Reynolds" in the "Harold Teen" comic strip has a
real -life counterpart in Fred Reynolds of the WGN continuity department
In the strip, "Harold." just returned from overseas, was asked by

a Mr Reynolds of station "WON" to appear on a Bond show
Fred
actually writes the WGN "Bandwagon" scripts
The explanation for
all this lies in the tact that Fred is married to the daughter of Carl Ed"
creator of "Harold Teen"
Fred's wile. Donna, is generally supposed
to be the inspiration for Lillums.
í7

7l
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VOICE .1 GREATER KANSASI CITY

2lí #Dun! a 227
BASIC MUTUAL
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Basso Reinhold Schmidt of the Carnation Contented pro-

gram has dreamed up something in the line of pools
It all
started when it became known that Soprano Ada Beth Peaker
of the Carnation chorus, has a date with the Stork
The Carnation staff, at Schmidt's suggestion, established a pool with an exclusive membership of 24-one for each hour of the day
Each member has contributed a dollar to the pool
Holder of
the hour of the baby's arrival will collect
He, however, must
buy the youngster a $25 War Bond.

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Edward Petry & Co., Notional Representatly

:d
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GRAIN REVIEWS

They still smile

,CO SUMMER SHOW
Philco Corp.
Starring
II Whiteman and Orchestra
p.m., EWT, WIZ -Blue Network

re M. Ramsdell Assoc. Inc.

when you mention Peoria,

'FATHER FORMAT IS SMOOTH
M -EASY LISTENING.

to summer, Philco, in chang-

"Hall of Fame" set-up for

BUT...

music as dished out by Paul
an, plus vocalists, an occa-

tg and light emceeing by P. W.

le a good move. Whiteman
t have no trouble whatsoever
ying the hour show both
y and from the script angle,
hour passes in seemingly no
all. To fit the times, news has
ected, the short period going

and assuring the listener he

sing anything somewhere else
the dial. Evelyn Knight is the
Vocalist and Bob Johnstone is
tlosist, but used to great ex fi foil for Whiteman's emcee-

lllastone does a Steppin Fetchit

announcement for the show

Who was that
Lady I Saw You
with in Peoria?

e commercials), which are
by Glenn Riggs.

blight of last Sunday's show
guest appearance of the old
Five, all of the individual
being also alumnae of the
organization; at one time
er they played in the band.
ere was Frankie Signorelli,
immy Lytell, clarinet; Phil

(The Great) at the trumGrande, trombone and

lhce

Wettling, drums. They re orne of the old tunes such as
Kate" and other hot numbers

early 20's. No danger of this
ttion going flat on any listen -

wise Whiteman's arrange and good taste in selections is
usual.

His handling of the

job is terrific. Philco credits

e along the previous lines,

being in war production now
to make things "for good liver the war. Although no men currently made of Variety tiesumed the show is still -under

isdiction and mention of the
will be resumed when the for es back to "Hall of Fame."

dian Radio Hearing
Conclude This Week

Time was, back in the old
vaudeville days, when the very
mention of the name Peoria
would send Chicago audiences
into gales of laughter.
They still smile when you
mention Peoria, BUT .. .
But the smiling isn't done by
Chicago vaudeville audiences.
It's being done by the 61% more

advertisers-that's right, 61%

more than a year ago-who
are using WENR.
And they're smiling plenty over
all the business WENR is pulling
for them in Peoria, in Green Bay,

in South Bend, in Kalamazoo and
every other market in WENR's
great primary coverage area.

For WENR is not a "Chicago
station." It's not even a Cook
County station. It's bigger than
both. It covers no less than
13,000,000 Americans in no less

than four states-in no less than
one tenth of the nation!
So why shouldn't WENR's 61%
more advertisers be smiling these
days? If you were buying the
second richest market in the
world at the lowest cost per 1000
families, wouldn't you be smiling?

(Continued from Page 1)

Sedwick, K. C. of Toronto, the

legal adviser, will return to

MORE ADVERTISERS ARE SELLING

ind to be questioned on a brief
ented several months ago. In
tervening period some of Mr.
ick's criticisms have brought

from Dr. Augustin Frigon,

ting general manager.
rrigon himself will follow Mr.

Chicago's Basic Blue Network Station
890kc.-- 50,000 watts-- clear channel

Ick, and this should wind up

n hearings. Then the commit -

1 'decide on one of the main

Lions offered-division of power

Owned and Operated by The Blue Network Company

1 manager.

NEW YORK

In a full-time chairman and a

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

Represented Nationally by Blue Spot Sales
HOLLYWOOD

DETROIT

PITTSBURGH
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Court's Order Stays
KSTP Strike Move

Banker Forecasts Big Market
For Post- War Tele Receivers

(Continued from Page 1)
decision in the present protracted

Actors' Equity Stud

Television Outl

(Continued from Page 1)

post-war buying, are saving specifical- through banks in their localities. This
The order enjoined the union from ly for television receivers, priced by first television market includes the
meeting last Saturday or any other the bank at $400, he said. Thirteen areas being served today with televimeeting "in which any vote shall be per cent are saving for automobiles, sion programs by transmitters located
taken ordering musical services with- 12 per cent are enrolled in the elec- in New York City, Albany -Schenecheld from KSTP." Order also re- tric washer club, 12 per cent are sav- tady, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Philacontroversy.

strains union from "in any manner ing for refrigerators, and the rest for
violating terms and conditions of the other household appliances.
directive order of the War Labor Mr. Roth said that if the Franklin
Board or doing anything which would Square National Bank's saving plan
create a work stoppage in the Min- and the customers earmarking could
be regarded as a criterion there are
neapolis studios."
Union musicians employed in the over 1,600,000 people throughout the
Minneapolis studios of KSTP partici- country who could be expected to acpated in a government conducted cumulate 625 million dollars in savelection recently. Eight voted against ings earmarked for this purpose.
strike, six voted for strike and two The bank official pointed out that

war,

came and stopped it in its track:

zell told the members that, "rt
the industry has taken up its e
ments again and programs are

have worked on some of them. t

Appropriately enough, Mr. Roth's rate so many people are corn
statements were made last night via with this development and its
television during a forum conducted bilities appeared to be so seriot:

Dr. Beverage, HCA, Cited Grove Lab. Sponsors
Porter Representing Webs
By Signal Corps Of Army
Foster News Over MBS Gives Jap-Bombing Story

(Continued from Page 1)
Cedric Foster, popular daytime
H. Beverage, associate director of RCA commentator
whose programs originlaboratories in charge of communica- ate from the Yankee
network's key
tions research, it was announced yes- station WNAC, will have
new sponterday. Maj. Gen. H. C. Ingles, Chief sor on the Mutual networka beginning
Signal Officer, who informed Dr.

(Continued from Page 1)

ning to be an important factor
entertainment field when th,

delphia, to which Cincinnati will be ing with increasing frequency,a
added within a few months after the Dullzell continued: "Many t

by Lowell Thomas, in which officials
of three large aircraft plants adjacent
to Nassau County, and Scott Fletcher,
field director of the Committee for
Economic Development participated.
if these preferences, as evidenced in The
were not voting.
program was telecast from an
this
Long
Island
town
of
10,000,
can
On April 24, Clyde M. Mills of the
NBC studio over WNBT to a group
strike section, NWLB, wired Min- be taken as a basis for estimating the of industrial and civic leaders
gathneapolis Local No. 73, AFM, that the post-war product wants of the rest ered for the occasion at a dinner
the country, then 320,000 people meeting in the Franklin Square NaKSTP strike was "contrary to na- of
tional policy and in violation of the residing in the first television market tional Bank, as well as to the more
area can be expected to make similar than 5,000 homes in the New York
no strike pledge."
savings for sight -and -sound receivers area equipped with pre-war televiif the plan were available to them sion receivers,

I

Tuesday, June 2¡

the joint committee on televisi

up by Equity, Chorus Equitl

Screen Actors Guild and the n
can Federation of Radio Arti.
1940, recently held a three da;

Sion.

"Watching Development"

"That committee"

said

o7

"wants to notify everyone c

that it is watching the dev
of television, that no group

r,

anywhere can assume the
speak for actors about pay o

tions or work in television. The:
be determined only by the Joint.

mittee which will also decide
and where to put them into etl"In the meantime, all menthe
union are asked to repo
Example of the value of pooling every
the network correspondents was their own organization wheneve
work
in
television the decal
again evident Friday morning when
and when they worked,
CBS Coast engineers monitoring of where
they
did,
what
they were paid
Radio Chungking picked up Roy and under what
of cone
Porter (NBC) and put him on the they worked. Thesort
organizatio
air at 8 a.m., EWT as representing in turn, relay this information
the combined networks. CBS proved
to be the only network that carried Joint Committee which will
developments and take suc
him in the morning and received five on
may be necessary. I want
minutes of eye -witness account of as
keep these instructions in mini
the bombing of Japan by the new do
any work in that field."
B 29's in one of which Porter flew as

June 26. New sponsor will be the
Beverage of the award, said:
Laboratories. Foster is spon"Your tireless effort and valuable Grove
by 40 individual companies in
advice during the installation of a sored
to Grove Lab. Hal Miller
radioteletype circuit in the North At- addition
will announce,
lantic Route constituted a great con- This program is one of four coast tribution to the Signal Corps in its to -coast
shows which
gigantic task of furnishing the United originate commercial
WNAC and carried
States Army the world's greatest mili- over MBS.from
Others are: American passenger.
tary "Communications system."
Jury, sponsored by Lewis At 8:45 a.m. CBS again picked
Dr. Beverage was inventor of the Woman's
Company for NR, Nature's Porter up from
with a more Donley Will Direct Sal=
"Wave Antenna," which became the Howe
Remedy and Turns; "What's Your elaborate accountChina
Westinghouse Recei
of the bombing and
standard for long -wave radio recep- Idea?"
sponsored by Duffy -Mott; and this was also carried by the Blue
tion in America and abroad.
another Cedric Foster news analysis Network. Correspondents in Rome,
(Continued from Page 1)
program which is heard every Sunand the Allied Beachead in Wlesitinghouse radio activitie
Time Changes On Blue Shows day night for the Employers Group. London
France were left "holding the mike," nounced. Donley will headqua
Two Blue shows will shift time
as CBS' "World News" program at New York City.
schedules in July. Beginning July 4,
a.m. and later, were ditched for the
New Blue Commercial 8Chungking
Eversharp's "Let Yourself Go" staraccount.
ring Milton Berle, will move from "Glamour Manor," a new half-hour
Tuesday at 7 p.m., EWT, to 10:30 p.m. audience participation and comedy
74 SCHOOL 0
Effective July 9, "The Life of Riley" show, sponsored by Procter & Gamble
will move from Sunday at 3 p.m. to Company, will debut on the Blue Net- D -Day Listening Audience
RADIO
TECHNIQL
work beginning July 3. Program will Higher Than Pearl Harbor
10 p.m., EWT.

be heard Monday through Friday
from 12 to 12:30 p.m., EWT.

evening of D -Day, June 6, and the
corresponding time following Pearl

ANNOUNCER WANTED

Harbor, reveals that D -Day, while it
lagged during some of the hours following the first news, eventually at

CBS-SKW-YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
Seasoned,

News,

and

experienced,
general

capable

announcing.

man

Not

for

10-10:30 p.m., EWT, D -Day reached

a

a high of 53.0 sets -in -use as compared to the Pearl Harbor high of

war -time position but a permanent opportunity for the right man.
Immediate
vacancy. Prefer family man-over 30 Years
old or draft exempt. Write, wire or phone

W. P. WILLIAMSON, JR.-Gen. Mgr.

WKBN BROADCASTING CORP.
Phone 42122

Comparison of listening during the

49.0. Possible however that the Pearl
Harbor date which was Dec. 7, 1941

had more listeners during the subJune 20
Matthew D. Crowley Ginger Grey
Joseph A. Feintuch Kenny Stevens
Bob Howard

sequent hours because it was Sunday.
These figures were provided by C. E.

Hooper, Inc., which points out that
listening at this time of the year is
normally only 75 per cent as high as

early December.

,4

(America's Oldest School Deno
Exclusively to Radio Broadcast,'
SPECIAL SUMMER

6 Weeks' Day Courses

JULY 5 & AUGUST
8

Weeks'

Evening Courses

JULY 18 & AUGUST fi
Taught by Network Professional,,

Beginner & Advanced students, in,'tu
ANNOUNCING
STATION ROUT
ACTI
NEWSCASTING
CONTINUITY WRITING
DICT
YO
COMMENTATING
Co-ed. Moderate rates. Inquire!
Call or Write for Booklet R.

R.K.O. BUILDING,RADIO CITY,
CIRCLE 7-0193

N.

7
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t War Bond Day
impressive Lineup

RADIO DAILY

*PROMOTION*

Dr. Leigh Quits FBIS

For 'Free Press' Unit

Public Service
Elaborate Campaign
(Continued from Page 1)
The Blue's new affiliate, WGR in WQAM's role in this war for the is sponsored by the University of Chi(Continued from Page 1)
one of the year 1943 is clearly outlined in its cago with Henry Luce, of Time and
,gram are Fred Allen, Dinah Buffalo, has conducted
campaigns when it

rank Sinatra, Bob Hawk, Phil
"Vox Popper" Warren ' Hull,
easley, Sgt. Mel Allen, Danny
Parks Johnson, Garry Moore,
Durante, Colonel Stoopnagle,
ing, Del Sharbutt, Dorothy
and Mrs. Ted Gamble, wife of

most effective

hung Bond Drive

white in principal Canadian papers
in the coverage area, 32 24 -sheet outdoor billboards, 650 dash cards for
street cars and buses, bumper strips

new promotion piece which tells Life, believed to be the financial
made its change June 1st. The follow- about the station's public service pro- backer.
ing should give you an idea of what grams.
Charles Hyneman, now of the
was accomplished: full page color ads
The numerical summary of WQAM's UNRRA, will take over Leigh's post
in seven trade journals, 5,360 lines war
shows that the station at the FBIS.
of color ads in four local papers, 2,000 madeeffort
Dr. Leigh was for a long period
announcements for manlines black and white in the local power1,378
in addition to its production of head of the progressive Bennington
and
evening
paper,
11,000
lines
black
t secretary of the Treasury,
for the same purpose. (Vt.) College for Girls.
in 10 principal papers of the 102 programs
ng S. S. Forbes Road at the white
were aimed at aiding the folcoverage area, 3,000 lines black and These
lowing departments: U. S. Army, U. S.

:reakfast at Sardi's," one of
,'s top morning shows, will

the film industry's "Fight.
Fifth" Drive by broadcast -

coast -to -coast from the stage

aarner's Hollywood Theater,
Inesday morning, June 21.
fission will be by War Bond
"Breakfast" originates in

ynood and is heard over the
a Network.

Navy, Marines, Coast Guard, Civil

Service, Selective Service, woman -

WNAX Presents Two More
College Scholarships

power and miscellaneous. The station
Yankton, S. D.-WNAX has premade 1,510 announcements for
for taxis of area, banners, 30 x 40 feet also
sented two of its scholarship to the
the
defense
financing
program,
in
adacross principal street intersections, dition to its production of 538 pro- Morningside College, Sioux City,

500 inside street car and bus cards, grams.
11 by 28 inches; 10,000 four -page color
The morale announcements totalled
inserts for distribution at luncheon 955,
morale programs amountclubs and insertion in Radio Show- ing towith
1,214. Home front announcemanship; 200 placards for window dis-

Iowa, Phil Hoffman, station's vicepresident, announced recently. These
scholarships will augment WNAX
scholarships already set up for Iowa
came to 1,948, with programs State College, Minnesota College of
play purposes, 800 cards and danglers ments
amounting to 2,045. These home front Agriculture, South Dakota State Col-

for stores sponsoring programs, three items were for: defense council, Office lege, Yankton College, and Nebraska
and 50 retail
d shipyard, with 6,000 shipyard full window displays
All we can add is of War Information, American Red College of Agriculture. Scholarships

Conrad Nagel will be heard window tie-ins.
Cross, salvage, rationing and miscel- are one each for a boy and a girl
rrator of the show "The Land simply this: a most proficient pro- laneous. Actual cash value of time in the amount of $300 and are set
duction.
and announcements amounted to up to run for a period of 10 years
from time of presentation.
us portions of the program
$224,955.
Down To Brass Tacks
ginate from Washington, Long
WEEI, "Columbia's Friendly Voice
N. Y., Detroit, Texas, Los
, Iowa, Fort Benning, Ga.; Al - In Boston," gets down to business in
Boston, Portland, Oregon. The its new brochure called "The Brass
la presentation will include in- Tacks of Boston Radio," in which it
tells the story of the three Boston
s with coal miners.
musical portion of this special stations which are most preferred by
n will include the Columbia local Boston advertisers. They are
is orchestra and a 16 -voice WEEI, WNAC and WBZ-WBZA. The
under the supervision and di - artwork of this promotion piece is a
handsome production. The heavy
of Alexander Semmler.
ddition to the foregoing, CBS weight stock, with the wood -grained

FLORIDA'S
LARGEST

.07,/~

Muting a special show today effect cover, into which the photothe direction of Bill Slocum, graphed tacks appear to be sticking,
ecial events director. The show, gives the theme of the brochure added
sled to take place at 4:45 p.m., interest. Bronze is the predominant
will feature four winners of color throughout.
bngressional Medal of Honor:
ohn Basilone of the U. S. Mar ,t. Comdr. William Hall of the
Navy, Lt. Ernest Childers, and
Sgt. "Commando" Charles
Ides these special programs, War

tke

I

4n

lox

i

...now...and in the

Noe

years to come!

appeals will be voiced on .all

network programs including
commercials and sustaining preiions.

WIOD covers this
new, rich rnarkcl

NOV 11

os completely os
Miami's magic sun
listen every minute to.
get
WBYN - .
and
I

.

minute

a

I

of

news,

a

5000 Watts - 610 K C

minute of sports, of racing

-

between music

all

day long.

the

know"!

I

NBC

am "in

Join

the

"Minute Station" enthusiasts toda".

W6yN 4
For Avoi/abilities:

WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. Mgr.
KATZ AGENCY-REPRESENTATIVE

Station WBYN, Brooklyn, N. Y.

National Representatives
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

Southeast

Representative

HARRY E CUMMINGS
JAMES M LeGATE, General Manager
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COAST -TO -COAST
- NEW YORK -

NEW YORK-Fred Barr, WWRL's
former program director, while
furloughing in town, dropped in to
say hello at the station ....Paul Lukas
and Eric Von Stroheim will be featured in "High Command," WNEW's
Fifth War Loan Drive program, June
24....Carroll Glenn, young violinist,

will be guest soloist on "America's
Artists Series" over WQXR, beginning July 1....Alan Courtney's first
War Bond show, which also com-

- KANSAS SALINA-KSAL's Ed Kihn, Herb
Clark, and Ema Lou Bireline participate in "Let's Laugh," new account
for Spark-o-Lite, featuring the best
joke of day which wins $1 or $2 for
submitter in five-minute show on
twice

Tuesday, June

WHEN DOROTHY WADMAII

sao

daily ....KSAL's Community
News program by its sponsor, Silver
Springs Dairy, has increased sale of
cottage cheese to three thousand
pounds within two months of adver-

memorates his 4th anniversary with tising.
WOV, will star Charlie Spivak and his
- COLORADO ork at the Palm Garden ....Slated to DENVER-Cottrell's Men's Store has

reappear on Charlie Ruggles "Max- newed advertising contract for the 14th
well House Iced Coffee Time" are year with ROA....Another renewal for

John Hodiak and Jane Powell, June 52 weeks Is the Kendrick -Bellamy,
Denver

23.

stationery Company.... KOA broadcast

- OHIO -

formal presentation of the National SecurCINCINNATI-At a WKCR press recep- ity Award to Colorado's Public Service
tion given for Cugat ó Company recently, Company from the Broadway Theater.
the guest of honor almost didn't show up Denver, recently. Fitzsimons General Hos-until a hour before party time Senor X pital Band provided background music...
had not been invited!... Ann Perry, WLW RLZ special events announcers Bob Petra

singing star, has had a P-39 Aircobra and Frank Allen alternated at the mike

named

after her.... DAYTON-Phyllis in the holeing-through ceremonies of Alva
Willer, who has just resigned from the B. Adams tunnel of the Big Thompson

WING staff, has joined the WAAC staff
at Fort Myers. Florida.... COLUMBUS"The Spirit of $16.75" was the title of
WCOL's all -employee War Bond show.
Charles C. Cole and Joe Ferte presided
over the variety hour. $2,757,0^_0 was sold
in War Bonds.

water project, world's longest.

- GEORGIA ATLANTA-Wright Bryan, commentator for WSB and first man to
return from invasion front for mike
report to this nation, described the
first flight of Allied planes to land

- MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON-John Charles Thomas, soldiers on France, at 4:20 a.m., EWT,
singing star, highlighted Westing- D -Day.... Hugh Whiteside, ex -anhouse program over WBZ last Sunday nouncer with WKPT, Kingsport,
at 2:30

p.m.....HOLYOKE - Don
Tuttle, WHYN announcer, has rejoined the staff after studying course
in vocal expression at Emerson Col-

Tenn., has joined WGST staff announcers, "A Date With Dee" is an
addition to the fast-growing number
of programs of Rich's Inc., Atlanta

lege, Boston.... LAWRENCE-WLAW Department Store, over WGST.
is planning new ideas to promote sale

-IOWA-

of bonds with cooperation of ebmmunity's manufacturing concerns.

DES MOINES-News staff of KRNT and

KSO, Iowa's largest, remained at their

- LOUISIANA posts during the first night of the invasion
NEW ORLEANS-Gov. James H. Davis after having carried the State primary
led the audience in singing "Home On election returns during the day. They were

The Range' at the recent Chamber of Glen Law, Stanley Dixon. Dick Burris.

Commerce banquet after a short address George Sudermann, Don Miller, John R.
over WWL. He's author of "You Are My Irwin, Wayne Ackley, Arnold Rosen Sunshine'....The Rev. P. A. Roy, S. J., boom, Wier Davenport, William Riley,
president, has announced appointment of Ralph Nash and news director Joe Ryan

the Rev. John W. Hynes. S.

J.,

former

, "Likely Listeniá ," new KENT column,

Loyola University of the South, president, is being published by 16 newspapers in
as faculty director of the university's Middle Iowa. It features local and Co.
WWL 50.000 watt station.
lumbia network personalities.

.... then spinach takes on new value in t
eyes of thousands of Maine women!
Mrs. Wadman knows whereof she speaks. Her daily p

gram-POINTS AND POINTERS-at 9:45 a.m., Monde

through Fridays, is fifteen minutes of required listening f
homemakers in the WGAN area. Recognized (througho
Southern Maine) as an authority on dietetics and home e
nomics, Mrs. Wadman has gained an enormous followi
for her chatty and informative radio talks. Whatever pro

uct she advertises-whether food, new kitchen gadg
cook books, or lunch boxes-is sure to become an ov
night best seller in Maine!

If you wish to tap the rich Portland market, and that
14 counties in Maine and 1 in New Hampshire, get in to
with us or any Raymer office! The opportunity to take
vantage of Dorothy Wadman's proven selling ability can
yours-on an economical participation basis!

WALTER COMPTON
add
STATION

WGOV
to his
sponsor list
Mir

Available for cooperative sponsorship

te'

PORTLAND

5000

560

Watts

Kilocycles

Columbia Hotel, Portland, Maine
on

MUTUAL.

Cell, wire or write WM. B. DOLPH, WOL, WASH., D. C.

CBS Member Station

National Representative: PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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?ly Defends Work Of RIIS
visions 100 Tele

Stations In Future
re than 100 active master tele )11 stations will be serving half
population of the United States
tin five years after the war, in the

don of Howard L. Perdiue, dis; representative of electronic de-

Seasonable?

"Christmas in July" is the title
of a comedy play which will be
presented by the Lux Radio Theater

over CBS on Monday, June 26, at
Dick Powell and
9 p.m., EWT.
Linda Darnell will have the leading
roles and "jingle bell" music will
be furnished by Lou Bring and his
orchestra.

an Society. Address was delivered
tre the ATS members at the Cap Hotel, New York. Robert B. Stone,

tram manager of G.E.'s tele sta-

WRGB in Schenectady also ad (Continued on Page 6)

(C Personnel Changes
lnnounced By Carpenter

Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

Washington-Appearing yesterday

Educators And Mfrs.

Lucy Monroe Chosen

For Blue Net Post
Lucy Monroe, nationally famous
songstress of the radio, opera and
concert, who during the past three
years has devoted her entire time to
nation-wide traveling on

Cleveland-Radio

educators

House, FCC Chairman James Lawr-

and

manufacturers will gather here on
June 26 and 27 to attend a conference

patriotic

(Continued on Page 6)

r

Ilevision Speakers
To Present Forecast

New Long Term Contract
For Fibber McGee -Molly

New contract which will carry Fib-

the joint chiefs of staff and the Secretaries of War and Navy to the President were "based upon incorrect facts
and upon a fundamental misconception of the Commission's radio intelligence work." These letters, dated in
February a year ago, were first made

called by the Office of Education to
discuss what kind of radio equip- public by Eugene L. Garey, former
ment schools and colleges will want Lea committee counsel, and were
after the war ends. Sessions will be
(Continued on Page 6)
held at the Cleveland Board of Education's WBOE studios with William

has been appointed Direcleveland-Announcement of sev- missions,
of Civic Affairs for the Blue Net- Electronic Manufacturers
key personnel appointments as a tor
Mark Woods, president of the
jel to the expansion program of work.
Plan Fall Conference
announced yesterday.
United Broadcasting Company Blue,
Miss Monroe's first assignment in her
re made yesterday.
be as mistress of cere- Radio and electronic parts industry
K. Carpenter, former vice-presi- new postonwill
the "Swing Shift Frolics," and trade have set plans for a Chicago
t and general manager of UBC monies
conference this Fall, October 19-21,
general manager of WHK, Cleve - popular Blue Network program which inclusive, to be held at the Stevens
(Continued on Page 7)
d, has been appointed executive
Hotel. Shows and exhibitions of the
e -president of the broadcasting
parts industry more or less discon(Continued on Page 2)

the Lea committee of the
ence Fly charged that letters from
before

Set Radio Conference

ment of General Electric, who last

it addressed the American Tele -

FCC Chairman, Before Lea Committee,
Says Letters Asking Budget Cut
"Based On Incorrect Facts"

(Continued on Page 2)

Alvin Heads News -Events
For NBC Coast Division

Special GOP Pickups

Scheduled From Chi.
Chicago-Campaign manager and

spokesmen for the candidates will
speak on NBC's special pre -conven-

tion broadcasts of the National Republican Convention which opens
Monday. The first broadcast is sched-

uled for this Friday at 10:45 p.m.,

EWT, William F. Brooks, NBC direr (Continued on Page 6)

ber McGee and Molly well beyond
15 Air Force Veterans
their 10th year on NBC was signed
,ffect of television on the publish - yesterday in Hollywood, by S. C.
Joseph J. Alvin, assistant manager
To Sell Bonds On WNEW
industry and its effect on the film Johnson & Son, Inc., their current of NBC's press department on the
ustry will be the two topics of sponsor. Pact was inked for the client Coast, has been promoted to manager Fifteen young Army Air Force
cussion at the Television Seminar by John Louis, vice-president of of news and special events for the
combat veterans who have seen action
the Radio Executives Club sched(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 5)
in the skies over Germany, Italy.
d for Thursday, June 22, in NBC's
Africa and the Pacific will help sell
(dio 6B, 8:30-10:30 p.m.
Fifth War Loan Drive bonds over
(he topic pertaining to the pub (Continued on Page 2)

Not Twins
Strange as it seems. Robert St.
John and John Vandercook, noted
NBC commentators and foreign correspondents, have more in common

than lust meets the eye. Both have
beards. Both were born in the same
year, attended colleges in the same
state, broadcast for the same sponsor and are the same height. And

each has reached a great height
in his chosen field.

CBS Replies To FCC Query
On FM Stand And Policies
Two Sales Appointments
Announced By Philco Co.
Appointment of John M. Otter as
sales manager for the Home Radio

Replying to the FCC's letter of May
23,

1944 requesting a statement of

policy and method of operation relative to FM broadcasting, together
with an outline of the network's plans
in this field, CBS yesterday through
Paul W. Kesten, executive vice-president, reiterated the policy agreed

Division and Walter H. Eichelberger
as sales manager for the Refrigerator
Division, were announced yesterday upon with its Affiliates Advisory
by Thomas A. Kennally, vice-presi- Board. Similar letter from T. J.
dent of the Philco sales branch.
Philco sales manager in the Middle Slowie, secretary of the FCC, went to
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

The Hard Way
A hand for Ben Grauer, who has
been doing a solid bond -selling fob
in the medium -size theaters around
Appearing unanNew York.
nounced and speaking for only 10

minutes or so. Ben recently sold
$63.000 in War Bonds at five theaters:

the

Hollywood,

Ziegfeld,

Strand, Rivoli and Savoy. the latter
being the little neighborhood house
nestling behind Saks -34th,
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Is Your Baltimore

Publisher I LT.

PAULA AMREIN,

assistant public relaG.
W. 'JOHNNY" JOHNSTONE, director of
Editor tions officer and chief of
the radio section. news and special events for
the Blue Network.
leaves today for Chicago where he will set

FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

Business Manager Sixth Service
Command, U. S. A., leaves on
furlough today from her headquarters in Chicago for Oakland, Cal. Lt. Amrein will report
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays back in the Windy City on July
2.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),
V. Y.. by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, JOHN SHEPARD, 3rd, chairman of the Board
]'resident and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- and general manager of the Yankee Network,
t-aa, Treasur-r, ai.d General Manager; Marvin has arrived from Boston to attend the meetKirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- ings of the Mutual network's executive comaging
Editor;
Cheater
13.
Balm, Vice- mittee
Pressdeot Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
rem. (Post free) United States outside of
MANNERS. soprano heard on NBC.
:renter New York, one year, $10; foreign, is LUCILLE
in Albany, where she will board the U. S.
sear, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. Treasury Department's "Showboat"
is
Address ell communications to RADIO DAILY, making the trip from Buffalo through which
the Erie

the stage for the web's coverage
publican National Convention

HAROLD PRIESTLEY

Detroit
terday

is

affiliate of NBC

at

the

local

national representatives

in

offices

of

the

town from WWI
He conferred yesof

the

RALPH
EDWARDS. HERB
MOSS and
AL
PASCHALL leave tomorrow for Boston. where

with Ruthrauff b Ryan on details for the
''Boston Blackie" show which will plug Rinso

FI11AnCIAL

on NBC as replacement for "Amos 'n' Andy
Chester Morris will be starred.

(Tees'ay. June 20)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net
High Low Close Chg.
16018 15978 160
...

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A

311/4
311/2

CBS B
Ciosley Corp.

-

21%

Farnsworth T. G R
Gen. Electric
..
RCA Common
Phdco

.

RCA First Pfd

313.4

3112 +

131/4

121/4

3834

751.

7511

SEVILLE. national sales manager of
Mutual affiliate in Hagerstown. Md
Gotham yesterday and paid a call at
the home offices of the network.
in

ELMER I. WALZ is In New York. He's the sales

manager of WSAY, Mutual network outlet
Rochester, N.
JOSEPH

news staff
at

the

Y.

C. HARSCH,
in

a

in

member of the CBS
is visiting
here.
His nightly

the Nation's Capital,

network's

offices

"Meaning of the News'' program will originate
this week in New York.

Television Speakers
UBC Personnel Changes
To Present Forecast Announced By Carpenter
IContinued from Page

Continued from Page
lishing industry will be discussed by
2131 - 1/4 William Kostka, managing editor of cuiiipany. At the same time rive seta,
were made. They are
13'8
Look Magazine. The latter will be appointments
K. K. Hackathorn, former sales man
3914 -.

3138
31
21

3914
3434
1114

HAL

WIEI.
was

I

1

T4

358 - '8 discussed by Paul Raibourn, chair- ager of WHK, Cleveland, as vice
1114 - 1/8 man of the Post-war Committee of president of United Broadcasti,.
1/4

341/4
11

7518 - 3,4

Television Broadcasting Association, Company and general manager
Inc., and president of the active ex- WHK; R. D. Borland, former opera.
perimental station W6XYZ in Holly- 1 tions manager of WHK, Cleveland,
wood. In addition to the foregoing, comptroller of UBC. Carl Smiti'
`tat. Union Radio
438
438
4%
Raibourn is the economist of Para- former chief engineer of WHK, Clevs
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked mount Pictures. Murray Grabhorn is land, now on leave to the
NCAO (Baltimore)
the chairman of the REC series, of civilian consultant, will be inarmy
vJR IDetroiti
chart,
36
38
which Richard W. Hubbell is the co- of technical research and develop
ordinator.
ment of UBC. C. M. Everson
ieHBG Joins MBS
This session follows on the heels WHKC. Columbus, will continue
KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla., has joined of the prediction made by James D. vice-president of UBC and genera,
the Mutual network as a full time Shouse, vice-president and general manager of the station.
outlet. Station operates on 250 watts, manager of WLW, Cincinnati, that
Call Letters WHKK
1,240 kilocycles.
there will be a three-way battle benew call letters of the static.
tween the present broadcasting in- at The
Akron,
former WCLE. Clevelanu
dustry, the newspapers and the moStewart -Warner
161/4 153/4
+
16
'Vostinghouse
.10814 107
1073/4 +
Zenith Radio
413r4 41
41
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE

Working Efficiently;

station's

on Saturday they will broadcast another stanza
of "Truth or Consequences'' in the interest of
the Fifth War Loan drive.
Their sales record
has now passed the $10.000,000 mark, and has
to the more than doubled their quota.

1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone Canal and thence down the Hudson
t\'Isconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15), Statue of Liberty in the interest
of the Fifth
111.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone War Loan campaign.
snkland 4545. Hollywood (28). Calif.-Ralph
.Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
W. E. MACFARLANE. chairman of the Mu607.
tual network's executive committee, arrived
Entered as second class matter, April 5, yesterday from Chicago to conduct the current
1937, at the pontofhce at New York, N. V., sessions of the group.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
JOHN L. SINN. head of the New York office of Frederic W. Ziv Co., radio productions.
has left for Hollywood, where he will
confer

Radio Dollar

Re-

1/4

14

.

What are you getting
for your money/Here's thq
3 -way test of your Bal
more radio dollar:
1. Coverage ... find o

how many radio horn
you're getting in the Bal
more trading area.

2. Then check ho
many of those people
listening to the station y
use at the time you use i
3. Then divide the nu

ber of actual listeners b
the cost of your program.

You'll know then ho
hard your dollar is pro
ducing. All the facts prov

that there is one statio
that delivers more lis

teners-per-dollar-spen
than any other.

.

20 YENS HGO TODHY
I June 21, 19211

Pierre Boucheron of the Radio
Corporation of America this week
revealed a plan for reorganization
of the 300 broadcasting stations of

the U. S. into ten stations of greatly
increased power which would cover
the entire country-.... El' LS, Chicago.
is making plans to inaugurate a
complete Purr: neu and market service.

LARGEST MARKET
IN THE COUNTRY'S

GREATEST STATE

OVER STATION

WSAY
ROCHESTER
N. Y.

see them?

will be WHKK and Russell Richrnon.:
tion picture industry for supremacy former
program director of WHK
in the post-war television field.
Cleveland and former manager of
WRRN. Warren. Ohio, will be genElectronic Manufacturers eral manager of WHKK. It is exthat WHKK will be ready for
Plan Fall Conference pected
operation in Akron by late September

I Continued from Page 11

tinued early in the war, will bring
back the spirit of the former meets
by a series of luncheons, dinners.
meetings, conferences and other talk
Pests.

Friday the 20th, will be particular-

ly packed with meetings includine
National

COVER THE 3r/

That's W -I -T -H ... and
the facts are all down in
black and white. Like to

Electronics
Distribu'Assn.; manufacturers meeting, re).'
sentatives delegates meeting, II
tributors luncheon. conference b.,
hours and the Electronics Club his
Each registered manufacturer

$Fit

WASN/NErON

AND you s
THE

NATION
on

have a conference booth, all of
same size. Electronic Club is a p

idea and will be fitted with

a

for the dry whistles and also as a
lounge for additional confabs betty,
friends.

cttiliated with Ideal
Nat I Reps. SPOT SALES. if.

. York Chicago, San Francine -

WITH
IN BALTIMORE
TOr,t TINSLEY, Prewdent
REPRESENTED

BY

HEADLEY - REED

-_
C.g,s
PRESS
I N FORMATION

It

MEN

AT

WORK
¢'s

S1X111 a row..

For the sixth consecutive year the radio editors

of the U.S. declared to The Billboard that CBS led the nation in providing usable publicity

material to the press. What's more, 81% more radio editors cast their votes this year than

last ... And what's more, the 276 points cast for CBS led the second network by 17%, the

third network by 57%, the fourth network by 148% -yielding CBS 49 first places out of

89. (The second network won 25 points for first place; the third network won 11; the
fourth network won 4.) ... It would be pretty silly to deny that Press Information at CBS
feels okay about this award. But maybe the reasons why it's able to serve the news -men -

and -women of the country to their liking are that the PI (1) understands their "angles"

- (2) has the finest stock of radio programs and performers to talk about-and (3)

finds

24 hours altogether too short a workday in which to get the stuff out, and out right. But

if a modest `thanks" is in order, let it be directed to the radio editors who
have expressed themselves, to the artists and agencies who made the programs,
and to the advertisers who sponsored them and who make them good to expo i t.

This is CBS... the Columbia Broadcasting System
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LOS ANGELES
By RALPH WILK

FLEETWOOD LAWTON, news com-

mentator, will televise the news

..again over Paramount's Television
station. Lawton, who flew to the
'Atlantic theater of war last year,
`.leaves shortly for the South Pacific.

Edgar Bergen once lost a job as
artment store when another employee, asleep at his post, claimed
window decorator in a Chicago de-

that Bergen had hypnotized him!'
Bill Hay's "Music Box" on KMPC
Mondays through Saturdays, has been
'extended by Washington Motors

under a long term contract through
Smith and Bull Advertising Agency.
M -G -M

and

radio's

"Arkansas

Traveler," Bob Burns, are huddling
this week. Reason: A deal is cooking

whereby Bob may make one flicker a
year for Leo the Lion.
When

Kenny

Baker

replaces

Groucho Marx on "Blue Ribbon
Town" June 24, for the summer, Director Dick Mack will also vacation.
Joe Allanbaugh, CBS producer, will
direct the show during Mack's ad-

s,J nce.

Edward Everett Horton subs for
.weeks beginning July 7th, on the
Sealtest Village Store program, when
.they take their summer vacation.
:Dave Street's songs, Eddie Paul's orchestra and the Fountainaires conJoan Davis and Jack Haley for eight

,tinue to furnish the musical portion
,J of the show during the summer, with
Blossom (Verna Felton) Blimp and
Penny (Sharon Douglas) Cartwright

so remaining on the show for the
mmer session.

Notes From a Ringside Seat.
Tomorrow Nile's

..

"Dinah Shore Program' is a "sho-nulf"
CBShow, yet two other networks will be unofficially represented
Comedienne Vera Vague, regular on Bob Hope's NBComedy series and
Ransom Sherman, who'll star in -Nit Wit Court,- which will Summer -re.
place "Dulfy's Tavern." on the Blue Network starting July 4. will match
gags. bon mots and rib -ticklers with Wally Brown.
We liked Harry
Wismer's sports round -up on his first Bethlehem Steel -sponsored Blue Net
show, Monday at 6:30 p.m. . . Annamary Dickey, Metropolitan Opera
singer, who won her spurs on the "World Of Song- program, will guestrill
on that Blue Net show, Sunday- .
Jane Pickens will be the first
prominent songstress to try her hand at dramatic acting, when the "Cisco
Kid" MBStarts its new series, July 8.
When Allan Jones settled
his Universal Pix fracas, he wired Prexy
Nate Blumberg:-quote:-Remember sweetheart
no horses: unquote... Currently on tour entertaining the armed forces overseas. Andre Koste'anetz will return to resume
his -Pause That Refreshes" program via CBS, Sunday Aug. 27.
.

.

.

.

*

*

.

*

Two important advertising agencies are dickering for
the production talents of Irving Mansfield, who in the past' six

years as assistant to Eddie Cantor and Fred Allen respectively, has
developed a keen sense of timing and comedy. . . In fairness
to all involved, this is to report that an honest effort was made to adjudicate the Henry Sylvern-MBScreen Test program controversy
and a satisfactory cash settlement was agreed to
Joseph Cherniayski will be the new batoneer for the series... Conducting
a street rally last week at Spartanburg, South Carolina, Dunninger
sold a little over 50,000 dollars worth of small -value War Bonds
in 50 minutes.
Pops Whiteman liked him so well after his
first guest -appearance on "Hall Of Fame," that he signed Bob Johns.

.

Bob Carroll, Jr. and Larry Roman,
iters of the Columbia Pacific Net-

ton's vocalisthenics for the entire Summer series... Next month's
issue of True Story Detective Magazine features an interesting ar-

in! Starting this week, they select

awaiting the second visit to their domicile by Sir Stork...

)rk "Hollywood Showcase," are
nducting a "showcase" of their

e "CBS Girl of the Week," and
ike her to lunch! This week's winner was Doris Mack, secretary to
)rdon T. Hughes, producer of
howcase." Who'll be the lucky girl
xt week?

ticle by Radiolite Ben Grauer.

.

.

The Herb Rosenthals are

Victor

Borge bows out of the "Basin Street" swingfest next month to

fulfill a three-month booking at the Palmer House in Chicago, returning to Paul Lavalle's Blue Net Sundayniter in September for
another 13 -week stint.

WDBJ, CBS affiliate down in Roanoke. Va., yesterday observed

CHATTANOOGA
IS THE HEART
OF A POWER
EMPIRE SERVED BY

WDOD
CBS
5,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT.

PAUL H. RAYMER CO,

a double anniversary celebration
the 20th anniversary of the station
and the same number of years in Radio, spent by the station's manager,
Roy P. Jordon who started with WDBJ the day it climbed aboard the

'

kilocycles.

.
.
Originally booked for two weeks. John K'irby's sweet swing orchestra, heard four times a week via Mutual, has been signed
by Ben Harriman's Aquarium Restaurant for the entire Summer. , ,
That new half-hour program, the "Eddie Garr Revue," which bowed
in CBSunday last, deserved the laurels tossed at it by local critics
featuring three of our favorite entertainers, Joan Brooks, Brad Reynolds
and Garr, we say, the program couldn't miss. . . Jackie (Homer) Kelk
will make a series of personal appearances when "The Aldrich Family,"
vacations for the Summer starting July 13. . . Nat Novick's orchestra
will be heard Friday on the CBScrewball show, "It Pays To Be Ignorant,"
succeeding Al Trace's band. . . Jerry Morvay's deft direction and Jay
Jostyn's sympathetic understanding of the lead role
in last Monday's
broadcast of Arch Oboler's stirring drama. "This Precious
Freedom,"
proved a W1NSpiration to the heart and a thrill to the ears. . . Only
four years on the air, Ginger (Mrs. Lanny) Grey, has come a long way
last week the team appeared on 13 Blue and Mutual programs.

-

Remember Pearl Harbor -

PAUL H. RAYMER
Sales Representative:

1'.

lay, June 21, 1944
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AGENCY NEWSCAST -5>
.N D. WATERS & ASSOCI-

LEE McCANNE, secretary and as-

S, New York agency, has sistant general manager of the Strom ,ged by Daly Bros. Shoe Co., berg -Carlson Company, Rochester,
handle the first national New York, has been elected a direcg program for Air -O -Magic tor for District Number II of the Na-

Federation of Sales Executives.
men. Seventeen radio sta- tional
District Number II comprises the
carry a series of five-minute Sales
Club in New York
ions. Television will also be City, Executives
Newark, N. J., Albany, N. Y.,
?rimentally for the promo- and Rochester,
N. Y.
,ir-O-Magics, on WABD in

WAR ADVERTISING COUNCIL,
June 26, will be located at 11
S. ATKINS has joined the effective
42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.,
artment of the Pacific Coast West
1781. The new telephone numag Company, San Francisco, Suite
n revealed by Richard E. ber will be BRyant 9-3641.
sident. Atkins will direct
IRVING GENATT, associate editor
ood radio activities of the
le was formerly associated of Advertising Age, has resigned to
'Russel M. Seeds Advertising become managing editor of Confectionery -Ice Cream World, New York
' assistant to John Guedel,
dent in charge of radio, and weekly trade journal.

.1

i

is producer on "People Are
ARTHUR L. PEIRSON & CO., New
transcontinental broadcast
by Brown and Williamson York, distributors of Art's Brand
company. Prior to his asso- canned food products, has appointed
ith Russel M. Seeds, Atkins Moss Associates to handle their adtant radio director for the vertising.
:iner Company, Los Angeles.
:ES E. KAYE has moved her
3', . lotions offices to 30 Rockeza. She formerly was located
í:itral Park West.

JOHN P. BRODERICK has been
elected a vice-president of Doremus

& Co. He will be in charge of the

public relations department of the
agency.

v mg Term Contract Alvin Heads News -Events
as ibber McGee -Molly
For NBC Coast Division
rantinued from Page 1)
IG

(

in Los Angeles as general manager.
Jinn continues as the writer
Before entering radio, Alvin was
l Underwood, official of the with the AP in the Middle West.

c

,s

Program

Hiatus as of last night and

When it

) the full NBC network plus
October

3.

?ibber McGee spot for

14

stations

on

tow originates in New York.
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or she hears your name.
Prestige is
acceptance.

a mighty step on the road to consumer

Prestige doesn't "just happen." It must be earned.

Many things contribute to a company's good name, the
worth of the product, the philosophy behind a company,
and the effectiveness of their advertising.

An imposing list of national and local advertisers have
learned that WMFM and prestige -building are synonymous in Wisconsin.

The reason

is

WMFM's appealing combination of

to radio

quality programs keyed to the wants and needs of the
community. Another reason is the intense loyalty of the

reports
WBYN

WMFM audience.

the dial
"comes

ing list of pioneers who know that WMFM programs

1430 on

in" first

tracks... while races are
on! Minute pro-

gram-

FIRST
50,pp0

.

Add WMFM to your fall radio plans. Join the fast growbuild good will and promote sales. Write, wire or phone
for availabilities.

erful because of direct
wires from all leading

top At

Watts)

OVERAGE Out

Prestige is the precious business ingredient that instills
. the ingreconsumer confidence in an organization
dient that brings a smile to a consumer's face when he

crystal-clear, static -free FM broadcasting, plus distinctive,

. exclusive, minute details ... 12 to 6:30, every
few minutes ... air pow-

Dor"n°nce in

IENER

the power to make people smile

comes

/430 race

if War," starts next Tuesday

5tation5

n

(Continued from Page 1)

, Louis & Brorby, Inc. Jim network's Western Division. He suc'ion Jordan as the above ceeds Don Martin who resigned to
am started on the network join the Allied Advertising Agency,
the producer.
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WILLIAM NC/BINS, Gen. Mgr.
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RID's Value To Army, Navy Envisions 100 Tele,p
Set Radio Conference
Told To Lea Group By Fly Stations In Fun.

Educators And Mfrs.

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Levenson, radio director, acting as mainly responsible for the chopping
host.
of one million dollars from the budget
After an opening session in which for the Commission's radio intelliB.

the research on the subject will be gence division. They recommended
reviewed by Dr. R. R. Lowdermilk, that RID be transferred to the Army,
U. S. Office of Eudcation, the confer- a recommendation rejected by the
ence

will

tackle

its

assignment White House.

through six committees: 1, radio reWould Have Burdened Army
ceivers; 2, recorders; 3, speech input If the
transfer had been made, the
including microphones and cables; 4,
central sound systems; 5, transcrip- Army would have had to go into the
of running down all illicit
tion players and 6, securing accept- business
communications,
including
ance for recommended standards by radio
operations
race track touts,
manufacturers and educators. The thousands ofby
complaints
of
improper
latter committee will address itself to radio activity from other government
the question of securing action on agencies and the public, and of trackrecommendations of the other five
committees.

ing down sources of interference to

T. A. White, chairman of the Radio communications, such as phonograph
diathermy machines, vaManufacturers Association Commit- oscillators,
cuum tube bombarders, Neon signs

tee on amplifiers and sound equip- and x-ray machines, Chairman Fly
ment, will attend the conference as revealed.
chairman of an RMA delegation.
This conference on "Radio Equip- The Army would also have had to
intercepts of foreign radio telement for School and College Use," make
traffic for many civilian agenpicks up where the FREC had to graph
leave off a few years ago. Before the cies of the government and would
war a committee had drafted mini- have had to furnish direction -finding
mum specifications for a school re- service to lost civilian aircraft, he deceiver. RCA had agreed to make a clared. "In short, the net result of the
sample receiver but this project had proposed transfer would have been

either to eliminate these essential
With all signs pointing toward civilian activities or to place the Army
widespread use of "sound" in all its in the business of policing the ether to
manifestations in the post-war school insure the enforcement of the Comthe Office of Education deemed the munications Act of 1934, the Commistime ripe to bring equipment makers sion's rules and regulations and various treaties and international agreeand buyers together.
Plans are being made to circulate ments," Fly asserted.
Calls Order All -Inclusive
recommendations adopted to all radio
"Perhaps the chiefs intended no
manufacturers and to schools and colleges. William D. Boutwell, director, such ridiculous results, because, as I
Information and Radio, U. S. Office of have pointed out, their letter disclosed
Education, will chairman the confer- that it was their intention to take
ence:'
over only the 'military and quasi -military radio intelligence activities.'
the executive order which
Two Sales Appointments However,
accompanied their letter proposed the

to be suspended.

C

0
F

Announced By Philco Co.

(Continued from Page

I

of that nature was done at the spe- dressed members of the org;u..
Perdiue estimated that
cific request of the military.

4. That the RID helped locate mately 67,000,000 people will
by the tele outlets
enemy units only at the specific viced
figure does not include
request of the Army and Navy.

areas served by network to
5.
That the RID intercepted lite outlets. As to the fut
enemy Army and Navy traffic only vision, Perdiue believed t
at the request of the Army and cess "will require the clos

Navy.

6. That the location by the RID
of illegal transmitters (375 in the
past four years) is a responsibility
fixed by the Communications Act.

teamwork between show -b

news business, advertisin
manufacturer of tele equi
pointed out that General
doing tele research and

and contributes the facilities

7. That the finding of lost mili- tion as a proving ground to

tary planes was done at the specific separate industries. Perdf
request of the military. (Emergency trated his talk with slides
bearings have been furnished to 616 war equipment, suggested
planes, most of them military air- works and satellite station
craft. Many of them would other- Stone reviewed highligh
wise have been lost. The cases past year's program activities,

handled during the last month ex- shared with WABD (Du loot
ceeded by 250 the average number ATS award for outstanding telei
handled per month during the pre- programming for 1943-44. Stom
garded August 6, 1943 as prp*
ceding two and one half years).
8. That the reduced appropriation
will make it difficult, if not impossible, to carry on lost plane finding
adequately. However, the Army has
stated that it is not in a position to
do this job itself and has requested
the FCC to continue the emergency

a

most memorable tele evening

year. Tele show that night in
three sponsors-Hamilton
Vimms and Goodrich Rubber

fewer than 12 sets were requi
put the show on, Stone said.
Other highlights of the ye
cluded the televising of grand
and experiments with the pr

Rt

service.
9. That the maintenance of marine tion of news, art, music and co
watches for distress frequencies is cials. As to future progra

not an improper function as charged Stone hoped that advertising
by the joint chiefs but is required cies would continue their coop
under the act and the FCC will con- in exchange of ideas on progra

tinue to refuse to ignore an un- and even more for the pur

developing the various types
commercials to the highest
effectiveness. As for straight
tainment, he said that the G
try to develop its progr
stantial drain upon available mate- will
rial and personnel" as charged but initiative to an even greater
answered S.O.S.

10. That the men and facilities
devoted by RID to military radio
intelligence work was not a "sub-

transfer of 'all the functions, powers was a "mere drop in the bucket
and duties of the FCC in the field of compared with the more than half radio intelligence and particularly in million men in the Army Signal
(Continued from Page 1)
conduct of direction -finding acCorps, plus a large number engaged
West for the last four years, Mr. the
in Naval communications and comOtter joined the company in 1926. His tivities.'
"If,
as
stated
in
their
letter
(as
dispared with the five billion dollars
colleague, Mr. Eichelberger, entered
which was available in 1944 for the
the organization 10 years later, after tinguished from the executive order)
purchase of equipment for the
it
was
the
intention
of
the
joint
chiefs
a successful career in the same capato take over only the FCC's military Army Signal Corps alone."
city for the United Motors Service.
radio intelligence work, then there
11. That the RID handling of inwas clearly no need for an executive formation,
from being insecure,
To Promote WACS
order; since we were doing military as charged far
by the joint chiefs, was
'Young & Rubicam, Inc., has been intelligence work only at the specific rated by one
of their own inspecawarded the contract for the WAC request of the Army and Navy; all tors as "excellent."
recruitment program for the fiscal they had to do was to stop asking us
year starting July 1, by the War De- for assistance in the military field," Chairman Fly submitted excerpts
from letters from some 50 Army and
partment. Appointment was made by Fly declared.
a committee of officers on the basis Other points made by Chairman Fly Navy officers praising the work of

Special GOP Pickups
Scheduled From
(Continued from Page 1)

tor of news and special eve
supervise the program.

On Saturday, at 4:15 p.m.
NBC Washington reporter

Harkness will present the bacly

story on the main candidates
technical problems of coverij

conclave will be described in thl
second broadcast at 7 p.m., E%

A summary of the afterno
sions will be aired by Har

6:15-6:40 p.m., EWT, next we
Monday through Thursday.
the RID.
"I don't know where the House Ap- this spot, Mary Margaret M
1. That the joint chiefs made no propriations
got the idea will interview party personal
inspection of FCC facilities nor even that we wereCommittee
doing an even million

of competitive proposals submitted by were:

16 advertising agencies, it was disclosed.

Son Wounded
Hanley "Daddy" Stafford, of "Max-

well House Coffee Time," has received word that his son, Staff Sgt.

Graham Stafford, has been wounded
in action. Graham, a tail gunner in a
Liberator, is now in a base hospital
in Italy suffering from flak wounds.

hinted their plan to the FCC before
sending their letter.
2. That the expansion of the RID
to a wartime basis was discussed by

dollars worth of military radio intelCarraway Joins CRA
ligence," Fly said, "since the correct Howard Carraway, former BI
figure was about a quarter of a mil- Network producer, has joined the Pr
lion. The cut in our appropriation duction department of Consulidat
the FCC with the Chief Signal not only
makes it impossible for us Radio Artists, Inc., it was an none,

Officer of the Army and the director to do special jobs requested by the yesterday. While affiliated with t11
of naval communications.
Army and Navy but also requires a Blue, he produced the Revlon -0e
3. That there was no duplication substantial curtailment of our regu- trude Lawrence show, and more r
of military intelligence and all work lar activities."
cently "On Stage Everybody.".,

7
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VIE GARR REVUE
Sustaining, on
IS. Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m., EWT
Reynolds, Bobby Tucker Choi..

Brooks and guest stars; John
roducing, and Herb Polesie, dig. Ruy Newman orchestra.
BARR BACK IN RADIO WITH A

SliOW OF HIS OWN.

¡median, Eddie Garr has had
and downs, but possibly be was typed as being good at

s and travesty and conseplayed everybody else ex>timself. In this show Garr
opportunity to expand his

ith the result that he started
all of the force and laughs
Id expect to find only in the
Sing comedians such as Hope,
n

nd others of the type. Old
the major portion of Garr's

is good as to gags and if the
set by the first program can
n

Wiled, there is no reason why

ae should not do well for

I sponsor in the market for
show.

¡lar good was the opening 10
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CBS Replies To FCC Query
On FM Stand And Policies

M -G -M Promotes Nesbitt
Exhibitors throughout the country
(Continued from Page 1)
are being mailed M -G -M's special
all of the nation's networks at the should itself seek to clarify the future brochure on John Nesbitt, pointing
status
in
the
FM
field,
so
that
listenup the popularity of his radio audisame time.
The CBS letter to the FCC is of con- ers may be given the type of FM pro- ence as a box-office factor for the
grams
they
prefer.
Because
it
feels
siderable length and while its present
promotion of his "Passing Parade"
policy is to provide duplicate service that any other course would be detri- short subjects. Nesbitt is currently
of its AM programs to FM stations mental, CBS requests that "if the being heard on two major networks,
owned by its affiliates, there are sev- Commission does not feel it proper to NBC and CBS. His "Passing Parade"
eral qualifying clauses in the letter take action on its own motion, a hear- series for Chesterfield is heard on
which leave an out eventually, ing be held on the question and that Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
in the event CBS sees fit to change we be given an opportunity to ap- evenings from 7:15-7:30 p.m., EWT on
pear."
CBS. He appears on the Westingits mind.
CBS presents considerable argu- house programs on NBC with John
Network favors the duplicate serment
in
favor
of
the
duplicate
service
Charles Thomas every Sunday. The
vice because if special service were
made for FM it might stimulate and and also reproduces in the letter to brochure reveals that according to
the
FCC
its
agreement
with
affiliates
encourage people to buy a great many
latest Hooper and Crossley ratings,
of this type of receiver and also to always give them first choice in Nesbitt's radio audience exceeds 19,stimulate much construction, and if various matters. Thus a CBS affiliate 000,000 listeners.
by -chance there should be reason to may have the network programs for
curtail FM programming the people FM if such a station is owned in the
MBS' 'Invasion
would be left holding the bag; also same area, before it is offered to a
should FM encourage a fast transi- non -affiliate. However in the event an Recipents of Mutual's new brochure
tion many people who are unable to affiliate acquires or becomes asso- are certainly seeing red, for the
buy FM or combination sets would be ciated With an FM station in its town, color theme of this promotion piece
deprived of programs. It is up to the before offering it the CBS program- which points out this network's allpeople to eventually determine what ming, CBS be given "a reasonable op- out effort to bring to its listeners all
kind of broadcasting they want, says portunity to enter into similar ar- news pertaining to the Invasion, has
rangements with the station in ques- that hue predominant throughout.
CBS.
"Invasion!" in bold red lettering,
As to the FCC's part in the matter, tion upon terms as favorable to Cotitles the front page of the heavy
CBS states that the Commission lumbia."
coated stock production. Illustrations
on the three subsequent pages, also
"Words At War" Signs
15 Air Force Veterans

of material and delivery by
clicked. Brad Reynolds
xellent tenor of course and
ith the mixed chorus, fine
To Sell Bonds On WNEW
niment and selections by the
i the musical end was un pleasing. Joan Brooks, also
(Continued from Page 1)
ae regulars on the show was WNEW Monday, June 26, during a
close,
doing
one
,ward the
12 -hour period from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
t. 'picot ballads to good advan- The day's activities, entitled "Air
a. Brighter tune however, would Forces Bond Day," will be under the
auspices of the Mitchel Field Army
(miss.
PlcConnell as the guest artist Air Base and those on the air will
through her portion of the come from the Pawling, New York,
u ,.th Garr and the others for a branch of the AAF Convalescent Ceny finite lift. The "Kid" is really ter and regional station hospital, Miti rong. An unbilled stooge did chel Field. The heroes will appear
h Garr, and at the close Garr on virtually every program through"Ed Wynn" to be his guest out the day to tell of their combat
:t ek and of course Garr did his experiences and to impress upon lisn le take -off on Wynn which teners the importance of buying war
s sure-fire. Next week's guest bonds. Listeners will be able to telev will be Zazu Pitts.
phone their bond pledges to the veteru

filch

1

,1

u le Or Nothing' Tour
ItPJnder Way At Boston
I

1'
Id
1,

1

1

4

Climaxing WNEW's "Air Forces
Bond Day" will be a special edition
of the "Air Force Newsreel" from 7:35

to 8:00 p.m. in which the ,AAF men
will. participate in a round -table discussion:

invasion scenes, are in red, with

paragraphs and head type alternating

in red and black. Copy briefly out"Words At War" series' first pre- lines Mutual's tremendous advertising
sentation, when it moves into the campaigns produced to project this
"Fibber McGee and Molly" slot for network's role.
the summer starting Tuesday, June
27, NBC, 9:30 p.m., EWT, will be H.
E. Bates' "Fair Stood the Wind for Lucy Monroe Chosen
France," with Carl Van Doren, noted
writer, as narrator. Adaptations will

For Blue Net Post

be written by Richard McDonagh,
(Continued from Page
head of the NBC script division and
Gerald Holland, of his staff. Anton seeks out talent among war plant
M. Leader will be in charge of pro- workers. She will also take an ac1

tive interest in planning and presentThe series, written and produced by ing Blue Network artists in special
NBC in conjunction with the Council war work programs.
ductions.

Miss Monroe, whose 2,600 public
sored by S. C. Johnson and Son, Inc., renditions of Star Spangled Banner
have made her internationally famous,
has appeared before 9,000,000 people
the past six years, while travelling
Geo. Hicks New Series in
150,000 miles singing in Army
As a sequel to his excellent D -Day almost
Navy camps and hospitals, as well
broadcasting, George Hicks, manager and
in hundreds of the principal war
of the London newsroom of the Blue as
of the country. She has done
Network, will be heard in a new plants
series, "George Hicks Reports" on more to bring back the old time com-

of Books in Wartime, will be spon-

Those on the air represent every
one of the 12 American Air Forces the web beginning today at 4:25
overseas (with the exception, of p.m., EWT. The first two programs
course, of the recently activated 20th will be heard from 4:45 to 5 p.m.,
Air Force). They include aerial gun- and thereafter beginning July 4,
ners, pilots, navigators and bombarwill be heard Tuesday and
diers-men who have flown Libera- Hicks
audiences.
Thursday from 10:20 to 10:30 p.m.,
' stops will be made at Buffalo tors, Thunderbolts, Marauders, Ha- EWT.
10), Atlantic City (July 7), at vocs, Lightnings, Mitchells, etc. The
Nebraska (July 14). With majority of those to be heard during
'Trio' On Three
eed King continuing as quiz - the day are air forces casualties now
ning with this Fridays broad Boston from 9:30 to 10 p.m.,
)R -Mutual, the newly stream Double or Nothing" quiz show
1r cities throughout the counentertain soldier and war

Fred Cole as the new an- in the final stages of convalescence.

, and John Wellington as the
:r, the show will miss the serthe following on account of
a commitments: Frank Forest,
l

Van Doren As Narrator

se makings here of a great ans immediately after each broadcast. for Johnson's Wax.
the pace is maintained,

le

PROMOTION I

"Air Forces Bond Day" is being arranged by Mitchel Field Base Public
Relations Office under the supervision
of Captain Frederick W. Pederson in

In addition to a pair of musical pro

grams already in full swing, Tony
Lane's "Air Lane Trio" adds a new

munity sing than any other personality bf the music world. Sings numbering as many as 140,000 people in

single day at the Glenn Martin
part of her steady schedule. Since
a

plant outside of Baltimore have been

Pearl Harbor she has made over 700
patriotic appearances and in her new
post she expects to continue with
this work.

Available At Once
ANNOUNCER

etherwave assignment Saturday when

it bows in over the 6 p.m. spot over
Nat Brusiloff, orchestra leader, cooperation with WNEW. Private the Mutual network, June 24. . The
Richard M. Pack is producing the program is currently heard Sundays
its Havrilla, announcer,
w five -piece band under the special edition of the "Air Force at 12:30 p.m., and on the "Whispering
sip of Andy Sanella joins Newsreel" program and other mate- Jack Smith" musical session at 10:30
rial for the day's war bond campaign. a.m., Mondays, both on the Blue.
a or Nothing" for the trip.

Production.
Former
General.
program director, small station upstate
Background-Show
business
York.
New
News.

-Dramatics-Married, deferred.

Write-

Box 845, RADIO DAILY
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18,

N. Y.

l
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Wednesday, June

- MISSOURI be inducted into the army shortly...
- SOUTH CAROLINA QT. LOUIS-KXOK supplemented will
LAWRENCE-Over 100.000 people witCOLUMBIA - Bill Hedgepath's
invasion coverage with frequent nessed the Fifth War Loan Parade held alertness
on invasion evening gave
re -broadcasts of news from the British under the auspices of WLAW. War Bonds
listeners an all-night coverage.
Broadcasting Corp. after installation totalling $1.100 were donated by the sta- WIS
new announcer, formerly of
of an antenna and receiving system tion to the various uniformed groups and He's
WDNC at Durham, N. C.....Píe.
at its Eagle Park transmitter. KMOX floats.
Richard L. Goode, former announcer
carried strike conference by remote
- MARYLAND and production manager at WCOS,
cont`ol froth Mayor Aloys P. Kauf- CUMBERLAND - WTBO's
an- is in England with the Special Sermann's ch ambers....KANSAS CITY nouncing additions
include Walter vice Office of a division.
-Reelected officers of the Midland
Tyrrell, from WINX, Washington, and
- NORTH CAROLINA Broadcasting Company are Arthur B. Monroe
Benton, ex-OWI, New York;
ASHEVILLE-WWNC devoted all of
Church, president and general man- new continuity
editor,
Georgia
Deems,
ager; Karl Koerper, vice-president
June 14 to sale of war bonds throughout
and managing director; and Mildred formerly of WINS continuity staff. Western North Carolina...GREENSBORO
- NEW JERSEY NEWARK-WAAT presented yesterday
morning the Book and Authors $100 War
Bond breakfast originating in dining room
of L. Bomberger & Company. with quests
including Emil Ludwig. Betty Smith (A
Tree Grows in Brooklyn) and Capt. Frederick Bell, USN. (Condition Red). Norman
Benson of WAAT auctioned autographed
manuscripts of authors'bestsellers to highest bond buyers.... PATERSON-WPAT

was one of three Metropolitan area stations to win special commendation from
Treasury Department in its "Fifth War
Loan Campaign Book for effective and
original series of programs publicizing
the Fourth Bond campaign.

-PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA-Fred Knight of

the WIBG announcerial staff has been
Classified 1-A...Stoney McLinn, WIP

sports announcer, turns his "Sports
Parade" into an auction for the V
War Loan. He'll auction off baseball
bats, balls and tennis rackets which
belonged

to

nationally

known athletes.... Dan Park, former

visiting mayors and their wives during beat all in carrying the State election
recent State's Mayors session in Min- returns.

neapolis. Director of public service Dorothy Spicer interview city chiefs in special
program ....Renewal by KSTP of five -a week sked of Class "B" station breaks for
Kreml Shampoo for another 130 broadcasts.

- CALIFORNIA -

LOS ANGELES-William B. Ryan,
general manager of KFI-KECA, and
Walter Wanger, film producer, were
appointed by Dr. Wilton L. Halverson
as consultants in health education to
- LOUISIANA the State Board of Public Health....
NEW ORLEANS-WWL originated OAKLAND-Bert Winn, program diradio kick-off ceremonies of Fifth rector of KROW, arranged the broadWar Bond Drive last week with "Vic- cast of the Radio Workshop Class of
tory Volunteers Varieties" program, Oakland Technical High Evening
aired by New Orleans Radio Stations School, presented over KROW
.SHREVEPORT- With approval through Milton Yockey, principal of
of FCC, The Shreveport "Times" will the school ....SACRAMENTO - Bob
2ontrol KTHS and the four -man partnership of John C. McCormack, Allen
D. Morris, George D. Wray and P. E.
Furlow will take over KTBS....CBSKWKH has begun broadcast of new
summer series, "The Pause That Refreshes On the Air," on Sunday afternoon at 3:30 for Coca-Cola Company.
Stars Eleanor Steber, young Amer-

Chicago.

FAIRBANKS-KFAR, Northernmost sta-

- MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON-Bobby Norris and his Victory

Orchestra supply the background music
for Ted Cole. romantic baritone, heard on

tion in Western Hemisphere, has named
Al Bramstedt, previously assistant manager. as manager. He succeeds William
(Bud) Foster who will leave July 15 to
become full-time war correspondent for

WNAC .... HOLYOKE-Frank Stevens has
Joined the WHYN announcerial staff. Be- NBC in North Pacific area.
fore his induction, Stevens was asso- NEW YORK ciated in radio at Massachusetts and
SYRACUSE-WSYR has loaned
Pennsylvania.... WORCESTER-Latest recruit for the armed forces from WTAG is merchandising manager Stewart Boyd
Elmer Blum, control room operator, who to Manufacturer's Association for recruiting workers for local defense

49,10N.,a-rá
/

plants. Will originate programs from
outside WSYR studios.... PLATTSBURG-WMFF is airing "Hats Off To
The Navy" show of local Camp MacDonough midshipmen every Wednesday eve, begun in late May.

- SOUTH DAKOTA YANKTON-Art Smith, program direc-

tor, and Whitey Larson, news analyst,
will cover completely both the Republican

Jack Arthur
Zelman BrounofI

Gail Laughton

HARTFORD-WNBC has e

half-hour afternoon program, Bo

"Platter Express" featuring
pearance interviews with st

- FLORIDA -

MIAMI-First day sale o

WIOD's Fifth War Loan Dri
$57,900. Station furnished
and emcee while the vicini
izations sponsored the sho

day noon program during

paign .... ST. AUGUSTIN
Brown, general manager,
WFOY sales increase of 133
for May.... WFOY's Invasio

one of prayer, with leadi
of the Jewish, Protestant a
lic faiths presiding for tw
of each hour until Pres. R
Prayer to the Nation at ten

XAVIER CUGAT'S

KYW sales staffer, is a captain in the ican soprano
of the Metropolitan
S. Army Air Corps....PITTSand Percy Faith, noted CanaBURGH-It's an engagement for Mit- Opera,
chell B. DeGroot, Jr., WCAE's pub- dian -born conductor.
licity director, to Louise Bloch of
- ALASKA -

Ruth Allen
Gene Austin
Mcck Gordon

School, is working vacatio
bination operator-announc
KERN transmitter.
- CONNECTICUT

new series, "Citizen Soldiers." over WBIG, when interviewed by WNBC
- MINNESOTA that of Davey Crockett, defender of the rector Ralph Kanna at request
ST. PAUL-KSTP welcomed to studios Alamo, the first.... GOLDSBORO-WGBR "D -Day."

U.

June 21

proud father of a baby són
....BAKERSFIELD - Alan
senior of Kern County Un'

ing at the State Theater....
Station's new chief engineer is David -Fighting careers of GI's famous in Amer- man, editor and publisher of
described the corn
Jeffries, former OWI technical divi- ican history are being dramatized in the "Courant,"
action to invasion of north.
sion.

Whiting, secretary.

formerly

Weeks, KFBK technician,

and Democratic conventions for WNAX
....Jack Paige, promotion chief of WNAX.
was appointed

South Dakota's

Radio

Chairman for the Fifth War Loan Drive
.... Bob Smith has been added to
WNAX's new merchandising department.
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FCC Okays Radio Relays
gaff Deferments

Being Investigated
-Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

ashington-Finally having com-

ed investigation and testimony on
FCC's Foreign Broadcast Intellie Service and Radio Intelligence

ision, the Lea committee yester-

turned again to the subject of

.t deferments for FCC employes.

Man Among Men
Greensboro-Major Edney Ridge,
manager of WBIG, Greensboro, N.

C., plugged his phone and went
into seclusion yesterday when the
United States district court author-

ized him as marshal to place on
auction 5,000 pair of confiscated
women's nylon hose on Friday at
10 a.m., The major has been besieged

by

women

callers

and

Mexico Tele Interest

Washington Bureau-RADIO D.41L)'

liam L. Dolph, Glenna G. Dolph and two Class 2 (experimental) sta-

Mrs. Leroy Marks all of whom are

owners 4:1 WOL, Washington, Herbert

By ARTHUR GEIGER
(Staff Corespondent, RADIO DAILY)

the Chicago
in the course of a RADIO DAILY poll of
Dols, to 18,500 eighth grade gradu- public opinion in this capital.
indent of

in Chicago today through ar- Conducted in the form of sidewalk
the Radio Council. interviews of passersby in the heart
EZ, FM station operated by the of the city's business district, the suréago Board of Education and vey showed that popular interest in
VD, independent AM station, will radio's newest arm has already
sent the speaker, George Jen(Continued on Page 6)
gs, acting director of the Radio
t

gements of

(ncil, announced.

Pettey of WIN, New York, Edward
(Continued on Page 7)

need

yesterday by George W.

Fourth anniversary of the Quiz Kids

program will be celebrated Sunday,
June 25. The youngest and oldest of
the Kids will appear on this broadcast: Sparky Fischman, four; Claude
Brenner, 15; Joel Kupperman, eight;
(Continued on Page 2)

tly, Jr., branch director. David M.
derick, chief of the Office of Pro (Continued on Page 8)

Woman Newscaster
Waterbury-Helen L. Morris,
WATR, Waterbury. Conn. who recently began a five minutes daily
news broadcast for Bond Bread,
believes she is the only woman
newscaster in Connecticut. She is
heard Mondays through Fridays at
8:55 a.m. The program is timed to
meet the needs of housewives and

factory workers who worked the
night shift.

The Major Leagues' annual All Star baseball game will be aired exWashington Bureau-RADIO DAILY
clusively over the Columbia network Washington-The State Department
on Tuesday, July 11, from Forbes has revealed that Vice-Pregsident
Field, Pittsburgh, beginning at 8:55 Wallace took with him to Cltlna an
p.m., EWT. under sponsorship of exhibit of wartime manuals and pbb(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 5)

Rocket -Plane Attack

Quiz Kids Celebrate
4th Birthday June 25 Heard Via Recording

CBS Gets Exclusive
rry Resigns OWI Post;
On All -Star Ball Game U. S. 'Hams' Salute China;
V. -P. Wallace Brings Gifts
Frederick Is Successor
rashington-Resignation of Robert
Ferry as assistant director for
rations of the OWI Domestic
nch, effective July 2, was an -

FCC, with a grant of licenses to

Senator D. Worth Clark of Idaho, Wil-

Revealed In Survey

Mexico City-Nine out of ten MexI carry the commencement address icans classified themselves as potenDr. William H. Johnson, super - tial customers for television receivers
public

Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

transmission, possibly useful

Washington-The FCC yesterday the American Telephone & Teleannounced its approval of the pur- graph Co., for two new stations
chase of KJBS, San Francisco, by in Boston and New York. These

(Continued on Page 6)

hicago-Both AM and FM radio

Experimental work on a new

type of radio relay or booster

FM and television, was
Other Action By FCC for
authorized yesterday by the

ey had made charges of wide -

icago Radio Stations
Carry School Program

KJBS Sale Approved;

sought privacy before tomorrow's
nylon free-for-all.

finer Committee Counsel Eugene L

sad deferment for FCC employes
tse skills did not merit deferment,

Grants Experimental Permits To AT&T
To Try New Type Of Transmission
At Stations In New York, Boston

(Continued on Page X21

Classy WAVE Recruiting ÉTs
Scheduled Over 450 Outlets

Recordings made overseas continue
to bring to U. S. radio audiences best

actual sounds of warfare, with the

latest pooled broadcast by a network
correspondent to put on a hot recording being Edward R. Murrow (CBS)
whose description and accompanying
flight and explosion noises. of one of
the German rocket bombs was heard
over CBS yesterday morning. Other
(Continued on Page 5)

Ascap Board Of Appeals;
Personnel For Next Year
Results of Ascap's Board of Ap-

peals election will be certified to the
board of directors' meeting when it
next sits, by Sam H. Stept. chairman
(Continued on Page 7)

Legion of Merit

Finest acting, writing, producing

Major Charles Vanda, formerly
of the CBS production department

combined to set a new standard in
government released recordings in
In the first use of the direct radio the forthcoming series, "Something
transmission service, over 100,000 For the Girls," which will be heard
words were received from the beach- on a minimum of 450 outlets begin-

and now In the U. S. Army with

Press Wireless Carries
Wordage From Front

and musical talent in the country has

head of Normandy in New York from ning July 15. The series of 14 quarterPress Wireless mobile transmitter, hour transcriptions on behalf of
operating since Tuesday, June 13, un- WAVE recruiting, was recorded and
der authority of the United States pressed by Columbia Recording Corp.,
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

Strategic Services. has been awarded the Legion of Merit by the direc-

lion of the President. Major Vanda
received

the

honor

for

services

rendered In the Middle East. He
flew to Egypt from Italy to receive
award. He had been production
man for CBS western division.
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Publisher

DON GILMAN, vice-president of the Blue NetARTHUR PERLES, assistant director of press
Editor work
in charge of the Western division, is in
town. He'll leave next Tuesday on the return information for CBS; ALBERT ,BRYANT, manager
of the network's mail file and mimeograph de-

Business Manager

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),

trip to the West Coast with a stopover scheduled
during the Republican Convention in Chicago.

partment, and ROCCO PADULO, Columbia photographer, left yesterday for Chicago in the van-

guard of the web contingent covering the Re-

J.

E. CAMPEAU, general manager of CKLW,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, Windsor, Ont., has arrived in New York by way publican Convention. ETHEL KIRSNER and RICHPresident and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- of Detroit for confabs with the national repre- ARD FERNALD, of CBS press information, will
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin sentatives of the station. Also visiting is LAR- leave for the Windy City today.
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- RY GENTILE, cousin of Don Gentile, America's

JOSEPH R. BRANDY, president of WSLB, Ogdensburg, N. Y., and BOB BINGHAM, program
manager
station, are spending a few days
'Terms (Post free) United States outside of
LESTER GOTTLIEB, publicity director of the in Gothamofonthe
business.
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, Mutual network, has left for Chicago to attend
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. the Republican Convention after which he will
LESTER J. SMITH, of the Yankee Network's
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY, go on to the West Coast.
He plans to be special events department,
has left Boston for
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone back in about three weeks.
Chicago, where he will report the coming politiWlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),
cal
convention
over
WNAC
and
the network. He
III.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
WALTER ABEL, Paramount film star, arrived in also will interview prominent New
England deleOakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph town
yesterday for a vacation and to fill radio gates to the confab.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite commitments.
He'll
aging
Editor; Chester B. Bahn, Vice - one-man air force.
President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.

be

6607.

heard at

the

"Stage

Door Canteen" tomorrow and on "Armstrong's
Theater of Today" on Saturday. Both programs

Entered as second class matter, April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., are CBS features.
under the act of March 3, 1879.

GEORGE SCHECK, co -producer of the "Swing
Shift Frolics" on the Blue Network, has left

(Wednesday, lime 21)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net

Am. Tel. Cr Tel
CBS A

32

CBS B

311/4
211/4

Crosley Corp.

Farnsworth T. & R

Gen. Electric

Philco
RCA Common

RCA First Pfd
SteWart-Warner
Westinghouse

Zenith Radio

.

131/4
393/e
343/4
111/4
753/4

Chg.

311/2
311/4
203/4
127/8
387/8
341/4
107/e

32

75%

753/4 +

-}-

311/4 - 1/4
203/4 - 5/e
127/8 - 1/4
39% + 1/8

34% - 1/4
111/8 - 1/s

405/8

401%

5/e

405/e - 3/8

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio
41/4
41/8
41/8

-

3'i

OVER THE COUNTER
romberg-Carlson

'CAO (Baltimore)
JR
(Detroit)

Bid

Asked

18' ,

167/8

21%
36

38

20 YEflRS MO TODAY
(June 22, 1924

John Ringling, circus proprietor,

and Tex Rickard, prizefight pro.
moter who is -associated with him in

conducting the bouts at Madison
Square Garden, will soon erect a
super Madison SquarR Garden on

CHARLES E. DENNY was in conference here
WALLACE A. WALKER, station manager of
yesterday with the national representatives cf
his station. He's the general manager of WERC, WJHP, Jacksonville, who spent a portion of last
week in New York, has returned to his Florida
Erie, Pa.
headquarters.

1/4

1534 153/4 - 1/4
1063/8 105
106
- 11/4
16

CBS Gets Exclusive
Quiz Kids Celebrate
On All -Star Ball Game
4th Birthday June 25
(Continued. from Page 11

the Gillette Safety Razor Company.
In case of rain, the contest will be
broadcast the following afternoon,
starting at 1:15 p.m., EWT. It will be
shortwaved to the armed forces overseas, and ' the Columbia outlets in
Honolulu, Hilo, Toronto, Montreal.

U. S. 'Hams' Salute China;
V. -P. Wallace Brings Gifts
I Continued from Page

1

)

Look At
All Three
In Baltimore
Radio Too !
POWER alone is no basis
for buying radio time

What good are a lot o
people if they don't listen
POPULARITY alone is n
basis. Suppose it costs yo

5 times as much to ge
twice as many listeners

COST alone is no yardstick either. If nobody listens it's a waste of money.
Intelligent advertisers look
at ALL THREE.

(Continued from Page 1)

Harve Fischman, 13; Richard Freeman, 10. During the four years, they

have been entertained by Mrs. Roose-

velt in the White House, named the

most popular quiz show by newspaper

editors, made six movie shorts, and
have been recognized from the floor

of the United States Senate and heard
three Senators pay them tribute.
The show's first broadcast took
place June 28, 1940. It is currently
heard on the Blue, sponsored by Miles
Laboratories and handled by the Wade

We've

got the facts for

Baltimore on all three of
these vital factors. They
prove that W -I -T -H deliv-

ers more listeners -perdollar-spent !

lications on American radio. They Agency.
were sent by the American Radio
Relay League to the China Amateur
Radio League. The China Philhar- Press Wireless
monic Orchestra at Chungking, which
had requested American musical
scores, received from the vice-presi-

Carries
Wordage From Front

(Continued from Page 1)
dent sheet music for six symphonic Army Signal
Corps, D. K. deNeuf,
selections

including

"Rhapsody in Blue."

Gershwin's vice-president in charge of traffic for

the car -barn site bounded by Eighth
and Ninth Avenues and Forty-ninth
and Fiftieth Streets. This bodes well
for sports lovers who have enjoyed

r

salesmen, have returned to the station from
Fresno, where they attended the convention

for Fort Wayne and Detroit on a business trip of the
Pacific Advertising Assn.
in connection with the show.
DALE CARNEGIE, whose "Little Facts About
CHARLES L. HARRIS, station manager
of Well -Known People" is heard Thursdays over
WGRC, left New York yesterday afternoon for Mutual. will vacation for
eight weeks following
the home offices in Louisville. He had been tonight's
program.
During that time he will
in town for about 10 days.
be replaced by Tiny Ruffner.

minima
High Low Close
1601/8 160
160

JOHN W. ELWOOD, sales manager of KPO, San

Francisco affiliate of NBC; ALFRED W, CRAPSEY, sales manager of the station, and RAY
BAKER and WALTER TOLLESON, JR., network

Thursday, June 22, 19

,the firm, announced Tuesday.

That's why ...

fights aired over WMSG from the
arena.

THE SAN FRANCISCO RADIO

PICTURE //AS CHANGED!

"NEWS

ALL PHILADELPHIA

ON THE HOUR

has formed the habit of
dialing 1400 regularly.

EVERY HOUR"

THAT'S WHY
SPONSORS

BUY TIME ON

WD

W-1-TH
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED

BY

HEADLEY - REED

* Footnote on
D -Day Listening

*

51% greater total listening on
the night of June 6 than on a
normal Tuesday evening (May 16).

* NBC averaged DOUBLE the

"El

91ECE

EVENING

WEtK Of
1944

JUNE 1-7t

audience of any other network ..

* NBC had 45% of the total audience of all networks and stations
combined.

NBC's increase of listeners was
DOUBLE

that of any other network

GONft0E 111A1
supported
R£POR1S ore
"NOCKEF
(Ise
of
this
MOOPER
HOOVER
by subscribers.
other
form
1oi^t iY
forbidden.
Or
scribers í s
no++ sub
REPORTS by
RAD10

* MORE evidence that NBC is "The
Network Most People Listen to Most"

A Service of Radio
Corporation of America

.ational roadcasting ompany
America's No. 1 Network
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CHICAGO

19

SOUTHWEST

ay BILL IRVIN

Elgin Watch Company, Elgin,
Illinois, will drop its current "Adentures of Nero Wolfe" series, heard
ridays over the Blue, and beginning
unday, July 23, will sponsor a week y series entitled "Keep Up With the
orld." The neW half-hour show to

'e heard Sundays from 9:30-10:00

.,m., CWT, will consist of dramatizaion of the material obtained by
reeling Foster, author of the "Keep
Up With the World" column in Collier's magazine. The final Nero Wolfe
rogram will be Friday, July 14. J.
alter Thompson agency, Chicago,
r andles the Elgin account.
WLS, through its Washington legal
epresentative, Philip G. Loucke, has
led an application with the FCC for
n FM license, it was announced this
week by Glenn Snyder, general manger and vice-president of the station.

Coincidental with the Fifth War
erve its own special "Bond Sales
oan, Wiebolt Stores, Inc., will ob-

Day" today. Families of Wiebolt ser icemen are entertained at a live
roadcast of "Your Neighbor" pro -

ram, followed by breakfast at the

UI & M Club in the Merchandise Mart.

ie same day, L. N. White, advertis-

ng manager of the store, will be a
:uest of Elizabeth Hart on the later's program from 12 noon -12:15 p.m.

mployees of the store have set

a

oal of $1,500,000 on bond sales in
present effort.
WLS news editor, Julian Bentley,
ill broadcast direct from the site of

I.

he National Political Conventions
ext week at the Chicago Stadium
everal times daily during the reguar WLS news program, it was anounced by Glenn Synder, vice-presient and general manager of WLS.

r rt Page, _WLS farm program direcer, will review proceedings on WLS
Dinnerbell Time," which will origin -

te in the Stadium at various times
uring both conventions.

INKY HAS EVERYTHING

FROM "A" TO "1"

IS FOR

STAFF

Cal il-ornia ('onaueaitary:
Henry Hoople. a transplanted Chicagoan, recalls a sustainer,
the NBC Jamboree, which had such performers as Don McNeil,
Bill Thompson, Sylvia Clarke, a former vaudeville headliner. LarLos Angeles ry Cotton and Ray Shields' orchestra. The newcomer
to the Southland is a Windy City radio veteran and
wrote and produced "Hoople's Hour," in addition
to acting in the show.
He was also associated with "The Blue Frolics."..
Another newcomer,
Chet Brouwer, former radio and theater editor of the Fort Wayne
Journal Gazette, discloses that Edwin C. Hill,
the commentator, worked on the
Journal -Gazette several years ago, as did H. Allen Smith,
author and
columnist. Brouwer, who made several trips to Hollywood to
interview
former Hoosiers prominent in radio and films, is
a
new
member
of the
Pacific Blue press department, succeeding Noel Corbett veteran
Hollywood
and San Francisco publicist, who will do free-lancing continuity
writing.

*

* *
Our old Y.M.C.A, tennis -playing

friend, Dale Issenhuth,
who is now conducting the San Diego naval
base band, dropped

in at NBC to visit many of his former music associates.
Dale played
saxophone for Ray Noble, Meredith Willson and T. Peluso.
Lester
Spencer, Arthur Gault and Jack Henderson are among ex -members
-of
major bands, who are with Dale's outfit at the naval base. By the
way, Dale found time to win the tennis championship at the base.
Carlos Drake, who edited and published the Pine -Cone at Carmel,
Calif., recently joined Paul Snell's staff at the Steve Hannagan
office here. . . Jac Willen, Columbia Pacific trade
press contact,
is vacationing at Palm Springs, following Charles
Levin's return to
his duties at Columbia Square. . . Frank Morgan,
having completed his radio season, is vacationing in Mexico City.
This is his
first vacation in eight years. A bad case of hives kept Gordon
Jenkins from sleeping one night and resulted in the band
leader completing the writing of "San Fernando Valley," Gordon told
a group
of scribes at a luncheon.

*

CarrolL"

Following the wedding, Kay
received the following wire from his 84 -year -old mother, of Rocky
Mount,
North Carolina: "We will stop and look, but from now
on, you will listen."
Lt. Art Carter, of the Marines, who was a popular radio
publicity photographer before entering the service 15 months ago, is here
on a furlough from the South Pacific. Lt. (j,g.) James Brown, who
deserted the
NBC master control desk for the Navy, is now headquartering
in Washing-

Thetro

give Wg'* Its plea.

WKY
OKLAHOMA CITY
its Kett mess¡
geese sun

casts.

Interstate's College Capers of th.
Air broadcast which is part of thi
regular weekly "It's Showtime" pro
gram, heard over the Texas Quality
Network, is being scouted by nation
headquarters of the USO, accordin)

to Charles J. Freeman, director. Stan
selected will be placed in national
USO entertainment units.

As a special feature of its "Voice:
from Home" program, heard for 8

quarter-hour Mondays through Saturdays, KNOW, Austin, is offering lib
teners an opportunity to record their
voices for rebroadcast to their men
in the service.
Because KSAM at Huntsville operates day -time only, the station could

not go on the air with the first

The King Sisters report excellent business at their San
Fernando Valley Vogue

shop, which handles dresses and millinery.
Yvonne King is the hat designer, with the Andrew
Sisters among the
best customers at the new store. The King Sisters
will be the
vocalists with Phil Harris, who is Kay Kyser's Summer
replacement on "The .Ceillege Of Musical Knowledge." Sgt.
Paul
Masterson
sends an interesting

report of life
New Caledonia,
where he is now program director ofinaNoumea,
station and has an hour
show of his own every day. His friends are wondering
whether

inva-

sion news, but some 500 residents o
the area were telephoned to by KSAM

staffers and notified of the

just after flash was received.

**

Kay Kyser took a lot of good-natured kidding from Bob Hope,
Bing Crosby, Bob Burns and other close associates, because
he had not
informed them in advance of his plans to marry Georgia Carroll.
Kay
told the boys that he was doubtful that Georgia would
say "Yes" and
that he was as surprised as anyone.
On Kyser's "College Of Musical
Knowledge," he introduces Georgia, his singer, as "and
now, our stop,
look at and listen to girl-Georgia

ton, D. C.
all big leaguers , , ,
VKY's ccritere, producers, announcers,
artists, engineers . . - the people who

OL. H. L. LANDERS, retired, rug
tary expert heard over WOA
San Antonio, and stations of the Text
Quality Network twice weekly on "
War Expert Views the News," is no
making two appearances weekly at tt
San Antonio Aviation Cadet
Cents
where he lectures to convalescents
The paper off the Brookes Generi
Hospital at Fort Sam Houston carrie
an article by Col. Landers each wee
which has the same title as his broad

invasion;

//////
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Available from

/oral dealers or

by writing fac-
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tory direct.

UNIVERSAL

-

STROBOSCOPE
This handy phonograph turntable speed indicator,
complete with instructive folder, is now available
gratis to all phonograph and recorder owners

through their local dealers and jobbers. As a
recorder aid the Universal Stroboscope will assist
in maintaining pre-war quality of recording and
reproducing equipment in true pitch and tempo.
Universal Microphone Co., pioneer manufacturers
of microphones and home recording components
as well as Professional Recording Studio Equipment, takes this means of rendering a service to
the owners of phonograph and recording equipment. After victory is ours-dealer shelves will
again stock the many new Universal recording
components you have been waiting for.

he will be satisfied to do an opening, close and a couple commercials
when he returns to Hollywood,

UNIVERSAL
MICROPHONE CO.

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

y, June 22. 1944
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Permit AT&T To Experiment
IGEDCIES J
With New -Type Transmission
?ATRICOF, one of the bet known of Gotham's femme

(Continued from Page 1)

has joined the radio staff tions are to be terminal points of a oped coaxial cables. Relative costs
eve Hannagan organization proposed wide -band, point-to-point represent only one of the factors to
work under Dick Mooney.
radio repeater circuit capable of re- be determined, it is said; others inlaying telegraph and telephone corn- clude the relative quality of transH. FIDLER, for 15 years .munications, frequency modulation, mission, flexibility under actual oper,

J. Walter Thompson Corn San Francisco, Hollywood,
and New York, has resigned
Tune 15th. Fidler has served
relations, radio production,

facsimile or television broadcasting. ating conditiosn and dependability.
The Commission authorized the use
Tele Webs Forecast
by the AT&T of 12 bands of frequenLast October, Ralph R. Beal, recies (each ranging from 11 to 23 search director of RCA Laboratories,

sager of the Thompson film
at. It is understood that he
to all of his time to Televiion Pictures, Radio and reds, headquartering in New
ere he will shortly open his

tice of authorizing specific frequencies station by RCA which will make rerather than band of frequencies.
laying of television programs a relaThe FCC pointed out that the AT&T tively simple matter. He envisages

megacycles in width) in the ultra - made a statement in which he preising, account and branch and super -high frequency range. This dicted the development of a radically
ent, and as organizer and is a departure from the usual prac- new form of "lighthouse" radio relay

s.

MILES has resigned from
Alber Associates to join
ltzer, Inc., a new publicity
on, as account executive.
e will specialize in network
immercial and independent
icture accounts. Miles was
r Associates for six years.

facilities were to be used only for that unattended stations located 20
experimental and not for commercial to 50 miles apart will not only link
purposes, although commercial traffic television stations into national netmay be diverted to these facilities works but will open up a new @ra In

for test purposes only, provided that international communications, through
other adequate facilities, over which development of trunk lines over vast
such traffic would normally be car- areas.
ried, remain available during such It is known too that General « lecdiversion. However, no charge may tric, Philco and Westinghouse has
be made for transmission of televi- been greatly interested in the prossion and FM on broadcast programs pects of relay or booster stations and
which takes place in whole or in part have done some experimental work
over these facilities.

The stations were authorized for

along those lines.

Spokesmen for AT&T yesterday

SMITH, FRENCH &
were careful to point out that the
CE, INC., Detroit and New unlimited time operation, with power
:E,

of 10 watts, in the following frequency
'icy, has added Capt. James bands:
to its creative staff. Lillis
BSF&D after 18 years of 1,914,040 kc to 1,925,960 kc Inc.
appliance and automotive 1,974,010 kc to 1,985,990 kc Inc.
2,206,100 kc Inc.
e. He first entered radio 2,193,900 kc to
ising in 1924 when he be- 2,253,870 kc to 2,266,130 kc Inc.
iciated with De Forest Ra- 3,993,000 kc to 4,007,000 kc Inc.
Television Corporation of 4,052,970 kc to 4,067,030 kc Inc.
k, pioneers in the industry. 4,292,850 kc to 4,307,150 kc Inc.
is to civilian life from over 4,352,820 kc to 4,367,188 kc Inc.
s in the present war where 11,489,250 kc to 11,510,750 kc Inc.
ias a captain in the Canadian 11,689,150 kc to 11,710,850 kc Inc.
12,288,850 kc to 12,311,150 kc Inc.
tseas.
12,488,750 kc to 12,511,250 kc Inc.
ER FASHION ACCES- On the New York -Boston project
las signed with Rill Asso- it is proposed to use microwaves
their fall schedule.
which are shorter than have heretofore been used for commercial tele-

k

d

c

i

Bell Laboratories and engineers were
operating entirely independent of

other groups in the present devel-

opment and experimental work. They
said that construction of the stations

in Boston and New York hinged on
the availability of materials and engineers now engaged in war activities.

Page One Award

for WMCA
presented by the

Newspaper Guild

of New York

* NEW YORK, June 10,
1944-Station WMCA
tonight received a Page

One Award from the
Newspaper Guild of
New York because of
its outstanding record

among independent sta-

tions of alert and constructive public service.

Rocket -Plane Attack

Heard Via Recording

* FIVE STAR FINAL

(Continued from Page 1)

webs or key stations not only carried the broadcast but repeating it
later in the day and evening. This
was particularly true of WOR-Mu-

tual. Understood that motion picture
newsreel men were seeking an okay
oyal To Speak
The principal purpose of the trial is to transmit the sound to their film.
to
determine
by
practical
operation
, Royal, NBC vice-president
Recording used by Murrow was
of International Relations in commercial service the relative ad- made somewhere in Southern Engtvision, will address the vantages and disadvantages of this land on U. S. Navy film recording
Advertising Club, June 27, new radio relay system for trans- equipment on one of the Amertype
idom to Listen." Part of mission of long distance messages and Recordograph film recorders. . Mur ddress will be devoted to television programs, compared with row also was on a bombing mission
ing aspects of international transmission by the familiar wires and the actual orders and sounds of

* NEW WORLD A -COMING
* CHRISTMAS OVERSEAS

phony.

* N. Y. TIMES NEWS

I

and cables and the recently devel- bomb bays opening, etc. were all heard

o.

* WAKE UP, AMERICA
* SEDITION TRIAL broadcasts

clearly.

PE
VOICE
OF

TROPICAL

AMERICA

Murrow, on his broadcast asked:
"Would you like to hear a recording
of some of the night music of southern England? It sounds worse than it
is, but this is a noisy war ..." Mur -

row then described the alert,

all -

clear, gunfire, rocket plane passing,
all of which was heard and then the
motor cut out, followed by the explosion.

New Program Director

CBS

Represented

by John Blair & Co.

*WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS

wmca

Boston-Edd Stearns, Jr., a veteran
of several major battles of the South

First on New York's Dial -570

special events staffer, has become affili-

* singled out for News-

Pacific and former NBC news and

JFFILIATE

* LABOR ARBITRATION

ated with the Yankee Network as a
director of production at WNAC,
Yankee's key station.

First radio station ever

paper Guild recognition!
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Mexico Tele Interest
Revealed In Survey
(Continued from Page 1)

reached unprecedented heights south
of the Rio Grande.
A majority of those questioned ad-

ipIRCCIRAM IRIEVIIEW./'
CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD "AMERICA AND MUSIC"
The Pepsodent Co.

WEAF.NBC, Tues.. 10-10:30 p.m., EWT

Foote, Cone á Belding
mitted that their enthusiasm over
television's possibilities has been
MISS GREENWOOD'S FIRST RADIO
greatly stimulated by Dr. Lee de SERIES REVEALS HER STILL A FINE

Forest's current project to found COMEDIENNE.
what is described as "the world's first
One of the old-time comediennes,
commercial television station" in this Miss Greenwood did her stuff as
country.
would be expected of a tried and true
Resent Theater Admissions
In this script series she plays
Another reason frequently cited for trouper.
herself-Charlotte Greenwood, as one

the increased attention being paid
the inhabitants of the small town
television by the man -on -the -Mexi- of
Cranston, and the lives and doings
can -street is his resentment against of
of
its
Show seems to be built
the "prohibitive cost" of local motion - okay,people.
what with Mat Malneck's orpicture entertainment.
chestra; vocal group called, Three
"The better theaters charge four
pesos a person even for standing Hits and A Miss; Shirley Michael as
room," it was pointed out. "This Jane, Miss Greenwood's "sister"; Sara
as Veronica; Arthur Q. Bryan,
means that the average Mexican fam- Berner,
one of the characters; John Laing,
ily-which has at least three or four as
children-may spend the equivalent announcer; Ray Singer and Phil Les-

and John Guedel and
of five dollars for a night at the lie, producers
Broones, writers. Jack Carson,
movies. It would certainly be more Martin
was the guest star. Credits
economical in the long run to invest comedian,
for Pepsodent were about the same
in television equipment."
as may be heard on the
Despite the overwhelming approval in quantity
Hope show for which this proof television demonstrated by the Bob
is a summer replacement. There
survey, considerable skepticism was gram
the singing commercial and the
expressed as to its "practicality." No is
straight one that usually follows,
less than 60 per cent of those willing about three in all.
to consider buying a set added that As to the story and the logic of
their final decision would depend running
this particular material, it
upon such factors as "whether results
are satisfactory," "the cost of receivers," and whether there would be "a
sufficient variety of stations offering
good programs."

Reception Important Factor

The prevailing reason for negativing such a purchase was "dissatisfac-

tion with the quality of reception."
The most common objections were
that "the image is too small" and.that
"you can't lose yourself during a pro-

gram of this type as you can at the
movies." Some also thought it wiser

not to purchase a set until "Mexico is
in a position to provide first-class
programs."

remains to be seen what happens. Listener was sort of left holding the bag

Among both groups could be noted Sam to outfit a man.
a strong tendency to compare televi- All of which sounds like a good
sion with motion pictures. Many turn- idea, but took too long in building
ing thumbs down on television said up. Thus the usual confidence with a
they would prefer to subscribe to a nitwit sister is exchanged and she
"rent -a -movie" plan such as that keeps the secret by telling everybody
promised by a British firm for the in town and the AP. Which was to
post-war period. Under the terms of be expected for the benefit of the
this proposal, projectors and screens story. Yarn gets away and the neighwould be sold at a "nominal figure"
to Mexican families who agreed to bors and newspapers phone from all

Being Investigl
(Continued from Page U

Sustaining
Sunday, June 18, 2-2:30 p.m., EWT

implying that the agency was
for draft dodgers.

WNEW

Commissioner E. K. Jett,
chief engineer, testified at
garding deferments reques
gineering department em
eluding RID, and Russell

Narrator: John Tasker Howard
Writer: Milton Robertson
Producer: Ted Cott
The title "America and Music,"

when we first read about it, hinted
strongly that this series would strike
an auspicious note as far as uncovering American music heretofore kept

FBIS senior administrati o

told of deferments in FBI
Both witnesses detailed
charges, answering them
presenting considerable
unwittingly from music lovers' ears. and
show that the FCC has
We thought for sure we'd be in for to
out of its way to seek
some interesting compositions we
military service for its
had never heard before, also some from
of our favorite composers' rarely Routine requests were mad
deferment for severa
played compositions, but the first pro- porary
workers, as was d'
gram took us by dismay. Listerners skilled
other
government
agencie
heard the same "traditionally Amer- bulk of the Garey
char
ican" music that can be heard on any shown to be extravagantly
other program under a less beguil- "The paramount consider
ing title. In short, we feel we've been
deferment for
gypped, despite the fact that the pro- requesting
was "the availability o
gram notes indicate that John Tasker men"
Shepherd s
Howard, curator of the American replacements,"
included news editors, an:
music section of the New York Pub- translators
and broadcast
lic Library, "coordinated" the series. Shepherd revealed
the diffic
True, the works of Victor Herbert, had in obtaining qualified
Edward MacDowell, Ethelbert Nevins, fill these jobs, revealing t
John Phillip Sousa and Stephen applicants examined for th
Foster were there. However, their tions in a 14 -month period,.
compositions were not their best, at appointments were approvleast not the best for those comCommission.
posers represented in the first broad- Civil Service
Deferments "Limited"
cast of the series.
He reported also that wh
The first program, sub -titled "Overhis charges last Augus
ture In Postage Stamps," with con- made
of the 206 male employes
tinuity written around the five com- were deferred "in the tr
-

on the story which presumably is to
be continued and the subsequent sequences not being separate episodes. posers in whose honor postage stamps
For sure the listener was not inissued back in 1940 upon the
formed. (For that matter the agency were
of President Rooseitself was no place to prove it) At recommendation
gave us the innocuous "Pan
any rate Miss Greenwood gets the velt,
Americana," with a similar rendition
idea of "dressing a soldier" for the by
the U. S. Maritime Service orbenefit of the War Bond Drive. The chestra.
The second item on the proaudience invited to the place would gram gave
with the much overbe asked to bid on each piece of played and forth
perhaps over -rated "To a
equipment in war bonds so that when Wild Rose,"
and another, "Swanee
he is fully dressed, starting from
The word Hackneyed can albirthday suit plus drawers, they River."
most
be
applied
here. Surely, were
would know how much it costs Uncle
.

Draft Deferments ;

Others in the Class II, he

eluded six over 38, three wi
ments which had expired,
Pearl Harbor fathers, and 1
overseas.
Under today's Selective

regulations, he pointed ou
ments are "in the true sense'
to men under 30. Only six
in the 18-30 age group are d
five of them over 25 years
two serving overseas. The o
Herbert and MacDowell to have a say 25 is a Thailander 21 years
in the matter, they'd have selected does all FBIS monitoring in
(we're sure) compositions that redialects. He is actu
flect their affluency and versatility. Burmese
Shepherd said,
Then again, of course, musical pro- replaceable,"
of the Burmese campa'
ducers are of the opinion that sum- news
In addition to these figures

mertime listeners do not want to Jett reported that the other
have their listening powers taxed too

ments in the Commission as of
much. We're of the opinion that mus- included 10 men under 25
ical producers select what's at their 52 men between 25 and 29 in
tips and don't take the trouble nine men between 25 and 29
the country, exaggeration is ram- finger
to dig down in the abundant heritage. engineering work. These are.
rent the latest British -made films over over
pant.
Army
won't
lend
a
soldier
for
The basic idea of this program, to Commission deferments,
a definite period.
the stage model and a New York play
music that is truly representa- total 77. Of the 77, he adde
While the RADIO DAILY quiz like- newspaper
volunteers
a
movie
star.
tive
of our own composers, is a good serving overseas.
wise covered FM sets, answers were. This star is Jack Carson and evenin general too vague to permit de- tually he is on the stage and the auc- one. However, if subsequent programs will continue to bring to lisfinite conclusions as to their sales pos- tion starts.
Joins CBS Staff
sibilities in Mexico. Not five per cent At the close of the program the teners carbon copies of this program,
Joseph
E. Warden, real estate a
the
John
Tasker
Howards
will
be
of those queried had heard of this subject has been clothed only in shoes
replaced John Carey as mane
improvement and nearly all stated and pants. (One wonders if he about wasting their time. Outside of this has
building service operations of
their desire to test such receptors faced while pulling the zipper). So remediable deficiency, continuity and of
Columbia Broadcasting System, it
before giving an opinion.
far it all sounds like a travesty on production were nicely handled.
announced yesterday by G. Stan
the War Bond Drive, and presumably weak sister being the terrible dialec- McAllister, director of Construct
Ickes For "M. Of T."
the program's intentions are good; tician who certainly is no Minerva and Building Operations for the n
Interior Secretary Harold I. Ickes but nothing on the show said so posi- Pious. Offhand, if the program was work. Carey has resigned at CBSt
will appear on the "March of Time" tively.
ours, at this particular time, we'd be become assistant to the executtt
program today to make "an announceMiss Greenwood's work is good also worried about that first script and the vice-president of the Carrier En.,
ment vital to American car owners." that of other artist's with the possible good taste of the subject material.
=,1
neering Corp. of Syracuse.
i
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; Recruiting ETs

Cream Of Talent
bntinued from Page 11

KJBS Sale Approved;

HY SPECTRU'M

ent whatsoever was donated
Recordings were produced

he radio Section of Third

trict, Public Relations Office,

New York. CRC was al-

usual government payment
Otherwise the
rave the approval of the
rials, etc.

RA, and the OWI.
tation playing the disks,
ee each week, will receive

to press book with stories

program, mats, glossy prints
actions for cooperating with

uiting offices. Each district
ent Office-one in . each
tie in with stations, news I

id local merchants for the
promotion.
disks played for the trade
CRC by Navy men proved
in every detail, one being
yes in a dramatic script by

loway; not too heavy but of
ce as directed by Earl McMurray handled the music.
was a regular Morton Gould-

+

ipleton show on the lighter
George Gallup doing the
ng. Both were of the high )f recorded program.
ties will include Eddie Can Sinatra, Barry Wood, Morley, Fred Waring, Guy Lom-

lifton Fadiman, Ray Block,
nan, Russell Bennett, Mark
and others. Also Jeanne
Harry Cool, Dorothy Stick Howard Lindsay, Kate
'ed Collins and Jack Miller
is the industry's leading an -

I

1

1

e

i3e indications are that many
in 450 stations will play the

'ing

records in behalf of
ecruiting. Typical example of
cooperation is word from

t, N. Y. that three stations

11 play the same disk on the
P at three different times in
t'
f

reach the greatest number

Irs for each disk.

a Board Of Appeals;
'elonnel For Next Year
Continued from Page 11
h

lection committee. Standard
representatives will be: John
popular writers,
Rose and Abel Baer.
tenting standard publishers:
Howard;

n gstack, of Clayton F. Summy
popular publishers: Lester

if Santly-Joy, Inc. and Willckenbauer of Jewel Music

red amendment to alter the
dealing with appeals failed
for lack of necessary two i

Ste.

An insight into the FM and television thinking of people in the Pacific

gained from a revealing survey conducted by Arden X.

Pangborn, managing director of KGW-KEX, Portland. at the instigation of
" Televiewpoints."

Mr. Pangborn, a veteran newspaperman as well as

radio executive, assigned members of his staff, to question 25 typical men
and women on the subject of FM and television. The report follows:

"The most surprising thing developed was the apparent lack

of any real understanding of FM on the part of either men or women.
In view of the tremendous promotional job that has been done for

FM, we expected to find more than four of the 10 men and three
of the 15 women who would have some conception, at least, of what
FM is. However, 12 of the women and six of the men said they did

not know in what way FM was different from standard or AM broadcasting. From those who had heard of FM, we asked the question, "In
your opinion what is the greatest benefit to be derived from its use?'
None of the people contacted were quite sure what the advantage of
FM might be.
"Strangely enough an entirely different picture prevailed among
the same interviewees in the field of television. In every instance
to the question, 'Are you interested in television?', the answer was,
'Yes,' It was the general opinion of those surveyed that television

would afford the greatest development in radio in the post-war
period. Practically all expressed a desire to own a television set
after the war, although a slight majority added the stipulation that

it must not be too costly. Four of them stated they would not buy a
television receiver before there was a television transmitter in the
area, although this was not one of the questions asked.
"An interesting side -light was the comment of two housewives
that they would not be particularly interested in trying to hear, see
and do housework all at the same time, and that television would
never replace morning serials in their present day listening habits.
While the sample in this survey was not large enough to offer any
very statistically reliable results, it was interesting that among
those chosen there was a 100 per cent familiarity with the rudiments
of television and only a 29 per cent understanding of FM."

*

*

Television is looking forward to the Republican and Democratic national conventions in Chicago as excellent visual subject matter and six
of the nation's nine stations now transmitting programs will carry films of
the political gatherings. Most ambitious of the tele film coverage planners
is WNBT, NBC outlet in New York City. WNBT will utilize the services of
the new video producing organization, RICO Television Corporation. RKO

is sending seasoned Pathe News cameramen to Chicago this week to setup for the Republican convention opening next Monday. Special tele
films will be flown to New York daily for showing on WNBT. Other New
York stations who will clear their schedules for special convention programming next week will be WCBW, CBS outlet, and WABD, operated by the
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories.

Stork News

bert N. Bingham, and Alice H. Lewis,

The price for 19 -year old station is
It operates on 1,100 kilocycles, with 500 watts power to local
sunset and is not affiliated with any
major net. Seller was Julius Brunton
$200,000.

& Sons.

At the same time, the Commission
renewed the KJBS license.
The Commission also set for hear-

ing the application of WNLC, New

f7

*

(Continued from Page 11

Franklin, KJBS, manager, Elizabeth
Bingham, wife of radio lawyer Herwife of radio commentator Fulton
Lewis, Jr.

Pacific Coast Survey!
Northwest is

Other Action By FCC

Hunt Goes To MCA

Stanley Florsheim, manager of the Betty Lee Hunt, formerly with
General Manager Blue's cooperative program depart- Consolidated Radio Artists, has been
Idaho-Walter E. Wagstaff is ment, became the father of a second appointed the publicity director of
general manager of KIDO, girl on June 16, his birthday. Joan Music Corporation of America, Inc.,
announced yesterday. Miss
g to the announcement by Susan was born at the Lenox Hill itHuntwas
succeeds Lois Keller.
G. Phillips, station's owner. Hospital.

London, Conn., to change its frequency from 1,490 to 1,240 kilocycles.

WNLC also has applied for a new
FM station, the application being
received only yesterday.
Announcement was made also of
the grant of a construction permit
for a new 250-watter, on the 1,340
band, to the Alabama Broadcasting
Co., of Sylacauga, Alabama. , This
grant is subject to the condition that
the permittee install approved frequency modulator and frequency
monitor when the equipment is available.

The Commission ordered a consolidated hearing in the application of
KNOE, Monroe, La., for a new station,

and KMLB, Monroe, for a frequency

shift to 1,440 kilocycles. KMLB is now

on the 1,230 band. The KNOE permit
was voted in February of this year.
Applications for new low -powered
stations were received from the Mississippi Broadcasting Co., Jackson,
Miss., for operation on the 1,240 band

with 100 watts unlimited, from the
Patterson Broadcasting Service, Birmingham, Ala. for operation on the

1,340 band with 250 watts unlimited,
and from the Henderson Radio Corp.,
Henderson, N. C., for operation on the
890 band with 250 watts daytime.

'Double Or Nothing' Plugs
'Christmas Holiday' Pix
"Double of Nothing" which originates in Boston tomorrow will salute

"Christmas Holiday" over its 227 -station Mutual hookup. Picture is a
Universal release. Program will select

contestants this week from those attending Harvard, MIT and other,
schools in the Boston area. Servicemen in Boston will get a preview of
the film prior to the broadcast.

KMOX Convention Cover
St. Louis-KMOX, has completed
plans for direct coverage of the Republican National Convention. Sta-

tion will carry direct broadcasts from
the convention floor Mondays through
Fridays noon to 12:15, 5 to 5:15 after-

noon and 10:15 to 10:30 evening. From
Stevens Hotel Sundays 10:30 to 10:45
night Mondays through Saturday 7:45

through 8:15 morning. News editor
Francis P. Douglas; news commentators, W. R. Wills and Katherine Darst
will report for KMOX.

-r
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**COAST -TO -COAST*
- OKLAHOMA -

OKLAHOMA CITY-KTOK opened

its .new live GI show at Tinker
Field in early June, with sales manager Frank Lynch the emcee. It's
"Passin' The Buck," the old Army
game with a quizzer twist....KTOK,
in conjunction with 14th anniversary

of Standard and Humpty Dumpty
Grocery Stores, featured display advertising in the city's 10 largest stores
of nationally known grocery ,items

with the programs they sponsor....

-

- INDIANA --

- VIRGINIA
W. Raabe
breaks were produced and tran- hasRICHMOND-Rudolph
returned to WRVA's control room
scribed by Fred Freeland, WOWO-WGL
supervisor after two-year stay at
production manager, with staff person- as
WRNL as chief engineer.... NEWnel find talent urging listeners to "Buy PORT
NEWS-Michael Brown new
More Than Before".... VINC£NNES-In
announcer at WGH...DANVILLE-F.
presence of high Army and Navy officers, Ambert
Dail, pioneer of WBTM,
WAOV broadcast presentation ceremonies
of the Army -Navy "E" to the Vincennes visited colleagues while en route to
Steel Corp. and fed it to WGBF. Evans- new assignment as USAAF member.
FORT WAYNE-Over 40 unusual sta-

tion

ville.

- NEW YORK -

-UTAH -

*

- CALIFORNIA -

LOS ANGELES-Twentieth-Ce

Film Corp., through the West*
tieing Agency, sponsored a fiv
paign of one -minute announc
KNX calling attention to their

ture release "Home In Indian

Fredericks of the agency placed
count through William Reid, KNX

executive.... The May Company.
the Milton Weinberg Advertising
placed a four -day campaign fort
meat on KNX. Handled by Miss
of the agency, KNX Account Et
R. C. Lockman arranged for the
through Friday 100 -word announg
,

SYRACUSE-WSYR has announced apTULSA-Camp Gruber's weekly halfSALT LAKE CITY-"This Is Amer- pointment of Mrs. Brett Covel as
hour broadcast of `Behind The Dog ica," dramatizing American history in tion director.... BUFFALO-WBENpromowill

Tag" aired every Sunday afternoon a weekly 15 -minute program, has been present Phil Baker with Patsy Kelly
on KVOO.

on

renewed by the Beneficial Life Insur- Barry Wood's Variety Show at 10 p.m.
ance Company over KDYL....KUTA this Saturday.... SCHENECTADY-Spe.

- PENNSYLVANIA -

p

- MISSOURI -

ST. LOUIS-Rosamond I
PHILADELPHIA - WDAS'
Nathan program director Frank McIntyre is cial film of invasion of Western Europe
Fleischer. famous Yiddish news -commen- rejoicing over birth of eight pound was televised last Saturday eve as part educational director of KMO:
cussed the programs of CBS "
tator started his third year for same son...KSL's vice-president and man- of NBC's special television show.

sponsor, Bond Bread, last Thursday.... ager, Ivor Sharp, has applied to the

ican School of the Air" as

- CALIFORNIA -

PITTSBURGH-Margaret (Pat) Hither has FCC for transfer of ownership of
SAN FRANCISCO-Jack Moyles,
replaced Helen Baughman, now Appren- KSUB in Cedar City to give Southern veteran
of KPO-NBC artist staff,
tice Seaman in WAVES, in WCAE con- Utah's listeners better programs.
headed Radio City artists' list in
tinuity branch.
-TEXAS -

-

SAN ANTONIO-Howard W. Davis,
-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
and operator of KMAC, and presWASHINGTON-CBS Far East owner
ident
and general manager of KPAB,
Correspondent James Stewart de-

scribed over Columbia web last Laredo, was re-elected president of the
San Antonio Council
Presidents at
Thursday afternoon the U. S. air bases recent regular meeting....ofFORT
WORTH
in China from which the Super Fortresses began their assault.... -KGKO is spotlighting Ted Graves at the
in series of broadcasts sponsored
WWDC welcomed New York's Bob organ
West into radio as announcer.... by the Texas Electric Service Company
WINX bowed in last Thursday with daily...AUSTIN-KNOW is starring each
summer series of six forum discus- Tuesday at 5:15 p.m., Esther Buffler as

on Radio Education for FM a:
tion....Vacation time at KMO:
employees program director
recent 100th show for servicemen by (Tiny) Renier, Martha Jean S.
Red Cross Cookie Brigade....Jane Virginia Stricklin, Marjorie
Lee, head of KPO's daily Woman's and Wallace St. Vrain heads
Magazine of the Air, was emcee for greatly appreciated rest.

Monday eve's program for Pacific

Area Red Cross volunteers...SANTA
BARBARA-Mary Baciu, secretary to
KTMS Manager Lou Kroeck, heads

Ferry Resigns OWI Po
Frederick Is Succe

women's clubs.

gram Co-ordination, will take
designation of a chief fc

War Activities Committee of community's business and professional

-

-NORTH CAROLINA
on the Stouts Story Book programs,
sions of "Washington Meeting," from "Jean"
special stories for youngsters.
CHARLOTTE-WBT welcomed back sta8:05-8:30 p.m., with Fowler Harper, presenting-NEW
tion
producer
Vernon Hyles from recovery
JERSEY Department of Interior solicitor, as NEWARK-WAAT
will air Amer- of emergency appendectomy... RALEIGH
moderator.
ica's "Billy Sunday of the Air," the -John Crabtree's dedication of songs to
MASSACHUSETTS Rev. Walter A. Meier of St. Louis, at bond buyers added inducement for listen.
BOSTON-WBZ-WBZA's
new three - 5:30 p.m. every Sunday with start of ers of WPTF's "Amor Amor' show....
nights news program by Elmer Newton International Lutheran Hour.... AS - GREENSBORO-Graham "Poppy" CaviEddy for Raytheon Manufacturing Co. of BURY PARK-WCAP's chief an- ness, hot fiddler, added to well-known
Waltham started Monday. Broadcast for
26 weeks, begins at 11:05 p.m..... WORCESTER-WTAG's newscomers are Bob
Fuller as announcer and Virginia Gaskell
as program script editor....HOLYOKEWHYN broadcast most of Holyoke High
School's graduation exercises last Sunday afternoon.

- TENNESSEE MEMPHIS-WHBQ is devoting all
available time since joining city's Mutual to sponsoring 184 programs for

nouncer George Baxt was signed as Ramblers program.

script writer and narrator for five

- COLORADO

-

half-hour shows weekly of Concert DENVER-KLZ won local adverHall show backed by Charms Candy tising club's award for producing
Company over WCAP. Series for 26 year's best radio script written by
weeks, started this month.

staff writer John Prince and produced
by Pete Smythe.... Columbia Pictures
MONTREAL-CKAC's publicity agent publicity man Paul Britton now KLZ
Paul M. Gelinas has set unusual record continuity writer.

- CANADA -

for script writers of comedy shows with
429 half-hour scripts in 16 months....

- CONNECTICUT -

HARTFORD-WDRC will have both AP
BRITISH COLUMBIA-CJAT's unexpected and
UP service after July 1. John Barry,
rapid growth of recording library has
of
WAAB. Worcester, has replaced EverFifth Bond Drive....NASHVILLE- neccesitated addition of another control
ett Jess on WDRC announcing staff....
Charlie Cummins, honorably dis- room and renovation of offices.
Sinatra -Crosby feud on platters expanded
charged from armed forces, is
to second quarter-hour afternoon show on
WLAC's new announcer. WLAC has
WDRC.

signed local boy Al Powell to musical staff as tenor ....BRISTOL-June

- NEW YORK -

15, WOPI's 15th birthday, was devoted
entirely to bond sales. Bristol Civilian
Defense Council took part with evening house -to -house solicitation.

NEW YORK-In commemoration of
the Fifth War Loan, for the duration
of the drive, WMCA is matching dol-

F

ANNOUNCER WANTED
Experienced, draft exempt, good selling
voice and personality.

ticulars first letter
Des Moines, Iowa.

Send all

to

par-

KSO-KRNT,

June 22
Phil Duey
Joe McGarrlgle
Herbert Spencer Stephen Wilhelm
Thomas B. Roach

guest at the meeting of the Corr.

(Continued from Page 1)

OPC to be announced later.
Ferry has been connected witi
since April, 1943, and formerll

chief of the Office of Progran

ordination. Frederick joined 01
January of this year.
Ferry entered Government sc
from the advertising industry.
erick is former publisher of "Tic

WBYN TNE'MINUTE'STA111
SALUTES NEW YORK'S MO

IMPORTANT, MINUTE !

g8r
s:

cc
Every day

at nowt, on the
minute, the big to
Register is Timm Squ

shows the day'
lar for dollar every bond purchase
made by one of its listeners on the paw wa4r 1y War Loan
progress
station. Announcements to this effect AÑOrilfR !1IA'UTE
are being made on all programs. In
addition WMCA also will carry War
Bond appeals by veterans of Air /IIORÉBONOI/r0M

Force combat units overseas who are
now convalescing in New York. These

appeals will be heard throughout the

day's schedule for the duration of

the drive.

For Avoilabilitios:

WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. M
Station WBYN, Brooklyn. N. Y.

The National Daily Newspaper of Commercial Radio and Television
L. 27, NO. 59
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Plan International Web
ews Tele Planning

ith Conservativeness

Bristol-Myers.

Blue Network Brazilian Deal Forecasts
World- Wide Expansion Program;
Other Nations Considered

sponsor of the program, to make
his customary annual appearance
in the show. The minutes slipped
by as the show almost came to a
close. Three minutes before "cur-

Blue network officials have taken the first steps toward the
establishing of -an international network in the consummation
of a deal for four basic affiliates in Brazil. The web's postwar

Money Is Nil
During Eddie Cantor's last appearance of the season, Wednesday night. all concerned were wait-

ing for the arrival of Lee Bristol,

aking a conservative attitude on
development of television, Paul
3ourn, Paramount Pictures exeve and television authority, speak before the Radio Executives Club

tvision seminar in New York last
it, gave 400 video devotees an in -

t into the motion picture Indus; approach of the new art. Rairn, speaking on "The Impact of

:

Pictures,"
on Motion
the seminar platform with

;vision
ted

vice-president

of

tain" time, Bristol, who pays $22,000

a week for the show, appeared in
the engineering room with a working permit from AFRA-allowing
him to say his piece.

tam Kostka, managing editor of
(Continued on Page 6)

Net 'D -Day' Coverage

planning program includes expansion of foreign radio affiliations

to include other South American stations, stations in Mexico,
Australia and Europe.

The expansion program coming as a sequel to Edward J.

Noble's announcement last week that contracts had been signed
with the' Alberto J. Byington, Jr., stations in Brazil embodies an
ambitious plan to establish the frame work for a world-wide net-

work. Highlights of the
plans
Anninum Company Buys
are included in a statement entitled
"Basic
Plan
for
Blue
-International."
e Fall Time On Blue Web For National Archives Army To Honor Radio
This statement declares:
he Aluminum Company of Amer -

Washington Bureau-RADIO DAILY

through Fuller & Smith & Ross
Washington-NBC's coverage of
Dcy, has signed a 52 -weeks con - "D Day" will be preserved for post with the Blue Network, effec- terity in the National Archives. Frank
early in the Fall, it was dis- E. Mullen, NBC vice-president and
ed yesterday. The time purchased general manager, has had recordings
or Sunday 3:30-4 p.m., EWT, over made at the request of John G. Bradentire web. The agency declined ley, chief, division of motion picfive any other information except tures and sound recordings of the
I the half hour will be used for a
(Continued on Page 2)

r

matic show.

son Being Considered
For Radio Hall Of Fame

New Business, Renewals
Reported by NBC In Chi.

Through NAB Award

cer, it was revealed yesterday. The
(Continued on Page 6)

Kaltenborn Scholarship

Hall of Fame program of this
Paul Whiteman and his or -

Eon.

(Continued on Page 2)

Gourmet Special

Strong Convention Coverage
Sends Radio Bigwigs To Chi.

One first-rate cook, complete with
dtl

n

chef's accoutrements, will be auctioned off to the highest War Bond
bidder for one night only by WOV.

The New Yorker who wins will

have the services of Giuliano Gerbi,
member of WOV's newsstaff. Ger-

bi's culinary gifts have been compared to those of Escoffier and the
noted

Oscar. Deadline for bond

orders is Mon., June 26, midnight.

is

the largest and most important republic of all the other Americas. Second,
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
are a great number of privately
Washington-A certificate of appre- there
S. industrial concerns
ciation for the oustanding contribu- owned U.
(Continued on Page 6)
tions of the radio industry toward the
building up of Army communications
will 'be awarded NAB by Major General Harry C. Ingles, chief signal offi- Says Competing Web

Chicago-Renewal of Kraft Music
Goes To L. I. Youth
os Angeles-Philco-Hall of Fame Hall and return to the network of
lo program is dickering with Al Smiling Ed McConnell and his Buster
David Bruce Wilson, of Garden
;on to emcee and star on the Brown Gang were announced this
tkly one -hour series beginning in week by Paul McCluer, sales man- City, Long Island, became the first
)tmber. Offer resulted from the ager for the NBC central division. recipient of the Hans V. Kaltenborn
husiastic public and critical reac- Kraft Music Hall, starring Bing Cros - Scholarship for Harvard College es to the Mammy singer's work on
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 4)
i

"First foreign country to be selected

for this plan is Brazil because it

Twenty years after covering its first political convention, radio

in preparation to cover the sixth such series will bring to the
American public an over-all picture second only to the job of

covering the European invasion early this month. At no time in
the industry's history have so many individual outlets as well as
the major networks taken such an interest in the political situation, possibly made mandatory through the public's interest in

the fourth term situation as well as the wartime convention
(Continued on Page 7)

Would Benefit CBC
Montreal-Joseph Sedgwick, K. C.,
counsel for the Canadian Association
of Broadcasters, offered the opinion
that a mutual network of private stations competing with Canadian Broadcasting Corp. would make for better
broadcasting in Canada. Appearing

before the Commons Parliamentary
Radio Committee to answer questions

on a brief he had presented to the
(Continued on Page 2)

Turn -About Hitter
Royal Arch Gunnison, Mutual
commentator, can burn the candle
at both ends and in so doing bring
light to both sides of the earth.

Twice a week Gunnison goes over
to the OWI offices; on one of the
days he broadcasts to the Pacific
area telling of events in the European theater; the next day he tells
the European section what's what
in the Pacific.
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:

:

Coming and Going

Price 10 Ch.

Publisher

:

WILLIAM B. DOLPH, general manager of WOL,
PAUL OLIPHANT, program director of WLAC,
D. C., will leave over the week- CBS affiliate
in Nashville, has
to
Business Manager end for Chicago and the Republican convention. Tennessee following several days returned
at network

Editor Washington,

:

:

Mutual newscasters heard over WOL who also headquarters in New York.

will go to the Windy City include MRS. RAY-

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays MOND CLAPPER, FULTON LEWIS, JR., WALTER
CLAIR H. SHADWELL, assistant manager of
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18), COMPTON and MADELINE ENSIGN.
WELT, Blusi Network affiliate in New Have
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
paid a call yesterday at the web's Rockefellir
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mcrae',
JAMES V.
manager of NBC Center offihes on his way back to Connecticut
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin national spot McCONNELL,
is expected back today after having been away for two weeks on vacaKirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- from a trip to sales,
Boston
and
Schenectady.
After tion.
aging Editor;
Chester B.
Baba,
Vice President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary. only a day at the home offices he will hie
himself off on his vacation.

Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,

BOB HAWK, of the CBS "Thanks to the
Yanks" program; JULIE
Hawk's
HENRY J. TAYLOR, Blue Network commenta- manager; KENDALL FOSTER,WITMARK,
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Wm. Esty producer;
tor,
has
joined
the analyst contingent converg- LYNN GARDNER, songstress; BURL IVES, singer
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone ing on Chicago for the Republican conven- of folk -songs, and MEL SPIEGEL, of CBS press
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),

tion.

information, leave Sunday for Greensboro, N. C.,
they will participate in that city's Fifth
GENE TRACE, program director of WKBN, where
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
War Loan Drive. From there, they'll go on to
Wilk, '6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite CBS outlet in Youngstown, Ohio, is visiting Winston-Salem for another show.
briefly in New York.
6607.
Entered as second class matter, April 5,
BEN GRAUER leaves today or tomorrow for
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y:,
PHIL NEWSOM, radio manager of United Press, Chicago to cover the Republican convention.

III.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone

under the act of March 3, 1879.

leaves today for Chicago, where he will cover
the convention where UP plans to be strongly
represented.

BERNARD DUDLEY will spend today and toin Boston conferring with executives
of the Yankee Network.
morrow

F111At1CIAL
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High
160

CBS A

321/4

CBS B

311

Crosley Corp.
Fransworth T. Cr R
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common

2138
131/8

391á
35
111/8

.

RCA First Pfd.
Stewart -Warner

.

Westinghouse

...

753/4
16

Low

Close
321/4

311

311

203/4
123/4
383/4
345/8
107/8
753/4
153/4

21

Chg.
1/4

1/4

13

111/s
753/4
16

+

5/8

+

1/4

1053/4 1051 1055/8 - 3/8

Zenith Radio

413/4

40% 41% -F 118

OVER THE COUNTER

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit) ...

Bid

.... 21
... 36

Asked

20 YERRS HGO TONY
(June 23, 1924)

Tomorrow will be a banner day

for G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone. After
two years with station WEAF,

Johnny has received his first publicity assignment and -twill go with
Graham McNamee to the Democratic Convention starting in New
York's Madison Square Garden to.
morrow.

ANNOUNCER WANTED
CBS-5KW-YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
experienced, capable man for
News, and general announcing.
Not a
war -time position but a permanent opportunity for the right man.
Immediate
Seasoned,

vacancy.

Prefer family man-over 30 years
old or draft exempt. Write, wire or phone

W. P. WILLIAMSON, JR.-Gen. Mgr.

WKBN BROADCASTING CORP.
Phone 42122

Jolson Being Considered Says Competing Web
For Radio Hall Of Fame
Would Benefit CBC

383/4 - 3/4
35

came in from Stamford yesterday to spend some

with
CHU CHU MARTINEZ, specialist in Spanish- which his station is affiliated.
American songs, was in Syracuse yesterday, where
he entertained
at the statewide convention
EDWIN C. ALLEN, general manager of WIBA,
of Democratic women held at the Onondaga
Madison, has arrived from Wisconsin for a few
Net Hotel.
days on general business.

1593/4 1593/4 - 1/4
313/4

HAROLD H. MEYER, station manager of WSRR,

time with officials of the Blue Network,

(Thursday, June __)

Am. Tel. Cr Tel.

GUY LOMBARDO and the members of his
band are expected back today from his current
theater tour.

( Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

chestra have already been inked for committee in March, Sedgwick said
the Fall show.
he visualized a mutual network comJolson, who is under contract to peting with the CBC for audience,

Columbia Pictures as a producer, will artists and network to the mutual
probably sign for the air show, if advantage of all concerned. He added
arrangements can be made to broad- that the CBC refused to grant licast from Hollywood, so that he can censes for television and this might
also fulfill his studio commitments.
conceivably hold up experiment and
development in Canada and declared

Baltenborn Scholarship
Goes To L. L Youth
(Continued from Page 1)

he thought there should be a right
to appeal to an impartial judicial
body on a CBC ruling of this type.

Friday, June 23

How do you

buy time in
BALTIMORE 1
Is iit on power alone

Population alone? O

do you look at the
cost -per -listener? Ii
it's low - cost - results

you're interested in

... W -I -T -H is the
sales -producing, low-

cost station for you!
We're ready to prove
it. We have the facts.

We'd like to show
them to you

... any

time you say.

Net 'D -Day' Coverage

tablished last year by the radio comFor National Archives
mentator, it was announced by Henry
J. Davenport, chairman of Long Isfrom Page 1)
land's Harvard Club scholarship com- National(Continued
Archives. The records, 72
mittee.
in number, of one half hour each have

Music Show Sponsored
Los

Angeles-Barker Bros. has
signed a 52 -week contract with KMPC
for "Say It With Music" show, heard
from 9:45 to 10:00 a.m. Monday
through Friday, beginning July 3rd.
Bill Hay will act as narrator, which

puts him on two shows at KMPC, the
other being "The Music Box" heard
from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. Monday
through Saturday. The latter show is
sponsored by Washington Motors.

Special WOR Show

WOR in cooperation with the local
War Finance Committee will present

been received by Mr. Bradley. They

are a 36 -hour word picture of the

NBC invasion coverage from the time

of the first bulletin was broadcast

from the web's news room on Tuesday, June 6, at 12:41 a.m., EWT.

Toscanini To Conduct

Arturo Toscanini has interrupted
his summer vacation to conduct the
NBC Symphony orchestra in the first
of two War Bond concerts in the General Motors program over NBC, Sunday, 5 to 6 p.m., EWT.

Stork News

Pvt. and Mrs. Pierre Weis are the
tonight beginning at 8:30 o'clock a parents of a new daughter, their
first,
two-hour broadcast featuring variety Ann. Pvt. Weis, who is stationed at
entertainment and military heroes to Fort Benning, Georgia, was before his
help the Manhasset community meet induction into the Army, station
its quota of $480,000 for the Fifth War representative for Lang -Worth FeatLoan Drive,
ure Programs, Inc.

W-ITH
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED

BY

HEADLEY - REED

Richard McDonagh, head of NBC Script Division, and writer Gerald Holland of his
staff, confer with director Anton M. Leader, NBC producer and distinguished author and
editor Carl Van Doren, who will introduce and present each program of" Words at War."

NBC created

... "WORDS AT WAR" to dramatize today's important war books-

to give significant, timely writing the tremendous audience it deserves.
For more than a year the program has been broadcast by NBC in
co-operation with the Council on Books in Wartime.

NBC produces

...

"WORDS AT WAR" as a forceful contribution to public
enlightenment. The dramatized essence of today's best war writing draws
praise from public and press: ee... The kind radio needs," said Variety.
e`... boldest, hardest hitting program of 1944," said The New York Timescommenting on a typical production, "Assignment: U.S.A."

NBCsold

... "WORDS AT WAR" as a summer replacement for radio's top-ranking
"Fibber McGee and Molly." Not only critics and listeners recognize
the program's value; S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc. has invested its radio
time and its sponsorship in the series.

LISTEN TO "WORDS AT WAR"
Tuesdays at 9:30 p. m. EWT start-

1ng June 27, 1944... a 13 -week
series for S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc.

NBC creates, produces and sells fine radio. "WORDS AT WAR" is a good example

of NBC's imaginative origination ... NBC's pace -setting program standardstwo among many reasons why NBC is "The Network Most People Listen to Most"
A

s

Service of Radio

Corporation of America

National broadcasting company
America's No. 1 Network
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LOS ROGUES

CHICAGO

By RALPH WILK

GRACIE ALLEN, accompanied by
Margaret Ettinger, trained out
Tuesday (20) for Chicago, where she

will act as special feature reporter
for North American Newspaper Alliance at the Republican Convention,
which begins June 26.
Arlene Harris, the "human chatter-

box" heard reuglarly on Al Pearce'
Blue Network "Fun Valley" series,
each Sunday, was busy last week at
the Universal Studios, where she
played a role in "Be It Ever So
Humble," now in production at that
studio.

Lewis Allen Weiss, executive vicepresident and general manager of the
Don Lee Broadcasting System, is in
New York to attend board of directors
and committee meetings at Mutual Don Lee's New York offices. On his

way back to the coast, he will stop
at Chicago for the Republican na-

tional convention.
When Glen Hardy, KHJ-Done Lee's
news man goes on vacation July 1, it

will be to the High Sierras. Hardy
loves to fish, and plans to head for
Dinky Creek for stream fishing and
Shaver Lake for trolling, both near

each other in the Sierras. Bob Freed
will take over while Hardy's away.
The Les Tremaynes hold weekly
swing conclaves at their San Fernando Valley ranch-latest meeting featured hot piano of boogie-woogie king,
Joe Sullivan.

McNeill Turns Actor
For Kellogg Playlet
Don McNeill, emcee of the Blue

Networks' "Breakfast Club," will have

a starring role in a real "legit" to be
presented by the Kellogg Company,
one of the sponsors of the "Breakfast Club." The dramatic playlet is
titled "The Grains Are Great Foods"
and will be presented at the Blackstone Hotel for more than 400 home

economists attending the AHEA convention in Chicago. New idea in nutri-

tion education, the show was "pre-

miered" in New York City with Tom
Shirley, announcer on another of the
Kellogg shows, "Jack Berch and the
Three Suns," taking a major role. The

Kellogg Company has revised the
playlet for amateur use by civic

and nutrition groups throughout the
country.
..

New PA Office

_.

Opening of a new regional bureau at

Jacksonville, Florida, to furnish spe
cial regional news to stations in Flor
ida exclusively was announced las
week by Oliver Grambling, assistant
general manager of Press Association

By BILL IRVIN

THROUGH Olian Advertising !,]h.
1 pany, Chicago, Schoenhofen-,jet.
weiss Co., began sponsorship r
Paul Harvey, news commentato on

Radio Vitamins For Friday ! ! !
They say if you get around town enough and frequent some
of the busy restaurants you will run into someone who didn't go to Chicago
to attend the GOP Convention
at any rate there will be no dearth of
radio folk at the shindig. .
Real sponsor in the flesh was on the air
Wednesday night when Lee Bristol of Bristol-Myers appeared on Eddie
Cantor's show himself after being impersonated earlier on the program
Bristol bade farewell to Cantor, was heckled by the "Russian" Bert
Gordon
and assured all hands they would be back under the same
auspices in the fall
Cantor meanwhile announced he would spend
the summer playing the Purple Heart Circuit
All wished good luck
to Allan Young, taking over the spot as summer replacement beginning
this Wednesday night on NBC
smart move on the part of the client
in meeting his listeners personally, as it were. .
When Cass Daley,
.

.

comedienne on the "Maxwell House"' iced coffee time show now on CBS. for
the summer, had her first job in a Philly hosiery mill
she entertained
the

other workers by doing her stuff during lunch hour

the plant
foreman heard some of the impersonations and Cass soon went into show
business

Sunny Skylar, song writer and vocalist on WOR-Mutual and

also on the Mary Small revue on the Blue, has written a theme song for
the dramatic show "Cisco Kid," with Bob Stanley doing the music
title is "Cisco Kid Rhumba.-

Ruby Newman, orchestra leader on the Eddie Garr show,
new sustaining feature on CBS, flies in from Detroit Sundays, or
commutes, as the case may be, because his band is playing an engage-

ment in that city and the radio show is in New York... Frank
Silva, who was sponsored for years doing sports over WSAY and
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y. is now connected with the Radio Branch,
Public Relations, broadcasting section of the War Dept
he will

continue to announce sports from the Capital on occasion.
Rush Hughes, at KWK, St. Louis has a great bond selling stunt
large wooden tracks lead up to a huge picture of Hitler some
500 yards down the track, or so
on a little flat -car is mounted
a 500 -pound aerial bomb and every time a War Bond is bought the
bomb rides closer to Hitler... Morton Gould has been presented
with an inscribed wristwatch by the YMCA in appreciation of his
"Symphony On Marching Tunes," commissioned by the organization
it had a world premiere by the New York Philharmonic Symphony the other Sunday afternoon... John McKay is interviewing prospective alternate umpires for the forthcoming classic
between NBC and the combined trade press
John already has a
line on an old-timer who really knows his stuff
no monkey
business will be tolerated by this old Oriole either.

*

*

*

CBS Announcer
Now serving in the Army
of the United Stetes

atvey will be heard Monday thrill,

Friday, 10:00-10:15 p.m., CWT.

tract is for 52 weeks.
Mrs. John W. Bricker, wife of

,n_

'I

ernor Bricker of Ohio, Repub
presidential aspirant, will be
of June Baker's home manages
program on WGN 9:45 a.m. to
a.m., CWT, Monday, June 26, o

ing day of the Republican Con
tion at the Chicago Stadium.
James Stirton, Blue Network,
tral division program manage;

vacationing in Minnesota.

New Business, Renewal
Reported By NBC In C
Continued from Page 1)

by, was renewed for 53 weeks by
Kraft Cheese Company, divisiot
National Dairy Products Corp
tion, through J. Walter Thom!
Company, with a station line-up

crease from 88 to the full netw
starting July 20. Program is a
Thursdays, 8:00-8:30 p.m., CWT f
Hollywood.

Smiling Ed, a radio song and c.

ter veteran of a score of years,

be back on NBC with a juvenile
gram on September 2 when
Brown Shoe Company of St. Le
through Leo Burnett Company, I
launches a 30 -week contract on
1

stations. Show will be heard Sa
days, 9:00 to 9:30 a.m. CWT ft
Chicago.

Atlas Brewing Company, Chic/
has signed a WBBM contract to sp

sor "Jobs For G. I. Joe," a Suni
evening series, for 52 weeks, start
June 25, 9:30 to 10:00 p.m. Cf
Olian Advertising Company, ChiCM

is the agency. Program has apprq
of the War Manpower Commissi

and all servicemen will be plq
through that agency. Two or tl}
honorably discharged veterans
be interviewed on each program

interested employers will be
quested to call the WMC. Talent

#

;

up includes Jimmy Hilliard's or

Gen. Sir Bernard Montgomery's "wireless sets" in his traveling General Headquarters cost around S235,000
the radio of a divisional headquarters, which enables the staff to communicate with every
unit while on the move, costs about 5370.000.
Army Service Forces
of the Special Service Division continues to do a good job with the V -Discs
excellent little feature is the Hit Kit, which gives the words of popular tunes plus a few old timers, always favorites
only hitch is not
.

.

every far-flung area manages to get the discs.
Toscanini is back
on NBC for a War Bond concert under GM auspices this Sunday. .
he will be heard in the fall for his usual run, same place, same time....
Now that William Bendix in his hilarious 'Lite of Riley" show is moving
.

.

.

JOHN TILLMAN

station WENR, Monday, June 19.

down to the 10:30 p.m., EWT time on the Blue, a great many new listeners
are in for a treat
sensationally good.

*

- Remember Pearl Harbor

.

tra, the King's Jesters, male

and Janette, WBBM songstress.
Neuwerth will direct.

c'1

"Vic & Sade- Sponsors

Effective July 3, sponsorship of
western and southern stations in.
"Vic and Sade" NBC network o
stations will be taken over by Pr
& Gamble's White Laundry Soap

-Young Woman Available College

graduate

seeks

production wort

with small New York outfit.

Experience

in production, publicity and public relations
Write RADIO DAILY, Box 846, 1501
Broadway, New

York 18, N. Y.

TU ALL OF THESE PEOPLE,

97w 9Jue A&'woi'%
GIVE5 CREDIT and THANKS
... for a great job and wholehearted
cooperation which made possible our
complete coverage of D -Day news.
IT is now history-how The Blue's newsroom
sprang to action at the first invasion flash, at

12:40 AM EWT, Tuesday, June 6-and how, from
that moment on, The Blue and its affiliated stations
gave America the bulletin -by -bulletin story.
But we don't want to revert to that: what we want
to do is to record our deep-felt thanks to all those
who have helped us.

First of all, we want to pay tribute to our London
staff: to George Hicks, whose stories have been

among the most dramatic to come out of this

gigantic military operation; and to Arthur Feldman,
Thomas Grandin, Herbert Clark, Harold Peters

and Ted Malone, all of whom contributed their
stories to the over-all picture.
We want to thank Walter Kiernan and Paul Nielson;
William Hillman and Henry Taylor; Leland Stowe
and Leon Decker who broadcast from New York
not only the dispatches but their analyses and interpretations of fast -breaking events: our thanks also

to David Wills, Baukhage, Martin Agronsky and
Ray Henle from Washington.
We owe a debt of gratitude to UP and AP and INS;
also to BBC. We are likewise grateful to the Navy
and War Departments for their cooperation. And

we wish to thank our contemporaries-NBC and

9,he Witte

CBS and MBS-for being together in the "Pool

Broadcasts"-for permitting us to use much of their
material and also for using those dramatic George
Hicks broadcasts made from the gun turret of a
U. S. warship.
We want to thank G. W. Johnstone and Thomas
Velotta, director and assistant director of Blue

News and Special Features, and our newsroom
staff; also our engineers and all those behind -the scenes people who worked without letup in order
that the news might go through.
To our stations we want to express our thanks-not
only for their cooperation but for the words of en-

couragement which they phoned and wired and
wrote us.

And we want to thank our advertisers and agencies
who have cooperated so willingly in allowing our
people a free hand in scheduling programs for the
best possible news coverage-even when it meant
we had to cancel out their programs or change their
formats or break into their broadcasts with bulletins
and flashes.
If we have done a stand -out job (and legions of our
friends have told us that we have) it has only been
because we have had the cooperation and encourage-

ment and devotion and understanding of all the
people we have mentioned.

l,etuior%

AMERLCAN BROADCASTING SYSTEM. INC.
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International Web Forecast
With Conservativeness
By Blue Net Brazilian Deal
Views Tele Planning

(Continued from Page 1)

Brazil.

Alluding to the prospects of rivalry
between the motion picture industry

"Agreement will continue for
an indefinite period and may be

opment of television, Raibourn said:
"Motion picture film, as can television, can be used for advertising, for
direct selling, for propaganda, for
education, and for any form of
transfer of intelligence and information from one person to another. We

year's prior written notice."
The principal objects of the

and the broadcasters in the devel-

thus arrive at the conclusion that,
basically, it is motion picture film

versus electrical television which represent intrinsically different media
and that if there is any real question
of 'who' will shove 'who' around, -it
is a problem of Eastman Kodak, Dupont, and Ansco as against the Telephone Company, Radio Corporation,
General Electric, Philco and Du Mont
rather than broadcasting companies
as **against so-called motion picture
companies. These two latter groups
are probably more likely to help each
other than to hurt each other as they
build talent for each other and make
it popular.
"Motion picture companies may
make films for television and television may supplement feature film fare

cancelled by either party upon one

agreement is to provide for the

interchange of commercial radio
programs. Sustaining, programs,
however, will be carried from
time to time.
For the time being exchange of
programs between the Blue and
the Brazilian stations will be on
a transcription basis.
In stipulating ET's the agreement

Kostka Gives Views

The national application of televi-

the competitive post-war
world will stimulate the publishing
medium in the same way the movies
proved to be a hypo to newspapers
and magazines, Mr. Kostka prophesied. "If television becomes a great
educational force, it will eventually
lead televiewers to seek further information in printed material, such
sion in

that have become Blue affiliates and
will start functioning for the American network on August 1st are: Radio Cultura da Campos, Call lettersPRF-7, Mario Ferraz Sampaio, manager, Campos, state of Rio de Janeiro;

1i

(Continued from Page 1)

award is a new award by the

and the first such certificate

given Major Edwin C. Armstror
ventor of FM about three weeks

The citation recognizes the

cellent cooperation and patrioti,
vice" of broadcasters throughot

nation in the recruitment of

pE

nel for the signal corps. This ait
instrumental in making Ante
military communications secor
none in the world.
There will be a formal present

of the award to NAB Preside

Harold Ryan in the near future
certificate names NAB and cost
ments the agency for its help butt
intent is that NAB be honorees(.
only individually but also as th rt
presentative of broadcasters thrctt

out the country-in this case, )t
members and non-members.

Staff Of Summer Institui
Announced In Chicc
Chicago-Joseph A. McDonalc
New York, assistant general cot
of the National Broadcasting C
pany, will come to Chicago to n
two addresses in connection with

opening of the third annual N

Northwestern University Sum
Radio Club of Brazil, PRA -3, Dr. Julio
Institute in Evanston, Ill.
Barata, president, Rio de Janeiro; Radio
Monday, June 26th. McDonald

Radio Cruzeiro do Sul, PRB-6, Dante speak informally at an institute
Ancona Lohes, manager, Sao Paulo ner at the Orrington Hotel in Et
and Radio Club Paranaense, PRB-2, ston at the close of registration
Curityba, state of Sao Paulo.
Monday and the following day
Governmental Approval
officially open the institute
Approval of the South American will
before the student b
expansion plans of the Blue have aondiscussion
"World Systems of Broadcasth
been given by Secretary of State CorOther speakers who will disc
asserts:
dell Hull, James Lawrence Fly, chair- various
of broadcasting bel
Will Use ET's
man of the FCC, and by Nelson R. the classphases
public service progra
"In view of the uncertainty at the Rockefeller, co-ordinator of Inter - are: C. L. in
Menser,
NBC vice-presid
present time of the quality of point- American affairs, following conferto-point transmission of musical pro- ences with Mark Woods, president of in charge of programs; Edward
McCrossin, Jr., legal counsel for N
grams between the United States and the web.
Rio de Janeiro, as well as the pos- The international expansion plan as central division; Arthur Jacobs
production manager for the cent
sible low quality transmission of pro- adopted by the Blue is being handled division;
Frank Chizzini, manager
,

gram services from Rio de Janeiro by Donald Withycomb, director of
to other points in Brazil by land the web's international department.
lines or by point to point, it is agreed Withycomb has held a series of conthat high grade transcriptions pro- ferences in New York with Jose
duced in New York and shipped to Rocha Vaz, personal representative
Rio de Janeiro via air express, will of Alberto J. Byington, Jr., owner of
offer the best results for rebroad- the Brazilian stations.

in theater programs. On the other
hand, television might displace 16 mm. as books, magazines and newspapers,"
movies in the home or schools in a he pointed. out.
reasonable period of time and thereby Many newspapermen feel that in
destroy the dream of the film manu- the long run television is likely to be
facturing companies of an ever ex- a greater competitor of radio than
panding market."

Through NAB Aw

(Continued rom Page 1)

Look magazine, who dwelt on the which have wide distribution of their casting over your stations in Brazil.
effect of television on the publishing products throughout Brazil.
This will apply particularly to symindustry.
"After a reasonable period of opera- phony programs, operas, large popution between the Blue Network and lar orchestras, etc. Programs of immeDiscusses Theater Possibilities
"There is one phase of the motion Brazil, studies will be completed with diate interest such as speeches or news
picture field where television is go- a view of making similar arrange- can be ,transmitted by point-to-point
ing to definitely apply," Raibourn ments with radio stations in other service."
declared. "This is the theater itself. foreign countries. Consideration will
Objectives Stated
It is possible, of course, that we may be given to Mexico, Argentina, Chile, The objectives
of the Blue in develhave purely television theaters, as Venezuela, Cuba, Canada, England, oping an international
network are
Australia,
China,
Portugal,
we now have news theaters, but there
Spain. outlined as follows:
When
the
war
is
concluded,
certain
is reason to doubt that it is a probabil"The Blue Network will provide
ity."
European countries will be included radio broadcasting facilities in forThe speaker said that large screen in our foreign coverage."
eign countries for United States manuBasic Plan in Brazil Deal
television so far "has not exhibited
facturers who desire to advertise
satisfactory picture quality for con- The detailed agreement made with their products in the appropriate lantinued theater use due to insufficient the Brazilian stations, according to guage used in such localities.
screen brilliance." He pointed to Blue spokesmen, will be substantially
"The Blue Network will act as the
Scophony's electronic opacity tube, the same arrangement which will be exclusive international representative
popularly known as the Skiatron or offered stations in other countries. in the United States for certain caredark trace tube, and RCA's electrosta- Highlights of the agreement in- fully selected radio stations in fortic control of micrometric suspen- clude:
eign countries on a basis of 15 per
"The Blue Network will operate
sions as current large screen developcent. The foreign stations (as an
ments. More will be known about as exclusive sales agents in the affiliate of the Blue Network) will
United States for the radio sta- represent the Blue Network as far as
these scientific contributions when
the present wartime emergency is tions owned and operated by you radio broadcasting is concerned withand you will act as exclusive sales
past, he added.
in their immediate territgry."
agent for the Blue Network in
The four Byington stations in Brazil
Touches on Rivalry

Army To Honor Rail

Gilman In New York
For Blue Web Meeting

Don Gilman, vice-president in
of the publishing industry, Kostka de- charge of
the Western Division of
clared.
the Blue Network, is visiting New
"If advertising by television results York this week and will remain unin greater sales, the firms sponsoring til next Tuesday to discuss network's
that advertising will eventually have 'post-war plans for expansion of facilmore revenue to spend and will in- ities on the Pacific Coast with execucrease their total appropriations. If tives in the Home office.
television fails to sell more merUnder consideration are plans for

chandise, if it proves to be more expensive per item sold, it cannot be an
important competitor of either radio
or publishing," Mr. Kostka aserted in
conclusion.

NBC Chicago radio recording di

sion; William Weddell, assistant sa
manager for the central divisi
John F. Ryan, manager of the cent
division press department; Howard
Luttgens, chief engineer; John Gill

manager of WOW, Omaha; Harr
Hester, free-lance writer; Elizab
Hart, WMAQ announcer, and Ed
Bill, general Manager of WME
Peoria, Ill.

Sweetheart Soap Expand'
To Full Network July
Manhattan Soap Co. will expand i
Blue Network stations to the comple

network on July 26, with "Scram
Amby," an audience participatic

show, heard Wednesdays 7-7:30 p.n

permanent building in Los Angeles EWT with a repeat to the far we
to serve as central point for Blue at 10:30 p.m. Program has been heat
operations on Pacific Coast; and re- on seven NBC Coast stations the pa
modelling of building housing KECA year for Sweetheart soap. Agency
in Hollywood.

Franklin Bruck Advertising Corp.
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GOP CONVENTION CORRESPONDENTS

Republican Meet

Radio personnel accredited by the Republican National Committee and
the Radio Correspondents Association for the GOP national convention

Continued from Page 11

:t. Beginning Monday when the opening Monday in the Chicago Stadium follows:
convention is

called to order

broadcasts scheduled
the week-end. Although a reguchedule has been set for pickups
't from convention floor a great

Mutual

NBC

additional programs will be

y

ided both television and standard
dcastings, with some networks set
ancel numerous commercials to
way.
Mutual Cancels 10 Shows
itual has already cancelled 10

nercial shows over Monday and
day. with the prospect of more
g cancelled as conditions warrant.

tal's cancellations will be from
p.m., EWT on Monday, when
Laboratories,

'e

Kellogg

Co.;

ely Bros., Lewis -Howe Co. and
tral Cigar Co. give up their time.
last mentioned show is usually
d 10-10:15 p.m., EWT. Tuesday
ial has so far cancelled from 1 p.m. and these include two Grove
oratory shows, Kellogg Co. and
Is -Howe. MBS will also break
any other commercials or susng to bring on special develop is.

oils Harrison E. Spangler, chair of the Republican National Corn -

le has made arrangements with

Hallenbeck,

Adolph

Schneider,

Vandenberg on CBS

be heard 10:45-11 p.m. Other ex -

Cal.-Marshall

Springs,

Ark. - Storm

KBOX, St. Louis-C. L. Thomas.
WOR, New York-Wick Evans, Theodore
Granick, also assigned to Mutual.
WAAF, Chicago -Gene S. Himebaugh.
John D. Stanley.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.-Jack Knell.
WHBF, Rock Island, Ill.-Leslie C. John

0.-Alfred Newkirk.

Whitmore, Frank Schreiber, M. H. Newton,
Robert Irving, Ray Dady. Bruce Hayward,

WING, Dayton. 0.-Ronald B. Woodyard.
WINS, New York-Guenther Reinhardt.

James Buckley, John Brickhouse, John Holbrook, Dale O'Brien, Thomas Foy, Stanley

WIZE,

WIP Philadelphia- Alexander Gruff iu,
Bill Amundson, George W. Lang, Clyde White.
Jay Ferree. Robert Siebold, Karl Michael, Benedict Gimbel, also accredited to Mutual.

Springfield, O.-Reggie Martin.
WJJD, Chicago-Robert R. Hansen.

WLAV, Grand Rapids, Mich.-Richard F.
James Hanlon, A. C. Kaufman,
River Beaman. Alice Lewis, Walter Compton, Connor, Roy Kelly.
WLS, Chicago -Julian Bentley, Ervin
Maxine Davis, Lewis Allen Weiss. Marie
Tessman. Adolph N. Hult, Carroll Marts, Lewis, Arthur C. Page. Harold Safford.
WOV, New York-Thomas B. Morgan.
Marcia Winn.
WOW. Omaha-O. M. Ingoldeby, Mike II.
Stations
WLW, Cincinnati-William Dowdell, George Meyers.
WRJN, Racine, Wis.-Harry LePoidevin.
Kramer,

Gow, Arthur Reilly. James Cassidy. William
WROK, Rockford, Ill.-William R. Trawl]
Barlow. Gordon Graham, James D. Shouse, James
W. Rodgers.
E. K. Bauer, M. R. Hackett, David Conlon.
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C.-Walter .1.
WITH, Baltimore-Ian Ross MacFarlane, Brown.
Louise
MacFarlane.
Bill Henry. Francis Douglas. W. R. Wills,
WTMJ, Milwaukee-Jack E. Krueger.
Richards -Fitzpatrick Stations (WJR, WGAR,
Katherine Darst, Quincy Howe. Dr. Wallace
WBNS, Columbus, 0.-Jack Price, W. 1.
Sterling. Cedric Adams, James Cruisenberry, KMPC)-George Cushing. Ralph Warden, Orr.
Alvin Steinkopf, Gene Read, Earl Horrigan, William Neel, G. A. Richards, Leo FitzpatWCFL, Chicago-Hugh Douglas.
rick.
Gene
Carr.
Robert Hurleigh. Ruth Ashton, Hildegarde
WIND. Chicago-Gary-Fred Willson.
(KSO, KRNT,. WNAX,
Cowles Group
Gauss. Shep Chartoc, Al Bryant, Rocco
WEBR. Buffalo. N. Y.-Cy King, Paul E.
WMT)-Joseph
Dixon,
V.
Ryan,
Stanley
Padulo. Margaret Miller, Earl Gammons, Paul
Fitzpatrick.
Larson, Arthur Smith, Sid Pearlman,
W. White, William J. Slocum, Jr., Robert White
WTAD, Quincy, Ill.-W. Emery Lancaster.
Glen
Law,
George
Sudermann,
Dick
Burris,
Trout, John Charles Daly, Harry Flannery, John Irwin, Doug Grant.
WBBM, Chicago-James Cruisenberry. AlHenry Grossman, David Davis, Benjamin
vin Steinkopf, Gene Read, Earl Horrigan,
KNX,
Los
Angeles-Dr.
Wallace
Sterling,
Russ, Arthur Perles, Richard Fernald, RobRobert
Hurleigh, also accredited to CBS.
ert S. Wood, Earl James. John M. Whitman, also accredited to CBS.
WCCO, Minneapolis-Cedric Adams, A. E.
KSD, St. Louis-George M. Burbach, Har- Joscelyn,
Ethel Kirsner, Helen Sioussat, John Harringalso accredited to CBS.
ton, Arthur Casey, A. E. Joscelyn, Jack Bur- old Grams, R. L. Herchert.
WHN, New York-Herbert L. Pettey.
KDKA, Pittsburgh-Donald B. Hirsch.
nett. James Beloungy, H. Leslie Atlass, J. L.
News Services
KGER, Long Beach, Cal.-Merwin Dobyns.
Van Volkenburg, Walter Preston.
Ask Washington-Merlin Stonehouse, Hugh
Evelyn Dobyns.
KGFW, Lincoln, Neb.-George W. Kline, Grauel, Eleanor Block.
Blue
Press Association - Joseph H. Torbett,
KGLO, Mason City, Ia.-Wade S. PatEarl Godwin, William Hillman, Ray }Write, terson.
James Borman.
Martin Agronsky, Drew Pearson. H. R. BaukTransradio-Press-Rex Goad, Betty Lesch.
KGNO, Dodge City, Kan.-J. C. Denious.
hage, Pauline Frederick, Leon Henderson,
KMA, Shenandoah, Ia.-Earl E. May, Ann Corrick, Harold Parr, Dan William
Bryson Rash, Henry J. Taylor, Harry Wismer, Owen Saddler.
Milton Fishman.
Edward J. Noble, Mark Woods, Edgar Kobak,
Yankee News Bureau (serving Yankee NeiKMOX, St. Louis-Francis Douglas, W. R.
CBS

Wills,
CBS.

Katherine Darst, also accredited to work)-J. R. Reed. Robert Meyers, Stanley
Pey ton.

gan, George O. Milne, Thomas J. Dolan, W.
West Virginia Network-Malvina Stephen
KPAS, Pasadena, Cal.-J. Frank Burke,
Trevarthen, P. Simpson, I. Garbo. F. Wai- Laura K. King.
son.
worth, C. M. Hutson, E. R. Borroff, Merritt
BBC-Anthony Wigan, William Newton,
KPRO. Riverside, Cal.-W. L. Gleeson.
R. Schoenfeld, James L. Stirton, Gene Rouse,
KSTP, Minneapolis -St. Paul-John J. Ver- Clement Fuller, Anette Ebsen, John Salt.
E. C. Horstmann, Eli Henry.
straete, Walter Miller, Stanley Hubbard.
Stephen Fry.

heard Thursday from the Stadium in carry out full coverage. Technical
1-2 p.m. and if not completed the 10- staffs are no small part of the re11 p.m. period will continue the re- gional and national network atsults of the ballotting. Bulletins will tendees, with CBS sending out its
of course be heard on all stations and network operations engineer Henry
webs during the interim, all accord- Grossman, plus field technicians Dave
ing to how important the develop- Davis, Ben Russ and Earle James

ve CBS broadcasts will include:
day 5:15-5:30. p.m., EWT. Mrs.
on Martin, National Committee - ments are.
an from Maine, and assistant
Keynote on Tuesday
'man of the party's national corn te on women's activities. This
Convention key note speech will be
originate through WBBM. On heard Tuesday at 1 p.m. EWT when
day the network will carry Mrs. Spangler introduces temporary chaire Corbin, of Kentucky. chair - man Gov. Earl Warren of Calif. at

of the Young Republican Na-

Siloam

Marshall Farlane, E. M. Antrim, Miller McClintock,
Theodore C. Strelbert, William B. Dolph, son.
WICA, Ashtabula,
Benedict Gimbel,- Madeline Ensign, Tom
Slater. A. Opfinger. Lester Gottlieb, John Walter Walrath.

Smith, Louis Sherwin, Mary Davis; Electra
Ward. Niles Trammell, Frank Mullen, Frank
M. Russell, William F. Brooks, Ann Gillis,
Carleton Smith, Richard Harkness, Thomas
E. Knode, H. V. Kaltenborn, Ben Grauer.
Robert St. John, George McElrath, G. Hastings, A. Popelle, Sid Desfors, Everett Brag don, J. A. Weiss, John A. Hilton. Harry A.
Woodmen, Suzanne Cretinon, Don Fischer,
Kenneth Banghart, William McAndrew, Morgan Beatty, James Boozer, Bertha Prasse,
Harry C. Kopf, H. C. Luttgens, F. C. Sebnepper, H. D. Royston. C. A, Cabasin, H. It.
Mauls, M. W. Rife, G. J. Devilieg, F. E.
Golder. W. Schooley. A. E. Scarlett, B. F,
Fredendall, W. F. Lanterman, T. E. Schreyer,
John Thompson. John Erp, Baskett Moses,
William E. Drips, Jules Herbuveaux.

webs for coverage of certain
es, a strong array of correspond and reporters will be interview all important political figures Kenneth Berkeley, G. W. Johnstone, Raymond
Jghout the course of the gather - Gram Swing, Helen Buchalter, John J. Madi-

IS will start the ball rolling with
Arthur H. Vandenberg, who is
cted to make an important preention address over the network
'The People's Platform," .tomornight. Later Gov. Bricker of Ohio

KUOA,

Whaley.

than three -score networks and Lowell Thomas, Irene Kuhn, Albert Dale,
Fulton Lewis, Jr., Leo Cherne. Upton Close,
Wick Evans, Fred Morrison, Theodore Grams will have their own staffs on John
McKay. Sidney Eiges, Ben Gross. Joseph nick. Julia Maddox, Cecil Brown, Alexander
¡ob doing shows, apart from the Meyers, Burroughs Prince, John Cooper, Don Griffin, Mrs. Raymond Clapper, W. E. Macminary

KTMS. Santa Barbara,
Keig, Louis F. Kroeck.

from New York. James Belougny,
central division operations engineer
and chief engineer of WBBM will be

on hand to assist, along with mem-

bers of his staff. Similar groups have
made the journey for the other major
networks of the nation.

JOHNNY MERCER'S BEST SELLING NOVELTY

At 1 p.m. the same day,
il Federation. Otherwise CBS will permanent chairman, Rep. Jos. Martin
10

p.m.

de the regular 1-2 p.m. and 10- of Mass. will take over and at night
.m.. EWT originations from the Herbert Hoover is scheduled to talk,
ention hall. On Monday how - with Rep. Claire Boothe Luce set to
the opening session will be follow him in a discussion of national
12:30-1:30 p.m., EWT as will and international issues. Rep. Luce

case on all webs.
has gone on record as being
ress of the ballotting will be however,
against following Hoover's long talk,
and has taken issue with Spangler
on the matter. Tuesday night, it is
AVAILABLE
relations

Ile

man,

deferred,

desires

rvisory position, small station in New
City, evenings, all day Saturday and
ays.

Write-

RADIO DAILY
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N.

expected the Republican nominations
for the presidency will begin.
NBC will do considerable coverage

with a daily tele stint, having lined

up several Republican celebrities and

Box, 847,

Y.

as in the case of the Blue Network,
top executives will be on hand to aid

JIVE
CAPITOL SONGS, INC.
RKO BUILDING
DAVE BLUM-MICKEY GOLDSEN
HOLLYWOOD 1483 NORTH VINE STREET DAVE SHELLEY
NEW YORK
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***CONST-TO-COAST**
-

- PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA-WIP will use fascinating "Walkie -Talkie" in new

- NEW JERSEY -

IL PICTUI2E OF THE WEEK

series of six shows in cooperation
with Signal Corps and Treasury Dept.
next Monday afternoon....KYW's

night the second

general manager Leslie W. Joy returned to "good ole days" as singer
in remembering WRS' general man-

turned crew chief

Gerald Savory of the play "There's
Always Juliet" that opened Bucks

-TEXAS -

- UTAH -

SALT LAKE CITY-Over 300 atte
local mock breakfast presented by 1

-TENNESSEE -

ager.... WNOX chief announced Tys
Terwey has resigned to go overseas
for OWI.

- WASHINGTON SEAcTTLE-KIRO

will use Associated

Mothers with other Women's Club
C

OUT YOUR FILES OF ALL

REC

LETTERS, CATALOGS,

E

'SIT THEM IN THIS B

EHEM TO
Uncle Sam Needs Them

for K -RAT

and BLOOD PLASMA Containe
PAPER,

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES,

1....Statioús new announcer

BROWN

DEPOSIT
BOARD, EVC. ARE ALSO NEEDED.

FOR PICT
SAVE PAPER
BOSTON SALVAGE

CO

ployee endorsed KIT's manager Jim Mur-

phy's idea of buying "Special Invasion

Despite strenuous schedule of Invasion coverage and
Fifth War Loan activities, staff of WCOP, Boston, continued in their campaign to aid the Boston Salvage Committee in the collection of waste paper. Engaged in the
proceedings are Frances Lescoe, traffic manager; George
Michael, program director and Joseph Brooks, announcer.
- WISCONSIN MILWAUKEE-"To WTMJ-WMFM,

June 23
Mary Livingstone
Peggy Langer
Maxine Keith
Pick Malone
Claude Reese
June 24
Frank Bastone
Ed Aaronofl
Lois Ravel
S. Kirby Ayers
Harry M. Baldwin
Clellan Card
Tom Wildman
June 25
Martin Gosch
Leo Cohen
Smiley Whitley
Doug Largen
Cliff Soubier

I

S/Sgt. Emerson Smith substituted for
Brenneman at mike....KDYL feature
the -spot descriptions of all Child
Care Centers in Saturday afternoon s

ers" is KDYL's new series of public
vice programs, sponsored by local C
cil of Women. Suggests summer spot
vacationing boys and girls.

-VIRGINIA RICHMOND-Mallory Freemat
WRNL's new assistant manager t

Warde Adams advanced to acting I
duction manager....DANVILLE
Gigantic War Bond Auction Sale

side city's capitol is WBTM's cor
bútion to Fifth Bond Drive
WBTM's program director W. P.
fernan is vacationing.

is

Warren Brown.... YAKIMA-Every emBond" on D-Day....KIT's new continuity
head comes to radio with newspaper and
publicity background.

KUTA last week at Newhouse

"Point With Pride"....'valley Fun

Recorded Program Service beginning with
July

in

t

local talent.

to Hart's post of commercial man-

B.17

Bond Drive with its Peggy Kile
terviewing Aunt Susan Tokes of
chester, Virginia. Latter will st
vise ham and chicken fry this S
day for 1,000 residents for the
..WORCESTER-Dan Hyland
is new staff spieler at WAAB.

day afternoon for half hour, show stars

management changes, John Hart replaced John Ballard as executive director, and Garry Marable moved in-

of a

by Bob Perry....WEEI will r
tomorrow morning "The War
tween the States" for the Fifth

year, on Monday. Wednesday and Friday
a.m. for quarter-hour....FORT WORTHKGKO Radio Frolice gaining new listeners quickly. Presented from studio Satur-

Mutual series, "Screen Test," at Hotel
Gayoso....KNOXVILLE-In WBIR

current

- MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON-Guesting on WORL
Club was Arlene Francis intervi

DALLAS-WFAA airs "The Songs of
Jerry Wayne" twice weekly, backed by
Gulf Oil Co.. Show includes Peg La
Centra, Dan Seymour and Gulfspray orchestra....HOUSTON-Lone Stare Chain
continues "Women in Wartime" sponsored by Gulf Brewing Co. for another

Loew's theaters in preview of new

its

Pacific.

County Playhouse last Friday.

Alburty entertained local M -G -M
officials, employees and managers of

of

of actual parties "Bond Party of the
Highlights 100 employees of Wrigh
Corp. as host to M Sgt. Bob Bakt

ager Lee B. Wailes' birthday with an
ode.... WPEN interviewed producer

MEMPHIS-WHBQ manager Bob

NEWARK-WAAT's announcing
has added Carl Frederick formerly
on stations in Pennsylvania and Y
PATERSON-WPAT will press

for meritorious service to music" is
inscription on plaque awarded the
two stations by the Wisconsin Federation of Music Clubs during last
program of "Starring Young Wiscon-

sin Artists" series in early June....

J. Bruen, widely known sports executive
.DAYTON-WING's jovial duo. Charlie
Reeder and Jack Wymer, presented special show of their popular daily "Sunnyside Up" at Tuesday's anniversary dinner of May Company in Van Cleve Hotel.

- LOUISIANA -

ORLEANS-WWL announcSHEBOYGAN-WHBL's staff addi- ersNEW
are participating in the city wide
tion is Paul Bartell, honorably disAddress System, War Bond
charged from Air Corps.... WAUSAU Public
Campaign conducted by the com-WSAU staff announcer Don Wilson munity's
War Bond Headquarters...
has entered radio advertising.
SHREVEPORT-"The Swap Shop,"
- OHIO one of radio's most unusual programs,

NBC And You' Is Net's
New Employees' Mani:
NBC, under the title "NBC
You," has put out a 124 -page man
of the company's organizational se
which is designed to acquaint the r"
work's employees with the functi.
of its branches, departments and p
sonnel services.
The manual opens with a brief 't
tory of NBC and the broadcasting
dustry, details about each of the n

work's departments, the six owr
and operated stations that compr

"Our Castles In the Air" and the :t

sent status and future prospects
television. "The Policies and Pra

tices" of the company, as they apl
to employer -employee relations

E

given extensive treatment in a

page section. A folded insert, attach
CINCINNATI-WLW's shortwave broad- has moved to new time, Saturday, to the back inside cover of the mans
casts of overseas' interviews with local 12:45 to 1 p.m. over KWKH....KTBS shows on one side all NBC affilia
service men and women has become very new 20 -minute summary of news, stations with their interconnect'
popular.
WCKY's new promotion man- "Review of The Week's News," is wirelines and on the reverse, an
ager is Wells F. Bruen; son of late Frank heard Sunday afternoon at 3:30.
ganizational chart of the compan
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Radio Set For GOP Show
aDea Files Action

Classic Correction

Press department of WARD, New
Oi

WNEW-WOV Swap

York tele station, sent out the following under caption of "Correction": "The
8:45

the Wodaam Corp. which owns
operates WOV against Arde

Dohme

reme Court of New York County
Richard O'Dea, one of the officials
ova, and Milton Biow, officials of
ater New York Broadcasting
which owns and operates
p.

film

presentation at

on Wednesday night, June
28th over Du Mont television station WARD will be a Sharpe &

n action has been started in the

picture,
Health' instead
Hell'

of

to
'Passport
'Passport to

as erroneously set forth

in

the program sent out June 20th."

EW. Summons has been served
he suit but no complaint, accord -

to Warren & McGroddy, attors for O'Dea, to the fact that time
. short and it was desired to keep
ova within the court's jurisdiction;
(Continued on Page El

Test Case Against

Recording Companies

Broadcasters Invade Chicago Stadium
With Veritable Maze Of Equipment
To Cover Today's Opening
By BILL IRWIN
WADI() DAILY Staff Correspondent

Chicago-"These are the conventions that, literally, will be
heard `round the world'," said Arthur M. Wirtz, general manager
of the Chicago Stadium, referring to the elaborate broadcasting
set up for the Republican and Democratic National conventions.

The biggest job Wirtz faced in making convention arrangements was planning space for representatives of more than 800
newspapers, press associations, radio stations and the four major
radio networks.

In addition to the four national networks-NBC,
and Mutual-seven independent radio stations will broadcast

Action was filed in the New York
i men Leaders To Speak Federal
Court last Friday by Alla
On CBS Bond Program Bartlett and Clifford Herbert, sur- FCC Asked To Change
viving daughter and son of composer

Franklin D. Roosevelt, Mrs.
Churchill and Mrs. Henry
rgenthau, Jr. will be heard with
er American and British women

,ors.

Victor Herbert, and Alan MacDon-

convention proceedings direct from
the stadium. Moreover, there will be
a corps of 60 correspondents representing other stations throughout the
country who will transmit news and

ough, surviving son of the collaborat- ET Announcem't Rule feature stories to their stations by
ing composer, who wrote "Toyland,"
telephone, telegraph and mail.
against Decca, Inc., and the Columbia
In all, the convention hall will
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
(aged in war industries over CBS' Recording Corporation, and naming
bristle
with 150 microphones placed
éial Fifth War Loan Drive broad - another party defendant Witmark & Washington-Admitting that the
(Continued on Page 6l
proposed new FCC rule regarding ant tomorrow (WABC 5 to 5:15 Sons, music publishers.
The plaintiffs charge that the song nouncement of transcriptions is desirEWT). The British Prime
i.,
able, the NAB last week asked for
Sister's wife will speak from Lon (Continued on Page 6)
deletion of the final sentence, which NAB Asks WAC Drive
t while the American guests will
fston

el

reads, "At least once every hour the

from the New York studios;

t

(Continued on Page 7)
Sesac Signs Web Pacts;
Gough To N. Y. Offices Guest Juries Planned For
Y. Board Of Education
Mutual's Women's Show
Sesac, which has just completed
knd NBC Complete Plans new
five year contracts with both
(Continued on Page 3)

n the first cooperative enterprise NBC and CBS for use of the Sesac
!Seen the Board of Education and catalogue, has brought in Emile
s

as part of their collaborative Gough to succeed Leonard D. Calin radio education announced lahan who has resigned. Callahan it

three local schools won
rds in the contest of 12 weekly
dcasts of "Drama Time" aired
May,

(Continued on Page 3)

Good .,1

-where

Henry Sylvern, radio composer,
Is no film star but he seems to be
well on his way to becoming the
movie man of the year. He's musitcal conductor of M -G -M's "Screen
I -,Test Preview" heard thrice weekly
on Mutual, holds similar assignment on Skouras (20th -Fox) TheaI

le
ro

DI

ters "This

Is Our Cause" and is

negotiating with Paramount
batoneer a forthcoming series.

to

(Continued on Page 2)

Be Limited To Radio
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Pointing out that the
Guest juries from Pittsburgh, Los WAC recruitment campaign has falAngeles, San Francisco, Syracuse, len far short of its goal, NAB has
Chicago, New York, Cleveland and proposed to Young & Rubicam, agency
Oklahoma City will supplement Mu - handling the WAC program for the
War Department, that the entire sum
(Continued on Page 2)

IN RADIO*
* THE WEEK
Blue's International Planning

appropriated for the campaign this
year be spent in radio. Lewis H.
(Continued on Page 7)

By CHARLES MANN

Defer Lea Sessions

MOST pertinent event of the week located in Rio de Janeiro and Sao
were the preliminary steps taken Paulo.
by the Blue Network to establish an Networks and independent stations

Washington-Sessions of the Lea
committee investigating the FCC
have been postponed at least until
Congress reassembles in August.
Whether public inquiry will resume

international network, in closing a alike have made elaborate plans to
deal for four basic affiliates in Brazil. cover the GOP convention which beThis network's post-war planning gins today. In many cases, commerprogram is expected to be com- cial shows are being cancelled in
prised of foreign radio affiliates in order to bring to radio listeners unother South American countries, in interrupted talks from the convenMexico, Australia and Europe. The tion scene in Chicago.
four Brazilian stations to function FCC granted licenses to the Amer (Continued on Page 5)
with the Blue, starting August 1, are

at that time is uncertain, with a

strong possibility that

over until September.

it

will hold
Committee

Attorney John Sirica will take over
the examination and investigation
formerly conducted by E. L. Gorey.
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CLARENCE L.
MENSER, vice-president
of
NBC in charge of programs. left Saturday for
Chicago, where he will supervise the taking
of television films at the Republican convention as part of the network's coverage. He
Sundays will remain in the Windy City throughout the
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has returned
N. Y., after

ROI GTTLEY, writer of the "New World A Coming" series on WMCA. is leaving shortly tor
the European invasion front on special newspaper assignment.
The program had its final
broadcast yesterday.

GEORGE O.

MILNE,

chief

engineer

of

for
the

Blue Network, and TOM DOLAN. traffic manager of the web, have arrived in Chicago to
augment the very complete coverage which
the Blue has arranged for the Republican con-

vention.

PHILLIP MERRYMAN. director of facilities
development and research for NBC. is in WilkesBarre,

Tentative plans call

resumption in the Autumn.

a

DEWEY LONG, general manager of WELL New

Haven, was a visitor Friday at the offices of
Pa. conferring at WERE. affiliate of the the Blue Network, with
which the station is
affiliated.

network.

Ill.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph

LUCILLE MANNERS, soprano heard on NBC
ALEX L. HILLMAN. publisher of magazines in
and
now
aboard
Treasury
Department the entertainment field, has returned from a
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite "Showboat" sailing the
down the Hudson on a business trip to Washington, D. C.
6607.
Bond -selling voyage. has
reached Kingston,
Entered as second class matter, April 5, N. Y. They are scheduled to
warp in at the
ROBERT S. WOOD, director of news and
1937, at the postofhce at New York, N. Y., Statue of Liberty on July
4th.
special events in Washington for
under the

act of March 3, 1879.
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WJR (Detroit)

and promotion
Mo.. arrived in
week.
Looked
of his national

Guest Juries Planned For Sesac Signs Web' Pacts;
Mutual's Women's Show
Gough To N. Y. Offices
Continued from Page 11

(Continued from

MacFarlane Leaves FI

Republican Conventit

Asked

385/e

347/8

Bid

J

Samuel H. Cuff, general manager

381/2

Fhilco
RCA Common

Strcmberg-Carlson
WCAO (Baltimore,

for Chicago and the Republican convention.

1/8

13

41

of

and

network Capital reporter and
correspondent of WTOP.
left Friday

spots. But Ian Ross MacFarlan

127/8

4138

representatives

CBS,

HENRY,

Cuff Will Address
Retail Sales Convention

3/s

13

Zenith Radio

national

BILL
chief

Republicans pick a president
candidate at Chicago in Jul
Baltimoreans will hear all that, b

3/4

387/s

Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

the

sales manager of WOL.
was in town Friday for

Page
tual's court room drama "The Amer- is reported, is accepting
a governican
Woman's Jury"
(Mondays ment post.
through Fridays, 1:45 to 2 p.m., EWT)
Gough, who has been head of the
beginning Thursday, July 6. Origin- Sesac West Coast operational staff,
ating in Boston, the program will will head up the staff from New York
switch to the aforementioned cities offices and also handle some of the
near the finish of each broadcast. details formerly in the hands of CalOther cities will be selected later.
lahan. Gough was formerly with the

+
213 e +

32
211/4

321/2

Farnsworth T. G R
Gen. Electric

Low

SEAT,
C.,

D.

TED BRANSON. publicity
manager of KFEQ. St. Joseph,
BENAY VENUTA, vocalist, has opened her Gotham the latter part
of last
Summer home in Greenwich, Conn., where she in Friday at the
headquarters
will remain until the late autumn.
i representatives.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

V.

Washington,
talks with
the station.

20 YEflRS NO TONY
(June 26, 1924 I

General Henry T. Allen's talk on
"My Four Years in the Rhineland,"
over local air wares, promises to be'
rich in anecdote and adventure.
General Allen was in charge of the
Army of Occupation in the Rhineland.lucid,.. . R"JZ keeps a guest book
which is autographed by all notables
who appear at the station.

of Du Mont Television, of WABD,
will explain tele techniques that display directors should know about in
"Television-Its Use in Retail Selling" to the thousands of retail executives visiting the city for Market

I

Hearst organization before joining
Sesac and was head of the Hearst
radio activities and sales organization.

Dunninger To Appear

Dunninger, master mentalist, will
be starred in the Fifth War Loan
Benefit on Tuesday evening, July 11

at Town Hall under the joint sponsorship of Saks Fifth Avenue and
Revlon in his first personal appear-

(June 26-30) this Thursday ance open to the public. He appears
afternoon at two o'clock, at Pennsyl- each Wednesday (Blue Network 9 to
vania Hotel. The New York branch 9:30 p.m., EWT) in the Kern -Tone
is
cooperating with the Display Miracle Radio Show. Ticket allocaManufacturers (NADI) in staging tion is currently in progress
al Saks
this show.
Fifth Avenue.
Week

Countless millions will hear t

they will also hear the intimal
behind -the -scenes activities of tits
own elected delegates!

The networks will cover the hil
the world -traveled war correspon
ent and exclusive news analyst fi
W -I -T -H, will broadcast the hot-ol

the -griddle -story behind the Mar;
land story, direct from Chicago 1
Baltimore.

It is programming like this tlu
has made this successful indepent
ent station "The People's Voice I
Baltimore,"

ON TARGET!
"PATTERN BROADCASTING"
OVER STATION WDAS
COVERS PHILADELPHIA

THE SAN FRANCISCO RADIO

Cover your market with

a package of spots that

PICTURE MAS CHANGED!

8t

kW -Bay

0 azeaBtal

.tD

---

QM\.OE-QMs`

cover the day.

assure intensive coverage, ask Philadelphia's
To

Outstanding Full -Time Independent Station about
"Pattern Broadcasting."

W -1 -T -H
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED

BY

HEADLEY - REED
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N. Y. Board Of Education Women Leaders To Speak
On CBS Bond Program
And NBC Complete Plans

IEW UUSItIESS

(Continued from Page 1)

is producer of the program to be
Queens, for best produced profes- written and directed by William N.
Lafayette High, of
sional script;
Robson.
Brooklyn, for best original script

written by a student; and Fort Hamil-

(Dairy Products), 100- or 20 -word ton, of Brooklyn, for best adaptation
ouncement daily, through Marion of short story by a student.

ohnson; Flit Co. (Flyspray), one

The judges were Hilda Watson for

min. ann. daily, through McCann- NBC, Muriel Leahy, of Grover Clevekson; Kellogg Co. (Cereal), chain land High, for Speech teachers, and

k announcement, six announce- Alex Brook, of James Madison High,
ts per week, through Kenyon & for English teachers.
(Mexsana),

PA Bureau At Fargo

n break announcement, six per

AGEIICIES

(Continued from Page 1)

on WNYC and WNYE, late last week. Helen Sioussat, CBS director of talks,
They included Jamaica High, of

)A1, San Antonio: Butay Prod Co. (Raindrop Water Softener),
transcribed announcement daily,
jgh Glasser-Gailey; Dairyland

iardt; Plough, Inc.

3
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WINS Will Air Game
The Fifth Bond Drive ball game
involving the Yankee, Dodgers and
Giants at the Polo Grounds will be
aired tonight by WINS, it was announced last week by J. G. Spang,
Jr., president of the Gillette Safety
Razor Company, the sponsor. Bill
Slater and Don Dunphy will announce the play-by-play of the fray
for which admittance is only by

BURTON DAVIS, consultant in the
War Finance Division, Treasury
Department, is now on temporary assignment in the New York Information Office of the radio section of war

finance, working with Julian Street,

Jr. Street opened the Information

Office June 6 as a service to advertising agencies and networks, and
shortly thereafter his staff had to be

augmented. Davis was tapped for the
Treasury the day after Pearl Harbor,
worked in the Special Events Section,
was Chief of Motion Pictures and last

e, through Lake-Spiro-Shurman;
Opening of its 23rd regional news
year spent six months in Brazil as
Co. (Dye), one one -minute ETs,
at Fargo, N. D., was anadvisor to the Brazilian governper week, through Earle-Ludgin bureau
nounced by Oliver Gramling, assistant purchase of bonds as a feature of the an
ment on War Bond promotion.
j.; Wrigley Co. (Chewing Gum), general manager of Press Association. Fifth War Loan campaign.
one -minute announcement per
through Ruthrauff & Ryan; U. S.
1 Co. Subsidiaries (Fencing), 15ute newscast, six per week,
ugh BBD&O; Folger Coffee Co.,
tinute transcribed program, five

week, through Grant Agency;
Refining Co. (Gulfspray), 15ute transcribed program twice
f

kly, through Young & Rubicam;
9ucers Creamery (Dairy Prod15 -minute program, one per
k, through Glenn Adv. Co.; Sin 15r Oil Co. (Gasoline), two
ute programs per week, through
),

(

Eton-O'Donnel Advertising gency.

Jim Brooks Gets Another

Featured Singing Role

Dan Brooks, Columbia's star song
ist, becomes a regular member of

"Viva America" cast Thursday,
Joan is also featured on
new Eddie Garr show heard on
S Sundays. Her new show, "Viva
terica," is produced by the Short
to 29th.

ve Department of CBS and is
adcast simultaneously through the United States and Latin

terica.

eks Cultural Arts

Centers For Canada

'Montreal-Representatives of 16
tonal cultural associations have
Eed the Dominion Government to
propriate ten million dollars to
st in establishing community cul-

ial and arts centers, claiming less
lsideration is given the arts in
Rtada than in any other country.
fey suggested the establishment of
department to super cultural activities, and extension

Itch national services as Canadian
adcasting Corporation, the Na-

al Film Board and the National
It Gallery.

Canfield Promoted

Most Likely Candidate in 1944, and 1948 !
Hartford already has more than its
share of votes as this year's choice
market for advertising investments.

always a leading market!

And the advertising placed here
today will continue to bear divi-

advantage in radio, on WDRC. Get
effective and complete coverage of
this entire trading area-at one low

dends in the post-war years to come.

Invest your advertising dollars in
Hartford. And invest them to best

With or without war industry, in

cost!

good times or bad, Hartford is

Connect in Connecticut oy using WDRC!

s Angeles-Homer Canfield was
rinted assistant manager of the

rrmation-Press

Department

of

C's Western Division, it was annced by Harold J. Bosk, press
Canfield re-

ártment manager.
ces Joe Alvin, who on June 21 took
r as manager of the news and

ial events department at NBC's

lywood Radio City.

WDRC

1ARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT/

SAS/C C8S
Connecticut's
Pioneer
Broadcaster

4
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LOS Ai1GELES
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snn FRnncisca

By RALPH Will
SS DALEY, star of CBS "Max well House Iced -Coffee Time,"

WHORTWAVE listening post

takes off July 1st for the Douglas

plant in Long Beach (Calif.) to take
part in the aircrafters "Wings for
invasion" drive. Cass will christen a
big Douglas C-47 with the title bestowed upon her by Bing Crosby as a
rib at her raucous voice. The ship
will he called "The 'Whispering' Cass
Daley."

Carlton Morse, writer -producer of
radio's "I Love a Mystery," last week
needed a talking doll for his current
CBS

chiller drama,

"The Thing

Wouldn't Die." but the sound effects
department was unable to locate one
in the toy stores. Thereupon Morse
sponsored a search via a Hollywood
newspaper and offered a $25 War
Bond for the use of a mama -doll in
good talking condition.
Eugenia Clair, who had her operatic debut in "Aida" with Nelson Eddy
in Philadelphia years ago, after training under Maestro Tanara of Milano,

Italy, has been doing a grand job
of keeping the world informed about
the doings of Hollywood's "Smart
Set" in her "Eugenia Clair Presents"

program, 3:15 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays over KMTR.
Dinah Shore, top girl singer of
radio, switches networks to NBC

when her program returns to the air

October 5.. The show, now airing over

Gossip from GOP -laid!
The town is swarming with commentators, news analysts and
radio political experts who are analyzing and summarizing all over the
place
Among the topflight spielers who are on hand
Chicago for the Republican proceedings are Drew Pearson, Fulton

Lewis, Jr., Lowell Thomas, Earl Godwin. H. V. Kaltenborn,
Upton Close and Robert St. John
We should add another name to
that list" Leon Henderson, former OPA boss and now a sponsored analyst
They, along with the small army of announcers. engineers and technicians, make up almost as big a group as the delegates themselves.

*
Don McNeill, who is described in
*

*

Blue Net publicity
as America's "witty waker-upper who each weekday adds luster
tb the dawn's early light," rounded out his 11th year as emcee of
the Blue's Breakfast Club with Saturday's broadcast
Fitting
tributes, of course, were paid to the boss by other members of the
Breakfast Club troupe, including Songstresses Nancy Martin and
Marion Mann, "Howling" Sam Cowling and Maestro Harry Kogen.
The Quiz Kids also observed a radio anniversary, completing
four years on the air as of Sunday's broadcast
Which reminds
us that 15 -year -old Quiz Kid Claude Brenner, who was graduated
last week from Lake Forest, Illinois, Academy with top honors, is
leaving for Boston thes week to enroll in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Where he has a scholarship
Not bad for
a youngster who came to this country from South Africa only
five years ago. Claude's ambition is to be an aeronautical engineer.

CBS, leaves the air for the summer

June 29. Upon her return, Dinah will

occupy the 8:30 to 9:00 p.m., EWT
spot now
Family."

held by the "Aldrich

Handsome Curt Massey, photogenic baritone. made his first

television appearance Friday over WBKB, the
Balaban and Katz tele
station. .
Ruth Perrot, former WBBM-CBS
.

Edgar "Cookie" Fairchild, musical
director of the Ginny Simms show,
was originally signed by Universal as
musical supervisor for Deanna Durbin

in "Can't Help Singing" but now has
been elevated to the rank of musical
director for the film.

SNARE OUR
HEWS TICKER!
If you had yóur own
A.P. and I.N.S. news
ticker, you couldn't

do more than read
it whenever a flash
comes over the wires
. That's what we do

for you on WBYN.
Every

few

minutes,

news, sports, race re-

sults transmitted .. .
"Always in the know
if dial is always 1430"

For A.oilobilleleu'

WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. Mgr.
Station WBYN, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Monday, June 26, g4;

actress, according to West

Coast reports" is busy on her first movie. -New Faces"
Merritt R.
Schoenfeld, assistant general manager of the Blue's Central Division. has
been fishing In Wisconsin the past week trying to grab a little relaxation
(as well as fish) before the national political conventions hit the city.

*

*

*

Ed Browne, Dunninger's NCAC representative, scurrying around town trying to get celebrity autographs for the Fifth
War Loan poster which was used on Dunninger's broadcast last
Wednesday night from here
The poster was large enough to
be unwieldy and Ed was debating whether to take it to the celebrities or have the celebrities come to the poster when someone
had the bright idea of toting it out to the all-star Bond rally in
Soldier Field
Ed lugged it out there and in one fell swoop got
the autographs of Jack Benny, Rochester, Lana Turner, Orson
Welles, Sec. of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr., and Several
other notables.
Cecil B. DeMille, who is in town for the
Republican convention, was on hand for the premiere Friday night
of his new movie, "The Story of Dr. Wassell"
C B. also made
a guest appearance on the Blue's Meet Your Navy program Friday
from Great Lakes.
French names in the news are going to
be correctly pronounced in the future by NBC Central Division
commentators, announcers and news editors if the series of eight
half-hour French lessons being offered by the network have the desired effect. Mme. Jeanne Brochery of the University
of Chicago
is running the course
William Ray, manager of the Central
Division news and special events department, points out that of
all errors made in pronunciation, those in French are the most
glaring.
.

Li ly installed by KROW, O
served the station with timely
during the Normandy invasio
ing the initial stages, KROW
first hand reports on the cessa
German resistance on the
beachhead, a Tokyo broadc
Goebbel's statement,

and
Eisenhower's address which
broadcast direct.
Shipbuilders of the Pacific

Company in Alameda, have
the swelling ranks of other
equipment builders of

northern,

fornia now hearing the noon

e

of the KSFO news. The home
invasion -force started picking u
news broadcasts at 12 noon on
lion day.

It was a repeat performanc'

Ray Baker, NBC network sales
in Frisco, when he addressed a
cial seminar of advertising stuff
at Stanford University recel
Baker filled the same assignment

year, telling students about the

mediate and post-war possibilitie
radio advertising.
KPO's first war baby is the el
pound boy born to Mrs. Montgon

Mohn on May 25th. The mothe
Natalie Park of the NBC Pacific C
serial "Hawthorne House." Fat

was a member of the KPO acs
staff before entering the Army.

sell

Durham
N. C.'s

3rd city
cheaper

.

.

with

.

}As

*

-- Remamher I'rarl Hurha. --

COLUMBIA NETWORK

*43 pop. 60,000
Represented by Howard H.Wilson Co.
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(Continued from Page 1)

Telephone & Telegraph Corny for two new stations in Boston
New York which will be used
experimental purposes on a new
of radio relay or booster trans ;ion, with emphasis on its use to

To avoid duplication and plagiarism,

an organization to be known as the
Advertising Radio Protective Association will be formed soon and pre-

sented at the NAB convention

in

Chicago in August for official
and television. These two Class 2 recognition.
More than 80 G. I. radio stations
perimental) stations are to be
:final points of a proposed wide - are now operating for American

point-to-point radio repeater troops, Army Morale Chief Major
uit capable of relaying telegraph General Frederick Osborn informed
telephone communications, fre- the House Appropriations Commitd,

ticy modulation, facsimile or tele - tee, pointing out that the American
soldier prefers the American style
on broadcasting.
programs to any other.

CAB will start a continuing hisImes Lawrence Fly, chairman of
FCC, appeared last week before torical record of FM listening in conLea committee of the House and junction with its new expansion
it was announced. This survey
rged that letters from the joint plans,
system will include 81 cities.
Ifs of staff and the Secretaries
War and Navy to the President The Blue network appointed Lucy
e based upon incorrect facts and Monroe, noted radio songstress, din a fundamental misconception rector of civic affairs for the network.
he Commission's radio intelligence Miss Monroe has devoted the past
years to nation-wide travelt. These letters of a year ago three
patriotic missions.
suary were first publicized by ingInon
replying to the FCC's letter of
tene L. Garey, former Lea corn tee counsel, and were mainly re - May 23, 1944, requesting a statement
risible for the slice of one million of policy and method of operation
ars from the budget for the Com- relative to FM broadcasting, together
sion's radio intelligence division. with an outline of the network's plans
in this field, CBS said its policy is
to provide duplicate service of its

AM programs to FM stations owned
by its affiliates.
Dr. Robert Leigh, first chief of the
FCC's Foreign Broadcast Intelligence

010%"'"

REPRESENTED

COMPANY

Service, has resigned that post to
assume direction of the newly formed
Commission of Inquiry on a Free

Press. This new committee will study
news presentation by press and radio

to determine the influences behind
such presentation.

picture

industry and the

broadcasters in the development of

television, Paul Raibourn, Paramount
Pictures executive, told the REC Television seminar that television might
displace 16 mm. movies in the home

or schools in a reasonable period of
time and thereby destroy the dream
of the film manufacturing companies
Top time buyers,
seeing this line on a

of an ever expanding market. He
pointed out that the problem of rivalry will really be between Eastman

station letterhead,

Kodak, Dupont and Ansco versus the
Telephone Company, Radio Corporation, General Electric, Philco and Du

use Weed, know it

companies.

know it means quick
action. Stations that

means more sales.

Some advertisers still argue that

the thermometer is a barometer for business. They say,
"When the temperature goes up everybody goes away"

.. Well, that is with the exception of some
six million people in the bustling, victory -producing Philadelphia

Trading Area.

Engineers tell us that it takes six times as much power to start a
Flywheel

keep it moving. When

advertising is stopped there is a similar waste. Each time

your advertising is suspended you have to begin all

over again. If you take a nap, you are sure to be caught

Tele Tales: In touching upon the
suppositions of rivalry between the
motion

Can your Advertising
afford a Summer Vacation?

Mont, rather than the broadcasting
industry against the motion picture
Suggestion: This news digest
interest someone from
radio now in the armed forces.
Clip and send it along.

napping. The competition for business is continuous. Your

competitor is just waiting for this opportunity to
take advantage of your customers.
To those advertisers who are desirous of a continual increase in
sales, summer or winter, WFIL offers an unusual

opportunity. Without any waste circulation, WFIL more
than adequately covers the tremendous Philadelphia

Trading Area. And the steadily increasing numbers of
listeners ... the rising number of advertisers, new to this
station, blend to make WFIL truly "Philadelphia's Most
Progressive Radio Station."

may

WEED

AND COMPANY

IMO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

ANNOUNCER WANTED
Experienced, draft exempt, good selling
Send all parand personality.
ticulars first letter to KSO-KRNT,
Des Moines, Iowa.

voice
Y YORK
ROIT

BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

A BLUE NETWORK

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

BY THE KATZ AGENCY

PHILADELPHIA'S MOST PROGRESSIVE RADIO STATION

Or*
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Radio Converges On Chicago Test Case Against
On WNEW-WOV Swap
As Convention Opens Today Recording Compan
O'Dea Files Action
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page ll
Court has granted O'Dea additional
time in which to file the complaint. in strategic locations throughout the day's sessions will, 24 hours later,
Suit it is understood, revolves huge west side area. A radio staff see_ an exclusive film sequence of the
around the exchange about two years totaling more than 300, including an- same activities and personalities on
ago of the frequencies and power nouncers, commentators and tech- WNBT.

(Continued from Page 1)

written in 1903 by Victor Hel
for which they secured renewal

in 1931, was infringed upon bl
Decca and Columbia recording

panies by manufacturing mechani
between WOV and WNEW. This was nicians, will be on hand to handle
Wire Recorder Used
brought about by Bulova who owned the succession of broadcasts.
A new instrument-the magnetic phonograph records and distrib
Networks Booths Set
interests in both stations. Originally,
wire recorder-makes its appearance and selling them unlawfully tc
The four networks have been as- on the convention scene this week general public.
when WNEW was formed about 10
years ago, several small New Jersey signed broadcasting booths command- at the Stadium. It will be used for the This action is a test case, whe
stations were combined and O'Dea ing a full view of the convention first time in covering a political con- the copyright owners want to d
owned one of them. He was given an hall. In addition, each network will vention by Mutual Broadcasting Sys- mine their status on their ren
interest in WNEW which paid him a have a studioin the basement of the tem and the National Broadcasting rights if they are entitled to the
visions which call for mecha
fixed annual sum. Following the in- Stadium for special broadcasts direct Company.
established in 1909. They cl,
creases in power and changes in fre- from the Stadium. The networks also
The device records sounds on a rights
quencies that resulted from the have fitted up broadcasting studios wire for reproduction purposes. It that more than a million rec
Havana Treaty, WOV was on a fre- in their Stevens Hotel suites for con- will be used to record speeches and have been sold without authoriza
quency of 1,130 kc. and WNEW on vention roundup broadcasts and events for subsequent broadcasting. The plaintiffs have a temporary
1,280 kc. Switch in frequencies and round table discussions by their corps One evident advantage will be in re- junction restraining both from
power were made and this resulted of commentators and political experts. cording broadcasts that might be in- ting out any more recordings of
in each of these two outlets taking NBC with about 30 microphones terrupted for war bulletins. The con- song.
the other's power and frequency. Thus on the floor of the convention will vention program thus could be saved
WOV now operates six days per week feed all the networks on broadcasts for future re -broadcasting.
WJZ Stages Campaign
to midnight on 1,280 kc. and 5,000 originating from the convention floor. Mutual's use of the recorder will
For Fifth War Lo
watts power; WNEW full time on Each network is represented in be in the nature of official tests for
1,130 kc. and 10,000 watts. WHBI in the cluster of microphones on the the device in cooperation with the
A photography exhibit, a Cot
New Jersey has the WOV frequency speaker's platform.
electronics department of General
on Sundays. This was part of the Typical of the elaborate network Electric which manufacture the wire Boswell broadcast and an inva
advantage accrued to WNEW when it setups are these statistics on the recorder under a license granted by transcription will be utilized by
Blue's physical equipment, both at the Armour Research Foundation, to promote the sale of war bond
made the swap.
the Fifth War Loan Drive, it was
the Stadium and in the networks' Chicago.
WOV Sold to Mester Bros.
nounced by the station.
O'Dea in moving from WNEW to Stevens Hotel suites. This includes
This station will play host to
WOV, according to a spokesman for a score of more microphones, seven
Schenectady Tele Cover
Schenectady - Beginning tonight, employes of the Homelite Corpora'
Bulova continued to receive $17,500 clocks, 31 telephones, two switchannually as per agreement, and at boards, four operators, 12 amplifiers, WRGB, G. E. tele station, will relay of Port Chester, N. Y., in the ever.
the time it was believed all was in a crew of 12 engineers and 23 miles motion pictures of the Republican of June 28 for the broadcast of "t
accord and the FCC okayed the move. of wire.
National Convention in Chicago. This nee Boswell Presents" at the
Recently however, Bulova as ma- The Blue's sixth floor suite at the program will be shown every even- Theater. Each employe will rece
jority owner of WOV sold the sta- Stevens houses its news and special ing until the convention is over. In a ticket to the show with the purch
tion to Mester Bros. with the under- events staff, and includes a fully case it lasts until Saturday WRGB of a bond. Homelite employes will
standing that O'Dea's contract must equipped broadcasting studio, a work- will carry it at that time and an- brought to N. Y. on chartered N'
be continued and he to receive his room for the network's commentators nounce it on the Thursday and Fri- Special of the New Haven Railr.
and will be taken on a tour of Ra
day programs.
annual share of the money as a stock- and a room for teletype equipment.
City after the show.
Not only will sound broadcasting
holder,,, This is now before the FCC
The War Finance Committee of
Special KSD Coverage
and O'Dea has filed a request to in- bring the speeches and the balloting
procedure to listeners from coast to St. Louis-Supplementing its regu- U. S. Treasury requested that
tervene and attend public hearings.
Just what the complaint when filed coast, but television set owners in lar NBC convention coverage, sta- transcripition of the invasion
will aver is not yet known but it is New York, Philadelphia, Schenectady tion KSD has its own staff of com- France as seen by George Hicks, mt
believed that a considerable sum .in and Albany will be able to view the mentators, newsmen and engineers in ager of the London newsroom of 1
damages will be sought. O'Dea's at- colorful convention scene as televised Chicago to broadcast special conven- Blue Network, be used to prom.
features for the St. Louis audi- the drive at the National Cash Reg
torriey's merely stated, "It will not by NBC's transmitter WNBT atop tion
ence.
ter Bond Rally at Times Square. 'I
the Empire State Building.
be peanuts."
In Chicago for KSD is the station's transcription was Hicks' first bro:
Sanford Cohen, is attorney for Arde
NBC's Tele Coverage
Bulova and White & Case, represent NBC's plan for handling the tele- commentator, Dr. Roland G. Usher, cast, made on a warship stationed
chairman of the department of his- the Normandy coast and heard in t
Milton Biow.
vision coverage of the convention is tory of Washington University. The United States under the pooled pl
an innovation. Prevented from mak- station will also broadcast reports by of operations.
Short Wave Costs
ing direct visual pickups from the veteran correspondents of the St. "Grafiex Sees the War" is the nat.
Montreal-Cost of the new short- Stadium by the non-existence of Louis Post Dispatch Washington of the exhibit of more than 100 oft.
wave transmitter at Sackville, New coaxial cable or radio relays be- Bureau, members of the Post Dis- Army Air Corps, Navy, Marine, Cot
Brunswick, which is expected to be tween Chicago and New York, the patch editorial staff and the paper's Guard and OWI photos WJZ is spo
ready for operation by the beginning network will film important phases Missouri state political correspond- soring at B. Altman & Compar.
of 1945 was $229,921 up to March 31 of the convention and fly the films to ent.
Fifth Avenue department sto
this year, the Canadian House of New York, where they will be speedthroughout the drive.
Tulsa,
Okla.-KTUL,
Tulsa,
Commons Radio Committee was in- ily developed and rushed to station
and
WJZ's Victory Troop will prese
KOMA,
Oklahoma
City,
are
coverWNBT
for
immediate
telecasting.
formed. The figures are shown in the
a special show in the near futu:,
ing
the
Republican
National
ConvenNBC's
convention
balance sheet accompanying the fincoverage will
which will be open to purchasers
begin with a television program over tion by direct wire three times daily War Bonds and stamps.
ancial statement of CBC.
1

Cohan Anniversary

Honoring the 66th anniversary of

the birth of George M. Cohan, Frank

WNBT, scheduled one hour before from the floor of the convention for
the network goes on the air from the duration of confab. Glenn Conthe Stadium today. At that time, don is at the microphone.
WNBT will transmit a special film
sequence, the first of its kind produced in connection with a national Walker Gets Three More
political convention. Similar televiThree additional stations have ension procedure will be followed gaged the Walker Company as their
nightly during the convention, with national representatives. They are:
one exception. After opening night, KSL, Portland, Oregon; KBWD,

Black will conduct Soloists Lucille
Manners and Ross Graham and the
Cities Service chorus and orchestra
in a medley of the composer's best
loved tunes on the "Cities Service
Concert," Friday, June 30, 8 p.m., television set owners,who listened to Brown wood, Texas, and
the sound broadcast of the previous Ogdensburg, N. Y.
EWT.

Renews "What's Your Idea?"
Renewal

of

Imogene

Wolcott

"What's Your Idea?" program over
network of 57 Mutual stations for ar

other 52 weeks was announced b
Duffy -Mott Company, sponsor

through the Al Paul Lefton Company

Inc., Philadelphia. Program is hear

WSLB, Mondays, Wednesdays and Friday

front 11:45 to 11:55 a.m., EWT.

r

1r
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N,B Asks WAC Drive

WCnWIEv LS ILAIDIIO

3e Limited To Radio

Trans -Continental Hop!

(Continued from Page 1)

ry, director of broadcast adverig,

By MILDRED O'NEILL

wrote the agency last Tues-

, sending a copy to the War Dement.
the text,
AB released today
ngely enough calling the letter an

sn letter" after holding it for six

s in order that it might not be

en" to the press earlier than today.
very congratulated the agency

its reappointment to handle the
C campaign, at the same time
¿ting out that WAC recruitment
es are not rising fast enough to
the corps to its authorized

Convention starting in the Windy City today will be daily on -the -spot broadcasts by two celebrated feminine voices. WOR's Martha Deane and Mary
Margaret McBride of WEAF have made the trip from New York to Chicago
to bring the woman's viewpoint of a turbulent, national convention to their

thousands of followers. The appearance of prominent personalities at the
microphones of Martha Deane and Mary Margaret McBride are frequent
occurrences, and many new names will have been added to their long
lists of guests when the convention is over. Beside interviewing headlining personalities, they will interpret for "Mrs. Housewife" at home the
colorful activity of this history -making political session.

the

al," Avery wrote; "Why not try
io in the coming fiscal year? Not
t here and there but everywhere.
t just part of the appropriation, but
of it." Radio is ready and willing
cooperate in the campaign, he said.

What doesn't mean that all radio

tons will accept money for the

notion of WAC recruitment. Many
e and important radio stations,
reasons best known to themselves,
prefer to continue to provide
service without cost and to
best of their exceptional abilities.
they, and the balance of the 875
ercial radio stations that accept

C advertising, can make this
suct''s campaign an
. They can push the drive a long
toward 200,000 enlistments-if
actually attain the goal.

Plenty Done Free of Charge

can almost hear you ask: 'But
en't the radio stations been conuting announcements and pros in support of this vital war
paign?' Indeed they have-withthought of compensation. Only
e or four (out of 875) have writ -

*

ts, and they have done a great
1 more, too. Each month more

400 radio stations file reports

NAB, listing their voluntary co -

ration with various government

grams of war information.
1Why do we believe that a concen-

this campaign over the
io would achieve the goal of the
on of

r Department? Because that is the
d of record radio has established
ecruitment campaigns in this war.
That's why, gentlemen, we ask not
$500,000 nor for $1,000,000-but for
00,000

(or whatever the appro-

ation may be). We'll stand by the
radio does in this vital phase
the prosecution of the war."

Wedding Bells
hicago-Russel M. Seeds Company,

cago, is consolidating their Time

partment by the marriage, June
of June Rollinson and Hub JackThey will leave for a short
,

ise on their boat after wedding.

*

*

NEW YORK-The microphone of New York City's own station,
WNYC, shone brightly last Thursday in the reflected glory of eleven
of our most famous women commentators. Occasion was the third
anniversary of the Nazi attack on the Soviet Union and the simul-

taneous start of a drive by the Russian War Relief Society for

in Sub -section A presented during
the previous hour were broadcast by
means of electrical transcription."

The exceptions would be delayed
programs and programs where without

announcement

the

listeners

would naturally believe they were

hearing live talent. Robert A. Bartley.
For NAB, wrote the Commission last

week that he objects to requiring
the announcements even once an
hour because:

(1) "There appears to be no public

demand or necessity for such a requirement.

(2) "Compliance would defeat the
objective of eliminating unnecessary
announcements.

(3) "Compliance would require an
unwieldy and irritating announcement which would be heard only by

clothing for Russian refugees. This pageant of radio femininity consisted of Bessie Beatty (WOR), Charlotte Adams (WQXR), Nancy
Craig (WJZ), Margaret Arlen (WABC), Adrienne Ames (WHN,)

the listeners tuned in at the exact
time the announcement is made who
would be to some extent at least,
different listeners from those who

(WWRL), Marguerite Temple (WABF), Adelaide Hawley (WEAF),
Olympiada Tronova (Sec'y USSR Consulate), all of whom took part

heard the recording.
(4) "The provision would in effect
require free commercials, as it would

Helen Post <WNYC), Alice Hughes (WMCA), Laverne Tinker

in the program appropriately titled "New York to Moscow-A
Woman's Message."

***

CALIFORNIA-Sylvia Young, program director and manager of the
Hollywood office of Keystone Broadcasting System, left New York last week,
after a combined business and pleasure trip, and is back at her desk piling
into the maelstrom of work that accumulated during her absence. In a

seventh heaven of bliss is Sylvia, who is sold on her work and sold on
sunny California. This young femme executive went with Keystone over
three years ago, shortly after the net was formed, starting as assistant
program director. Very soon promotion came for her and now she programs
84 package shows weekly.

to gripe mildly about the dis-

ination against radio.
e radio stations of America have
e everything they have been
ed to do to promote WAC enlist-

licensee shall announce which of the
programs other than those specified

Objections Listed

to exenditure of about á million
guessed

ET Announcem't Rule
(Continued from Page 1)

ILLINOIS-Highlighting radio's coverage of the Republican National

gth within the next year, this

l a half dollars.
Probably you've

FCC Asked To Change

*

*

*

CANADA-The first woman to be appointed to the post of Talks
Producer by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in the region
that is the Province of Quebec is Joan Dangelzer. Joan's work consists of obtaining mike talent in the Province, but she puts special
effort into finding French-speaking people with some knowledge of

English who are, by way of the microphone, introduced to the
Dominion of Canada. In this role she is known as Joan Darcy and her

weekly interviews with Canadian women of French origin are
eagerly looked forward to by an extensive listening audience. Joan
took her Doctorate of Letters at the Sorbonne, Paris, on a French

Government scholarship and prior to the appointment by CBC,
taught French and German, was a free-lance writer, and was with
the overseas branch of the OWI French section.

*

*

*

be necessary to repeat the name of
the sponsor in order to identify the
transcription, whereas such would not

be the case in the event of a live
commercial announcement."

Army Honors WJR

Detroit-WJR, Detroit, has been
awarded a citation by the U. S. Army
Sixth Service Command at Chicago
for the part the station played in the
Army's air raid warning system. Accompanying the citation, which was

signed by Commanding General H. S.
Urand, has a letter which said:
"Inclosed is the Sixth Service

Command citation awarded station

WJR for distinguished service

in

furthering the war effort."
From Pearl Harbor until March of
this year, when the Army discon-

tinued the air raid warning system.

WJR was on

a 24 -hours -per -day
seven -days -per -week basis.

Frances Williams Guesting
Chicago-Frances Williams, musical

comedy star back from entertaining
servicemen overseas, will be the first
guest on NBC's new "Fitch Summer
Bandwagon" highlighting Les Brown

and his orchestra Sunday, July 2,
(7:30 p.m., EWT). Tom Reddy will
continue as emcee of the 11 -week
broadcast.

KGO Gets Newsroom

NORTH CAROLINA-Margaret Banks, music director at WIBG (Greensboro), writing on "Wartime Use of Music." thinks we need spirited, martial

KGO, Blue owned and operated station in San Francisco, has established

music "that stands up to the job it has to do." An accomplished musician,
composer, teacher, author (she has an article in the Congressional Record),
and the mother of two sons in the service, Mrs. Banks also directs the
WBIG Concert Ensemble. WBIG is proud of its first, and only, music

nounced recently by G. W. Johnstone, director of news and special

director.

its own newsroom, with Henry Orbach as the manager, it was an-

features. Until now, KGO has shared
facilities with NBC in the Bay area.
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
- CALIFORNIA-

- OHIO fighting for the right to stay tree" for
LOS ANGELES-Chuck Collins will
CINCINNATI-WKRC's "The Johnson current bond drive.
Sponsored by Weis feature songs and records on new Family" goes on new time Monday.
July
15 -minute show "Collins Calling" con- 3 (4:15 p.m., EWT)....Jimmy Scribner, field ó Goldberg Jewelers. ..."'Calling
All
Girls"
is KIRO's new series of protracted by Washington Co -Op Egg show's star, congratulated by many lis- grams appealing
to "teen-agers." This
and Poultry Association of Seattle, teners on birth of Jimmy Junior...
Saturday
a.m.
broadcast is backed by
Wash. for 52 weeks on 15 stations of WLW's new Ohio representative for mer-

-NEW YORKSYRACUSE-Air

Cooled M

Corp. is sponsoring "Your Co

Hour" on WSYR every Sunday E
noon, featuring 12 -piece orch
The Bon Marche....YAKIMA-KIT's new conducted by Murray Bernthal
arrivals: Jimmy Agostino, announcer; narration by Don Lyon. Soi

Pacific Coast Blue Network. Starts chandising department is William C.
on July 1....Paul F. Van Dusen is Steinbeck....DAYTON - WING's fine
Sandall, Theo Gagas
new assistant purchasing agent for "Home Front Night" program entertained Colleta Wardall. front office: Renee Pay- Madeline
ette and Vernon Cary, continuity ....KIT Jessie Armour alternate each Su.
Hoffman Radio Corp.... OAKLAND Camden residents at studios recently. sends
..YONKERS-Yonkers War C
its newsy mimeographed paper
-"An American Rhapsody" high- Emceed by WING program director Lin "Blathermouth"
to its members in the cil thanked WFAS of White P
lighting 1,200 voices and 200 instru- Mason, show raised funds for service- service.
for airing four roundtable panel
mentalists from 15 schools, was aired men gifts.
the Committee on Safeguarding i
-SOUTH DAKOTA
on KROW as public service event.
tary
Information.
- PENNSYLVANIA RAPID CITY-KOBH program di-NORTH CAROLINA
rector
and
PHILADELPHIA-WIBG's
new
adcommercial manager
- WEST VIRGINIA CHARLOTTE-Alonso Squires, conductor of "Breakfast With Squires" on dition to engineering staff Nice Win- George E. Bruntlett was commisWHEELING-WWVA's
new annou
ter
should
the
control
room
cool
dursioned
Lieutenant
(j.g.)
in U. S. is Joseph A. McQuay, formerly
WAYS, married in early June.... WBT ing hot summer days...KYW's Leroy
of
Farm Editor Grady Cole keeps busy sked. Miller devoted 15 minutes of his six Navy. He left KOBH on June 15... gantowá s WAJR, , . ,CHARLESTOE
New
faces
at
KOBH
are
John
Bird
Opens station at 5 a.m. and leaves it at day "Musical Clock" broadcast to
sell as newscaster, Don Wilson as WCHS sending out copies of the "P
midnight.... RALEIGH-Betty Lou Hamil- transcription for soldiers of Newa
dent's Prayer" in response to its li:
program
director
and
announcer,
and
ton, new to radio, replaced Flora Norris
ers. , .. PARKERSBURG - WPAR

-

-

Guinea ....PITTSBURGH KDKA Dave Robinson as operator.
at WPTF. Latter is in Washington, D. C. engineer Orville H. (Dutch)- Mills
has
....GREENSBORO - Odell Hardware rejoined Merchant Marines
- CONNECTICUT as radio
Company saluted for its 300th consecutive operator. Previously he had 31/2
years
HARTFORD-Lt.
Ray Barrett, ex -chief
War Bond announcement on WBIG.
in that branch.... Bob Prince will announcer at WDRC, visited colleagues
-IOWA upon
return
from
England....Commenta.
bring the "Morning News" to WCAE
DES MOINES-KSO has been sold listeners for Oswald & Hess.
tor Jack Stevens has returned to WDRC
to Kingsley H. Murphy of Minneapomike from vacation.
- TEXAS -

lis, .one of the owners of WTCN in
Twin Cities....KRNT's listeners and

-NEW YORK -

SAN ANTONIO-"The Morning Call"

opportunity at is WOAI's new program idea, directed
cash in new "Harvest Bread Cookery at ladies. Doris Daniels, Martha McNeal
Quiz." on Saturdays at 2 p,m..... and Fraye Gilbert chat informally over
WATERLOO-KXEL has added Tre- coffee cups....KTSA's news staff has
added Lt. Col. William F. Neithammer
vor Kelford to its news staff.
(USA Retired) heard three days weekly
- MICHIGAN on "Views of the News"....FORT
DETROIT-WWJ's recent changes are:
organizations have

NEW YORK-At WBYN, Bonita
Granville's cousin, Dick Granville is
disc jockey, going to post Monday
through Saturday a.m. on "Musical
Merry Go Round"....WMCA will
air "Songs by Dean Martin" starring
Broadway's new discovery of the
WORTH-KGKO has spot campaigns for year, on Tuesday and Thursday
p.m.
another year for Butane Equipment Co. beginning June 29.... WNEW will
of Dallas.
guest star Joseph T. Sharkey, vice- DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA chairman of the New York City

Earl Gormaine replacing script chief William K. Clark now with CBS; and Walter
Koste of production department leaving
WWJ's staff to study for a Ph. D. is
WASHINGTON-Radio Committee Council, on its "City Hall Story" this
cimematography at University of Southern California on June 30.... Rita Powers of local War Finance Division of Thursday at 7:45 p.m.
handles "Women's Edition" new type of Treasury Dept., composed of all six
- KENTUCKY women's show at WJLB heard every Capital stations, presented last

Wednesday set of records to Treasury

week -day.

Department...."Victory Volunteers"
- MISSOURI ST. LOUIS-"Music to Remember" is WWDC's program to boost the
returned to airways on KMOX. Cast: Fifth War Loan Drive....WINX has
Marion Sexton is emcee, Ben Field eliminated or adapted all commerand his orchestra for music, Lewis cials to encourage bond buying and
Shumate is vocalist, and Gordon Car- urgent need for blood plasma since

ter is producer....KANSAS CITY- D -Day indefinitely.
- WASHINGTON KMBC long-time official marketcaster
SEATTLE-KIRO has begun "Freedom's
Bob Riley continues daily reports Hero"
featuring

now from station.

is WINN's new music librarian.. - -"Music

You Like to Hear" is being sponsored
for second year on WINN by Louisville
Home Federal Savings and Loan Asso-

ciation.

stories of "free men

Seasoned, experienced, capable man for
News, and general announcing.
Not a

war -time position but a permanent opporfor

the

right

man.

Immediate

rrefer family man-over 30 years
old or draft exempt. Write, wire or phone

W. P. WILLIAMSON, JR.-Gen. Mgr.

WKBN BROADCASTING CORP.
Phone 42122

June 26

Octavus Roy Cohen
Al Lowe
Mary Mason
June Marshall
Arthur Pryor. Jr.
Bob Nolan
John M. Sayre
Robert I. Ross
William Wirges
Fred Weber
Irving Diamond

joined WCOP's announcing staff a
honorable discharge from comma:

unit of Canadian Army....Bowd
College's 150th anniversary was al
on WBZ and WBZA with WGAN 1

Saturday.... WORCESTER - "I
Student' Matinee," weekly vari
show written, produced and direc
by local high school under WA.
supervision, moved to new time, F
day, 7:30 p.m. on WAAB.

-INDIANA FORT WAYNE-New to WOWO is
nouncer Bob Young....1,200 quests fr
four states attended 7th birthday
WOWO's "Modern Home Forum," mold

show one of its greatest successes..

Jerry Wayne and Peg La Centra
dramatizing various departments of the WAOV
for 16 weeks.
station for its listeners. ...Claude Fraul

CBS-5KW-YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

tunity

-MASSACHUSETTSBOSTON-Warren Saunders

LOUISVILLE-WINN observed 4th birth- VINCENNES-Gulf Oil Corp. has plac
day with special transcribed program two weekly quarter-hour platters starri

ANNOUNCER WANTED

vacancy.

c'

Corning Glass" employees taste of br
casting for closer employer -employee
operation with workers' "Variety" si'

"Lady, your health is perfect! Wadda I

care - WFDF says I'll be drafted
tomorrow."

,
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radio Covers Convention
ess-Radio Interest

Courtesy

lows Large Increase

Pittsburgh-When WCAE transmitter towers were wrecked during the tornado which hit the
Pittsburgh area last Friday night

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

rival stations, KDRA, KQW, WJAS

Vashington-Newspaper interest in
lio has zoomed since the lifting of
e freeze on newspaper applications
the FCC last winter. At that time
mmission records revealed that 273

and WWSW carried

her under direct control of newspers or were controlled by corpoons which were affiliated with
wspapers. Since then another 30
w applications or pleas for rein -

tion.

I

ensees-AM, FM and tele-were

(Continued on Page 5)

rt. Pack's Own Pooling;
'lives Scoop To All Webs
Aggressiveness

of

Private Dick

}ck, former WOR publicity head
Pm stationed at Mitchel Field, L. I.,

spot

Four Networks And Many Independents
Broadcast Opening Day's Session
Of GOP Gathering In Chicago

an-

explaining reason
WCAE was not being heard
nouncements

throughout the evening. Even the
newspapers were impressed with

By BILL IRVIN
RADIO DAILY Correspondent

Black Market Set Biz

this fine example of radio co-opera-

Chicago-When the networks

turned their attention to Chi-

Brings OPA Roundu pcago yesterday for the opening
day schedule of broadcasting

Gottlieb Leaves MBS;

Nine radio dealers in Greater New from the Républical; National
York were cited by the Office of Convention at the Chicago
Price Administration yesterday for Stadium, it was the sixth time

black market operations in injunc- radio has played a part in a
tions obtained in the federal courts
GOP nominating session. The
Brooklyn and Manhattan.
Joins Y & R Agency ofDaniel
P. Woolley, regional OPA first was in 1924. The well director, declared that the dealers
(Continued on Page 6)
Lester Gottlieb, publicity director were merchandising defective radio
for Mutual Broadcasting System, has
(Continued on Page 3)
resigned to accept the post of radio
Convention Tele Cover
publicity director with the Young & WGAR Has New Policy
Rubicam agency. He succeeds Bill
For Ads And Religion Inaugurated By WNBT
Thomas at the agency and will take

ought the first radio interview with
vasion casualities reaching Amer- up his new duties around July 15.
an soil, to radio listeners Sunday
Gottlieb, who came to Mutual with Cleveland-WGAR has published
ght. Private Pack upon learning the creation of the network, was and is currently circulating a new
WNBT, NBC's television station,
at some D -Day casualities were bestatement of general policies relat- produced its first program at E p.m.,
(Continued on Page 5)
g flown to Mitchel Field from
ing to program material and adver- EWT, last night in conjunction with
ormandy arranged for recordings to
tising copy which takes a stronger the opening of the Republican Namade. He interviewed Lt. Col. FCC Adopts New Form
stand than the NAB code on at least tional Convention. The coverage of
hael Murphy, one of the injured
(Continued on Page 2)

For Construction Permits
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

FCC has adopted
:arr Gets Advertising Post a Washington-The
new application form to be used
With Westinghouse Co. when
filing for a construction permit

(Continued on Page 5)

WCKY Manager Speaks
Before Chi. Club Wed.

Cincinnati-The radio industry is
for a non-commercial educational
Richard C. Carr has been named broadcast station, it was announced a whispering gallery of rumors, doubts
anager of institutional advertising over week-end. This form supersedes and disbeliefs of most present-day
Westinghouse Electric and Manu- Form 309 and Supplemental Form 313 surveys Red A. Palmer, manager of
cturing Company, C. Edward Pen -

ay, assistant to the president, anºunced yesterday. Mr. Carr will be
sponsible for the company's institional copy, commercials for the
(Continued on Page 2)

Originality
Credit Jo Ranson, director of publicity and special events at WNEW,
New York, with originality in send.
ing out invitations to an Air Corps Bond Rally affair. Ranson enclosed

the colorful shoulder patch of the
5th Air Force in the South Pacific
with his letter. Stunt was a part
of the "Air Forces Bond Day" at
WNEW with the press invited to
meet combat flyers.

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 2)

Equipment For Civilian Use
Not Obtainable, Mfrs. Told
Contest Winner To Appear
On 'Hour Of Charm' Sun.

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Unlike some other war
production industries, the radio manufacturing industry faces increased re"The Undiscovered Voice of Amer- quirements for the rest of 1944, memica," selected from 10,000 non-pro- bers of the Electronics Distributors Infessional voices, will appear next dustry Advisory Committee were told

Sunday evening on the NBC net- by the WPB last week. As a result
work on the Phil Spitalny "Hour of any marked increase in radio and

Charm" broadcast, at 10 o'clock. The electronic equipment for civilians in
"Hymn of the Evening," "We've a the near future is extremely unlikely.
Story to Tell to the Nations," will be Committee members said the pre (Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

the Chicago scene will continue all
week until the adjournment of the
Republican meeting and will resume
again with the Democratic meeting
(Continued on Page 6)

Raymond Nelson Named
V. -P. Of Storm Agency
Raymond E. Nelson has been made
a vice-president of Charles M. Storm

Co., Inc., advertising agency, it was
announced yesterday. He will con (Continued on Page 5)

Blue Net Stripper
Chicago-H. R. Baukhage, Blue
analyst and traditionally impeccable dresser, had one of the aircooled booths at the convention
here. Suddenly the system misfired,

Chicago's summer oozed into the
booth and the fastidious Baukhage
raiment started coming off: coat.
collar, tie, vest. At last report the
Baukhage shirt had only one button still unopened.
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

:

KINGSLEY HORTON, assistant
BEN LUDY, general manager of WIBW, has
Editor rector of programs and sales at WEEI,manager-diCBS -owned
from Topeka, Kan., on a business trip
Business Manager station in Boston, is visiting briefly in New York. arrived
that will keep him here about 10 days.
J.
B. FUQUA, general manager and sales
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
JAMES MAHONEY, Western manager of Muand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18), director of WGAC, Augusta, is in town from tual's
station
who has been travelN. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, Georgia for conferences at the Blue Network ing through therelations,
middle West during the past
and
with
the
station's
national
representatives.
President and Publisher; Donald M. Meraertwo weeks, has now arrived back at the home

FRANK BURKE

7dI ARV IN KIRSCH

:

:

eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Managing Editor; Chester B. Bahn, Vice President Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),

I11.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.

Entered as second class matter, April

1937,

5,

at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

Am. Tel Cr Tel
CBS A

Low

60

Net
Close Chg.
16032%

1603/8 1601

CBS B ....

32jy 32h

Crosley Corp.

213/4

Farnsworth T. G R
Gen. Electric

13%
383/4
351/4
111/4
753/4

Philco
RCA Common

213/8
13

38%
347/2

+Y

3214 + %
213/4 + 3

13%+

3811 +
35

+

3/e
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4

111/4 +
753/4 +

WAYNE THOMPSON, erstwhile announcer of
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C., is spending a week in
EDWARD D. CLERY, general and commercial
New York prior to reporting for Navy V-12 manager
of MSG, Philadelphia, in Gotham
training.
yesterday. Paid a call at the headquarters of
the
station's
national reps.
TONY HARDT, in New York for the past two
months as associate producer on the Eddie Cantor
IAN GARBER and the members of his orprogram and for home -office conferences at
chestra are
Island, Cal., for the
Young Cr Rubicam, left yesterday for Hollywood. broadcasting atofTreasure
tonight's program in the
"Spotlight
Bands"
series
heard over the Blue
THAD HOLT, president and general
of WAPI, Columbia network outlet manager Network.
in Birmingham, Ala., is spending several days in New
LEW KENT. program director of WMAZ,
York.
Macon, Ga., has arrived for a short stay on
WALLACE WALKER in town from Jacksonville station and network business and for talks with
this week renewing old friednships around the the station representatives.
trade.
CARL ALEY, station and commercial manager of WHKY, Hickory, N. C., a visitor yesterday
PERRY COMO, singing star on

(Continued from Page 1)

WCKY, Cincinnati, declared today
the Chicago Radio Management Club,
Wednesday in the Windy City basing
his beliefs on several months of study

(Continued from Page 1)

and with the aid of Dan Ehrenreich,

on his departure for a meeting of WOR night studio manager, made
four records of the

cutting and

His plan to correct these shortcom-

time at the Chicago meeting.

Department of Commerce, prescribed that no stations be assigned
frequencies less than ten kilocycles
apart.
B. Johnstone's Midweek Review of local broadcasts in

daily trips

Carr Gets Advertising Post
With Westinghouse Co.

to the RACES

widely

Westinghouse radio programs, public
relations production department and
for other printed advertising matter.

(Continued from Page 1)

by AIR!

is a

He joined the company in October,
Ford Glass Company where he was
manager of the war housing division.
Carr is a graduate of Yale University
with a bachelor of science degree.

Contest Winner To Appear
On 'Hour Of Charm' Sun.

Things are different now
Power isn't the secret of
radio time b u y

Continued from Page 1)

dedicated to the officers and men at
Camp Silbert, Alabama. "The Sing ing Cinderella" will sing solos as a
regular member of the All -Girl Orchestra during the - following 13
weeks.

Neither is popularity and it

It's a combination of all
three that intelligent ad.
vertisers insist on knowing today.

If you have
the important city of Baltimore
we'd like to
stack our combination of
power, popularity and cost
against any facts you have.
.

.

.

If you like cold steel facts

, .. we'd be glad to show
you the W -I -T -H picture

-result reports
every few minutes

-result reports

Suffolk Downs
Delaware Park

Arlington

every few minutes

-result reports
every few minutes

-result reports
1NByNtrack

S

it !"?

every few minutes

Aqueduct

1943, coming from the Libby -Owen -

a

a book and say with com

plete authority -"That'

isn't cost alone.

ings will be revealed for the first

the "Evening World'

easy to pick a station out c

WCRY Manager Speaks Pvt. Pack's Own Pooling;
Before Chi. Club Wed. Gives Scoop To All Webs

ence, in drawing up recommendations which afterward were incor-

read feature.

Remember when it wa v

good

.

porated in the regulations of the

In Baltimory i

CBS heard at the Blue Network, with which the outlet
is
every Sunday night, is in Detroit for
an enHe plans to remain until the end
gagement of one week at the Michigan Theater. affiliated.
of the week.

.

The second annual Radio Confer-

Time Buyinjm

offices.

rushed them around to the network
studios. They were heard on WOR,
753/4
163/8
16
16% + 1h of the survey situation Palmer took WABC-CBS, WJZ on Sunday and
1063/ 105
106% + 1% with him to the Chicago meeting repeated on WOR last night.
413;4 411/2 413/4 + 3/4
four points of criticism and a plan
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked which he will offer as a solution.
Mel Allen Promoted
WCAO (Baltimore)
211/2 ....
In an address before the Chicago
WJR (Detroit)
36
.... Club Palmer will level his fire at Fort Benning, Ga.-The promotion
existing surveys for the size of their of Cpl. Mel Allen to the grade of
samples which he charges does not Tec. Sergeant has been announced
represent a true cross section of the at the headquarters of The Infantry
listening audience, their lack of School at Fort Benning, where he is
20 YERRS NO TODAY
proper supervision, their absence of on duty in the radio section of the
public inspection and the procedure Public Relations Office.
(June 27, 1924)
by which they are made.
RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

11
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Black Market Set Biz
Farm -Battery Supply Short
Of U. S. Army Requirements Brings OPA Roundup
Inobtainable--WPB

,juipment For Public

method of tube distribution is

rating reasonably well in view of
fact that military requirements
keeping civilian supplies below

sand and that the demand for
lacement tubes is higher than in
cetime.

Under the present tube

sibution system, which has been
.ct since January, tubes are inter raged among manufactures so that
h manufacturer has a stock of all
es. The Manufacturers then supply
h distributor with tubes on a proa system based on the distributor's
-chases 'by tube type in 1941.

Smith Explains Channeling

$Iesley L. Smith, chief of the cornlents recovery section of the radio
3 Radar division, explained to the

nmittee the operation of the seen in channeling idle and excess
cks of electronic components in
a hands of contractors or produc-

back into the war production

t

(Continued from Page 1)

sets assembled from surplus parts
sold
Washington-Military demands for turers who are capable of producing whioh were alleged to have been
and
serfarm
radio
batteries.
Substantial
into
families
of
war
workers
dry cell batteries are still 30 per cent
in farm radio batteries within vice men for as much as 300 per cent
above production, despite the tre- creases
the
next
two or three critical months above ceiling prices. The firms were
production,
in
increase
mendous
seriously affect our military charged with failing to place the
Stanley B. Adams, director of the would
to ceiling price, manufacturers identifiWPB Consumers Durable Goods Divi- program. What we are attempting
at present is to hold what pro- cation, tags on the radios. Rebuilt
sion, has written hardware merchants do
sold as
and other dealers in farm radio bat- duction of farm radio batteries we sets, costing $35 to $40 were
high as $165.
teries. Thus it is unlikely that bat- now have.
teries for farm radios will be any
Skilled Workers Needed
more plentiful for some months to "We realize that the present pro- Tele Workshop Signs
come.
duction of farm radio batteries is
Meisner To Direct Plays
not sufficient to meet the minimum
Batteries Critical Products
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

eam.

It Overseas Exchange
?rograms For Canadians
ontreal-Canadian invasion troops
Iy'rance will be able to hear many
itheir favorite Canadian radio proms as a result of arrangements
3fde by the Canadian Broadcasting
Broad -

rporation with the British
sting Corporation. Details

of the
plans were announced by
Augustin Frigon, CBC acting gen manager.
mediately on the heels of the
invasion assault, and as a result
several weeks' advance planning,
BC transmitter went into opera
early in the morning of June 7th

w

"Within the past year, dry cell bat- essential needs of civilians. We realteries have become one of the most ize, too, that people who are unable,
urgent and critical products in our for lack of batteries, to tune in on
war production program," Adams important radio messages, may be
to parsaid in the letter; "Military require- handicapped in their efforts
ments exceed production of batteries ticipate in vital war programs.
by an estimated 30 per cent. To meet Therefore, along with our expansion
WPB
the most urgent needs for the types program in military batteries,producof batteries used in war equipment, is taking steps to expand the
such as 'walkie-talkies,' buoys, sub- tion of farm radio batteries where it
marine detectors, direction finders, will not affect military production.
"You may wonder what is holding
'bazookas,' field telephones and more
than 50 other items used in direct up production. It is not material or
military operations, it has been machines, but workers. The indusnecessary to expand the dry cell bat- try is short many hundreds of workefforts
tery industry more than three times ers, and the most strenuous
are being made to recruit them."
its peacetime size.
"The needs of our boys overseas Adams added that he hopes for inare supplied by the same manufac- creased production by Fall.

Sanford Meisner, formerly director
staff
of the Group Theater, joins thefor
of the Television Workshop Forest"a
presentation of "The Petrified

2.
over WABD-Du Mont, Sunday, July
The addition of Meisner to the staff
policy
is in line with the Workshop's

in
of encouraging outstanding talentthis
other fields to experiment in
new medium, with Irwin A. Shane,
executive director, lining up directors, writers and performers for

is
future endeavors. Tony Ferreirafor
adapting the script. Planned
future telecasts are "Fumed Oak"

by Noel Coward, and "Winterset" by

Maxwell Anderson, well known as
stage and film production.

FCC Adopts New Form
For Construction Permits
(Continued from Page 11

and is numbered 340. Form 309 continues to be used for several classes
of broadcast stations other than
standard band.

Form 340 is expected to be more
convenient, and at the same time to
supply the Commission with addi-

began broadcasting a 15 -hour tional information concerning the
and service planned and the technical
edule of British, Canadian
erican programs to the Allied equipment proposed to be installed
by the station.
ps in Normandy.

CBC Plans Own Paper
For Radio Program Lists
Montreal-CBC will issue a national publication of its own, E. A. Weir,
its commercial manager informed the
Parlimentary Radio Committee Friday, giving as reason the abbreviated

listing of even the most important
and expensive programs in daily
did

OKLAHOMA CITY
The N,Iz

newspapers, which he contended
not give listeners an idea of the importance of these programs. Regarding this, Montreal "Star" comments:
"Mr. Weir suggests that it is lack of
cooperation on the part of the press

Agency

Aeg,eseei,ii,e

"" TRIMLY
- 141141
CE

flER RIEN
KEEP
WIT AND RUMOR,
O.
TUNED TO
WOMEN

WC

that will eventually lead to the issuance of a national publication by
the CBC itself. It is an ill wind that

WKY brings in the best and keeps

it

busy,

producing

more

local

shows than any station in this part
of the

country.

blows nobody any good, and listeners
will therefore consider it a fortunate
chance that a fancied slight by the
press of the Dominion should force

the CBC to a step which the latter
might, with advantage to all concerned, have taken long ago."

THE>s.li(/STATION
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LOS At1GELES
WITH the Kay Kyser crew mem-

"THE DOCTOR FIGHT,'

bers intact, Phil Harris, will sub
for the 01' Professor during July and

Schenley Products

August when Kay takes his first
vacation from NBC's "College of

]Votes From a Ringside Seat.. .

continue to occupy their featured
spots with the format remaining un-

"Americana Today"

Musical Knowledge" in six years.
Sully Mason and Ish Kabibble will
changed.

Norman Nesbitt, formerly of KHJ,

and now free-lancing, and Ed Jorgenson have teamed up for a news
and analysis series to be heard on
KFI, Sundays at 10:30 p.m. Sponsored by Thrifty Drug Stores, account is being handled by Hillman -

Shane and Breyer Agency.

Lou Bring, maestro of the Gracie

Fields show, this week subs for
Pianist Mark McIntyre on Billy Mills'

"Fibber McGee" band.

Gale Page, well-known radio actress, was signed this week as the

femcee and permanent leading lady
of the new "Star Playhouse" format
which will be heard at 12:30 p.m.,
PWT beginning July 3.
On August 8th, Langendorf moves

"Red Ryder" to the Don Lee Tues-

days -Thursdays -Saturdays, 7:30 to 8

originating from KHJ for 52
weeks. Account is handled through
p.m.,

the Pacific Coast Advertising Agency
in San Francisco.
Two of Hollywood's feminine

scripters, Audrey Kuthe and Isabel
Draesemer, are responsible for KHJDon

Lee's

comedy

drama,

"The

Merry Moons of San Fernando Val-

ley," heard Mondays through Fridays.

Each script fulfills a three -fold purpose; it's a complete story in itself,
it carries continuity for the entire
series, and it provides valuable

household tips to listeners.

Vocalist Marie Austin is being audi-

tioned for a transcontinental airer
on which she will sing Western
novelty numbers. She recently com-

CBS-WABC,

Tues., June 20. 9:30.10 p.m.. EW'I

for instance even now the GOPersonnel in Chicago are keeping news -hawks, commentators and newscasters on the
alert
broadcasts from overseas battle fronts are thrilling messages
of American successes
Fourth of July will naturally presage new hope.
determination and co-operation on the part of John Q. Public
As part
of the state's Fifth War Bond Drive, Governor Herbert O'Conor of Maryland has invited the "Voice of Firestone," to NBCast Its July 3 program from
the stage of the Lyric Theater via WBAL
with Everett Sloane In the
leading role, the NBCavalcade of America returns to Gotham Monday
with
"My Friend McNair," a stirring drama based on our historic Liberty
Bell.

Dick Powell will guest star on Johnny Mercer ti "Music Shop" July 6.
Vera Massey blonde vocalovely has been CBSigned for a television series.
If the Colonel Stoopnagle brand of comedy maintains the level reached
last Saturday (4:00-4:30 p.m.) this CHShow directed by Herb Polesie, is
cinch to find itself a sponsor... The Brad Reynolds (she is the formere
Conover Model, Geta Fry) are rehearsing lullabies.
Anita de Mars, program manager of WABF writes

quote:-Dear 01 Scoops; you mentioned Norman Winter in your
column Monday. I went to High School
a hundred years or so ago
with a Norman Winter. Could it be the same man?
It is an unusual name. The High School was in Chicago,
the
year
of 1910 to
1914
he was tall, dark and handsome then! Probably has a
paunch and gray hair now
but I would still like to know if it
is the same Norm Winter
unquote;- (Norman Winter, is you
is or is you ain't?)... Comedian Tim Herbert of the stage
success, "Follow The Girls," will swap gags with the Hotel Taft

Maestro today on the "Luncheon With Lopez" MBShow... Mary
Jane Rigby, star of the NBC strip. "When A Girl Marries," hasn't
forgotten her Latin
sez Jane, "today it looks like de Gaulle is
being divided into three parts.".
Moe Gale has appointed Joe
Rives, musical director of "Abie's Irish Rose," as vice-president and
supervisor of the Gale, Inc. Radio Department
Rines, who started
his radio career with the Yankee Network in 1920, will continue
.

of Boomtown" and "Trail to Gun -

mirthmaker on the radio shows of
"the big three" in the crooning de-

Instead, Goodman sold Lewis a radio idea, "The Worms Turn,"
which Mort developed and which will be auditioned by The White
Owl Cigar people
P S. Add another "switch"
Jack Goodman will be the program's emcee.

pleted featured singing roles in "Boss

sight" at Universal studios.
Comedian Jerry Lester holds the
distinction of having been chief
partment-Rudy Vallee, Bing Crosby,

and the Sinatra show till it recently
bowed off the air for the summer.

Now at Slapsy Maxie's in Hollywood,

Lester leaves July 5th for opening
July 12th at the Roxy Theater in
New York.

Songstress Yvette has been signed

for two guest appearances on "Duffy's
Tavern."
For SALES APPEAL
For VOICE APPEAL
CALL

JOHN NEAL
Frances

Kaye,

30 Rockefeller Plaza
N. Y. C.

Blow

For the next few weeks Radio will present what may be called

his duties on the NBComedy.. . Four months ago, Mort Lewis
walked into Jack Goodman's (Ad. Manager' of Simon & Schuster)
to sell a book based on his Blue Net show, "Awake AtThe Switch"

Exclusive:

PROGRAM REVIEU

f

By RALPH WILE

YL

?f

*

She describes herself as "a bum singer with a five -note range."
but her personality and ability to entice interesting guests (proven in the
past on her WINS programs), precludes the fact that starting next Monday
at noon, WEAF will have added a distinct across-the-board lecture, when
the former Chicago Society gal, Maggi
McNellis begins chatter -patter
about Hollywood and Broadway in general and Radiolites in
particular.
Dick Gilbert, WHN disc-jockey, believes lightning strikes
in the same
place
some time ago he invited Mark Warnow to appear on his
program and at the finale of the show. Warnow became one of
Dick's
sponsors
recently Harold Hersey, editor of "Band Leaders" accepted
Gilbert's invitation to appear as guests
not only did Hersey follow
with a two -page lay -out on the Gilbert show but also became
a sponsor
(can't blame Gilbert if he should attempt to obtain as a future
guest, John

D. Rockefeller?).

COlumbus 5-3580

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Narrator: Raymond Massey
Writer: Arthur Miller
Producer: Devere Engelbach

A doctor's life in the armed fo
is not the snap most civilians a

to believe it is and the mission of
new dramatized series sponsored
Schenley

Products,

producers

penicillin, is proving just that -1
it isn't.

This program took CBS listei

on a special trip with a glider dot
(also the name of this play, incid
tally). The special trip, about wh
you should know by now, was m;
in a glider to the coast of France

the eventful day of June 6. Art!
Miller's play was overly garnist
with narration and not enough str
on the human interest angle. 'I
suspense of the play was spasmo

for the simple reason Miller failed'
weld characterization and incident
the point of making the situation
hand more compelling.
In brief, the story began with Rr
mond Massey in the role of the ni''
rator, a somewhat thankless job int
much as his speeches, although vivi
ly written, contained a great deal
the action that should have been i

jetted into the play. Following 1

narration, which he read effective)
the story unfolded showing the doct

as he accompanies the men in

front lines of battle, what he must

t)
I

through to reach wounded men
the thick of fire without the prote:

.

tion

of armament and yet prote
himself and his kit containing ti

priceless blood plasma, sulpha drul
and penicillin.

We'd like to say it's a good pla

because of the meritorious purpos

behind it, but we must admit we wer

more enchanted with the beautif
background and transitional musi
composed 'by the very capable Vladi
mir Selinsky. Engelbach's produc
tion and direction was flawless. Per
formances turned in by Ralph Bel]

Albert Alley, Bill Quinn, Willian

Lazar and the rest were good.
Format of this series also allow.
for a high ranking official in the ser
vice to make a dedicatory speech ti
doctors home and abroad. This talk
is given at the end of each program.

Tele Association Plans
Technical Tele Lectures
Newly elected officers of the Telev,-

sion Producers Association met last
night to arrange for a course of lectures which will cover technical and

production subjects pertaining to
television. Participating officers were'
Bud Gamble, president; Edwin Woodruff, 1st vice-president; Bob Emery,
2nd vice-president; Doug Allen,
secretary; Jay Strong, treasurer. Benjamin Gollay was appointed attorney
for the organization.

J
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ss-Radio Interest
ows Large Increase

FRITZ BLOCKI, radio package pro-

ducer and free lance writer -di-

(Continued from Page 1)

nents have been received from
papers.

rector, has moved to larger offices at
420 Madison Avenue. The phone
number is the same as before, Plaza
9-6180. He has taken space with Wolf
Associates and will continue to operate his own business from there.

- bulk of these applications are
M facilities, with few newspapers
seeking tele licenses. The St.
"Post -Dispatch" and the "New
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, INC., has
News" are the only newspapers been
appointed by Korkoff, Ltd., to
tied to be seeking television li- handle
the advertising of Djer-Kiss
Is, although there is a tele appliThe same agency has also
n in from WGN, Chicago, which toiletries.
vned by Col. Robert R. McCoy- been named to place the account of
Vivaudou, manufacturers
the "Chicago
Mavis talcum powder.
V.

of

Ray Nelson Named

AGENCY NEWSCAST

E

; , publisher
an e."

s
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Donald

of Wellingbrook,

Dolles

Austin J. Scannell.

1'he Louisville "Courier -Journal"

{rimental), the Cedar Rapids,
1"Gazette"; The Port Angeles
"Evening News -Gazette";
$h.)
Sharon, Pa., "Herald"; The Tam -

and Inquirer."
number .of

r

the

newspapers

above already hold AM li-

ere have been three purchases
ations by newspapers in large
s in recent months-the New
"Times" deal for WQXR, the
delphia

"Bulletin"

deal

for

and the Washington "Post"
,ase of WINX. The latter two

"et to be approved by the FCC.

old application for the transfer
SAR, Fall River, Mass., to the
River "Herald" was heard this

h by' the Commission, and there

I d be a decision there soon as

This is an important case, since
oval by the Commission would
joint ownership for Fall River's
newspaper and radio station h is strongly opposed by at least
members of the FCC.

?RO(HOTIOH

HHD

fHERCHHHDISIHG

RID 111HHTED
Cowles Station KRNT will have opening mid -July for promotion and merchandising manager. Want energetic,
draft -free man who knows publicity,
and merchandising, who
` romotion
can write and knows rough layouts
and can direct an efficient, estab' lished department. If interested send
complete details experience, references, salary requirements to Craig
Lawrence, Iowa Broadcasting Company, Des Moines, Iowa.

DUANE JONES COMPANY has

named Gerald O. DaCosto as production manager. DaCosta, associated for

tion.
Nelson came

to Charles M.
Storm Com-

pany last
year

from

WOR, N e w
York, where

he had been

supervisor of

station's
television acthe

tivities.

Be-

fore that he
was

associ-

RAYMOND E. NELSON

Town" Radio Rights
Bought By Superman, Inc.

Radio rights to the stage play "Our
the past 15 years with Marschalk & Town," by Thornton Wilder, were asPratt Company, is an expert on paper, signed to Robert Maxwell Associates,
electrotyping and engraving.
radio division of Supermen, Inc.
Major Wilder's sister, Isabel and

Gottlieb Leaves MBS:
WGAR Has New Policy
Joins Y & R Agency
For Ads And Religion

Johanna DeWitt will do the scripts
and the present plan is to bring the
story up to date via descendants of

the principal characters in the original play.
two major subjects-religious pro- formerly in the publicity department Show will probably be offered as a
grams and certain advertising of in- of WOR. He is credited with many 15 -minute daytime strip with Parker
ternal proprietaries.
radio public relations innovations and Fennelly in the narrator role created
On the latter subject WGAR is now is held in high esteem by Miller on the stage by Frank Craven, Rest
on record against the acceptance of McClintock, president of Mutual, and of cast includes Ann Seymour, Jackany laxative advertising because of other network executives with whom son Beck, Ted Osborne and Montnumerous borderline cases which he has been associated.
gomery Clift. Production will be by
arise from this type of advertising. While no successor to Gottlieb has Robert Maxwell, producer of "Super"It is our thought," John F. Patt, been chosen it is probable that man," "Hop Harrigan" and "Creep
WGAR vice-president and general Christopher Cross, Gottlieb's assist- By Night."
manager, stated, "that it is to the ant, will get the post. Cross, author,
best interest of radio to leave this newspaperman and radio writer, has
type of advertising to other media." been associated with Mutual for the
In reference to religious programs, past three years.
WGAR refuses to sell time to any
religious organization but will continue to make free time available on
an alternating basis to representative
74e SCHOOL o'
religious faiths.
(Continued from Page 1)

Many Licensed For AM

radio and television of the organiza-

ated with the
free lance publicist.
FRANKLIN BRUCK ADVERTIS- National Broadcasting Company, staMAXINE KEITH, radio writer and ING CORP., New York, has been tion WEVD, New York; WEBR Bufproducer, has been named radio di- named advertising agency for the falo, and WJAY, Cleveland.
Literary Guild of America, beginrector of the Caples Company,
ning July 1st.

AND
CLIFFORD
DOHERTY,
"Tribune"; The Wausau, Wisc.,
:ord-Herald"; The Utica, N. Y. SHENFIELD, INC., has moved to the
Server -Dispatch"; T h e "Toledo Empire State Building. This will be
The New Orleans "Times- the permanent address of the agency,
ne"; The St. Louis "Globe- but until their offices are completed
crat"; The St. Louis "Star - on the 52nd floor, they will temporThe Milwaukee "Journal"; arily be located in Room 1210.

Birmingham "News"; The
i -delphia Record"; The Wooster,
epublican"; Hearst Radio, N. Y.,
The Owensboro, (Ky.) "Mes -

(Continued from Page 1)

tinue in his capacity as director of

and a program director a n d

gong the FM applicants are the FRANCES E. KAYE, has been en- TOM HICKEY, formerly of the
York "Times," which recently
by Consolidated Radio Artists, "New York World -Telegram" and
Eased WQXR, New York; The gaged
Inc.
as
press counsel and has estab- "Daily News,"' is now associated with
"Telegraph
-Herald";
Ia.,
aque,
offices at 30 Rockefeller Plaza N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., in its New
Worcester (Mass.) "Telegram," lished
halready has an FM station in where she will also continue as a York office.
pester and seeks another in Bos

Storm Agency V. -P.

PUBLICITY CLUB OF NEW YORK

has elected officers as follows: ,president, William P. Maloney, director of
publicity for BBD&O, Inc.; first vicepresident, Mae Wagner Carlysle, promotion director, Dictograph Sales
Corporation; second vice-president,
Ted Baldwin, Columbia Pictures
Corporation; recording secretary,
Amy Blaisdell, director of publicity,
Helena Rubinstein, Inc. Board of directors consists of Carl Helm, Josephine Le Sueur, Caroline Phillips, Paul
Haase, Herbert Askwith, Kathrine

KDKA Tops Record

Of War Bond Sales

Pittsburgh - The KDKA bond wagon, carrying 50 station entertain-

ers and office personnel, broke all
records for its three-year Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia trek, last
Saturday night, when more than

$430,000 in cash sales were recorded at
Clearfield, Pa.

Program Cancelled

"Great Moments In Music" will

not be presented tomorrow, in
order to permit messages to get

through from the Republican National Convention in Chicago. This
program is heard over the CBS network 10-10:30 p.m., EWT.

(Continued from Page 11

RADIO TECHNIQUE
(America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio Broadcasting)
SPECIAL SUMMER

6 Weeks' Day Courses

JULY 5 & AUGUST 2
8

Weeks' Evening Courses

JULY 18 & AUGUST 14
Taught by Network Professionals, for
Beginner & Advanced students,"als,
inrlud,'
STATION ROUTINE
ANNOUNCING
ACTING
NEWSCASTING
CONTINUITY WRITING
DICTION
VOICE
COMMENTATING
Coed. Moderate rates. Inquire:
Call

or

Write for

Booklet

R.

R.K.O. BUILDING,RADIO CITY, N.Y.
CIRCLE 7-0193

Edward Petry & Co., National Representative
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Four Webs And Many Independents Convention Tele (c
Broadcast Opening Of GOP Confab Inaugurated By Wry
(Continued from Page 1)
Stadium came yesterday at 12:30
planned radio coverage began func- p.m., EWT, when all four networks
tioning with the first broadcast direct carried the voice of Harrison E.
from the opening session of the con- Spangler, chairman of the Republican
vention at 11:15 a.m., CWT. The four National Committee and chairman of
major networks were busy over the the convention arrangements. Spangweek-end preceding the convention

opening,

with a series of special

broadcasts featuring party personalities,

round -table

summaries

and

roundups by newspaper and network
political experts.

Sunday afternoon Mutual
rounded up 16 newspaper correspondOn

ents and aired their respective views
on the convention's probable Presidential nominee.
One -Eyed Connolly Challenge

Another Sunday afternoon special
was the interview Bill Slocum, Jr.,
CBS special events director, conducted with Andy Frain, head of the
ushering service bearing his name.
Frain offered to buy Slocum "a suit
of clothes" if "one -eyed" Connolly,
dean of gate-crashers, made good on

Smith Backers, Note

Chicago - When the official
organist at the Chicago Stadium
was asked to supply a melody for
the opening of NBC's "Convention Rehearsal" program Satur-

day at 6 p.m., EWT, he swung
into the tune familiar to all voters
in 1928, "East Side, West Side."
NBC let it ride.

er called the convention to order

and Gov. Dwight E. Green of Illinois
was introduced. Gov. Green extended

greetings from the city and state to
all the delegates.
At 10 p.m., last night, Spangler in-

troduced the temporary chairman,

Gov. Earl Warren of California, who

his boast-on a previous broadcast- delivered the convention keynote
to

attend the convention without speech.

Martin on All Webs Today
benefit of an admittance ducat. Connolly, said Frain, "won't even get on Today at 1 p,m., EWT, all networks
will carry the address by RepresenMadison Street."
One of the calmest network execs tative Joseph Martin of MassachuTonight the speeches of
on the convention scene is Paul setts.
White, CBS news director, who is di- former President Herbert Hoover
recting not only the CBS convention and Representative Clare Boothe
staff here but also via teletype the Luce of Connecticut will be broadnetwork's invasion coverage in New cast beginning at 10 p.m., EWT.
Reading of the Republican party
York. Despite such two big projects,
White goes his way calmly and un- program is scheduled for broadcasting at the opening session of tomorhurried.
NBC, in line with its plans for row at 1 p.m., EWT. In the evening,
television coverage of the convention, beginning at 10 p.m., EWT, the netfilmed both the morning and eve- works will carry the nominations for
ing sessions yesterday and flew the the Presidency.
films- to New York for telecasting Final sessions of the convention on
Thursday will be carried by all netover its WNBT transmitter.
Two of the contingent of network works. Balloting will be reported on

(Continued from Page

1

tions have assigned their own re- in the same city later in the
porters and analysts to the conven-

tion for on -the -spot coverage.
WBBM, Chicago, has assigned
James Cruisenberry, news editor, and
analyst Alvin Steinkopf. Station
KMOX, St. Louis, is sending Arthur
Casey, program director; Francis

t

Preceding the telecasting of t
motion pictures which were sl

four crews in the Chicago St
today was the premiere of 'Tf
publican Party on Parade." Thil

reel traced the history of the F
lican Party, its conventions a,
Douglas, news editor; W. R. Wills, candidates from 1860 to the pr

anaylst, and Katherine Darst, re- It began with sketches by T.

porter. Station KNX, Hollywood, will Nast, dean of American politics
have Wallace Sterling as its conven- toonists, who created the eleph
tion representative. Station WCCO, the symbol of Republicanism.
Minneapolis -St. Paul, is sending A. E.
Old Newsreels Shown
Joscelyn, manager and Cedric Adams,
Following a quick sight -

famed Star -Journal columnist and "tour" through Chicago, the p
radio commentator.
moved on to the personalities
GOP. Included were historic
Detroit Coverage
reel
clips of Governor Wh
Detroit-WJR, Detroit is giving its
listeners some special coverage of the Senator Hendricks; George P
GOP convention in Chicago during Bull Moose leader; Chauncey De
every newscast from the Detroit stu- President William McKinley (on
dios. George Cushing, news editor, is before he was assassinated);
cut in from Chicago via WJRS direct dent Theodore Roosevelt; Pret
line for convention news. Cushing William Howard Taft; Chief J)
then returns the program to Detroit Charles Evans Hughes; Elihu
and the local newscaster resumes.
Senator Lodge; President War -re
Harding; President Calvin Cool
CAB Ratings On Net Sked Governor Morrow (Kentucky);

Available Twice Monthly

retary of State Frank B.
Vice -President

Charles G.

Kel

Dt

President Herbert C. Hoover;
Audience ratings for radio pro- President Charles Curtis; Govt
grams broadcast on limited network Alfred M. Landon; John Ham
schedules will be available twice a Senator Robert Taft; Senator
month for pro -rata costs, the Co- denberg and Wendell L. WI
operative Analysis of Broadcasting Highlighted, too, were Govt
announced last Friday. This new Thomas E. Dewey, Lt. Comma
feature of CAB service is considered Stassen, Governor Earle Warren
another step in its expansion pro- Governor Bricker. The Repub
gram which has already multipled its conventions were traced extenst
service to members considerably in The shots taken today and telet
recent months.
Jn arrival included the call to o
The new move is made possible by of the convention, the singing o)
the expansion of its interviewing "Star Spangled Banner," the inv
schedule into 81 cities twice a month tion, Governor Dwight H. Gre
to the standard service of welcoming address, close-ups of r
commentators to whom covering a at 1 p.m., and if the convention is compared
tically all state delegations, the i
political convention is not old stuff still in progress at the 10 p.m. period. 33 cities sampled previously.
section of 400 news men and wot
are Mrs. Raymond Clapper, widow of
CBS Staff Large
and all the color which surrot
the late columnist and commentator A staff of 36 men and women, rang- Robt. H. Lochner, NBC,
these quadrennial meetings. 11
who was killed in a plane crash in ing from news analysis and reports
Heads
German
Section
were beer and pop sellers, perspl
the South Pacific, and Leon Hender- to special events broadcasters and
delegates, lobby demonstrations
son, former OPA boss, now a spon- technicans are here under the per- Robert H. Lochner, NBC Interna- hotel room caucuses.
sored Blue Network spieler. Hender - sonal direction of Paul White, direc- tional
Staff member for three years, The telecasts were also picked
son's presence produces many a raised tor of news broadcasts for the netwas
appointed
chief of the German and rebroadcast by WPTZ in Pt
work.
White
is
assisted
by
Bill
Sloeyebrow among the assembled Reof the Network's Interna- delphia, and WRGB in Schenecta?
publicans. Almost as many, in fact, cum, Jr., CBS director of special section
Fred B. Bate, manager, anas would the presence of Willkie him- events and Bob Wood, the web's tional,
"Slogan" Persists
self. Mrs. Clapper is doing a daily Washington news chief. Bob Trout, nounced last week. Son of Louis P.
Chicago-Hildy Gauss, secretar
Lochner,
war correspondent
five-minute commentary on conven- CBS reporter and analyst, and John and NBC noted
to Paul White, CBS news (hie/
commentator at San
Daly, recently returned from Italy Francisco,news
tion doings for Mutual.
entered the Stevens Hotel dinint
Robert acquired German
First convention pickup from the are the chief announcers.
room for a hasty breakfast yester
The proceedings are being de- background while with his father
day morning. She was tagged a.
covered Berlin. He will continue
"Jim" Watson Heard
scribed over CBS by analysts Bob who
the door by G. Henry "Slogan'
write, produce and announce proTrout and Quincy Howe; and repor- to
Chicago-Ex-Senator James E.
Smith, author of GOP battleeries
in German that are short ters Bill Henry, John Daly and John grams
who has managed to attend the
"Jim" Watson, venerable octogenwaved to Europe.
Harrington.
last nine Republican convention'
arian political leader from InSpecial events, including interviews
"Slogan" has been trying unsuc
diana, presented a "convention
with important personages and
WNYC's Dance Series
cessfully to get air -time ever
summary" in a special feature
broadcasts direct from the conven- Frankie Carle and his orchestra,
since radio first covered the na.
program from WIND's Chicago
tion floor, are handled by Slocum, newest sensation in popular music,
tioreal political shindigs. His start
studios 8:45 to 9:00 p.m. last
and Shep Chartoc and Jack Burnett will open WNYC's summer broadcasts
ling resemblance to President
night. He reviewed his forty years
of
WBBM,
CBS
Chicago
station.
of "Dancing Under the Stars" this
Roosevelt (Smith eagerly asks
in the House and Senate, his
Addresses by prominent Republi- Thursday, beginning at 9:30 p.m., on
everyone to study his profile)
close friendship with several
cans
will
be
arranged
by
Miss
Helen
the
Mall
at
Other
Central
Park.
hasn't helped him any in the GOP
presidents and political greats
Sioussat,
director
of
talks.
"name
bands"
will
follow
and
WNYC
camp. At last report, "Slogan" st'
such as the late "Uncle Joe"
In addition to the aforementioned will air the show on Fridays also in
was shadowing Hildy.
'Cannon.
CBS personnel, several affiliated sta- August.
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COAST -TO -COAST

GOP GLEANINGS
Chicago --Coolest spots in the overheated crowded Chicago Stadium

the speakers platform.
r the network's air conditioned booths high over
bile 1.054 delegates on the floor and 20,000 lucky ticket holders in the
Rory swelter in the humid air, they envy the network boys behind the
Id fish bowl of their comfortable quarters.

* *

G. W. "Johnny" Johnstone, prexy of the Blue's News and Spell Events Staff, wandering around the lobby of the Stevens in his
rwder blue slacks and loose -hanging collarless shirt.

*

*

*

When a mimeograph machine in NBC's Press Room at the Stevens
rlked while running off an important story, CBS next door offered the use
Its machine. But then, as a gag strictly for the record, the Columbia
/*rotor ran off one copy of the release on its own distinctive letterhead;
aking it a real collector's item.

**

Michigan Boulevard pedestrians were surprised Friday to hear
)ur Gal Sunday," CBS daytime serial being wafted on the lake
reezes which cool the Chicago main stem. Here's how it happened:
overnor Bricker was to address his campaign workers Saturday.
two loud speakers were installed on the roof of a low set -back of
le hotel to carry his speech to an anticipated overflow turnout on
le boulevard and in Grant Park across from the hotel to test the
/ud speakers, Henry Grossman, who heads the CBS engineering
ontingent, obliged the workmen by feeding "Our Gal Sunday"
Ito the loud speakers from a radio receiver on the network headuarters at the hotel.
With taxicabs at a premium in Chicago. New Yorkers who have to
volley their way four miles to the Stadium put their feeling this way:
7t's

Just the same as though the Convention were being held

in

secretary to its sales dept., while Dick
- NEW YORK 'JEW YORK-M/T. Sgt Gene Ward, White has returned from a Tenn. school
former New York "Daily News" to its guest relations staff.
-INDIANA sports writer, will emcee WNEW's FORT WAYNE-WOWO's
new series of "Combat Correspond- ers' Club has formed softballBoostent" dramatic portraits, beginning calling themselves the "Bobby team,
Sox"
this Thursday, 9:45 to 10 p.m. BroadKOKOMO-WKMO, local CBS
casts built around combat correspondents

Department for the 5th Bond Drive
Kokomo, Indiana and Howard Counties will celebrate 100th anniversary
of the Fourth of July...VINCENNES

-156 quarter-hour programs of Lou
Childrie, "Boy From Alabam," were
added to sked on WAOV, by sponIglehart Brothers, Inc., of Evansver a special address on WHN, Thurs- sor
day evening from 8:30 to 9 o'clock ville, unit of General Foods, Inc.
- CONNECTICUT on the 158th anniversary of the So- HARTFORD
Voice of Reliciety of Columbian Order. Another gion" observes -its"Radio
500th anniversary this
speaker is Judge Edward J. McCullen

Begun in 1934, broadcast has
who will read a message from Pres. Sunday.
been presented weekly under direction

Franklin D. Roosevelt.

- PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA-WFIL has registered
of its own three shows to three of the
largest advertisers in the community.
Sears Roebuck & Co. is signed for a tentative 26 -week run once weekly of "Crosstown Quiz." Lit Brothers (department store)
sale

of educational director Sterling V. Couch
Hartford Electric Light Co. is sponsoring "Connecticut Heroes," a thrice weekly
five-minute afternoon feature on WDRC.
Stars interviews with local returning war
veterans.

The following wire was received by Paul White from Ed Murrow,
BS London: "Just wishing you and your crew good shouting during
Anticipate hospitality more dangerous than buzz
tonventiop.
)ombs. Regards."

views with Fred Joyner, the new program
director, and Marie Wilk, director of their

nels operated by Nan Douglass of
KOY, could be a find for the recruiters for Army's canine corps.

- CANADA -

*

*

SAC

S

Gracie Allen, in Chicago to cover the Republican conclave for
Nana, stopped in at CBS convention headquarters in the Stevens Hotel to interview Mrs. Bricker. It started conventionally enough but
soon Gracie and Mrs. Bricker were exchanging pix and unusual remarks of their children.

*

12, including correspondents and members of the editorial
department of the St. Louis "Post -Dispatch," is broadcasting special features
for KSD, the "Post -Dispatch" station. KSD has its own booth at the convention with direct wires from Chicago.
of

* * *

Bill Slocum, Jr., CBS chief of special events, almost became the
rst casualty of the Republican convention. Bill, seated on the speaks platform in the Chicago Stadium, leaned over the railing to make
re CBS wires were okay when he lost his balance and did an inmpleted one and a half over the railing. Stroke of good fortune
ended him upright in his chair.

-

- FLORIDA -

MIAMI-WIOD's program and commercial departments under leadership of
James LeGate, general manager, are

- ARIZONA helping materially in the success of the
PHOENIX-"Boxcoe," whose lavish 5th Bond Drive in Dade County. Bond
care included trips to Nanard Ken- sales have netted $170,000 during first

é

Republican Gubernatorial nominee in Indiana, Ralph F. Gates, at.orneyBanker, is scheduled speaker on the second of a series of "convenGates, typical "county seat
Ion summaries" on station WIND tonight.
awyer" from Columbia City, Indiana, home town of the late vice-president
Marshall. has held all GOP organization offices from precinct committee man
b state chairman.

-NORTH DAKOTA

VALLEY CITY-Mayor Curtis Olis backing "Junior Music Hall" on a 52 - sen's recent talk on KOVC about
week basis. And, Lousol's (women's spe- traffic regulations and juvenile delincialty shop) sponsors a late evening 15 - quency has resulted in city-wide
PITTSBURGH- cleanup....KOVC reports almost all
minute news period
Local boys, injured in combat overseas, of the local residents listened to the
reviewed their experiences in WWSW's broadcasts presented as public ser5th Bond Drive last Friday a.m., in inter. vice event.
FM station, WTNT.

fonkers during a subway strike."

A staff

has sold every one of the
of the United States Marine outlet,
features provided by the Treasury

Corps... ,Colonel Arthur Levitt and
Lt. Col. Aaron Mellniker, two military legal experts, will help solve
Johnny Doughboy's domestic problems on WNEW's new broadcasts of
"Legal Assistance for G. I. Joe" begun last Sunday, 9:45 to 10 p.m.....
Senator Alben W. Barkley will deli-

week.

- GEORGIA -

ATLANTA-"Camping Trails" is
new summer program by Rich's Inc.,

Atlanta department store, rapid ex-

MONTREAL-CKAC's sales promotion
of radio programs. Anand personnel manager Andre Daveluy pansion
nounced by Tom Maxwell, narrated
took his vows with Paulette Cloutier, also by Ted Anthony, and written by Gene
of Montreal. yesterday. She has been his Sample, on WGST, Mondays, Wednessecretary for the last 31/2 years.
days and Fridays.

- CALIFORNIA -

- ILLINOIS -

LOS ANGELES-Bu-Tay Products
ROCKFORD-Promoting its local and
Company, makers of Rainbow water Blue Network newscasts, WROK has
softener, has signed for a weekly flve- printed and distributed 10,000 post -card
minute news spot on the "Blue News- size schedules of news programs. In
room Review" Wednesday, June 14, "calendar" form, cards have been used
1:45 p.m., PWT, over a 15 -station in station mailings and sent through
Pacific Coast Blue web.. ,OAKLAND hotels, restaurants service clubs and other
-KLX has announced regretfully the organizations.
death of Howard Wilson, its sales
manager, and one of radio's pioneer
salesman. Age was 55... ,INGLEWOOD-"Micro Topics," bi-weekly
publication of Universal Microphone
Co.,

is reprinting the series of full

page "History of Communications"
ads which is appearing in RADIO
DAILY each month.

- COLORADO DENVER-Sealy Mattress Co. of Colorado, through the Ted Levy Advertising
Agency, has renewed for third year schedule of one -minute announcements on KOA,

52 -week contract begins July 14....Mary

E. Miller has joined the KOA staff ps

June 27
Milton Maine
Mrs. W. T. Bramblett

Seymour Heifer

History of Communications Number Seven of a Series

EARLY COMMUNICATIONS BY AIR
While electronics use the ether and other media, one of the most speedy
methods of communications in the early days was through the air by
carrier pigeon. With a finely printed note fastened to the leg, these birds

faithfully reached home to bring in the latest news events and stock
market reports.
MODEL

1700-U9

Today news commentary reaches into your homes in a flash of a second
via electronic voice communications making use of the various types of
Universal broadcast microphones. This being a modern age, the battle
front is brought into the homes of the informed peoples of the democracies via military microphones such as those now being manufactured
by Universal for the Allied Armed Forces.
< Model 1700-UB, illustrated at left, is but one
of several military type microphones now available to priority users through local radio jobber

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
FOREIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA

CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

1, ONTARIO, CANADA
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TEN CENTS

?films Receive Radio Aid
Invention Coverage

ontinuing Unabated
By BILL IRVIN
RADIO DAILY Correspondent

hicago-Serving the nation with
news reporting such as has not

accorded any similar gathering
fore,

radio continued yester-

the second day of the Republican

nal Presidential Convention, to
g to American listeners first hand
of the vital conclave. Through

medium of the four major nets, as well as numberless indeent stations, not only the actual
s of speakers and delegates have
brought into the home but im-

Stradivari Tribute

the Violin."
composed by Kent Cooper, general
"The

Magic

of

manager of the Associated Press.
which will be played by Paul
Lavelle and his Stradivari Orchestra on his program, Sunday July 2
(12:30 p.m. EWT, NBC) was written in observance of the 300th an-

niversary of the birth of Antonio
Stradivari,

great

violin

Radio will be utilized on the night

Sees Set -Export Jump

maker.

In Post -War Britain

Lavalle's orchestra is made up of
Stradivari instruments.

Envisions FM -Tele

Receivers in Future

(Continued on Page 7)

an FM receiver to make available the

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

to purchase the television "picture

(Continued on Page 6)

sound channel of television to FM

owners, the American public's interest will be stimulated enough to want

Invasion Troops Hear

Blue Stations Get
Top U. S. Radio Shows
New Spot Business

boxes," Leonard Cramer, vice-president of Du Mont Television, told the An impressive amount of new busipress gathering at the Television ness has been placed through the
German marching song, "Lili Press Club luncheon held yesterday spot sales department of the Blue
(Continued on Page 6)
Network on WJZ, New York; WENR,
ene" were vested by Custodian,
Chicago; KGO, San Francisco; and
7, 1943.
WMAL, Washington, D. C., Blue Spot
e tune became popular with Broadcasts Bring Talks
d troops during the rout of
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

of July 5, the eve of "Free Movie
Day," to announce to the public that
on the following day participating
theaters will admit anyone on that
day who purchases or makes application for a war bond, it was an-

Montreal-Britain expects to export nounced by R. J. O'Donnell, national
50 per cent more radio receiving sets chairman of the "Fighting Fifth"
than she did before the war, Hugh campaign as he heralded "Free Movie
Dalton, president of the British Board Day" on July 6.
Six hundred and sixty commentaof Trade is reported in London
despatches as saying. Speaking in tors on network affiliates will receive
(Continued on Page 4)
praise of the British Radio industry,
he said it has defeated "all the wiles

By extending the tuning range of of the enemy" in the war and "will

i Marlene" Copyright
Vested In Gov't Of U. S.
ashington-James E. E. Markham,
Property Custodian, yesterday
nded broadcasters and musicians
all basic American copyrights in

Broadcasters, Through Treasury Dept.,
Extend Assistance To Theaters
For "Free Movies Day"

To Nation's Teachers

Pittsburgh-A report by leading Hutchinson And Films
estinghouse Web Buys educators
to thousands of teachers
Sked For Tele Seminar
$800,000 In War Bonds throughout the nation on the proceedings of the national convention

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Twenty-eight hours
of America's top radio shows-minus

commercials-are reaching invasion
troops weekly, it was learned here

yesterday. In addition, 131/2 hours of
special Army programs including
"Command Performance," are beamed
out of England. Total broadcast time

to invasion troops is reported to be
(Continued on Page 2)

Thomas H. Hutchinson, production Tele Broadcasters Elect
Philadelphia-Total of $800,000 in of the National Education Associa- manager
of the RKO Television
kT Bonds was purchased by the tion will be broadcast through the Corporation,
Two Affiliate Members
will address the Radio
stinghouse Radio Stations, Inc., facilities of KDKA over the NBC Executives Club Television Seminar
the stations comprising the net - network Wednesday, Thursday and
Election of the Theater Guild and
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
k, Lee B. Wailes, general man the RKO Television Corporation to
r, announced yesterday.
affiliate membership in the Television
e headquarters office purchased
Broadcasters Association, Inc., was
(Continued on Page 2)

Cohan Tribute
1

"Family Hour" Sunday program
of July 2, will be dedicated to the
memory of the late George M.

Cohan whose birthday was the

Fourth of July. Among those to be
heard on the show will be Eileen

Farrell, Reed Kennedy and Jack

Smith. The orchestra will be under
the baton of Al Goodman. The program is aired on CBS, 5.5:45 p.m..
EWT.

Mexico Ban On U. S. Radios
Forecast In Decree By Gov't
Lt. David Levy's Services
Requested By Treasury

(Mexico Bureau of RADIO DAILY)

Mexico City-Severe curtailment of
the sale of American radios in Mex-

is predicted as the outcome of
The Treasury's War Fiance Com- the Mexican government's latest atmittee in N. Y. has requested the tempt to cut the neighbor republic's
Navy for the services of Lt. (j.g.) importation of "non -essential" prodDavid Levy as radio consultant on ucts.
the Fifth War Bond Drive. Levy was Promulgated by President Avila
producer -director of the CB» "We, Camacho, the new decree aims to
the People" program before entering maintain the country's gold reserve
the Navy.

ico

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 2)

Auction Camera
The speed graphic camera used
by Photographers Mate S. Scott

Wigle of Detroit, Michigan who ob-

tained the first picture of the invasion on the Normandy beach was

auctioned for war bonds to the

highest bidder listening to Dave
Elmarí s WOR-Mutual "Victory Auc-

tion" Saturday night. The camera
has been flown by the Air Transport Command to Elman in N. Y.

2
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Broadcasts Bring Talks
Invasion Troops Hear
To Nation's Teachers
Top U. S. Radio Shows
(Continued from Page 1)
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JOHN W. ALICOATE
FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

(Continued from Page 11
Friday, July 5-7 (7:30-7:45 p.m., EWT
over 120 hours weekly now, with
-not heard on WEAF).

Price 10 Cts.
:

heavy reliance on the basic music
library of 16 -inch discs recorded by
the War Department from special

Since the convention attendance is
limited, these broadcasts will permit
thousands of teachers over the country to learn what decisions are made
and what views are presented at these

Publisher

Editor

concert performances, radio shows
and movie sound tracks.
This library now includes about 750
very important educational gather- platters,
all turned by GI's.
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, ings.
BBC news and features are used as
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merger
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
well as live entertainment by United
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- Tele Broadcasters Elect
States troops. A group of radio artists
aging Editor; Chester B. Bahn, Vice President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
Two Affiliate Members from this country is believed sched:

Business Manager

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),

-

uled to go to London and perhaps

Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,

beyond this summer to do live shows
announced at the organization's board for the boys.

year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),

Ill.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.

Entered as second class matter, April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,

under the act of March 3, 1879.

Hutchinson And Films
Sked For Tele Seminar
(Continued from Page 1)

on the subject of "Studio Production
Technique," Thursday, June 29, in
NBC's Studio 6B, 8:30-10:30 p.m.
In addition to Mr. Hutchinson's

talk, two films entitled "Magic in the

(Continued from Page 11

Also Heard in Pacific

meeting.

Armina Marshall administrative as- This program is basically the same
sistant of the Theater Guild and as that heard by troops in the SouthRalph B. Austrian, executive of the west Pacific, the BCI theater and elseRKO Television Corporation, have where throughout the world. All
been appointed to serve on the pro- broadcasting is under direction of
gram committee of TBA. The program local commands, and the proportion
committee is headed by Worthington of strictly American material varies.
C. Miner, director of TBA and man- Troops in Britain, it is reported, hear
ager of the television program de- about half American and half British
partment of CB$.
programs over the American Forces
Network, a web of low -powered GI
each of which covers a
Westinghouse Web Buys transmitters
radius of 25 to 30 miles. The 28 hours
$800,000 In War Bonds of transcription are chosen from the
top -rated shows of American radio,
and include all classifications of pro(Continued from Page 1)

Air," a General Motors production, $300,000; KYW bought $200,000 worth;
and "Sightseeing At Home," a G. E. WBZ bought $100,000 worth; KDKA
bought $100,000; WOWO bought
movie, will be shown.
Murray Grabhorn is the chairman $100,000.
of the REC series and Richard W. a
Hubbell is the coordinator.

FlnAncIAI
(Tuesday, June 27)

20 YEARS AGO TODRY

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

(June 28, 1924)

The mention of Al Smith's name
at the Democratic Convention in
Madison Square Garden brought on
an uproar which lasted seventy-five
minutes. This is the longest ovation
ever given any individual....In the
opinion of experts on broadcast
technique, the convention has uncovered another benefit from radio.
Present-day oratory, being unsuitable to a mike, is being replaced by
higher standards of public speaking.

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
CBS B

Crosley Corp.

Farnsworth T. & R
Gen. Electric
Philco

RCA Common

RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

Zenith Radio .....

W*H*N
50,000

WATTS

,,

DIAL

1050

Close

331/e

323/4

the

"soap

353/4
1114

351/8
111/4
751/4

7514
l67/8

163/8

1/4
3/e

42

Bid

16%
2114

Asked
175/4

The British garrison had

beer

France Getting Many Receivers

Army for Rommel's drive for Suez.
The world waited for the news that
the British had lost Egypt.

At this writing it is not believed
that there is any GI broadcasting in

354
public address system are used in
11% + 1/4 some encampments and captured
751/4 - 14 enemy equipment is
sometimes
16% + 1/4 pressed into service.

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
29
29
29
41%
4%
4% -IOVER THE COUNTER

42

with Monty
driven out of Tobruk. Beaten anc
battered back to El Alamein

1063/4 10514 1053/4 - 14
42

MacFarlane Traveller

by the Air Transport Command regularly, and have the highest priority
to insure timeliness.

33

Hazeltine Corp.
Nat. Union Radio

/

is

France. Receivers are pouring in,
+ 1/s however, and a good portion of our
32% 32% 32% + % troops there are now able to tune in
221/4 21% 21% - /4
British transmission of GI shows. Not
133/4
131/4 13% +
1/s
38% 381/8 381/6 - 3/g every soldier of course, has a set, but
Chg.

1/4

WCAO lBaltimorel
WJR (Detroit)

tlxr5

Net
Low

Notable exception

opera," which somehow doesn't get
into France. These discs are flown

1607/s 1601/; 1607/4 + 14

+

Stromberg-Carlson

Vtc,,

High

grams. Major emphasis seems to be
upon comedy and popular music, but
there is nearly as much variety as is
heard at home.

GI news service is handled at top

speed, with Army news service feeding the stations by wire. The invasion
announcement went out on GI pro-

grams on the Pacific coast-beamed
to

the South Pacific-even before

.... OWI had it on news broadcasts, it is
reported.

MacFarlane waited with the 8tt

MacFarlane saw the miracle of
the 8th Army's response to Montgomery's order, "attack."
It is this background of living and

fighting with Monty and his men
that gives MacFarlane's broadcasts
about the British on the invasion

front so much force, so much truth.
It is this once living where news
is made that helps MacFarlane call
the news that is to come, with such
uncanny accuracy.
Ian Ross MacFarlane is another

W -I -T -H exclusive.

Only Philadelphia Station Featuring 3 HOURS
of Classical Music EVERY DAY
No wonder WDAS audiences say
"Thank you!" In addition to other
musical programs, WDAS features
classical music for two hours every
morning from 10 to 12 A.M. and again

for another hour from 11 to 12 P.M.

W -I -T -H
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED 8Y HEADLEY-REED

Announcing
the removal of our New York offices to

5 01 MADISON AVE.
under the direction of John L. Sinn

Thanks to the following firms for whom we
are currently producing the following shows:
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Morse International
McCann Ericksen
Wm. Esty Co.
Parents' Institute
Parents' Institute

Musical Showcase

The Jack Berch Show
Songs of Good Cheer
Mary Ellen Baker

The Korn Kobblers
Calling All Girls
Parents Magazine of the Air
Eye Witness News

Press Association
Press Association
BBD&O

War Correspondent
Old Corral
Boston Blackie

Ruthrauff & Ryan
Hershey's Creamery
Lang, Fisher & Stashower
Mitchell -Faust

Manhunt
Say It With Music
They Give Their Lives

Beau Brummell Ties
Kellogg's All Bran
Vick's
NBC Bread
Piel's Beer
Calling All Girls Magazine

Parents Magazine
Associated Press
Associated Press

Ft. Pitt Beer
Lever Brothers
Hershey's Ice Cream
Carling's Beer & Ale

Peter Hand Beer

In our new offices our expanded facilities

and increased staff will continue to
serve these and other clients with in-

telligently conceived and expertly produced radio and television programs.

NOW IN PREPARATION:
* THE DAMON RUNYON SHOW
* THE KAY LORRAINE SHOW

* HOLLYWOOD QUIZ
* MYSTERY HOUSE

FREDERIC W. ZIV COMPANY
CINCINNATI

NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD
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Radio -Films In Tien'

On 'Free Movie Da'
(Continued from Page

1lietuos of an Innocent Bystander .. !

Funny how things will right themselves
for instance
we were a bit surprised two weeks ago, to learn that friends of ours were
involved in a difficult situation and said so in print
we're happy to

learn and "give a happy ending"

to the story, which deals with the
Henry Sylvem-M-G-M Screen -Test MBSeries
all parties concerned have

agreed to terms and starting tomorrow, Sylvern will resume batoneering
this Mon. thru Fri. musical program for the next 49 weeks
Josef
Cherniayski rates a bow for a swell pinch-hit conducting job during the
negotiations. . . Garry Moore, the Camel Ciggie comic, will make his
screen debut in Edward Small's production, "Brewsteí s Millions," which
starts rolling August 1
and will star in a second production now in
preparation by David O. Selznick. . . Mr. and Mrs. Joe Barnett (she's
Rosaline Green, radio actress) welcomed Sir Stork who left a future
actress... Jean Sincere, Radiolite and Ingenue in the recent Broadway
success, "Arsenic and Old Lace," will get an M-G-M-MBScreen-test tomorrow. . .
That baseball game for the championship of Gotham's
Kilocycle Row, between John McKay's NBC pressers (not pants) and
the trade press News Hawks, will take place Saturday, July 22 at 2:30
p.m
Ed Barrow, of the New York Yankee Baseball Club told us we
may use the Yankee Stadium providing every ball-player"999 buys an
extra War Bond,

*

1)

special material publicizing the t,tion picture industry's "Movie D:»
These announcements, prepared yt

*

In the past two years, we've received hundreds of
letters from execs, artists and people representing allbranches of the

Radio Industry but this morning was the first time we have ever
received a letter from a source, without which there can be no
stars
good old Gus H. Fan-er er beg pardon. in this case it
is Susie Q. Fan personified by, Katherine Caruthers, president
of the Woodhaven, L. I. chapter of the National Kate Smith Club
writes Prexy Caruthers: quote:-. . and while Miss Smith
.

has 'been on the air for 13 years, she's only had a studio audience for

the past nine years
and I've been present at every broadcast
sponsored by General Foods, in the first seat, front row, not only

for the eight o'clock show but also at the repeat
May 5th,
starting her 14th year I was called on the stage and given 14

beautiful roses because she (Kate Smith) knows that I've followed
her career from the first program
guess that puts me in the

same class as Rosemary Patton, The National Barn Dance Fan
yours very truly
(signed) Katherine Caruthers
unquote;thus, on behalf of the recipients of the constant wor-

Martin Starr, radio director

of

el

"Fighting Fifth" War Loan Comr
tee, will be scheduled for inclui.
in local radio programs on the al
noon and evening of July 5, two d
before the end of the drive. This

be in addition to special announ

ments which will be made on sevc,
major network shows on the night
July 5.
The radio announcements will e
stitute the greatest radio barr

ever given to a motion picture
dustry War Loan drive.
The "Free Movie Day" campa
will also utilize national newspa;

a

publicity, which will come over I
wire services on July 5, in additi
to local publicity mentioning theat
taking part in the event.
The announcement on the netwc
broadcasts will read as follows: "1
morrow, July 6th, the motion pictt
industry will celebrate 'Free Mo'

Day.' This means that in countlt
theaters throughout the country y
who purchase a war bond at ye

favorite theater will be admitted fn

Read your newspaper or call yo

favorite theater for further inform

tion."
The aim is to have 100 per cent pi

ticipation in making July 6, not on
the biggest day of the Fifth War Lo.
drive, but to achieve a record for o:
day for all War Loans to date.

Ralph Edwards' Replacement
Chicago-"Authors Playhouse," a
ready a longtime NBC feature (Fr
days, 11:30 p.m., EWT), will replat
"Truth or Consequences" progra:

during this summer for nine weel

beginning July 8. In a separate urn
the broadcast will present each wee:

repeat performances of outstandin
"Author's Playhouse" scripts airead
dramatized in the Friday series.

ship and adulation of the many thousands of "Katherine Caruthers',
a RADIOKAY to the latter and may their numbers increase.

Few stations in the natior
Pvt.

Bill Koblenser, formerly a producer with the Ed Wolfe
Office, is in Gotham on furlough from Sheppard Field, Texas, where he
writes, produces and announces weekly morale programs via KWFT. . .
Don Marcotte, NBChicago Music Head, huddling with Frank Hefter
and Johnny Romaine in New York... Two film companies are interested in Don Reid, heard mornings on the "Mirth & Madness" musicale,
NBConducted by Irving Miller
Dean Martin, who starts a new series
of twice -weekly songfests via WMCA, used to be a pretty fine welterweight boxer under the name of "Kid Croquet.'. . The now -famous
George Hicks "invasion description broadcast" which was recorded by
the Blue Network, was sold at a War Bond Auction Monday, at the
Washington. D. C. Army Air Force Exhibit, to James Ward who purchased a
$100,000.00 Bond in honor of his Paratrooper son. James, Ward, Jr. . .
Though she's now national radio director for the Caples Company.
Maxine Keith will continue her up-to-the-minute MBSeries
"From Me To You," every morning.

- Remember Pearl Harbor

of

programs,

can equal KOA's DominancE

68.8% Dealer Preference
69% Listener Loyalty

9 out of 10 Top Programs

50,000 Watt Power
7 State Coverage

V.

'Amu-

KOA

FIRST IN DENVER

50,000

WATTS

/SO

C

jA

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

BY

SPOT SAI

True Oollfeiolls

is the 4th
Largest Selling
aga1ille all the
oiirsstallds

of America
1. LIFE

2. McCALLS

3, LADIES HOME JOURNAL
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Mexico Ban On U. S. Radios Envisions FM -Tele
ti
New Spot Business
Forecast In Decree By Gov't Receivers in MuI

Blue Stations Get

(Continued from Page 1)

Sales, New York, announced yester-

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page
by limiting purchases from countries terior will be privileged to authorize
at the Hotel Bedford. With a
On WJZ, the Berkshire Mills, of abroad.
importation of such articles.
paratively
large number of the
Placing sweeping control of imports
Reading, Pa., will participate in
(6) In the case of merchandise de- ate television video receivers se
in.
in
the
hands
of
the
Ministry
of
the
Nancy Craig's "Woman of Tomor- Interior, the
stined for the use of the Federal gov- hands of the public, greater intt
regulations proscribe ernment, States, Territories, the Fedrow," Monday through Friday, bewill
automatically
result
in
the
ginning Sept. 4, through Geare-Mar- the entrance into the counttry of cer- eral District, municipalities, public mand for the better and more ex:
articles without the Ministry's organizations, or their dependencies, sive type television
ston, Philadelphia; and the Golden tain
sets, Cra
Brand Food Products Co., of Phila- ..nproval.
permits will have to be obtained by pointed out.
Although the list of articles to come the entity in question from the Minisdelphia, for Cream-Wipt salad dressSees All Purpose Unit
ing, will take part in Ed East's under the ban has not yet been made try of the Interior.
"If I know my American manu
"Breakfast in Bedlam," Monday public, it is expected to be topped
(7)
No
person
may
import,
sell,
remany of them will have f.
through Friday, started Monday, June by "luxuries" like radios.
ceive, or contract for restricted mer- turers,
seen this logical trend and will ti
A condensation of the text of the chandise without the Ministry's writ26, through J. M. Korn & Co., of measure
designed
their AM -FM radio
follows:
ten consent.
Philadelphia.
(1) Importation will be subject to (8) Institutions of credit are forbid- with a view to covering televi:
Renewals were made by the J. C.
sound channels for later use with 1.
Eno (U. S.) Ltd., of Bloomfield, N. J., the restrictions established by this den to finance operations involving priced
television screens, What I I
for Eno Effervescent Saline, of "Hol- decree.
restricted
imports
without
the
Minispose
is
technically sound and vi
(2)
A
list
of
articles
subject
to
relywood Academy Award," half-hour
try's written permission.
able-a feature which
striction will appear in the "Official
(9) Violators of this decree will radio, and prevent the can help
dramatic program on once weekly, Daily"
(a government publication), be fined up to 10,000 pesos, depend- of radio purchases bypostponem
for 13 weeks effective July 10,
those
together with whatever changes may ing upon the circumstances.
through Atherton & Currier, New be
otherwise would want to wait
considered convenient.
York; and the Quaker City Chocolate
While ostensibly designed "for the television," Cramer said.
(3) Any item will be subject to re- duration of the state of emergency,"
& Confectionery Co., of Philadelphia,
reference to color televisi
for five station breaks weekly for 26 striction from the date of its listing. the decree is interpreted locally as heWith
predicted that the transition fr
(4) The list of restricted articles "protection" against a sudden rise in black
weeks starting July 7, through Earle
and white to color can paral
will be drawn up by the Ministry of Mexico's foreign purchases as soon the same
A. Buckley.
change that is being ms
the Interior.
Campbell Soup Signs
as
increased
quantities
of
goods
befrom AM to FM radio today.
(5) Only the Ministry of the In- come available.
Wesson Oil & Snowdrift Co., of
"Color television will come in t
New Orleans, La., has added two
perimentally like early FM.
sot
more announcements weekly to pre- Billings Gets Promotion
"Lili Marlene" Copyright point in the future, the sameAttele'

day.

I

sent schedule begun June 20 and

With Time -Life -Fortune

continuing to end of present agreement in September, through Kenyon

John Shaw Billings managing edi& Eckhardt, New York.
tor of Life magazine, will become
Campbell Soup Co., of Camden, N. editorial
director of Time -Life -ForJ., has signed for 17 daytime chain tune publications
July
breaks weekly from June 13 through ing "The Marchon
of Time" on the
August 2, through Foote, Cone &
screen and on the air, Editor -in -chief
Belding, New York; while the Con- Henry
Luce announced yesterday.
tinental Baking Co., of New York, DanielR.
Longwell executive editor of
for Wonder bread, has agreed to one Life since
its first issue in 1936, will
daytime announcement weekly effec- succeed Billings
as managing editor
tive July 5, through Ted Bates.
On KDO, the Band Leaders Maga- on the same date.

zine will sponsor the "Nite Club"

Monday through Friday, beginning
July 10 for one month, through Ralph

H. Jones Co.; as the Colgate -Palmolive -Peet Co., of Jersey City, N. J.,
for Super Suds and Palmolive soap,
will back nine one -minute announcements weekly started June 12 for the

rest of 1944 alternating schedule for

the two products, through William
Esty & Co.
Illinois Phone Renews

On WENR, the Illinois Bell Telephone Co., of Chicago, has renewed
the six one -minute announcements
weekly for 26 weeks effective July 3,

programs will be transmitt
Vested In Gov't Of U. S. sion
simultaneously in black and wh.
(Continued .from Page 1)

and in color," Cramer said.
Better Sets Later

Marshal Rommel's Afrika Corps in

After the American public has h(
the African campaign.
taste of the $50 "picture box" a
Markham said several licenses for atachments,
it will want to pay $4
publication of "Lili Marlene" had or $600 or $1,000
for the televish
been issued by his office, and that receiver that will give
great.
requests have been received recently satisfaction in reception,them
he declare
for the right to make phonograph In his assertion, Cramer emphasize
recordings of this song. He pointed that he disagreed with Tom Joyce
out that since the Alien Property RCA who recently priced tele receit
Custodian is the copyright owner, ers
at $200 a piece. "I think thi

anyone wishing to exploit the song would be low for a good sight an
here must first obtain a license from sound receiver alone-and it obvi
him. "Such licenses are non-exclu- ously does not take into consideratio
Accomplishment of producing one sive," Markham
million "Type X" crystals for installa- be issued to explained, "and will the public demand for a complet
those applicants who
tion in Army Signal Corps equipment
entertainment unit-that is, All
under the regulations of the home
and FM radio, television and phono
in record time was announced by H. qualify
Office
of
Alien
Property
Custodian."
E. LeRoy, Camden, N. J. Works mangraph combined," Cramer said h
conclusion.
ager of RCA's Victor crystal manuMr. Cramer was introduced to thi
facturing department, in a ceremony Sees Set -Export Jump
gathering by Clifford Denton, chair
broadcast on the plant's internal sysIn
Post
-War
Britain
man of the program committee, ant
tem. The millionth crystal, in a goldof the "Daily News." This was tht
plated container, was presented to
Continued
from
Page
11
sixth and last monthly meeting, witt
Col. Eugene V. Elder, commanding
officer of the Philadelphia Signal occupy a very conspicuous place" in the next meeting scheduled to take
the conversion of industry from war place September 26th.
Corps Procurement District.

Crystal Production Record

to peace production.

through N. W. Ayer & Son, New York.
On WMAL, the Lorstan Studios, of

New WOR Director

vv

Washington, D. C., will sponsor the Robert W. Dowling, president of
five five-minute programs of "Here's the City Investing Company, was
Looking at You" weekly for 13 weeks elected to the Board of Directors of
begun June 26 through Louis F. Her- the Bamberger Broadcasting Service,
man Agency, Washington; and the Inc., at its regular meeting yesterday
Newspaper Institute of America, of Alfred J. McCosker, president, anNew York, will have the special Sun- r.ounced.
day News Package of three 15 -minute sessions and one 10 -minute news Rep. Halleck On WIND Today
period Sunday, beginning July 9 for
Chicago-Hon. Charles A. Halleck,

52 weeks, through Kaplan, Siesel &
Bruck, New York. The Nehi Corp.,
of Columbus, Ga., has renewed for
another year the "Pin Money" pro-

member of Congress from Indiana,

and chairman of the National Republican Congressional Committee, will

be the featured speaker on WIND's

gram, Monday through Friday ef- "Convention
fective June 5, through BBD&O.

today.

Summary"

program
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zdio Convention Coverage
Continues To Serve Nation
(Continued from Page 11

,nt developments and trends have would wear on Tuesday when he
made apparent considerably be - faced the delegates, in order to make
the country's press has had time the filmed speech seem like the
McCoy.
cord them.

NBC Coverage Complete
an example, there is the refusal
overnor Warren of California to Following the plan of operations
t)t the nomination. Following a worked out by William F. Brooks,

prepared and polished speech NBC director of news and special
say, newspapers of the nation events, the network's staff of news
limed the West Coast executive commentators and analysts are co"natural" for second place on ordinating their action to bring to

icket. Yet even as these predicwere being read in the papers,
,rnor Warren announced on the
Monday night-and for the first
-that pressure of state business

listeners a complete story of the Republican National Convention at the
Stadium.

In the NBC booth, high above the
speaker's rostrum, Brooks sat before
Id prevent him from accepting the main control board and manipunomination. His words were lated switches to bring in one comd during an interview with Ful- mentator after another as the center
Lewis, Jr., Mutual network com- of interest moved around the great
auditorium. With him were Carleton
tator.
D. Smith, general manager of WRC,
Mrs. Farley Heard
Vo days of the Convention have Washington, D. C., commentator
ed and the delegates have seen Richard Harkness and announcer Ben
t of those "beeg mug" transmit - Grauer.
that the networks trot out when
Kaltenborn On Rostrum
want on -the -spot interviews. Rea H. V. Kaltenborn and Ann Gillis,
so far few celebrities have shown assistant to Brooks were on the speakwith something to say. NBC did er's platform and Morgan Beatty

Play 'Em or Pay 'Em is another WTMJ program
that delights its audience ... delights its sponsors.
Six days a week, from 5 :00 to 5 :25 P. M., a Radio City

orchestra matches wits with the listeners by trying to
play any song requested by listeners. If they can't play

Mrs. James A. Farley looking added comments from his place in the
the Republican camp but at radio gallery.
suggestion of a companion; the Yesterday, NBC followed generally
of the former Democratic leader the format of Monday's program
ded she has nothing to feed into periods.
Second day sessions opened

it, the sender is awarded a War Stamp.

tenborn and Banghart adding their
impressions to direct pickups from
the speaker's platform at that time.
Net carried the address of Rep.
;'s Morgan Beatty that was a Joseph W. Martin, Jr., as permanent
ker-maker in the studio. "You chairman.
w," quipped Mrs. Weis, as she A convention roundup by the staff

combined to give this WTMJ participating program a

little portable transmitter so
trly awaiting her words.
rs. Charles W. Weis, one of
r York's delegates -at -large made
atement during an interview with

at 12 noon with Harkness, Lyon, Kal-

to into a network microphone that of commentators will originate at the
hed millions of homes, "you know, NBC studio in the Stevens Hotel at
Beatty, this is entirely off the 5:15 p.m., followed at 5:45 by Lowell

Ad-libbing, good, clean fun and real musicianship have
solid listenership.

By building audiences through such programs as Play
'Em or Pay 'Em, WTMJ has become Wisconsin's most

.

rd, but I hope we never have a Thomas; at 6:15 by Morgan Beatty
nan president."
and Charles Lyon, and at 6:45 by
Joe Marlin a Favorite
ne of the radio men's favorites Kaltenborn.
permanent chairman Joseph W.
.tin, Jr., because he cooperates

.1y. When RKO's television crew
ad him to deliver part of his ad as a day in advance from the Stan rostrum, he not only agreed but
¡red the cameramen that he would

tr the same suit and tie that he

This is the REAL
MINUTE STATION!

skillfully programmed, most listened to, most "selling"
station.

To effectively cover Milwaukee and much of Wiscon-

sin, your radio plans must, obviously, include WTMJ.

Out in the trenches ...
hot on the trail of

the Germans, the

V effueA

Japs ...that's where
eery monute

Oe vem

counts

WAR MATERIAL

most.

Pelilem

WTM1

HE DENVER MARKET

111CCFIL

-

THE mILUJflUKEE JOUR11flL SiflTIOn

B0110011,

Basic N.B.G. Station
National Representatives, Edward Petry and Company Inc.
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COAST -TO -COAST
- PENNSYLVANIA reports General Manager
PHILADELPHIA - "Newsical
Clock," announced by Bill Farof last

year,
Bert Georges. WHEB came under the new
ownership of Mayor Charles M. Dale.

Wednesday, June 281g¡

In Kansas City

ren of WFIL, is new full -hour pro- of Portsmouth, last November. The stagram for WFIL's morning listeners, tion became an affiliate in January.
effective July 3, Monday to Saturday
- MASSACHUSETTS .."The Caravan" with Donn BenBOSTON-WBZ announcer Frank
nett for Valley Forge Beer and Rams - Waldecker
up his vacation to
head Ale on KYW continues gaining emcee bond gave
of East Springfield
popularity and sales momentum with plant of the drive
Westinghouse Electric
each mythical visit to a war -work- and Mfg. Co.....Ray Rich, producer
ing community....YORK - Authors of Mutual's "American Woman's
Edna Ferber, Vincent McHugh, John
Yankee's "Thanks to AmerRoy Carlson and Ogden Nash were Jury,"
and other Yankee programs, is
interviewed last week by Mack Ed- ica,"
vacationing
in the White Mountains
wards, WSBA assistant program di- of New Hampshire....HOLYOKErector, on WSBA during their cur- WHYN climaxed its bond drive last
rent bond selling tour.
Thursday, 8:15 to 8:45 p.m. with a
-TEXAS30 -minute broadcast originating in
DALLAS-Conro Mfg. Co. has con- the main lobby of the Holyoke Savtracted for one year's series of three 15 - ings Bank. Military heroes and civic
minute programs of news and Western leaders took part in ceremonies.
songs each week on KGKO, featuring The
-NEW YORK
Texas Prairie Boys and Peg Moreland...
During current bond drive, and following
weeks, the Republican National Bank is
sponsoring three 15 -minute Treasury
Star Parade" programs weekly on KGKO
....FORT WORTH-Series of announce-

-

SYRACUSE-Former WFBL transmitter

chief Jim Kelly raised to captain month
ago, with the U. S. Army Signal Corps
on the Hawaiian Islands....1st Lt. Bob
Aller, N. Y. State Guard, readying comments have been placed on KGKO by munications section he's in charge of, for
the State Guard Camp at Camp Smith,
the Direct Mattress Co. for one year.
Peekskill, N. Y.....BUFFALO-"Writer's
- TENNESSEE MEMPHIS-Latest sponsorships of Clinic" composed of members of WGR's
a news period by Southern Watch- and WKBW's staffs is new innovation at

makers and Sears -Roebuck brings BBC. Purpose is promotion of writing and

WHBQ's total to 17 sponsors present- presenting better radio dramatic plays.
ing 92 commercial newscasts weekly
-OHIO.KNOXVILLE-Addition to WBIR's CINCINNATI - "Wings for Vicannouncing staff is Bill Lane, a Uni- tory" was the title of the half-hour
versity of Tennessee student.
broadcast on WLW recently in salute

- MISSOURI -

to the Ferrying Division of the Air

ST. LOUIS-Newest name at KROH is Transport Command on its second
announcer Robert Terry, formerly free- birthday. Commanded by Brigadier
lance announcer in Hollywood. ...KROK General William H. Turner, their

the Swing

daughter born June 20.

Under the leadership of Ronald B.
- NEBRASKA executive vice-president
OMAHA - Thursday's broadcast Woodyard,
of WING, this station's listeners will
of "America's Town Meeting of the hear the Ohio happenings of the GOP
Air," presented from KOWH at Convention by the joint forces of
Joslyn Memorial, will be sponsored WIZE Springfield, WCOL Columbus,

AND IT PAYS advertisers who are wedded to W H
schedules. 'Phone us for availabilities if you're considerin
spot programs or announcements in this booming marker¡
"Your Mutual Friend" is Kansas City's Dominant Daytimet
Station... delivering the "most listeners per dollar" througt1
out the western half of Missouri and the eastern thin
of Kansas. For availabilities, call

by the Radio Council of the local WKRC, Cincinnati, WKBN Youngsarea, of which Mrs. W. F. Ottman is town and WHK Cleveland.
the head....Supt. of Schools H. M.
Corning has accepted KOWH's offer
to continue the series, "We March
with Faith," next fall in a letter of
appreciation to the station for making
the program available to the schools.

- NEW HAMPSHIRE -

PORTSMOUTH-WHEB has shown an
increase of 84.6 per cent for the first
four months of 1944 over the same period
PROfflOTIOfl

flflD

lished

department. If interested send

complete

details experience, references, salary requirements to Craig

Lawrence, Iowa Broadcasting Company, Des Moines, Iowa.

NEW YORK CITY -507 fifth Avenue-VAnderbilt 6-2550
CHICAGO - 333 North Michigan Blvd.- CENtral 7980
HOLLYWOOD -5855 Hollywood Blvd.-H011ywood 6211

KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWOR1
Kansas City
Missouri

Wichita

Salina

Kansas

Great Bend

Kansas

Kansas

Emporir
Kansas

M()NTIfSt MARCH -APRIL, 19154--KANS115 CITY

HOOPER STATION LISTENING INDEX

(flflfl lllflflTED

and can direct an efficient, estab-

DON DAVIS

KANSAS CITY - Scarritt Building - HArrison 1161

Vaimoo,3

fflERCHRflDISIflG

Cowles Station KRNT will have open.
ing mid -July for promotion and merchandising manager. Want energetic,
draft -free man who knows publicity,
promotion and merchandising, who
can write and knows rough layouts

toWHII

is

slither lack Hankins is the father of a headquarters is here....DAYTON-

TOTAL COINCIDENTAL CALLS -1141$ PERIOD 14,288
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convention Report Ended
igervation Rush
GOP Meeting
Ends In Chi.

Presidential Radio Voices

Acting on the assumption that President Franklin D. Roosevelt
will be the Democratic Presidential candidate, RADIO DAILY yesterday took a poll of expert opinion in the radio press gallery at the
Chicago Stadium on the comparative values of President Roosevelt's
and Governor Thomas E. Dewey's radio voices. Result follows:
men hoping for a short respite
H. V. Kaltenborn: "Radio voices are less important in time
the ,Democratic National Conn opens here on July 19th.
of crisis than in time of peace. Both Roosevelt and Dewey have
long the first to make reserva radio voices to translate ideas. At this time the American people
were Paul White of CBS, G. W.
are more interested in ideas than in vocal performances."
y" Johnstone of the Blue, Bill
s of NBC, and Lester Gottlieb
Bob Trout: "Dewey has a quiet sincere voice. You might say
tual. H. V. Kaltenborn, dean of
he
belongs to the post -Roosevelt group who have taken a leaf
ommentators, was among the
from
the President in the matter of radio technique. The
on
Page
7)
(Continued
President probably was the first one to recognize the importance
of radio and to make a study of it."
Pilmer Asks Surveys
Richard Harkness: "This is the first time Roosevelt has run
against a man with a voice in the same league with his. A fine
Modeled After A.B.C. radio voice has been considered one of Roosevelt's chief political
assets and now will see what a man can do running against him
es with almost the same type of microphone appeal."
Sivo plans, each directed at
hing a standard of measure Bill Slocum: "Dewey trained to be a singer and as a result has
in radio similar to that set up
newspaper field by the Audit
unusual control of his voice. Although a New Yorker he hasn't
u of Circulation were advanced
the typical New York voice, but rather a pleasant, Midwestern
Fred A. Palmer, manager of
speech. But radio was made for Roosevelt."
ICY, Cincinnati, in an address yes May before the Chicago Radio Man Morgan Beatty: "I think it's fairly even on the radio appeal
bent Club.
of the Roosevelt and Dewey voices."
triking out at the methods used
(Continued on Page 6)
John Daly: "Dewey has a good run-of-the-mill voice, while
Roosevelt's is superb. Great voice, great talent as speaker."
finders Keepers,' Quiz,
Paul White: "Dewey has a better radio voice than any other
'911 Debut on NBC, July 3
Republican candidate to date. But President Roosevelt's voice
by now is an American institution."
'Finders Keepers," quiz show with
sew twist, debuts on NBC Monday,
Harry Wismer: "Roosevelt has the greatest voice for persuasive
ly 3, and will be heard Mondays
tough Fridays at 10:30 a.m., EWT. salesmanship that has ever been heard on the air.
,ow was conceived and written by
Ian Ross MacFarlane: "Dewey has a good radio voice. Time
arjorie Fisher and will feature
will tell if he has the Roosevelt radio appeal."
(Continued on Page 2)
G. W. "Johnny" Johnstone: "Roosevelt's is definitely the voice."
Ray Henle: "Roosevelt has best all-around radio personality,
First Of Many
o-A rush for railroad and
e reservations to New York
d the closing session of the
lican National Convention last
with most news and special

To NBC fell the honor of broadcasting

Governor

Dewey's

first

words as Republican Party candidate for the Presidency. The New
York executive, flying from Albany

to Chicago following his nomination yesterday, stopped at Cleveland and aired a few words at 6:16
p.m. on Elmer Peterson's news commentary. Dewey paid tribute to

Gov. Bricker and State of Ohio.

but Dewey is best GOP radio personality the party has ever

come up with."
William Hillman: "I'll stick with Henle. Dewey is by far the
best the GOP ever had on the air."

Martin Agronsky: "Just a slight margin of difference, but
I'll take Roosevelt."
Drew Pearson: "Dewey will emphasize clearly, but lacks polish
on the air."
Earl Godwin: "Twelve years of radio is a lot."

Webs Making Plans
To Cover Confab
Of Democrats
By BILL IRVIN
RADIO DAILY Correspondent

Chicago-The overall radio coverage of the Republican National Convention in Chicago this week was
satisfactory to the news chiefs of the

major networks who were on the

scene to direct the operations of their
respective staffs. With the exception

of a few minor technical changes

.and the elimination of the inevitable
bugs that cropped up during the four

or five days the networks devoted

themselves to the Republican meet (Continued on Page 7)

FCC Hearing Okays

Station Transfers
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Sale of WELI, New

Haven, Conn., from the Bulova interests to Harry C. Wilder and the Central New York and Troy Broadcasting
Corp. was approved yesterday by the

FCC. Arde Bulova, Harold A. La Fount, Herman Stutz and F. V. Gold-

stein are listed as transferrors, with
(Continued on Page 6)

WCBW's First Live Tele
Play Tomorrow Night
CBS' television station WCBW will
produce its live play "The Favor,"
Friday, June 30, 9:15-9:30 p.m., EWT,

as part of the regularly scheduled
two-hour show which begins at 8

p.m. Worthington Miner, manager of
CBS Television, has adapted the script
(Continued on Page 2)

Dedication
Approximately 14 hours of Amer-

ican music will be broadcast by

WQXR in its observance of Independence Day, July 4th. Among the
composers to be represented on

this occasion will be William Billings, Stephen Foster, Deems Taylor,
Aaron Copland, Leonard Bernstein,
Roy Harris, Ferde Grote, Harl McDonald, Howard Hanson, Randall
Thompson and George Gershwin.

{
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LAIRD, general manager of WOSH,

RALPH MINTON, publicity director of WIP,

Editor Blue Network affiliate in Oshkosh, Wisc., in Philadelphia, in town this week for talks with
Business Manager New York for conferences at Rockefeller Center. officials of the Mutual network, with which

JOHN COOPER, newest addition to the¢,,,,foreign
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18), staff of NBC, has arrived at his assign/d posh

the station

affiliated.

is

JOSEPH C. BURWELL, president and station
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, in Honolulu.
`manager of WMBS, CBS outlet in Uniontown, who
spent' the early part of this week in New
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mercer
TOM TINSLEY, president and station mana- York on station business, has left for his
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
of WITH, Baltimore, left yesterday for the Pennsylvania headquarters.
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- ger
home
offices following a brief stay in New
aging Editor; Chester B. Bahn, Vice President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary. York.
AARON S. BLOOM, recording manager of

Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,

KINGSLEY

HORTON,

Kasper -Gordon

assistant

manager -di-

year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. rector of programs at WEEI, CBS -owned outlet

has returned to Massachusetts fol-

Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,

in Boston,

Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),

in New York.

6607.

back

1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone lowing

a

brief visit

at network

headquarters

cers,

is

Studios,

Inc.,

in town from Boston.

program

produ-

HUGH B. TERRY, station manager for KLZ,
CBS affiliate in Denver, Colo. is in New York
for brief confabs at network headquarters.

Ill.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
MILTON ESTES, featured on the "Tar Heel
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
JACK ROBINSON, who has been sound efWilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite Farm Journal" over WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.,
fects man at 'KPO-NBC in San Francisco, has
of

Is

the station

Entered as second class matter, April 5, to Kentucky.

1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,

under the act of March 3, 1879.

following

quick

a

trip arrived in Hollywood to take up his new duties
as a member of the network sound staff in the
film capital's Radio City.

LOIS JANUARY, star of WABC's "Reveille
Sweetheart. program is heading for Chicopee
Mass., where she will entertain the
troops at Westover Field.
Yesterday and Tuesday she participated in a War Bond rally at
the Bridgeport (Conn.) Brass Company.
Falls,

f It1A11CIAL

BOB HAWK, of the CBS "Thanks to the
Yanks" program; JULIE WITMARK, Hawk's manager; KENDALL FOSTER, Wm. Esty producer;
LYNN GARDNER, songstress: BURL IVES, singer
of folk -songs, and MEL SPIEGEL, of CBS press
information, who have been in Greensboro and
Winston-Salem participating in the Fifth War

GABRIEL HEATTER, commentator on 'Mutual,
is now making his analyses of the news from Loan drive, are expected back
in New York
his SummerNbome at Whiscongier Hill, Brook- today or tomorrow.
feld Cente8Monn.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
EDWIN C. ALLEN, general manager of WIBA,
ED
Net
NORTON, chairman of board, WAPI, Madison, has left 'New York on the return
High Low Close Chg. CBS affiliate in Birmingham, Ala., visiting in trip to Wisconsin following a few days here
Am. Tel. Tr Tel
161%8 1611% 161% + 1
New York City at the offices of the web.
on general business.

(Wednesday, Jose

CBS A
CBS B
Crosley Corp.

Farnsworth T. G R.
Gen. Electric ... ...
Philco
RCA Common

331/8

33

33

32%
21%

12í/a

32í/a - 1/4

21%2 21%

Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

GEORGE DENNY,

founder

and

producer of

"America's Town Meeting of the Air"

heard

13% 13% - 1/a over the Blue Network, is in Omaha, where to38
37% 38
- 1/2 day will be broadcast the fifth in the cur35% 34% 35 - 1/4 rent series of Bond -selling programs.
The
131/2

11% 11%

RCA First Pfd

Zenith Radio

28)

75

741/4

75 -

42
41%
OVER THE COUNTER

Stromberg-Carlson

41% Bid

MacFarlane gives Marylal
the Convention news

... DIRECT !

1/g

1/2

WCBW's First Live Tele
Canada Set -Ban Lifted;
Play Tomorrow Night
See Little Aid To U. S.

sive news coverage, W -I -T -H se
its famous news commentator

Montreal-Lifting of the restrictions
on United States imports announced
by Hon. J. L. Ilsley, Minister of Finance, in his budget speech this week

publican Convention. And for gos
reason.
Ian Ross MacFarlane tells Mar

Asked

16% 17%

(Continued from Page 11
.... originally
written for theater presen351%
....
tation. The leads will be played by
Joseph Julian and Lesley Woods.
Stork News
Mrs. Beulah Lewis has been apWard and Mrs. Wilson are the par- pointed
an assistant producer and
ents of a new son, born June 22nd at
WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

been in Gotham for, about a week on station
business and for talks at the Blue Network,
plans to leave today on the return trip to

July 6 stanza will come from Salt Lake City. the home office.

113

16% 17% + %
1053/4 104
104% - 11/4
171/4

J. TED BRANSON, publicity and promotion
manager of KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., who has

211

In addition to its regular, exte

Ian Ross MacFarlane-to the

land people about Maryland

R.

Chicago_and NBC.

is not expected to have more than
a very slight effect on the inflow of
American radio receiving sets owing
to their scarcity and production restrictions in the United States,
whence most of the radios Canada
imports originate. The Canadian
price ceiling on most articles likely

Ian Ross MacFarlane is heap
four times a day on W -I -T-1,

20 YENS AGO TODAY

'Finders Keepers,' Quiz,
Will Debut on NBC, July 3

so that merchants will not find it
profitable to import.
The restrictions were imposed in

ly for W -I -T -H.

(June 29, 1924)

(Continued from Page 1)

Hudiburg has been made an
the Astoria Sanitorium, Long Island. Lucille
Wilson is the emcee on WHN's assistant producer -director at WCBW.
Mrs.
Lewis
the wife of Mort Lewis,
'Gloom Dodgers." The son will be noted radio isproducer.
Miss Hudiburg
known as Ward Wilson, Junior.
was formerly associated with WGN,

Allred N. Goldsmith, Fellow of
IRE, and chief broadcast engineer,
Radio Corporation of America, has
written an article about a new unit

of tirhe already familiar to radio
engineers. It is called the micro.
second, or millionth of a second,
during which fundamental events in
radio occur....WLS, Chicago, is
the first station on the air each day
with weather information. RADIO TIME SALESMAN WANTED
WSNY, Schenectady, has unusually splendid
opportunity for one good, experienced

Right man can make $100 or
more per week without knocking himself
out. Permanent.
Wire for appointment
salesman.

and come on.

otherwise to be imported is as a rule
lower than -that in the United States
1942 to strengthen the exchange posi-

gates

and

Maryland

del

activitie

It is this constant thinking

terms of its own listeners that el;
ables W -I -T -H to deliver mo.
listeners per doftar spent.

Because of his long European ass
ciation he has an uncanny ability 1
call the turn on news events.
MacFarlane broadcasts exclusi

tion and it has not improved to such
Julie Conway as vocalist, Irving Mil- an extent that their continuance,

ler's orchestra and Bob Sherry as Ilsley said, is longer justifiable.
master of ceremonies. Audience par-

ticipants will be asked to find mis-

takes in dramatic sketches and errors
in the words of Julie Conway's songs

PRORi0TI0R

and for their mental alertness will

receive "finders keepers" awards. Ira
Avery will produce the show.

Bloom Addresses Sales Meet

Aaron S. Bloom, treasurer and commercial recording director of the
Kasper -Gordon Studios, Inc., Boston,

yesterday addressed sales managers
of the National Supply Association at

the Hotel Commodore, New York

City. Mr. Bloom spoke on radio as a
media for the plumbing and heating
supply trade.

RRD
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Cowles Station KRNT will have opening mid -July for promotion and merchandising manager. Want energetic,

draft -free man who knows publicity,
promotion

and

merchandising,

who

can write and knows rough layouts
and can direct an efficient, established department. If interested send
complete details experience, references, salary requirements to Craig
Lawrence, Iowa Broadcasting Com-

pany, Des Moines, Iowa.

W -I -T -H
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-RE

A Market Built For Two.....
New York markets reached
TEAMED together, the two great
continuous, balanced
1 by WOV, give this important station a and day In the
listener audience every hour of the night
York's Italiandaytime, WOV dominates metropolitan New
that
reports
as high
speaking audience with a Pulse rating
Italian radio homes
as 76% coverage of the 520,000
of 7:30 and 10:00
the evening, between the Hooper hours
homes than any other New York
p.m., WOV covers more radio
at less than one-half the cost of
.
.
Independent station
the next ranking station.

In

RALPH N. WEIL, GENERAL MANAGER
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA, NAT'L REP.
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PROGRAM REVIEWS

SOUTHWEST

"I SUSTAIN THE WINGS"

THE Howard W. Davis copyril
program for Starkist Flot
Toothpaste originating at his
station, KMAC, San Antonio, is

Sustaining
NBC.WEAF, Sat., June 24,
11:30-12 p.m.. EWT.

Writer. Lt. Elmo Israel

In checking through our files, we
find that the program "I Sustain the
Wings" was never reviewed by this

Sunkist Sidelights!

to listen to as when he was a mere
civilian. Now that the program has
undergone a change of personnel, it

T'other day, Fox Case, ColWnbia Pacific director of special
events and public relations, made a hit with Tljee Los Angeles residents.
He had the mother and grandmother of Seaman 1st
Los Angeles Class Jack Shannon Jordan come to XNX to listen
to a closed circuit interview between young Jordan.
who with two other Coast guardsmen had saved 16 soldiers in the English
channel in the invasion operations, and Charles Shaw. a CBS London reporter. Case also had a record made of the interview for the seaman's
father, who is ill at a local hospital. Speaking of hospitals, the 500
patients at the California Lutheran are listening
to 'Hollywood Showcase,
inasmuch as Bob Carroll, a patient there, looks forward to the show. He

this column. Sgt. Harry Bluestone and

following the final "Duffy's Tavern" show of the season, Charles 'Fine.

where the captain left off,
"I Sustain the Wings" is one of the
most unpretentious song shows we've
ever heard on the air. And true to the

he could make the trip East.

particular department. Since time, as

well as paper, is of the essence, we
shall be brief in demonstrating our
enthusiasm.

This program, as you know, origin-

ally featured Captain Glenn Miller
and his men. Since we're sure the

"captain" didn't change his style any,
his music must have been just as easy

was suggested that it be reviewed in

and Larry Roman are the

his men are carrying on capably

gan' Cantor left for New York to bring his wife and daughter to the
Coast. He was also written out of the "Life
of Riley" program, so that

Fifth War Loan Drive, the format
provides for a sincere message injected for the purpose of driving
home the necessity for purchasing
war bonds. In this case it had an

equally inspired reading given by Lt.
William Holden, formerly of the
cinema. Unlike most programs today,
it has no fatuous announcer who effervesces for the sake of hypnotizing
the listeners to their kilocycles. Last

but not least, we were happy about
the musical selections-all except the
one and inescapable "San Fernando
Valley." But one miss is not a bad

co -writers

of the show.

.

.

Immediately

Helen Mack recently produced one of the "Corliss Archer" programs for her husband, Tom McAvity. She is the regular

night on the Ted Husing "On Your
Mark" program on CBS from 6:156:30. In addition to being head football coach, McKeever is acting athle-

tic director at Notre Dame. He was
made head football coach several
months ago replacing Prank Leahy,
now serving with the Navy. He and
Husing will discuss Notre Dame's
wartime sports program in relation
to the national college sports picture.

ANNOUNCER WANTED
CBS-5KW-YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
experienced, capable man for
News, and general announcing. Not a
war -time position but a permanent opportunity for the right man.
Immediate
vacancy. Prefer family man-over 30 years
old or draft exempt. Write, wire or phone
Seasoned,

W. P. WILLIAMSON, 1R.-Gen. Mgr.

WK 'N BROADCASTING CORP.
Phone 42122

i

etta.

Top among local time buyer,
Skillern's Drug Stores, with oul
in Dallas. There are a total of
programs aired weekly over W
KSKY and KRLD. Programs wl
are on the air every week -day
dude ballad songfests, drama, it
tery, sport reviews and world nE

Josephine Dickinson, formerly o
gram director of WING, Dayton,
been added to the continuity staff

from the Baylor Theater in W

Ed M'Keever Husing Guest
Dame University when he is heard to-

cases, twice daily on the stations
In line with Dallas' "Star:
Operetta" season this summer,
Mercantile Bank is presenting a
teen -minute program on KGKO
Friday night titled "Starlight St:
featuring artists from the Ca:
Selections are from the current o

Southern California Fifth War Loan Drive...
O'Crotty, who
has been a member of CBS's publicity, production and accounting de-

and Bowles, is here from New York to publicize the new Blue show,
as well as "Maxwell House Iced Coffee Time," heard over CBS.

named head football coach of Notre

Tune" is heard once and, in

food expert and household consult;
is being heard over KRLD, in a qu

batting average.

Edward McKeever will make his

being heard on 20 stations thro
out the country. Davis is owner
operator of KMAC, as well as o,
of the Starkist Company and p
dent and general manager of Kl
Laredo. Program titled "Name

producer of "A Date With Judy." By the way, Tom is one of the
best golfers in California and participated in the semi-finals of the
Southern amateur golf tournament... The boys on Radio Row
agree that the promotion of Joe Alvin to head of NBC's Western
division and special events department could not have happened to
a nicer guy. Joe has been busy directing radio activities of the
partments, has joined the SPARS and is taking her basic training
in Florida... Hollywood Playhouse will be the home of "Glamour Manor," starring Cliff Arquette, and Doris Radar of Benton

first radio appearance since being

29,

*

*

*

WOAI ... Jane Austin, well -km

ter -hour program Mondays throe
Fridays, sponsored by Sears, Roebt

A 30 -minute broadcast emana

each week given by service men fr
Camp Hood. Programs are aired o'
KWBU, voice of Baylor Univers:

Corpus Christi, by way of spec

lines from the theater and are
by George Hall.

erne:

"Men At Sea" Series I

The "Men At Sea" series, dramat

The moment Don Leslie, Kay Kyseí s new baritone, appeared
before a Kyser Bond rally audience in San Francisco he was given a thunderous ovation. This intrigued Kyser, who soon learned that Leslie, who

ing the true experiences of t
American Merchant Marines, will I

had been a pharmacist's mate in the navy for 17 months, had been a

place "The Great Gildersleeve" tl
summer for seven weeks, beginni

patient on the navy hospital ship. "Solace," and that hundreds of his former
fellow patients were members of the Bond audience, Incidentally, the rally

Sunday, July 16 (NBC, 6:30 to 7 p.r
like Miss Dorothea Lewis, Peter Ma

resulted in the sale of $10,500,000 worth of Bonds... When Bob Hall
and his bride, Teresa Elizalde, formerly of Washington, D. C.. arrived
from San Francisco to occupy their new Hollywood apartment, they found
it in excellent shape. Due to the lack of help, the members of the Pacific
Blue publicity department had cleaned up the apartment themselves. Milt
Samuel, head of the department, tossed a party at his home in honor of
Bob. who has joined his fold, Chet Brouer, another new Blue, drum -beater,
and Noel Corbett, who left Samuel to become a free-lance writer.

**
When Bob Hope made his guest appearance on "Johnny

EWT). Written by top script write

tin, Stanley Richards, Milton Geig
and Arnold Marquis, these dramat
stories will be the official show of ti
Maritime Commission and the W.
Shipping Administration to recru
experienced seamen.
5000 WATTS 1330 KC

Mercer's "Music Shop" he still wore his pirate's makeup from
Goldwyn's picture, "The Princess And The Pirate."

Barney Mc-

Devitt, enterprising press agent, "smuggled" a barber's apron,

razor and clippers into NBC, and much to Bob's surprise, he found
his old pal, Bing Crosby, ready to work on him as a "barber.". .
Lt. Col. Thomas H. Lewis, of the Morale Service division, Army
Service Forces, is still thrilled over the reception he received when

ENGLISH JEWISH

ITALIAN

National Advertisers consider WEVD

he returned from overseas trip. He was greeted by Major Mere-

o "must" to cover the great Metropolitan New York Market.

dith Willson and 25 members of his band, playing appropriate music,
with one of the boys singing a special song of welcome.

Send for WHO'S WHO on WEVD

Remember Pearl Harbor -

WEVD-117 West NW Street. N.e York.

We gratefully acknowledge the compliment
of Boston's Radio Editors in voting

WNAC
"Tops in Publicity in the Boston Area"
CLASS OF SERVICE

This Is
rfull-rate
Telegram1<or is do-

tarred chusca is indre.ccd by minable

aymbol above or pre.
ceding the addrew

WUAD83 DL'
YORK NY JUN 21
=EJ NEW
STATION WNAC=

135 P LINOS

TRAVERS

=RADIO

ARE
IN THE BOSTON

BY YOUR

VOTED TOPS
SEVENTH ANNUAL
WNAC HAS BEEN
IN THE BILLBOARD
EDITORS
NEWSPAPER RADIO

:ST AT 1 ON

LOCAL

RADIO PUBLICITY

SURVEY=

- and thank you, Billboard,
for conducting the survey.

WNAC

Key Station of THE YANKEE NETWORK
Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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Palmer Asks Radio Surveys
Station Transfers
Patterned After The A. B.

FCC Hearing Okays

Educators Outline,

C.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
the 'price $220,000 in all-including in the current system of conducting
$185,000 for the station and $35,000 radio surveys, Palmer declared that tinued, "shall have the authority to
for all stock in the Halco Realty Com- "there is a real need for something employ a checking service so that
while a survey is in operation,
pany.
better and more trustworthy tl)an we representative can inspect any parta
Licensee of WSYR
that commands of it, from the beginning, when the
Wilder has been in broadcast man- now have, something
and not fear."
telephone numbers are first selected,
agement for 12 years, and owns 371/2 confidence
per cent of the stock in the Central After he outlined his! plans, Pal- to the final tabulation. He can inspect

suggested that the National AssoNew York Broadcasting Corporation, mer
ciation of Broadcasters research comlicensee of WSYR, Syracuse, which mittee,
which has been studying the
operates with five kilowatts on the survey situation,
public its re570 band. He owns 51 per cent of the port now "so that make
can give it a lot
Troy Broadcasting Co., licensee of of careful thoughtwe
before the NAB
WTRY, Troy, which broadcasts with convention."
one kilowatt on the 980 assignment.
In both plans advanced by Palmer,
WELI is on 960 kilocycles with 500 independent
bureaus of five persons
watts day and one kilowatt night.
be set up, but their functions
The Commission announced also its would
differ, depending on which
approval for the reorganization of the would
was accepted. Under each
ownership set-up of KKC, Visalia, proposal
the bureau, comprising one
Calif., with the Visalia Publishing plan,
from the NAB, repreCompany disappearing as owners. representative
the stations; one from the staThe Visalia Publishing Company in- senting
representatives representing the
terest is transferred to stockholders, tion
and one from the ANA,
with Morely M. Maddox and Charles agencies,
the national advertiser
A. Whitmore taking its place as part- representing
client, would be set up. Under plan
ners. J. E. Richmond, Percy M. White- or
one, this bureau would establish a
side and Homer W. Wood continue as standard method of measurement and
the other partners.
number of contacts in
Permission to construct a new 250- the minimum
market.
watter on the 1,230 band was granted each
be up to this bureau to
John R. Fetzer, Michigan broadcaster "It would
whether to use coincidental
now serving here as chief of the radio decide
door-to-door direct mail
branch of the Office of Censorship. telephone,
The new station will be in Grand or a combination of several methods,"
Rapids.

WIRE Plea Refused

dissented.

WIRE, Indianapolis, was refused

the number of contacts per unit hour;
he can check the supervision and he
can see that the survey is accessible
to any interested party."

Under plan two, the same inde-

Opens In Boston, July 6

permission to reinstate its application Boston-WBZ's radio workshop,
for a new station on the 1,490 band, designed to acquaint teachers and
with 250 watts unlimited, at the same educators with broadcasting problems
timé, applications for a new 250- and techniques, will begin its first of
watter, daytime only, on the 1,050 eleven sessions July 6th, at the Hotel
assignment, from the Washtenaw Broadford studios, it was announced
Broadcasting Co., and James F. Hop- by C. S. Young, general manager of
kins, both in Ann Arbor, Mich., have the New England Westinghouse stations. This is the first course of its
been set for consolidated hearings.
With Chairman Fly dissenting, the kind to be conducted in New England.
Commission approved the application
of the Fort Myers, Fla., Broadcasting
Guest Speakers Scheduled

of its station from WAAC to WINK.

The FCC has set September 13, for Lee B. Wailes, general manager; Gorradio in railroad operations, and ap- P. Nelson, director of television and
pointed a committee Composed of shortwave, and W. B. McGill, superCommissioners Walker (chairman), visor of advertising and promotion,
Case and Jett to preside.
all members of the Westinghouse StaThe Commission points out that tions, Inc., headquarters staff in Philthese preliminary hearings are to adelphia. Dean Howard M. LeSourd

the initial hearings on the use of don Hawkins, program supervisor; F.

develop information which may be of Boston University and Albert D.

of assistance and guidance to all par- Hughes, radio editor of the Christian
ties in carrying out further installa- Science Monitor, will be other guest
lecturers.
tion of radio on railroads.

Cleveland-Approximately 80
cent of the homes of the country

radio sets and only 10 per

cer

the schools of the nation are equi
with at least one receiver, it was

closed during the conference at
Lion WBOE in which the Cleve
Board of Education and repress
tives of 17 leading radio manufat
ers participated earlier this wet
The purpose of the conference
for educators and manufacturer
exchange information which w

"would be handled by the Western made.
Union Telegraph Company. Prior to

the war, that company actually made
telephone surveys and door-to-door
surveys. It already has trained supervisors. Its offices are located in public
locations, where anybody could drop
in and fully observe
progress.

a survey in

"Anyone could obtain a standard,

approved Audit Bureau of Radio sur-

Sub -Committees Named

Membership was divided into
sub -committees: r ad i o receit
chairman, William B. Levenson;
corders

and transcription pia)
chairman, Max U. Bildersee; apt
input including microphone
cables, chairman, C. E. Palmer;
tral sound systems, chairman, R
Lowdermilk; securing acceptance
recommended standards by manu

vey on any market in the United
States merely by calling Western turers and educators, chairman,
Union. It is estimated that there is E. Nienhuser.

William D. Boutwell, director
information and radio service of
United States Office of Educat
pointed out that judging by the o
ments of the membership present,

is my opinion that there could be conference served a long felt n
surveyed more than a hundred mar- where the producer and consumer
kets throughout the country at no together in an informal work
additional expense."

News Programs Popular
With Sponsors At WOR

meeting to exchange radio data.
Boutwell, in his opening comme
called attention to the rapidly gri
ing interest among schools and
leges in the development of FM ;
its significance for education.

'

The public's intensive interest in great use the armed forces have m
news programs was indicated last of audio and visual teaching aids i
week at WOR's sales department the return of military .personnel
with the signing of two new accounts their teaching positions in classrot
of the country, will accelerate
and some renewals.
use the teachers of the nation t
Henry Gladstone, WOR newscaster make of new tools for teaching.
and commentator, received three of
the renewals, each one for 52 weeks.
He will continue his 12:30 p.m., news
period on Monday, Wednesday and

CBS Makes Buckley Asst
Western Sales Manag:
Friday for Peter Paul, Inc., begin-

ning July 3. His 12:30 p.m. news
The following guest speakers are report on Tuesday, Thursday and
An FM application for non-com- scheduled to participate in the lec- Saturday has been renewed by the
mercial operation was granted the ture: Sterling Fisher, assistant pub- Manhattan Soap Company, makers
Sweetheart Soap, effective July 4,
University of Kentucky, Beattyville, lic service counselor, and Mrs. Doris of
Ky. The transmitter will operate Corwith, assistant to the public ser- for another full year. Gladstone's
vice counselor, both of NBC in New third renewal, begun June 22, came
with 500 watts on 42,900 kilocycles.
York; Miss Dorothy Lewis, coordina- from the General Cigar Company,
Sept. 13 Hearing Set
tor of listener activities for the NAB; Inc., for White Owl Cigars, for his
Company to change the call letters

New Radio Marl'

pendent bureau of five members make it possible for manufactt
would be established and, according to produce equipment closely rei
to Palmer, they would establish pro- to school needs and to enable
cedure and minimum requirements schools of the country to of
for each market. "The entire work equipment which would functioi
from there on," he pointed out, view of specific applications tc

being spent for surveys in this country in approximately 33 markets bePalmer said, "At any rate, it would tween three and five million dollars
establish the minimum number of con- annually, If we can adopt a standardtacts by which a rating is established ized plan and avoid duplication, it

The Commission also approved the and in my opinion, that minimum
transfer for a 12 -year period of number should be at least equal to
WCSC, Charleston, S. C., from the the number of stations in the 'market.
South Carolina Broadcasting Co., to "This independent bureau," he conJohn M. Rivers. Rivers will pay
$1,200 monthly, of $172,800 over the WBZ's Radio Workshop
12 -year period. Commissioner Walker

s

Robert W. Buckley will be
pointed the assistant western

manager of the Columbia Broa
ing System, effective July 1, i
announced by Don Roberts, w
sales manager for CBS.
Buckley enlisted in the CBS
force in Chicago in July,' 1943
Monday and Thursday evening quar- was previously associated with
network sales in New York
ter-hour commentaries.
1938 to 1940.
to 1938, he
The Ward Baking Company, for manager of thePrior
New York office
Tip Top Bread, will back Alois Hay- the William Rambeau Company, rat
rilla's 15 -minute morning program of representatives, and before jo'
Associated Press news on Tuesday, CBS in Chicago, he was special
Thursday and Saturday for 48 weeks, representative for the Ludlow
starting July -29. Sponsoring his Mon- graph Company.
day, Wednesday and Friday editions
for 35 weeks, beginning July 31, is back Tro Harper's Monday, We
the Mentholatum Company. In Sep- day and Friday news period
tember, Grove Laboratories, Inc. will 11:15 a.m.) for 26 weeks.
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I. arks Make Plans

Convention Commentary

or Democrats' Meet

ALL WGN-Mutual broadcasts from the
Stevens Hotel and Chicago Stadium
Continued from Page 1)
this week in connection with the National
approximately the same schedule Republican Convention will also be carbroadcasting setup will prevail ried by WGNB, WGN's frequency moduthe Democratic Convention in lation station, it was announced by
George Lang, WGN's chief engineer.
r

Chicago Exodus On

Blue Network had a staff of nine
commentators on hand with G. W.

(Continued from Page 1)

Johnstone, director of news and spe- Manhattan bound commentators plancial events, supervising web's con- ning to leave.
Consensus of opinion among the
vention coverage. Commentators include Drew Pearson, H. R. Baukhage, network news and special events
Taylor,
Martin
Agronsky,
chiefs
was that they received able
Henry J.
William Hillman, Ray Henle and support from their Chicago network

he news directors of the four net'ks-Paul White of CBS; William
H. V. Kaltenborn with án eye to Harry Wismer. Mark Sullivan and
oks of NBC; G. W. "Johnny" good timing as well as news values Ernest K. Lindley summarize events
nstone of Blue and Tom Slater dramatically interrupted the pickup at the close of each day's session.
and
Mutual, all indicated that they from the GOP Convention Monday Johnstone has the technical
tld probably have the same staffs night with an announcement that managerial assistance of the followhand for the Democratic Conven- Wendell Willkie had sent a 1,000 word ing in the coverage: George Milne,
t, and also that the physical set - telegram to the convention in pro- chief engineer; Thomas Dolan, traffic
for their respective networks test to present wording of the party's manager; Gene Rouse, manager of the
aid remain the same.
foreign relations plank. Kaltenborn Chicago news room, and Bryson Rash

'he networks also plan to retain was speaking from a corner of the of WMAL, Washington.
a
or two rooms in their Stevens Stadium rostrum.
a
«
Radio personalities were laughing at
tel suites so that their printers,
:phone gear and other broadcastLester Gottlieb, Mutual publicity direc- all the cheesecake pictures taken of
s

; equipment can remain intact and
place in the two or three-week in lm between conventions, rather
in removing it and then re -install -

As Convention Ends

tor who leaves the network for a Young Windy City glamour girls surrounding a
and Rubicam agency post, yesterday re- Dewey poster. Regarded the pix as a

Femme Favorite
Representative

Clare

Boothe

Luce of Connecticut rose to great

heights as a radio personality at
Tuesday night's session of the

Republican National Convention.
Despite the handicap of following
ex -President Herbert Hoover's
lengthy speech on the networks,

Rep. Luce displayed a brand of
radio oratory new to national

political conventions. She has an
excellent radio voice, fine diction,
and is a master of the art of dramatizing statements. Consensus of

ceived the congratulations of friends when determined effort on the part of party
press opinion at the convention
news of his new appointment came from press agents to inject a little sex in otherwas that her speech was one of
RADIO DAILY. Gottlieb is returning to New wise dull pictorial proceedings.
the radio highlights of the Chi*
a
s
York this week-end and will take a short
Ted Church Lauded
cago gathering.
covering
['here was praise from the network vacation before becoming radio pubnewspapermen
Sixteen
ws chiefs for the "excellent job" licity director for the agency.
the GOP Convention polled by Mu- associates, courtesy from the Stevens
1

it again in July.

.

ne by Ted Church, radio director

*

«

*

tual were unanimous in stating that Hotel and Stadium and that everything went well except the weather.
It was hot and humid throughout the
whole convention and everyone in
the New York delegation was happy

Don McNeill, Blue web's wise- Governor Thomas E. Dewey will win
the Republican National Commit in cooperating with the networks cracking emcee of the "Breakfast the nomination for President on the
Club" slipped into the press gallery first ballot. He did.
nvention coverage.
*
*
«
cause he shared a cab with a yesterday. McNeill is an ex -news-

aught conventioneer who was paperman and one time was a radio
The Honorable Dwight H. Green, Gov- to be en route to the eastern seaboard.
editor in Milwaukee and later in ernor of the State of Illinois, will head the
Louisville.
panel of quest speakers when the North- listeners during the course of this
convention.
Mutual commentators Cecil Brown and western University "Reviewing Stand"
With the soundness of the general
analyzes "The Republican Platform of
Upton Close were added to the 1944" Sunday 12 to 12:30 p.m., EWT over plan for televising the Republican
who
newsmen

ailing wildly in front of the Ste Hotel, Tom Knode of the NBC
licity staff was the first industry
GOP radio plank. Apeciating the lift, Knode's riding
mpanion confided that he was caring the final draft of the Republin platform to some secret point and

s

ranks of network
Other participants are Werner
originated their broadcasts from Chicago Mutual.
Schroeder, Republican National Comwhile the GOP Convention is in session. W.
from Illinois; Tracy Stevey,
This brings to 14. total of Mutual news mitteeman
of History at Northwestern Unianalysts covering the Republican Con- Professor
versity, and John A. Lapp, president of
vention. Roscoe Drummond, Christian Union for Democratic Action. Clarence
Science Monitor reporter, will also speak

lowed the NBC man to read the
dio proposal three hours before it
as released.
His mind working like that of a
asoned commentator, Ben Gross, from the Windy City on Mutual's "The
ed of the N. Y. "Daily News" World's Front Page." heard Mondays
id a reporter of color for NBC at through Fridays, 6:30 to 6:45 p.m., EWT.
ie convention, trimmed a scheduled
re -minute script to three minutes of hundreds of tunes played by the
nothing flat when the commenta- organ and band at the Chicago Sta-

Convention justified by results, NBC
expects to follow a similar television
procedure at the next convention.

Camera crews with both silent and
sound cameras will film the colorful
ceremonies, the groups of delegates,

A. Peters, from the school at Northwest- outstanding personalities both on the

ern University, serves as moderator of floor and outside the Stadium, and the
main activities on the speaker's stand.
the program.

These films will be flown to New
of the group, ready for action. It York by the first available plane,

took a few minutes of explaining to developed and edited on a rush basis
convince the officer that no one was and hurried to radio city for broad-

ir preceding him ran overtime. dium.
from NBC's projection studio
There was really lust one cool spot attempting to assassinate the Gov- casting
Despite the wilting heat, radio
over station WNBT.
ernor.
in
the
Chicago
Stadium
and
that
was
affs at the Stadium should end their
C. L. Menser, vice-president in
Even while he directed final phases
.eek's stint in the best physical con- the broadcasting booth high over the of NBC's coverage of the Republican charge of programs, who laid out the
ition of their lives. To get from the speaker's platform. It is a sound- National Convention here, William F. broad basis for the television activia Brooks, director of news and special ties, expressed himself as pleased
etwork booths in the high head of proof studio and control room, with
le gallery to the speaker's platform, gigantic air conditioning unit. Ted events was laying plans to expand with the reports received by NBC

ngineers, scribes and commentators Church, director of radio of the Rellist walk down 75 steps and up 30 publican National Committee, periodically took a few minutes out to come
eps.
cool
NBC's staff at the Merchandise up from the sweltering floor to
fart did a prodigious job in clearing off in the booth.
"Assassination"
msic rights for the entire repertoire
One policeman in the Chicago Stadium almost did his job too well on
'Twos Ever Thus
the second day of the convention
Chicago-John Daly, CBS corn
mentator at the Republican conclave, went through the carnage
of North Africa, Sicily and Italy
without a scratch. But that wasn't
the Chicago convention. John got

mixed up in one of those dele

parades, made
forcible contact with a standard.
gates -with -banner

bearing pole, and is coming home

with a black eye that rivals in
beauty an El Greco canvas.

the network's report of the Demo- from listeners. He pointed out, howcratic conclave scheduled for July 19. ever, that the Republican Convention
actually was a proving ground beNBC Making Survey
While expressing extreme satisfac- cause of the fact that television on
tion with the manner in which its such a scale had never before been
crew of commentators, announcers, attempted and it was logical that
engineers and other personnel have ways of improving the service to
worked during the present meeting, viewers could be put into action

meetings and if he had, CBS reporter Brooks said he will make every effort when the Democrats meet in July.
better the performance. A number
John Daly and photographer Rocco to
Informative Triangle
Padulo might have ended up in a of technical improvements will be
Women seem to be playing a
Chicago jail. Daly, equipped with a made, he said. The telephone system
bigger and bigger part in conven"handie-talkie" Was preparing to in- will be augmented with new lines
tions, either as delegates, orators
terview Gov. Dwight Green of Illi- where traffic has been heavier and
or commentators. Martha Deane,
nois and delegate Cecil B. DeMille on anticipated, and a few minor mechanof the femme program on WOR,
the floor of the convention, and 10 ical changes will be made in the
yesterday had Clare Boothe Luce
photographers were snapping the booth, the heart of the broadcast
and Mrs. Bricker on her 15.minute
event. One of the flash bulbs ex- operations, he added.
session starting at 2 p.m.
ploded with a bang. In a second a Brooks said that the NBC newspoliceman had jumped into the midst room is making a special survey of
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pl?OMOTICN
CBS' Tele -Quiz
"Pre-war vs. Post-war Television"

is the title of the provocative bro-

chure recently issued by the Columbia Broadcasting System for the sake
of putting a few questions and their
answers "on the table" to enlighten
advertisers and advertising agencies.
Red is strongly accented throughout. That is, each question is printed
in red ink. All answers are in black

ink. A few of the questions asked
and answered are: In plain words,

COAST -TO -COAST

i

DEW

susinES!

- COLORADO was interviewed by Jule Benell on WRY
WTBO, Cumberland, Md.: A
DENVER-KOA broadcast the 30- in her "Women Commandos- program Stores, Altoona, Pa., 22 transcrl
minute address of Allardyce last week.
announcements per month, thro
Nichol, Professor of English Drama
Paris & Peart, New York; Gard
- NEW YORK at Yale, to the Graduation Class of NEW YORK-Last
Nursery, Osage, Iowa, five transe
Friday
eventhe University of Colorado....K & B ing's commemoration
tions, through Northwest Radio
of
the
Fifth
Packing Co., of Denver, is sponsoring
vertising Agency, Seattle; Ameri
War
Bond
Drive
together
with
Alan
Larry Smith, NBC commentator, on Courtney's 4th year on WOV netted Chicle Company, 420 transcribed
KOA.
through Grant Adt
$39,000 in sale of bonds. Courtney's nouncements,
- INDIANA tising Agency, New York; War
i

.

program is "1280 Club"...WOV's Tom
FORT WAYNE-Fabien Sevitsky, direc- Morgan has become a "crystal -gazer" Bros., Hollywood ("Adventures
tor of the Indianapolis Symphony Orches- on the war events.... WNEW's 3rd Mark Twain), 15 transcribed

what is this post-war television ques- tra. was guest on WOWO in an appeal program of "America and Music" this
for the Russian War Relief. ...KOKOMO Sunday afternoon will feature Alice
-Ward Charles Glenn, WKMO program Remsen and Dick Brown, widely
director, has become father of another known radio singers.

tion all about? ... What is the CBS
position on that issue? ... So CBS is
simply proposing an acceleration of
engineering development to deliver
better pictures to the public sooner?
. Why is the advertiser directly
involved in this question?
Has

Thursday, June 29, 1

daughter.

- MINNESOTA -

nouncements and five transcriptit
through Blaine -Thompson, Inc., T
York; Quaker Puffed Grains,

transcribed announcements, throt

Sherman and Marquette,

Chica

-NORTH CAROLINA MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL-Allan Jones,
ASHEVILLE- WWNC announcer
Sam Gifford vacationing with wife star of his Wednesday night broadcast
at her parents' home in north Jersey on WCCO-CBS, has just adopted 11 -year ..RALEIGH-WPTF's Lone Star old Anthony Pisani, war orphan boy in
Quartet will sing on the daily "Tar Malta. Arrangements are being made to

Celanese Corp. of America, Cumb
land, Md., 12 transcriptions, dirt
Jelke Margarine, 13 announcemet

- NEW JERSEY - CALIFORNIA great cities and trading areas of more
NEWARK-Guests of the WAAT SAN FRANCISCO-From KTKN, Alaska,
than 100,000 people each, into which
WOR' is capable of carrying advertis- Coffee Club's 10th anniversary of the comes Lewis C. Pfeifer, newest member
ing messages with penetrating effect. Federal Housing Administration Tues- of KFRC's announcing staff ....HOLLY"Hit Treasure Island With WOR" day morning were Warren Lock- WOOD-Mutual-Don Lee news analyst
is a game produced by the station for wood, State director of Federal Hous- Arch Gunnison was an early advocate of
the recreation and amusement of ad- ing, Richard S. Whitesell, executive the now famous Al -Can Highway....
vertisers, agency men and their fami- assistant to the director, and Ralph From Melvin-Rackin: Eddie Paul, orcheslies and friends. As the foregoing in- R. Klein, chief underwriter, Newark tra leader on the Joan Davis show (NBC dicates, it has another purpose. It Insuring Ofice....WAAT is one of Thursdays), is also one of America's outserves as a clever reminder that WOR 112 stations Wildroot Cream -Oil is standing composers ..SAN LUIS OBISPO
is powerful enough to reach the entire using in addition to other advertis- -Brad Harris is now with KVEC anrange of the map.
ing, with the "Requestfully Yours" nouncing staff.
disc program on six evenings from
- MASSACHUSETTS Monday through Saturday for 15
BOSTON-Consumer Time will disGets BMI Post
minutes.
cuss "Home Canning" on WBZ this
- MICHIGAN Harry P. Somerville, executive diat 12:15 p.m
HOLYOKE
DETROIT-WJR has distributed over Saturday
rector of civilian war service in Wash-"Stars
in Your Eyes," sponsored by
42,000
Invasion
maps
to
promote
its
6
ington, has been named director of
McAusland
&
Wakelin
Co.,
local dehotel relations for Broadcast Music, p.m. EWT newscast by Fred Van Deventer partment store, for the Valley PlayWJLB
presents
the
Irish
Hour
at
6
Inc., Sydney M. Kaye, executive viceers, was presented on WHYN Tuesday
president announced. Somerville for p.m. on Sundays to bring its listeners evening, for first broadcast....
10 years was managing director of authentic Irish music. Arranged by GREENFIELD-Saturday, July 1st,
Herbert Mertz. Doug Wright writes and will mark the sixth year of consecuthe Willard Hotel in Washington.
announces program, with local tenor tive broadcasting on WHAI by WilGeorge Dom the vocalist.
son's Department Store, of Greenfield,
- MINNESOTA of "Wilson's Victory Revue."
ST. PAUL-Stardust" is the Sun- ARKANSAS day p.m. 15 -minute program renewed
HOT
SPRINGS-KTHS
. has new
for
another
13
weeks
on
KSTP,
also
.
fed to KFYR, Bismarck, and WDAY, program director in Grant (Tex)
Fargo ....Another 13 -week contract Pickens. Will forward notes on prois that of "Story Behind Your. Name," grams at regular interviews. This
on KSTP by Tide Water Associated addition is another in KTHS' large
Oil Co. It's a disc show. Ray C. turn -over of personnel.

dio program, sponsored by the I'
tional Shawmut Bank, the Shubt
Theaters, Procter and Gamble, a

.

CBS a "selfish interest" in the issue?
. Who is going to decide this issue?
Then television will not replace
AM and FM broadcasting? . . . and Heel Farm Journal" after return from bring him to this country.... Paramount
many others.
Pictures is another of plc companies on
This department closes in saying visit 'to native Texas.

that CBS has done a concise job in
brochurizing a controversial matter.

WOR's Treasure Island
Promotion and Research Director
Joseph Creamer's new brainchild is
a unique promotion piece for WOR.
It's a dartboard called "Hit Treasure
Island With WOR." The face of the

dartboard has a map of the area

WOR serves, showing 16 of the 33

'

y'i-=

through Young & Rubicam, New Yo

Kelly -Springfield Tire Co., Cumb

land, Md., 12 transcriptions, dirt

Fort Pitt Brewing Co., Pittsbur
Pa., 39 transcriptions, through BBDI
KSTP with a year's eked of twice -weekly New York; United Drug Co., St. Lot
- IOWA (Rexall Sale), four transcriptit
WATERLOO-New additions to KXEL spots.
through Street & Finney, New Yt
- ALABAMA are: Emlyn Owen as program director;
and E. A. Johnson as writer in con- BIRMINGHAM-WAPI's new 15 - advertising agency.
program from Monday
tinuity department.... SHREVEPORT - minute
KRNT offers each afternoon, Monday through Friday mornings is "Modern
through Friday, John R. Irwin's newscast Romances," dramatizations of true Record Boston Bond Sale
featuring Swift's Ice Cream and Sherbet; stories from the popular magazine... By 'Truth Or Consequenc
also, Swift advertising appears on KSO Preceding this feature is a quarter"Evening Funnies" program, 4:45 to 5. hour of United Press news sponsored
Boston - Ralph Edward's we
by Ward Baking Co.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
known "Truth or Consequ^".-es" i
WBZ, brought $1,829,375 in Series
Bonds, a local record, to the Treasu
Department Sunday evening, on WE

The first time sale of a national]
famous radio show resulted in 40 p

cent of the seats to the three pe
formances having been allocated
buyers of $18.75 War Bonds.

f7r

)

RS

D

June 29

Jim Nolan
Nelson Eddy
Jack Baker
Roy Post
Dorothy Gregory
Ruth Warrick
Adrian Rollini
N. S. Livingston
Mary Jane Higby

Jenkins, KSTP general sales man- ARIZONA ager, re-elected to 5th term on the PHOENIX-KOY and the "Arizona
board of directors of the Minneapo- Farmer" will use a huge fireworks dislis Better Business Bureau.

- OKLAHOMA -

play and Independence Day celebration

for promotion of extra bond sales, for

OKLAHOMA CITY-Pvt. Keith Carver, Fifth War Bond Drive....KOY songstress
ex-KSD staff singer, and now member of Marlene Ayres was married to Lt. John
the WAC recruiting team stationed here, R. Swanson of the U. S. Army Air Force.

hear

115113 instan

1430

taneous reports

from all tracks...
from 12 to 6:30 ... ex.

on the dial Clusive minute service
For daailabilities:

WILLIAM NORINS, Gen. Mgr.
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an
lu Mont Skeds Orders
)r Post -War Delivery
Inauguration of an Equipment Rervation Plan whereby customers of
e Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories,
c., can make reservation of televim equipment for post-war delivery
being put into effect, it was learned
om sources close to the company.
,e equipment will be complete for
:eration of individual stations.

Potentialities of the plan are ex-

n plified

in the fact that the organiion has, it is declared, already relived some 10 orders for post-war
'(Continued on Page 7)

''Vorld Broadcasting Adds
3 To Sales Organization

Grandma's Da} Chicago - In discussing such
questions like "Are Husbands Hon-

est?", and "Should Wives Handle

the Money?", representatives of the
Chicago Grandmothers Club will
try to outtalk glib Don Norman as
his guests on the "Don Norman
Show" over the Blue Network, next
Tuesday, July 4, at 4:15 p.m., EWT.

"Don't Change Horses" Meets Disfavor

With Networks-Charge Tune
Has Political Implications
Questionable political impli-

New War Dept. Series cations of a new novelty song,

"Don't Change Horses" brought

ban of the tune on all four
Planned For Overseas aradio
networks yesterday and

Royal Sees Future

For Shortwave Field
Cleveland-To avoid what the
Germans accomplished in foreign language broadcasting before the war,
an international set-up and policy on
shortwave broadcasting must be made

garnered a lot of pub icity for

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington -A new broadcast the writers who profess innoseries designed for both the Armed cence of any musical campaignForces and the home front was an- ing.
nounced yesterday by the War De-

Action of four networks in

partment. Under a plan worked out

(Continued on Page 6)

jointly by the four nets and the

Army's morale services division civilians and Americans in uniform
(Continued on Page 6)

Four Concerns Renew

at the peace table, John F. Royal,

George De Pue, formerly with vice-president of the National Broad- Portland Girl Wins In
SAN, Allentown, and NBC, has casting Company in charge of inter- "Hour Of Charm" Contest
en appointed sales manager of the national relations, told the Cleveland
mmercial department of the World Advertising Club at this week's sesMarie Rogndahl, 20 years old, a
oadcasting System, subsidiary of sion.
junior
at the University of Oregon,
The
Germans,
Royal
said,
first
saw
Also
appointed
ecca Records, Inc.
hails from Portland, yesterday
sales positions in the World or- the possibilities of shortwave propa- who
was
announced
as the winner of the
ization are Edward Rogers, former
(Continued on Page 6)
Phil
Spitalny
"Hour
of Charm" contact man for Les Brown's orchestest to pick the "undiscovered voice
e

and Dwane Stewart, recently with
international division of NBC.

lazis Fear Allied Radio;
Deport French Listeners

Paper Seeks FM License;
Craven Leaves FCC Post
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Mrs. Eleanor Patterson, publisher of the Washington

(Continued on Page 2)

Gets Educational Post
With CBS On West Coast
Hollywood-Appointment of Gwen-

"Times -Herald," yesterday filed an dolyn Shepley Peacher to succeed
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
at the FCC for permission
Washington-Nazi fear of the Allied application
Farmer Wilder as director
construct an FM station in Wash- Frances
adio offensive was clearly shown by to
of education for the Columbia Pacific
ington.
Thus
the
three
Patterson
-Mc
be revelation that all men between

lie ages of 18 and 40 in the French
awn of Capestang, near Montpelier,
Lave been deported to Germany for
laving "paid particular attention to
(Continued on Page 2)

"WJW"-Stork News
Cleveland-William James Waddell, ageless until 8:48 aan., June
15, weighed in at eight pounds, 13
ounces. Hal Waddell. national
sales director for WJW. is the proud

father and exclaimed with amaze-

ment when he realised his son's
initial read "W. J. W." When he
was asked the time of W. J. W.'s
arrivaL Hal said, "8:48 a.m., June
15." It all sounded script -like.

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 2)

Canadian Network Planning
Experimental FM Stations
Montreal-At the concluding pub-

Tele Reception Record
lic hearing of the Parliamentary racommittee, which will meet in
Made By WNBT, N. Y. dio
private next week to prepare its

Receipt of WNBT television film report to Parliament, Dr. Augustin
broadcast of the Republican National Frigon, assistant and acting general
Convention in Indianapolis, Indiana, manager, announced that part of the
was announced by NBC's television $100,000 reserve fund of the CBC
department yesterday. J. D. Smith, would be used for establishing an exchief engineer of the Indianapolis perimental frequency modulation staTelevision Laboratory, wired at 8:45 tion. He said after the session the
p.m. Wednesday that the WNBT sig- station would be set up in Montreal
nal came through clearly.

(Continued on Page 7)

CBS Network Shows
Four companies renewed sponsorship of current campaigns on the Co-

lumbia network, it was announced
yesterday. They are the R. J. Rey-

nolds Tobacco Company for Camels

and Prince Albert of "Moore And
Durante," Fridays, 10-10:30 p.m.,
EWT; "Thanks to the Yanks" Mondays, 7:30-8 p.m., EWT. William Esty
& Company is the agency.

Liggett & Myers renewed "John
(Continued on Page 41

Tele Stations Seek
Symbol For Industry
Six of the nation's nine television
stations will launch a contest on July
1st through the Television Broadcasters Association, Inc., to find a symbol
(Continued on Page 4)

World Premiere
Selections of Dmitri Shostako.
vich's orchestration of the opera

"Boris Godounoff" by Mousorgsky
will be given their world premiere
by Alexander Kipnis, Metropolitan

Opera bass, and the New York

Philharmonic -Symphony with Fritz
Reiner conducting, on WABC, 3 to

4:30 p.m., EWT, Sunday, July 23.
"Boris" opened the season last
yeur at the "Met,"
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GEORGE CRANDALL,

:

director of CBS press
C. BRUCE McCONNELL, president and general
Editor information, leaves over the
week-end for a brief
of WISH, Blue Network outlet in InBusiness Manager vacation at his Summer home at Somerset Lake, manager
dianapolis,

:

is spending a few days in New York
near Hancock, N. Y. ETHEL KIRSNER, member for conferences
at Rockefeller Center.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays of the press information
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway,NewYork(18), and Mrs. Crandall there forstaff will join Mr.
the Fourth of July
JOAN
LANE,
occupant of the editorial chair
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, week-end on her way back from
the Republican in the trade press
division of CBS, this afterPresident and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- Convention in Chicago.
noon will forsake her reading, writing and
Iu, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
Roget
and
for
the
next two weeks will adorn
tarech, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, ManRALPH EDWARDS,
HERB
MOSS and
AL the sands of Normandy Beach, south Jersey.
aging Editor; Chester B. Bahn, Vice - PASCHALL of the "Truth
or Consequences"
President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
off for Raleigh, N. C.. where tomorrow
Terms (Post free) United States outside of program,
they will broadcast another in their current theJOHN REED KING is in Buffalo, N. Y., for
broadcasting of tonight's "Double
or
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, series of Bond -selling shows.
Nothing" show on Mutual as a salute to the
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Bell
Aircraft
workers, makers of the P-39 AiraAddress all communications to RADIO DAILY,
TOM DOLAN, traffic manager of the Blue cobra fighter planes.
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone Network, is expected back today in the vanWIsconsin 7.6336, 7.6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15), guard of the network's personnel returning
from
W. C. GIBBS, co-owner of WLOF, Orlando afIll.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone the Republican conclave in Chicago.
filiate of the Blue Network has arrived from
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Florida for a short visit in New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
ANNA SOSENKO, manager of Hildegarde, left
6607.
esterday on a short business trip to Chicago.
BEN GRAUER has returned from the RepubliEntered as second class matter, April 5,
can sessions in Chicago.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
THAD HOLT, president and general

under the act of March 3, 1879.

WAPI, Columbia network outlet in BirGEORGE OLSON and the members of his
mingham, Ala., en route to the home offices band
were at Indianapolis yesterday for the
following brief conferences in New York.
broadcasting of the "Spotlight Bands" program
over the Blue Network from the U. S. Navy
BEN LUDY, manager of WIBW, Tokepa, Kans., Training School.
is spending 10 days in New York on a combined
business and honeymoon trip.
He was married
BEATRICE KAY, vocalist, who has been soJune 17 to Elizabeth Harris of Chicago.
journing in Atlantic City, is back in Gotham.
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"Hour of Charm" show on NBC next
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Beginning tomorrow, the popular
V. Kaltenborn,

commentator, H.

will air his weekly news analyses
over WAHG, New York. Mr. Kaltenborn's transfer from the Amer-

ican Telephone and Telegraph tompany outlet. WEAF, has roots, it is
rumored, in the fact of his advocating

recognition

Deport French Listeners
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Stromberg-Carlson

by

the

states of the Soviet Union.

United
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PICTURE 1M.S CHANGED!

I Continued from Page 1)

plan, commonly known as the "job
freeze," which goes into effect in

July.

foreign broadcasts," the Swiss newspaper "La Suisse" reported, OWI revealed.
German

occupation

authorities

seized all radio sets found in the

town when they "collectively punished" the inhabitants for violation
of the ban against listening to Allied

... Said the Spider
to the Fly
There are many lures to buying
radio time. Come into my house,

says one station, for power and

coverage. Come into my house, says
another, for prestige and popularity.
Come, says another, because of my
low cost.

The shrewd time buyer forgets
the decoys and says, "Let's look at
all three sales talks-power, popularity, and cost. Let's find a common denominator to see what gives
me most for my dollar."
In Baltimore your answer is easy.
Using Hooper, the coverage claimed

by each station, and the cost per

K LW

actual listener ... and you come up
with radio station W -I -T -H, the
successful independent, as the best
buy in this 6th largest market.
.

and neutral broadcasts, the newspaper
said.

BEST

Stork News
A son, Dennis James Feeney, was
born to Private and Mrs. Harry
Feenéy Sattilyday at the Bushwick

Hospital, Brooklyn. Before entering
the service, Feeney was a member of
the staff of CBS Press Information.
Stationed at Camp Myles Standish,
Massachusetts, Feeney is currently
furloughing in New York.

Air Leader Singiser Guest

RADIO BUY

in the
DETROIT

AREA
5,000 WATTS

Commdr. Joseph Clifton, leader of
Air Group 12, carrier -based planes

DAY and NIGHT
800 Kc.

guest of Frank Singiser last night on

MUTUAL SYSTEM

in the South Pacific, was heard as
the commentator's coast -to -coast program on Mutual.

W.I.T.
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED

WGY

,A i'

1m1ú WBZ-A
BOSTON

mo SPRINGFIELD
NEW YORK WEAF
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

KDKA
FORT WAYNE
WGL
WOWO

SAN FRANCISCO
DENVER
KOA

KYW

Wj
.

WASHINGTON
WRC

"MUST"
COVERAGE

Coverage of ... one out of every two radio homes in the U. S.
Coverage in ... markets where families have a buying power
more than one-third higher than the nation's average
Coverage that ... any advertiser can secure by using these 11
essential stations in these 11 essential markets .. .

00

0

KOA Denver
WEAF New York
KPO San Francisco
WRC Washington
WBZ-A Boston -Springfield
WMAQ Chicago
WGY Schenectady
KDKA Pittsburgh
KYW Philadelphia
WTAM Cleveland
WOWO-WGL Fort Wayne
Advertisers who want a bigger share of the people with active purses
the above
. receptive ears ... in responsive markets should consider

facts. Remember: millions automatically turn to these 11 essential
stations to hear their favorite programs.
For further evidence on "must" coverage ... data on audiences,
successes, time available, costs ... call your nearest NBC Spot Sales
Office listed below.

NBC SCOT SALES
New York, Circle 7-8300... Chicago, Superior 8300... San Francisco, Graystone 8700
Washington, Republic 4000... Cleveland, Cherry 0942... Hollywood, Hollywood 6161
Denver, Maine 621 1 ... Boston, Hancock 4261
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By RALPH WILY
Sy BILL IRVIN

JIMMY DORSEY has two coast -to -

coast broadcasts from the Hollywood Palladium, both over CBS.

Times are Sundays from 8:30 till

9 p.m., and Thursdays from 9:05 till
9:30 p.m., and negotiations are under
way for a third transcontinental
spot over the same network. Hereto-

fore, bands at the Palladium have

been heard on only one weekly transcontinental, aired Sundays.

The state of Maryland has been
saluted on the "Parade of States" program over KHJ last Sunday. Show
is scripted by Georgina Small and
announced by Norman Rogers.

Effective July 1, Ernest John Gill
takes over as Blue Network musical
director in Hollywood, replacing Al
Sack, who is relinquishing this post
to devote his time to free lance work.
Gill was with NBC in San Francisco
for 10 years as violinist and orchestra director, and has just completed
two years as musical director for CBS
in the Bay City.

Carlos Ramirez, South American
baritone, heard each Friday evening
on the CBS "Maxwell House Iced
Coffee Time," received his early voice
training in the Bogota, Columbia,

cathedral choir. He studied in the
National Conservatory there and
reached Hollywood in three hopsvia folk -songs, Gilbert and Sullivan
operas and New York's swanky Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

Brooks Adds It Up

NBC devoted 14 hours, 46 minutes
of broadcast time to the Republican
National

Convention,

William

F.

Brooks, director of news and special
events, announced in a review of the

week's activities. Of the total time

allotted to the convention, deliberations on the floor of the Chicago Sta-

dium accounted for eight hours, 16
minutes.

Individual

commentators

were on the air for three hours, 45
minutes, and the daily roundups in
which four to six news analysts took

part, consumed two hours, 45 minutes.

lie

SCHOOL

06

RADIO TECHNIQUE
(America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio Broadcasting)

SPECIAL SUMMER

6 Weeks' Day Courses

JULY 5 & AUGUST 2
8 Weeks' Evening Courses

JULY 18 & AUGUST 14
Taught by Network Professionals, Joe
Beginner & Advanced students, include:
ANNOUNCING
STATION ROUTINE
NEWSCASTING
ACTING
CONTINUITY WRITING
DICTION
COMMENTATING
VOICE
Coed. Moderate rates. Inqulrel
Call or Write for Booklet It.

R.K.O. BUILDING,RADIO CITY, N.Y.
CIRCLE

7-0193

SCHUTTER Candy Company ((1
Nick and Bit -O -Honey Cand,
through Schwimmer and Scott, I

Reporter At Large a .. !

It makes us feel good to discover, plug and then learn that
a singer, actor, producer, driector or announcer, gets the recognition,
that individual's talent deserves
we recognized the appealing voice
of Joan Brooks long before she started a regular CBSong schedule (recently our Judgment was proven correct when contemporary trade
journal's National Radio Poll gave Joan a high position and of the 12 named vocalovelies, she was the only one who wasn't on a commercial)
we were the first to say in print that Kay Armen would be on
the big-time
we raved about Herb Polesié s knowledge of timing
and showmanship and he's currently directing several top radio shows

including, the CBSustainers, "Eddie Garr Revue," "Colonel Stoopnagle"
and the Biow-CBSponsored "It Pays To Be Ignorant"
we said Sunny
Skylar rated more air time and the MBSongwriter-songster was given
added shows
several weeks ago we stated that William Gailmor's
"up-to-the-minute newscasts

a week"

should be heard more

often

than once

Gailmor has Just signed up for a 52 -week series of "acrossthe-board" WHNewscasts
about a year ago. Timmy Rich of WNEW

told us of a new baritone he'd discovered named Dick Brown

listened and was "sold" on the lad's voice and looks

we

Dick has

Just signed a 52 -week contract to MBSing every Sunday nite for the Form fit Co. of Chicago, starting July 9
Merle Pitt's Orchestra will be
on the program which Jimmy Wallington will announce.

*

SST

*

Richard Stark, announcer of "Abie's Irish Rose," "Hour
of Charm," NBCommercials and the Squibb and Irene Beasley
CBShows and general manager of Richard Stark & Co., will leave
the air lanes Sunday night to be free to accept a commission in
the United States Marine Corps
expects to be in uniform
July 26
Ernest Ricca, currently directing "Amanda of Honeymoon Hill" and "Romance of Helen Trent" will join the Stark Co.
and will be in charge of production... Alice Remsen, who will
guestrill Sunday at 2:00 p.m. on "America and Music" via WNEW,
may well see history repeat itself
when this John Tasker
Howard program was an NBC show, Alice went on as a guest and
was held over for 37 weeks.

**

Jimmy Sauter, the Air Features Dynamo, received the thrill
of his life when he was presented by Proxy Eddie Cantor with a Gold
"Life Membership Card" in the Jewish Theatrical Guild, the first Non Hebrew to be, thus honored. . . Frank Victor's novelty band, featured at Rogers Corner, rates an MBSalute for its danceable rhythms.
Jerry Sears' seven -voice chorus will be heard regularly on the 'Titch
Bandwagon" Summer series. . . Bob Burns the "Arkansaw Traveller"
will have to make room on the air waves for a "purty IYl neighbor,"
Helene Nelson, who hails from the vicinity of Van Buren and whose
folk songs will soon be heard on the Blue Net... We don't know how
or why but the letter from WNYC. addressed to the "Birth Dept. of Radio

Daily" was included in the batch of mail on our desk
and the
contents revealed that Nathan M. Rudich, Dramatic Director for that
station, became the proud daddy of a baby girl, Glynn, Saturday
this is to advise all and sundry that we positively will
not give tips
on "the sport of Kings," should anyone desire to send us mail addressed
"Handicap Department"
which reminds us
we do have some
inside, info on a "sure -thing"
it's the War Bond Derby and you
collect FOUR dollars for every THREE you invest. . . Martin Starr,
in making the Radio rounds. isn't overlooking a bet, in plugging the opening tomorrow at the Globe on Broadway, of Jules Levey's "The Hairy
Ape.". . Harry Savoy, NBComic. employs five or more stooges on his
air show
that old vaudeville touch.

*

*

- Remember Pearl Herber -

renewed the starring Curt Mass
program on NBC for 52 weeks, it

ml

announced yesterday by Paul M
Cluer, sales manager for the NI
central division. Aired on the fi
network, the program originates
Chicago and is heard Saturdays, du
ing the two time periods of 4:45-5:
p.m., CWT, and 5:30 to 5:45 p.m. CW

Contract renewal is effective July
Oscar Mayer and Co., Chicago, h
signed a 52 -week contract wi
WBBM to sponsor 10 quarter -hot

programs and one half-hour sho
weekly. Starting July 3, the me

packing concern will sponsor "mus
cal clock" (7:45 to 8:00 p.m., CW7
Monday through Saturday, and a nev
broadcast (3:30 to 3:45 p.m., CW7
Monday, Wednesday, Friday an
Saturday.

"Lightin' Jim," a half-hour trar

scribed series of western stories fc
children, bows in over WBBM o

Saturday, July 8, 1944 (12:30 to 1:C
p.m.,

CWT). Contract was place

through Mitchell -Faust Advertisin
Company, Chicago.

Norman Felton, 31 -year -old Eng
lish-born director and producer, ha
joined the NBC central division stab
as a director of dramatic program]
Felton replaces Martin Magner, wiB

is transferring to the NBC easteri
division in New York.

Four Concerns Renew
CBS Network Showf
(Continued from Page 11

Nesbitt-Passing Parade" for Chester.
field.
Newell - Emmett Company
handles the account,
Colgate renews its Tuesday time o1'

"Colgate Theater of Romance" for
its tooth powder, 8:30-8:55 p.m., EWT.

Sherman & Marquette is the agency.

Colgate also sponsors "Inner Sanctum" over CBS Saturday nights at
8:30 p.m., EWT.
Ballard & Ballard of Louisville, Ky.

has renewed for "Ballard's Obelisk"
flour the serial drama "Renfro Valley
Folks," Wednesdays through Saturdays from 8:15-8:30 a.m., EWT, and
on Sundays from 9:15 to 9:45 a.m.
Henri, Hurst & MacDonald controls
the account.

Tele Stations Seek
Symbol For Industry
(Continued from Page 1)

which best exemplifies the spirit and
purpose of television. Each station

will offer a $25 War Bond to the

viewer submitting a symbol adjudged
by the station to be the best. Stations

participating are WRGB, Schenectady; WABD, New York; WPTZ,

Philadelphia; W B K B , Chicago,
W6XOA, Los Angeles and W6XYZ,

Hollywood.

... they are power & spirit &

materialmaterial...

WHEN you buy a Bond you are staking your claim in
two kinds of Freedom.
The other freedom is - your personal

The first is the freedom of a free America
in a free world. The figures -25, 50,100,
1000-on your Bond are not dollars:

freedom in a free America. The figures

-25, 50, 100, 1000-on your Bond are
dollars. They are dollars stored away

they are part of the 4000 ships and
11,000 planes which took our men into
France and provided them with the
world's greatest air -power cover.
They are landing boats, tanks, artillery,
parachutes, food rations-they are the
muscle and power and spirit and courage
which will take our men across Europe
into Berlin. They are the power and
spirit and material which are taking our

men up the Italian peninsula ... and
from island to island in the Pacific and
across the Burma jungles toward Tokyo.

against the day when they will buy you
the things which you are denied today.
Such things as a new home-a new car
-a new refrigerator-and the hundred
and one parts of living which are freedom from chores, from worry, from uncertainty. Freedom to get and to enjoy
a larger share of the larger life to which
we all look forward.

The first freedom is the patriotic thing
to buy: the second freedom is good
sense. For America and for yourself,

dig deep-today!

EZI?e 931u'/&wo'iá
TO HELP SWELL THE TOTAL OF BOND SALES
WE ARE SETTING ASIDE SATURDAY, JUNE 24,

AS "BOND DAY ON THE BLUE"
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Networks Ban Song

"Don't Change Horses"

On Political Grounds
declaring the number objectionable
came as a sequel to the keynote address of Gov. Earl Warren of California, temporary chairman of the
Republican National Convention in
Chicago last Monday night. Gov. Warren said:
"The New Deal came to power with

a song on its lips: 'Happy Days Are

Here Again.' That song is ended. Even

melody isn't likely to linger, either.
For 11 long years we have been in
the middle of the stream."
Ban of the song on the networks
came in quick succession by NBC,
Blue and Mutual following the Warren address. CBS had previously

Courtesy Copyright Owners DrakeHoffman-Livingston.

the Middle of a Stream.' That

NBC also banned the song from

being played on its network June 26.
Although the question came up earlier
this year, it didn't seem necessary
banned it. The number, originally in- to do
anything about it until the
troduced in April by the composers Republican
Convention got
of "Mairzy Doats," had received ap- under way, aNational
pointed out.
proximately 50 network "plugs," had "The lyrics arespokesman
harmless
but
been recorded by Decca and Con- the ambiguity of the titleenough,
has necestinental records and held promise of sitated this action," the spokesman
being a good sequel to the other explained.
novelty hit.
A Mutual spokesman said that he
Will Appeal to Fly
resented the use of the word "ban"
Spokesmen for Al Hoffman, Milton and declared that his network was
Drake and Jerry Livingston, compos- "merely not clearing the song for
ers of the number, declared last night broadcasting, in accordance with its
that a telegram of protest will be policy."
sent to James Lawrence Fly, chairIndependents Attitude
man of the FCC, on the grounds that
and policies of the leadthere is nothing in the title or lyrics ingComments
New York independent stations
to warrant network banning. Song

4ncident is without precedent. The
only time a number has been barred
from radio has been in cases of obscenity."

The writers said the song has been
played- without restriction on three

tual.
Such artists as Vincent Lopez, Little
Jack Little, Alice Cornell, Dean Hudson, the Hoosier Hotshots, and others,

have played the song repeatedly on

the air until the ban, they pointed
out.

Blue's Statement

A spokesman for the Blue Network

400 Systems Available

Some 400 radio stations and
systems now in operation in al
theaters already are available

ganda and made good use of it, but
the British since have surpassed the
Nazis in foreign broadcasting. He
pointed out that the United States is
running third in shortwave, but is
rapidly catching up.

carrying the new programs to
and women in uniform, with

tional facilities being installe
fighting fronts are extended.
It is planned to present the
grams in the United States, trans

them here, and fly the recordin.
overseas service stations. It is

lieved that the series will hay

educational as well as morale v
The programs will deal with the
vidual

soldier's stake in the
After the war the United States
must meet all competition in the field what he is getting out of it, keep

:

of current scientific de
of shortwave broadcasting, he em- informed
opments at home and supply a
phasized.
ground for better understand
Royal declared that there is nothproblems, internation
ing in the world comparable to post-war
tions and the history, geo:
American domestic broadcasting. He traditions and cultural life of
said the American people would not countries as well as his own.
tolerate any other system of broadcasting that exists in the world for The programs are to be pro.
are as follows:
24 hours. "It has its faults," he said,
under immediate direction
WOV's Alan Courtney, emcee of the "but it is still the best."
1280 Club, is reported to have said, The free discussion which now ex- Education Service of the
"We have no recording of the song ists in radio, including forums, de- Forces Radio Service, and super
and don't intend to buy one. It's a bates and programs of that type, were jointly by the Army Infor
Branch and Education Branch
poor song and wouldn't help the originated by the various American
Morale Services Division ASF.
Democratic campaign anyway. Be- networks, Royal pointed out.
agencies will supply ideas and
sides it's a rehash of "Mairzy Doats."
gestions for the guidance of ne ro
Joe Ranson, public relations manNovak Joins NCAC
writers, editors and producers
ager of WNEW, said he thought the
Appointment of Bob Novak, radio will turn out the scripts and
song was introduced on Martin

of the major networks, as well as
last April when the tune was first
published. CBS was the first network Block's "Make Believe Ballroom"
proto clamp down on it, which was gram on this station. He added that
shortly after publication, they said. the song has not been banned-that
The song was broadcast on one of the
station has no intention of bannetworks as late as last Monday night the
it.
at midnight, when the orchestra of ning
Paul Martell presented it over Mu- "We see no particular reason for
scores of independent stations, since

networks.

Royal Sees Future
For Shortwave Field
(Continued from Page 1)

s

series designed "to tighten hon
and broaden their understand:
the war and this country's part
Details were not announced.
Announcing the project, the
Department said it originated
demand from members of the
forces overseas, and indicated c
will be forthcoming shortly fro:

Don't change horses in the middle of a stream,
If you want to keep your britches dry.

Columbia web spokesman declared.

s

(Continued from Page 1)

around the globe will hear

Don't change sweeties in the middle of a dream,
Or you're gonna be a sorry guy.
My wise old pappy done told me
"Don't ever change your bet.
You know what ya got when ya got it;
But you don't know what you're gonna get."

Hey! Don't change horses in the middle of a stream, middle of a
stream, middle of a stream,

Sei

Planned For Oven

Don't change horses in the middle of a stream, middle of a stream,
middle of a stream,
Don't change horses in the middle of a stream,
If you want to keep your britches dry.
Don't change sweeties in the middle of a dream, middle of a dream,
middle of a dream,

the melody does not linger on.
"Now we are being conditioned for
a new song: 'Don't Change Horses

triter Drake pointed out that "the

New War Dept.

(Chorus)

(Continued from Page 1)

in
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i

director and writer, to the staff of the shows.

the Popular Division, was announced
Those to be recorded for ove
by Daniel S. Tuthill, vice-president consumption will be checked ca
and director of NCAC's Popular Divi- ly for conformity with wartime
sion. He will assist in preparing the cies and regulations and then
following package programs to be abroad.
by NCAC: "'Bonus Parade,"
banning the song from our station," offered
"On Stage Everybody," Left Is
Leon
Goldstein, vice-president of Right,"
Kelly Gets Corwin Role
and "Hurdy Gurdy Man."
WMCA, declared. It's not any sillier
Gene Kelly will play the leadi
than 'Mairzy Doats.' As far as we're
concerned it'll remain a part of our 'Dawn Patrol' To Celebrate role in "Home for the Fourth," t
regular music library and will be In celebration of 10,000 hours on Independence Day offering on "C
used during the normal course of the air, "Dawn Patrol" Philadelphia's lumbia Presents Corwin" next Tue
operations." he added.
pioneer all night music and news day, July 4, originating from Boll
on WABC, 10 to 10:30 p.r
"We don't like the song, so why show will hold a special celebration wood
The entire broadcast is wri
give the composers a build-up just on July 2 over WIP. Plan calls a EWT.
because they have a good title?" tie-in with the Treasury Department's ten, produced and directed by No
Walter Dennis, public relations man- Fifth War Bond drive and many spe- man Corwin. Bernard Herrman con
poses and conducts the original mus
ager of WHN, said.
cial entertainment features.
cal score.
"We don't have a copy of the song

said the song was banned from its
airlanes June 26, when the Republican National Convention got under
way.
It has been our practice to pro- and don't intend to buy a copy," Jerry

Maggie McNellis' New Show
hibit broadcasting of matter pertain- Alpern of WINS, said.
Maggie McNellis, the Chicago soing to public controversial issues on WQXR said the song didn't concern ciety
singer, will present on WEAF,
sponsored programs, except during them since the station doesn't play starting
July 3 (Mondays through

political campaigns, and then only any "popular" pieces. WQXR specialin time sold to recognized political izes in airing classical, semi -classical
parties and candidates for that pur- music.
pose. In our opinion, broadcasting
A spokesman for WEVD that the
of the composition 'Don't Change station didn't own a copy and didn't
Horses' would violate this policy," a intend to buy one.

Special "4th" Show

Fridays, 12:15 p.m., EWT), tips on the
best eating places in Gotham in addi-

Featuring patriotic songs, CB(
"Gay Nineties Revue" next Monda:
July 3, on WABC, 8:30 to 8:55 p.m
EWT, will open with "You're a Gran
Old Flag" by the Elm City Four an
conclude with the "Star -Spangle

will assist her on the new program.

orchestra.

tion to the latest news dealing with
Hollwood, radio and Broadway gossip. Bob Stanton, NBC announcer, Banner." Ray Bloch will direct
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Iont Skeds Orders

lost -War Delivery
41 (Continued from Page 1)

iipment, and at least six addideals

are under negotiation

ly.
;)
4

Qont itself gives the priority,
yer retains this priority under
in until such time as the Gov it permits civilian manufac-

V rresume. When this is allowed,

of 90 days is provided for a
1 ¡purchase contract to be eff?d by the Du Mont customer.
pates, based upon pre-war
4 fa and labor costs, place equip b

or a new tele station, com-

installed and ready to go on

i

.i

at approximately $256,000.

eans that Du Mont, under the

an, has already a post-war

't

backlog of more than $2,500,000
já.í books, and another $1,500,000
!rs under negotiation.
'1
any launched the new plan,

serted, primarly for the pur-

gauging future business vol -

z

if
1

tele equipment, and, in the

i, determining what conversion
anpower problems will have to
. i.t.

h -Store Video

Forecast By Speaker

casting intra-store television as

is force in the merchandis-

tomorrow, Sam Cuff, general
r of Du Mont Television staABD, yesterday addressed the

ific Display forum of the NaAssociation of Display Indus -

in the grand ballroom of the

Pennsylvania, New York.
mdreds of department stores

ghout the country are today

:g about what has come to be

n as intra-store television," Mr.
declared. "Through this medium
contemplate televising merchan-

throughout the store and in

Bows only. And, whereas for
r stores this would be sufficient,
thoroughly convinced that the
p stores will find it to their disadvantage to go in for full scale
lion operation which will reach
eyond their stores into the homes

lstomers, 75 miles or more, in
direction.

Cuff forecast that intra-store
Ins can be purchased and in ¡d for from $25,000 and up de -

trig upon the extent of the faciliInd the number of tele sets de "A system which costs $25,000

(ally can be enlarged at will,
put any part of it becoming
useless or obsolete and addi-

an be made to it by adding units
g $500 to $15,000 per unit," the
er explained.

it Credit For Seymours
arine and Adele Seymour,
rs of "Light of the World" are
ceive air credit starting next
ay, July 3, after four years on

it with the show. "Light of the
d" is the story of the Bible, and
aterial is prepared in connecwith a board of clergy.

* W®

All

M

CBC Will Construct
81l{

Experimental FM Unit

BY HERMAN PINCUS

ABOUT fifteen years ago. Gerald Marks. Detroit bandleader and Seymour
Simons wrote a song titled, "All Of Me" which Gerald followed with

"You're The One You Beautiful Son of a Gun." With two successive hits
to his credit. Marks, accompanied by Sammy Lerner, arrived in New York
where, in collaboration with Irving (Tea For Two) Caesar, they turned out
a string of hits including the sensational "Is It True What They Say About
Dixie." Sammy Lerner answered a call to write for films and Caesar and
Marks composed their famous "Safety Songs" which earned them the
praise and gratitude of Americans whose children responded to the 'safety
jingles' dealing with "Mary B. Ware" and "Johnny B. Careful." The pair
featured their jingles on Rudy Valleé s program, followed by a program
of their own and for the past three years both have made personal appear-

ances at schools and playgrounds. Now they are once more writing
popular ditties and you'll soon be hearing a lot of their latest effort, "Good
Lookin', It's Good Lookin' At You." Last week, Gerald Marks visited the
Red Cross Blood Bank for the, second time and has another 'date there in
Mid -August.' In our book, it reads Gerald Marks, Humanitarian, Composer,
Gentleman, Scholar.

*

*

A flock of new War Songs seems to have come to the fore as
an aftermath of the arrival of D -Day.... Capitol Songs has started
a concentrated campaign behind it's "G. I. Joe," which shows Hit
Parade tendencies ... an inspiring musical theme, "France Will Rise
Again," composed by Corporal Harry S. Miller and Avenir de Monfred.... "Prayer of A Nation," a Marchant Publication, which was
introduced by the "Wheeling Steelmakers Choir" via the Blue Network.... "We're Wacky in Khaki" published by Lyric Music Co.
featured in the musical of the same name produced by the 39th
Lloyd's Music Publishing
Infantry at Fort Bragg, N. Carolina.
Co. has just released a timely swingy-thingy, "Say Pop, Send Your
Guide Book To Me," in which the authors, Gregory Franzell, Irving
Rifkin and Charles Alicoate, have pictured the dilemma of Our
Liberating Yanks, who wish to obtain "the address of Mademoiselle
From Armentieres" and to check the spots in "Gay Paree where
they might go when out on a spree.". . Carl Fischer has a stirring song in, "Our Faith Shall Live," by Kempinski-Holland.
.

.

.

.

*

*

*

Fred Waring is head of the committee consisting of Bing Crosby. Kate
Smith, Mark Warnow, Harry James, Benny Goodman, E. C. Mills, Abel
Green and Harry Fox, which submits its song selections to Major Harry
Salter, for inclusion in the Army's Hit -Kits, 70,000 of which are distributed
each month to Special Services Division, U. S. Army. Military Experts
claim that a singing army is the best army, so the above-named music
experts studiously seek the best songs.

*

RADIOLOGY: Fran Striker, former "Lone Ranger" scripter and

currently writing the "Green Hornet," will henceforth commute
between Detroit and Gotham, for he now writes the "Sea Hound"
scripts directed by Cyril Armbrister via the Blue

All six char-

acters heard recently in "Music Mysteries," were portrayed by
Paul Lavalle will feature, "Magic of the
one man, Phil Clarke
the comViolin" on his 'Basin Street' program, Sunday July 2
A
poser is Kent Cooper, general manager of Associated Press
new talent combination was created quite by accident during the
recording of a series of one -minute discs for Quality Bakers of
America. Producer Ray Green was called from the control room and

when he returned, a record had been cut with Enric Madriguera
whooping it up on the electric organ, having relinquished his violin
Vocalist Patricia Gilmore was going
to organist Hank Sylvern
full blast on the commercial announcement while announcer John

Reed King had turned crooner and was caressing the mike ... the
signal to 'record' was given to the engineer by the client's representative, Bob Schaus, and the clownings were waxed for posterity.

-Be A Rational National-

(Continued from Page 1)

where previous experiments had been

conducted. He also said notices had
gone forward to 34 radio stations advising them they could increase their
power to five kilowatts. He said he
could not furnish names of the stations.

Replying to testimony at a previous

session by Joseph Sedgwick, K. C.
Toronto, counsel for the Canadian
Association

of

Broadcasters,

Dr.

Frigon said the CBC was always im-

partial in dealing with private stations.

Mr. Sedgwick had advocated a privately -owned network which could

furnish competition which he said
would be good for radio, he also
urged establishment of an impartial
board to exercise control over the
CBC and private stations.
Such a body, said Dr. Frigon, would

be inclined to exercise its authority

with "more energy than we ourselves
who know broadcasters' difficulties"
so well.

As for establishment of a private

network, Dr. Frigon said: "As we take

it, we are expected to see that the

best possible broadcasting service is
given to all Canadians and the only
way for us to do so effectively is to
operate the networks and make sure
that

talent,

facilities

and money

available are most efficiently used."
Chairman Dr. J. J. McCann (L.

Renfrew South) told committee mem-

bers that among important recommendations would be whether the
present system of a parttime Cana-

dian Broadcasting Corporation chairman should be retained or whether it

should be succeeded by a full-time

salaried chairman in charge of policy

and a general manager in charge of
administration.

Paper Seeks FM License;
Craven Leaves FCC Post
(Continued from Page 1)

Cormack papers now have applications pending for FM and for commercial television in New York and
Chicago.

T. A. M. Craven today closes his
desk at the FCC for the last time,
completing a seven year term as com-

missioner. His successor has not yet
been chosen, and probably will not
be nominated by the President until
September, when Congress returns,
or perhaps even not until after the
election.

Commander Craven has been the

technical authority of the seven -man
body until the recent appointment of

Commissioner E. K. Jett. A Demo-

crat, Craven has usually dissented the
Commission's Democratic majority,
and has often appeared considerably
to the right of the Republicans on the
Commission. He goes from here to a
post as vice-president of the Cowles

Brothers broadcasting stations, with
headquarters in Des Moines, Ia. He
accepted this post after having. decided not to seek FCC renomination.

b
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* * * (ONST-TO-COAST * *+
- NEBRASKA OMAHA - KOWH's ex -manager
J Vernon H. "Bing" Smith was
name secretary of the World Publishing Co.....FREMONT-KORN remained on the.air from Sunday, June
11, 9 a.m. to Wednesday evening,

PICTURE OF THE WEEK

for

two

Ga..... WWDC's prepared serf
station breaks with Lyn Murray
ers for current bond drive are t_
listeners to buy more and more
and stamps. WOL's new ";
Miniatures" salutes local sports
ers. The program announced by

entire

following D -Dap invasion. Clergymen of
various faiths pronounced prayer.... During the current bond drive, KMOX, on its
afternoon "Music to Remember" program,

Hodges.

- WEST VIRGINIA CHARLESTON-According to the
ers of WCHS, Howard Chernoif. m

is saluting either a civic and business

ing director of the West Virginia
work, is very popular. He's now si

organization or individual doing outstanding service in sale of bonds. Marian Sex-

ton holds daily interviews.

correspondent in the European theal
HUNTINGTON-Irene Bruce is the
publicity director at WSAZ.

- NORTH CAROLINA -

began

at

13 -week series by WMAZ in 11

weeks, carried daily a minute of prayer

ASHEVILLE-WWNC

the Public Utility Advertising Assn

J. Paulin, was renewed for

Eastern Nebraska's residents in the
area's worst flood in over 50 years.
All commercial commitments were
disregarded during entire emergency
by the station.
- MISSOURI LOUIS-KMOX,

ten and produced by Julie Bent
gained the highest award of me:

- DISTRICT OF COLUMBI
WASHINGTON-"U. S. and
emanating from the Nation's c
and originated and produced b

9:30 o'clock, June 14, to help in every
way possible to alleviate suffering of

ST.

mandos," morning feature on WK'

its

-VIRGINIA -

pickup of the annual banquet of the
Judicial Conference here last week
in time to include addresses by U. S.

RICHMOND - Dunninger, m
mentalist, appearing here for W
and local Thalheimer's, played bi

Attorney General Francis Biddle,
Asst. Attorney General James P. Mc-

an audience who bought a

re

$2,425,175 in "freedom"....WRVS.

Granery, and John P. Parker, senior

17-year-old Phylis Cooper, soprano,
has replaced John Crabtree, baritone,

ports regretfully the death of Edt
Dudley Naff, known as "Colonel"
director of music for 15 yea

Amor" show....GREENSBORO WBIG resumed mailing transcriptions

KNOXVILLE-WNOX's engineerin

fourth circuit judge....RALEIGH-

WRVA.

on the daily Leo de Sola's "Amour

-TENNESSEE special events departments had r

to further war effort, having begun
this public service feature when the
first Carolina manuevers started in
1941.

field day in 30 -minute current bon
broadcast. Result: $99,850 with
staff having pledged the difference
the $100.000 mark. Special even
Ben Sanders planned program.

-UTAH-

SALT LAKE CITY-New faces at KDYL

are Betty Ann Johnson (program dept.)
and Patty Brasius ("Radio Playhouse")...
Fishing is keeping Will Wright happy dur-

ing current vacation. He's cow hand on
"Rtdinq' the Range" program at KDYL

.. Wild Root is bank -roller on KDYL
for three a week one -minute shows featuring Texas Rangers.

Courtesy NBC Press Department

Radio's point of vantage at the Republican National Convention at the Chicago Stadium the past week was the envy
of 1,057 perspiring delegates and 20,000 wilting convention
guests. Reason: The studios used by NBC, CBS, Blue and
Mutual were comfortably air conditioned.

Esquire Mag Is Signed
To Sponsor WABD S
Esquire Magazine will spons
elaborate television presentati
"The Boys From Boise" when
telecast over WABD on Septem
instead of July 13, as originall

nounced. Reason for the post

answer series in which four local sports ment given was the delay i
SAN ANTONIO-Bud Thorpe was experts try to answer twisters submitted completion of the new WABD
which is needed to produce the

-TEXAS -

June 30
Frank Gallop
John Mayo
H. R. Gross
George McCullough
Phil Carlin
July 1
Arthur H. Hayes
Irna Phillips
Bill Stern
Betty Jane Tyler
John Lair
Paul G. Patterson

July 2
Myer Alexander
Barry Gray
George C. Castleman Allan Grant
Jack Hylton

added to WOAI's news staff ....FORT by listeners.
hour production. Raymond E. N
WORTH-"Poly Pop" made by the
- PENNSYLVANIA the agency's radio and tele ch .
Big State Co., has renewed "Poly Pop
PHILADELPHIA-Several glamor- son,
Varieties" for another year on KGKO ous headliner acts from "Billy Rose is in charge.
The following were signed to
..New contract on KGKO is that of
will open WIP's Sunday 1 pear
in the show: Nord Corn'.
Borden's Milk for year's announce- Review"
a.m.
show
for
the
Fifth
War
Loan
Gwen
Davies, Dolores Wilson, V
ment schedule ....AUSTIN-"On the Drive.... WPEN's newest announcer
ginia Smith, Fred Flesher, Syd
Road to Victory" airer is backed by is J. Richard Jessen
Tilden Robbins, Everett Gerard, Sterli
Taylor Refinning Co., of Taylor, was interviewed on Tom Moorehead's
and Conover models.
Texas, on KTBC.
WFIL Sports Show. Both graduated Mace,
Bobbie Jean Bernhardt, not
from Germantown Academy.
-WISCONSIN Broadway dance director, will be
MILWAUKEE-East met the West re- OKLAHOMA charge of the dance numbers; scene
cently when KGER general manager C.
OKLAHOMA CITY-WKY's new direcby Fred Widlicka, art dirt
Merwin Dobyns of Los Angeles came tor of Women's Programs is Helen Barr. designed
tor of the Storm agency; scenery co
here especially to see WTMJ's famed Ra- Her daily six -times a week morning show struction by Fowler Scenic Studit
dio City: and met WTIC manager Paul "Six Keys to Better Homemaking" will costuming by Veronica, Ziegfeld Pc
W. Morency of Hartford, Conn.. who went begin July 13....Lou Brooks. WKY's lies designer. Sam Medoff, compos
West for the same purpose.... WTMJ's Sales Department, has returned from vaca- of "The Boys From Boise," will co
new program is "Quiysin' the Experts." tion in Idabelle, Okla., refreshed to be duct the music. Charles M. Storm
30 -minute weekly sports question and Helen Barr's secretary....'Women Corn. the agency in charge.
j

